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Foreword

The publication of this book Perroleam Formation and Occurrence
by Bernard Tissot and Dietrich Welte will indeed be welcomed by
petroleum geologists, petroleum geochemists, teachers and stu-
dents in these fields. and all others who are interested in the origin
and accumulation of hydrocarbons in nature. It is indeed a
privilege for us to have the oppofiunity of sharing with these two
eminent scientists the wealth of information they have acquired
and developed during long careers dcvoted to concentrated
scholarly study and practical investigation of the nature, origin,
and occurrence of petroleum.

Professor Bernard Tissot graduated from the Ecole Nationale
Supdrieure des Mines in 1954 and from the Ecole Nationale
Supdrieure du Pdtrole in 1955. In 1955 he received a D.E.S. in
geology from the University of Grenoble and then began research
work on petroleum geology at the Institut FranEais du P6trole. He
was made head of the Department of Geochemistry in 1965, and
since 1970 has also been teaching organic geochemistry at the
Ecole Nationale Sup6rieure du P6trole where he became Profes-
sor in 1973. Professor Tissot has had a broad and varied back-
ground of practical expe rience. He h as been a member of explora-
tion teams in France, New Caledonia, and Sahara. ln 1960- 1963
he headed a mission of the IFP to the Department of National
Development of Australia. Outstanding among his achievements
has been the use of the Paris basin as a laboratory in the
development of an understanding of the relation between tem-
perature and petroleum genesis. In recent years he has devoted
considerable attention to North America and has oublished
srudies on the or ig in of  the Athabasca lar  sands and ihe Uinta
Basin oil. Together with J. Espitali6 he is responsible for the
development of new pyrolysis techniques and instrumentation for
the identification of petroleum source rocks and their stage of
maturation and a mathematical model for the thermal evolution
of organic matter in sediments. He is author or co-author of
numerous outstanding scientific papers on origin and migration of
petroleum published in both French and English in various
neriodicals and books.

Professor Dietrich Welte received his Ph. D. Degree in 1959
from the Universitv of Wirzburg in geolog.v and chemistry. He
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then worked for three years as a research geochemist in the Hague
for the Shell International Oil Company on the origin of oil and
gas. In 1963 he returncd to Wiirzburg where he established a
research laboratory in organic geochemistry. In 1966 he received
the President's award from the American Association of Petro-
leum Geologists for his outstanding paper on Relation between
Petroleum antl Source Rock. During 1966 he visited various
academic and industrial laboratorics in the USA and in 1967 took a
oosition as Senior Research Geochemist and toward the end of his
itay was given the function of Research Coordinator for Explora-
tion with Chevron Oil Field Rese arch Companv. While being with
Chevron he was working on geological-geochemical research
projects in California, the Gulf Coast. and other areas in America.
ln 1970- 1972 hc taught at the University of Gottingen and since
1972 has been Professor of Gcology. Geochemistry. and Oil and
Coal Deposits at thc Institute of Technology al Aachen. During
his scientific career Professor Welte has made numerous out-
standing contributions to the knowledge of the geochemistry
of petrolcum, published in German and in English in various
periodicals and books, in addition to numerous private reports
resulting from his oil company connections. Most recently Profes-
sor Welte accepted the post of Director of the newly founded
Institute fbr Petroleum and Organic Geochemistry at the Nuclear
Research Center Jtil ich, although he will continue some teaching
in Aachen.

Although resident in Europe and presently working in Euro-
pean institutions. Professors Tissot and Welte have both been
frequenl sojourners in America and have long participated
actively in meetings of American geochemists and geologists.
Both have worked extensively on problems of petroleum genesis
in America and have published a number ol papers in the Bulletin
of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. Many
readers will recall the outstanding confercnces on the Geologv of
Fluids and Organic Matter in Sediments in Banff, Alberta in May
1973 at which for several days the authors presented specific topics
in this subject area and fielded questions and comments from a
picked audience of petroleum geologists. Both Tissot and Welte
have participated and aided greatly in work on the hydrocarbons
of cores from the Joides Deep Sea Drill ing Project, and are
members of thc Joides Panel on Organic Geochemistry.

The origin of petroleum has challenged scientists as far back as
the 17th century when it was supposed by many to be associated
with the mysterious "phlogiston". From being simply a matter
of scientific curiosity it became, with the development of the
petroleum industrv. a subject of vital practical importance.
knowledge of which has often meant the difference between
success and failure in exploration for petroleum. Much progress
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has been made bv the combined efforts ofgeologists, geochemists,
and geophysicists, but the subject is stil l a dynamic one with many
baffling unknowns and uncertainties. Perhaps even more fil lei
wi th  uncer t r in t ie .  rnd unknowns at  the pres int  day.  and c lear ly
just as critically important to practical oil exploration, is thi
manner of migration and accumulation of petroleum.

Ti \sot  rnd Wel te apprr raqS ,5.1, , ra cct  ;o l  on l )  as gcochemists
but also well-armed with geological knowledge. The book starts
(Part I) with the production and accumulation of organic matter

-  lhc h i r : rc  fced sto(k f ( ' r  pct r ( ) lcum. Then [o l l , iws the rerv
cr i t ic l l  P l r t  I l  on the t rans[ ' ) rmat i ( ]n  of  rh i r  organic  mat ter  t ;
kerogen and then to oil, or gas. lmportant aspects of the formation
of coal and oil shales are also treated. part III deals with the
formation ofoil and gas pools and the knotty problem of migration
of petroleum from source to reservoir. Part IV is concerned *ith
the composition and classification of petroleum. ,.geochemical
fossils", and the relation bctween character of petroleum and
gcological environment and subsequent alteration of oil in the
reservoir. Finallv, Part V covers the practical identification and
evaluation of source rocks. the correlation between oils and
between oils and source rocks, and an evaluation of the Dractical
uses ( ) l  gcochemist r )  In  petro leum explorat ion.

The Tissot-Welte volume is a clear, practical. readable account.
hr  lwo of  the wor ld.  leading reseaichers in  rhe f ie ld ,  o f  the
formation, migration and accumulation of petroleum, primarily
from the geochemical viewpoint. but adequately seasoned with
geology. The text is further clarified by a wealth of tables and
f igurcs and is  a mine of  reference in format ion.  The toDics are
der  e loped in  a log ic i r  I  and reasonable u ay wi r  h  fu l l  credi t  fur  o t  her
and sometimes divergent views. One of the many merits of the
Tissot-Wel te hook is  i t :  open-minded apprr ; rch to problems and
its avoidance of a dogmatic attitude - the true measure of a reallv
decp knowledge oI  a subjcct .  A par t icu lar ly  r t rong poin l  is  th ;
attention which the book gives to practical procedures and to the
complex instrumentation rcquired in modern petroleum geoche-
mical investigations, as well as to the more theorelical aspects of
t h e . u b j e c r

The book will fi l l a verl' much needed place both as an advanced
classroom texr .  and ar  a guide and refer ince work on the subiect .
u h ich shou ld  he in  r  he hands of  a l l  prac l  ic ing per  ro leum geologisr  5
and geochemists. These will undoubtedly emerse as bettei oil
f inders for  lhe reading of  t  h i5  vo lume.

Holr rs  D.  HEDBERG
Professor of Geology (Emeritus)
Princeron University, 1978



Preface to the Second Edition

The first edition of Petroleum Formation and Occurrence was
published about 6 years ago. In the preface, we expressed the hoDe
that  th is  hook  mrv  hc lp  t r )  p romolc  I  he  in legra  t ion  o f  o rgan ic  geo_
chemistry into the geosciences and improve communication be-
tween geologists and more chemicallv oriented researchers
in ro l red  in  p rac t ica l  pe t ro leum exp lo ra t ion .  \4e  he l ieve  we havc
indeed contributcd toward attaining those goals. Furthermore. we
are very pleased to see both how rapidly this field of petroleum
sc iences  is  g r r ru ing  lnd  lu  no tc  i t s  in t luencc  on  geosc iences  in
gener : r l .  I t  h r rs  heeomc nece\ \u rv  to  expand the  scope o f  thc  b t rok
in order to includc important new topics. suctr as biological
marker r .  t l . l s  gener l r ion .  heav l  o i l s  rnJ  ia r  s rnds .  migra t i , rn "an , . l
mode l ing .  nar t i cu l i r r l \  geo log ica l  rnd  geochemica l  mode l ing  w i th
high speed computers. lt is evident that computer modeling i i here
to stay. and mav verv well revolutionize the field. The comouter
can be used as an cxpcrimental tool to test geological ideai and
h l  po theser  u  henever  i r  i s  poss ih le  ro  p ror  id i  adc luare  ro [ rwure
for normallv verv complicated geological procer.ei. The enorm_
ous advantages oftered by computer simulation of geoloqical
p roccs \c \  i r re  thu l  n r ,  phr r i ca l  o r  phrs ico-chcmica l  p r inc ip le , , -a re
r i , r la teJ  anr l  lh  l  l , ) r  rh (  [ i r \ r  t imc  the  gco log ica i  l ime lac l r ) r .
always measured in mill ions ofvears rather than in decades. can be
handled with high speed computers with large memories. Thus.
the age of true quantif ication in thc geosciences has arrived. We
be l ie re  tha t  rh is  compurcr -a iJed.  .1u : in r i ta r i ve  approach u i l lhare
an economic and intellectual impact on the petroleum industrv.
ma in l l  on  cxp l , ' ra t io l  L )ur  c , 'ncqp11 o t  pe i ro leum genera l io ; .
mlgratlon. and accumulation are becoming increasingly quantif i_
able and hence can be used as predictive tools in the seirc-h for oil
and gas. This approach helps to cut costs not only in mature
exploration areas when looking for ..overlooked., petroleum. but
a l \ . )  in  h rgh- r i \ k  l r ( rn t ie r  r re l \ .  The in te l lec tua l  re . ru l t  cou l r l  be  I
better chance fbr a much-nceded synthesis of the principal f ields in
geosc ience.  such : rs  gcohrgv .  gcr rphrs ic r .  and geochemi . , t l .  Wi th
this second edition ol our book. wc hope to contribute both to
sc ienr i f i ca l l r  morc  adranced an t l  hence i i rk -d imin ish ine  exo lo ra-
l ion  s l ra tcg ies .  and l r l .o  t r r  the  grou ing  r l cmln , - l  Io r  a  s rnerget ic
view of the qeosciences.
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We have not only updated the previous text, but have added
completely new chapters on gas, heavy oils and tar sands. distribu-
tion of world petroleum reserves, case histories on habitat of
petroleum. and geological and geochemical modeling. Other
chapters or sections have been enlarged and rearranged. such as
those on geochemical fossils (biological markers). primary migra-
tion. asphaltenes and resins. coal as a possiblc source rock, new
techniques of source rock characterization. and oil-source rock
correlations. We have also includcd more than 270 new referen-
ces, added 84 new illustrations. and modified others. The index
has been considerably improved and enlarged.

Both of us are indebted to co-workers and colleagues in our
organizations. the Institut Frangais du P€trole (lFP). Rueil Mal-
maison, and the Kernforschungsanlage-Jiil ich (KFA). Special
thanks for scientific advice and critical comments go to P.
Albrecht. B. Durand. D. Leythaeuser. R. Pelet. M. Radke and
J. Rullktttter. One of us (D.H.W) wants to acknowledge the verv
fruitful cooperation with scientists from the Shengli Oil Field
Research Institute in the People's Republic of China. We are both
thankful that permission was grantcd by the Shengli Oil Field
Research Institute to publish intbrmation on the common work
about the Linyi Basin in NE China.

The great help we received from Mrs. R. Didelez (lES). Mrs. B.
Hartung (KFA) and Mrs. G. Tramblay (lFP) ior organization,
coordination and editingofthe manuscript ofthe second editionof
our book is also vcry thankfully acknowledged. Finally. we want to
thank our wives again for their patience with us during our work on
the second edition of our book.

July .  1984 B. P. Tlssor
D. H. Wgr-re



Preface to the First Editron

The subiect treated in this book Petroleum Formation and
Occurrence rstruly interdisciplinary. It has its roots in such diverse
fields of science as biology, oceanography. and, most important,
in various branches of chemistry and geology. Those concerned
either in academic or industrial work. with research. or Dractical
prohlems associated wi lh  petro leum. have long recognized rh is
fact. A steadily increasing number of these people is looking for a
comprehensive source of information on the various aspects of
petroleum exploration.

For a number of years we had been giving seminars in different
countries on the origin, migration and accumulation ofpetroleum.
It was from these seminars that the idea to write a book was born.
After discussing this matter, it was clear that such a book should
not be written by many authors, who might each be expert in a
particular ficld. but that it should be written just bv the two of us
as generalists, even if it meant an enormous amount of work. In
this way we had hoped the book would be easier to read, and that
the many facets of this difficult subject could be better under-
stood.

It is our wish that people in the academic world, advanced
students in geosciences and chemistry or other branches of
science, would benefit from this book. The book mav also heln to
integrate organic  geochemis l ry  more in to the geoscience\  lhan has
been thc case up to now. Most of all. however, we hope that this
book is of use for those working in petroleum exploration and
fields related to it. For a long time there has been a lack of
communication between geologists active in practical exploration,
and researchers more involved in chemically oriented laboratory
work: we hope to have bridged that gap,

Through our book we want to demonstrate that the search for
petroleum can benefit greatly from the integration and application
of the principles of petroleum generation and migration. For many
years the decision to drill a well was largely taken on the basis of
the recognition of suitable structures. Then the selection of a
structure was based mainly on intuition and general experience,
because verv little information was available whether or not a trap
would contain hvdrocarbons. A svstematic util ization of the new
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comprehensive understanding of petroleum formation and occur-
rence, as presented in this book, can improve the success rate in
predicting petroleum-filled structures and hence decrease the
financial risk of drill ing. To follow this concept requires that in the
future petroleum geologists must acquire some knowledge of
petroleum geochemistry. To this end the teaching of organic
geochemistry has to be developed. We hope that this book can
serve as a basic text for the petroleum geochemistry covered in
such a course.

The completion of the book would have been impossible
without the help of our co-workers. colleagues and friends,
especially in our organizations at the Institut Franqais du Pdtrole
(IFP). Rueil-Malmaison. the Kernforschungsanlage-Jtilich
(KFA) and the Rheinisch-Westfalische Technische Hochschule
Aachen (RWTH). We are highly indebted to P. Albrecht. Ch.
Cornford,  W. Dow. B.  Durand,  G.  Egl in ton,  A.  Hood,  R.  Pelet ,
J. Williams and M. A. Yiikler. who critically read and reviewed
parts of the manuscript. We thank Mrs. R. Didelez for her
indefatigable assistance during preparation and organization of
the final manuscript. Last but not Ieast we want to thank our wives
for their patience with us while working on the book.

Finally special thanks go to H. D. Hedberg, who read all the
text. gave very valuable advice, and encouraged us throughout the
work.

April. 1978 B. P. Trssor
D. H. Welre
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Part I
Production and Accumulation of Organic Matter:
A Geological Perspective



Chapter I
Production and Accumulation of Oreanic Matter
The Organic Carbon Cycle

Production, accumulation and preservation of undegraded organic matter are
prerequisites for the existence of petroleum source tocks. The term "organic

matter" or "organic material", as used in this book, refers solely to material
comprised of organic molecules in monomeric or polymeric form derived directly
or indirectly from the organic part of organisms. Mineral skeletal parts, such as
shells, bones, and teeth are not included. First, organic matter has to be
synthesized by living organisms and thereafter it must be deposited and preserved
in sediments. Depending on further geological events, part of the sedimentary
organic matter may be transformed into petroleum-like compounds. It is im-
portant to realize that during the history of the earth the conditions for syn-
thesis, deposition. and preservation of organic matter has changed considerably.

I .1 Photosynthesis - The Basis for Mass Production of Organic
Matter

The emergence of photosynthesis as a worldwide phenomenon is a noteworthy
historical event with respect to the formation of potential source rocks. Tbe
photosynthetic process converts light energy into chemical energy. Photosynthe-
sis is basically a transfer of hydrogen from water to carbon dioxide to produce
organic matter in the form of glucose and oxygen. The oxygen is freed from the
water molecule and not from carbon dioxide. From glucose, autotrophic
organisms can synthetize polysaccharides, such as cellulose and starch, and all
other necessary constituents. A simple form of the equation of photosynthesis
reaction is given in Figure I.1.1.

6 co2 -t2H2d j, u,---- cu H'rou.60; -6H2o
674 kcal

( Glucose )

r
Polysacchar ides

Fig. I .1.1. Equati() l)  of ph()toslrnthesis. Glucose. relat ively r ich in errergy, is formed by
green plants with the help of sunl ight (h .  v). Oxygen is by-product of this proccss
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Photosynthesis is the basic process that accomplishes the mass production of
organic matter on earth. Primitive autotrophic organisms, such as photosynthetic
bacteria and blue-green algae, were the first organisms responsible for this mass
production. A basic prerequisite for photosynthesis is the light-absorbing green
pigment chlorophyll (Fig. I.1.2). In primitive autotrophs it occurs in a relatively
free state in the cell of the organism. In more highly evolved plants it is
concentrated in chloroplasts in green leaves. These chloroplasts are complete
photosynthetic factories.

The oldest recorded forms of organic life are about 3.1 to 3.3 bill ion years old
and are bacteria and algae-like bodies from the Swaziland Group in South Africa
(Schopf et al., 1965). However, it is possible that life on earth is at least as old as
the oldest known rocks - 3.7 bill ion years.

It is assumed that approximately 2 billion years ago, photosynthetic production
of organic matter was fairly well established worldwide, and this time serves as a
zero reference point. Before it was reached, another billion years probably was
required for the isolated occurences of most primitive organisms to spread
sufficiently for photosynthesis and, hence, for mass production of organic matter
to be universally prevalent.

A summary of geological events considered to be important in the organic
carbon cycle is presented in Figure I.1.3. Without water there is no life.
Therefore, abundant life, even on a most primitive level, was not possible on earth
prior to about 4 billion years ago, when water became a common substance on the
earth's surface. During that primordial time, the atmosphere was reducing, i. e.,
there was practically no free oxygen.
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Fig. I.1.3. Events sup-
posed to be of importance
for the evolution of life
during the earth's history.
Mass production of orga-
nic matteron earth did not
occur prior to 2 billion
years ago when photosyn-
thesis was established as a
worldwide phenomenon

It is generally agreed that the early earth's atmosphere was devoid of free
oxygen, and that it contained H2, CHa, NH3, N2 and HrO. However, this view is
not unopposed, the methane-ammonia hypothesis beingespecially questioned. In
connection with this hypothesis, Calvin (1969) relers to an abiological or
chemical evolution that started more than,1 billion years ago. When primitive
organisms first appeared about 3 billion years ago, they probably utilized the
abiologically produced organic molecules as a source of energy to maintain
metabolism. Therefore, the first organisms are assumed to have been hetero-
trophic. However, the growing population of heterotrophs probably could not be
supported forever in this way. It is argued that, by the time these organisms had
almost depleted the reservoir of abiologically produced organic matter, photo-
synthesis developed as a second source of energy.

In this way, heterotrophic organisms that were able to use sunlight as an extra
source of energy could become independent, and with further evolution could
escape the food shortage. Certain purpie-colored bacteria living today show these
properties. They can act like heterotrophs and utilize organic compounds, and
they also contain the green pigment chlorophyll to carry on photosynthesis. The
oldest form of photosynthesis, as performed by bacteria, did not produce orygen.
Photosynthetic bacteria are anaerobic. Instead of using HrO as a hydrogen
donor, they can use H2S and excrete sulfur rather than oxygen.
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Certain -blue-green algae that evolved from photosynthetic bacteria probably
w€re the first oxygen-producing organisms. Although there are a number of
photosynthetic pigments, none can completely replace chlorophyll (Fig. I.1.2) in
photosynthetic organisms. Chlorophyll molecules absorb light energy, which
elevates electrons to a higher energy level. This gain in energy is transferred to
other molecules.

Oxygen is believed to have been toxic to organisms of that time. However, a
reducing environment assured that divalent iron was abundant in aoueous
solutions. This iron could act as a sink for the oxygen produced as a by-product of
photosynthesis. It is very likely that the well-known banded ironstones of the
Precambrian are formed by this interplay between photosynthesis and a
subsequent oxidation of iron to a trivalent form, with precipitation of the
insoluble oxides (Cloud, 1968).

Autotrophic, photosynthetic organisms were superior to heterotrophs and
consequently soon dominated the biological realm. As stated before, about 2
billion years ago, photosynthesis emerged as a worldwide phenomenon. Herewith
the foundation for the food pyramid and the evolution oahiqher forms of life was
laid. It is argued that after this event the atmosphere of the earth slowly became
oxidizing, i. e., free molecular oxygen became available.

Photosynthesis makes use of lhe energy coming from sunlight, employing only
a narrow band of the sun's total radiation. The portion of the spectrum utilizid by
most photosynthetic organisms is between 40fi0 16 g966 A. which nearlv eouals
the portion of light visible to the human eye. Rays with shorter wavelengths and
higher energy are even harmful to life. Different parts of the visible lignt spectrum
may be utilized_ by different photosynthetic organisms. The poriion-used is
rletermined by the type of pigment an organism employs (Fig. I.1.4). Ir enables
photosynthetic algae and bacteria to live at clifferent depth levels in the same bodv
of water. Life in deeper water is correlative to use of ionger wavelengths.

. 9

o

.u
nl

E.

- Green algae
. . . . . . .  Green bac ter ia
- - Red algae
--- Purple bacteria

Fig. I.1.4. Different pans
of the light spectrum may
be utilized by different
photosynthetic organisms.
This enables photosyn-
thetic algae and bacteria to
live at different depth le-
vels in the same body of
water. (Adapted from
Tappan and Loeblich,
1970; reprinted with per-
mission and from publica-
tion of the Geological So-
ciety of America)length in Angstri jm unit s
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1.2 The Organic Carbon Budget During the History of the Earth

For a mass balance of carbon used in photosynthesis during the history of the
earth, it is necessary to add up all organic carbon present on earth in various
repositories, such as ocean waters and sediments. The total estimated amount of
organic carbon and graphite, which formerly represented sedimentary organic
carbon, is approximately 6.4 x 10151 (Welte, 1970). A more recent estimate by
Hunt (1972) is about twice as high. However, Hunt includes in his balance
calculation "organic" carbon in basaltic and other volcanic rocks, as well as in
granitic and all metamorphic rocks. The biological origin of much of this
"organic" carbon is questionable.

Most of the carbon on earth is concenlrated in sedimentary rocks of the earth's
crusl. Part of it is fixed as organic carbon, and a greater part as carbonate carbon.
It is estimated that 18 7o of total carbon in sedimentary rocks is organic carbon and
that 827o of sedimentary carbon is bound in the form of carbonates (Schidlowski
et  a l . ,  1974) .

A relationship of course exists between organic carbon and carbonate carbon.
The atmospheric CO2-reservoir is in a constant exchange with the hydrospheric
CO2-reservoir. From aquatic environments, carbonates may be precipitated or
deposited by organisms (shells, skeletons etc.) to form carbonate sediments.
Conversely, carbonate rocks may be dissolved to contribute to the equilibrium
reaction between CO3 , HCO; and CO2 in waters. Primary organic matter is
formed directly from the atmospheric reservoir by terrestrial plants, or by
photosynthesis of marine plants from dissolved CO, in the hydrosphere.
Terrestrial and marine organic matter, in tum, is largely destroyed by oxidation.
Thus CO, is returned for re-circulation in the system. A simplified sketch
showing the main processes and pathways conceming the element carbon in the
earth's crust is given in Figure I..1.5. Only an almost negligible portion of the
organic carbon in the earth's crust, including the hydrosphere, is found in
living organisms and in a dissolved state. The major part of the organic carbon
(5.0 x 10'st) is fixed in sediments. Another sizeable part ofthe organic carbon
(1.4 x 10'50, mainly, in theformof graphite-like material or metaanthracite, is
fixed in metamorphic rocks of sedimentary origin (Table I.1.1).

If it is correct that all this organic carbon has been formed either directly or
indirectly by photosynthesis during the earth's history, there should have been a
corresponding amount of oxygen liberated simultaneously according to the
equation of photosynthesis (Fig. I.1.1). This amount must be accounted for by
free oxygen, together with formerly free orygen presently used by oxidation
processes of substance other than biological organic matter. At present, we find
free oxygen in the atmosphere (in air 20.95 vol 7o) and varying amounts
dissolved in ocean waters (general range 2-8 ml Or per l). Formerly free oxygen
is found in both dead and living organic matter. However, most formerly free
oxygen has been utilized by the oxidation of various forms of sulfur and iron. This
oxygen is bound today in sulfates and in oxides of trivalent iron, and is distributed
throughout the earth's crust, including the hydrosphere (Table I 1.2).

As stated before, it is believed that the primordial atmosphere of the earth was
reducing and the elements sulfur and iron occurred only in divalent form. Oxygen
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produced by photosynthesis, therefore, was used to oxidize sulfides to sulfates
and divalent to trivalent iron. The total free and formerly free oxygen found on
earth amounls to approximately 16.9 x 10t5t.
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1.2 The Organic Carbon Budget During the History of the Earth

Tablc I. l. t. Organic carbon in the earth's crust expressed in I0 lst.

(After wcltc. 1970)

Organisms and dissolved organic C
Sediments
Metamorphic rocks of sedimentary origin
(80% of al l  melamorphic rocks)
Total organic cartx)n

0.003
5.0

1 . 4

Table I.1.2. Frce and formerly free oxygen in the earth's crust.

cxpressed in l0 l  st exclusivc t l f  oxygen in carbonates and si l icates
(After weltc. 1970)

Atmosphere
Occans
Biological CO2
Dissolved marine SOI
Evaporitic SOa2
FeO '--- Fe2O3
Total oxygen

1 . 1 8
0.02
0 . l 6
2 .6

10.2
2 .1

1 6 . 9

The ratio of the total quantities calculated for oxygen (16.9 x 10'st) and
organic carbon (6.4 x 10r5t) is similar to the mass ratio of these elements in the
CO, molecule:

r O r  3 2  ^ . . \

\ c  1 2  |

I formerly free oxygen X 10r5t

t -c";t. "*b"t t. ...k= x 10''organic carbon in rocks x [0rst

1 6 . 9  \

6 .4 l

This balance calculation for oxygen and organic carbon on the basis of
photosynthesis indicates to us that most of the oxygen not bound in carbonates
and silicates has indeed been produced by photosynthesis. Therefore, there
should be a relationship between organic carbon in fossil sediments and oxygen
levels ol paleoatmorpheres.

Making use of so-called half-mass ages of sedimentary rocks, as given by
Garrels and Mackenzie (1969), an accumulation rate for organic carbon of
approximately 3.2 x 106t y I was calculated on the basis of the previously
mentioned numbers. The present annual marine production of organic carbon is
estimated to be 6 x 1010t (Vallentyne, 1965). With this annual marine
production, the total global preservation of organic carbon of 10 -4, or 0.01%
during the earth's history can be calculated. Although it is difficult to estimate the
true preservation, it seems to be safe to assume that it is less than 0.17o. Menzel
and Ryther (1970) also estimated that about 0.17o of the annual production of
organic matter is buried in surface sediments. Only this tiny fraction of organic
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matter is preserved in sediments, whereas the remainder is recycled, mainly in the
euphotic zone of the top water layer in the oceans. This is why oceanographers
speak of a closed system with respect to living phytoplankton and CO2 in ocean
waters. In a study on the origin and fate of organic matter in the Black Sea, Deuser
(1971) found a preservation rate of 4o/c. However, this value of 47o has to be
considered as an upper limit, which is reached only under such favorable
condilions as are found in the Black Sea. These conditions are an oxygen-free and
fairly calm water body without scavenging benthic life at the bottom except for
anaerobic bacteria. The sedimentation of certain petroleum source rocks has very
likely taken place under similar conditions.

In this connection there is frequently an alternation ofenvironments favorable
for production and preservation of organic matter and those in which much less
organic matter is preserved in sediments. A Sood example of this is the series of
finely laminated sediments, with altemating layers respectively rich and poor in
organic carbon, described by Ross and Degens (1974) in young Black Sea
sediments.

The cycle of organic carbon in nature is shown in Figure I.1.6 There is a
pr imary,  smal l  cyc le (1)  wi th  a turno\ .cr  o f  about  2.7 to  3.0 x  1012t  of  organic
carbon, and a half-life of days up to tens of years. There is also a secondary,large
cycle (2) comprising an estimated quantity of 6.4 x 101st, and with a half-life of
several million years. The two cycles are interconnected by the tiny leakage of

C y c l e  o f  o r g a n i c  c a r b o n

C y c l e  I C y c l e  2

Fig. L1.6. The tow major cycles of organic carbon on earth. Organic carbon is mainly

recyclcd in cycle 1 . The crossover from cycle I to cycle 2 is a t iny leak that am')unt\ only t t)

0.O l -0.1 7. to the primary organic productivi ty ( Afier weltc'  1970)

0rganic mal l . t  t ix .d
i n  t o s s l l  s e d r m . n i s ,
c 0 a l  a n d  k e r o 9 . n

soi ls  andx.dimcntsr
profoundly Rl l . r .d.

0 . a d  p l a n l s , a n r m a l s
0 r g a n i c  m a t l . r  I n

m . t a m o r p h i c  s . d r m . n t s ,
m a i n l y  a s  m a l a a n t h r a $ t .
a n d  g r a p h i l . .
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about 0.017o to 0.17c of the total organic carbon, representing oxidation of
sedimentary organic matter to COr. For our considerations, the larger secondary
cycle is of greater importance. Once the organic matter has entered a sediment,
its long-term fate is mainlv govemed by tectonic events. In other words, phases
of subsidence and increase in burial, or phases of uplilt and erosion, determine
whether the organic content of a sedimenl is preserved and transformed into
petroleum, or is eroded and oxidized. If organic matter completes the second
cycle during the birth. evolution. and end of a geosyncline, it undergoes increasing
burial, and is subjected to diagenesis. catagenesis, and finally metamorphism. The
processes of diagenesis and catagenesis are of prime importance in the formation
of petroleum.

1.3 The Organic Carbon Budget in the Black Sea

The Black Sea may serve here as a modelcase forconditions prevailing during the
formation of source rock-type sediments. The subsequent considerations follow
mainly the findings and thoughts of Deuser ( I 97 I ).

In the Black Sea, the main source of organic matter is in situ pholosynthesis
(Fig. I.1.7). A dominant role is played by the smallest unicellular algae. The main
groups of marine life depend directly or indirectly upon their rate of production.
About 100 g organic carbon m 'yr-' have been produced by photosynthetic
organisms over the entire water-covered area during the last 2000 years. In
addition, a certain amount of organic carbon (less than 107o) is introduced mainly
as detrital material by rivers and the Seas of Azov and Marmara. Shimkus and
Trimonis (1974) estimated the contribution of organic carbon to the Black Sea by
rivers to be about one third of the total input. Furthermore, chemosynthesis
serves as a source of organic carbon. This is the organic carbon resynthesized by
autotrophic bacteria, the amount of which is not known exactly. Il is estimated to
be less than 15gCo,, m-2yr r.

Most of the organic carbon produced in and carried into the Black Sea is
oxidized to CO2 in the top 200 m due to respiration, and is returned to the
hydrosphere-atmosphere system. The amount immediately returned to the
primary organic carbon cycle (Fig. I.1.6) and thus available again for photosyn-
thesis, is probably close to 8070. A small portion is also carried away into the Seas
of Marmara and Azov. The remainder is lransferred into the anoxic waters below
the top 200 m zone. There it is subject mainly to chemical and microbial attack. It
seems safe to assume that generally 80o/o to95Vo otthe organic carbon is recycled
in the top water column, where there is photosynthetic activity.

In the anoxic zone, Deuser (1971) assumed a steady-state situation. The
organic matter being oxidized due to sulfate reduction, and due to losses from
solubilization and fossilization is balanced by an equal influx of organic matter
from above, where oxygen-bearing waters prevail.

About one fourth of the organic carbon introduced into the anoxic zone of the
Black Sea is buried in the sediments. and thus fossilized. This amounts to as much
as 470 of the total organic carbon input of the Black Sea. This is certainly more
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Fig. I.1.7. The organic carbon budget of the Black Sea during th"e last 2000 yea$' Top:

so-urces of organic matter calculated as g m-'yr-' Bo!!om: Iale ol organlc matter'

ALt<tfi 4Vo oithe total input of organic carbon is fixed in sediments This value is

considerably higher than inihe open ocean (Modified after Deuser, 1971)

than the average amount of organic carbon normally fixed inmarine sediments'

The main reasJn for the higher preservation rate in the Black Sea is probably the

slower degradation of orginic matter in the absence of orygen .Up to a certain

Doint. a hLh sedimentation rate can also help to preserve organic material' The

i-por,un.! of those two factors in the preservation of organic matter is hard to

qr'"riity, *d certainly varies in different environments and localities' It is

obuioui thut in areas iuch as deltas, the high rate of sedimentation is more

important than an anoxic water zone, whictr should be of greater influence in

closed. staenant bodies of water. As a basis for comparison with the Black Sea'

P a r t i c u l a t e  F l u  x
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the Amazon River discharges about 10101 organic carbon per year (Williams,
1968). This is about 10O times more than the total annual production of organic
carbon in the Black Sea. The Amazon River represents approximately 207o of the
total $orldwide river runoff.

Organic maner in q-aters is arbitrarily subdivided into particulate (living and
dead t arrl "disolr ed" organic matter (in general particles <1p). Approximately
llr-t ..-ri the total organic carbon discharge of the Amazon River is in a dissolved
sr-:re. rbe rest is panic'ulate organic matter. Whereas the particulate organic
mener crrrFd inro the sea is more significant locally, the dissolved organic matter
j:Dl : *rler dttribution due to mixing of water masses. No matter what the
:rLrEs!\€-{ are that lead to preservation and fossilization of organic malter, they
r. J prrme importance for the formation of potential source rocks.

Summary and Conclusion

Photosynthesis is the basis for mass production of organic matter. Abour 2 billion years
ago in the Precambrian, photosynthesis emerged as a worldwide phenornenon.
Herewith the folndation for the food pyramid and the evolution ofhigher forms of life
was laid. The enrichment of molecular oxygen in the atmosphere of the earth is a direct
consequence of photosynthesis and the mass production of organic matter.

During the earth's history and on a global scale, the average preservation rate ofthe
primary organic production, expressed as organic carbon, is estimated to be less than
0.l7o. The upper limit of the preservation rate oforganic carbon to be found in certailt
oxygen-deficient environments favorable for deposition of source rock-type sediments
is about 47o.
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we know of the occurrence of petroleum and petroleum precursors (kerogen and

;l;;;; i;;;;.-";;;;;1i-e (Nonesuch Share' Michigan' usA) rhroush the

C;;;t and up to the Devonian, mainly marine phytoplankton and bacteria'

;il;;;;;;;6t benthonic algae and zooplankton could have served as source

ffi;;;iil ;;;;i*.. rn"t"uti"t, t"irestrial organic matter derived from land

;ffi;-;ii".i-;; uit"rnutin" 'o*""' rn" evJlutionary level and kind of

contributing source organrsms may be of decisive influence on- the type and

amount of Detroleum generateo in a certain source rock Therefore' one must

H.io"r;i;;;1;iioriot ttt. biosphere in connection with the formation or

petroleum.

2.1 PhytoPlankton and Bacteria

Some 2 billion years ago in the Precambrian' the main producers of organic

"".il.t *"i" Ufir"-gree"n algae and photosynthetic" bacteria Throughout the

6".i.f*'bJ";i;lun uni Silurian, a variety of marine phytoplanktonic

"'rga.iaa-, U"","da, and blue-green aigae were the dominant-sources of organlc

carbon until land ptunt, upp"ut"J on th"e continents and spread sufficientlyby the

Middle Devonian (Zimmermann, 1959)' It is estimated that wen today manne

ohwoplankton anO bu.t".iu u." '"tpontible for 50% to 607o of the world organic

iaibon production (Vallentyne' I 965)'*olii;Iu-si; 
;i"itntr".. unutt"i, rappan (1e68).and ranla1 and I-oeblich

trs"?0ii"* ".ilui"Jtn" uu"nJ'un"e of iossil phltoplankton throlgh geological

time. A diagramatrc representation is given in Figure I 2-' l'-Phytoplankton

Droduction started in trre preca.uan,inJreasea tnroughout the Early Paleozoic,

i;#;",c',"il ;".piv i" r-""-p""onian' During Pirmo-Carboniferous and

Triassic times, productlon was generally low Another maximum occurred in Late

Jurassic-Cretaceous, dropping abruptly at the end of the Cretaceous' Inthe Early

;il;;";:;Ju"tiln *u. tc-i 

 

*tv low lt increased rapidlv in I'ate Paleocene

and Eocene, and decreased uguin'in ttl" Oligocene Finally' a,maximum in the

iai*"n" *". tofr"wed by a deiline to the present level of productlon
"^ilJ-iir.i 

p"riod of iigh ptrvtoplantion pttdY"l"ilY jt::ambrian-Earlv
puLJtoi"j *'u. gouemed 

"by -thuracteristic 
organic-walled plankton such as

;1";;";; algael various "acritarchs", and green algae They had no skeletons

;;pffi;; "il;i"'.iticu, ot ottt"t tineril substa-nces The name "acritarch"
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Fig. I.2.1. Variation in abundance of fossil phytoplankton groups and total phytoplankton
during geological past. (Adapted from Tappan and Loeblich, 1970); reprinted with
permission and from publication of the Geological Society of America)

refers to a purely morphologicalgroup of rounded, polygonal or elongate, smooth
or omamented, acid-resistant organic-walled vesicles which are probably algal
cysts. Their origin is still being debated. The second maximum in Late
Jurassic-Cretaceous was dominated by calcareous nannoplankton, including
coccolithophorids (small unicellular plants with a calcareous skeleton) and
dinoflagellates. Siliceous phytoplankton, especially silicoflagellates and diatoms,
appeared in the Late Cretaceous and became increasingly important in the
Cenozoic.

Fossil records are inadequate to quantify the productivity of bacteria
throughout geological time. Because of microscopic (or submicroscopic) size, and
the lack of hard parts, they are rarely fossilized. However, examples of fossilized
bacteria have been recorded from all geological systems including the Precam-
brian. Fossilized bacteria are often associated with orsanic matter such as Dlant
tissues. and animal and insect remains (Moore, l9b9j. Most fossilized baiteria
were generically similar to present-day forms occurring in comparable environ-
ments (Schopf et al., 1965; Moore, 1967).

Bacteria and blue-green algae, both unicellular, are the only organisms that do
not possess membrane-bound organelles such as nuclei within the cell. They are,
therefore, called prokaryotes, and are distinct from all other organisms with cell
nuclei, which are called eukamotes.
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Bacteriaandalgaeundoubtedlyareandalwayshavebeenecologicalpioneers.
Bacteria especially show an enormous versatility in theirphYsiologY This enabled

irl.- i" rit! "rrn"'.t everywhere and guaranteed their ubiquity' Bacteria may be

it"i"i"".pt i", ""atrophic (photosyrihesis without oxygen p^roduction)' orboth'

fr"v "i"'"n .t,"anding eximple of evolutionary success' relying entirely upon

their versatility, and apparently unrestricted thioughout geological time' Ac-

i.ilr'g ,. Zi;n ttsi6, :rl,qt.',1e64), more than i00 :P"1:'.:1 
bacteria and

related organisms are presently ttnown to attack organic matter in soils and

sediments. There is no reason to assume that this situati'on has changed drastically

.i"'."irt"i;t".".uiiun, *nen Iutgeiamounts of organic debris were first available'

;;;ll l; ;it;t.."d iater, d"ud bacteria are second only to phvtoplankton in

;;il;;il;i;-tg*ic matter ultimatelv buried and preserved in sediments'

Thefundamenta l re lat ionst r rp inthefoodchainwi th inthepyrarn idof l i fe
causes a direct correlation in occu"ence and distribution between autotrophic

;;;;;;tki"" and heterotrophic zooplankton' The biomass of zooplankton

ii&Hil;;t;o ue ligh ln areas or high phvtoplankton Productivitv (Bosorov

il il;;;, 1960).-'this relations"hip tras ixisted since the emergency of

ffit;#,il;;;t*it#. rttrt" iitl"mbriin, such as unicellular foraminif era and

t"JrlrLfi. ii "r*;pplies to other organisms of the animal kingdom' like worms'

ili#il; "tJ" ".t[iopoa.. There ire a few landmarks with respect to the

;;;;;"-;1;.;ptankton and oiieiinvertebrates' including th€ emersence and

;;;;;;.f ;;"i.lites during the Earlv Paleozoic (ordovician-Silurian)' an

occasionally masslve occurrence of trilobites during the Cambrian' Ordovician
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Fie. I.2.2. Main groups of microfossils in the maine environment' (After Moore' 1969)
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and Silurian, as well as the explosive emergence of foraminifers during the Late
Jurassic. Planktonic foraminifera must be considered as major contributors of
organic matter to certain marine sediments. Their quantity and occurrence,
however, seem to be controlled primarily by phytoplankton productivity, i. e., by
the availability of a food-source (Tolderlund and 86, 1971). More highly
organized animals, such as fishes, contribute so little organic matter to sediments
that they can practically be ignored. However, the larval stages of most
invertebrates have probably contributed varying amounts of organic matter since
the Cambrian time.

A quantitative estimate of the contribution of various groups of organisms with
high productivity and biomass during geological history is difficult. It exists for
only a few categories of organisms, such as phytoplankton (Fig. I.2.1). Main
groups of microfossils and their possible organic contribution to sediments in the
marine and nonmarine environments are shown in Figure I.2.2 and Figure I.2.3.
These figures are not intended to show the continuity of an environment, but
rather the kind of organism available when the environment did occur (Moore,
1969). Microfossils rich in organic matter are black, while forms in which
inorganic skeletal material predominates are stippled. The appearance of a
given group is represented by a narrow area and a more common occurrence by
a wider area. No attempt is made to show relative abundance.

Fig. I.2.3. Main groups of microfos-
sils in the nonmarine environment.
(After Moore, 1969)

2.2 Higher Plants

Following phytoplankton and bacteria, higher plants are the third important
contributor to organic matter in sediments. As can be seen in Figure I.2.4,
remains of higher plants appear in sediments of Silurian age and have been

: : i ; ; : F
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Fig. I.2.4. The evolution of vascular land plants. During Late Silurian the first higher
plants, psilophyta, emerged from the marine environment and conquered the continents'
(Modified after Zimmermann, 1969)

common relics since Devonian time. The precursors of higher plants evolved

throughout the Precambrian, Cambrian and Ordovician' In order of develop-

mentjhese precursors include blue-green algae, green algae, and finally higher

algae such as seaweed and kelp. They lived in the marine environment' Evolution

of land plants started in the Siiurian. The spore record suggests a-small number of

land-plant types in the Silurian, with continuously increasing diversity through

the Devonian.
In this connection, relatively rich spore assemblages in material of Silurian age

(Wenlock-Ludlow) from North Africa are of special interest, because of their

early age, with respect to the evolutionary history of land plants (Richardson and

Ioannides, 1973).
According to the macrofossil record, it was not until latesl Silurian that

primitive Pi"ilopsida (Cooksonia), belonging to the. division of Pteridophyta'

ionquered the continents. Some Psilopsida also lived in the marine environment'

Theie primitive plants were possibly leafless and rootless, but certainly had a

vascular system.
During the Early Devonian, other groups of Pteridophyta evolved (Zimmer-

mann, 1i59). In the Middle Devonian, due probably to an.explosive evolution'

most classes of vascular plants had already appeared as primitive representatlves'

In the Late Devonian, Psilopsida became scarce, while other Pteridophyta, such

as Lycopsida (Cyclostigma), Sphenopsida (Sphenophyllum), and early fems
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(Pteropsida) dominated the land flora. Contrary to the Silurian land plants, Late
Devonian plants had small leaves, roots and secondary wood. The land flora of
the Late Devonian is in many respects similar to the flora of the Early
Carboniferous. During Early Carboniferous, the first Equisetales and seed ferns
(pteridosperms) appeared. Lepidodendron became a common plant. During the
Late Carboniferous, this type of land flora reached a culmination in variety of
forms and quantity. Shrubs and larger trees occurred more and more frequently
during Late Devonian and Carboniferous, eventually forming dense forests and
hence large masses of wood, now partly fixed in extensive coal seams.

Toward the end of the Paleozoic, during the Permian Age, the gymnosperms, a
new division of plants, emerged from earlier beginnings. They included primarily
such classes as Coniferales, Ginkgoales, Cycadales and Bennettitales, and
dominated the flora until the Cretaceous. Because of this dominance of
gymnosperrns, the time-span between Late Permian and Early Cretaceous is
called the "era of gymnosperms". Pteridophyta did not play an important role
during this time.

A final important turning point in the evolution of plants was reached during
the Early Cretaceous. The character of land vegetation was severely changed by
the sudden appearance of angiosperms, which quickly dominated the flora.
Althougb present-day vegetation shows a wider variation in angiosperms than
that during the Upper Cretaceous, the same tlpe ofplants stillcovers vast areas of
the continents. The sketched evolution of land Dlants shown in Fisure I.2.4 is
taken from Zmmermann ( 1969).

2.3 Geological History of the Biosphere

The evolution of the biosphere and the geological history of the earth are
intimately interrelated, and cannot be considered separately. For a short
comprehensive understanding of both, partly on a hypothetical basis, we follow
largely the ideas and interpretations of Biilow (1959). Throughout geological
history, the evolution of flora was always one step ahead of faunal evolution. At
all evolutionary levels, plants invaded new ecological systems first, and were later
followed by animals. During the Early Paleozoic, when algae dominated the
biosphere, only minor quantities of marine invertebrates existed compared to the
plant biomass. The tremendous surplus in productivityof lower plants at that time
is represented by dark and black marine shales, rich in organic matter, which are
the "normal" open marine sediments of the Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian
tlmes.

In later periods, similar shales were less common in marine environments, and
their occurrences were limited to special paleogeographic situations. Examples of
these special situations are land-locked marine basins such as lagoons, and larger
bodies of water, such as the early Atlantic Ocean in the Middle Cretaceous time.
In the open marine environment afler the Silurian time, a kind of equilibriumhad
developed between plant production and a plant-consuming fauna. The normal
surplus in plant (mainly algae) productivity was thus terminated. The overall
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evolutionary level of the Late Silurian marine flora and fauna does not seem to be

il;;iif;ti from today's marine level of evolution with the conquest of the

.."ii*"i. tV f *a plants during late Silurian and Devonian' the dominance of

-u.in. otgJni" productivity slowly began to-disappear' until some sort ot

.o"ifit.irri was reached between-marine and lerrestrial productivity in the

C]"tu""ou. ti-". Xter the Silurian, the surplus of productivity shifted from open

marine enuironment to coastal areas, and to the paralic basins where most of the

iate paleozoic coal deposits have been found. with the advent of gymnosperms

"."i itr" ""0 of the Pileozoic, and especially with the appearance of the very

adaptable, and hence superior, angiosperms during the Early Cretaceous' plant

sumlus productiviry shiited to co-ntinental areas Large coal deposits of the

d.J,"..,i"i "",r i"riiary Age, which originated in inland basins, attest to this shift.

Summary and Conclusion

starting in the P'ecambrian till the Devonian, the sole primary producer of organic

a"tt".'*ut marine phytoplankton. Since the Devonian an increasing amount of

orimarv production has been contributed by higher terrestrial plants At present

it".i"J p'i'V.pf"*ton and rerrestrial higher plants are estimated to produce about

"quui",ioirnti or otganic carbon Quantititively, the four most important contributors

to'organic matter in sediments are phytoplankton, zooplankton' higher plants and

bacteiia. Higher organized animals, such aifishes, contribute on the average so little to

orsanic mutlr in sidiments that they can practically be neglected --'iilo.atttg 
to tft" faws of the food ihain, zooplanklon.shows a.tendency to be high in

"r"ui of higfi phy,oplankton productivity. Heterotrophic bacteria are abundant where

oreanic matter is available as a source of food



Chapter 3
Biological Productivity of Modem Aquatic
Environments

The biological productivity of aquatic environments, especially manne envrron-
ments, is of great importance to the formation of potential oil source rocks.
Although the primary productivity of organic matter in aquatic environments is
presently in the same range as in subaerial environments - due to the
wide-spread occurrence of land plants - the chance for presewation of organic
matter in sub-aquatic environments is far greater. In sub-aerial environments,
free access of air, together with the presence of moisture, allows growth and
action of bacteria, and hence a breakdown and destruction of organic matter.
However, in sub-aquatic environments, the deposition of fine-grained sediments
limits access of dissolved molecular orygen. Thus, the activity of aerobic bacteria
comes to a halt when the limited amount of oxygen trapped in the sediments is
exhausted. In this connection, it is also important to realize that air contains
2l7o (vol) of oxygen, whereas water normally contains only a few ml of oxygen
per l. Therefore, in practical sense, organic matter is only preserved and fossilized
in sub-aquatic sediments.

3.1 Primary Producers of Organic Matter

Primary production of organic matter from inorganic components in the
present-day marine realm may serve as a key to the geological past. In addition, in
certain areas, large amounts of organic matter have been contributed by
terrestrial higher plants. This, however, was not possible prior to the emergence
of land plants during Silurian-Devonian time.

As stated before, the main producers of organic matter in the marine
environment are the various groups of unicellular, microscopic phytoplanktonic
organisms. The main groups are diatoms, dinoflagellates, Cyanophyceae (blue-
green algae) and very tiny, naked phytoflagellates or nonmotile cells, the
nannoplankton. They generally range in size from 0.002 mm to 1 mm and may
form colonies up to 5 mm in diameter. The nannoplankton and ultraplankton
comprise species measuring about 10p or less (key, 1970). All these organisms
are equipped with mechanisms such as flagellae or spiny extensions of their
skeletons to prevent or slow down their sinking into the darknessof greaterwater
depths. Some organisms, such as certain diatoms, even produce oil droplets to
lower their average specific weight, giving them additional buoyancy. Examples
of the most important phytoplanktonic and zooplanktonic organisms presently
found in the oceans are shown in Fisure I.3.1.
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The biological productivity of aquatic environments, especially manne envlron-
ments, is ol great importance to the formation of potential oil source rocks.
Although the primary productivity of organic matter in aquatic environments is
presently in the same range as in subaerial environments - due to the
wide-spread occurrence of land plants - the chance for preservation of organic
matter in sub-aquatic environments is far greater. In sub-aerial environments,
free access of air, together with the presence of moisture, allows growth and
action of bacteria, and hence a breakdown and destruction of organic matter.
However, in sub-aquatic environments, the deposition of fine-grained sediments
limits access of dissolved molecular orygen. Thus, the activity of aerobic bacteria
comes to a halt when the limited amount of oxygen trapped in the sediments is
exhausted. In this connection, it is also important to realize that air contains
21Vo (vol) of oxygen, whereas water normally contains only a few ml of oxygen
per l. Therefore, in practical sense, organic matter is only preserved and fossilized
in sub-aquatic sediments.

3.1 Primary Producers of Organic Matter

Primary production of organic matter from inorganic components in the
present-day marine realm may serve as a key to the geological past. In addition, in
certain areas, large amounts of organic matter have been contributed by
terrestrial higher plants. This, however, was not possible prior to the emergence
of land plants during Silurian-Devonian time.

As stated before, the main producers of organic matter in the marine
environment are the various groups of unicellular, microscopic phytoplanktonic
organisms. The main groups are diatoms, dinoflagellates, Cyanophyceae (blue-
green algae) and very tiny, naked phytoflagellates or nonmotile cells, the
nannoplankton. They generally range in size from 0.002 mm to 1 mm and may
form colonies up to 5 mm in diameter. The nannoplankton and ultraplankton
comprise species measuring about 10p or less (Krey, 1970). All these organisms
are equipped with mechanisms such as flagellae or spiny extensions of their
skeletons to prevent or slow down their sinking into the darkness oI greaterwater
depths. Some organisms, such as certain diatoms, even produce oil droplets to
lower their average specific weight, giving them additional buoyancy. Examples
of the most important phytoplanktonic and zooplanktonic organisms presently
found in the oceans are shown in Fisure I.3.1.
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;"rlil #;i;so.- t'rot & pr'vtfr""kion and 0 2 x 10et phvtobenthos in the

ocean (KreY, 1970).



3.2 Factors Influencing Primary Productivity

Although still controversial, bacteria are considered to be ofimportance, along
with phytoplankton, withrespect to biomass and organic production in the marine
environment. However, the overall production of heterotrophic bacteria should
be less than the production of phytoplankton, since the production of consumers
of organic matter cannot exceed the level of primary production (Datsko, 1959).
Exceptions to this are cases where othersources of food are available for bacteria,
such as dissolved and particulate organic matterderived fromcontinents. Sorokin
(1971), for example, observed that the production of bacterioplankton under
1 m2 in tropical ocean waters may exceed the primary production by
phytoplankton. The role of bacteria in the biological productivity is to decompose
dead organic matter and convert its decay products into forms suitable for
assimilation by aquaticplants. Furthermore, bacteria themselves serve as food for
aquatic animals. Bacteria in the ocean are partly suspended in the water and
partly attached to plankton organisms and particles of detritus. Great quantities
of bacteria occur also on the sea floor, probably with the exception of very great
water depths, and in the top layer of sediment (Bordovskiy, 1965) in shallow to
moderate water depths.

Phltoplankton, the primary producer of organic matter, forms the basic
member of the food chain and hence of the pyramid of life. Diatoms,
dinoflagellates, and coccolithophores are the main producers in this sequence.
Next members in the food chain are vegetarians such as small crustaceans (e.g.,
copepodes, see Fig. I.3.1), that live on ph).toplanktonic organisms. Then follow
larger animals, such as herring and mackerel. In a food chain of this tlpe the
quantitative relationship between phytoplankton and mackerel is about 1000:1.
It is interesting to compare this with the relationship between primary organic
production and organic matter buried and preserved in marine sediments. This
relationship also shows a ratio of about 1000:1.

Tasch (1967) presents information on the geological age range of existing
primary producers. Dinoflagellates probably occupied first place, andcoccolitho-
phores second place amongprimary producers in Mesozoicoceans, except toward
the end of the Cretaceous, when marine diatoms rose to first place among primary
producers. Acritarchs are supposed to be remains of other unicellular algae,
which were also primary producers throughout the Palezoic and in Late
Precambrian time.

3.2 Factors Influencing Primary Productivity

Biological productivity in the marine environment is mainly controlled by light,
temperature, and chemical composition of sea water, especially with regard to
mineral nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate. These parameters are
interrelated in a very complex manner to physiographic features of the ocean,
such as morphology of the ocean basins, ocean currents and mixing of different
water bodies.

A vertical profile or hypsographic curve of the earth's surface, showing relative
distribution of surface area, is usetul for an understanding of the following
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Fig. I.3.2. Hypsographic curve of the earth's surface (lefr) and relative distribution of
elevations and depth levels (right). The two maxima ofthe curve to the right reflect the
dualism between continents and oceans, i.e., continental and oceanic crust. (After
Kuenen, 1950)

discussion. Figure I.3.2 shows the relative proportions of surface areas at various
elevations on land and depths beneath the oceans over the entire earth. Two
distinct maxima appear on this curve, one at atnut 100 m above sea level, and
another between 4000 and 5000 m below sea level. The first one includes the old
continental masses, and the second the bottom of the deep sea. This reflects the
well-known dualism between continents and oceans, and between continental
and oceanic crust (Seibold, 1974). The class and distribution of seas by water
depth are as follows: areas with a water depth of 0-200 m are conventionally
called shelf (7.57o of the sea floor): water depths of 200-4000 m are
characteristic of the continental slopes (8%) and include the continental rise
(57o); from 4000 m-5500 m is the deep sea abyssal plain (77.57o); and below
5500 m are the so-called trenches (27o). Shelf, continental slope, and continental
rise are together termed continental margin. If primary productivity of the oceans
is seen in relation to the above distribution of oceanic areas (Table L3.1), the
importance of coastal waters, which include primarily the shelf regions and part of
the continental slopes, is evident. A map of the shelf areas is shown in Figure I.3.3.

Table I.3.1. Productivity of coastal waters as compared to the open ocean. (Adapted after
Krev. 1970)
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Fig. I .3.3. Shelf areas of the world. Water depth in shelf areas is O 2O0m.About7.57rof
the sea floor belongs to shelf areas

All organic matter in the oceans is ultimately produced by unicellular algae
through photosynthesis, except for very small contributions by pelagic macro-
phytes. The spatial variation in photosynthetic production is mainly controlled by
the supply of light and nutrients. In general, growth is limited by supply of light at
the ocean surface only in polar regions, at depth in the open ocean, and in turbid
coastal waters (Menzel, 1974). Outside these regions, rates of production are
controlled by the supply of nutrients, and this in turn is influenced by recycling
and circulation that replenish or remove nutrient supply from the euphotic zone
of the water column. The interrelationship between occurrence of phosphate, an
important nutrient, and growth of phytoplankton in the South Atlantic ocean is
shown in Figure I.3.4. In the oceans, 9070 or more of the produced plant matter is
eaten by grazing organisms (Menzel, 1974). As plants willgrow only in the lighted
upper layers of the ocean, the concept of the euphotic zone has been elaborated.
The euphotic zone is defined as the zone of highest photosynthetic productivity
near the surface of the oceans. and takes into account such factors as illumination
and nutrients. An exact depth cannot be given, as it varies from one area to
another according to local conditions. Normally, the euphotic zone is situated in
the top 200 m of surface waters. The majority of organic matter production,
however, is concentrated in the upper 60 to 80 m of the water column.

If thermal or salinity stratification stabilizes the water in the euphoticzone, the
rate of nutrient replenishment is very slow (e.g., in subtropical regions). Rapid
mixing, on the other hand, may continually fertilize the euphotic zone, but plant
cells may be transported by the mixing currents out of the light zone before cell
division and reproduction can take place. Balanced optimal conditions are
frequently encountered in regions with water upwelling (Table I.3.1), such as in
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Fig. I.3.4. Distribution of phosphate and plankton in surface waters ofthe South Atlantic
ocean. (After Dietrich, 1963; taken from Debyser and Deroo, 1969)

Fig. L3.5. Depth distribution of phosphate
and oxygen in an area of upwelling off south-
west Africa. There is a characteristic deDletion
of nutrientr. here exemplit ied by rhe depletion
of phosphate, due to intense phytoplankton
growth in near-surface waters. It is replenished
from below by upwelling. (AfterEmery, 1963)

certain areas of westem continental shelves. The resulting depth distribution ot
sea water properties, as found in an area of upwelling off Southwest Africa (Fig.
I.3.5), has been summarized by Emery (1963). It is characterized by a depletion
of nutrients due to intense phytoplankton growth in near-surface waters and a
replenishment of these by upwelling, locally supplemented by addition of
nutrients from rivers. Good situations for production may also occur where there
are altemating periods of water stabilization, when phytoplankton blooms in the
euphotic zone, and periods of remixing by storm or tidal activity, when nutrients
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are replenished to allow the next bloom. These latter conditions occur frequently
in the protected coastal areas of British Columbia (Strickland, 1965). Water
mixing, either in short or longer intervals, is thus of great influence on biological
productivity.

The relative constancy of chemical composition of the ocean walets, 3.5Vo
salinity by weight (Table I.3.2) indicates good mixing on longer terms, at least of
the top 200 m of surface water. In these superficial water layers, wind-driven
currents on the average complete the mixing within a few decades. In deeper
waters, wind is not the dominating factor, but rather it is sinking masses of cold
water from the polar regions. This cold, healy water creeps underneath water of
lesser density and moves toward lower latitudes. This process also causes a
long-term mixing, but it takes 1000 or 2000 years to be completed. Temperature
in ocean waterc is particularly interrelated with illumination and water mixing.
Hence, it is difficult to isolate the effect of temperature on primary productivity.
However, there are "optimal" temperatures for various phytoplankton species.
Dinoflagellates, for instance, prefer warm tropical waters with temperatures of
25'C or more, whereas silicious diatoms and radiolaria dominate the cold waters
(5- 15'C), especially in the polar regions. The differentiation into various species
of organisms is by far greater in warm tropical waters than in cold waters. The
same is observed with salinity changes. Areaswith lower salinities, such as regions
of brackish water with salinities of 5-70lnn, are characterized by minima in
number of species. However, a reduction in the number of species does not
necessarily mean a reduction in productivity.

When considering chemical composition of sea water, it must be kept in mind
that it is normally not salinity as a whole, but availability oI nutrients that is most
important for productivity. When the concentration of a nutrient becomes too
low, it will influence photosynthesis, rate of cell division and even chemical
composition of plant cells. Aside from COr, nitrogen, phosphorus and trace
organics (vitamins) are essential for plant growth. Nitrogen is consumed as
ammonia (NHa+) or nitrate (NO;), and phosphorus as phosphate (PO43-).

Table I.3.2. Main inorganic compo-
nents of sea water, expressed in molecu-
lar form, showing quantityof salt dissol-
v e d i n l l

Formula

NaCl
McCl,
MgSOa
CaSOa
K2SO4
CaC03
MgB12

27.2
3.u
1 . 6
1 . 3
0.9
0.1
0.08

34.98
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Among the trace organics, vitamin Br2 is important. Generally in the marine
environment, nitrogen as nitrate is the most important element, because it is
usually the first to be stripped from the water by growing organisms. In a few
locations, phosphate may be depleted before nitrate, but this is more common in
lakes and rivers than in the marine environment (Strickland, 1965). Marine
basins, isolated more or less from the open oceans, show gross water properties
that deviate more or less from those of open ocean waters (Fig. I.3.6a, b).

Fig.I.3.6. (a) Vertical distribu-
tion of oxygen in various ocean
basins. (After Dietrich, 1963).
(b) Vertical distribution ofoxy-
gen (ml I l) in waters of a
closed bay (Kaoe, Halmahera
Isf ands). (After Kuenen, 1942)

3.3 Present Primary Production of the Oceans

As described in the preceding pages, primary productivity in the oceans is
influenced by many interrelated parameters, especially light, nutrients, and water
mixing. Knowledge of these parameters, together with direct productivity
measurements, provided the information needed for preparation of a map
showing intensities of primary biological production in the world oceans (Fig.
r.3.7).
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J.3 Present Primary Production of the Oceans

Fig. I.3.7. Primary biological produciviry (org. carbon . , yr-,) in rhc world oceans.
Productivity is relatively high in coastal areas. cspecially in zones of upwelling along the
west coasl of the American and African continents. (Adapted from Debyser and Deroo,
1969)

Many researchers have observed a so-called landmass or island effect, where,
as a broad generalization, primary productivity is greater near the coast of
continents and islands, or even over submerged ridges and banks than in the open
ocean (Strickland, 1965). The reason for this phenomenon, which occurs at all
latitudes, is not yet fully understood. It could be that grazing, and hence apparent
reduction of productivity, are for some reason more continuous and more
effective in the open ocean than in coastal areas. Strickland (1965) has
summarized the general picture of productivity on a regional basis. The two most
important extremes, barren oceans and zones of upwelling, are cited below (see
also Fig.  I .3 .7) :

Barren oceans: Most of the tropical oceans between latitudes 10" and 40', and
stagnant tro?ical gyres like the Sargasso Sea, are very unproductive (about
0.1 g Cm'" dav'). However, as this rate persists most of the year, annual
productions of 50 g Cm "'can be expected.

Continental shelf upwelling: T}rc effect of prevailing winds and of the Coriolis
force on ocean currents off the west coast of continents may cause upwelling, and
therefore great fertil ity (2 g Cm r0 day I and more).

The primary productivity in freshwater lakes principally obeys the same laws as
in the marine environment. Due to the fact that smaller water bodies and
shallower depth are involved, climatic influences and influences from the
surrounding land are generally much more pronounced.

29
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Summary and Conclusion

The biological productivity in the marine environment is mainly controlled by light,
temperature, aird mineral nutrienls, such as phosphate arld nitrate. The larger part of
biological production is concentrated in the upper 60 to 80 m ol the water column. The
biological productivity of coastal waters (100 g C"om-2a-r) is on the average about
twice as high as that of the open ocean, Most productive are areas with waterupwelling
(300 g C..rm-'a-t), such as in certain parts of Western continental shelfs.



Chapter 4
Chemical Composition of the Biomass: Bacteria,
Phytoplankton, Zooplankton, Higher Plants

In the preceding chapters, we have learned that bacteria, phytoplankton,
zooplankton (especially foraminifers and certain crustaceans), and higher plants
are the main contributors of organic matter in sediments. Natural associations of
these various groups of organisms in various facies provinces thus determine
composition and type oi organic matter to be deposited and incorporated in
sediments.

From our point of view, we are mainly interested in biomass composition from
such natural associations occurring in open waters of the shelf areas, the
continental slopes and continental rises. In general, these include the continental
margins and large land-locked, isolated basins (marginal seas) such as the Black
Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Mediterranean Sea, and smaller lagoonal-type water
bodies. As will be shown later, the lipid and lipid-like fractions of organisms are
among the chemical constituents playing a dominant role in the formation of
petroleum. Hence, in the following chapter, we will concentrate on the
composition of the biomass, with special emphasis on lipids and lipidJike
constituents of bacteria, phytoplankton, zooplankton and higher plants. How-
ever, at present, only limited quantitative information is available on natural
associations of organisms and their gross chemical composition. When discussing
composition of the biomass, it must be kept in mind that a sediment does not
contiin a true image of the original population of organisms in the water column
above. Moreover, the chemical composition of organisms changes prior to
incorporation in a sediment. As far as their soft parts are concerned, basically all
organisms are composed of the same groups of chemical constituents, i.e.,
proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and lignins in higher plants.

4.1 Proteins and Carbohydrates

Proteins are highly ordered polymers, made from individual amino acids. They
account for most of the nitrogen compounds in organisms. Proteins constitute
such different kinds of materials as muscle fibers, silk and sponge. In the form of
enzymes, they catalyze biochemicalreactions within and outside ofcells. They are
of special interest in biological mineralization processes, such as the formation of
shells, where they act as organic matrices, and are thus intimately associatedwith
the mineral phase. In the presence of water, insoluble proteins may be broken
down, due to the action of enzymes, to their water-soluble monomers, amino
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acids. In Figure I.4.1, this process of hydrolysis of the peptide bond (a) is shown
together with some structural examples of amino acids (b).

Carbohydrates is a collective name for individual sugars and their polymers.
They include the monosaccharides, di-, tri- (oligosaccharides) and polysacchari-
des. The name carbohydrate is derived from the empirical formula C" (HrO)",
which suggests hydrated carbon. This empirical formula, however, has no
particular chemical significance, since carbohydrates are in fact polyhydroxylated
compounds and not just hydrated carbonaceous substances. Carbohydrates are
among the most abundant constituents of plants and animals. They are sourcesof
energy and form the supporting tissues of plants and certain animals. Cellulose
and chitin are among the most prominent polysaccharides occurring in nature.
The polysaccharide cellulose consists of 2000 to 8000 monosaccharide units.
Wood is composed of cellulose (4O-6OEa) and lignin. Higher plants synthesize
the largest amount of cellulose, whereas certain algae, seaweeds and diatoms
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Fig. I.4.1 . (a) Hydrolysis of peptide bond. (b) Structural examples of neutral, acidic and
basic amino acids found in geological environments
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appear to be devoid of cellulose (Percival, 1966). Cellulose and chitin have
analogous structures consisting basically of glucose and glucosamine units,
respectively (Fig. I.a.2). Some algae, especially brown algae (Phaeophyta),
contain as much as 407o (d.y -t.) of alginic acid, a carbohydrate derivative.
Pectin, a similar carbohydrate and like alginic acid, a polyuronid, is a frequent
component of higher plants and bacteria (Fig. I.4.2). Polysaccharides are largely
water-insoluble substances. They are, however, converted by hydrolysis into
water-soluble C6 and C5-+ugars
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Fig. I.4.2. Macromolecular carbohydrate derivatives (e.g., cellulose, pectin, alginic acid
and chitin) occurring in supporting tissues of plants and animals (free vertical bars in
forrnula represent OH-groups)
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4.2 Lipids

The term lipids, as defined by Bergmann (1963), is applied to all organism-pro-
duced substances that are practically insoluble inwater, but are extractable by one
or another of the so-called fat solvents. These solvents include chloroform,
carbon tetrachloride, ethers, aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, and acetone.
Lipids encompass fat substances, such as animal fat, vegetable oils, and waxes
such as those occurring as surface coatings of leaves. Fats are utilized in the energy
budget of organisms. Waxes, however, are primarily designed for protective
functions.

Naturally occuning fats are mixtures of various triglycerides, which are
classified chemically as esters. Glycerides can be hydrolyzed, usually by aqueous
sodium hydroxide, to give glycerol and the component latty acids, which are
obtained as sodium salts (Fig. I.4.3a). Fatty acids of natural fats have an even
number of carbon atoms because they are synthesized biochemically from C,
units (acetate units). Most frequently occurring are fatty acids with 16 and 18
carbon atoms, palmitic and stearic acid respectively (Fig. I.a.3b). Unsaturated
fatty acids (Fig. I.4.3c) are common, especially in vegetable oils. From a
physiological point of view, fats and oils have a high energycontent. Therefore, in
animals and plants they are used as energy storage. Seeds, spores and fruits are
especially rich in lipids. Among algae, diatoms are known to contain great
quantities of lipids, sometimes up to 707o on a dry weight basis. A high lipid
content results, especially if the algae grow under nitrogen-deficient conditions
and in cold water.

Natural waxes, sucb as bees' wax and plant waxes, are mixtures of various
constituents. Waxes differ from fats in that glycerol is replaced by complex
alcohols of the sterol series or by higher even-carbon-number aliphatic alcohols in
the Cr6 to C36 range. These alcohols are often found in excess of the acids, which
are also even-numbered and range from C24 to Ca6. Plant waxes also contain
hydrocarbons, especially long-chain n-alkanes having a predominance of
molecules with odd carbon numbers.

In addition to these typical lipids, there are a number of lipid-like components
such as oil-soluble pigments, terpenoids, steroids, and many complexfats, such as
certain phospholipids (phosphatides). A prominent biochemical building block,
the basic unit of many of these components, is the isoprene unit, consisting of five
C-atoms (Fig. I.4.4).

Isoprene units, due to the conjugated double bonds, may polymerize to form
chains and rings. A great variety of these chain-like and cyclic isoprenoid
compounds is known to occur in plants and animals. For a long time, the
individual monomer isopiene was not found in nature. However, it was recently
discovered in small quantities in certain plants. It is a highly volatile, reactive
hydrocarbon. Molecules containing 2 isoprene units are called terpenes (or
monoterpenes, Ctu); those with 3 units sesquiterpenes (C,); with 4 units
diterpenes (Czo); with 6 units triterpenes (C:o); and those with 8 units
tetraterpenes (Cno). Natural gums, like caoutchouc and gutta, which are
produced by certain higherplants (Euphorbiaceae and Sapotaceae, respectively),
are polyterpenes. There are indications (Brooks and Shaw, 1972) that sporopol-
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lenin, an important constituent of spore and pollen membranes, is a polyterpene.
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alcohol of higher plants and of bacteria (in a bound form). (a) Naturally occurring isomets
of farnesol. (b) Farnesol as precursor of dicyclic sesquiterpenes

which is mainly composed of geraniol and citronellol. The chemical structures of
these and other monoterpenes in various oxidation stages are given in Figure
I.4.5. In addition to being derived from plants, they are also formed by certain
arthropods (Francis, 1 97 1).

Sesquiterpenes (C15), consisting of 3 isoprene units, are represented by
farnesol, an acyclic isoprenoid alcohol (Fig. I.4.6), and the corresponding olefin
farnesin, both of which are found in many plants. Farnesol is a wide-spread
compound, but it occurs only in very small concentrations. In certain bacteria,
chlorophyll is esterified with farnesol instead of phytol (Figure I.1 2). Monocy-
clic and dicyclic sesquiterpenes are commonly occurring components of the plant
kingdom. Compounds with a larnesol-t1pe skeleton are considered as biochem!
cal precursors of numerous cyclic sesquiterpenoids. Sesquiterpenoid compounds
probably fulfil hormonal regulations. They occur mainly in plant material.

Diterpenes (C2n) are common constituents of higher plants. They form the
main part of resins, especially in conifers. In resins, they occur together with
phenylpropane derivatives, such as coniferyl alcohol (Fig. I.4.15a). As will be
seen, coniferyl alcohol is a basic constituents of Iignins. Most diterpenes exhibit a
cyclic structure with two or three rings (Fig. I.4.7). Among the acyclic diterpenes,
phytol (Fig. I.4.7a) is the most important component. It is part of the very
abundant chlorophyll molecule. Many phases of plant growth and development
are affected by the so-called "gibberellins" (Fig. La.S), which can be grouped
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" Fig. I.4.8. Structural examples of
gibberillins, which occur in small
quantities in all higher plants. (After
Macmillan, 1971)

C2o-Gibborellint Ct9- Gibborelling

Squolen€

Urson€ -Type Lupone-Type

Fig. I.4.9. Squalene and origin of most important types of pentacyclic triterpenes.
Squalene occurs in relatively large quantities in most organisms

among the cyclic diterpenoids. They occur, usually in small quantities, in all
higher plants (Macmillan, 1971).

Triterpmes and related. steroids are avery important group of cyclic isoprenoid
compounds containing 6 isoprene units. Most triterpenoids are pentacyclic, while
steroids are all tetracyclic compounds. Triterpenoids, as compared to steroids,
generally occur more commonly in higher plants. Steroids are very abundant in
the animal and plant kingdom.

A common biochemical precusor for the various triterpenes is squalene
(C36tI5s). Squalene (Fig. I.4.9) is a poly-unsaturated hydrocarbon, frequently
occurring in plant and animal tissue. It was first isolated by Tsujimoto (1906)
from the unsaponifiable fraction of liver oils of various sharks. Thereafter.
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squalene has been found in varied quantities (sometimes in concentrations of
several percent) in the unsaponifiable matter of most organisms, that have been
analyzed for its presence. A scheme for the origin of the most important types of
pentacyclic triterpenes (ursane, oleanane, lupane) from squalene is given in
Figure I.4.9. A number of prominent triterpenes, found in organisms, are con-
sidered as direct precursors of hydrocarbons in fossil sediments and petroleum
(Fig. I.a.10). Although the various triterpenoids are very abundant in higher

CHz
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cao, oiPloptens

(forn3,Uuo-gro6n ol9oo,
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(17P, 2lP)H-Hopone series

Cao,Ursol ic ocid (plont3)

Ursone s€ries
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Gommocerone geries
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H O
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-"cHr

Cao'64-Onoce.in ( plonl3) Clo, Loaoslgrol (onimol li33uq!)

Tetrocyclic irilerpenes

Fig.I.4.10. Prominent triterpenes of living organisms as precursors of fossil t terpenoids
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plants, it should be emphasized that one kind, the hopane series (Fig. I.4.10), is
found in relatively large concentrations in bacteria and blue-g.een algae
(Dorsselaer, 1975). The other triterpenoids, especially those with five 6-mem-
bered rings, seem to be restricted largely to higher plants.

The tetracyclic triterpenoid lanosterol and its derivatives, like other
terpenes, are modified biochemically, usually by addition or loss of

" 3

Cz7 , Cholgslorol
(onimols, plonlB)

C2B, Ergo3lorol
(yeo3l)
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(plonts)

Cz?, FunOill€rol Ca4, Cholic ocid
( funoi) (bil€ of hichgronimol!)

Fig. L4.11. Structural examples of prominent steroids. Positions marked (. ) denote sites
where a methyl group has been lost
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methyl groups. The loss of methyl groups leads to the important group called
steroids. These are found throughout the plant and animal kingdom. Steroids are
rare, but not absent, in bacteria and blue-green algae (Ensminger et al., L973;
Metzner, 1973). However, it is not yet completely clear whether these
prokaryotic organisms synthetize steroids themselves, or whether they contain
them because they were consumed with their food while they lived heterotrophi-
cally. Structural examples of commonly occurring steroids are given in Figure
I.4.11. Positions where methyl groups have been lost are marked by dots.
Cholesterol (Cr) is quantitatively the most important sterol of admals; however,
it has also been found in many other organisms even including bacteria.
Ergosterol (Crr) is most abundant in yeast and other fungi, but has also been
discovered in certain algae. Fucosterol (C2r) is very common in diatoms and
various kinds of algae, such as Phaeophyceae, Chrysophyceae and especially
Rhodophyceae (Metzner, 1973). Campesterol (Cr) is found in various higher
plants (Karrer, 1958). Sitosterol (Crr) and stigmasterol (C2r) are typical of, and
very abundant in, higher plants. Sterols having the same carbon number and
structural arrangement, such as fucosterol, sitosterol and stigmasterol (all Cr,.-.,
steroids) cannot be differentiated once they have been transformed to saturated
steranes.

The most important representatives of the group of tetraterpenes (Cap), made
from 8 isoprene units, are the carotenoid pigments. There is a large variety of
carotenoid pigments in nature. Because of their similarity in structure, they are
named after the most common member of this group, carotene. Carotene is a
polyunsaturated hydrocarbon, composed of isoprene units. Oxygen-containing
compounds of this type are called xanthophylls. The carotenoids usually have
either a red or yellow color because of the great number of conjugated double
bonds in their molecules. Figure I.4.12 shows structural examples of carotenoids
such as lycopene and Fcarotene, which occur in plants. Carotenoids are abundant
in algae, often reaching concentrations of about 0.27o to 0.8% (dry wt.). In some
species, concentrations may even rise to 5Vo or more, Carotenoids are
concentrated in certain parts of higher plants, such as in fruits and leaves.

H3c\...cH3 9H. 9Hr 9Hr cH3 H3C,r",zcH.
n. c/'\cct=cnc =cHcH = cHc: cHcH =cHcH:ccH =cHcH=ccH: cHcl-\c H2
HzC: . . ,C \ , .  . c - - , , ,CHz

cHz c r lJ  Hsc  c {z
P-Coroiene

H3C\..-CH3 9Hr 9Hr gHr gHr H3C\.'/CH3

Cf- CxCt:CnC: CHCH =CHC - CHCH-CHgH:i6H:6HgH:CgH-CHCH 
- --?H

cv .c . ..c.., :cHz
cHz CH3 H:C cHZ

Lycopene

Fig.1.4.12. Structures of important carotenoids, lycopene and &carotene. Lycopene, Cao
H56, is the red pigment of the tomato and many other fruits. B-carotene, C4o Hs6, is one of
several carotene isomers occuring in many lower and higher plants
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Another important group of pigments, which are also oil-soluble and bear an
isoprenoid chain, are the chlorophyll derivatives. Chlorophylls areconcentrated
in the parts of plants where photosynthesis occurs (see Chap. I.1.1). In algae and
in leaves of higher plants, average contents of 0.270 to 1% (dry wt.) chlorophyll
are reported. The chemical structure of chlorophyll is shown in Figure I.1.2a.
Chlorophylls may be considered as derivatives of the porphin nucleus. The
structure consists of four pyrrole rings, linked together by methine (-CH:)
bridges (Fig. I.1.2b). Petroleum porphyrins are also derivatives of the porphin
nucleus, i. e., of chlorophylls.

T\e phospholipids or phosphatides constitute an integral and quantitatively
important part of many membranes at all evolutionary levels. They are also
concentrated in the more active tissues (liver, kidney etc.) of animals. Many
membranes consist of protein-phospholipid doublelayers. A diagramatic sketch
of the architecture of a membrane is given in Figure I.4.13a. Phospholipids differ
chemically from simple fats in that they contain a phosphoric acid grouping, and
frequently a basic nitrogen in addition to fatty acid components (Fig. I.4.13b).

Suberin and cutinplay an important role in protective tissues of plants, such as
in cuticles, cork, and spore walls. Cutin and waxes are deposited mainly on the
outer side of plant cells, i.e., on the surface, whereas suberin is formed and
deposited inside plant tissues and cell walls. Suberin and cutin act as protection
against evaporation and promote wound healing. Like waxes, they are not
homogeneous substances. They are accompanied by lignins, tannins, long-chain
aliphatic compounds (e. g., almhols) and triterpenes. Suberin and cutin are highly
resistant to microbial or enzymatic attack, oxidation, and chemical treatment.
They consist mainly of polyrnerized and crosslinked structures of fatty acids and
alcohols. Dicarboxylic and hydroxy acids with 12 to 26 carbon atoms play an
important role among suberin constituents. Cutin seems to be a mixture ofhighly
cross-linked hydroxy acidswith a dominance of 16, 18 and 26 carbon atoms. Plant
cuticulae contain f rcm 5OEo to 9OEo srtin (Metzner, 1973). The detailed chemical
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Fig.I.4.13. (a) Example of architecture of membranes, consistingof protein-phospholipid
double layers. Membranes are required on all evolutionary levels. Especially primitive
organisms, such as bacteria, consist to a large extent of membrane material. (b) Structural
example of phospholipid (c-cephalin; Rr and R2 are hydrocarbons)
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I
O : c  O H

Fig. 1..1.14. Structure of cutin (takcn trom Hitchcock and Nichols. l97l).Cutinoccursin
protective t issues of plants. Plant cuticulae consist largely of cutin

struclures of suberin and cutin are not yet known. Matic (1956) proposed a cutin
model with fairly random intermolecular esterifications between hydroxy acids
and the carboxyl groups, as shown in Figure I.4.14. Hydroxy acids typical of cutin
and suberin seem to be {ound only in higher terrestrial plants ranging from
Psilopsida to angiosperms (Eglinton, 1976).
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4.3 Lignin and Tannin

Two related substances, lignin and tannin, need emphasis here because of their
wide-spread occurrence and, hence, their geochemical significance. Both are
characterized by aromatic (phenolic) structures. Aromatic compounds are
usually not synthesized by animals, but are very common in plants tissues. Most
photosynthetic organisms derive aromatic ring systems from monosaccharides,
whereas in heterotrophic bacteria and fungi the synthesis from C2-units seems to
predominate. However, both ways of synthesis are possible in either case
(Metzner, 1973). The names lignin and tannin are collective terms, and do not
refer to clearly defined substances.

Lignin oco.rs as a three-dimensional network located between the cellulose
micelles of supporting tissues ofplants. Basically,lignin is a high molecular weight
pollphenol, consisting of units constructed from phenyl-propane derivatives.
From an evolutionary point of view, lignin appeared for the first time ln mosses.
Apparently, typical lignins exist that show a phylogenetic differentiation. In
plants, lignins are synthesized by dehydration and condensation of aromatic

cH20H
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C H
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Fig. I.4.15. (a) Aromatic plant alcohols, important building blocks of lignin. (b) Partofa
lignin molecule. Lignin occurs as a three-dimensional network between cellulose micelles
of supporting tissues of plants. It is very abundant in higher plants. (After Metzner, 1973 )
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alcohols such as coniferyl, sinapyl and coumaryl alcohol (Fig. I.4.15a). A
schematic structure of part of a lignin molecule is shown in Figure I.4.15b.

Tannins are quantitatively much less important than lignins, but are wide-
spread. Their name is derived from their ability to tan hides. In composition and
behavior, they are intermediate between lignin and cellulose. They possess
carboxyl and phenolic groups on their aromatic structures. The chemical
composition of tannins varies considerably, but all are complex derivatives of
gallic or ellagic acid (Francis, 1954). Structural formulas of both acids are given in
Figure I.4.16. According to Francis (1954), tannins are found principally in
higher plants, but also in fungi and algae. In higher plants, they are especially
concentrated in the bark (up to 17 7o) and in leaves (up to 6.57o).

Aside from these quantitatively more important aromatic compounds, there
are entire series of phenols and aromatic acids and their derivatives which occur
throughout the plant kingdom.

45

COOH
Ia-r

Ho,\2\o*
OH

Goll ic ocid E l l og i c  oc id

Fig- I.4.16. Structure of gallic and el-
lagic acids, principal building blocks of
tannins. (After Francis, 1954)

4.4 Qualitative and Quantitative Occurrence of Important
Chemical Constituents in Bacteria, Phytoplankton, Zooplankton
and Higher Plants

Although all organisms are made up of the same group of chemical constituents,
there are considerable differences in chemical composition betweencertain kinds
of organism. For instance, there is quite a difference between the most prominent
marine plants such as tiny unicellular planktonic algae, and the vast majority of
terrestrial higher plants. The organic matter of marine plankton is composed

Table I.4.1. The main chemical constituents of marine plankton in percent of dry weight.
(After Krey, 1970)

Lipids Carbo- Ash
hydrates

Diatoms 24-48% 2-lO%
Dinoflagellates 41-48Ea 2- 6Vo
Copepods 71,77Ea 5-1980

0-3 lVa
6-36Vo
o- 4Eo

30 59Eo
t2-77 Eo
4 -  6 %
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mainly of proteins (up to 507o or more), a variable amount of lipids (generally

between 5 and 25 %) and variable amounts of carbohydrates (generally not more
rhan 407o). Table I.4.1 lists average quantities of the main chemical constituents
of common marine plankton.

Compared to these quantitatively important marine organisms, higher
terrestrial plants, including the majority of trees, are composed largely of
cellulose (30to 50olo) and lignin (15 to 25olo). Both constituents are incorporated
mainly in skeletal structures that fulfil supporting functions for plants, and hence
are not needed in aquatic, planktonic organisms. The protein content of higher
terrestrial plants may be as high as 107o, but averages 3 7o or less. In the following
discussion. basic information about the chemicalcomposition of relevant classes
of organisms will be described in so far as it is available.

Baaeria, lhe most primilive organisms, are extremely adaptable and, hence,
relatively variable in their chemical composition. They contain about 80olo or
rnor" *it".; the rest is organic matter. On a dry wtJight basis. bacteria consist of
about 507o carbon, 10-15o/o nitrogen, 2-6% phosphorus and 17c sulfur' With
respect to types of organic compounds, bacteria are composed of about 50olo
proteins, 207a cell wall material (membranes) and 10olo lipids; the rest is
ribonucleic and desoxyribonucleic acids (Schlegel, 1969). Membranes are
composed of a considerable proportion of lipids and lipidJike constituents (Table
I.4.2). Many bacteria are able to store fat substances, polysacch4rides, polyphos-
phates and sulfur. In the lipid fraction of bacteria, avariety of sterols with 27 to 29

iarbon atoms have been found (Laskin and Lechevalier, 1973). These sterols
belong mainly to the cholesterol (Cn), ergosterol (Cur) and stigmasterol (Crr)
types. Recently, triterpenes of the hopane series (Fig I.4.10) have been found in
bacteria (Dorsselaer, 1975). Fatty acids from bacteria are generally in the range
of C16 to C2n. The most abundant ones seem to be branched fatty acids of iso-
or anteiso-configuration (methyl branching I or 2 atoms, respectively, from
tcrminal C-atom) with carbon numbers from 14 to 18. Hydrocarbons occur in the
form of open chains, mainly with 10 to 30 carbon atoms.

Table 1.4.2. Membrane consti tuents of bacteria. (Aftcr Schlegel, 1969)

Type of organic
compound

Percent of membranes ot

Micloco((uslysodeikticus purplebacteria

Lipid 28-3'7
(neutral) (9)
(phospholipids) (28)

,10 50
(  l0 -20)

(  30)

Polysaccharide l 5  2 0 5 3 0
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Phytoplankton, as pointed out before, is the most important producer of
organic matter in the aquatic environment. The main organic constituents of two
important algal g'oups, diatoms and dinoflagellates, were presented in Table
I.4.1. Environmental conditions, such as water temperature and nutrients, may
influence gross composition of algae more than either class orspecies differences.
Composition of the lipid fraction of diatoms is given in Table I.4.3. The amountof
free uncombined fatty acids, which comprises more than half of the total lipid
fraction, is relatively very high, especially when compared to animal tissue.

Table. I.4.3. Composition of lipid fraction of
diatoms. (After Clarke and Mazur, 1941)

Uncombined fatty acids
Combined fatty acids
Nonsaponifiable fraction
Alcohols
Hydrocarbons

s9 82o/o
1- t1qa

t2-29%
3  7 %
3-140/a

The distribution of major sterols and carotenoids varies considerably among
algal classes (Goodwin, 1971). Chlorophytae (green algae) preferentiaJly contain
ergosterol, but also contain other sterols, such as cholesterol and fucosterol. In
Rhodophytae (red algae) cholesterol is the main sterol, while in Phaeophytae
(brown algae), it is fucosterol. The concentration of sterols in algae may be as high
as 0.37o on a dry weight basis. The relative amount of carotenoids is highest in
Phaeophytae where it may be as muctr as 6 mg g-r (0.6%) dry weight (Goodwin,
1965) .

The major fatty acids present in algae are all saturated or unsaturated
monocarboxylic acids with straight even-numbered carbon chains in the C12 to
C26 range. Long-chain fatty acids are prominent components of both stored fats

and of polar lipids (phospholipids) of biomembranes in algae. Branched fatty
acids of the iso- and anteiso-type, if present, are usually minor components of
algae, in contrast to their concentration in bacteria. Palmitic (C,u) and stearic acid
(Crr), together with their unsaturated counterparts with the same carbon

numbers, are the most abundant (Erwin, 1973). Polyunsaturated fatty acids are
much more common in algae than in higher plants.

The concentration of hydrocarbons in the lipid fraction of algae is generally
3-5%. T\ey consist of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons having both
straight and branched chains. Marine algae synthetize n-alkanes in the range from
n-Cp to n-Cr2 (Clark, Jr., 1966). Although the ratio of even- to odd-numbered
homologs is frequently close to one, there are numerous examples where n-C15 or
n-C,7, or botb, are the dominating alkanes (Youngblood et al., 1971). These two
often represent more than 907o of the entire homologous series. Stransky et al.
(1968) have investigated the hydrocarbon content of the freshwater alga
Scenedesmw quadricanda. Over 6O7o of the hydrocarbon fraction consisted of
unidentified saturated hydrocarbons. The rest was composed of members of the
n-alkane homologous series, of 2-methyl (iso) and 3-m;thyl (anreiso) branched
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alkanes, and of olefins, mostly 1-alkenes. The n-alkane distribution was

Jo-inui"a by n-C11. Gelpi ei al. (1968) observed olefinic straight-chain

hydrocarbons with 17 to 33 C-utorn. in two algae, Botryococats braunii

(golden-brown alga) and Anacystis montana (blue-green aLlga) These hydrocar-

[ns exhibited a-piedominance of the odd-numbered Crr, Crr, C2n and C3'

molecules. The toial content of these hydrocarbons was in the range 0'1-0'37o

dry weight. Maxwell et al. (1968) found that the- hydrocarbons extracted from

Bitryoiorr "ontisted solei of two olefinic straighrchain compounds (C,,H,t)'

Table I.4.4. Composition of lipid fraction (wt. %) of calanoid copepods. (After l-ee et al '
1970)

Fraction

Calanus helgolandicus
wild type

Gaussia p nceps
wild type

Hydrocarbons Trace

Wax esters
(incl. any sterol esters)

303'7

Triglycerides

Polar lipids
(free acids, cholesterol,
monoglycerides etc.)

1 71 4

Phospholipids 45 1'7

Total lipid
(percent dry wt.)

1 5 2 8 .9

There is relatively little information on the detaiied chemical composition of

prominent zooplankton, such as foraminifers and copepods (see also Table I 4 1)'

i-Io*"u"., since zooplankton, especially copepods, feed directlyon phytoplank-

ton, there is a certain resemblance between the lipid fraction of phytoplankton

and zooplankton. Copepods constitute the largest single fraction of zooplankton

in most waters. Comioiitlon of the lipids of calanoid copepods was investigated

by l-ee et al. (19?d). The lipid fraction of certain wildtype copepods was

unusually high, with almost 30% on a dry weight basis. The effect of nutrition on

the total am;unt of fat and the rapid depletion of this fat during starvation led to

the conclusion that lipids, especially wax esters. sewe in copepods as a reserve

energy store. The compositi,on of the copepod lipids, according to Lee et al'

itezbj, i. giu"n ln Tabl; I.4.4 The wax esieis in the lipid fraction are of special

int".e.i, bJcu,t " both their alcohols and their fatty acid constituents are made of

Ions-chain carbon skeletons with 18 or more carbon atoms' Total carbon
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numbers, alcohol plus acid, in these wax esters were found to range from 30 to 44.
According to Lee et al. (1970), the wax esters of marine copepods are very
probably the main source of long-chain alcohols observed in marine sediments
and in some ocean surface lioids.

Blumer et al. (1963, 1964) reviewed occurrence and distribution of the
isoprenoid hydrocarbon pristane (2,6,10,14-tetramethyl-pentadecane) in marine
organisms. They found that pristane is a major component of the body fat of
copepods, and may be used for buoyancy to conserve energy that would otherwise
be used to maintain a suitable position in the water column by swimming. Pristane
from calanoid copepods may be the major primary source of this hydrocarbon in
the marine environment.

Terrestrial higher plants are the fourth major source of organic matter in
sediments. As indicated before, the bulk material of higher plants, especially
shrubs and trees, is composed mostly of cellulose and lignin (together 50-707o).
Quantitatively, lipids and proteins are only of seconddry importance. However,
certain parts of higher plants, such as barks, leaves, spores, pollen, seeds and
fruits, may be highly enriched in lipids and lipid-like substances. This latter fact,
together with the resistance of these plant parts to mechanical, chemical and
biochemical degradation, is largely responsible for the contribution of terrestrial
plant material to aquatic sediments, and especially to marine sediments. The fat
content of seeds and fruits varies greatly among various plants (about l-50Va);
hence, average numbers are meaningless. Pollen usually contain between 2 and
SVo fats. Leaves contain considerable amounts of lipids and lipidJike sub-
stances (waxes, cutin, suberin, etc.).

Lipids derived from higher plants may be characterized by a number of
features. The n-alkanes in the range from Cr0 to Ca6 show a strong predominance
of odd-carbon-numbered over even-numbered n-alkanes (bv a factor of 10 or
more). This predominance is especially apparent from n-Cr, to n-Crr, with a
strong predominance of the n-alkanes n-C21, n-C2e, and n-C31. The lowest
molecular weight n-alkane reported in plants (Koons et al., 1965), is n-heptane
(C7H16), and the highest is dohexacontane (C62H126). Even-numbered aliphatic

alcohols with 24 to 36 carbon atoms are relatively common, especially in plant
waxes. Other typical components of higher plants are phenolic compounds, such
as coniferyl alcohol (Fig. I.4.15a) and others. Straight-chain saturated fatty acids
with an even number of carbon atoms in the range from C, to C26 are quite
common. However, by far the most prominent fatty acids (Fig. I.4.3b) are
palmitic (Cr6) and stearic acid (C1s). Straighrchain unsaturated fatty acids most
commonly found (Fig. I.4.3c) have 14, 16, 18, and 20 carbon atoms. Again acids
with 18, and to a lesser degree with 16, carbon atoms are the most prominent.
Various kinds of even-numbered hydroxy acids with 12 to 26 C-atoms, resulting
from degradation of cutin and suberin, are also typical contributions from
terrestrial higher plants (Eglinton, 1976).

In leaves and fruits, two kinds of pigments (Fig. I.4.12) may occur in
concentrations up to 17o. Among the terpenoids built from isoprene units (Cs),
the monoterpenes (Fig. I.a.5), e.g., in essential oils, and the diterpenes (Fig.
L4.7), e.g., in resins, are frequently observed. Most t'?es of pentacyclic
triterpenoids (Fig. I.4.10) are essentially restricted to higher plants, especially to
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the more specialized angiosperms. The main sterols in higherplants are sitosterol

and stismaiterol. both with 29 C-atoms, but the latter having one double bond in

the alipathic side chain (Fig. I.4.11).

4.5 Natural Associations and Their Effects on Biomass
Composition

The chemical composition of the biomass in a given area, and at a given time, is

mainly dependent on the physical and chemical environment of the biological

habitit and the evolutionary level of the organisms. Determining environmental
facto$ include light, temperature, nutrients, and water currenls' as far as the

acuatic realm is concerned.
Conditions in limnic water bodies will be quite different from either restricted

marine basins or the open ocean. The more important environmental factors on

land are climatic condiiions, morphology of the landscape' and the availability of

nutrients. The time factor, in a geological sense, is introduced by the stratigraphic

age, or in other words, by the evolutionary level of the organisms rn questron'

Irioie or less tlpical naturil associations of plants and animals result from various

combinations of environmental facton through time and space'
Before the Devonian time, the bulk of the biomass was composed of bacteria,

blue-green algae, and higher algae living in the marine environment' A

Precainbrian ilgal coal, the so-called shungite (Lake Onega, USSR), may be

considered as J respresentative fossil example of one of the earliest natural

associations of organisms.
Natural associalions throughout the Cambrian, Ordovician and even in the

Silurian (see also Chap. I.2), bear the imprint of the marine environment, and are

practically devoid oi higher plants This means that, in the fossil counterpart rn

sedimenti, we do not expect great quantities of lignin and its derivatives' AIso we

expect to find no cuticuies and plant waxes, rarely spores, no pollen, no diatoms,

and no foraminifers. From a structural chemical point of view, we expect no

pronounced odd predominance among the higher n-alkanes, and only a limited

quantity of long-chain aliphatic moleculeswith more than 25 C-atoms' We expect

to finO-u variely of steroid compounds, but relatively few and.only very small

quantities of triierpenoids, with the exception of the nearly ubiquitous hopane

series (Fig. I.4.10).
Appioiimately' since the beginning of the Devonian, a greater variation in

natuiil associaticns of organisms can be observed. This is due to a gradually

increasing differentiation in theplant and animal kingdom (Fig I 2 2 to I'2'4) and

to the coiquest of the continenis by plants. A limited correlation exists between

the geological facies of a given sedimentary unit and natural associations'

Ho*-ever,Tor a number of reisons, it is merely a similarity and not a match' Aside

from the evolutionary factor that influences natural associations, there are the

factors of plant and animal geography. and the complicated-interrelationships of

food chaini that do not necessarily leave an imprint on the facies The law of the

food chain, and the quantitative importance of primary producers such as

phltoplankton are the two principal reasons why natural associations' as
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discussed here, have to be considered as alterations of, or additions to the basic
stock of organisms, which is always formed by phytoplankton and bacteria. In
general, three basic natural associations among remnants of bioloeicallv
produced organic matter can be observed in aquatii sediments:
1. Remnants of algae and zooplankton together with microorganisms (mainly

bacteria).
2. Remnants of higher plants, strongly degraded and partly oxidized, and deeply

reworked by rnicroorganisms.
3. Remnants of higher plants, li lt le to moderately altered.

Of course, combinations between these nat;ral associations are Dossible.
especially by the addition of terrestrial higher plants to nearshore marine
sediments. A schematic summary of natural associations of organic matter durins
geological hislory is given in Figure I.4. 17.

So far, there is little precise knowledge of difference in chemical composition of
the biomass due to various natural associations. Only a few extremes recognized
in the fossil record can be skelched. Varying cont ributions from higher terr'esr rial
plants to an adjacent marine water body with autochthonbus bacterial,
ptrytoplankton, and zooplankton communiries may serve as an example. The
chemical consequences of such a change have been described earlier. Aside from
differences in lipid- and hydrocarbon-type composition (e.g., wax alcobols,
alkanes), a change in the gross chemical composition of the biomass, i. e., a change
in the atomic H/C ratio, may be observed. Predominantly land-derived organic
matter with a high content of lignins and carbohydrates has a H/C ratio i; the
range of 1.3 to 1.5, whereas autochthonous marine plankton with large protein
and lipid fractions reaches a H/C ratio of about 1.7 to 1.9 (see also Figs.'II.4.12
and II.7.6). The principal reason for this difference is that the land-derived
organic matter is more aromatic and richer in oxygen than the marine planktonic
biomass.

A consequence of such differences with respect to fossil sediments has been
described by Breger and Brown (1968). who interpret the variable hydrogen
content of kerogen in shales with wide regional distribution as related to a varying
terrestrial (plant) influence. Contributions from terrestrial Dlants to the marina
e-nvir^onment can also be recognized by a shift in rhe dr,C-iange toward lighterr3C/r2C ratios (Sackett, 1964; Nissenbaum and Kaplan, 1g7t\ tor the organic
carbon in marine sediments. Marine organic carbon generally is isotopically
heavier than contemporaneous terrestrial organic carbon. The ranee of this
dilference varies. On I he average. marine organic carbon is heavier by aLut 5 per
mille.

Quantitative data on composition ol the biomass in certain bodies of water,
with respect to the type of organisms found there, is scarce. Two examples are
given in Table I.4.5 and I.4.6, for the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. resoectivelv.
Phyloplankton and or bacteria have to be considered as ihe main oroducers of
organic matter, as can be deduced from Tables I.4.5 and I.4.6. The ohvtoolankton
in the Black Sea are composed mainly of diaroms. dinofiagellates and
coccolithophorids. The relative distribution of these organisms changes seasonal-
ly and regionally (Shimkus and Trimonis, 1974). In shallow water areas of the
Black Sea (less than 100 m),large quantities oforganic material are also produced
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Summaryand Conclusion

Table I.4.5. Composition of biomass and productivity of various types of organism in the
Black Sea. (After Wassojewitch, 1955)

Organisms Biomass, 106t Production per year
1061 ok

5 3

Plankton
Phytoplankton
(without bacteria)
Zooplankton

Benthos
Makrophytae
Zoobenthos

Bacteria in water
Bacteria in sediment
Fish

2,'�745 1,3.22
2,700 13.0

15.0
13.5

1 . 5
40.0
20.0
20.0
30.0
lo .0

1 . 0

45
80
40
40

0.22
0.38
0 . 1 9
0 . 1 9

12,000 18,000 57.60
6,000- 8,000 2u.tr0
o . t 7

Total 96.0 > 23,000 100

Table I.4.6. Composition of biomass and annual production in the
Caspian Sea. (Taken from Bordovskiy, 1965, after Datsko, 1959)

Group of organisms Biomass Annual poduction
dry wt. dry wt.
( 1000 r) (1000 t

Phytoplankton 650 200,000
Bacteria 32O 80,000
Zroplankton 500 15,000
Zoobenthos 4.500 18,000
Phytobenthos 375 3'7 5
Fish 1,800 900

by phytobenthos. In the northwest area, up to 97o of the entire biomass is formed
by a single kind of algae (Phyllopora nevrosa).

Finally, it is stressed that we have merely scratched the surface of a vast amount
of undiscovered information pertaining of biomass composition and how it is
related to sediment of various facies.

Summary and Conclusion

The type oforganic matter deposited and incorporated in sediments depends largely on
the natural association ofthe various groups oforganisms in different facies provinces,
Fro6 the point ofview of petroleum formation, such natural associations which occur
on the continental margins and in large landJocked, isolated basins (marginal seas)
deserve the sreatest attention.
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All organisms are basically composed of the same chemical constituents: lipids,
proteins, carbohydrates and lignins in higher plants. However, there are very charac-
teristic differences with respect to relative abundance of compound and detailed
chemical structure. With respect to the formation of petroleum, the lipids are most
imponant. Lipids encompass fat substances. waxes and lipid-like components, such as
oil-soluble pigments, terpenoids, steroids and many complex fats. A prominent
building block of many of these cornponents is the isoprene unit (5 C-atoms), consisting
of four C-atoms in sequence, and one methyl side chain.

A fundamental difference exists between the chemical composition of marine
planktonic algae and terrestrial higher plants. The organic matter ofmarine planktonis
mainly composed of proteins (up to 50% and more), a variable amount of lipids (5 to
25Vo), and, generally not more than 407o carbohydrates. Higher terrestrial plants are
largefy composed of cellulose (30 to 5070) and lignin (15 to 25%). Both constituents
fulfil mainly supporting functions. and are not needed in aquatic. planktonic organ-
isms. Lignin is the major primary contributor of aromatic structures in organic matter
of Recent sediments.

Predominantly land-derived organic matterwith high conqents oflignin and carbohy-
drates has H/C ratios around 1.0 to 1.5 and is more of an aromatic nature. Organic
mate al mainly derived from autochthonous marine plankton reaches H/C ratios
around 1.7 to 1.9 and is more of an aliDhatic or alicvclic nature.



Chapter 5
Sedimentary Processes and the Accumulation of
Oreanic Matter

The accumulation of organic matter in sedimenl is controlled by a number of
geological boundary conditions. It is practically restricted to sediment deposited
in aquatic environments, which must receive a certain minimum amount of
organic matter. This organic matter can be supplied either in the form of dead or
living particulate organic matter or as dissolved organic matter. The organic
material may be autochthonous to the environmenl where it is deposited, i. e., it
originated in the water column above or within the sediment in which it is buried,
or it may be allochthonous, i. e., foreign to its environment of depositon. Both the
energy situation in the water body in question and the supply of mineral
sedimentary particles must be such as to allow a particular kind of sedimentation.
If the energy level in a body of water is too high, either there is erosion ofsediment
rather than deposition, or the deposited sediment is too coarse to retain
low-density organic material. An example is a beach area with strong wave action.
Furthermore, in coarse-grained sediment, ample diftusion of oxygen is possible
through the wide open pores. On the other hand, if the level of energy is very low,
too little sediment is supplied, and there is, Iike-wise, no appreciable organic
sedimentation. Examples of this type occur in certain parts of the deep sea.

Once these boundary conditions are satisfied, the accumulation of organic
matter in sediment is dependent on the dualism between processes that conserve
and concentrate and those that destroy and dilute organic matter.

5.1 Fossil and Modern Sediments Rich in Organic Matter, and
Their Geological Implication

Here, we are primarily interested in analyzing and understanding the formation of
those sedimentary rocks that are potential source sediments for petroleum.
Although we do not intend at this moment to define potential source rocks of
petroleum, only fossil sediment with a minimum amount of organic carbon is
considered.

For various reasons, a lower limit is set at about 0.57o organic carbon for
detrital rocks and at about 0.37o for carbonate and evaporite-t)?e sediment. A
large vadety of sediment derived from widely differing geographic and
stratigraphic provenances has been analyzed by numerous researchers. From
their data, a number of facls can be deduced with respect to the formation of
sediment rich in orsanic matter.
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In a comprehensive study of bituminous rock sequences, Bitterli (1963)
concluded that paleogeographic turning points, which resulted in either trans-
gressions or regressions, were especially favorable for the deposition of such
sediment. According to him, most bituminous rock sequences belong to a
paleogeographic setting where transitional (brackish) or alternating marine/
freshwater facies prevailed. However, fully marine conditions were not excluded.
Furthermore, Bitterli stated that organic matter richness is not inherent in any
particular lithofacies, but tends to be associated with fine-grained sediments. This
latter fact was emphasized by Hunt (1963), who demonstrated in a study of one
t'?e of sediment that the smaller particles, apparently due to their greater
adsorption capacity, are associated with a larger amount of organic matter (Table
r.5.1).

Table I.5.1. Variation in organic matter with
particle size in viking shale of Canada. (After
Hunt. 1963)

Particle size Average wt. 7.
organic matter

Siltstone
Clay (2-4 1t)
Clay (less than 2 p)

In the case of modern sediment. a number of additional facts can be deduced
concerning the deposition of sediment rich in organic matter.

Shimkus and Trimonis (1974) observed that areas of high concentration of
organic carbon (more than 37o) in modern Black Sea sediment do not coincide
,"iih ,.eus of high primary organic production (more than 0.2 g Cm t" duy ')

However, there was a good correlation between large amount of organic matter
and high concentration of CaCO, (more than 304/o). From this, it was concluded
that the accumulation of organic matter and CaCO3 were both controlled by the
changing contributions of clastic-argillaceous materials from terrigenous sources.
Thus, the concentration of organic matter and CaCO3 would be low in areas with
high rates of deposition of clastic-argillaceous material, due to a dilution effect.
This eiiect is strongest at the periphery of the depositional basin, where the
production of organic matter is relatively high. In addition, the data of Shimkus
and Trimonis (1974) show that high organic carbon content in sediment is
correlatable with high concentrations of subcolloidal particles (< 1 prm), and with
the distribution of illite plus montmorillonite. This relationship probably
should be investigated in connection with the abundance of suspended material
(> 0.7-1.0 pm), which is composed of an appreciable amount of organic carbon
(1,5-7 57o, average 307o).

The importance of suspended matter with respect to transportation and
sedimentation of organic matter was also recognized by Meade et al. (1975) and

1 . 7 9
2.08
6.50
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Milliman et al. ( 1975). In coastal waters of the Atlanticocean, off the coast of the
northeastem USA and off the Amazon River delta, suspended matter was found
to contain large amounts of organic matter, generally from 40 to 8070. In
nearshore areas of the Amazon River delta, the organic part of the suspended
matter ranged from 10 to 25Vo and in offshore areas from 50 to 807o. This
suspended matter, being highly enriched in organic material, shows a density
gadation. The more organic material, the lower is its density. l-ow-density
material can more easily stay in suspension. Therefore, the settling out of these
particles will be inversely related to the energy level of a body of water.
Low-density organic matter will be carried away into quiet waters, unless it is
either oxidized or consumed by bacteria or other scavengers prior to deposition.
The chances for destruction of organic matter are greater in longer water
columns, especially if there is enough orygen (Figs. I.3.5, I.3.6a). However, if
there is a stratified water column with oxygen restricted to the surface water layer
and HrS in most of the remaining water column, as occurs in the Black Sea or
other landlocked basins (Fig. I.3.6b), there is a greater chance for preservation of
organic matter. There are numerous examples of sediment, rich in organic matter,
which were deposited al great depths in water columns exceeding 1000 m, as in
the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea. Gulf of Mexico and the Cariaco Trench
(Mclver, 1975). In some of these cases, the absence of oxygen apparently is not
necessary for the preservation of a considerable part of the organic matter.

The importance of allochthonous organic material in mqdem sediment is
exemplified by the occurrence of great quantities of pollen in bottom sediment of
the Black Sea near the western shore (Roman, 1974). Although clearly marine,
this sediment contains more land-derived than marine particles among the
microscopically identifiable fraction of organic matter. Distribution of pollen
t)?es is related to the distance of the sample from the shore line.

5.2 The Role of Dissolved and Particulate Organic Matter

Relatively large amounts of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) are found in both
sea water and freshwater (see Chap. I.1.2). Dissolved organic carbon, which
actually means dissolved organic matter that is determined as carbon, is defined
by oceanographers as organic matter that passesthrough sieves with 0.4 or0.8 pm
pore size. The organic material retained on the sieves is called particulate organic
carbon (POC). Menzel and Ry.ther (1970) state that the vertical distribution of
POC and DOC in the oceans is practically homogeneous below a depth of 200 to
300 m; POC is present in concentrations from 3 to 10 pg C l-' and DOC in
concentrations from 0.35 to 0.7 mg Cl I (Fig. I.5.1). They also state that above
this depth concentrations are variable, with POC directly proportional and DOC
inversely proportional to primary production of organic matter. From these data,
together with the observation that an oxygen minimum generally occurs in
shallow depths usually in the range of 200 to 300 m, it is concluded that the cycling
of organic matter is almost entirely restricted to relatively shallow surface waters.
Below this depth, apparently no cycling of organic matter occurs, which may be
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due either to the biochemically inert nature of the compounds, or to a
concentration below a threshold level for utilization by bacteria. It may also result
from bacteria becoming inactive below a certain depth level, due ro increasing
pressure (Pelet, 1976).

Mineral particles, especially clay minerals, settling through a water column
containing dissolved organic matter may get coated with (polar) organic
compounds. The adsorption of amino acids, sugars, phenolic substances and other
organic compounds on surfaces of clay minerals and carbonate particles in
seawater has been demonstrated by Bader er al. (19b0), Chave (1970), Degens
(1970), Mitterer (1971) and many otherc. This adsorption process can also be
considered as a conversion of dissolved organic matter to a particulate form.
Breger ( 1970) points out that complex high molecular weight organic materials in
seawater may account for a very high percentage of total organic matter. He
further indicated that interactions among these substances may lead to
phenomena such as coprecipitation, adsorption, flocculation, or protection. The
frequently observed inverse relationship between grain size of sedimentary
particles and amount of organic matter for both modern and ancient sediment
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certainly has to be considered in connection with these interactions. Carbon
isotope studies by Gormly and Sackett ( 1977) on DOC, POC, and organic matter
deposited in modern sediment of the Gulf of Mexico point in the same direction.
According to these authors, the adsorption of dissolved organic matter by
suspended mineral particles may play an extremely important role in the
extraction of organic matter from water and its subsequent incorporation in
bottom sediments.

All these observations are in line with a proposed path of kerogen formation;
(1) degraded celluar material ------> (2) water-soluble complex, containing amino
acids and carbohydrates ------' (3) fulvic acids ----- (4) humic acids -----+ (5) kerogen
(Nissenbaum and Kaplan, 1972; Welte, 1974). Partly degraded cellular material,
or even whole fragments of organisms may be incorporated in this process of
kerogen formation. Altered particulate organic matter resulting directly from
degradation of organisms may also serve as an adsorbent for organics.

5.3 Accumulation Mechanisms for Sedimentary Organic Matter

From the foregoing discussion, in addition to information presented in previous
chapters, a concept for the accumulation mechanisms of sedimentary organic
material ha\ been developed.

GeneralJy, marine phytoplankton represents the main source of orga nic marter
in marine sediments, whereas in some shallow water regions with sufficient light
for photosynthesis the main source is marine phytobenthos. In both instances,
bacteria that rework dead organisms have to be considered as an additional major
source of organic carbon. In certain types of sediment, especially those deposited
in nearshore areas and deltas, allochthonous land-derived organic material,
represented by pollen, spores and other plant debris, may be another dominant
contributor.

An apparenl but by no means compelling interrelationship exists between the
quantity of organic matter supplied to a depositional environment and the
concentration of organic matter deposited in the sediment. The supply of organic
matter is greatest in areas of high primary productivity, i. e., along continental
margin, around "land masses", and especially areas of upwelling (see also Chap.
I.3.3, Figs. 1.3.,1 and I.3.7). Howevcr, this supply factor becomes modified by
those processes responsible for conservation and concentration of organic matter
on one hand, and by those responsible for destruction and dilution on the other.

Under geological conditions prevailing on the earth's surface, all organic
matter is unstable. The conservation of organic matter is aided by a number of
factors. Great productivity of organic matter has a tendency to create
environments with low oxygen concentration (Eh below * 100 mV), or with
oxygen deficiency accompanied by the production of HrS (Eh negative, below
0 mV) by sulfate-reducing bacteria. Decay of organic material and its conversion
to CO2 are responsible for this drop in oxygen concentration. This process
frequenlly is the cause for an oxygen minimum at the botrom ofthe euphoticzone
oI seawater.
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Low oxygen concentrations, or absence of free oxygen and presence of H2S,
deoress the rate of destruction of organic matter. Under such conditions, it is not
further mineralized by direct oxidatlon to CO2. Nevertheless. the destruction of
organic matter is continued at a lower rate by anaerobic, heterotrophic bacteria.

The adsorption of either dissolved or particulate organic matter on surfaces of
mineral particles enhances its stabilization in two ways. First, it is better protected
against biological consumption, and second, it settles more rapidly through the
water column. The residence time an organic particle spends in an oxygen-con-
taining water column is also important. Therefore, in shallow waters up to a
few hundred meters depth, conditions are better for accumulation of organic
matter than in very deep waters. A similar effect may result from stratification in
deeper waters, e.g., due to a pycnocline or thermocline that limits the oxygen
exchange and thus can cause oxygen deficiency in lower levels. Lack of orygen
also prevents the consumption of organic matter by aerobic, heterotrophic
organisms, which may be active in areas of grazing or bioturbatjon in bottom
sediment. The consumption of organic matter by heterotrophic organisms is a
major factor in destruction of organic matter.

The rate of deposition of sedimentary particles plays a key role in all
sedimentary processes and, hence, also in the preservation and concentration of
organic matter. Assuming a constant supply of organicmatter, its concentration in
sediment will be inversely related to rate of deposition of mineral particles. The
resulting dilution effect is well known. The relationship, however, is not that
simple, because it is modified by other factors, such as grain size distribution of
mineral particles, length of water column and residence time in it, and
consumption of organic matter by heterotrophic organisms. Empirical observa-
tions indicate that, with increasing rate of deposition, the concentration of organic
matter in sediment passes through a maximum, and only at higher rates of
deoosition dilution is effective.

Ouantitative information on this complicated problem is not available. Good
examples of the dilution effect are depocenters of deltas such as the Niger where a
relatively large supply of both allochthonous and autochthonous organic material
provides comparatively low average organic carbon values (0.3-0.87o) in
fine-grained sediments. A depocenter typically is an area where most of the
sedimentary load of a river is deposited over a prolonged period of time. In
adjacent areas that do not receive so much clastic terrigenous material, average
organic carbon values of equivalent sediment are higher (O'7 -l.zVo\. A similar
general situation with respect to organic matter sedimentation and dilution by
mineral matter was noted in the Gulf of Mexico, where similarly low average
organic carbon values were reported (Dow and Pearson, 1975).

The lipid fraction of organic matter, which is of special importance for
petroleum source rocks, behaves somewhat differently in sedimentary processes
than nonlipid material. The bulk of the lipid fraction is highly water-insoluble,
whereas the bulk of the nonlipid fraction, i. e., carbohydrates and proteinaceous
compounds and their derivatives, are water-soluble or hydrolyzable. In addition,
many highly resistant parts of organisms, such as membranes, cuticles, wax
coatings, spores, pollen and cork, are enriched in lipidJike substances (see also
Chap. I.4.2). As a result, there is a general tendency for the lipid fraction to
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survive in particulate organic matter (POC) rather than in the dissolved organic
material (DOD). Organisms deposited directly in sediment, of course, include
their lipid content as well. Therefore, it may be deduced that the contribution of
particulate organic matter to sediment may be more important for a potential
source rock than is the contribution from dissolved orsanic matter. Data bv
Gormly and Sacketr (1977) point in the same directionl They found rhat the
d13C-values of the lipids of POC are more similar to the average lipid composition
of sediment than are the 613C-values of the dissolved lipids. Likewise, thev found
the drrC-value of rotal DOC to be very similar ro the value for average rotal
organic carbon of underlying sediment. Average dt3C-values of lipids in sediment
were lighter by about 6 per mille than the average total organic carbon.

Bitterli's (1963) observation that transgressions and regressions are favorable
for the deposition of sediment rich inorganic matter, is explained in the foregoing
discussion about supply and preservation of organic matter. Depositional
transgressions and regressions combine such favorable conditions as relalively
shallow waters with an ample supplyof autochthonous and allochthonous organrc
matter, and zones of deposition of medium- to fine-grained sediment.

In a series of papers, Emery (1960, 1963, 1965) has comprehensively studied
recent environments, which are of interest in determining how a potential source
sediment of petroleum is formed. On the continental shelves, the following areas
of quiet water are important: lagoons, estuaries, and deep basins of restricted
circulation. Examples of such environments are found in southem Califomia, the
Gulf of California, parts of the East Indies, the Caribbean, and perhaps parts of
northem Canada and tbe Eurasiatic shelf between Norwav and the Taimir
Peninsula. Another ty?e of environment favorable for the accumulation of
organic matter includes the continental slopes. There, the organic matter may
reach very high concentrations, because the rate of deposition of detrital silt and
clays is such that an optimal balance between dilution a;d conservation oforganic
matter is maintained. Seaward of the continental sloDe, concentrations oforsanic
malter in sediment commonly decrease. A special siiuation may exist just beyond
the base of the continental slope, where organic-rich sediment can accumulate as
a result of sliding down the slope.

Finally, it is mncluded that organic-rich sediment may occur wherever there is
sufficient supply of organic malter, reasonably quiet waters, and an inlermediate
rate of sedimentation of fine-grained mineral particles.

Summary and Conclusion

The deposition of sediments fich in organic matter, i. e., such as contain more than
abott 0,5Vo by weight of organic carbon, is restricted to certain boundary conditions.
Such sediments are deposited in aquatic €nvironments receiving a certain minimum
amount oforganic matter. In subaerial sediments, organic matter is easily destroyed by
chemical or microbial oxidation. The supply of organic matter is high along the
conlinental margins, because of high primary productivity of coastal waters and/or a
high input of allochthonous land-derived terrestrial plant mate al.
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Balanced optimum conditions between the energy levelin a body ofwater and rate of
sedimentation are needed to preserve and concentrate organic matter in sediments.
The clay-size mineral fraction becomes easily coated with organic matter. This fine-
grained fraction and suspended particulate organic matter ate of a low density, and are
carried away from water bodies with a high energy level to more quiet waters. There,
deposition of fine-grained sediments limits the access of dissolved molecular oxygen,
and therefore increases the chances for preseruation of organic matter. If, however, the
rate of s€dimentation is too high, organic matter is diluted, and a sediment low in
Qrganic matter is deposited.

Favorable conditions for the deposition olsediments rich in organic matter are found
on the continental shelfs in areas of quiet waters, such as in lagoons, estuaries, and deep
basins of restricted circulation. Another environment favorable for the accumulation of
organic matter is the continental slopes.

The lipid fraction of organic matter behaves differently in sedimentary processes
than nonlipid material. Contrary to the nonlipid material, the bulk ofthe lipid fraction
is highly water-insoluble. Furthermore, many resistant parts of organisms, such as
membranes, cuticles, spores, pollen etc. are enriched in lipid-like substances. There-
fore, the l ipid fraction of organisms tends to survive in the particulate organic matter
rather than in the dissolved organic matter. It may thus be deduced that the
contribution ofparticulate organic matter is more important for a potentialsource rock
than that of drssol\ ed orsanic malter
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Chaprer 1
Diagenesis, Catagenesis and Metagenesis of
Orsanic Matter

The physicochemical transformation of organic matter during the geological
history of sedimentary basins cannot be regarded as an isolated process. It is
controlled by the same major factors that also determine the variations of
composition of the inorganic solid phase and of the interstitial water of the
sediments: biological activity in an early stage, then temperature and pressure.
Furthermore, organic-inorganic interaction can occur at different stages of the
sediments evolution. Nature and abundance of organic matter may result in
different behavior of the mineral phase, shortly after deposition; composition of
minerals and structure of the rock may influence composition and distribution of
organic fluid phases at depth. An excellent picture ofthe conditions ofdeposition
and early history of sediments has been given by Strakhov (1962), and will be
frequently used in the following paragraphs.

A general scheme of evolution of the organic matter from the time of
deposition to the beginning of metamorphism, is shown in Figure II.1.1. To
understand the discussion, the following stages of evolution are considered:
diagenesis, catagensis, metagenesis and metamorphism. The acceptance olthese
terms in this book is somewhat different from that of Vassoevich et al. (1969,
1974). The two scales of evolution are shown in Figure IL1.2, with reference to
the equivalent coal ranks and to the stages of petroleum generation.

1.1 Diagenesis

Sediments deposited in subaquatic environments contain large amounts of water
(porosity amounts to about 80% in clay mud at 5 cm depth, i. e., water is60%by
weight of total sediment), minerals, dead organic material (contemporaneous
autochthonous or allochthonous, and reworked), and numerous living microor-
ganisms. Such a rnixture results from various sedimentary processes and primary
components of very different origins; it is out of equilibrium and therefore
unstable, even if microorganisms are not present. Diagenesis is aprocess through
which the system tends to approach equilibrium under conditions of shallow
burial, and through which the sediment normally becomes consolidated. The
depth interval concerned is in the order of a few hundred meters, occasionally to a
few thousand meters. In the early diagenetic interval, the increase oftemperature
and oressure is small. and transformations occur under mild conditrons.
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I . General scheme of evolution of the organic matter, from the freshly deposited
sediment to the metamorphic zone. Cl1: carbohydrates,,4A: amino acids, IT. fulvic acids,
H,4: humic acids, L: lipids. HCr hydrocarbons, N, S, O: N,S,O compounds (non-
hydrocarbons)

During early diagenesis, one of the main agents of transformation is microbial
activity. Aerobic microorganisms that live in the uppermost layer of sediments
consume free oxygen. Anaerobes reduce sulfates to obtain the required oxygen.
The energy is provided by decomposition of organic matter, which in the process
is converted into carbon dioxide. ammonia and water. The conversion is usually
carried out completely in sands and partly in muds. At the same time E7, decreases
abruptly and pH increases slightly. Certain solids like the organodetrital CaCOr
and SiOz dissolve, reach saturation and re-precipitate, together with authigenic
minerals such as sulfides of iron, copper. lead and zinc, siderite, etc.

Within the sediment, organic material proceeds also towards equilibrium.
Previous biogenic polymers or "biopolymers" (proteins, carbohydrates) are
destroyed by microbial activity during sedimentation and early diagenesis Then
their constituents become progressively engaged in new polycondensed struc-
tures ("geopolymers") precursing kerogen. When deposition of organic matter
derived from plants is massive compared to mineral contribution, peat and then
brown coals (lignite and sub-bituminous coal) are formed. The most important
hydrocarbon formed during diagenesis is methane. In addition organic matter
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produces C02, H2O and some heavy heteroatomic compounds during laterstages
of diagenesis.

The end of diagenesis of sedimentary organic matter is most conveniently
placed at the level where extractable humic acids have decreased to a minor
amount. and where most carboxyl groups have been removed. This is equivalent
to the boundary between brown coal and hard coal, according to the coal rank
classification of the International Handhook of Coal Petiology (1971). It
corresponds to a vitrinite reflectance of about 0.5 %.

1.2 Catagenesis

Consecutive deposition of sediments results in burial of previous beds to a depth
reaching several kilometers of overburden in subsiding basins. This means a
considerable increase in temperature andpressure. Tectonics may alsocontribute
to this increase. For this stage ofsedimentary evolution, we suggest the use ofthe
word catagenesis, proposed by Vassoevich (1957), and also used by Strakhov
(1962). Temperature may range from about 50 to 150'C and geostatic pressure
due to overburden may vary from 300 to 1000 or 1500 bars. Such increase again
places the system out of equilibrium and results in new changes.
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Composition and texture of the mineral phases are conserved, with some
changes mostly in the clay fraction. The main inorganic modification still
concerns the compaction of the rock: water continues to be expelled, porosity and
permeability decrease markedly; normally salinity of interstitial water increases
and may come close to saturation.

Organic matter experiences major changes: through progressive evolution the
kerogen produces first liquid petroleum; then in a later stage "wet gas" and
condensate; both liquid oil and condensate are accompanied by significant
amo]unts of methane. Massiveorganic deposits progress through the variousranks
oI coal, and also produce hydrocarbons, mostly methane.

The end of catagenesis is reached in the range where the disappearance of
aliphatic carbon chains in kerogen is completed, and where the development of
an ordering of basic kerogen units begins. This corresponds to vitrinite reflec-
tance of about 2.0 which, according to various coal classifications. is approxi-
mately the beginning of the anthracite ranks.

Since these are severe changes in the organic material, and since with further
evolution there is no more generation of petroleum and only Iimited amounts of
methane, this point seems to be at a natural break. Therefore, we propose to draw
here an additional borderline, one that terminates catagenesis, and to call the
subsequent stage metagenesis.

1.3 Metagenesis and Metamorphism

The last stage of the evolution of sediments, which is known as metamorphism, is

reached in deep troughs and in geosynclinal zones. Here temperature and
pressure reach high values; in addition, rocks are exposed to the influence of

magma and hydrothermal effects. Petroleum geology, however, is only con-

cerned with the stage precursing metamorphism, which has been variously
characterized and designated as early metamorphism, epimetamorphism,
anchimetamorphism, etc. As far as organic constituents are concerned, we shall

refer to this stage precursing metamorphism as metagenesis ot organic matter'

Minerals are severely transformed under those conditions: clay minerals lose

their interlayer water and gain a higher stage of crystallinityl iron oxides

containing structural water (goethite) change to oxides without water (hematite)

etc.; seveie pressure dissolution and recrystallization occur, like the formation

of quartzite, and may result in a disappearance ofthe original rock structure' The

roci< reaches temperature conditions that lead to the metagenesis of organic

matter. At this stage the organic matter is composed only of methane and acatbon

residue, where some crystalline ordering begins to develop. Coals are trans-

formed into anthracite.
True conditions of metamorphism rcsult in greenschist, and amphibolite facies

develoDment. Coal is transformed into metaanthracite, which has a vitrinite
reflectince of more than 4Vo.'the constituents of the residual kerogen are

converted to sraohitic carbon.



Summary and Conclusion

Summary and Conclusion

The three main stages of the evolution of organic matter in sediments are diagenesis,
catagenesis and metagenesis.
1. Diagenesis begins in recently deposited sediments where microbial activity is one of

the main agents of transformation, Chemical reaffangements then occur at shallow
depths: polycondemation and insolubilization. At the end ofdiagenesis, the organic
matter consists mainly of kerogen.

2. Catagenesis results from an increase in temperature during burial in sedimentary
basins. Thermal degradation of kerogen is responsible for the generation of most
hydrocarbons, i. e., oil and gas.

3. Metagen€sis is reached only at great depth. However, this last stage of evolution of
organic matter begins earlier (vitrinite reflectance approximately 2Vo) than
metamorphism of the rnineral phase (vitririte reflectance of about 47, correspond-
ing to the beginning of the greenschist facies).
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Chapter 2
Early Transformation of Organic Matter:
The Diagenetic Pathway from Organisms to
Geochemical Fossils and Kerogen

2.1 Significance and Main Steps of Early Transformations

The time covering sedimentation processes and residence in the young sedlment'

freshly deposited. represents a ver) specia l stage in the carbon cycle The firstfew

*"t.r., oi sedimeni, just below tlie water-sediment contact' represent the

interface through which organic carbon passes from the biosPhere to the

geosphere. The- residence time of organic compoun-ds in this. zone of the

iedimentary column is long compared to the lifetime of the organisms' but very

short comiared to the cluration of geological cycles: a l-m section often

represents i00 to 10000 years. During sidimentation processes, and later in such

young sediments, organic material is subjected to alterations by.varying degrees

Lf miirobial and chemical acrions. As a result its composition is Iargely changed,

and its future fate during the rest of the geological history predetermined within

the f ramework o l  i ts  subsequent  lemperature h is lory
When comparing the nat!re of the organic material in young.sediments with

that of the living oiganisms from which it was derived' the striking point is that

most of the usu;l c;srituents of these organisms' and particularly the biogenic

macromolecules. have disappeared. Proteins, carbohydrates, lipids' and lignin in

nill"t ptunt. amount to nearty rhe total dry weight' on aLn ash-free basis' of the

bi6masi living in subaquatic or subaerial environments The total amount ofthe

au.. .oInporind, that ian be extracted from very young sediments is usuallv not

more than20c/o ofthetotal organic material, and often less This situation results

from degradation of the macromolecules by bacteria into individual aminoacids'

sugars, e"lc. As monomers' they are used for nutrition of the microorganisms' and

tnE.e.iaue becomes polycondensed, forming large amounts of brown material'

partly soluble in diluted NaOH, and resembling humic acids'^Ast imeandsedimentat ionploceed' theset l iment isbur iedtosevera lhundreds

of meters. Most of the organic materialbecomes progressively insoluble as a result

of in.reasing polycondJnsation associated with loss of superficial hydrophilic

iun"tionul gioupi. fitit completely insoluble organic matter.from young sedi-

ments has riceived limited attention until recently lt is called "humin" by the few

soil scientists who have worked on sub-aquatic soils ln ancient sediments the

iniotuUt" organic matter, called kerogen, is obtained by demineralization (HCl'

HF) of the rick. This procedure is not degradative for ancient organic matter' as

iiro*n Oy Durand et 
'al 

(1977) on coals and oil shales The situation is rather

differeni in young sediments' where an important part of- th-e humin can be

hydrolyzed by thii procedure (Huc' 1973). The hydrolyzable fraction progres-
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sively decreases with burial. Thus humin, collectively with other insoluble organic
matter such as pollen, spores, etc. may be considered as a precursor of kerogen,
but the terms rLrfiin and kerogen are not strictly equivalent. Petroleum geochem-
ists consider kerogen as the main source of petroleum compounds.

The whole process is referred to here asdiagenesis andleads frombiopolymers
synthesized by living organisms to geopolymers (kerogen) through fractionation,
partial destruction and rearrangement of the building stones of the mac-
romolecules. For convenience in the discussion. three steDs will be considered in
the fo l lowing paragraphs (F ig.  IL  l . l .1 :

Biochemical degradation
- Polycondensation
- Insolubilization

It has to be realized that the first and the second steD follow in immediate
succession, resulting in a zone where both processes are aclive at lhe same time.
This zone comprises to some extent the water and the top Iayer of the sediment.
Nevertheless. small or minute amounts of aminoacids, Iipids and sugars are stil l
found even in very old rocks. Insolubilization may also start early for some
organic material, but humic acids, which are soluble in dilute NaOH, are stil l
found at several hundred meters depth in sediments containing abundant detrilal
material of continental origin.

2.2 Biochemical Degradation

The four constituents of the young sediments are minerals, organic matter from
dead plants or animals, interstitial water, and living benthic organisms. The last
ones usually include a wide range of forms, but microorganisms are the most
active and widely distributed in shallow water sediments. They are usually less
important and active under deep oceanic conditions.

a) Microbial Activity

Microorganisms - mostly bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi and algae - are
abundant in sub-aerial soils, waters, and sediments deposited under moderate
water depths. Their normal activity is the decomposition of organic matter, thus
providing energy and/or material to build up the constituents of their cells.

In aquatic environments, bacteria seem to be especially important: they are
present in both sea and lake waters. In certain sites, they are abundant in the
uppermost half meter of the young sediment. As burial continues, the quantity of
bacteria and other microorganisms decreases rapidly with depth (Table II.2.1).
Since photosynthesis is impossible inside the sediment, the energy necessary for
the synthesis of microbial constituents is obtained there by degradation ofexisting
carbon compounds (Debyser, 1969), essentially through respiration under
aerobic conditions and fermentation under anaerobic conditions. The material
utilized for synthesis is also normally taken from existing organic compounds.
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Table II.2.l

1 . Quantity of bacreria in Northwestern Pacific bottom sediments (Atter

Limberg-Ruban, 1952)

Level (cm) Total number
of bacteria
(mill. per g
sediment)

Quantity
(.c,)

Spores

Surface of sediment
30'70

1 0 . 1
2.6
0.6

8tt.6'71.7
'7 5.6

'7 .'7
,1.3
1 . 4

3.'7
18.0
2 3.0

2. Ouanti ty of bacteria in a recent sediment from San Diego Bay(Cali f  ) '
(After Zobell  and Anderson, 1936)

Depth Anaerobicbacteria
(cm) (per g sediment)

Aerobic bacteria Anaerobic/aerobtc
(per g sediment) ratio

0- 3 l,160,000
4- 6 14,000

14-t6 8,900
24-26 3 ,100
44-46 5,700
66-68 2,300

74,000,000
314,000

56,000
10,400
28,1O0

1,200

1 : 6 4
l : 2 1
l :  6
l :  3
1 :  5
l :  2

As nutrition of bacteria operates in an osmotic way, the organic material has to

be dissolved before it can be used. The necessary decomposition of the organic

matter is accomplished by microorganisms through enzymatic processes' provid-

ing the materiai to be uied as a source of energy and a base for heterotrophic
pr"ocesses. Proteins and carbohydrates are hydrolyzed, providing amino acids and

iugars; lipids and lignin are the obiect of a less active degradation'

in oxid-izing enviionments, the destruction of the organic material can go very

far: aerobic bacteria use molecular oxygen to oxidize organic compounds to

carbon dioxide and water, and to liberate energy (respiration) That action may

last until all organic matter is destroyed (Fig. II.2 1) Under deep oceantc

conditions, the situation is somewhat different, as bacterial activity seems to be

reduced by hostile environment.
In fine-srained sediment, like shales, silts or fine carbonate muds, the pore

space becoimes quickly a closed environment, where interstitial water isseparated

fiom the overlying sei or lake water. Most of the oxygen confined in that space is

exhausted ty ier6tic activity and anaerobic conditions are rapidly established'

first on a resiricted scale, around decomposing organisms, then on a wider scale

(Fig. II.2.1). Under these conditions, oiganic matter is partly decomposed by

ie.i'"ntation, sulfates are reduced and also ferric and other hydroxides; oxida-
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Fig. II.2.1. Preservation or destruction of the organic matter in a freshly deposited
sediment. In a fine clay or carbonate m]ud (top), pore water becomes a nearly closed
microenvironment. There is no replenishment of oxygen, and anaerobic conditions are
rapidly established, first on microscopic, then on a macroscopic scale. In a porous sand
deposited under aerobic conditions (bottom), ftee circulation of water containins
dissolved oxygen results in the destruction of the organic matter

tion-reduction potential is lowered below zero and often droos as low as _ 150 to-400 mV (Strakhov.  1962:  Huc.  l97 l ) .
With increasing depth, the organic matter deposited in marine, fine-grained

sediments normally goes through three successive zones (Claypool and Kaplan,
1974):

- an oxidizing zone, where free oxygen is still available for oxidation of the
organic matter; this zone may be absent, when the deposition environment is
a l ready anoxic ;
an anaerobic sulfate reduction zone, after all molecular oxygen has been used;

- an anaerobic methane generation zone after most of sulfate has been reduced.

Anaerobic conditions, however, are first established on a microscopic. then on
a macroscopic scale (Fig. II.2.1). Then sulfate reduction and methane seneration
are not mutually exclusive. Thus there may be some overlap, with;espect to
depth, of the various zones. For instance, Doose (1980) observed in sediments of
Santa Barbara basin, off California, that the sulfate reduction zone chanses to the
methane generation zone at about 1.5 m depth, with some 50 cm overlap.

Sulfate-redu-cing b actetia (Desulfovibio) ltilize oxygen from SOI- and reduce
the sulfur to S'- under anaerobic conditions. This normally happens below the
water-sediment interface where interstitial water is separated from the overlying

Dissolved 02
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Fig. II.2.2a,b. Formation and destruction of hydrogen sulfide in-sediments and bottom
witers. (a) Open sea conditions: there is an equilibrium between formation and destruc-
tion of hydrogen sulfide. (b) Restricted water circulation: no dissolved oxygen in bottom
waters. ihis iesults in the absence of aerobic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria. Thus, there is no

destruction of hydrogen sulfide in bottom waten, which are anoxic and contain H2S

free water: bacteria extract the limited amount of sulfate initially present in

interstitial water or provided by the slow process of diffusion The zone of sulfate

reduction is normally confined within the upper level of sediment, and the water

column above the sediment does not contain hydrogen sulfide. Sea or lake water

usually contains dissolved oxygen, and hydrogen sulfide emanating from the

sediment interface is oxidized igain into sulfate, under aerobic conditions, by

other types of bacteria (Thiobaciltus)' Thus, an equilibrium is established

between supply and destruction of H2S: Orr (197a) (Fig. 11.2.2) ln some cases'

however. tti i bottom water layer of the sea or lake becomes devoid of oxygen,

and sulfur-oxidizing bacteria cannot work in such anaerobic conditions - except
photosynthetic colored bacteria in shallow waters Furthermore the free water

Lecomes subtect to sulfate reduction; large quantities of H2S and free sulfur may

be oroduced from seawater; and the benthic life disappears' except anaerobic

miciobes, partly due to lack of oxygen, and partly due to toxicity of HrS (Fig'

i l .2 .2) .
The phenomenon may occur for various reasons, but it is due mainly lo

restrictions in water circulation and to eutrophic conditions. Restlictions in water

circulation may prevent oxygen supply of water layers. For example the Black

Sea, nearly septrated from the Mediterranean Sea, receives more freshwater

from rains and rivers than is lost by evaporation. This results in a low salinity and

a low density of surface waters, thus preventing convection. Therefore the water

column is stratified and bottom waters remain deprived of oxygen Anaerobic

bacteria generate abundant H2S, but it is not destroyed by aerobic sulfur-

oxidizing-bacteria. Eutrophic conditions result from superabundant supplies of
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organlc matter or nutrients (phosphate, nitrate) to lake or seawaters, as is
presently happening in Lake Erie due to human pollution. populations ol
bacteria and other organisms that live at the expense of the orqanic matter and use
dissolved oxygen grow considerably. They su-hsequently elii inate oxygen from
the bottom waters. The same effect can be postulated for fossil sedimenis which,
earlier in geological history, had received an abundant supply of organic matter,
as in some lacustrine basins or in tropical swamps found today in certain coastal
areas.

Sulfur is not incorporated in the bacterial cell. In clay muds, where iron is
usually abundant. it is likely that sulfur readily recomhines wirh iron to form
hydrotroilite and troilite, which are slowly converted to pyrite. In carbonate
muds. however. where iron is much less abundant, sulfur may recombine mainly
with residual organic matter. Massive incorporalion of sulfur into sediments in
certain confined environments with H.S-saturated bottom water may lead to a
subsequent recombination with organic matter during late diagenesis and finally
explain the origin of a sulfur-rich petroleum formed during catagenesis.

Fermentation is an anaerobic process by which bacteria, instead of using
molecular oxygen (respiration). use oxidized forms of organic matter, particu-
larly carbohydrates. Cellulose is degraded enzymatically by bacteria, iuch as
Clostidia (Doose, 1980), producing the low molecular weight precursors for
methane formation (acetate.bicarbonate) and the final stage is a reduclion of
carbon dioxide or acetate by methane-generaring hacteria, such as Methanobac-
teria.

In marine sediments containing organic matter. Doose (19g0) observed that
methane generation becomes important once the content of sulfate has been
largcly diminished by anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria. This observation is
interpreted as resulting from a competition for hydrogen (issued rrom organlc
matter) between the sulfate-reducing bacteria and the methane producers. In
fact, Oremland and Taylor (1978) have demonsrrated by laboratoiy incubations
of sediments that methanogenic bacleria cannot reallv competc with sulfate_
reducing bacteria: although the t\ao processes are not mur ually exclusive, sulfate
reduction is largely predominant as long as sulfate is ahundanrly available.

Anaerobic fermentation has long been considered by various authors as a
possible way to formation of petroleum. as methane generation was well
established through this process in swamps (marsh gas ). Laboratorv expeflments
u ere carried out on fatty acids. carbohydrates and natural muds. The results show
that methane is the single hydrocarbon produced in major quantities. Other
hldrocarbons (ethan€,. propane, butane) show very low concentrations only,
bctween 10-r and 10 h, in the gas generated in the experiments (Davis and
Squires.  1953.  Bokova.  1959) .

When conditions are particularly favorable, the formation of methane mav
reach an important level. Lake Kivu, in CentralAfrica. is an examole ofmethane
:ormation by bacterial reduction of carbon dioxide on the bottom of the lake
Louis. 1967). The oxygen circulation is restricted because the lake is deen'JEO m) and the valley was sealed off by recent lava flows. The total volume of

l ater is about -580 kmr and at depths greater than 265 m it contains dissolvecl gas
:(rmprising COr (75%), CHa (24V0), H.. N2, Ar (l%). The toral amount of
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methane is evaluated to be 57 bill ion m3 under normal temperature and pressure

conditions. In fossil sediments bacterial degradation of organic matter may be the

source of "dry gas" fields at shallow depths, like the large gas field discovered in

Upper Cretaieous sandstones of Western Canada (Medicine Hat, depth: 310 m;

CH^:96.ZVo\ and in the Cretaceous of Western Siberia. These examples suggest

that under certain conditions, such as in the case of abundant deposition of

cellulose, an important part of the organic matter may be converted to methane'

Carbon isotope measurements have confirmed this assumption in several cases'
The isotopic aspects of methane generation by bacteria are discussed in Section
2.5 of this chapter. Biogenic formation of gas in sedimentary basins and its
significance in t-erms of gas reserves will be further discussed in Sect. 6 2

It is difficult to ascertain which limiting factor will stop the degradation of
organic matter by bacteria under anaerobic conditions: lack of nutrient from the
remaining organic material, toxicity of products from their own metabolism, etc.
In deep oceinic conditions the hostile environment (pressure, temperature)
might prevent aerobic and anaerobic bacteria from being very active.

b) Free or Hydrolyzable Organic Compounds in the Young Sediment

As macromolecules, like proteins and polysaccharides' are degraded by micro-

bial activity, individual amino acids and sugars may be found in the young

sediment, in addition to fatty acids and hydrocarbons. Surprisingly, though, their
total amount is rather low: even in the top layer of the sediments, most of the

organic material (about 75 to 95 %) is neither hydrolyzable nor extractable by

organic solventsr. This material will be considered below (Sect. 2.3) under the
generic names of "humic compounds" and "humin".

Amino acids, mostly hydrolyzable and not free' are generally the most

abundant (Fig. II. 2.3) among the free or hydrolyzable organic compounds ln the

top 0-15 cm layer of a reducing fjord, the Saanish Inlet in British Colombia
(Iirown et al., 1972), they represent 670 of the total organic carbon. In the Bering
Sea (NW Pacific Ocean) the "readily hydrolyzable organic matler" reaches25Va
(Bordovskiy, 1965) and in the central Black Sea 404/o of the organic matter (Huc

et al., 1977). However, these latter figures are likely to include also the

hydrolyzable fraction of humic acids or humin, as defined below. In all cases'
however, these compounds decrease at depth - rapidly in the fjord sediment,

where they amount to less than 17o at 35 m, and more slowly in the Black Sea

sediments, where they stil l amount to ca.207c at 500 m.
Sugars show a stil l more abrupt decrease with deplh from 3.87o of organic

carbon at the water-sediment interface down to 0.027o at 44 m, in a core from
Pacific Ocean (Vallentyne, 1963).

The total amount of free or combined fatty acids, hydrocarbons' terpenes'

sterols and pigments is generally below 17o of the organic carbon, although some

1 In addition we must be careful when considering analysis of proteins, carbohydrates and

lipids in recent sediments, as these are the normal constituents of the microorganisms

living in the sediment (Debyser, 1969)
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Fig IL2.3. Variation of amino acids, sugars and lipids in Recent sediments, as a tunctionof depth (wt. % of the total oreanic matter). (Data from Vallentyne, 196j, Bordovskiy,1965. Brown et al.. 1972)

exceptions, like algal deposits, may occur. There is a decrease of the total amountot these compounds with increasing depth. This d""r"u.. .uy be due toconsumption by bacteria or to the fact ihat these compoundi becorne oound in thernsoluble organic fractions. In addition to. that, the free moi"J"., .u.f, ur rt".otr,terpenes, etc., are subject to chemical changes in the upper layer of sediments.These changes do not affect the carbon skJleton, Uut irnp.ou'e ir,e stability ofthese molecules (chap. II.3). FinaIythere is evidence fo."u'.iy r*nrrorrnution uymicrobral decomposition and resynthesis ot t y,t.o.uJon .t'uinJ ini,"ua .t uf.,1971). This results, for instance, rn changes ofih" f."gtl, oiii. ;ri;hatic chains.

1.3 Polycondensation

*: iii": l-,."1 the organic. materiat in young sediments is neither hydrolyz_.rbte, nor extractable by organic solvents. Most tiee or tryO.otyzaUie compounds

81
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Fig. tI.2.,1. Flow diagram of the
separation of humic material

H ' L 2 N

I

,rr*, | ,ro,

disappear at shallow depth; and their residue, which is not directly used by

micioorganisms, becomes quickly incorporated into new polymeric. insoluble

structures.
Techniques used by soil scientists (Fig. 11.2 4) applied to Recent sediments

(sub-aquaiic soils) result in extraction of humic material. The extraction with a

mixture of dilute sodium hydroxide (0 1 N) and sodium pyrophosphate ( 1 7c ), and

a subsequent separation by acicl precipitation yields compounds similar to /a/vic
cclrls (sofuble inaci)s) and humic acids (insoluble in acids). The extraction leaves

a resiiue similar to hamin (insoluble in NaOH). In the following, the terms humic

and fulvic will bc usetl. instead of humic-like and fulvic-like material The sum of

the humic and tu l r  ic  ac ids u i l l  be cr l led humic compounds.
In subaerial soils. humic acids result from polycondensation of the organic

residue of microbial (fungi. bacteria. etc.) metabolism, under more ot less

oxidizing conditions. Oxidative condensation of phenols is an important process

(Flaig. 1966). Addition of nitrogenous compounds occurs mainly through

iandim polymerization of free radicals like semiquinone (Flaig' 1972) The

structure oi soil humic acids has been described by Swain (1963): they are

polycondensates made of nuclei bearing reactive groups, connected by bridges

i.luil"i or. simple or condcnsed cycles. aromatic. naphthenic or heterocyclic:

bridges arc mostly oxygen, sulfur' peptidic or methylene bonds: the most

impirtant reactive group is OH Molecular weights of humic acids cover a wide

.onn.. .u. 10.000 t;100.000, and the size of particles may reach 10u A'
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In subaquatic sediments. and also in the overlving water column, similar
proccsses of polycondensation occur, under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In
such sedimcnts humic acids may develop by polycondensation of autochthonous.
mostlv plankton-derived material (protein, carbohvdrate. and lipid derivatives).
and/or allochthonous land-derived material (mostly lignin and cellulose). Amino
acids and carbohvdrates may react rapidly. through the Maillard reaction
(Maillard. 1912) to produce a polycondensatc. linked by peptidic bond. similar to
humic acids (Nissenbaum and Kaplan. 1972, Hoering and Hare, 1973). In
addition to that. there mav be some admixture of detrital ir dissolved humic acids
from continental origin.

The structurc of humic acids formed in subaquatic sediments is rather different
f rom soi l  humic ac ids.  Phenol ic  consr i tucnrs a ie less ahundant  in  mar ine humic
acids. On the contrarv their H/C atomic ratio is highe;*ith values of 1.00 to l.-50.
compared with 0.-50 to I .00 in soil humic acids. This lesults from the abundancc of
aliphatic chains and alicvclic rings in marine humic acicls. which is clearlv shown
on IR spectroscopv (F ig.  IL2.5)  bv the importancc of  CH..  CH1 bant l . .  l r round
l9()1). 1,150 and 1375 cm 11. The role of peptidic bonds is confirmecl bv the
import ; rncc of  rhe corresponding lmide l i rn t l  l l  in f r r rcd l r . rnr ls  ( l t , j t i  anr l
l5 . l t t  cr  ' , .  uh ich is  gr l 'a ter  in  mar inc humic ac ids of  shal lorv  or ig in  than in

Fig .  I I .2 .5 .  Compar ison o f
IR spectra of humic acids
fronr tcrrestrial soils. and
humic acitls from Recent
marine sedimcnts (Huc.
1973). Idcntif ication of
humic acids: Terrestri
roils. A rendzin. B brown
soil. acid. C podzol. Marllc
seclitnents: D and I'Francc.
Atlantic coast. E Eastern
Meditcrranean. G West Af-
ttctr. ldentilicdtio ol lR
bands: I uliphatic C H, 2:
C = O. -l and .i amidcs. . l
a r o m a t i c C = C . 6 C O o f
polysaccharides
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terrestrial humic acids (Huc and Durand. 1974). The sulfur content also appears
to be higher in marine humic acids, Carboxyl groups are abundant, as shown by
the strong absorption at the 1700 cm-t IR band.

Rashid and King (1969) have studied the molecular weight distribution of the
humic material from the Scotian shelf. Fulvic acids cover a wide range from below
700 to 10.000 mol. wt. Molecular weights of humic acids extend much further and
some are greater than 2.10o.

Fatty acids might be fixed on humic material. as aliphatic ester substituents
o
C O bonds) in a similar way. as suggested by Burlingame et al. (1969) for the

kerogen of the Green River Shales. This process results in lixation of alkyl chains
in the polvmeric humic material. Polymeriz;rtiori of unsaturated fatty acids might
also occur. although this has not been provin under mild temperature conditions
of the young sediment.

Hydrocarbons are not affected bv the polycondensation proccss. as they lack
the necessary functional groups to be linked to the humic material. However.
various types of organic compounds, including hydrocarbons, may be attached to
humic material bv weaker bonds: physical adsorption or hydrogen bonds.

The abundance and nature ol humic and fulvic acids in Reccnt sediments ma1'
vary. according to the conditions of environment. In places where continental
runoff is considerable. allochthonous material from highcr plants is often the
main source of organic material: Niger delta, Texas-Louisianai Gulf Coast. Bay of
Bengal and Amazon fan in modern environmentsl Lower Jurassic of Luxem-
bourg (Hagemann, 1974) in ancient sediments. In such cases fulvic and humic
acids are gcnerally abundant. They may include humic acids formed in continen-
tal soils and subsequentlv transported to the basin of deposition. Allochthonous
material may also include reworked organic matter eroded from ancient scdi-
ments and transported by rivers to the basin of deposition. For instance, Gadel
and Ragot (1974) measured the amount of anthracite material. eroded from the
Carboniferous of the Alps and incorporated in the Recent sediments off the
Rhone delta.

In other places. autochthonous marine organic matter is likely to bc thc major
constituent. For instance. in the Saanich Inlet sediments of British Colombia
(Brown et al.. 1972) the averagc carbon isotopic ratio of humic acid in sediments
is -22.5"/,",. compared with -29.1% in humic acid from neighboring subaerial
soil. and - l9%" for the total organic carbon of plankton. Other examples are scen
in the occurrence of humic acids in sediments far away from any coast and in
sediments of the Antarctic area, where terrigenous organic supply from the
continent is unlikely (Bordovskiy. 1965). However, on the average, there is more
humic material produced from terrestrial organic mattcr than from autochtho-
nous marine sources.

In addition to the attachment of organic compounds, humic acids may also
collect and fix heavy metals, such as U, V, Ni, Cu and others.
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Decomposition and polycondensation of organic material, mostly occurring in
the first few meters of sediment, result in macromolecules that reDresenr more
than 90 % of the total organic matter in young sediments. However, a certain part
of the macromolecules stil l consists of NaOH-soluble compounds: in the upper
layer from 0 to 10 m the amount of fulvic plus humic acids ranges from 10 to i0%
of the total organic matter, the highest values being recorded in deltaic or
estuarine terrigenous muds (Huc and Durand, 1974). With increasing depth of
burial, these wide variations are reduced, because the fulvic and humii aciis are
being converted to insoluble humin (Huc and D_urand, 1972).

hsolubilization occurs during diagenesis ofsediments on a depth and time
scale much wider than the previous steps: several hundreds, or even occasionally
thousands, of meters, one to several millions of years. With increasing depth, the
insoluble humin predominares over fulvic and humic acids (Fig. II.2.6). Also, the
fulvic acid/humic acid ratio decreases (Fig. II.2.7). The organic material becomes
m_ore condensed, as shown by a general darkening and an increase of absorption
of visible light.

These facts can be interpreted as a result of an increased polycondensation,
accompanied by elimination of a sufficient part of the superficial hydrophilic

Reducing Fjord
Brifish Columbio

(ofter Brown et 01,1972)
Bering Seo

( ofler Bordovskiy,l965 )

urr 1()() 0 20 40 60 80 too

% ot lotol orgonic hott.r - ---------|

Fig. 11.2.6. Evolution of the organic constituents in Recent sediments as a function of
depth. F,4.. fulvic acids. ll,4. humic acids, F/ or Kr humin (or kerogen). (Data from
Bordovskiy. 1965: Brown et al., 1972)
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functions. Thus thc organic matcrial becomes progressively insoluble. It evolves
from fulvic acid to the humic acid type, and then to the completely insoluble
humin type. A similar process has been previously proposed by Swain (1963) for
humic material of soils.

Sevcral kinds of functional groups are clearly affected during the phase of
insolubilization. Two stages can be tentatively separated. An initial stage covers
the first te ns of meters. During that time, the evolution of the humic acid fraction
(Huc and Durand. 1974) shows a progressive loss ofpeptidic bonds. accompanied
by a progress ive d isappearance of  the 1650 cm'  and 1540 cm'  IR bands (amide I
and I I ). Furt he rmore. the re is a decrease of hydrolvzable nitroge n and also of the
N/C ratio. The elimination of nitrogen from tht: solid organic phase has also been
recorded by Bordovskiy ( 1965) and Kemp et al. (1972) on the total dry scdiment
(F ig.  I1 .2.8)  and Brown et  a l .  (1972)  on the humic ac ids.  As a resul t  o f  n i t rogen
expuls ion.  the amnronia n i t rogen contcnt  in  pore ualer  increases.  Dur ing the
same interval carboxylic and aliphatic groups are little affected and may relatively
increase for this reason (Huc and Durand. 1974). A second step is much less
known. as it covers the interval from tens to hundreds of meters. where
adequately cored intervals are the exception. Over this interval the oxygen
content is reduced: O/C ratio ranges from 0.3 to (1.6 in humic acids from young
sediments and decreases to 0.1 to 0.2 in kerogen of relatively shallow ancient
sediments (500-1000 m depth). The oxygen decrease is mostly related to
elimination of carboxylic acid groups (Fig. II.2.9).

The succession of fulvic acid to humic acid to humin seems to be the most
probable evolution with respect to organic matter derived from continental plants
incornorated in deltaic or estuarine muds: there the initial content of humic
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Fig. 11.2.8. Organic and ammonia nitrogen in Recent sediments from the Bering Sea and
Lake Ontario. (Data from Bordovskiy. 1965, Kemp et al.. 1972)

compounds is high. However, a cefiain part of the organic matter may be
incorporated in the sediment through a different pathway. which does not
comprise the fulvic or humic acid stage. On the one hand. part of the insoluble
fraction mav be of purely detrital orgin. i. e.. reworked frorn a previous organic
deposit. On the other hand. there are geological situations where humic
compounds amount to only a minor part of the organic matter in the young
sediment. For instance in the central Black Sea. the upper level, which corre-
sponds to the well-known "euxinic" environment (0-70 cm, (!7000 years),
contains only 10-15 % of humic plus fulvic acids. whereas 85 907a ofthe organic
matter is completelv insoluble in alkali. A deeper sedimentarv level (70-330 cm.
700tI-13.800 years), which was laid down without an anoxic water column on top
of it. contains less organic matter. but ca. 357a of it is composed of humic and
fulvic acids. versus ca. 65 % insoluble 1 Debyser and Pelet. 1q77). These examples
suggest that some autochthonous marine organic matter deposited in a very
reducing environment never passed through the fulvic or humic acid stage. The
same could apply to material mostly made of lipids. like some algal kerogens.
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I

o 3

Fig. II.2.9. Elementary composition and main fields of occurrences of humic acids and
kerogens from Recent or immature ancient sediments. The major types of kerogen f1, 11,
,f11) and their paths ofevolution (crrops) are shown for comparison andwill be described in
Chapter IL4

such as the Coorongite of Australia. The respective fields of humic acids and
immature kerogens, shown in Figure IL2.9, are in agreement with this interpreta-
t lon.

Whatever the path of organic diagenesis may be, the result is the formation of a
polycondensate. This is insoluble in alkali and it can be termed "humin", bv
analogy with humin from soils (Fig. II.2.4). It usually comprises most of the
marine autochthonous organic matter in the depth range greaterthan 50or 100m.
Huc and Durand (1977) analyzerl ancient sediments from the diagenesis zone
(burial depth 200-1000 m). They report that the insoluble fraction amounts to
more than 907c of the marine-derived organic matter, whereas humic plus fulvic
acids amount to Iess than 107o. The distribution is more variable in land-derived
organic matter, where humic plus fulvic acids stil l amount from 5 to 70%. They
also last down to a greater depth. For example, in the Upper Cretaceous ofthe
Douala basin. Cameroon, extractable humic acids may still amount up to 57o of
the total organic matter down to a depth of 1000 m.

The general structure of humin is already comparable to what is known from
the structure of kerogen, which comprises most of the organic matter at depth.
The main difference is that an important part (15 to 40%) of humin in young
sediments is hydrolyzable. With increasing burial the hydrolyzable fraction
decreases, as shown by Huc et al. (1977) on the Black Sea sediments. This
observation indicates that some structural changes occur at depth towards a more
resistant status of the organic matter. In kerogen of ancient rocks, the hydrolyz-
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able fraction is insignificant. Therefore, humin should be considered as the
precursor of the kerogen, as defined by petroleum geochemists.

2.5 lsotopic Composition of Organic Matter in Young Sediments

The distribution of carbon isotopes in humin depends on the original isotopic
composition of the source of organic matter, hnd on isotope fractionation during
the process which leads to humic compoundsqnd humin. Galimov (1973, 1978)
has shown that the isotope distribution in biogenic molecules is directly related to
the chemical structures. For example, carbon of aliphatic chain and methoxyl
group is depleted in rrC, whereas carbon of carbonyl, carboxyl, phenolic and
amine groups is enriched in "C. comparatively (Abelson and Hoering, 1961,
Galimov, 1973. 1978. Vogle-r and Hayes, 1980). As a result, Iipids are relatively
lighter (i.e.. enriched in ' 'C) and proteins and carbohydrates heavier (i.e.,
enriched in "C). The variations are usually reported as

1r 'C :C1 sample-1r 'C,r2C). tandard
d ( . i , = # r 1 0 0 0 .

( 'C/ ' 'C)standard

The most common standard is the "Peedee Belemnite" or PDB.
Isotopic variations are also observed with respect to hydrogen and its heavier

isotope deuterium (D). The standard for hydrogen isotopes is ,,standard Mean
Ocean Waters" or SMOW. Similarly as for carbon, the isotope variations are
expressed as

6D7* =
(D/H) sample-(D/H)standard

x 1000.
(D/H)standard

The main chemical constituents (lipids, carbohydrates, etc.) ofterrestrial plants
are usually isotopically lighter (i. e. depleted in rrC.1 than those of marine plants
(Silverman, 1967, Galimov 1l978). 

A similar effect has not been observed with
respect to hydrogen and deuterium (Stiller and Nissenbaum, 1980). For carbon,
the global difference ranges from 5 to 10%c. This distinction reflects the isotopic
composition of the carbon source for photosynthesis: marine plants utilize
carbonate complexes in seawater, whereas terrestrial plants use atmospheric
carbon dioxide, with a lower di3C. The difference is reduced in kerogen ofancient
sediment, but it stil l amounts to from 3 to 5%o. During the process ofpolyconden-
sation and insolubilization, which leads from biogenic constituents to fulvic acid,
humic acid and humin, there is a slight, but systematic, enrichment in the lighter
isotope r2C. This effect results from the elimination of carboxylic and other
functional groups and from increasing polymerization (Abelson and Hoering,
1961. Galimov, 1973, 1978). There does not appear to be a significant fractiona-
tion of hydrogen isotopes during this process (Redding et al., 1980).

Generation of biochemical methane results in an important isotope fractiona-
tion. The dlrC of biogenic methane is about 30 to 50%o lower than the dr3C ofthe
organic  mat ter .  i .e . .  the methane is  enr iched in  the l ight r2C isotope.  On the
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contrary. the carbon dioxide also generated by microorganisms, is enriched in
'3C. Thus. the isotope composition of kerogen is little affected by this process'

Furthermore. it has'been observed that generally carbon isotopic composition of

kerogen from ancient sediments is in the same range as it is in yoxng sediments'

The !eneration of biochemical methane results in an important fractionation of

hydr6gen isotopes also. The hydrogen in the biogenic methane is depleted in

deuteium by approximately :l60%l, compared to the deuterium concentration of

the associatid waters which are the most likely source for hydrogen (Schoell'

le80). \
A special remark concerns the poisibility of methane oxidation in near-surface

concliiions. with changes of the isotopic composition which may result rn

misinterpretation of the origin of this gas. Methane-oxidizing bacteria are

widespreacl in voung sedimenis and soils Coleman et al (1981 ) havc shown that

cultures of these bacteria fractionated both carbon and hydrogen -isotopes'
resulting in the rcsidual methane being enriched in the heavy.isotopes ''C and D'

In oartiiular the change in the dD value of methane is ca' l0 times greater than

the change in the drrClalue. 
-Ihus. if biogenic methanc migrates into an aerobic

environrient and becomes partialty oxidized by bacteria the residual gas might

show a d!rC comparable t; that of thermogenic gas: however' comparison of

dlrC and dD should in many case allow identification of this situation (Coleman

et  a l . ,  l9 t l  I  ) .
A comparable observation was reported by Doose (1980) in younB marine

sedimenti from California. Above the methane-generation zone (which begins at

1.5 m depth) the quantity of methane decreases to.very lou,ralues in the sulfate-

reducing zonc and th is  methane is  enr iched inr tC:  the d ' 'C value may reach
-20%. iln the upper slice of sediment' as compared to -80 or - 90%" between 1'5

and 2 m. At the iame time. the isotope ratio ofthe bicarbonate becomes enriched

in 12C. These data are interpreted as evidence for anaerobic methane oxidation by

sulfate-reducing bacteria.
These remarfs should be kept in mind when the occurrence of low quantitiesof

methane in marine secliments, soils or ground waters is to be interpreted in terms

of origin and significance for hydrocarbon prospection or inland waters protec-

tion.

2.6 Result and Balance of Diagenesis

As a result of microbial activity in water and in subaquatic soils' biogenic

polymers have been degraded, then used as much as possible for the metabolism

bfrni..ootgunitrns. Thus, even in fine muds, a part of the organic matter has been

consumedlnd has disappeared through conversion into carbon dioxide and

water. Another part has bLen used to synthesize the constituents of the microbial

cell, and thus is ieintroduced into the biological cycle. The residue unassimilable

by microorganisms is now incorporated in a new polycondensate' which is

insoluble: Eerogen (F\g. 11 2.10) This chemical process occurs under mild

temDerature and pressure conditions: thus the influence of the increase of
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Fig. II.2.10. Fate of organic material during sedimentation and diagenesis. resulting in
two main organic fractions: kerogen and geochemical fossils

temperature and pressure is likely to be subordinate, compared to the nature of
the original organic constituents. This view is confirmed by the results of
cxperimental evolution tests: heating organic matter under inert atmosphere is
able to simulate the transformations occurring at greater depths - catagenesis
and metagenesis - but not diagenesrs.

Besides kerogen, organic matter stil l comprises at the end of diagenesrs a mrnor
amount of free hydrocarbons and related compounds. They have been synthe-
sized by living organisms and incorporated in the sediment with no or minor
changes. Thus, they can be considered as geochemical fossils, witnessing the
depositional environment.

Several authors have studied the relationship between the original amount of
organic matter deposited in a fresh sediment and the amount that was finallv
preserved when the sediment was fossilized (Strakhov and Zolmanzen. 1955.
Bordovskiy. 1965. Hartmann et al., 1973). Their calculations were based on the
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determination of the expenditure of organic matter for the reduction of iron

compounds. The results ihow that from 15 to 50% of the original organlc matter

may be lost by microbial decaY
ti has been observed that many fine-grained sediments which are rich in

orsanic matter. such as Eocene Gte"n Riu"t Shale and Lower Toarcian of

w;;i;;" E;t.p.. are extensively laminated down to a millimeter scale This

lr*inutlon can be preserued onlyiltf sediments were not disturbed by benthic

tr;;;;i"g urganisms. Burrowing organisms' when present' would intensively

rework thi top sedimentary layeri ln addition to consuming organic matterthey

also allow molecular oxygen to come in contact with sedimentary or organic

.urton. fnu.. they favor further aerobic degradation - On^the contrary' the

ut a"nla of Uantttoni. fuunu would favor preservation Therefore' anoxic condi-

t ions inthewatercolumn.asintheBlackSeatodav 'enhancethepreservat ionof
orguni. rnu,,.., not only because of the reductive character' but also because

thSse conditions are hoitile for benthonic life. In this respect, an abundance of

benthonic fossils in a sedimentarv rock might suggest an unfavorable envtron-

ment for petroleum generation. as pointed out by Hedberg (1964)

e.g"ni. methan; is the single hydrocarbon which ma'v be generated in

abundance over the diagenetic stage of organic matter evolutlon'

Summary and Conclusion

Diagenesis of organic matter leads from biopolymers (proteins' lrpids, carbohydrates

;;"li;;l; iynth"esized by plants and animals) to geopolymers collectively called

kerogJn, which is the main organic material in ancient sediments'

ni'opofyt".t tu.ft as proteiis and carbohydrat€s are.first degraded by microorgan-

isms into individual amino acids and sugars, some of whtch are used for their nutrit ion'

The residue not used by microbes recombines by polycondensation and polymerisation

to form brown compounds comparable to fulvic and humic acids These transforma-

tions occur mostly ai or near the water sediment interface

lnsolubilization of the previous constituents occurs over the first tens or hundreds of

rn.i"rr,-auting ptogressive burial of sediments lncreasing polycondensation and loss

of functional groups are responsrble for a progressive insolubilization leading from

fulvic to humic acids and finally to kerogen''-"niog"ni" 
t",ft^n" is the single hydroJarbon which may be generated in abundance

during diagenesis.



Forqation

Chapter 3
Geochemical Fossils and Their Sisnificance in
Petroleum

3.1 Diagenesis Versus Catagenesis: Two Different Sources of
Hydrocarbons in the Subsurface

Diagenesis in voung sediments results in two main organic fractions of very
different quantitative importance: kerogen amovnts to the bulk of organic
matter, whereas some free molecules of lipids include hydrocarbons and related
compounds. These molecules have been synthesized by living organisms and get
trapped in the sediment with no or only minor change (Fig. II.3.l). They
comprise specific compounds of relatively high molecular weight (Fig. II.3.2),
and can be considered as fossil molecu.les, or geochemical /ossi/s. Such molecules
will be considered later in greater detail (Sect. 3.3ff.) They represent a first
source of hydrocarbons in the subsurface.

Kerogen also includes lipid material bound to the polycyclic network whichwill
be described in the next chapter. From the kerogen, hydrocarbons are generated
at depth, during catagenesis, as a result of the thermal degradation of kerogen
(Fig. II.3.1). To a certain extent some of these hydrocarbons also resemble the
original biogenic structure, but most of the newly formed hydrocarbons are of a
more simple structure. They are metastable under subsurface conditions and
comprise alkanes and 1- or 2-ring cycloalkanes or aromatics of low to medium
molecular weight (Fig. II.3.2). They represent a second source of hydrocarbons
in the subsurface.

The question that immediately arises is whether both sources of hydrocarbons
contribute to petroleum accumulations, and which is the main source. Some
contribution of the molecules inherited from living material is well established by
the occurrence of characteristic molecules, like steroids, triterpenoids, etc. in
Recent and ancient sediments and in crude oils. Some authors have expressed the
view that the first source of hydrocarbons is the main one, and that most or all
hydrocarbons of a crude oil were formed at an early stage of sedimentary history.
That opinion prevailed for some time among researchers engaged in petroleum
cxploration, stimulating many disputes about the conditions of petroleum
generation. its depth and time. The alternatives of this discussion were:

petroleum generation at shallow depth: diagenesis (first tens or hundreds of
meters) versus catagenesis, at a depth greater than 1000 m,

- early Eeneration immediately following deposition of sediment versus /ate
generation at a time when a lot of the overlying reservoir and cover rocks are
deDosited.
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Fig. II.3.1. Sources ofhydrocarbons in geological situations, with regard to the evolution
of organic matter. Geochemical fossils represent a first source of hydrocarbons in the
subsurface (black solid arrows). Degradation of kerogen represents a second source of
hydrocarbons (grcy dotted ortotes)

- bactericlongin of petroleum, as microorganisms are very active in the shallow
freshly deposited sediment, vercus thermqL or thermocatalytic degradation of
kerogen at depths, where microorganisms are no more active.

Quantitative and qualitative considerations have now led to the conclusion that
hydrocarbons which are more or less directly inherited from living organisms are
definitely part of crude oils, but they represent only a minor part. The bulk is
generated later at a depth where thermal degradation of kerogen becomes
important  (F ig.  I I .3 .3) :

a) Quuntitative evaluations on hydrocarbons in Recent sediments have been
made by Smith (1954), Hunt (1961,1972) and Blumer (in: Philippi, 1965), andare
shown in Table I1.3.1. All the values for coastal basins, continental shelf and open
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methvlcyclohexane. (f) methylcyclopentane, (g) toluene, (h) xylene

marine basins are in the range of 20 to 100 ppm (on dry weight basis of rock). The
only exceptions are encountered in peats and in some reducing basins or trenches
close to the coast l inc: 100 ppm off the California coast. 100 to 140 ppm in the
Cariaco Trench (Venezuela). In deep oceanic cores from the Deep Sea Dril l ing
Project, hl,drocarbon yields range from 10 to 40 ppm (Hunt, 1972).
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Table. II.3.1. Average values of hydrocarbons, non-hydrocarbon bitumen, and organic
carbon in Recent sediments

Origin
Type of
sediment

Number Extractable Organic
of bitumen carbon
samples (ppm)

HC (%)

Averuge HC
AverageOrg.C Author
(mg/g)

non
HC

Soils (Texas)
Peats (Florida)
Freshwaterlake Conlinental
(Louisiana)

- 6 0
1f ( ,

4 l

1 . 2
37.O

0.3

5
0.9

l 4

Phil ippi (1e65)
Philippi (196s)

Phil ippi (196s)

Mud flat (Sabine
Pass, Texas)

Laguna Madre,
Texas

l-ouisiana
Califomia

(estuary pond)
I-ake Maracaibo

Coastal

800 6{i00
68 1060

Philippi (1965)

Phil ippi (196s)
Smith (1954)

Smith (1954)
Hunt (1961)

20
2 30 135

0.9

0 .4

i z

5

3

Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
l-ouisiana
Pelican Is
(0 100 ft)
Orinoco
Orino{ic)

;
Deltaic

3
3

1 0

7
l 0

2

80
80

20

55
60

tuo

1.2
0.8

0.8

210  0 .5
709 4.9
555 0.9

Philippi (1965)
Phil ippi (196s)
Smnh ( 1954)
Phil ippi (1e65)

Smith ( 1954)
Smith ( 1954)
Hun t  ( 1961 )

Grande l le
(18  s3  f t )
Gulf of Mexim
Gulf of Mexico
Mediterranean

Open
Marine 1 0

1

6
3

65 255
32 275 0.s
30 0.9

0 .7

Smith (195.1)
Hunt ( 1961)
Phil ippi (1965)

Hunt (1961)461

Carbonate
muds

:) /)40

20

10 1 . 4

t . 2

Hunt ( 1961)

Phil ippi (196s)

DSDP Deep
(Various marine
locations)

Chubasco Trench
Off W. Africa
Cariaco Trench
Cariaco Trench
Off California

10-40 - 0.1-0.3

1 . 7
1 . 5
2 .0
3.4
2 . 1

Hunt (1972)

Phil ippi (196s)
Smith ( 19s4)
Hun t  ( 1961 )
Phil ippi (1965)
Phil ippi (1965)

3't6
1250

4
l6

23
3 1

105
140
100

1
2
5

5
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Table II.3.2. Average values of hydrocarbons, non-hydrocarbon bitumen, and organic
carbon in ancient nonreservoir sediments

Type of
Origin

Number Extractable Organic
of bitumen carbon
samples (ppm)

Average HC
Average Org-C Author
(mg/g)

HC non (%)
HC

791 300 600 1.65 Hunt (1961)200 formations
lrom 60 sedi
menrary oasrns carbonates 281 340 400 0.18 1 5 1 Hunt (1961)

Rocks of

various

orlglns

shales
_ very
sllts
-  l r r d p

0.9 Vassoevich (1967)

0.45 Vassoevich (1u67)

100 0.2 Vassoevich ( 1967)

Source rocks Institut Franqais

du Pdtrole
(unpublished)

all type! -: 668 860 780 1.82

from 18 sedi- shales
mentary basins and silts 930  810  2 . l o4 1 8

shales 1260 1220 1.90

1 1 8 315 440 0.67

9 source rocks not
formations specified

not 261
specified to 2360

0.53 34 Phil ippi (1965)
ro 3.67 to 101

Disseminated hydrocarbon contents ln anclent nonreservolr sediments are
shown in Table II.3.2. They average 300 ppm in shales and 340 ppm in
carbonates, according to H unt ( 1961 ). ln petroliferous series, values observed by
Philippi (1965) in nonreservoir rocks are in the range of 300 to 3000 ppm. From
our evaluations, based on 668 samples from source rocks of l8 petroliferous
basins, the average hydrocarbon content is above 800 ppm.

The hydrocarbon yield of Recent and ancient petroliferous sediments is
compared in Figure IL3.3. It is evident that the hydrocarbon conrent of Recent
sediments is by no means able to explain the presence of oil and gas fields plus the
hydrocarbons of disseminated bitumen in nonreservoir rock of petroliferous
sequences. Thermal degradalion of kerogen during catagenesis, resulting from
burial of sediments to a depth level of one to several thousand meters, has
generated the greater part of crude oil hydrocarbons (perhaps 907c), and
probably also a Iarge part of those hydrocarbons constituting natural gas.

An alternative hypothesis would be the generation of hydrocarbons at depth
from the nonhydrocarbon fraction extractable from young sediments. e. g., acids.
However, these compounds are also biogenic, and their distribution is roughly
comparable to that of the hydrocarbons of Recent sediments. Thus. the qualita-
tive aspects. discussed below, apply as well to this hypothesis,
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b) Qualitative composition of hydrocarbon in Recent sediments compared to
crude oils, provides a confirmation of the fact that petroleum hydrocarbons are
mainly generated later and not directly inherited from organisms. Low molecular
weight alkanes (Ca-Cs) and cycloalkanes (cyclopentane and cyclohexane) are
almost absent from recenl clay and carbonate sediments (Dunton and Hunt,
1962: Erdman. 1965), although very small amounts have locally been detected
in marine core samples of shallow depth (Hunt, 1974). The same applies to low
molecular weight alkyl-benzenes and alkyl-naphthalenes (Erdman, 1958, 1961,
1965). All these molecules are important constituents ofcrude oils and ofancient
rock bitumen. even in Upper Tertiarv beds where sufficiently buried. A few
polynuclear aromatics such as perylene. chrysene and fluoranthene are present in
Recent sediments. with little or no substitution, whilst crude oils show a wide
variety of substituted polyaromatics (Aizenshtat, 1973; Tissier and Oudin. 1973).

Hydrocarbons already present in Recent sediments are the source of a verv
minor fraction olcrude oils. Nevertheless, they are ofgreat interest to us, asthev
represent the heritage from.living organisms and may be regarded as geochemical
fossils. being helpful ie defining biological environments. Hydrocarbons gener-
ated later, at depth. through thermal degradation of kerogen, are the source of
the bulk of crude oils; however. they are likely to provide only limited
information on the original organic material.

3.2 Hydrocarbons Inherited from Living Organisms, Directly or
Through an Early Diagenesis: Geochemical Fossils (Biological
Markers)

The occurrence of hydrocarbons and closely related substances is known from a
wide range of living organisms: many of them have been found in Recent and
ancient sediments and in crude oils. Treibs (1934), in his pioneering work,
identified porphyrins in crude oils and suggested that they may originate from
chlorophyll of plants. Smith (1952, 1954, 1955) showed that some hydrocarbons
are incorporated in the Recent sediments of the Gulf of Mexico. Since that time,
numerous tvpes of hydrocarbons or substances with a similar carbon skeleton
have been traced from the living organisms into Recent sediments: for example
Erdman (1958 and 1965) studied lipids, sterols and carotenoids in the Mississippi
delta, in marshes and in offshore sediments of Southern California; Kidwell and
Hunt (1968) found saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons in Recent sediments of
the Pedernales area in Orinoco delta; Meinschein (1959, 1961) reported saturated
hydrocarbons, including steranes and triterpanes, and polycyclic aromatics from
sediments of the Gulf of Mexico; Emery (1960) investigated gaseous and Iiquid
hydrocarbons in sediments of Southern California; Blumer et al. (1963, 1964)
isolated pristane from Recent marine sediments. and traced it back to the phytol
chain of chlorophyll through zooplankton fed on phytoplankton. Many others.
since that time, have found various types of hydrocarbons or closely related
molecules in young sedifients.

Such molecules may be derived from terrestrial (mostly plants), marine pelagic
(mostly plankton). marine benthonic (algae, bacteria and other microbes), or
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Fig. IL3.4a and b. Examples of geochemical fossils (a) molecules of biologic origin.
without chemical alteration: (b) molecules inherited with minor changes. (Occurrences
reported by Albrecht and Ourisson, 1969; Seifert, 1973; Rubinstein et al., 1975;
Spyckerelle, 1975)

limnic life. The carbon skeleton of the molecules is preserved and they can easily
be linked to some major structural types: steroids, cyclic or acyclic terpenoids,
etc. They stem either directly from living organisms, i. e., without any chemical
alteration, or indirectly with only minor changes which occur mostly during
diagenesis in the young sediment: loss of functional groups, stabilization of the
molecule by hydrogenation, aromatization, etc. (Fig. II.3.4). We propose to use
the expression "geochemical fossil" to designate a molecule synthesized by a
plant or an animal: the molecule being unchanged or having suffered only minor
subsequent changes. with preservation of the carbon skeleton. These molecules
are also called "biolosical markers".
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At depth, the biogenic molecules suffer not only thermal degradation, but also
dilution with newly formed hydrocarbons resulting from kerogen degradation.
However, identification of the most stable inherited molecules remains possible
for a long time and depth span, i. e. , into the ancient sediments and crude oiis on rhe
following grounds. Silverman (1967) and Welte (1969 b, 1972) have demonstrated
by means of isotope measurements and optical rotation that the fraction ofcrude
oils boiling between 400 and 500'C, which corresponds to molecular weights
between 350 and 450, has the highest concentration of these fossil molecules. It
includes, in particular, tetracyclic and pentacyclic structures with 26 to 35 carbon
atoms and n-alkanes in the same range of molecular weight. The geochemical
fossils are usually restricted to a small number of predominant molecules of each
type. On the contrarv, molecules issued from kerogen degradation are mostly
abundant in the low to medium molecular weight range (below 25 carbon atoms)
and cover a wide spectrum of each structural type,

In some cases certain classes of compounds of biogenic origin, e. g., straight-
chain compounds, isoprenoids, terpenes, sterols or porphyrins. may be linked to
the young kerogen by relatively weak bonds, and later released during the initial
stage of kerogen degradation (see Chaps. II.3.13 and II.5.4).

The occurrence of biological markers in sediments and crude oils and the
comparison with molecules synthesized by Iiving organisms has been discussed
many times and partrcularly by Eglinton and Calvin (1967), Maxwell et al. (1971).
Blumer (1973) and Whitehead (1973). The laboratory and field simulations may
help to determine the fate of biogenic compounds in geological situations
(Eglinton, 1973). The main classes of compound will be considered successively,
with respect to origin and occurrence of specific molecules.

3.3 n-Alkanes and ,x-Fatty Acids

J.J.0 Various sources of linear aliphatic chains in organisms have already been
discussed (Chap. I.4.4). The distribution of those molecules bears the imprint of
their biochemical synthesis, i.e., predominance of ceftain medium to high
molecular weight compounds with specific carbon numbers, Iike fatty acids with
an even number of carbon atoms. or n-alkanes with an odd number of carbon
atoms. The preservation of such molecular features in ancient sediments is
commonly observed, although it is progessively obliterated with increasing depth
of burial and age.

A statistical study on the occurrence of odd and even predominance of higher
n-alkanes (> C2n) based on 1302 ancient sediment and crude oil samples is
presented in Table II.3.3, according to Tissot et al. (1977). From the table it can
be seen that the existence of an odd-carbon-number predominance is rather
common. An even predominance is less frequent, but by no means exceptional.

3.3.1 Odd-carbon-numbered n-alkanes of high molecular weight (n-C25-n-C4)
are frequently reported from Recent detrital sediments with an important
contribution of continental runoff and comprising both clay minerals or silts and
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Table II.3.3. Odd and even-carbon-number predominances of higher
sediments and crude oils. (Data from Tissot et al., 1977)

101

n-alkanes in

Tcrtiary All
ages"

Age
Paleozoic
and
Triassic

Jurassic Creta-
ceous

Number of samples 231 289589l u 5 t302

Modcrate 38 124odd

predoml
nance Strong

predoml-
nancc Strong l 5l 1

'  l l  samples: age unknown.

organic material from plants (Fig. I1.3.5). They have been found by Bray and
Evans (1961) in various Recent sediments from offshore Southern California.
bays and continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico and freshwater lakes. The
predominance of molecules with an odd number of carbon atoms can be
measured by the "Carbon Preference Index" (CPI), i. e., the ratio, by weight, of
odd to even molecules2. The ratio varies from 2 to 5.5 in the various samoles
studied by these authors. Other studies of Recent sediments from offshore
Louisiana (Meinschein, 1961), San Francisco Bay (Kvenvolden, 1962) and in
numerous other locations have confirmed these fisures.

2 Bray and Evans (1961) computed the CPI over the C2a-C31 range, i .e.,

cet - l f  lus r cr' + c'" c' '  * <:- '
2 lc-a I C2" -r C2s r Cr, j  * Crz

c 2 s + c 2 7 + c 2 e + c I + c a l

c 2 6 + c 2 s + c r o + c 3 2 + c r 4

Phil ippi ( la65) prclcrred rn u\( lhe ralio

2 Czs

Scalan and Smith (1970) introduced another coeff icient, which is a sort of moving
averagc, centered on C;12, and showing the variat ion of the odd even preference with
the increasing molecular weight

I c ,  r  r ' c , -?  c , , , ,  l r  r t  '

[  4 C , .  |  +  4 C , . ,  j
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Fig. IL3.5. Dist butions of n-alkanes in Recent sediments of various origin. Gas
chromatograms of saturated hydrocarbons (/e/t) showing the peaks ofn -alkanes, with their
carbon numbers. n-Alkane distribution curyes de ved from gas chromatograms (right).
(After Dastillung. 1976, Debyser et al., 1977)

These hydrocarbons are derived from cuticular waxes of the continental higher
plants. Odd-carbon-numbered n -alkanes may be either directly synthesized by
the plants or derived through an early (iagenesis (defunctionalization) from the
even-numbered acids, alcohols or esters. When both marine and continental
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organic matter are incorporated in a sediment, the continental contribution
usuallv defines the n-alkane fingerprint, especially in the C2qC3j range. This is
due to a higher proportion of the n-alkanes in continental organic matter than in
marine planktonic matter. This explains why so many Recent marine sediments
display a "continental" fingerprint (Fig. II.3.5). However, the observation is not
necessarily valid for areas of pure carbonale deposition without terrestrial
contribution, as no odd-carbon-number predominance (with very rare exception)
is found in the alkanes higher than n-C1s from contemporaneous marine
organisms (Koons et al., 1965;Clark and Blumer, 1967). As a result, Powell and
McKirdy (1973) have shown $e absence of odd-carbon preference in that range
of molecular weight. even gjxhallow depth, in Tertiary carbonate series with little
or no contribution from continental plants deposited around Australia.

In ancient detrital sediment (Fig. IL3.6), the important predominance of the
original odd n-alkanes of high molecular weight is preserved in relatively shallow
shales and silts, where degradation of kerogen has not yet started, and where the
hydrocarbon content remains low: in a Lower Cretaceous (Aptian) shale from

Los Ange les  Bas in
Ph i l  pp i ,1965
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u
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Fig. II.3.6a-c. Change of z-alkane distributions with depth (a) Recent and fossil
sediments from Niger delta. Samples noted 1200 and 2300 m are from the ancient Tertiary
delta. Values are related to organic carbon (pelet. 1974). (b) Upper Miocene to pliocene,
Los Angeles Basin, California. Values are expressed as percent of n-alkanes (phil ippi,
1965). (c) Lower Cretaceous. North Aquitaine Basin, France. Values are expressed as
percent of r-alkanes (Tissot et al.. 1972)
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1518 m depth in North Aquitaine basin, r?-C27 is stil l five times more abundant
than n-C26 or n-C26 (Tissot et al., 1972)1 in an Upper Cretaceous shale from
Gabon, West Africa, at 1155 m depth, n-C2e is four times more abundant than
z-C4 or n-C3e; in a fosstl Equisetum of Triassic age, Knoche and Ourisson (1967)
found that n-C2j, n-C25, n-C27 (predominant) and n-C2e were the four main
components of the hydrocarbons in almost the same proportions as they are in
contemporaneous Equisetum. However, such an important predominance of
several successivg odd n-alkanes seems infrequent in rocks of that age. It is more
usually encoun/ered in Lower Cretaceous and younger beds, on the basis of our
observations on 1302 samples from 18 sedimentary basins in Table II.3.3 (Tissot
et al.,1977). This fact may be due to an increasing maturity of older rocks, but
may also derive from an increase in diversity and abundance of higher plants
associated with the development of angiosperms in the Lower Cretaceous time.
Also, it is perhaps favored by the occurrence of important detrital series in
continental margins during Cretaceous and Tertiary.

Furthermore, odd n-alkanes derived from higher plants occur also in oilshales
like the Green River shales (Robinson et al., 1965), the very shallow Messel and
Bouxwiller shales in the Rhine valley, or the M6nat shales in Central France with
CPI from 2.5 to 30 (Albrecht. 1969; Arpino, 1973). An odd-carbon preference of
the n-alkanes is also known from lignites (Arpino, 1973) and coals (Welte, 1967:
Leythaeuser and Welte. 1969; Brooks, 1970).

In crude oils, the high molecular weight n-alkanes inherited from terrestrial
plants are normally diluted by hydrocarbons from kerogen degradation, and the
CPI is around 1.0. However, some oils, probably derived mainly or solely from

Lower Creloceous crude or  s
Moqel lon Bosin (S.Americo)

-  n o n  m o f l n e  c r u d e o  ,

Lower Creloceous,Wesl  Af  r ico

- - - -  n o .  m o f l . e  c r u d e  o i l ,

Eoce.e-Uinlo Bosin

t
-
s
6=

I
30

Corbon oloms

15 20 25 30

per molecule ----------------

Fig. II.3.7. n-Alkanes distribution curves of three crude oils de ved from continental
plant material, probably extensively reworked by bacteia. Onthe left, a common type of
crude oil, derived from marine organic matter, is compared to the nonmarine crude oil
occurrins in the equivalent formation of the same basin

+ +
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terrestrial organic material which has been reworked by bacteria and other
microbes, stil l show a large amount of high molecular weight n -alkanes (> C2e)
with a moderate odd predominance. Figure II.3.7 shows some examples of such
oils found in Lower Tertiary of the Uinta basin, USA, Lower Cretaceous from
parts of the Magellan basin. South America, and Lower Cretaceous from West
Africa.

3.3.2 Odd-carbon-numbered n-alkanes of medium molecular weight, mostly
n-C15 and n-C,1, rlay also represent in some cases a direct heritage from the
hydrocarbonq prdsent in algae and from the related acids. In ancient rocks the
distinction is possible only when n-C15 and/or n-Ctt are largely predominant
compared to n-C1a, n-C'o and n-C1s (Fig. IL3.8). This situation has been found in
Lower Cretaceous rocks from the coastal basin of West Africa (Spyckerelle,
1973), in some Devonian beds and in the Colorado Group of the northeastern
flank ofthe western Canadian basin (Alberta), and in the UpperJurassic fromthe
northeastern shelf of the Aquitaine basin. Most of these locations are consistent
with the hypothesis of a shelf that is covered with benthonic algae. In upper beds
of the Green Rirer shales (Mahogany beds), n-C'7 is the main n-alkane
constituent in the medium molecular weight range.

,  Uinto Bosin
I  Eocen€

915 m

' - 1

I

?425 m

Fig. II.3.8. r-Alkane distribution
curves observed in Eocene sediments of
the Uinta Basin and Lower Cretaceous
of West Africa. The predominance of
n-C15 and n-C11 is derived from algal
contribution. The organic matter from
Uinta Basin shows a mixture of r-alka-
nes from algae (Crs, Cri) and heavier
r-alkanes from higher plants (C2?,
CC:q)Corbonoloms permolecule
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John Creek

Fig. 11.3.9. Predominance of
odd numbered ,-alkanes of
medium molecular weight in
two crude oils. (After Martin
et al., 1963)
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In several oils of lower or middle Paleozoic age from the United States. Martin
et al. (1963) found an unusual distribution with some predominance of the odd
n-a lkanes f rom C11 to C' ,  (F ig.  I I .3 .9) .

3.3.3 Several cases of even-carbon-number predominance are reported from
carbonate or evaporite sediments and occasionally from crude oils (Fig. II.3.10).
Paleocene and Eocene carbonates from South Tunisia show a systematic and
important predominance of even n-alkanes from n-C,6 to n-C30. Similar observa-
tions have been made in some other sediments: Zechstein from NW Germany
(Welte and Waples, 1973), a few samples of the Upper Jurassic from north
Aquitaine basin (n-C26 to n-C1s), Corbicula shales of Oligocene age from the
Rhine valley (Welte and Waples, 1973). A few Tertiary crude oils from the
Mediterranean area show the same character, but this is rather infrequent in
crude oils: Amposta, Spain (Albaiges and Torradas, 1974) and Greece (Tissot
et al., 1977). Douglas and Grantham (1974) reported a similar distribution in
Wurtzilite. a native bitumen from the Uinta basin.

This particular type of distribution is usually associated with a high phytane:
pristane ratio, whereas an equal abundance of phytane and pristane or a pristane
predominance is much more frequent in other sediments. Welte and Waples
(1973) suggest that in very reducing environments, reduction of n-fatty acids.
alcohols from waxes, and phytanic acid or phytol is prevalent over decarboxyla-
tion, resulting in predominance of even-carbon-numbered n-alkane molecules
over odd molecules (CPI < 1) and a predominance of phytane over pristane. In
less reducing environments, decarboxylation results in a majority of odd
n-alkanes (CPl > 1) and a predominance of pristane over phytane. A typical
example of reduction is given by Knoche et al. (1968), who found in a fossil plant
Voltzia (Coniferules) a hydrocarbon fraction consisting almost wholly of one

Uni tPine
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Fig. t l.3.l{1. Predominance of even
/l-alkanes in rock extracts from the Low-
er Tertiarv of Tunisia and thc Rhine
Vallev. and in a Miocene crude oilfrorl
Greece. y.,/aicd1 ba,'s are isoprenoid
hvdrocarbon distributions
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component: n-C1rH.r. In waxes of closely related living plants. a-C,8H5s is never
an important component, but the n-C:s alcohol is prisent and could be the
precur \or  t l l  the r r -C.n l lk ; rne.

Shimoyama and Johns (1972) proposed an alternative interpretation of the
even n-a lkane predominance.  They carr ied out  exper imenta l  degradat ion of
n-fatty acids in the presence of montmorillonite or calcium carbonate. The two
mrnerals seem to have different catalytic effect: decarboxylation with loss of onc
ciubon atom is favored bv montmorillonite, while beta cleavage with loss of two
carbon atoms is lavored by calcrum carbonate. Therefore, an original even-
carbon-numbcred fattv acid would generate mostly an odd n-alkane in shales and
an even r r -a lkane in  carbonates.

Actualll. the two interpretations proposed are not conflictinA, as the mecha-
nism proposed bv Welte would occur during diagenesis in young iediment, whilst
the interpretation of Shimoyama and Johns refers mostly to the caragenenc
transformations occuring at depth. However, two remarks suggest that reduction
is a more frequent process than beta cleavage:
- the comparison between the fossil plant and the present equivalent, made by

Knoche et  a l .  (1968) .
- the association of even-numbered n-alkanes with the C1 isoprenoid (phytane)

derived from the C.u alcohol (ph)'tol), and not with the C,,1 isoprenoid.
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In Recent sediments a certain even predominance limited to C16 and C1s
n-alkanes has been observed (Simoneit, 1975; see also Fig. II.3.5, Norwegian
Sea). The predominance does not extend to higher molecular weights, as heavier
odd n-alkanes. inherited as such from plants are prevalent over those issued from
an elimination of the functional group of acids or alcohols in young sediments

3.3.4 Long-chain n.alkanes without odd or even predominance arc an important
parl of orgafti€ rnatter in some ancient sediments, ranging from lower Paleozoic to
Tertiary (Tissot et a!..1977). They also constitute an importanl fraction of many
high-wax crude oils (Hedberg, 1968). The distribution of n-alkanes often extends
up to C$ or C.o. They are probably derived from bacterial and other microbial
waxes. possibly from reworking higher plant waxes. They are associated with a
series of iso- and anteiso-alkanes which are typical of a bacterial origin (see Sect.
3.4): Figure II.3.1 1 . In contemporaneous non-photosynthetic bacteria and yeast,
Han et al. (1968) found that long-chain hydrocarbons with more than 20 carbon
atoms amount to more than 50olo of the nonaromatic hydrocarbons. Important
accumulation of bacterial biomass possibly resulted from degradation of large
quantities of higher plants in paralic or intracontinental basins. such as the
Tertiary of lndonesia or the Eocene of the Uinta Basin.

3.3.5 n-fatty acrds have been identified in numerous Recent and ancient
sediments. When large proportions of terrestrial material accumulated in a
restricted limnic environment, n-fatty acids with a range from C24 to Ci: and with
an even-carbon-number predominance are found. This is identicalwith the range

oi piant waxes. Messei and Bouxwiller shales (Arpino, 1973) are examples for this
kind of facies. Where continental runoff is only subordinate, the main fatty acids
range from C1a to C22 and are probably derived from fats of marine organisms ln

thairange, they show again an even-carbon-number predominance, e g., C16. Ct8

and sometimes C1 in Recent calcareous muds from the Persian Gulf (Welte and
Ebhardt. 1968), Cr6 in muds from the Tanner basin, off southern California
(Kvenvolden, 1970). A single fatty acid may even be the major constituent' such

as Cr6 in Lower Cretaceous from Gabon (Spyckerelle, 1973) Usually both marine
and continental sources contribute to the n-fatty acids distibution. This results in
two ranges, C16-Crg (from marine or continental source) and C'1-Cp (from

continenlal source only). This is the case in Recent muds from the San Nicolas

basin off southern California. from the Mississippi delta, in carbonate muds from

the Florida bay (Kvenvolden, 1970), and in many oceanic sediments (Simoneit'

197s).
This situation is also frequent in ancient sediments, where the even predomi-

nance normally decreases with catagenetic evolution. In rocks older than Lower

Cretaceous, the second mode of r-fatty acids (C2a-C,r) is poorly represented
This is the case even in samples where C,a, C16, C' are abundant, with an even:
odd ratio of 3 or 4, indicating that thermal maturation has been only moderate'
This siruation occurs. for instance, in the Permian Bone Spring limestone and

Lamar limestone from Texas (Kvenvolden, 1970) As a similar situation occurs in

respect to n-alkanes, we can extend our previous observation: the accumulation
of not only long-chain C1-C,j n-alkanes with an odd or even predominance, but
also even-numbered fi-fatty acids in the same carbon range, occurs only
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occasionally in immature sediments older than Cretaceous. This is again related
to lhe evolution of higher plants. On the contrary C1a to C26 n-alkaneJand ,?-fatty
acids, which are mostly derived from plankton and benthonic algae, are
presumed to have been abundantly available since precambrian time. Indeed
their predominance is found in sediments ranging in age from lower paleozoic to
Recent.

3.3.6 .Comparison belween n-alkane and n-fatty acid distributions. On compari-
son, the distributioh of n-alkanes, free fatty acids, and fatty acids bound to
kerogen in young sediments are generally rather different. The distribution of
n-alkanes is usually dominated by odd-numbered C2aC33 alkanes. The fatty acids
bound to kerogen contain mostly C,5-C1s, whereas free fatty acids rnav include
both ranges of  molecular  weighr .  bu l  rhey are comparat ive ly  Iess a-bundant .
Obviously. a certain amount of n-alkanes is directly inherited frorrr organrsms,
because they are known to occur as such in cuticulir waxes, for example. The
balance is likely to be derived from acids and/or alcohols, bound somihow to
kerogen. The alkanes released from kerogen may be of various chain lengths and
include abundant alkanes of medium molecular weight (< C1).

3.4 Iso- and Anteiso-Alkanes

Iso- (2-methyl-) and anteiso- (3-methyl)alkanes are associated with n-alkanes in
plant waxes, where they comprise a comparable number of carbon atoms (about
2-5 31) with an odd predominance. A distribution of isoalkanes comparable to
their occurrence in plants has been reported by Arpino (1973) in an Eocene
sediment from the Rhine valley. The iso- and anteisoacids are also known in
bacterial waxes, where they cover a wider range of molecular weight. In the lower
part of the Green River shales from the Uinta basin, 2-methyl- and 3-methyl-
alkanes form a homologous series, without odd or even predominance, in the C2j-
C3x range, sometimes extending up to Ca5. They are probably of microbial origin.
The same compounds commonly occur in the high-wax crude oils (Fig. II.3.11).

Iso- and anteiso-fatty acids of lower molecular weight represent a large fraction
of bacterial acids, whereas they are much less abundant in higher organisms. They
have been reported in the lipids of marine organisms and also in Recent
sediments. The related isoalkanes were found by Johns et al. ( 1966) in ancient oils
and sediments. and their occurrence mav be rather freouent.

3.5 C16-branched Alkanes

Several C,n-isoalkanes which are relatively abundant in some ancient sediments
and crude oils, such as 2,6-dimethyloctane and 2-methyl-3-ethylheptane, may be
derived from the terpene constituents of essential oils frorn higler plants, as
suggested by Mair (196a) and Mair and Ronen (1966, 1967); (Fig. IL3.12).
Although they are particularly abundant in the ponca City crude oil (0.55 and
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3.6 Acyclic Isoprenoids

ilatural terpenes
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Fig. IL3.12. Possible origins of Cp
branched alkanes from terpenes of essen-
tial oils

0.64% volume respectively) they have not been sought in a sufficient number of
different crudes to appraise their value as geochemical fossils.

3.6 Acyclic Isoprenoids

A wide range of linear or cyclic compounds. formally built up from several
isoprene units, is known in living plants and bacteria and to a smaller extent in
animals. They occur as hvdrocarbons. alcohols or other derivatlves or rn a

,i,
. r I l  l \ n f , r c n s  u n r t

r i 2  L n  i d !  r

combined state, such as ester in the phytyl chain of chlorophyll (see Chap. I.4.2)
or glycerol ethers in bacterial membrane. In sediments and crude oils, similar
structural arrangements have been frequently repofted, but they occur mostly as
fully saturated aliphatic or alicvclic molecules, or they may include one or more
aromatic cycles. Polycyclic structures will be dealt with in Sections 3.7 and 3.8.

Generally, in geochemistry the term "regular isoprenoid" is restricted to an
acyclic. branched, saturated molecule with a methyl group on every fourth carbon
atom, irrespective of the total number of carbon atoms: such arrangement implies
a *head to tail" linkage ofthe isoprene groups. The best known and mostcommon
isoprenoids are pristane (2, 6, 10, 14 tetramethylpentadecane) and phytane (2,6,
10, 14 tetramethylhexadecane). In addition a wide spectrum is already known
from Ce to C25, and others might be detected in rhe future (Fig. II.3.13). Aside
from the regular isoprenoids, the term "irregular isoprenoid" is used for some
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Fig. II.3.13. Principal molecules
of regular isoprenoid hydrocar-
bons present in ancient sedi-
ments and crude oils
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molecules with "head-to-head" or "tail-to-tail" linkage, such as squalane and
lycopane, which are known to occur in certain geochemical environments, where
they are probably derived from squalene and lycopene (Chap. I.4.2. Figs. I.4.9
and I .4 .12) .

In living organisms, the most widespread sources of isoprenoid chains seem to
be the Cl phytol, a diterpene bound through an ester Iinkage in the chlorophl'l l
molecule. and C15, C26, Cj6 and Coq isoprenoids from bacterial membranes. They
will be successively discussed below (a) and (b).

Non-polar lipids of methanogenic bacteria also include a Cr. irregular iso-
prenoid, the Cln squalene and its hydrogenation products up to squalane (Holzer
el al.,1979). Other acyclic terpenes and sesquiterpenes (hydrocarbons, alcohols,
aldehydes. ketones) are also widely known in plants and flowers. Sesterterpenes
are rather rare (Spyckerelle, 1973), but squalane is an acyclic triterpene from
shark liver oil, and lycopene is an acyclic tetraterpene from tomatoes and other
fruits. In addition to these olefins. Clark and Blumer (1967) found pristane (C'e
isoprenoid alkane) at a low concentration in marine benthonic algae, belongingto
the Laminariales, and in planktonic algae. Zooplankton contains an assemblage
of pristane, phytane (C'e and C1 isoprenoid alkanes) and various related alkenes.
like zamenes and phytadienes. probably derived from phvtol of the chlorophyll
through feeding on phytoplankton (Blumer and Thomas. 1965, 1971).

In Recent marine sediments, pristane and phytane are present, their abun-
dance depending on the local environment. Isoprenoid acids and an isoprenoid
alcohol. dihl'drophytol, have also been identified. In ancient sediments, crude
oils and coals. isoprenoids from Ce to C:. have been identified in various
concentrations. They generally seem to be more abundant in marine sedimenls
comprising autochthonous organic matter than in nonmarine sediments where
organic matter is of terrestrial origin only (Lower Cretaceous of Canada, eastern
South America and West Africa). The lower carbon number Ce-Cs isoprenoids
have been scarcely reported ( Gohring et al. , 1967), possibly because that range of
molecular weight is not frequently analyzed on rock extracts. The medium C15 to
C25 isoprenoids are present in most sediments, including Precambrian, and
oils: Bendoraitis and Hepner (1962), Welte (1967), Han and Calvin (1969),
Spyckerelle et al. (1972), Waples et al. (1974). The p stane Cre, phytane Cr6, and
sometimes the C'6 isoprenoid, are the most abundant, whereas C,1, C22 and C2a
are scarce. Pristane and phytane are also suspected to occur as mixtures of
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stereoisomers in several rocks and crude oils (Maxwell et al.. 1972). Isoprenoid
acids have also been identified in few sediments such as Green River shales or
Serpiano shale.

a) Isoprenoids from a Phytol Source

The phytol side chain of chlorophyll is a widespread source of isoprenoid
structures in the biosphere. The stereochemistry ofisoprenoids < C,6 and related
acids in sediments is compatible with an origin from the phytyl chain of
chlorop{(Maxwell et al., \912, 1973:' Cox et al., 1970, I9i2). Animals,
particularly 2ooplankton, feed on plants, and seem able to produce several
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saturatedorunsatu latedisoprenoidhydrocarbonsfrom.thephyty lchain 'as
"i"".i U" the occurrence oi these molecules in zooplankton (Blumer and

ii".."t,'iqo-il. itti, putn Irruy u. u *ay of direct introduction of isoprenoids with

20 or less carbon atoms in sediments
Another possibility, however, is the incorporatior of phytol from chlorophyll

in seclimenti: in a verv reducing environment, phytol is quickly hydrogenated into

Oi t  r , t root 'v to l ,  fo l loued by a iubsequent  reducl ion in to hydrocarbon (phytane)

i ; ' ; ; ; f t i .  ; iygenate, l 'en, i ronment .  ox idal ion to phl tan ic  ac id is  fo l loued

t,n O..utt,o*ylotio"n (pristane) or fragmentation (isoprenoids < C'e) processes

,{c$rdins to the more or less reduiing character of lhe local environment'

"'rr"r-,il-. i, 
'otltir"e 

may be preclominait ' as 5uggested by W-elte and Waples

i iJt i i l rrg' i i : . i+r. i ' t ' .  r i r . ,  slep of the trani iormation.of phvt 'r l  in fresh

i.ot#ittit trr*ttated by in situ expe riments of Brooks and Maxwell ( 1974) ' who

i"p.l.J it--i"U.fed phytol into scaled sediment cores trom Recent lacustrine

environments. After-two to eight weeks ot incubation they identified various

i".p.""Jt.' l".f"Oing dihydrJphvtol' a. C'g isoprenoig f,:l:""' 
phvtvl and

iinriropttytyt esters ind pLytadiene This result suggests that microbiological

pruaa. t " ,  have a l ready heen act ive in  a few weeks '

On the other hand, laboratory experiments on hydrogenolysis ofchlorophyll at

f,igh pie..ure and high t".p",,iu" (Bayliss' 1968)' iave, confirmed that

,u?u.ui"o isoprenoicls. 
-pristani 

and phytani, -cun. !9^Pt:tluttd 
from the phytyl

"truin. ol.".i heating of pure phytoi lAlbrecht' 1969) has resulted in C2n' C1e'

i:,". c ^. c, and pJssibiy C,olsaiurated isoprenoids plus some olefins' Using
;d-riir.J pnyi.r'in coniact with different c1ays, De Leeuw et al (1914' 1977)

oUtuln"J l.opt"nnid hydrocarbons, alcohols' aldehydes' ketones' acids and other

products.' 
Low molecular weight isoprenoids (< CrJ may also be derived from natural

molecules with 15 carbon atoms, i. e., acyclic sesquiterpenes such as farnesol and

"rr".i"r"A hydrocarbons The problem is different with isoprenoids from C'1 to

C... which aie not likely to originate from phytol Furthermore'1he structure of

;:,'r;; 'c..lt;p;.";il i 'allowei Spvckerell; (i973) to eliminate the possibilitv of

un'orinin iro*.tqualene or lycopene He suggests that a comparable processmay

i;;;'i?;; ilii;ii" c -c," isoprenoids Jno f'o* natural molecules with 25

carbon atoms (sestenerpenes, io C21-C2. isoprenoids .some 
sesterterpenoid

alcohols are known fromhngi, leavet ind inseti *u", and the same structure has

been found in furan and ubiquinone derivatives'

b) Isoprenoids from Bactedal Membranes (Archaebacteria)

Archaebacteria have been recently discovered to be a third major line of descent'

besides eubacteria 1"true oacteria") and eukaryotes: Fox et al ( 1980) They are

characterized by a iundamental genetic difference (nucleic acids) and also by a

different composition of their membrane lipids'-' 
ftt"t. "* ti"infy composed of glyceroI ethers in archaebacteria (de Rosa et al '

tsiz, lsso; Torna6ene and l-ang*;rthy, 1979; Kushw:ha.et al ' 1981)' and not

".t"r. u, tttay u." in other prokarlotes a;d eukaryotes Furthermore hydrocarbon
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Fig. t1.3.l5a-d. Branched and isoprenoid alkanes probably derived from membranes of
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Glycerol di- and tetraethers in membrane lipids of archaebacteria. (b) Ethers, derived
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R!: C1, branched alkane from diethers, not vet found in l iving organisms.
(d) Tricvclohexaprenane. a possible precursor of the Cte to C.u tricyclic terpane series. nor
r et found in l iving orsanisms
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In geological environments. fossilmolecules have been recently identified and
related to membrane lipids of archaebacteria: they occur in kerogen and in the
polar fraction of Recent and ancient sediments, and crude oils: Michaelis and
Albrecht (1979). Chappe et al. (1979, 1980, 1982). Among them. most remark-
able are glycerol tetraethers comprising Can-isoprenoid chains, the structure of
which is characterized by a "head to head" junction of the C:0 sub-units (Fig.
I1.3.15). This macrocycle probably plays the same role in archaebacterial
membranes as sterols in eukaryotic ones, i.e., to improve the mechanical
properties. Among the Cru isoprenoid units. the acyclic Cae bi-phytane usually
pr€qominates. although the structures including one or two cyclopentane rings
are a\o found.

Other ethers comprise the Cr6-phytane chain, the Cr5 (2-methyl) alkane. and a
C1, chain resulting from the "head to head" junction ol the previous one.

The related isoprenoid hydrocarbons up to Cao, with the "head to head"
junction have been found in crude oils: Moldowan and Seifert (1979). Albaiges
(1980). They are probablv issued from degradation of the elhers during
catagenesis. Several other hydrocarbons known in archaebacteria have been
identified in marine sediments and/or crude oils: C1 squalane (Gardner and
Whitehead. 1972: Brassell et al., 1981). C2. irregular isoprenoids and various
branched alkanes (Brassell et al., 1981). C4 lycopane. identified by Kimble et al.
(1q74)  mar hare a comparablc  or ig in .

Apart from isoprenoids directly inherited from living organisms or through an
early diagenesis in sediments. there is a definite possibility that the isoprenoid
chains may be bound to the kerogen matrix. for instance by an ester or an ether
bond. and subsequently released at depth during catagenetic degradation of
kerogen. This hypothesis will be discussed in Chapter tl.5.

3.7 Tricyclic Diterpenoids

Tricyclic diterpenoids have been found in sediments of the Deep Sea Drill ing
Project bl Simoneit (1975. 1977). They have been interpreted as being derived
from diterpenes such as abietic acid. and they are thought to represent €vidence
for the contribution of higher plant material. Abietic acid is also the most likely
precursor tbr saturated tichtelite and triaromatic retene found in peat ancl lignite
( F i g .  u . 3 . 1 6 ) .

A series of tricyclic terpanes extending from C,e to C1n was reported by Aquino
Neto et al. (1982) and Ekweozor and Strausz (1982) in some ancient sediments
and crude oils. Three of them. with 19 and 20 carbon atoms. were identified as
probable degradation products of a C1 tricyclohexaprenol (made of a tricyclic
nucleus, plus a long isoprenoid chain) (Aquino Neto et al., 1982). This last
compound is as yet unknown. but could be formed anaerobically from regular
hexaprenol, which is a universal cell constituent. ln this case. the biogenic
precursor might be again a constituent of bacterial membranes (Fig. IL3.15d).

Tricl'clic molecules. saturated or aromatic, are widely present tn ancrent
sediments and crude oils. but thev are generallv subordinate in the saturated
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Fig. II.3.16. Examples of polycyclic molecules present in ancient sediments and crude oils
(Maxwell et al.. 1971; Rubinstein et al., 1975; Tissot et al., 1972; Seifeft, 1975: Albrecht
and Ourisson. 1969; Spyckerelle, 1975; Ludwig. 1982)

fraction. In some shales from the Upper Devonian ofNorthern Africa. the Lower
Cretaceous of the Northern Aquitaine Basin, France, the Cretaceous and
Tertiary of West Africa, etc., the distribution of cycloalkanes by ring number
shows a definite maximum corresponding to three-ring molecules, which may
represent tp to 40Vo of the total cycloalkanes and 20Vo of the saturated
hydrocarbons. In some cases, like shales of the Lower Carboniferous-Upper
Devonian of Eastern Sahara, the aromatic fraction shows a high conteni of
tricyclic diaromatics of the tetrahydrophenanrhrene group with i distinct pre_
dominance of C1eH2o.

Other tricyclic and also dicyclic aromatic molecules found in ancient sediments
may_be derived from triterpenes by fragmentation and dehl,drogen ation. They
are C,2 or C13 (di- or tri-methyl) naphthalene and C,u or C17 (di- or tri-methyi)
phenanthrene.

1.8 Steroids and Pentacyclic Triterpenoids:
Occurrence in Recent and Ancient Sediments

In this section. we shall review the first and also the most recent reports of
polycvclic molecules belonging to the steroid or triterpenoid classes, or obviouslr
Jerived from them. Their occurrences will be successivelv reported in Recent ani
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ancient sediments and in crude oils Then their mutual relationship, and the

progressive changes of the various molecular types in subsurface will he discussed

in Sect ion I I .3 .9.
Steroids form a group of compounds widely distributed in living organisms

(Fig. I.4.11), where they play an important biological role: in particular some of

th.tn a." a constituent of the membrane lipids of eukaryotes All naturally

occurring steroids comprise a nucleus ofperhydro 1,2 cyclopentanophenanthrene
bearing 

-methyl 
groups, one alkyl chain, and functional groups Pentacyclic

tiilerpinotds ire madi of 6-membered rings only or of four 6-membered and one

5-mf,mbered ring. Tbey normally comprise 30 carbon atoms, and have been

reported to occur frequently in plants, and also in prokaryotic organisms ln
paiticular, triterpenes of the hopane series (Fig. II 3.16) are.a widespread

ionstituent of thc membrane lipids of prokaryotes (eubacteria, blue-green

algae). Various tetracyclic triterpenes also occur in animals and plants'

a) Recent Sediments

In Recent sediments, Schwendinger and Erdman (1964) described the occurrence

of sterols that may amount to 0.01 7. of the total organic carbon (Erdman, 1965),

Stanols. a reduced form without double bonds, are also present and may amount

to as much as 10-50 70 of the sterols (Peake and Hodgson, 1973). The presence of

the corresponding hydrocarbons, steranes, together with triterpanes, was

reported by Meinschein (1961). who analyzed 4- and 5-ring cycloalkanes tn a

Recent sediment from the Gulf of Mexico. More recently, Gagosian et al (1980)

analyzed the occurrence and transformation of the various steroid compounds in

Recent sediments of three different marine environments (Walvis Bay, Black Sea

and Western North Atlantic). The occurrence of a series of triterpanes with the

pentacyclic hopane skeleton in various Recent sediments was definitely estab-

iistt"O'Uy Kim6le (1972) and van Dorsselaer (1975). Spyckerelle (1975) found

tetra- and pentacyclic polyaromatic. probably derived from triterpenes, in

lacustrine and marine Recent sediments. Later tetracyclic di- and triaromatic

molecules derived from the loss of one ring in pentacyclic triterpenes were

characterized by Spyckerelle et al. (1977) in comparable situations

b) Ancient Sediments

Steranes or pentacyclic triterpanes have been reported to occur frequently in

ancient immature sediments buried to shallow depths (Fig ll 3 16) Both have

been identified in Green River shales, by Burlingame et al. (1965)' Hills et al'
(1966), Henderson et al. (1968) and Anderson et al. (1969), The Messel and

Bouxwiller shales from the Rhine valley contain several triterpanes' but onlv

small amounts of steranes: Albrecht (1969) and Arpino (1973). The triterpanes

mostly belong to the hopane series, which include a succession of molecules from

C27 toC3z and sometimes to C35, with two main stereoisomeric forms (Ensminger

et al. 1974). Furthermore, these hopane derivatives show an ubiquitous occur-
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rence in various tvpes of sediment of any age (van Dorsselaer et al.. 1974). The
shallow samples of the Lower Toarcian shales from the Paris basin contain C., to
C1, steranes and triterpanes (Califet-Debyser and Oudin, 1969). From those same
shales. Rubinstein et al. (1975) and Huc (1976) identified sterenes and triter-
penes: Tissot et al. ( 1971 . 1972) have also identified C1 to Cjn monoaromatic and
diaromatic steroids and reported some possible C27 to C30 monoaromatic
triterpenoids. Similarly, Albrecht (1969) reported the occurrence of mono-. di-.
tri- and tet{q-aromatic molecules related to pentacyclic triterpenes. These
compounds ha\e been identified by Spyckerelle (1975) and Greiner (1976), and
result from the jprogressive aromatization of triterpenes of the hopane series
(Greiner et al. 1976). Since that time it has been observed that mono- and
triaromatic steroids are rather common in ancient sediments and crude oils.
Monoaromatic steroids are sometimes aromatized in the A-ring (Hussler et al..
19ll I ). and frequently in the C-ring (Ludwig et al., 1981 a). Triaromatic steroids
are also widespread and they usually become prevalent over monoaromatics with

a -Triterpanes
Lupane series

Opening of A-rinq

b -Steroids

Monoarornatics lG-dngl
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Fis. II.3.l7a and b. Examples of altered triterpenes and steroids found in sediments and
;rude oils. (a) Degraded triterpanes by opening the E-ring (hopane series) or the A-ring
,lupane series). (b) Monoaromatic (in A-ring or C-ring) and triaromatic steroids
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increasing thermal maturation (Ludwig et al., l98l b; Mackenzie et al.. 1981):

F igure IL 3.17.
Tetracyclic molecules derived by degradation from pentacycllc trrterpenes

have also been identified in ancient sediments: a C.o to C., naphthene series (17,

21-secohopanes) probably derived from the loss of E-ring in hopanes (Trendel et

al.. 1982): saturated, unsaturated and aromatized tetracyclics derived from the

loss of A-ring in h\pane, friedelin and amyrins series are widespread in deltaic or

iacustrine aniient {ediments and in the related crude oils (Spyckerelle et al . 1977 i
Corbet et aI..1980; Schmitter et al.,1981);FigurelI 3.ll

Pentacyclic triterpanes have also been reported from lignite -(Jarolim e1 al',

1963, 1965) and coal (van Dorsselaer, 1975) The corresponding aromatized

hydrocarbons are also present in lignite from Czechoslovakia (Jarolim et al '

1965; Streibl and Herout, 1969)

c) Crude Oils

In crude oils, steranes and pentacyclic triterpanes have been identified These

molecules are principally responsible for the optical rotation obseryed for natural

hydrocarbon mixtures: Hills and Whitehead (1966), Louis (1964, 1968), Hills et

ui. 1tlOS, 1970). The monoaromatic steranes were first reported by O'Neal and

Hood (1956). Since that. the mono- and di-aromatic steroids have been found in

severaicrude oils, including Lower Cretaceous oils from South America (Tissot

et al., 1972) and Lower Pileozoic oils from the Eastern Sahara (Tissot et al '
1974). Later, mono- and triaromatic steroids were recognized to be widespread

"on.iitu.nt, of crude oils, as mentioned above Cyclopentenophenanthrene and

its methyl derivative have been identified by Carruthers and Douglas (1957) and

Mair and Martinez-Pico (1962).

C24-lEns-actn,

C24'1,?rr brl€ acrds,

Fig. 11.3.18. Possible ori-
gin of steroid acids from
animal bile acids (Seifen.
1973)

H0 ft

C2z-hdns -ac d,
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Rearranged steranes (diasteranes) have been observed in several crude oils
and ancient sediments which have already gone through partial diagenesis
(Ensminger et al., 1978). In the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris basin, thev are
supposed to derive from the diasterenes present in immature samples. This
hypothesis isgonfirmed bv simulation on clay minerals (Sieskind et al.. 1979).

d) Other Related Substances

Closely related substances, including alcohols, acids and ketones, have been
repofted from sediments and fossil fuels (Fig. IL3.l6). In particular. Albrecht
( 1969) found in the Messel sh ales ofthe Rhine valley the association ofa pentacyclic
triterpenoid alcohol. isoarborinol, and the corresponding ketone. arborinone. In
the nearby Bouxwiller shale, Arpino (1973) found triterpenoid ketones and acids,
but no alcohol. A series of Cjl to C3j acids containing the pentacyclic hopane
skeleton has been identified by van Dorsselaer (1975) in various types of
sediments. Oxygenated triterpenes (alcohols. ketones) have also been reported
from peat and lignite (Ikan and Mcl-ean. 1960; Jarolim et al. 1961, 1963).
Tetracyclic acids derived from triterpenes (lupane, friedelin and amyrin series) by
opening the A-ring were identified in deltaic sediments by Corbet et al. (1980).

Stanols and stanones are also reported by Mattern et al. (1970) in Messel
shales, but few or no sterols seem to be present.

Seifert et al. (1971, 1972) and Seifert (1975) have determined numerous
different carboxvlic acids in a young Californian crude oil. A prominent feature is
the relative abundance of the steroid acids. which amount in this Darticular oil to
more than 0.03 7c of the total crude oil. The relative abundance of the isomers of
C12 and C11 steroid acids are interpreted by Seifert (1973) as deriving from animal
b i le  ac ids (F ig.  I I .3 .18) .

3.9 Fate of Steroids and Triterpenoids During Diagenesis
and Catagenesis

The origin of these numerous steroids or pentacyclic triterpenoids found in
sediments and crude oils is obviously the naturalll ' occurring sterols and
triterpenes. The various molecular types identified will be discussed later with
respect to their significance in terms of environment of deposition or stage of
thermal evolution (Chap. IV.3.) However, several aspects of the occurrence and
distribution of these compounds in sediments and crude oils require an explana-
tion at this point, namely:

- the relative abundances of steroids and triterpenoids,
- the fate of the biological markers in relation to the original configuration of

functional groups and C:C bonds,
- the changes in stereochemistry due to isomerization during diagenesis or

catagenesls.
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- the occurrence of extended or dealkylated molecules' as compared to the usual

C:rCr1 sterols and Ciu triterpenes.

a) Relative A\dances of Steroids and Triterpenoids

The relative abundhnces of steroids ancl triterpenoids may vary Thel sometimes

occur simultaneously, but in other cases one group may be predominant Steroids

are more abundant ihan triterpenoids in the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris

basin or in the Cretaceous source rocks of the Persian Gulf ln the contrary'

Messel and Bouxwiller shalcs. in the Rhine vallev. contain abundant triterpanes'

but onlv a small proportion of steranes. Both types are fairlv abundant in the

Green River shales (Kimble et al.. 197'1)
It is considered that pentacvclic triterpanes of sediments may originate in part

from plants. However. the main sources are prokaryotic organisms: in particular

microiial life in the upper lavers of young sediments is mainly responsible for the

ubiquitous hopanes, as proposed by Ensminger et al' (1972) and by van

Dor.sselaer et al. (1974). Sierines may be derived partly from animals and partly

from plants. as aiready proposed by Seifert (1973) regarding steroid acids As

terresirial animals are uiually insignificant in the contributing biomass' C21 and

C,s steroids found in sedimcnts may be derived from the autorhthonous aquatic

lifi. i. e., zoo- and phytoplankton' whilst C2e steroids may be derived either from

continental plants or irom brown algac and phytoplankton- ln some cases sterols

can be traced back to the contributing organisms' especially algae For instance'

Boon et al. ( 1979) identified the major sterol of the Black Sea sapropel layer as

the C1,,4-methyl steroidal alcohol' dinosterol' which is the major sterol in some

dinofligellates only. The quasi-absence of steranes in some sediments where

triterpines are present might in some instances result from sterols being

seleciively taken out by certain microorganisms, which are unable to synthesize

these compounds. However, this absence generally results from the original

composition of the organic matter.
Stiroid-rich sediments are usually marine or lacustrine' and their kerogen

belongs to types I or II (for definition, see Section 4 8) which are mainly derived

from iutochthonous organic matter. ln this respect. plankton may be the major

source of sterols in geological conditions. Thus the ratio of steranes to ubiquitous

hopanes in crude oils may indicate the origin of the main -source material:

plinktonic when the sterane/hopane ratio is high' terrestrial when it is low

b) Fate of Biological Markers in Relation to Their Original Structure

The fate of the functional groups, including C=C bonds' which occur in the

biogenic molecules. is of particular interest and may influence the subsequent

evoiution of the biologicai markers toward the various hydrocarbon (saturated'

mono- and poly-aromatics) and non-hydrocarbon types. In this respect steroids

and triterpenoids behave differently
L Ster;ls are rather easily converted to saturated stanols and to the corre-

sDondins hvdrocarbons. unsaturated sterenes and saturated steranes' all of which
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are known in Recent or ancient sediments. A high content of steranes is often
observed in marine sediments deposited in a reduiing environment. with a high
concentration o\sulfur compounds. This observation may suggest that a veiy
redu_cing and hyd\ogenating environment lcads to sterane. wheiJas less reducing
conditions of depdsition lead to sterene. which may be subsequently converted tJ
either aromatics.or saturates.

The process of aromatization of steroids also takes place in sediments. where it
mav start from ring A or. more frequently. from iing C and terminate with
trraromatic molecules of the cyclopenteno-phenanthrene t]'pc (nomenclature of
rings is shown in Figure IL3.l7). Aromatization in ring C mav start in ancient
sediments from sterene precursors. Such mc,noaromatic stei.rids have been
identified bv l-udrvig et al. ( l98l a ). The related triaromatic steroiqs correspono
to the rearrangemcnt or loss of a methvl group and offer three alternati\e sll uc-
ture s  wi th I  -mcth_"" | .  or  ; l -methv l .  or  no ntethv l  on r ing A (Ludwig ct  a l .  .  l9g I  b :
Mackenzie et  a l . .  l98 l ) .  Mono- and t r iaromat ic  s tero ids of  th is  uroun are
widespread in ancient sedimenfs and crude oils.

Less frequent arc monoaromatic (cvcle A) steroids, which have been reported
bv Hussler  et  a l .  (1981) inCretaceousblackshalescoredintheAt lant icdur insthe
Deep Sea Dr i l l ing Pro ject  (DSDP).  These shales conta in a r ich organic  ml t r i ro f
type_ll (up to 30% organic carbon ): they were deposited in anox ic. verv reducing
conditions and thev stil l belong to the diagenesis stage.

A suggestion was made that aromatization of steroids starting in ring A is
restricted to confined reducing environments, whereas aromatization starting in
ring C would occur in the more common open environments (Hussler et al.,
1981). In all cases aromatization might subsequentlv proceed (C to A or A to C)
and generate triaromatic steroids. For instance, Mackenzic et al. (19g1) have
shown that the ratio triaromatic/monoaromatic steroids increases with thermal
maturation in the Lower Toarcian shales of the paris Basin. This asoect will be
fur ther  emphasized in  Chapters IV.3.4 and V.  L3.

2. The fate of triterpenoids during diagenesis has been summarized by
Sp) ckerc l le  (  197.5 ) .

- Pentacvclic triterpenes with an oxygenatcd functional group at C-3, are known
from higher plants: lupane. friedelin and amyrins series. The corresponding
molecules are known in sediments as alcohols. ketones and aromatic or
naphthenoaromatic hydrocarbons. but only rarely as saturated hydrocarbons.
These observations suggest that conversion of triterpene alcohols to triter-
panes is more difficult than the sterol to sterane conversion. In fact, tetracyclic
products resulting from the opening or the loss of ring A seem to be rather
common in the alkane, alkene or acidic fractions of deltaic or lacustrine
sediments. and also in crude oil derived from terrestrial organic matter (Corbet
et al. . 1980: Schmitter et al., 1981). This photomimetic rransformation may bc
controlled by microorganisms during diagenesis. A further step would be a
progressive aromatization of rings B to D (nomenclature of rings shown in Fig.
L4.10) generating in particular the tetracyclic diaromatic and tnaromatic
derivatives from the amyrins group characterized in sediments and crude oils
bv Spvckerelle et al. (1977). Another possible wav of conversion of C-3
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oxvsenated triterpenes would be to yield unsaturated compounds by loss ofthe

iu ic"r ionql  group and then undergo aromat izat ion staning \  i th  the A-r ing:  in

ini, .u." lp-.ntu.y.lic aromatized triterpenes would be formed' such as lhe

successiqir ofmono- to pentaaromatic derivatives reported in lignite byJarolim

et  a l .  (  1965) .
- :-aesoxytriierpenes of the hopane series, without a functional group in C-3

position. are kno*n from ferns, mosses. bacteria andtlue algae They have

Leen reported in Recent and ancient sediments as acids' saturated hydrocar-

bons. unsaturated hopene and aromatic hydrocarbons lnfact' the pentacyclic-

saturated fraction (triterpanes) of sediments and crude oils mainly consists cf

the hopane series Aromitization would not start from the A-ring' but from the

D-ring. where the unsaturated bond is located in hopene II'

Furthermore. tetrac,vclic terpanes with 24 to 27 carbon atoms' possibly derived

from hopanes. are ratler widespread constituents of sediments and crude oils'

it""a.i'", al. (1982) identified their structure and showed that thev could be

derived from hopanes by opening the E cycle' either b1'microbial action at an

early stage of diagenesis. or by thermal degradation during catagenests'

c) Changes in Stereochemistry Due to Isomerization

Isomerization at chiral centres. either part of the ring system of steroids and

itit"tp.nniO. or located in the side chains. is now well documented This action

i..uii in u .ttung. of the stereoisomeric structure The first reports concerned the

blE iing iu*tiJn in hopanes which changes during diagenesis This junction is

u.*tty ii, in Uiog.nic molecules and in youngimmature sediments (BB-hopanes)'

;hilsimaturatio; results in the trans siereochemistrys in ancient sediments and

.rua"  o i t t  (cB-hopanes) :  Ensminger  et  a l  (1974) '  van Dorsselaer  (1975) '

ensminser (i9;+). A similar procesicould affect the ring junction of the biogenic

oleananes and ursanes (Whitehead' 1973)'
Comparable observaiions have been made at a later stage of evolution in the

rin!s.vsi.mof ,teranes (Mackenzie et al ' 1980) Furtherrnore' isomerization also

o.iu^ in the side chains of steranes and hopanes during diagenesis and part of

."ir!""..i, (ibid.). These changes have been proposed.as indices for measuring

,nutirution of .o*ce rocks andirude oils and they are discussed in greater detail

in  Chapters IV.3.3.  IV.3.4 and V.1.3

d) Occurrence of Extended or Dealkylated Molecules

Natural pentacvclic triterpenoids normally contain 30 and sometimes 29 carbon

atoms. There is more variation among steroids (from 18 carbon atoms in estrone

and estradiol and 19 in androsterone ind adrenosterone to 29 in stigmasterol and

3 The notation fB-hopane is used for l7 B-H. 21p-H hopane. The notation od-hopane is

used for 17 a-H. 2l PJ{ hoPane
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sltosterol and 30 in d\osterol). The distribution is much wider in ancient
sediments and crude oilsI triterpanes or oxygenated triterpenes occur from 27 to
32 carbon atoms, and sometimes up to 35 carbon atoms; steranes ano aromatlc
steroids occur with 27 to 30 carbon atoms. Other tetracyclic molecules, where one
or several cvcles are aromatized, occur with 17 carbon atoms, and are frequently
abundanr wi rh l9  lo  23.

Several points need explanation:
- the occurrence of triterpanes beyond C4
- structure and origin of the C,r-C1 aromatized tetracyclics, ie.. compnsrng

mostly a partly aromatized cyclic carbon skeleton with some methvl sub_
stituents.

._The discoverr of te tra hvd roxvbacteriohopane. a C15 pentacl,clic polvalcohol
(Ft j rs ter  et  a l . .  1971) .  and the probable ex is tence of  J ther  s imi lar  compounds
among natural substances provide an explanation for the occurrence of triter_
panes with more than 30 carbon atoms. Rohmer and Ourisson (1976) have shown
that this class of compounds is rather ubiquitous in prokaryotes (bacteria and
blue-green algae). where bacteriohopane polyols are an important constituent of
the membrane lipids. According to the condirions of depoiirion and diagenesis,
the Cjs precursors may yield a series of alkanes and aiicls extendine to C.. in
confined anoxic environments, and C12 in the more common opan "nu]ronaant.
There is. however, little doubt thar in all cases the hopane series with extended
side chain found in sediments and crude oils is of prokiryotic origin (Ourisson et
a l . .  1979) .

Among the aromatized tetracyclics, Tissot et al. (197,1) reported the impor_
tance of C11C2, aromatic steroids in very mature Lower paleozoic crude oils from
the Sahara. Algeria. The same constituents were identified bv Mackenzie et al.
(1981) in the deep samples from the Paris Basin as mono- and triaromatic
stcroids. Their occurrence may be explained by various hypotheses. A concentra-
tion of particular types of steroids in that range of molecular weight might be
considered as several steroids are known with 18 to 21 carbon atoms. However.
these steroids today belong mainly to the group of sex hormones or cortico-
steroids, and these can make only minor contributions to sedimenrs. Bile acitls.
comprising a steroid structure with 24 carbon atoms, may also be considered.
Microbiological dealkylation processes are nor excluded. Ho*"ue.. an abiotic.
purely thermal disproportionation is the most likely way of derivation from
ClrC..p steroids: the elimination of methyl groups and of the main alkyl chain,
along with subsequent formation of alkanes. would be balanced bv aromauzarron
of  one or  more cyc les.  In  fact ,  Mackenzie et  a l .  (19E1) showed a corre lat lon
between the increasing catagenesis in the Paris basin. marked by burial clepth,
and the proportion of C11 molecules in the triaromatic steroids.

Other aromatized tetracyclics have a different structure and origin.
Spyckerelle ( 1977) identified in the Messel shales some tetracyclic mono-, di- ind
triaromatic C"i to C2, compounds derived through degradation ofthe A-ringfrom
pentacyclic triteryenes containing an oxygenated functional group in C-3, during
diagenesis, This scheme of degradation, possibly initiated bv microorganrsms.
may constitute another path to the C1aC.1 aromatized tetracyclics.
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In conclusion, steroida and triterpenoids are widely distributed compounds of

biogenic origin which carry a wealth of information The relative ahundance of

steranes and triterpanes, or the specific occurrence of certain compounds may
give a clue to the origin of the organic matter. Subsequent rearrangements, such
is changes in stereochemistry and progressive aromatization' provide informa-
tion on diagenesis and catagenesis processes The use of steroids and triter-
penoids for these various purposes will be discussed in Part IV, Chapter 3'
whereas their use for correlation will be presented in Part V, Chapter 2.

3.10 Other Polyterpenes

Carotenoids are pigments comprising eight isoprene units. They are Can com-
pounds. occurring in continental plants and in algae (Fig l.4 12). They have been

identified in Recent sediments. both lacustrine (Lyubimenko' 1923) and marine
(Trask and Wu, 1930). Schwendinger and Erdman (1963) and Erdman (1965)

foundthecarotenoidcontent tobearound5. l0 ' (asafract ionoforganiccarbon)
in swamp sediments, and 3 to 80.10 5 in marine sediments. The corresponding
saturated hydrocarbons are probably widely present in ancient sediments For

example, lycopane has been suspected in several cases and is reported in Messel

shalei by Iiim6le et al. (1974). Murphy et al (1967) found perhydro-B-carotene'
and Gailegos (1971) identified two isomers of this compound in the branched
cyclic hydrocarbon extract from the Green River shales, where they are abundant

in particular horizons (Mahogany beds).

3.11 Aromatics

The abundance of aromatic hydrocarbons in Recent sediments is low Further-
more. Erdman (1961) has shown the absence of low molecular weight aromatic
hvdrocarbons in Recent sediments from various origins This is in contrast to their
imoortance in ancient sediments and crude oils.

A few polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were first reported br

Meinschein (1959) in marine sediments of the Gulf of Mexico. Thomas and
Blumer (1964) idcntified pyrene and fluoranthene in manganese nodules. Later

Tissier and Outlin (1973) identified by mass spectrometry and spectro-

fluorimetrv fluoranthene. chrysene, triphenylene, perylene' benzo-8. 9-fluoran-

thene and traces of 3.4-benzopyrene in nonpolluted sediment of the Bay of Ve.vs
(France): Figure I1.3.19. With the improvement of analytical techniques it

became obvious that PAH from Recent sediments represent a complex assem-
blage of the parent compounds and their alkyl homologs (Youngblood and

Blumer.  1975) .
In the deeper and older layers of Recent sediments the concentrations of PAH

are generally very low. A drastic increase in PAH concentrations with approach
to the Earth's surface is indicative of an enhanced contribution of anthropogenic
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PAH within the pasr 75 100 years (Miiller et a\.,1977: Wakeham er al., 1980).
Depth profiles of individual PAH may be used to discover their source. e. g.. it
has been shown that perylene concentrations increase with depth, suggesting an
in-situ formation mechanism (Orr and Grady, 1967; Brown et al., 1972:
Aizenshtat. 1973; Wakeham, 1977; Wakeham et al.. 1980). Perylene may be
derived from polyaromatic precursors synthesized by living organisms, e.g..
fungi. For instance. Aizenshtat (1973) suggests that perylene is derived from land
organisms and is incorporated in sediment with the detrital mineral fraction.
Recently substantial amounts of perylene have been obtained from Namibian
Shelf sediments (Wakeham et al., 1980), where input of terrestrial material is
thought to be minimal. Thus. the precursor is not necessarily of terrestrial origin.

Other PAH may have been formed in nalural fires. Their distribution varies
littlc over a wide range of depositional environments, suggesting a common
mechanism of generation by combustion of land plants and dispersion by air
transport (Blumer and Youngblood. 1975; Youngblood and Blumer. 1975).

Finally, aromatized diterpenoids. steroids and triterpenoids with one to four
aromatic rings are widespread (Spyckerelle, 19751Simoneit. 1977; Laflamme and
Hites. 1978) and have been discussed already (Sects. 3.7. 3.8 and 3.9).

3.12 Oxygen and Nitrogen Compounds

They are likell 'to include many geochemical fossils. but their study is stil l very
incomplete. Lincar and branched acids. ketones and steroid acids have been
itlentificd in a limited number of sedime nts or crude oils ( Seifert et al. . 19'/ 1 ,I972:
Seifert, 1973. 1975). Nitrogen compounds (pyridines, quinolines. carbazoles) are
probably skeletal fragments of plant alkaloids (Whitehead. 1973).

Pigments containing the porphin skeleton (four pyrrole rings linked together
bv four methine -CH:bridges) are very important in the plant and animal
kingdom. Thev include mainlv chlorophyll, the green photosynthetic pigment of
plants (Fig. L 1.2), and hemin. the red pigment ofanimal blood. Chlorophyll and
hemin are magnesium and iron chelates, respectively.
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Fig. I I .3.20. Examples of porphvrins found in ancient sediments and crude oi ls

Petroleum porphyrins also contain the porphin skeleton. They have been
extensively studied since Treibs (1934) proved their biological origin and related
them to the chlorophyll or hemin molecules. They have been identified in a
sufficient number of sediments and crude oils to establish a wide distribution of
these geochemical fossils: Hodgson et al. (1967), Baker (1969), Blumer (1965,
1973), Baker and Palmer (1978). Two recent reviews of porphyrin geochemistry
have been presented by Maxwell er al. (1980) and Baker (1980).

The major type of fossil porphyrins are desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin
(DPEP), which contains an isocyclic ring in addition to the four pyrrole rings (Fig.
II.3.20), and mesoetioporphyrin or erioporphyrin III without the isocyclic ring.

In addition, three minor types are observed: di-DPEP. rhodo-etio and rhodo-
DPEP (Barwise and Whitehead, 1980). Fossil porphyrins are either metal-free or
mostly chelated with nickel or vanadyl (VO) in ancient sediments and crude oils.
Cu-porphyrins have also been reported in deep sea sediments. where thev may be
an indicator ofoxidized terrestrial organic matter: Palmer and Baker (1978). Ga-
complexes and Al-porphyrins have been found in bituminous coal: Bonnett and
Czechowski (1980). These authors also isolated manganese (lll) and iron (III)
porphyrins from a lignite.

The transformation of chlorophyll, or hemin. is likely to start during sedimen-
tation or earlv diagenesis. Magnesium or iron would be lost at an earlv stage and a
re-chelation with vanadyl or nickel may stabilize the molecule and insure its
preseruation. Bergaya and Van Damme (1982) have studied the stabilitv of
metalloporphyrins adsorbed on clay minerals: Mg-porphyrin is particuiarly
unstable, whereas Ni- and VO-porphyrin are among the most stable in this
environment. The hydrolysis of the phytol mav also occur at that stage. Later,
reduction of the vinyl and carbonyl groups, and decarboxylation of the carboxylic
acid groups lead to the formation of petroporphyrins. Evidence of thermal
conversion from DPEP to etio type has been presented by Didyk et al. (1975).
and also by Maxwell et al. (1980) in the Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin.

An alternative biological source of fossil porphyrins can also be proposed
according to some recent discoveries of microbiologist R. K. Thauer et al. They
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identified in a methanogenlc Archaebacteria ( Methanobacterium thermoauto-
trophicum) the first natural nickel complex with a porphinoid skeleton (Pfalz et
al.. 1982). This possible origin might explain the widespread occurrence of Ni-
porphyrins. as these bacteria commonll' l ive in young sediments. More work is
obviously needed to find out whether vanadyl complex may also occur.

The mass spectra of fossil porphyrins show a distribution of molecular weights
suggesting a series of alkyl-substituted porphyrins. For instance, Barwise and
Whitehead (1980) observed porphyrins ranging from C:5 to more than C50, with a
maximum at Cr2, in a concentrate ofvanadyl porphyrins from Boscan crude oil. A
transalkylation between pairs of porphyrins. or between porphyrins and other
compounds has been proposed to explain this distdbution (Baker. 1966).
Alternatively. Blumer and Snyder (1967) suggested that porphyrin structure
could be integrated into kerogen and later regenerated with various chain
lengths. Later Mackenzie et al. (1980) showed that C.,sC1o porphyrins are
generated below 2000 m in the Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin and considered
them to arise by thermal cracking of the kerogen. Quirke er al. (19U0) studied
poryhyrins with extended side chains and concluded that these porphyrins were
formed by binding chlorin precursors via the vinyl substituent onto kerogen:
subsequently the porphvrin products were generated as a result of cracking
kerogen during catagenesis. This is likely to be the major pathway to porphvrins
found in petroleum. However, Casagrande and Hodgson (1976) found homolo-
gous series also in near-surface sediment from the Black Sea; this fact suggests that
some of these homologs are generated during the very early stages of diagenesis.

The recent developments in analytical methods (high performance liquid
chromatographv, gas chromatographv. mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic
resonance) make possible a precise structural identification of porphyrins
(Eglinton et al.. 1980: Maxwellet al., 1980). Thus new prospects are open forthe
geochemistry of porphyrins and also for their use as correlation or maturatron
indicators.

Other pigments. named fringelites, have been found by Blumer (1960. 1962) in
a fossil crinoid of Jurassic age. They are poll'hydroxyquinones. which can be
linked to similar pigments (aphin, hypercin) in presentlv living orgunisms.

3.13 Kerogen, the Polar Fraction of Sediments, and Asphaltenes
of Crude Oils as Possible Sources of Fossil Molecules

Most of the geochemical fossils reviewed in this chapter have been traced from
organisms through Recent sediments into ancient sediments and crude oils.
However. there is evidence that certain molecules with a biological fingerprint
are produced during the thermal evolution of kerogen. On the one hand. the
abundance (related to organic carbon) of molecules like odd-carbon-numbered
r-alkanes, isoprenoids. iso- and anteiso-alkanes, increases with depth in several
geological situations. On the other hand, experimental evolution of some
previouslv extracted kerogens generates compounds with a biological fingerprint.
e. g.. odd-numbered n-alkanes of high molecular weight (Welte. 1966. on Messel
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shales), isoprenoids (Albrecht, 1969, on Upper Cretaceous shales of the Douala

basin), and steroids and triterpenoids (van Dorsselaer et al , 1977 ' on Yallourn

lignite; Gallegos, 1975. on Green River shales).'A 
cornparable observation has been made by pyrolysis of asphaltenes from

normal crude oils. heavy oils and tar sands: asphaltene yields squalene and also

steranes and hopanes, iimilar to, although not identical with, those naturallv

Dresent in crudi oil (Rubinstein et a\ .1979', Samman et al ,1981) Selective

cleavage of ether bonds, when applied to kerogen' asphaltene from crude oils'

and th-e polar fraction of sediments, yields branched alkanes,and isoprenoids

which can be traced back to archaebacteria (Chappe et al.' 1982)'
Thus. it seems reasonable to consider that biogenic molecules with a functional

group may be fixed on the kerogen or asphaltene matrix by chemical bonds, e g '

!rt..i o, "the.s, and subsequently released by thermal evolution The variable

position of the cleavage might explain some of the -alkylation or dealkylation

bbserved. compared to actuil biogenic molecules (Blumer, 1973) This process

could generate some of the homologous series of acyclic isoprenoids, steroids'

triterpinoids, porphyrins. etc that occur in ancient sediments and crude oils, but

are not presently'known in living organisms Furthermore, there may be less

conversibn of bi,ological to nonbiological stereochemical types of steroids and

triterpenoids in kerogen or asphaltenes (Huc, 1978; Rubinstein et al ' 1979i

Samman et al.. 19Ul). Thus trapping in kerogen or asphaltene matrix may result

in a better preservation of the stereochemistry.
A final remark concerns the prominence among fossil molecules of the

constituents designed to ensure mechanical, thermal or chemical preservation of

the cells: membrine lipids of archaebacteria (Cae isoprenoids). other prokaryotes

(hopanes) and eukaryotes (sterols); cuticular waxes. from higher plants

(n-alkanes of high molecular weight); spores exine, etc These constituents seem

io be more resisiant to microbiological and chemical alteration occurring during

early diagenesis. Furthermore, some of them with a functional group may be

rathir ea-ily trapped in the kerogen or asphaltene network' thus insuring a better

preservation. including that of the original stereochemistry'

Summary and Conclusion

Geochemical fossils are molecules synthesized by plantsor animals and incorporated in

sediments with only minor changes. In particular. the carbon skeleton ofhydrocarbons

or other lipids is pieserved. ThJse moGcules represent only a minor fraction ofcrude

oils. However. they are of great interest to geologists and geochemists' as they provide

information on the original organic material.
Alkanes, fatty acids, terpenes, steroids, and porphyrins are th€ major groups of

geochemical fosiils. They cin be traced from Recent to ancient sediments whcre they

irogressively suffer thermal degradation and/or dilution by other hydrocarbons

generated at greater dePths' 
K"rog"n ir'u porrible additional source of geochemical fossils Some lipids may be

trapped"in the kirogen network, or alternatively bound to kerogen by chemical bonds'

These molecules are released from kerogen with increase in depth and temperature'



Chapter 4
Kerogen: Composition and Classification

4.1 Definition and Importance of Kerogen

The term kerogen wrll be used here to designate the organic constituent of the
sedimentarv rocks that is neither soluble in aqueous alkaline solvents nor in the
common organic solvents. This is the most frequent acceptance of the term
kerogen. and results from a direcr generalizarion to othei rock tvpes of the
definition by Bregcr (1961) in carbonaceous shales and oil shales. However, it
should be kept in mind that some authors stil l restrict the name kerogen to the
insoluble organic matter of oil shales only, because kerogen originally was
applied to the organic material found in Scottish shales, which yielded oil upon a
destructive distil lation. Such a distinction seems very artificial from a geochemi-
cal point of view, as the definition of "oil shale" is itself mostly an economic
concept (a rock able to provide commercial oil producrs by heating) and subject
to variations. according to the progress of technology and the fluctuation of
petroleum economy.

A few authors seem to use the term kerogen for the total organic matter of
sedimentary rocks. It is here understood that the fraction extractable with orsanic
solvents is called bitumen and that the term "kerogen" does not include soluble
bi tumen (F ig.  IL4.1) .

As pointed out before, the early form (precursor) of kerogen in young
sediments is the insoluble material that is also called "humin" by soil scientists,
although its composition is different from compounds present in continental soils.
The main difference between humin of young sediments and kerogen of ancient
sediments is the existence of an important hydrolyzable fraction in humin; this
fraction progressively disappears at depth. In geologic situations, there is usually
an information gap, with respect to kerogen evolution, at relatively shallow
depths of burial. Observations on core samples taken by oceanologists often
cover the depths from 0 to 10 m (0 to 30 ft). By contrast, core samples taken by the
oil industry usually start at 500 or 1000 m depth. Some wells drilled on behalf of
the JOIDES program may help to fil l the gap, although many sections cored in
deep oceanic basins show little or no organic content. The observations reported
in Chapter IL4 refer to the compositions and properties of kerogen to the extent
that they can be analyzed below the previously mentioned depth gap. Further-
more, most of the considerations are related to the amorphous fraction of
kerogen, that usually represents the bulk of the kerogen.

It should be noted that the definition used bv Durand 0980) "the fraction of
sedimentarv organic matter which is insoluble in rhe usual organic solvents" is not
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Fig. IL4.1. Composition of disseminated organic matter in ancient sedimentary rocks

strictly equivalent, except in ancient sediments, once the early diagenesis is
completed. In Recent sediments extractable humic compounds are included in
the kerogen defined by Durand and excluded from our definition. In ancient
sediments usually studied in the petroleum industry (i. e., below the sampling gap
mentioned above), both definitions become equivalent: Fig. 11.4.1

Kerogen is the most important form of organic carbon on earth. It is 1000 times
more abundant than coal plus petroleum in reservoirs and is 50 times more
abundant than bitumen and other dispersed petroleum in nonreservoir rocks
(Hunt, 1972). In ancient nonreservoir rocks, e.g., shales or fine-grained lime-
stones, kerogen represents usually from 80 to 99% of the organic matter, the rest
being bitumen.

4.2 Isolation of Kerogen

The first and probably main hindrance when studying kerogen is to isolate
kerogen quantitatively without noteable alteration of the general structure. This
preliminary isolation from the inorganic material is required for most physical or
chemical analyses, which are constrained when minerals - generally far morc
abundant - are present.

Physical methods of separation based on difference of specific grariq
(sink-float method) or differential wetting of the kerogen and minerals by tuo
immiscible liquids, such as oil and water (Quass method), have been reviewed \
Robinson (1969). The advantage of these methods is the absence of chemical
alteration of kerogen, but recovery is normally incomplete and thus a fractiona-
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tion of kerogen may occur, generally favoring the larger organic fragments. These
methods, however, are successfully used by some petrographers, to reduce pyrite
content without appreciable alteration of ancient kerogens (Durand and Nicaise.
1980).

Destruction of the inorganic material by hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids
has been widely used and can hardly be avoided, if the aim is a quanutanve
recovery of kerogen. However, the acid treatment has to be performed under
mild conditions in a nitrogen atmosphere (Durand et al.. 1972). Chemical
procedures should be restricted to that step in order to avoid, as much as possible,
an alteration of the chemical structure of kerogen. In particular, decantation in
various liquids such as CCla or CHCI3 has to be preferred to the elimination of
pyrite by oxydation (HNO3) or reducrion (LiAiH4, NaBH4. erc.) treatments,
which oxidize or reduce also kerogen. Ferric sulfate has been used successfully in
verv acid conditions to eliminate pyrite from ancient kerogens (Durand and
Nicaise. 1980). The procedure cannot be applied, however, to kerogens from
Recent sediments or from the earlv diaeenesis interval.

Pyrite is by far the most frequeni minlral remaining after rrearment. followed
bv verv fine-grained rutile and zircon; however, the latter do not hinder the
kerogen analysis. A part of the pyrite is in intimate association with kerogen,
e. g., the framboidal type of pyrite described below. Thus, it cannol be removed
without alteration of kerogen.

During HF treatment, some complex fluorides may be formed, which can be
prevented by adequate operating procedure, or subsequently dissolved by
concentrated HCI (Durand and Nicaise, 1980).

A complete operating procedure for chemical isolation of kerogen has been
provided by Durand and Nicaise (1980), with a description ofthe atparatus used
for routine kerogen isolation.

Alpern (1980) compared the original content of the principal constituents of
the organic matter in five Toarcien shales of the paris bisin wirh their content in
two organic concentrates prepared by the chemical procedure of Durand and
Nicaise, and the physical method used by coal petrographers. respectively. He
found that a large proportion of the organic particles, particul;rly the finer
fraction (e.9., the finely disseminated fluorescent material which amounts to ca.
807c of this particular organic matter), is lost by the physical method of
preparation. On the contrary, there is a preferential concentration of larger
fragments, particularly identifiable microorganisms.

-1.3 Microscopic Constituents of Kerogen

Techniques of microscopic examination (natural light reflectance and transmit-
tance, or UV fluorescence) can be applied to both kerogen-containing rock and
previously isolated kerogen. Microscopic observations have been in use for along
time in coal petrology toidentify the various coal macerals and evaluate theirrank
along the carbonization path that leads from peat to anthracite. More recently,
these microscopic techniques have also been applied to study the finely dissemi-
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nated kerogens in other sedimentary rocks in order to determine their grade of
evolution (reflectance measurement). Much work has been devoted to that
aspect, which will be dealt with later. Identification and diagnosis of kerogen
particles has, however, received attention only more recently. First, isolated
work has been done, mostly as a result of palynological and coal petrographic
studies: Combaz (1964), Staplin (1969), Alpern (1970), Hagemann (1974).
Teichmueller ( 1975 b), Raynaud and Robert (1976). Later, several attemptswere
made to provide a systematic view of the microscopic approach to the identifica-
tion of organic constituents: Rogers (1979), Combaz (1980). The principal
concepts are briefly reviewed here, whereas the practical application will be
discussed in Chapter V.1.

1.3.1 Locating Kerogen in Rocks

Locating the organic matter in common sedimentary rocks is difticult, even b1
microscopic techniques. because most of it is in a finely dispersed state without
clear contours. Defined organic remnants (such as algae. spores. pollen and
vegetal tissues) usually amount to a minor part of the organic matter with a range
of a few percent of the total kerogen. However, in certain rare types of rocks like
torbanite. tasmanite, etc. (Fig. IL4.2) they occur in great quantities ln average
sedimentary rocks. the combined application of UV fluorescence and electron
microprobe has shown that most of the amorphous organic material is fluorescent
at shallow depth and can be located through this technique. Some minerals' such
as calcite, also exhibit fluorescence, but their crystalline forms, or the Ca diagram
obtained with electron microprobe makes the distinction easy.

Besides such studies of defined organic remnants, these techniques allow the
observation of a second far more abundant type of organic matter, namel!'
organic matter which is finely disseminated, often laminated or bedded between
mineral particles, and especially clay minerals. In Figure II.4.3, fluorescence
shows the size and the texture of this material in the Lower Toarcian shales of the
Paris basin. It is obvious that physical techniques such as those used to purify coal
macerals (fine grinding and density separation) are of little assistance in
separating this type of kerogen from the minerals. In fact, these techniques-
applied to shales of the Paris basin, result in a concentration and recovery of onlr
a small percentage of the total organic matter (Sect. 4.2).

Furthermore, the association of reflection microscopy and fluorescence makes
evident the intimate relationship between pyrite and organic matter. For

Fig. II.4.2 a and b. Examples of microscopic aspects of kerogen (Photo A. Combaz). (a)
Thin sections ob6erved in transmitted light. Left: boghead, Lower Permian, Autwl
France; each elongated yellow body is a colony of Botryococcus (Chlorophyceae algae)-
Rrglrr. faminated carbonate source rock, Devonian, Alberta; the dark brown bands arc
laminae rich in organic matter. (b) Kerogen concentrates. Left: "saPropelic" q

amorphous organic matter, Turonian, Senegat. R€ht. "humic" organic matter. Maestric+
tian. Senesal
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example, pyrite commonly occurs in the form of microcrystals coated with
organic matter and associated to form spherical aggregates (framboids). The
shape of the aggregates is clearly visualized by the electron scanning microscope
(Combaz, 1970; Fig. II.4.4). Such assemblages behave as traps for trace
elements, as proved by electron microprobe. The association of organic material
and pyrite is so intimate that it is not surprising that no physicochemicaltechnique
is able fully to separate one from the other.

4.3.2 ldentification

Examination of kerogen concentrates isolated from the minerals shows that,
except in certain types of sediments formed by massive accumulation of a single
type of organism. heterogeneity of kerogen is common in sedimentary rocks; the
size, shape. color and structure ofthe organic remnants vary. Kerogen appears to
be an association of various kinds of organic debris. The tiny fragments of organic
matter occurring in finely laminated shales or carbonates are not susceptible to an
exact diagnosis. Larger fragments may show some structure. directly or by UV
fluorescence, or after artificial etching (acidic. oxidative treatments), and may be
identified as spores, pollens and plant tissues, algae, etc. Gelified tissues are
frequent; other fragments include resinous excretions, sclerotes. or various
mlcroorganlsms,

A general classification based on optical examination has been proposed by
Combaz (1980). who first characterizes the individual organic constituents and
groups them in major classes: remnants of terrestrial plants (spores and pollen
grains. vegetal fragments); algae and related microflora (Acritarchs, Leios-
phaeridaceae and Tasmanaceae, Dinoflagellates, colonial and benthic algae)l
microfauna (Chitinozoa, Gigantostraceae, Graptolites, Scolecodontes and mi-
croforaminifera ) ; and the amorphous fraction (aggregates' granular. subcolloi-
dal, pellicular gelified). Based on their occurrence and association. it becomes
possible to define p alynofacies, which can be compared with the types of organic
matter defined upon chemical analvsis of kerogen (Combaz. 19tiO)

More general terms are often used for kerogen by petroleum geologists.
Unfortunately there is sometimes confusion along this line between description
and interpretation. For example "humic" and "sapropelic" organic matter are
terms associated with the respective types of organic matter in poor and good oil

Fig. IL4.3a-c. Observations of kerogen in the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin by >
UV fluorescence microscopy (Photo B. Alpern). (a) Fluorescence of kerogen in rocks
(polished section). tetr abundant fluorescence allows one to locat€ the finely dissemi-
nated organic matter in a shallow immature shale (F6cocourt). RiSrrr fluorescence has
almost disappeared in a deep shale buried at 2500 m (Bouchy). (b) Kerogen concentrate
isolated from shale by chemical techniques. (c) Kerogen concentrate isolated from shale by
physical techniques. Larger fragments of algae (Tasmanaceae) and pollen grains are
proportionally more abundant than in the original rock
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Fig. IL,1.3 a-c
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sources. 
'l 'hey are also based on palynological type preparation. examined in

transmitted light (Fig. IL4.2). Humic organic matter refers to kerogen where

plant tissues are considered to be a major contributor. Sapropelic organic matter

is commonly used to designate a finely disseminated kerogen. exhibiting an

amorphous, cloudy, or vaporous shape after acidic destruction of minerals

However, physicochemical analysis of kerogen shows that the sapropelic optical

type may include some kerogen whose chemical composition is comparable to the

humic type (Sect ion 4.8) .

1: !

Fig. IL4.,1. Kerogen containing spherical aggregates of pyrit ic microcrystals (framboids):

Silurian of Lib],a. The photograph was taken by electron scanning microscope' and the

horizontal dimension of the picture is ca . 70 pm Below: thedetail of a single framboid is

shown. Each grain is a pyrite crystalcoated with a thin fi lm of organic matter' The diameter

o f the f rambolds isca . i0 ,am,andthes izeof the ind iv idua lg ra ins is03to06, r rm(Combaz '
1970)
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Observations made in reflected light are usually describ ed in terms of liptinite,
vitinite and inertinite. This order corresponds to increasing values of reflectance
in the same piece of rock, Liptinite macerals are considered to be derived mostly
from algae (alginite) or spores (sporinites), with occasional contributions of
cutin, resins, waxes, etc. Vitrinite and inertinite are usually thought to have
issued from higher plant tissues, the structure of which is still recognizable in the
oxidized inertinite, whereas vitrinite has passed through a gelification stage.
Other constituents are more difficult to relate to a specific origin: bitumites
(Alpern, 1970), bitumens (Robert, 1971), bituminite and exudatinite (Teich-
mucller, 1974). They are probably not strictly equivalent, despite the similarity of
names.

The combination of reflectance and fluorescence microscoDv sometimes makes
possible the distinction between reworked and contemporaneous organic matter
in sedimentary sequences. The organic concentrates of rocks containing "sap-

ropelic" kerogen, taken at shallow or moderate depth, normally show a strong
fluorcscence. However, some fragments differ by the absence of fluorescence and
by strong reflcctances. These fragments frequently represent reworked organic
material that once had been buried to great depth, and therefore has gained high
reflectance and has lost fluorescence. Obviously, this organic material comes
from the erosion of older rocks. As highly carbonized organic material (like
anthracite or other high-rank coal) is fairly resistant to weathering, it can be
transported to the new depositional basin and mixed with young organic debris.
Hagemann has shown the occurrence of "trimacerals", which are a typical
reworked detrital component of coal. There are also types of organic particles,
which show a high reflectance e.g., fusinite, although they have never been
buried deeply. The high reflectance of these particles is probably caused by
oxidation processes at the sudace, either microbially or by abiological means.
Even peats contain such high reflecting particles.

4.4 Chemical and Physical Determination of Kerogen Structure

Different physical and chemical techniques of analysis are able to give valuable
information on the structure of kerogen. However, as shown in the previous
discussion, kerogen is composed of different basic constituents in varying
proportions. Some of them can be identified as macerals, the rest being
frequently an amorphous mass. Therefore, an analysis of a ground rock sample
results usually in a global figure, possibly integrating a wide range of individual
compositions from different constituents. The only exception is the electron
diffraction method, which gives a true image of the particles tested, even in the
size range of several angstroms. The problem of integrating the various properties
of different constituents is particularly acute when reworked material, already
deeply transformed, is reincorporated in a new sediment. For this reason, a
preliminary microscopic examination is always advisable.

From a quantitative point of view, amorphous kerogen is usually far predomi-
nant over recognizable organic debris. Therefore, all chemical and physical
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results reviewed below can be considered as mostly related to amorphous
kerogen unless otherwise stated.

The principal techniques of chemical and physical constitutional analysis have
been reviewed by Robinson (1969) for kerogen of the Green River formation,
and by Durand et al. (1972) and Espitali6 et al. (1973) for the Lower Toarcian
shales of the Paris basin. More recently a group of scientists, working on several
evolutive sequences of organic matter from different geological origin, provided a
complete review of the principal analytical techniques and their contribution to
the understanding of kerogen structure: Durand and Monin (1980), Durand-
Souron (1980), Rouxhet et al. (1980), Oberlin et al. (1980), Marchand et al.
(1980), Vandenbroucke (1980).

4.5 Chemical Analysis

a) Elemental analysis shows that carbon and hydrogen are the main atomic
constituents in all types of kerogen (Table 11.4.1). For 1000 carbon atoms,
hydrogen varies between 500 and 1800 atoms, depending on the type and the
evolution of the organic matter. The next abundant atom, oxygen, amounts to
only 25 to 300 atoms. Usually, nitrogen and sulfur atoms are less abundant,5-30
sulfur and 10-35 nitrogen atoms per 1000 carbon atoms.

b) Bitumen extraction. Bitumen can be separated from kerogen by extraction with
organic solvents. It is reasonable to expect different kerogens to yield different
bitumens. Among the constituents of bitumen, hydrocarbons have relatively low
to medium molecular weights (generally below 500). Therefore, they are not
likely to provide valuable information on the structure of the insoluble kerogen.
On the contrary, larger structures, like asphaltenes (the part of bitumen insoluble
in pentane or hexane, containing heteroatoms, with a molecular weight of several
thousands), may provide more information. Analyses that are feasible on both
asphaltenes and kerogen (elemental analysis, IR spectroscopy, etc.) show a
broad similarity between these materials, and also a parallel variation with burial
depth. Asphaltenes, being soluble in several solvents, are easier to analyze. A
general description of asphahenes from petroleum and of their structure is given
by Yen (1972). He notes that asphaltenes are composed of aromatic sheets,
heterocycles, and aliphatic chains. They are similar to small entities of kerogen.
Because of their lower molecular weight, they are partially soluble and thus more
easily analyzed than kerogen. Composition and structure of the asphaltenes are
discussed in Chapter IV.1.8.

c) Oxi(lstion, hydrogenolysis and pyrolysis are three methods of degrading
kerogen to form lower molecular weight compounds, which are easier to analyze.

Robinson (1969) and co-workers have shown that alkaline potassium perman-
ganate oxidizes the kerogen of the Green River formation into oxalic and volatile
acids and CO2. Using chromic acid, Burlingame et al. (1969) were able to
determine part of the chain substituents on kerogen. Philp and Calvin (1977)

\N\\$\\t\\\t\tt\\Nt$\t$\t\-\\K.NK\$\\\Ktt$\NgN\stu\\\\\
Ba ja Cal i forn ia.
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Table II.4.1. Elementary composition of some typical kerogens

t4 i,

3D uasln
g I or countrv
g i .

Formation
and/or
age

Weidrt qa Atonic Ea

c H O N O NH

Piceanc€ basin

Uinta basin

Uinta basin

Uinta basin

Australia

Australia

France

Green River
shales, D
Eocene
Green River
shales, D
Eocene
Green River
shales, C
Frcene
Green River
shales, C
Eocene
Coorongite,
Recent D
Tasmanite,
Permian D
Aulunboghead,
Permian C

76.5 10.0 10.3 0.6 2.6 37.2 58.3 3.7 0.3 0.5

15.9 9.1 8.4 3.9 2.6 38.7 55.9 3.2 1.1 0.5

80.9 8.6 4.4 3.8 2.3 42.4 54.0 1.8 1.0 0.8

a2.7 1.1 8.3 t.7 3.2 58.8 34.9 4.4 t.O O.g

77.5 r0.8 9.3 0.4 2.0 35.9 60.4 3.2 0.2 0.3

75.9 9.4 8.8 2.1 3.8 38.4 56.7 3.3 0.9 o..l

a2.2 9.9 4.7 1.3 2.5 39.8 5?.7 1.5 0.5 0.5

Paris basin L. Toarcian D
Paris basin L. Toarcian C
N. Sahara basin Silurian C
N. Sahara basin Silurian M
Esthonia (USSR) Kukersite,

Ordovic. D
Rhine Gratren Mess€l shales, D

F,ocene

12.6 7.9 72.4 2.1
45.4 1.r 5.0 2.3
80.6 5.9 6.4 3.4
lrs.4 3.5 5.6 2.1

73.5 8.3 15.6 0.4
69.3 8.3 18.0 2.6

1.0 1.0
r.1 0.0
0.9 1.8
0.9 1.4

0.2 0.4
1 .2  0 .4

1.9
0.2
3 .8

2 .2
1 . 8

40.3 52.5 5.2
48.4 48.4 2.1
50.3 44.1 3.0
63.6  31 .0  3 .1

39.5 53.6 6.3
37.4 53.7 1.3

Douala basin lJ. Cretaceous D
III Douala basin U. Ctetaceous C

Douala basin U. Cretaceous M

' t2.7 6.0 19.0 2.3
83.3 4.6 9.5 2.1
91.6 3.2 2.9 2.0

45.2 44.8 a.8
55.1 38.9 4.7
68.1 29.0 1.6

1.2 0.0
1.2 0.0
1.3 0.0

0.0
0.2
0.3

Yugoslavia

Germany

Germany

Lignite,
Pl ioceneb D 68.6 5.1 21.2 2.6 2.5 46.0 41.2 1o.i  1.5 0.6
Rn : 0.43Ea
Coal,
Carboniferousb C 88.3 5.0 3.9 2.0 0.8 57.5 39.3 1.9 l . l  0.2
Rm : 1.22Vo
Anthracite,
Carboniferousb M 91.3 3.2 3.2 1.8 0.5 68.0 28.9 1.8 1.1 0.2
Rm:2 . ' 75Ea

Evolution stages: D diagenesis; C catagenesis; M metagenesis.
Rtn reflectance of vitrinite.
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Vitorovii et al. (7974,1977) used a method of stepwise oxidation of kerogen
from Aleksinac shale (Miocene, Yugoslavia) by alkaline permanganate. Oxida-
tion products of each step were analyzed separately by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry. They proved this kerogen to consist of two types oforganic matter:
one is more aromatic; the other, mainly of aliphatic type, is more abundant. A
general review of the main oxidative studies of kerogen is presented in Vitorovic
(1980).

Pyrolysis with a subsequent analysis of the pyrolysis products by gas
chromatography was also used with the same objective. In particular, Espitalid
et al. ( 1977) developed a pyrolysis method for classification of the various types of
kerogen, based on the relative contents of hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide
generated during pyrolysis. Horsfield and Douglas (1980) pyrolyzed various
kerogen constituents and coal macerals. B€har et al. (1984) have studied
kerogens and asphaltenes by pyrolysis-gas chromatography showing a great
similarity in composition. Furthermore, the pyrograms are diagnostic of the
different kerogen types. Hydrogenolysis has been extensively used by coal
chemists.

d) Functional analysls has been developed to evaluate oxygen functional groups.
For the Green River formation, Fester and Robinson (1966) determined the
distribution of oxygen between the various groups: carboxyl 157o, ester 25Ea.
hydroxyl, carbonyl, amide 6.5Vo, unreactive oxygen (probably ether) 52.5%.
Later, Robin and Rouxhet (1976) combined reactions selective of functional
groups with IR spectrophotometry to evaluate the respective amounts of these
groups, and especially those including oxygen. Their respective amounts vary
greatly with increasing depth. A selective degradation of ether bonds enabled
Michaelis and Albrecht (1979) to identify acyclic isoprenoid structures present in
kerogen, and to relate them to membrane lipids of archaebacteria.

4.6 Physical Analysis

a) Electron Diffraction and X-ra,

Electron diffraction has been used by Oberlin et al. (1974) to show the degree of
organization ofcarbon structures in amorphous kerogen at different scales from 5
to 500 A and their evolution during burial. The method shows the existence of
stacks of two to four more or less parallel aromatic sheets in kerogen. The
diameter of an aromatic sheet is between 5 and 10 A, corresponding to less than
ten condensed aromatic cycles. In addition the aromatic sheet can bear aliphatic
or functional groups, but these groups are not seen by this technique. The most
frequent number of sheets per stack is two, but sometimes three or four occur-
The interlayer distance ranges from 3.4 A to 6 or 7 A in shallow kerogens but it is
relatively narrow in deep ones, with a maximum frequency from 3.4 to 4.0 A. In
shallow kerogens the orientation of the building blocks is completely random.
With increasing depth, larger aggregates or clusters tend to emerge; the aromatic
sheets keep their size (5-10 A) and individuality, but become progressiveh
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parallel. The extension of such aggregates may reach g0-500 A in very deeo
samples. However the orientation of the aggregates are in mutual disorder,

The electron micro-diffraction technique has been used to study the artificial
carbonization of industrial substances. It allows one to locate carbon diffracting
structures down to 10 A or less. The dark field image technique is particularl!
interesting for kerogen studies: a diaphragm placed in the focal image-plane givei
way only to the beams at a preselected 2 O angle, corresponalng to (bOZ; o1ttre
carbon lattice. Thus an image on a black background is fbrmed, where tire only
illuminated areas are those where a carbonaceous structure is Dresent. The use oi
this technique in combination with normal electron microscoDy on the same
sample makes possible the location of these structures (Fjg. ILri.5).

The lattice fringe image technique, using interferences of normal and diffracted
beams in combination with a very high magnification (x 5,000,000_g,000,000),
allows a visualization of the edge of the individual aromatic carbon sheets. Thui.
it becomes possible to measure the distance and the diameter of the associated
aromatic sheets (Fig. ILa.6).

A review of electron diffraction techniques and their application to under_
standing kerogen structure is provided by Oberlin et al. (1ggb).

More classic X-ray diffraction has been used successfully in coals and in
petroleum asphaltenes. A carbon crystalline organization is known to emerge
progressively in coals with increasing rank from lignite to anthracite. On the othir
hand, Yen et al. (1961) have used X-ray diffraction and other techniques in order
to propose a structure of the asphaltenes.

b) Infrared Spectroscopy (Absorption)

This technique allows an evaluation ofthe relative importance ofcarbonyl and/or
carboxyl groups versus aliphatic chains plus saturated rings. However, rr ls not
possible to discriminate between the latter two. The progressive disappearance of
carbonyl and aliphatic groups is also indicative for the diagenetic and catagenetic
evolution of kerogens.

Infrared spectra of kerogen closely resemble the spectra obtained from coal or
asphaltenes. The most likely assignment of the various bands is shown in Figure
II.4 7,. based Tltll l on publications of King et al. (1963), Erdman (19?5),
Espitali6 et al. (1973) and Robin ( 1975, 1976). ihe main zonei of inleresr seem ro
be:

a wide asymetric band centered at 3430 cm r, related to OH groups (phenolic,
alcoholic, carboxylic OH);

- a strong absorption resulting from several fine bands but showing mostly two
maxima (2920 and 2855 cm -'), related to CH, and CH3 aliphatic groups;
a wide band with a maximum around t 710 cm -r, attributed to vaiiouj C=O
groups (ketones, acids, esters):
a wide band with a maximum around 1630 cm r, mostly related to aromatic
C=C, although there is definitely some contribution of other srrucrures:
olefinic"C=C, particular types of C=O groups (bridged quinonic carbonyl),
and of free water: Robin and Rouxhet (1976i:
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Fig. IL,l.5a c. Electron micrograph of kerogen: dark field technig\e, l l lumindted areos

are related to carbonaceous structures (af Immature kerogen' where the stacks of

aromatic sheets are sti l lorientated at random. The sample corresponds to the diagenesis

;;;;g;;.. i ; boundarl-. and catagenetic rearrangements have not 'vet started (b) Verr

matrire kerogen. where aggrcgatcs or clusters appear' Within these clusters aromatlc

tl.",t i tr"",a p"*ff"l orieritati in. The sample corresponds to the catagenesis metagenesrs

boundaI,vi catagenetlc rearrangements are completed 1c1 Schematic representation of the

ori.ntntinn of ihc aromatic shiets corresponding respectively to (a\ (lelt) and (b) (riqht)

(A .  Ober l in  and J .  Bou lmier )
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Fig. ILJ.6a r:. Electron microqraph ofkerogen: lattice friDge technique. This technique.
usrng inte.ferenccs .f normal and diffractcd beams. allows i visualizaiion of the aromatic
sheets. These are marked in the micrograph bv a succession of several parallel black and
white stripcs. (a) Iop: verv matule kerogen corresponding to the catage;esis-metagenesis
boundar), (vitrinite retlectance 2.4.,i). Bottorn: dcvelopment of the- aromattc sheets in
anthracite is shown forcomparison: (b)naturalanthracitc; (c)anthracite heated to 1000.C
(A. Oberlin and J. Boulmicr)
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CH2tCH3

2OOO i6OO

an absorption band at 1455 cm t, due to CH3 and to linear and cyclic CH1
groups.  and another  band at  1375 cm r .  re la led to CH, only :
a very wide band from 1400 to 1040 cm r, that includes C-O stretching and
OH bending;
a succession of weak bands from 930 to 700 cm-t, related to various aromatic
CH (bending out of plane) and dependent on the number of adajcent protons:
a 720 cm t band. due to aliphatic chains of 4 or more carbon atoms.

c) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been applied to dissolved asphaltenes in
liquid phase for characterization of their degree of aromaticity. Recently, some
new possibilities of applying NMR to keroge-n were offered by the Cross
Polarization, Magic Angle Spinning (CP/MAS)13C NMR. This technique oper-
ates on the solid phase and allows an evaluation of the aliphatic/aromatic carbon
in kerogen. Dennis et al. (1982) applied it to characterize the thermal alterationof
Cretaceous black shales in the Eastern Atlantic by basaltic intrusions. Miknis
et al. (1982) used the same technique to evaluate the genetic potential ofoil shales'

Fig. II.,1.7. Typical lR spectrum of kerogen (tlpe l l) The-/No. inre/i show specific

abiorption bands of two other kerogcns: (a) 720 cmr related to long aliphatic chains

mostly occurring in type-l kerogen; (b.) 930 to 700 cm I related to aromatic CH (bending

out oi plane) mostly occurring in very mature kerogen. (Adapted from Robin 1975)
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Fig. II.4.8. Structural model of
macromolecular arrangements oc-
curring in kerogen (type II). Topl
immature kerogen, corresponding
to a low evolution stage. Bottom: the
same kerogen after reaching a high
evolution stage through catagenesis.
(After Tissor and Espitali6, 1975)

-  A r o m o l c  c y c L e s  -  F e t e r o c y c e s

,\r. solumred cycres ^ r A,phot c cho ns

There are, however, limitations to the interpretation of NMR specrra oue to
the complexity of kerogen (Miknis er al., 1982).

d) Thermal Analysis

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) has been applied to kerogen by von
Gaertner and Schmitz (1963). More recently Espitaii6 et al. (1973J used both
DTA and thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) for stuclying kerogen. These
techniques may give some indication of the structure of keroqen, but their main
contr ibu l ion is  to  lo l low rhe evolut ion of  kerogen tChap.  I I .5 , ) .

When combined with a technique for characteriiing the products from
pyrolysis, however, TGA provides valuable information on the kerosen struc-
tural type. For example, Souron et al. (1974, 1980) usine TGA ind mass
spectrometry, have shown the relative importance of aliphatic. naphthenic
and aromatic structures in severaltypes ofkerogen, and also theirchanges during
catagenetic evolution of the lower Toarcian shales from the paris basin. Comoa_
rable techniques have been used by Juentgen on coal, and by Marchand et al.
(1974) on spores and pollens.

4.7 General Structure of Kerogen (Fig. II.4.8)

A general structure of kerogen may be proposed as a result of the dala collected
from various analytical techniques. The proposed structure applies mainly to
amorphous kerogen because of the large predominance of amorphous over
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structured material in the kerogens studied. Thc average amorphous kerogen is a

three-dimensional macromoleculc. lt consists very probably of nuclei that are

crosslinkcd by chain-like bridges Both thc nuclei and the bridges ma1' bear

functional groups. ln addition. lipid molccules can be entrapped in the kerogen

matrix. as in a molecular sieve.
a) Nuc/ei are formed by stacks. comprising two to four more or less parallel

aromatic sheets. Each of the sheets or layers contains a relatively small number
(less than 10) of condcnsed aromatic rings. including occasional heterocycles
containing nitrogen. sulfur and possibl.v oxygcn The diameter of such c1'clic
assemblages is smaller than l0 A. The number of lalers is frequently two per

stack. anJ thc interlaycr distancc greater than 3-.'1 A. with a wide range in shallow

kerogen. and a narrow maximum arouncl J.7 A in deepll buried kerogcns The

stacks are the basic building blocks of kerogen. whose increastng organrzatlon
with depth determincs the e\olutionary trend of the organic mattcr in sedinrents'
These nuclci bear alkl' l chains (linear or Iith few short branchcs) substituted on

the r ings.  naphthenic  r ings.  ancl  var ious funct ional  groups.
b) Bridges ma)' consist of structural arrangements such as:

-  l inear  or  branched a l iphat ic  chains:  - (Cf l r ) " - .  a t tachcd to the nucle i  as
substitucnts
oxygen or sulfur functional bonds: kctones: -C-

o
ester :  C-O .  c ther :  O- .  su l f ide:  -S .  or  d isu l f ide:  S-S

o
- combination of an aliphatic chain R with a functional group. e g . aliphatic

e s t e r :  - C - O - R

o
c) Superficial functions. substituted on nuclei or chains, may include various

groups such as hyc l roxv l :  -OH, carboxyl :  - f  -n  "  methoxy:  -OCHr ctc .

o
d) Therc are indications that kerogens have molecular sieve properties similar

to those observed in coal. A hint in this direction is the fact that samples which
have first been cxtracted exhaustively. and thcn treated by acid for kerogen
isolation released additional hydrocarbon molccules upon a ncw extractron.

Oxygen seems to play a particular role in the structure of kerogen. It may
amounttofrom l0to25c:/c of kerogen bv we ight in shallow, immature sediments
The highest values occur in detrital formations. where the input of terrestrial
plants is important. e. g.. kerogen of the UpPer Cretaceous of the Douala basin.
type IIl, see Section 11.,1.8. An evaluation of the proportion of carbonvl and
carboxl'l C=O groups. versus other oxygen combinations can be made by
comparing the l7l0 cm ' C = O band on I R spectra. with the total oxygcn content.
In  the Lowcr Toarc ian shales of  the Par is  basin (F ig.  I  I .a .9) .  oxygen amounts to
an averagc of l0'.,i b1" weight in shallow immature samples. With incrcasing depth
thc C - O bands is rcducecl to zero. itnd an average amount of 511 oxygen still
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t5

Oxygen (  werghr %)

Fig, I1.1. ( ,  Comnar i ronnto\ \pencontent(e lementarvanalvs is)  and I  R absorpt ion band
C:O ar  lT l tJ  cm |  (K lT lU) :  kcrogen of  the Lower Toarc ian shales.  par is  tsas in.  (Data
from Robin. 1975)

remains in kerogen (Espitalid et al.. 1973). Thus, about half of the original oxvsen
was present in carbonl'l or carboxvl groups. Computed as C=O,-these li[i lc
groups account for up to I 0 7. by wc ight of the total imm ature ke rogen of the paris
basin. The proportion would be ca. 20 to 30Vc in kerogen of detrilal series. with
abundant contribution of hither plants (type III, Douila basin). The rest of the
oxygen is likely to bc present in ether bonds. in phenols. or in heterocvclic
\ l  ruc l  ure\ .

Other observations. also made on the Lower'I'oarcian shales of the paris basin.
provide some informirtion on thc location of thc C=O groups. At a depth of
2500 m. where b i tumen is  abundanr.  the l7 l0  cm '  C= ( )bnni  was found to be
more pronounced in the total organic matter - especially the extractable
bitumen fraction - than in the kerogen. This fact suggests ihat carbonvl and
carboxyl groups are more frcquentlv related to aliphatic chains and small cyclic
structures than to polvcondensed aromatic and heterocyclic nuclei. Furthermore.
the inverse relationship (Fig. ll.4. l0) between the amount of bitumen qenerated
and the intensity of the C= O infrared band in kcrogen is an indirect prool t hat in
this particular shale ntanl' petroleum constituents are bound to kerogen by ester
hondings.

Nitrogen of peptidic bonds and functional groups seem to have been removed
dur ing shal low d iagenesis  of  thc organic  mat ter  (Chap.  IL2) .  The remain ing
nitrogen.in kerogen generallv amounts to 2 to 3Vc b1, weight and mav bi
essentiallv present in heterocvclic condensed structures. because it is releasecl
onlv to a limited extent during catagenesis but more abundantly during high-
temperature pyrolvsis experiments. e.g.. Fisher assal,s and oil-shale retorting.
However. a certain proportion of nitrogen is stil l present in the condensed
polvaromatic nuclei of the most cvolved kerogens obtained upon pyrolvsis.
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Fig. II.4.10. Relationship between
the amount of hydrocarbons ex-
tracted from the Lower Toarcian
shales of the Paris Basin and the
intensity of specific IR absorption
bands ofthe insoluble kerogen: Topr
C=O band a t  1710 cm- '  (K  1710) .
Bottom: aromatic CH bands from
930 ro 700 cm-r (K 930-700). These
are due to desubstitution of aliphatic
chains from aromatic nuclei. (Data
from Tissot et al., l97l: Robin,
1975)

- Hydrocorbons generoted ------->
(  mg NC /g of  orqon c corbon)

meosur€d on the soluble br lumen

Sulfur is probably present in both forms, as an atomic constituent of heterocy-
cles, and possibly as sulfide or disulfide bonds. During catagenesis it is released as
benzothiophene derivatives, and later as hydrogen sulfide.

There is definitely some relationship between the respective structures of
kerogens, asphaltenes from bitumen, and asphaltenes from crude oils. Kerogens
and asphaltenes from bitumen are especially similar, judging from elemental
analysis, IR spectroscopy, etc. Therefore, this type of asphaltene has to be
thought of as small fragments of the kerogen structure. Although they have an
overall composition similar to that of kerogen, the molecular weight of asphal-
tenes from bitumen is smaller: therefore, they are soluble in the usual organic
solvents.

Asphaltenes precipitated from crude oils have been studied by numerous
physical and chemical techniques, and their structure has been described by Yen
(1972). The overall arrangement is somewhat similar to those of kerogens and of
asphaltenes from bitumen. The oxygen content is rather different, however, as
shown by elementary analysis (Table 1V.1.8, Chap. IV 1) Oxygen atoms
represent 1.5-10 % of the total number of atoms constituting kerogen or bitumen
asphaltenes, but i.57o or less in crude oil asphaltenes. This difference can be
explained by the elimination of heteroatomic bonds during catagenetic evolution
and formation of petroleum, and also by a low migration efficiency of the most
oxygenated asphaltic fraction.

^\oN>"-

t'"9
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4.8 Depositional Environment and Composition of Kerogen:
the Evolution Paths

The chemical structure ofa shallow immature kerogen (relative importance ofthe
different nuclei, bonds and functions) varies with the oriein;l mixture of
organisms and with the physical, chemical and biochemic-al conditions of
deposition. These differences are attested by microscopic examination of the
constituents, elementary analysis. lR spectroscopy, degradative oxidation and
varrous experiments of pyrolysis. The variations inherited from the vouns
sediment remain substantial for shallow ancient sediments, but become prosresl
sively weaker with increasing burial depth. However, the differences can stii l be
re_cognized over a long time and depth span, i. e. , until the beginning of the zone
where gas is generated by thermal cracking.

. The global atomic composition of the three major elements (C, H, O) is shown
in Figure IL4.11, which is a graph of atomic H/C versus O/C ratios. This fieure
provides a usefulapproach to classification ofkerogens (Forsman, 1963; Mcl-ver,
1967; Welte, 1969; Durand et al., 1972). Kerogens taken at various depths from
th_e same formation normally group along a curve, called here an evo tuiion path.
Closely related environments of deposition result in the same path (Tissot ;t al.,
1974). These different curves start with different hydrogen: oxygen rarlos,
according to the original organic material and conditions of deposition. The
curves come together for very deep samples as the kerogen approaches 1002o
carbon. This plot was first used by van Krevelen (1961) to characterize coals and
their coalification parh (Fig. II.4.12). We propose to call rhis type of diagram a"van Krevelen diagram".

The extreme types of disseminated organic matter correspond on one hand
(type I) to kerogen, which is rich in aliphatic structures and consequently in
hl9r9q.n'' as in some algal deposits; on the other hand (type III) to kerogen,
which is rich in polyaromatic nuclei and oxygen groups, like oiganic matter made
of plants from terresrrial origin (Fig. IL4.11).

, a) Type I relers to kerogen with a high initial H/C atomic (ca. 1.5 or more) anda
low.initial O/C ratio (generally smaller than 0.1). Such kerogen comprises much
lipid material, particularly aliphatic chains. The content of polvaromatic nuclei
and heteroatomic bonds is low, compared with the other types of orgon," *u,,...
The small amount of oxygen present is mainly found in ester bonds. When
subjected to pyrolysis up to 550 or 600.C, the kerogen produces a larger yield of
volatile andTor extractable compounds than any other type of kerogen (up ro g0 7o
by weight from shallow immature samples) and likewise a higher yieid of oil.
Paraffinic hydrocarbons are predominant over cyclic struclures.

The high proportion of lipids may result eithei (l) from a selective accumula-
tion of algal material or (2) from a severe biodegradation of the organic matter
(other than lipids and microbial waxes) during deposition. The first source
includes organic rich sediments made up mostly of algae, particularly those
derived from lacustrine Botryococcus and associated foims (Marchand et al.,
1969), e. g., Autun and Campine bogheads, torbanite from Scotland. cooronqite
from South Australia, and their marine equivalents, such as tasmanite f;m
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Fig. IL4.11. Pdncipal types and evolution paths of kerogen: types I, I landll laremost
frequent. Kerogens of intermediate composition also occur. Evolution of kerogen
composition with increasing burial is marked by an arrow along each evolution path I, II
and IIL We propose to name this type of diagram after van Krevelen
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Fig. IL4.12. Evolution paths of
maceral groups in coals. (After van
Krevelen, 1961)

Tasmania. The second source includes some rich oil shales. where disseminated
organic matter has been extensively reworked by microorganisms, so that the
kerogen is derived mostly from a biomass of reworked and other microbial lipids.
This situation seems to occur particularly in lacustrine environments. The prolific
oil shales of Colorado. Utah and Wyoming (Green River shales) seem to result
from a combination of both algal and microbial lipids. The occurrence of type-I
kerogen is relatively rare compared to the other types.

6) Ty"pe II is particularly frequent in many petroleum source rocks and oil
shales, with relatively high H/C and low O/C ratios. The polyaromatic nucleiand
the heteroatomic ketone and carboxylic acid groups are more important than they
are in type I, but less than in type III. Ester bonds are rather abundant (Fig.
II.,1.13). Saturated material comprises abundant naphthenic rings and aliphatic
chains of moderate length. Sulfur is also present in substantial amounts, located
in heterocycles and probably also as sulfide bond. In the associated bitumen, the
cyclic structures (naphthenic, aromatic or thiophenic) are abundant and the
sulfur content is higher than in the bitumen associated with the other types.

Type-lI kerogen is usually related to marine sediments where an autochtho-
nous organic matter, derived from a mixture of phytoplankton, zooplankton and
microorganisms (bacteria), has been deposited in a reducing environment.

The yield from pyrolysis of this type of kerogen is lower than type I, but it may
still provide commercial oil shales. For example, on pyrolysis, the Lower
Toarcian shales of the Paris basin pro d,]uce ca.607o of the initialweight of organic
matter. In dispersed state, these kerogens are the source material of a great
number of oil or gas fields: Devonian and Colorado group of Cretaceous age from
Western Canada. Paleozoic from North Africa, some Cretaceous and Tertiary
source beds of West Africa, Jurassic of Western Europe and Saudi Arabia, etc.

c) lvpe 11-1 refers to kerogen with a relatively low initial H/C ratio (usually less
than 1.0) and a high initial O/C atomic ratio (as high as 0.2 or 0.3). This type of
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Fig. II.4.13. Amount ofoxygen en-
gaged in various functional groups in
shallow immature samples of differ-
ent kerogens: Eocene. Green River
shales. Uinta Basin (type I): Lower
Toarcian, Paris Basin (type II); U.
Cretaceous, Douala Basin (type
Il l). Type I contains l itt le oxygen,
which is mostly engaged in ester
groups. Type III contains much oxy-
gen in C=O bonds: acids. ketones.
Ester bonds have not been detected.
It also comprises a large amount of
noncarbonyl oxygen. probably en-
gaged in heterocycles. in quinones,
or in ether bonds, methoxyl groups,
etc. (After Robin. 1975)

t 5 Type lli
Tolol oryqen.275olo

kerogen comprises an important proportion of polyaromatic nuclci and hctero-
atomic ketone and carboxylic acid groups, but no ester groups (Robin, 1975;Fig.
II.4.13). Noncarbonyl oxygen is possibly included in ether bonds. Aliphatic
groups are subordinate constituents in varying proportions of the organ ic matte r.
They consist of a few long chains (more than 25 carbon atoms), originating from
higher plant waxes, some chains of medium Iength (15 to 20 carbon atoms) from
vegetable fats, methyl groups and other short chains. This type of kerogen is
comparatively less favorable for oil generation than are types I or II, although it
may provide convenient gas source rocks, if buried at sufficient depth. It is also
less productive on pyrolysis. It does nol include any oil shales.

Type-III kerogen is derived essentially from continental plants and contains
much identifiable vegetal debris. Plant organic matter is incorporated in sediment
eTther directly or through its alteration products in soil humic acids. Microbial
degradation in the basin of deposition is usually limited due to important
sedimentation and rapid burial, because this type is rather frequent in thick
detrital sedimentation along continental margins. Examples of type-lII kerogen
are found in the Upper Cretaceous of the Douala basin (Cameroon) and in the

Type 1I
Totql orygen = 10.3 %
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Atomic ratio 0/C ------*

Fig. II.4.14. Elemental analvsis ofsome kerogens from the Cretaceous black shales ofthe
North Atlantic cored during the Deep Sea Drill ing program. The main evolution paths of
type I. lI and I I I kerogens are shown. Grcup A rcfefi to $arine organic matter ; group B to
a mixture of marine and terrestrial organic matter, some of the samples being possibly
degaded (right pafl); group C to te:f:'estrial moderately degraded organic matter;group l)
to residual organic matter. All samples belong to the diagenesis stage of evolution.
(Adapted from Tissot et al., 1979)

lower Mannville shales of Alberta, and also in some Tertiary deltas, such as the
Mahakam delta in Indonesia.

d) In addition to these three major types of kerogen, and their admixtures,
there is _also a residual type of orgaiic *utter, i'hi.h is characterized by
abnormally low H/C ratios associated with high O/C ratios. This situation was, for
instance, met in several cores taken in the North Atlantic Ocean as Dart of the
Deep Sea Drill ing Project (DSDP): kerogens isolated from many Cretaceous
sediments of the Bay of Biscay (leg 48) and some of the Blake-Bahama basin (les
44) show a H/C ralio as low as 0.5 or 0.6, associated with a high O/C ratio (0.25 t6
0.30) at shallow depths of burial (200 to 1000 m): Figure II.4.14, group D; Tissot
et al. (1979, 1980). Such low values of IVC ratio are normally found only in
sediments which have been buried at great depths and, in such case, they are
associated with low O/C rarios (less than 0.10). Infrared spectroscopy (Caitex,
1979) has confirmed the abundance of aromatic nuclei and oxygen-containing
goups and the absence of aliphatic chains in this type of kerogen: Figure II.4.15.
Furthermore, optical examination of the same samples mainly ihows coaly
fragments of oxidized organic matter or charcoal, in transmitted lieht, and
iner t in  i te  in  ref lecred l ight .

_ This residual type of kerogen exhibiting a very low H/C ratio and a relatively
high O/C ratio cannot generate any hydrocarbons and is considered therefore to
be one form of "dead carbon" in the sense of petroleum generation. The term"inertinite" is originally referring to a comparable property of this kind of organic
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Fig. IL,1.15. Infrared spectrometry
of four typical kerogens. The sym-
bols refer to samples obtained from
the Cretaceous black shales of the
North Atlantic and shown in Figure
tI.4.1,1 (Tissot et al., 1979)

< WAVE \UMBER CNT

material. It is derived from coal science, where it was observed that in the coking
process certain particles in the coking coal did not react and were hence termed
inertinitic. Obviously, there are several origins of this kind of nonreactive organic
material with a low H/C ratio in sedimentary rocks: it may be reworked. oxidized
organic material; it may be inertinitic material stemming from subaerial weather-
ing or biological oxidation in swamps and soils. Examples of this kind are found
among the above-cited DSDP samples and on microscopic examination of high-
rcflectance particles in Recent peats. In all cases, this type of kerogen has no
potential for hydrocarbon generation.

From a practical point of view, another form of "dead carbon" is that organic
material that has lost its hydrogen through a natural hydrocarbon generation
process and can be observed as micrinite (see also p. 243) in petroleum source
rock. In such cases both H/C and O/C ratios are very low. This concept has also
been adopted by Leythaeuser et al. (1979) when giving a mass balance of the
organic carbon in source rocks mainly based on Rock Eval pyrolysis.

e) General remarks. Although type-Il and -III kerogens represent rather
frequent situations, the composition of kerogen may cover other areas in Figure
II.4.11 between the evolution paths I and IIl. There may be different reasonsfor
that situation: variability of contributing organisms, including mixture of marine
and terrestrial inputs, and also different conditions of preservation
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A first source ofvarrability may result from the predominant character of some
contributing organisms. For example, a marine sediment, deposited in a reducing
environment may contain abundant diatoms under temperate or cold water
conditions, and dinoflagellates or coccolithophorids in warm seas. The relative
abundance of zooplankton, such as copepods, may introduce another cause for
variability. The main constituents of these various groups of organisms, shown in
Table I.4.1 , explain that the original composition of the related kerogens may
vary, although they all belong to type IL

Furthermore, some kerogens, although marine, show a relatively high O/C
ratio, probably due to an important contribution of plant debris from the
continent, like the Viking shales, Cretaceous from Alberta (Mclver, 1967), or
some Cretaceous black shales of the North Atlantic. They occupy an area
between types II and III on the van Krevelen diagram: part of group B, Figure
I  I . 4 .  1 4 .

Finallv, another cause of variabilitv is suspected. although insufficiently
documented: biochemical and chemical degradation of the organic matter prior
to or during deposition mav result in a decrease of the H/C ratio and an increase of
the O/C ratio. An extreme case is obviously the residual type of organic matter
presented above, which has suffered a strong subaerial oxidation, and no longer
presents potential for hydrocarbon generation. Moderately oxidated marine or
marine/terrestrial organic matter may eventually result in an increase of the O/C
ratio (> 0.2) with a lowered H/C ratio (ca. 1.0) stil l sufticient to generate some
hydrocarbons and particularly gas. Among the black shales of the North Atlantic
(Fig. II.4.14) the samples located on the right hand side of group B (O/C 0.20 to
0.30) might result from such situation.

Facies variations in sediment may cause a change of the kerogen from one type
to another within a given horizon or formation. For instance, Breger and Brown
(1962) showed in the Chattanooga shales (Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama) a
progressive change in kerogen composition. In the area close to the shore line at
the time of deposition, kerogen shows low hydrogen values. This is attributed to
material of terrestrial origin. deposited in a relatively oxidizing environment. To
the north, i.e., basinward, the hydrogen content increases due to a higher
proportion of marine phytoplankton. Upon pyrolysis. the oil yield varies directly
with the H/C ratio of the kerogen.

When comparing disseminated organic matter to coal macerals by using the
van Krevelen diagram (Figs. IL4.11 and II.4.12). it can be seen that the main
types I. II and lll broadly fall inlo the same areas of the diagram as do alginite.
exinite and vitdnite, respectively. This comparison is quite reasonable for alginite
and some of the type I kerogens, which are made up mostly of algae, like
Botryococcus shales. It is also valid for vitrinite and type-III kerogen. In terms of
coal chemistry, these kerogens have H/C, O/C distributions comparable to the
gross composition of peat, lignite and coal, and especially to the vitrinite maceral.
This is understandable, as peat is primarily made of the same vegetal debris.
deposited in a confined environment, where biodegradation is also limited for
other reasons (setting up of antiseptic conditions).

However. the comparison, based on elementary composition, has no meaning
with respect to type-II kerogen and exinites. This kerogen results from a complex
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mixture of organic debris, which have undergone biochemical and chemical
reorganization, whereas exines have preserved their shape and individuality.
Furthermore, this constituent is likely to account for a minor part only of the
organic matter deposited in a marine environment.

The relationship between palynofacies observed in transmitted light (amor-
phous or sapropelic, humic facies) and chemical composition of kerogen is rather
complex. Humic material, mainly consisting of land-derived higher plant debris.
normally falls into the area of type-III kerogen. Amorphous facies results in fact
from severe alteration of the original constituents, which have lost their identity.
Thus, if many amorphous kerogens belong to type lI, some others undoubtedly
belong to type III. Floculated humic acids, for instance, stemming from a
colloidal solution will undoubtedly have an amorphous appearance under the
microscope. At the same time, however, their elemental analysis will group them
along a low evolution path. This amorphous material is often mistaken as
indicative of a "sapropelic" facies, with good hydrocarbon potential.

An example of the variability of amorphous organic matter with respect to
kerogen types is shown in Figure IL 4. 16. The spread of the H/C and O/C ratios is
covering the entire field and hence clearly shows that there is a variety of origins
for amorphous organic material. Powell et al. (1982). using 58 samples of the
Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin and the Canadian Arctic Islands. showed a low level
of correlation between the content of amorphous material and the chemical
analysis of kerogen. They attributed this situation mainly to a failure to
distinguish consistently between hydrogen-poor and hydrogen-rich amorphous
organlc matter.

.J
t ,

1 .

0.50.4o.20 . 1
Atomic ratio 0/C +

Fig. 1I.4.16. Elemental analysis of 21 kerogens from "amorphous" organic matter. The
sarnples are from various origins; they all belong to the diagenesis or early catagenesis
stages. The main evolution paths of type I, II and III kerogens are shown for comparison.
(After Durand and Monin, 1980 with additions)
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4.9 Conclusion

All physical and chemical methods for kerogen analysis converge to provide a
coherent picture of the organic matter and its evolution. In particular, elemental
analysis provides the framework within which other methods can be used
(Durand and Monin, 1980). There are, however, limitations to its use, especially
for the advanced stages of thermal evolution.

The composition ofa shallow, immature kerogen depends on the nature ofthe
organic matter incorporated in the sediments, and on the extent of microbial
degradation. In turn, the composition of kerogen, particularly in respect to
hydrogen (aliphatic chains) and oxygen (functional groups), determines the
genetic potential of a sediment, i. e., the amount of hydrocarbons that can be
generated during burial.

The most classic source rock, containing "marine organic matter, deposited in
a reducing environment", broadly corresponds to type II and has a high genetic
potential. On the contrary, continental organic matter deposited in environments
where biodegradation is limited by quick burial, corresponds to type III and has
only a moderate potential as far as oil is concerned. Most kerogens, when plotted
on the van Krevelen diagram, fall on or between these types. Type I is much less
frequent and refers either to selectively biodegraded organic matter, enriched in
lipids, or to rocks consisting almost entirely of organic matter such as alginites.

Surnmary and Conclusion

Kerogen is the ftaction ofthe organic matter in sedimentary rocks which is insoluble in
organic solvents, whereas bitumen is the soluble part. Kerogen is a macromolecule
rnade of condensed cyclic nuclei linked by heteroatomic bonds or aliphatic chains.

Different types of kerogen can be recognized by optical examination and phy-
sicochemical analyses. Three main types seem to account for most existing kerogens.
They are characterized by their respective evolution path in the van Krevelen (H/C,
O/C) diagram.

Type-I kerogen contains many aliphatic chains, and few aromatic nuctei. The H/C
ratio is o ginally high, and the poJential for oil and gas generation is also high. This type
of kerogen is either mainly derived frorn algal lipids or from organic matte! enriched in
lipids by microbial activity.

Type-II kerogen contains more aromatic and naphthenic rings. The H/C ratio and the
oil and gas potential are lower than observed for t)?e-I kerogen but still very important.
Type-II kerogen is usually related to marine organic matter deposited in a reducing
environment, with medium to high sulfur content.

Type-III kerogen contains moslly condensed polyaromatics and oxygenated func-
tional grcups, with minor aliphatic chains. The H/C ratio is low, and oil potential is only
moderate, although this kerogen may still generate abundant gas at greater depths. The
O/C ratio is comparatively higher than in the other two types of kerogen. The organic
matter is mostly derived ftom terrestrial higher plants.

Resid.ual kerogen may consist of reworked, oxidized organic material, or inertinitic
material stemming hom subaerial weathering or biological oxidation. It is one form of
"dead carbon" and has no potential for oil or gas.



Chapter 5
From Kerosen to Petroleum

As sedimentation and subsidence continue, temperature and pressure rncrease.
In this changing physical environment, the structure of the immature kerogen is
no longer in equilibrium with its surroundings. Rearrangements will progres-
sively take place to reach a higher, and thus more stable, degree ofordering. The
steric hindrances for higher ordering have to be eliminated. They arc, for
instance. nonplanar cycles (e.g., saturated cycles) and linkages with orwithout
heteroatoms, preventing the cyclic nuclei from a parallel arrangement.

This constant adjustment of kerogen to increasing temperature and pressure
results in a progressive elimination of functional groups and of the linkages
between nuclei (including carbon chains). A wide range ofcompounds is formed.
including medium to low molecular weight hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide. water.
hydrogen sulfide, etc. Therefore. the petroleum generation seems to be a
necessary consequence of the drive of kerogen to adjust to its new surroundings
by gaining a higher degree of order with increasing overburden.

In unmetamorphosed sedimentary basins this process of rearrangement is not
carried to the end. The level of regional metamorphism is needed to reach the
graphite stage, which is the stable configuration under high temperature and
pressure.

5.1 Diagenesis, Catagenesis and Metagenesis of Kerogen

Kerogen is a polycondensed structure formed under the mild temperature and
pressure conditions of young sediments and metastable under these conditions.
Therefore. its characteristics seem to remain rather constant. even in uncient
sediments. as long as they are not buried deeply. A typical example is provided bv
the lower Carboniferous lignites of Moscow. Although they are about 300 million
vears old. their carbonization rank is stil l very low, because they have neverbeen
buried deeper than 200 m (Karweil. 1956). In most cases. however. as sedimenta-
tion and subsidence proceed, kerogen is subjected to a progressive increase of
temperature and pressure. lt is no longer stable under the new conditions.
Rearrangements occur during the successive stages of diagenesis. catagenesis.
and metagenesis toward thermodynamic equilibrium (Fig. II.5.1).

Such evolution has been studied in detail in various rock seouenccs. and
particularly in the Devonian and Cretaceous of Western Canada (Milver. 1967).
the Tertiary of Louisiana (Laplante. 1974), the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris
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Fig. 11.5.1. General scheme ofkerogen evolution from diagenesis to metagencsis in the
ran Krevelcn cliagram. Approximate raiues of vitrinite reflectance are shown for
conparison

Basin. the Silurian of thc Sahara (North Africa.). the Upper Cretaceous of the
Douala Basin (Wcst Africa) and the Eocene Green River shales of the Uinta
Basin. ln thesc studies. observations on the natural transformation in a geological
\rtuation were compared with experimental evolution through laboratory simula-
tlon . As the ma in stcps of kerogen evolution are the same for all tvpes of kerogcn.
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we shal l  dcscr ibe in  deta i l  degradat ion of  tvpe l l .  whosc e lementar l  composi t ion
is  in termediatc  between other  tvpes.  By us ing Figure I  I .5 .  l .  these evolut ion stcps
can be extendcd to the other types of kcrogen.

Kerogen is transformed when subjccted to higher tempcrature and pressure.
An ideal situation to study this transformation is in a sedimentar.v sequencc $ here
all geological and geochcmical parameters except burial remain constant. The
Lower Totrrcian shales of the Paris Basin (Fig. I1.5.2) are rich in orgrnic matter
(organic carbon varies from 3 to 15l/c) and seem to meet these requirements
(Louis and Tissot. 1967). The shalcs represent a well-defincd Ammonite zone in
theupperpar tof the lowerJurass icsediments,datedaroundl t lO. l0n lears.Thei r
mineralogical composition, including clay minerals. is reasonably constant over
most ol the basin. as is their fossil organic contents as well. As thc structural
history of thc basin is simple. it is possible to reconstruct the burial history and
compute the maximum burial depth of the formation at evcry location in the
basin. The availability of a sct of cores from various depths in the basin cnables a
study by microscopic, chemical and physical methods of the progressive transtbr-
mation of kerogcn as a function of maximum burial depth. The detailed results
are repor ted in  T issot  et  a l .  (1971) .  Durand et  a l .  (1972) .  Espi ta l i i  e t  a l .  (  1971) .
T issor  er  a l .  (1974) .

ln order to cxtend the results to deepcr geological conditions (the maximum
depth of the Lower Toarcian shales is slightly beyond 2500 m). some adilitional
data from thc same shales cored in Wcstern Germany are included.'Ihe Lower
Silurian shales of the Sahara (North Africa) will also be considered. They
rcprescnt a well-defined and rather homogeneous stratigraphic unit which covcrs
a wide area. The deoositional environment is rathcr similar to that of the Lower
Toarcian shalcs (black shales. containing Tasmanites) and, according to elemen-
tary and IR analvsis. the kerogen cxhibits characteristics of the same evolution
path ( type I I .  see Fig.  IL .1.1 l :  T issot  et  a l . .  1974) .

The degradation of kcrogen as a function of burial has been obscrved b-"- the
phvsical and chcmical techniques mentioncd in Chapter IL,1. Thc main trend is a
continuous incrcasc of the carbon content of kerogen. Horvevct. three successlve
steps are ilistinguishcd.

a) Diaganesi.s of kerogen is marked b)' an important dccrease of oxygcn ancl a
correlative incrcase of carbon content with increasing dcpth. When refcrring to
the van Krcvelen d iagram (Figs.  I I .5 . l  and IL5.- l ) .  th is  s tage of  evolut ion resul ts
in a slight dccrease of HIC and a nrarked decrease of O/C ratios. Intrared
spectroscopli has demonstrated that thc diminution oloxygcn is due esscntially to
the progress ive e l iminat ion of  C:O group (  l7  l0  cm'  band) .  B.v cr lmbinal ion of
the analyses for  funct ional  groups and IR techniques.  Robin et  a l .  (1977)  have
shown the respective bchavior of the'"arious groups containing C=O. namcl!'
that acids and ketones are more affected than esters.

Kerogen reflectance is rather scattered. depending on the type of organic
debris: ca. 0.5olo or below on vitrinite. less on exinite. Free radicals remain scarce
as paramagnetic susceptibility, lp. is usually low; Xp 5 5.lU-u u. e. m. CGS/g of
organic carbon. fhg lp value may be somewhat higher in type-III kerogen.

ln the Paris Basin the final stage of diagenesis is reached in location
corresponding to maximum depth of burial from 800 to 1200 m (sample A in Fig.
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1L5.3) . In termsofpetro leumexplorat ion. th isstagecorrespondstoanimmurure
kerogen. and little hvdrocarbon generation has occurred in the source rocks.
However. large quantities of carbon dioxide and water and also some heavv
heteroatomic (N. S. O) compounds may be produced in relation to oxygcn
climination. Displacement in thc van Krevelen diagram and experimental
evolu l ion (Sec.  5.2)  conf i rm these r iews.

b) Catagenesis, the second stage of kerogen degradation. is visible in deeper
samples and marked by an important decrease of the hydrogen content and of the
II/C ratio (from 1.25 to about 0.5 in type-Il kerogen). due to generarion and
relcase of hvdrocarbons. 'l 'able [I.5.1 shows the variation of atomic composirion.
from the stage of diagenesis (burial depth 780 m) ro the various steps of
catagencsis (burial depth 21170 and 2510 m in the Paris Basin. ca. 3000 m in thc
Sahara) and until the beginning of metagenesis (ca. 4000 m in the Sahara). Figure
IL5.3 shows the corresponding evolution path from sample A (diagenesis) to B, C
and D (catagcnesis) and E (metagenesis). During catagenesis the main features
on IR spectra are a progressivc reduction of aliphatic bands. correlative to the
H/C lowering (Fig. I L 5.,1). and the appearance of aromatic CH bands from 930 to
700 cm I. The appearance of these aromatic bands is due to a desubstitution on
aromatic nuclei and possibly to an increasing aromatization of naphthenic rings.
A careful studv of the aliphatic bands has also proved that long chains are
prcferentiallv rcmoved. resulting in a relative increase of methvl groups.
compared to the tota l  saturated st ructures (Robin.  1975:  Robin et  a l . .  1977) .
Infrared spectra also show the elimination of the residual C:O band to be
completed rapidly: subsequently the O/C ratio remains low and constant (ca.
0.05), suggesting that the remaining part ol oxygen (restricted to heteroc!clic or
cther groups) is not affected. The OiC ratio may even increase by relative
concentration. due to a preferential elimination of hvdrogen and carbon. rrC
NMR of  so l id  kcrogen prov ides comparable in format ions on the e l iminat ion of
saturated hvdrocarbon structures and the increase of aromaticit)' during
catagenesis. Conclusions are similar to those obtained from lR spectroscopl-.

Paramagnet ic  susccpt ib i l i tv  incrcases progress ive lv  to  50 or  60.10 ' r  
u .e.m.

CGS/g of orqanic carbon. This erowing abundance ol free radicals has probablv
the sane or ig in as the increase in  aromat ic  CH bands.  i .e . .  desubst i tu t ion and
increasing aromatization. Vitrinite reflectance also increases. gently at first. then
more rapidll from about 0.5 to 2%. The diffcrence in reflectance between
vi t r in i te  and othcr  macera ls .  e .  g . .  cx in i te .  vanishcs bevond I  .5 . l .  Horvcver .  the
mutual arrangemcnt of the stacks of aromatic sheets rcmains randomly distrib-
uted. as noted lrom electron microdiffraction.

Somc of the numerical values mentioned for type-l I kerogens are different in
othcr t),pes ol kerogen. For instancc. the range of variation of the H/C ratio
dur ing catagenesis  is  widcr  in  tvpe- l  kerogcn (1.5 to  0.5)  and narrower in  type I I I
(0 .8 to  0.5)  compared wi th type I I  (F ig.  l l .5 .  I  ) .  The paramagnet ic  suscept ib i l i ty
of tvpe-lll kerogen. which is more aromatic. is often higher than obseNed on t),pe
I  or  I I  u t  the same del th  of  hur ia . .

In terms of pctroleum exploration, the stage of catagenesis corresponds to the
main zone ofoil generation and also to the beginning of the cracking zone. which
produces "wet gas" with a rapidly increasing proportion of melhane.
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Fig. I1.5.3. Evolution of the
elemental composition of
type-II kerogen during burial:
Lower Toarcian shales from
Paris Basin and W. Germany,
Silurian shales from the
Sahara (Algeria and Libya).
Evolution stages: z{ end of
diagenesis; B D catagenesis;
t metagenesis. (Modified af-
ter Tissot et al.. 1974)
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Fig. IL5.2. Map showing the outcrops of the Lower Jurassic of the Paris Basin. and the
location of surface and subsurface sampling. The Lower Toarcian shales are situated near
the top of the Lower Jurassic outcrops. Isobaths show the present depth to the base of the
shales. (After Tissot et al., 1971)
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Table II.5.1. Catagenetic evolution of the elementary composition of kerogens (ype II)
from the lowerToarcian shales, Parisbasin, and from the Silurian shales, Northern Sahara

A. Atomic comDosition

Basin a I-ocation
Maximum
burial
depth (m)

o N s Total

Paris
40 53 5 t
4 3  5 3  3 1
48 48 2 |

D

C

Vacherauville
C6sarville
Bouchy

780
20'70
2510

1 100
0.08 100
0.04 100

N. Sahara
A B 1
o R 1

ca. 3000
ca.4000M

56 39 3
64 3 t  3

0.2 1.9 100
0.9 1.4 100

B. Atomic compositio, (related to 100 carbon atoms)

2.5 2.5 248
2.3 0.2 233
2.3 0.1 20'l

100 130
100 r23
100 100

Paris
780

2070
25lO

1 3
7
4.5

Vacherauville
Cdsarville
Bouchy

N. Sahara
C  A B 1
M  O R 1

ca.3000
ca.4000

100 70
100 48

o.4 3 178.4
t .4 2,2 1,57

" Stages of evolution: D Diagenesis (final stage), C Catagenesis, MMetagenesis.

c) Metagenesis ol kerogen can be observed in very deep samples or in locations
with a high geothermal gradient. Elimination of hydrogen is now slow and the
residual kerogen usually consists of two carbon atoms or more out of thrce atoms
(H/C < 0.5). as in samples from the Sahara that are buried to,t000 m (Table
I I .5 .1,  and sample E in  F ig.  I I .5 .3) .  In  ext reme cases the carbon content  may
reach 9lVa by weight and the H/C atomic ratio is only 0.4. Aliphatic and C=O
bands have vanished, and aromatic C:C is the main band remainine on IR
spectra tF ig.  I  l .5 .4.  ho l tomJ.

The beginning of metagenesis corresponds approximately to a vitrinite reflec-
tance of2c/o: at this stage, a major rearrangement of the aromatic nucler occurs
and is clearly observed by electron microdiffraction. The stacks of aromatic
layers. previously distributed at random. now gather in clusters with a preferen-
tial orientiation (Fig. IL 1.5). The size of the clusters is from 100 to 200 A in type-
I l  kerogen.  I t  is^smal ler  in  type I I l ,  less than lJO A,  and larger  in  type I ,  where i t
may reach 500 A or more (Oberlin et al., 1974; Boulmier et al.. 1977). At the
same time dispersion of the interlayer spacing decreases (Oberlin et al.. 197-5).

This major change is accompanied by other important events, in rcspect to
vitrinite structure and also observed by IR and electron spin resonance (ESR)
characleristics. Beyond the levelof2Vc reflectance. anisotropy ofvitrinite begins
to appear. Aromatic CH bands (from 930 to 700 cm-r) and paramagnetic
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Fig. I1.5.4. lnfrared spectra
showing evolution of typ€-II
kerogen during burial (Lower
Toarcian. Paris Basin; Silurian,
Sahara)

t000 2600 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800

susceptibility both reach a maximum at abo}t 2o/a vitrinite reflectance, then
decrease markedly  (Durand et  a l . ,1977;  Robin et  a l . ,  1977) .

All these data point to the progressive development of a higher degree of order
bv increasing polycondensation, more regular spacing of the aromatic Iayers and
appearance of a preferential orientation over areas ranging from 100 to 500 A,
comprising hundreds or thousands of individual stacks, smaller than 10 A.

In terms of petroleum exploration, the stage of metagenesis is entirely situated
in the drv gas zone.

Results obtained by optical techniques of examination support this general
scheme of kerogen degradation through diagenesis, catagenesis and metagenesis.
Microscopic examination of kerogen from various depths shows a progressive
evolution of the spores and pollen with respect to their state of preservation
(shape, ornamentation etc.) and color (Correia, 1969). In the Paris Basin they
change from vellow in shallow samples to orange, red, and finally brown. In
deeper samples from the Sahara they lose part of their morphological character
and become black . UV fluorescence of organic material shows a marked decrease
with depth (Alpern et al., 1972). Both phenomena are interpreted as a result of
increasing condensation of the kerogen. Reflectance of the various macerals also
changes as a function of burial. The values corresponding to the three steps of
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Fig. 1I.5.5. Reflectance as a
function of depth during
evolution of type-ll l  kerogen
of the Upper Cretaceous of
the Douala Basin. Values are
measured on true vit nite
particles and on a cement of
vitrinite type. (Reflectance
measurements made by
Alpern, in: Durand and
Espitali€. 1976)
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kerogen evolution have been shown in Figure II 5 1. and an example of evolution
as a function of depth is presented in Figure II.5.5: the reflectance has been
measured on vitrinite (and vitrinitic cement) of the kerogen in the Cretaceous of
the Douala Basin (type lll).

Additional information on the evolution of kerogen is provided by dfferential
thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric anal1srs (TGA). Combustion in

an oxygen atmosphere shows a strong exothermic DTA peak. which shifts

towardJ higher temperature with increasing depth of the sample (Espitali€ et al.,
1973). Similar observations are made on a coal sequence with increasing rank ln

1 6 0
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d

Fig. IL5.6. Thermogravt-
metric analysis of kerogen
type ll (temperature in-
c rease o f  4 "C min- ' ) .
Kerogens from the Paris
Basin and from the Sahara
are arranged in order of
increasing evolution. The
letters A to E refer to sam-
ples shown on Figure
IL5.3. (After Tissot et al.,
1914)

O F
150 250 550
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fjtltroCgl atmof phere. the weight loss measured bv thermogravimetric analvsis
(TGA) (Fig. ll.-5.6) amounrs ro 707c (sample A) in shallow k-erogens ot the paris
Basin corresponding to the stage of diagenesis. During catagen;sis. the weight
loss decrcases regularly to 55% (sample B). then 40% (iampie C), and finallv to
20% (sample D). Jn very deep samples from the Sahara (sample E). where
netagenesis is reached. the weight loss is depressed to less than l0%. The TGA
temperature corresponding to the maximum degradation rate also increases with
depth.

This general evolution scheme is in agreement wirh the hypothesis of a
progressive elimination. through bond breaking, of the noncondensed con_
st i tuents o l  kerogen (e.g. ,  a l iphar ic  chains and saturated or  aromat ic  cyc les.
single or associated in a small number). the residue becoming progressively more
condensed and less sensitive to degradation.

5.2 Experimental Simulation of Kerogen Evolution

Much experimental work has been carried out by heating kerogen in the
laboratory.^Some of these experiments were conducted bv ind-ustries as a part of
the search for adequate raw materinls to produce oil from oil shalcs.

Transformations occurring over geological periods are in esserrcc nor acces_
sible to human experiments. as we shall never be able to account for the millions
of vears involved in the natural processes. Therefore. in the laboratorv it is
nccessary to increase temperatures in order to accelerate the reacfion.s and
compensate fbr time. However. because a valicl basis for comparison has not yet
been established, we are not yet able to determine which time_remoerarure
correspondcnce should be used. For this reason. the first objective of such
laboratorv experiments is to determine the extent to which they are represenra_
l rvc o l  natur t l  t  r i ln \ forma t  ion.

In this regard. experimental assays of thermal evolution have been carried out
on.shallow samples from the three main types of kcrogen. The shallow samples.
artificiallv transformcd bv heating experimcnts. ari then compared to the
naturallv transformed samples from greatcr depths of the same basin. These
expcnments are based on thcrmogravimctric analysis with temperature program
ol  J ' ( -  6 in  unLler  incr t  a lmosnhcrc in  an ut templ  to  rcpresent  a progress ive
t11.,1 A, regular rimes corresponding to sample tempciature ot Jtt0. ::tt to
600"C. the elementary composition and physical propeities of the kerogen (lR
spectroscopv. electron diffraction. electron spin resonance. reflectan"ce) are
measured. The composition of the reaction products is evaluated bv mass
spectrometry (Souron et al.. 1971) or by catharometer and flame ionlzation
detectors.

Again we shall review in detail the results related to type_ll kerogen. which
provide us with the general scheme of artificial evolution. The shallow and
immature kerogen from Fdcocourt, in the Lower Toarcian shales of the paris
Basin, has been subjected to such experiments in order to compare the resulting
kerogen with samples buried naturally to greater depths. Somi of the resultini
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analyses are shown on Figure I1.5.7. and they may be compared to the natural

evolution upon burial by reference to Figures II.5 3 to II 5 6. In addition. Figures

I I.5.8 and Ii.5.9 show a comparison of some significant data obtained by heating

all three of the main tvpes of kerogen (1. II and III) under identical conditions

Although the degradation of kerogen and the associated weight loss are

continuoui and progressive. three successive stages may be distinguished from

the laboratory heating of immature Fdcocourt kerogen (type II) These three

stages are described in the following paragraphs.
i) Heating to ca. 350'C results in a rather small weight loss. due mostly to

oroduction oi water and carbon dioxide. as shown by mass spectrometry Optical

ixamination of the samples shows a progressive darkening of defined organic

debris with a correlative decrease of UV fluorescence. Elemental analysis and

infrared spectroscopy show a loss of oxygen associated with a diminution of the

C=O Uand (F igs.  iL5.7 and 11.5.8) .  The e lementa l  composi t ion H/C'  O/C is

comparablc to natural samples buried to depths of 1000 to 1500 m (Fig ll 5 3)

The degree of ordering of the carbon nuclei, as measured by electron microdif-

fraction. remains as low as it is in the shallow natural samples Likewise'

reflectance of kerogen is stil l weak
Artificial evolution at about 350"C can be compared with the final phase of

diagenesis in sedimentary basins Thus the first artificial heating stage (350"C)

can be correlated with subsurface late diagenesis
b) From ca. 350'C to 470-500'C. kerogen encounters its major degradation

stagc. The weight loss is maximal per time or temperature unit (Fig ll 5 7) The

products are mostly hydrocarbons and particularly aliphatics The sample seems

to swell. becomes plastic and is possibly melted, as already observed by Robinson
(1969) whcn heating Green River shales Elemental composition changes

iapidly: the H/C ratio decrcases to ca. 0.5 and aliphatic CH1. CHj bands decrcase

mirkeclly, whereas aromatic CH bands appear due to desubstitution (Fig ll 5 9)'

The C-O band progressively disappears: acids are removed first' then esters'

which are more stable. whereas ketones are progressively eliminated (Fig

II.5. u). The reflectance progressivcly increases np to 2Vr:. and the paramagnetic

susceDtibilitv to 50 b0 10 e u e.m. CGS/g of organic carbon The decpest

natural sample of the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin (Bouchy 2500 m'

corresponding to ca. 100'C) has a composition and a structural organization

equiviilent to 400"C in laboratorv experiments Other kerogens of similar

comnosition from Silurian of thc Sahara that have been deeply buricd and

subjected to natural temperatures over 130'C for a long period of time' as D in

Fisure 11.5.3. have a composition and structural organization correspondrng to

the end of that phase (470 500"C in experiments)
This step of evolution can be correlated with the catagenesis occurring in

sedimentaiv basins. and the laboratory assays can be considered as reasonably

representative of kerogen transformation during that step However' thc situa-

tion is rather complex with regard to the bitumen products formed during the

laboratory assays as compared with oil and gas generated during natural

catagenesis. As temperature conditions are much higher in laboratory experi-

menis than in sedimintary basins, disproportionation and cracking reactions of

the generated bitumen may proceed differently' according to the experimental
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Fig. I1.5.7. Artif icial cvolution ol type-ll kcro-
gen. A shallow sample of the Lower Toarcian
shales from Fdcocourt. Paris Basin was heated at a
constant rate of,1'cl min L up to the tenperature
indicated. Elementarv composition mav be com-
p, r red  ur th  I - ieure  l l .5  . t .  and  lR  \p ( ; l rom( l r \
wlth Fi{ure IL5.;1. Reflectance is measureo on rne
bulk of orcanic matter. which is not of vitrinite
tl-pe.-fhus. reflectance values less than 1.5-27e
cannot be compared with a scale of vitrinite
reflectance. (After Tissot et al.. 1974)

procedure (bitumen remaining in the reaction cell or recovered in a cool traD.
etc-). Therefore, the same stage of kerogen degradation may result in different
r ields of heavy constituents and mcdium to Iighi hydrocarbons, according to the
particular experimental condition".
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Fie. II.5.8. Elimination of the various func-

tional groups containing oxygen during artifi-
cial degradation of kerogen: ketones' acids,
esters. Samples of immature kerogen of type I,
lI and Il l  wer€ heated to various temperatures
up to 600"C. K 1710 is the intensity of the
absorption band related to carbonyl and car-
boxyl C=O groups. (After Robin, 1975)

c) Beyond 470-500"C, the weight loss to 600"C is ve,ry slow and small'

Hoiu*.i, as most aliphatic chains-and functional groups have been removed

pr*iou.ty. a major structural rearrangement occurs slacks of aromatic sheets

sather to form cluste.s or aggregates within the range of I00 to 200 A and can be

:;;;1y ";;". .icrodiffr"aitio-n At the same time, aromatic CH bands (on IR

spectra) and paramagnetlc susceptibility drop (Fig IL5 9) whereas reflectance

;;;;;;" it"; 2 n 3o/o. All these tiansformations can be paired with the

otr.t*,ion, made on very deep natural samples, as E in Figure II 5 3' and this

interval of artificial evolution corresponds to melagenesls'""iig"i.. 
ri S.a und II.5.9 allow a co1nl!so1 of someof the results obtained by

n.uiing t"-g"* of types I and lll with those obtained by heating type-Il

;;;"g;r. Qu?ti,u,lu. evolution is quite comparable .However' 
quantitative

urp.it. uury from one type to the other duL to differences in the original

."'"tp"titt.i "f f."rogen. i'he total amount of products generated upon heating'

ui rn'.u.u."a by the iveight loss, is greatest foi type- I and least for type III The

orooortion of hYdrocarbtns is highir for types I and ll ' and lower for type lll ' in

;;;;;;";; ;i,i the respective dlrop of the aliphatic IR bands and H/c ratio on

Figure I1.5.9. Furthermore, the light to m-edium. hldr.ocalbons,ratio (8as: oil

iuiirl itrr* for type I, moderate for type Il, and high for tyPe lll Contrary to
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Fig. II.5.9. Changing composition of kerogen during artificial evolutron rn heatingexperiments. Lelr: weight loss and atomic H/Ciatio. Rr8f,r: IR absorption Oands related toaliphatic-groups (K 2920) and to aromatic CH (K 930-7'00). Surpt.r'oi ir.utur" t..og.nof types I. II. III were heared up to temperarures shown, as in Fiiu.e ff..i.S. (After Robin,1975)

hydrocarbons, the proportion of carbon dioxide generated is higher for type |IIk_erogen in agreement with the total drop of carbonyl fi LunJ liro*n in FigureIL5.U. Furthermore. the transformation of type-IlI l..og"n i, i.ogr"ssrve, andextends over a wide temperature range, wtrile the inteival is narrow and thetcmperature o l  maximum weight  loss is  h igher  for  lype- l  keroeen.
A very important result of the h^eating .*p.iir.nt, ir'rh. ,t"p_oy_rt.pcoincidence of the kerogens resulting from ihe ripiO, trigh tlmpl.aru.e exper,_mental evolution and the slow, low_temperature natural evolutibn. It is posiible

to associate one stage of laboratory_simulated degradation to each stage of the
::::ril.-::l it i." 

parh..The respective resutts of etimenrat analysis. IR ipeoros_copy. rhermogravrm€t ric analysis and electron microdiffraction are idenlical andprove the identity of composition and structure of the two paireJ kerogens. Thisconclusion allows one to make an evaluation of ttre OegriOation potentlal of aqlven. kerogen in the deep parts of the basin, by using-shallow or outcropplng
samples from the same formation.

However, there are limitations to the use of artificial heating expenments. lngeneral. sarisfacrory simulaliuns are oblained from samples in"'f, irr". r"i"*
:llq.l_::1.t.",. 

i.r . either type I kerogen or types II and III kerogens whichnave almo^st compteted their diagenesis. Other trials, made on more rmmature
sampres or.rypes ll and IrI - e. g., a maximum burial depth ca. 200-300 m in thervresset snates (type U) or in the Douala basin shales (type III) and also the brown
coalsof the Mahakam delta- resulted in a systematic sirift of th; OiC ratio dueto
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a higher oxygen context. This result is interpreted as being due to the preferential

elimination of oxygen as water (a hydrogen-consuming process) during pyrolysis.

as compared to geological situations where oxygen is mostly eliminated as carbon

dioxide (Monin et al., 1980; Tissot and Vandenbroucke, 1983) Thus the

elimination of oxygen is crucial for the completion of diagenesis As diagenesis

occurs at rather shallow depth and mild temperature' the temperature increase is

probably not the single determining factor in diagenesis. Diagenesis cannot be

id.quut"ly simulated by heating. For instance, the various reactions of oxygen

elimination may have different kinetics, some of them having a higher tempera-

ture dependencc than others. Furthermore. there may be an influence of the

experimental conditions (open vs confined environment). Finally experimental

evolution cannot be readily applied to predict the nature (especially oil vs gas) of

hydrocarbons generated.

5.3 Structural Evolution of Kerogen

These observat ions.  as a whole .  le  ad to the conclus ion that  bur ia l  ic  ' tncreasc
in pressure and especially temperature - constitutcs the dctermining factor in

the evolution of organic matter. The temperature rise promotes the formation of

bitumen. and particularly of hvdrocarbons. the main constituent of petroleum. at

the expense of kerogen (Louis and Tissot. 1967; Tissot et al.. 197 ' /
Considering the general structure of kerogen proposed above (cyclic nuclei'

bearing alkyl chains and functions and linked b1' heteroatomic bonds and

aliphatic chiins). the following mechanism is suggested (Fig. I1 4.8) As burial.

and thus temperature and pressure increase' the structure of the immatule

kerogen is not any more in equilibrium with the new physicochemical conditions'

Rearrangements take place progressively toward increasing aromatization and

development of an ordered carbon structure. The stable configuration under high

tempeiature and pressure would be graphite, but this stage is never reached in

nonmetamorphosid sediments. However, the building blocks of kerogen. each

nucleus madi of two or more aromatic sheets. tend to b€come progressively
parallel over areas covering up to one or several hundreds A. Electron microdif-

iraction has clearly shown that the stacks of aromatic sheets gather to form

aggregates or clusters, that the number of nuclei reaching a parallel arrangement
*iitrln ttre aggregate increases, and that the regularity of interlayer spacing

increases.
The steric hindrances for development of such higher degrees of order have to

be eliminated. Thcy include, for instance' nonplanar cycles (e g ' saturated

cycles). heteroatomic bonds, or aliphatic links which prevent-Ihe cyclic nuclei

fiom forming a parallel arrangement. In a first stage, corresponding to dldge'1e-tis,

heteroatomii bonds are broken successively and roughly in order of ascending

rupture energy. starting with some labile carbonyl and carboxyl groups (like

keiones and acids). Heteroatoms' especially oxygen' are partly removcd as

volatile products: H2O. COr. The rupture of these bonds liberates smaller

structural units made of one or several bound nuclei and aliphatic chains These

fraements are the basic constituents of bitumens. The larger ones are structurall!
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similar.to kerogen but of lower molecular weight and therefore soluble (MAB
extractl, asphaltenes). The smaller ones are linear, branched and cychc hydrocar-
bons and closely related heterocompounds, such as thiophene derivatives.
During.the first (diagenetic) stage, the larger fragments containing heteroatoms.
especially oxygen (resins. asphaltenes, MaB eitract), are predJminant. Their
etlmrnatron, and that of CO2 and H2O, cause the oxygen and sulrur content rn
kerogen to decrease drastically.

As temperature continues to increase, the kerogen reaches the stage of
catqgenesis. More bonds of various types are broken, like esters and also some
carbon carbon bonds. within the kerogen and within the previously generated
fragments (MAB extract. asphaltenei etc.). The na* irugrn"n,, generated
hecome smaller and devoid of oxygen: therefore, hydrocarbons are relatively
enriched. This corresponds first to the principal phase of oil formation. as namei
bv Vassoevich (1969). and then to ihe stage of '.wet gas,, and condensate
generatlon. At the same time, the carbon content increases in the remaining
kerogen, due to the elimination of hydrogen. Alipharic and alicvclic g.uup, u,!
partly removed from kerogen. Carbonyl and carhoxyl groups are completely
eliminated, and most of the remaining oxygen is inciuAla in ether bonds and
possiblv in heterocvcles.

When the sediment reaches the deepest part of the sedimentary basins,
temperatures become quite high. A general cracking of C_C bonds occurs, both
In Kerogen and rn ttrrumen already generated from it. Aliphatic groups that were
stil present in kerogen almost disappear. Correspondingly, low irolecular weight
compounds, especially methane, are released. The remaining sulfur. when
present ln kerogen, is mostly lost, and H2S generation may be important. This is
the principal phase of dry gas formatron.

Once most labile functional groups and chains are eliminated, aromatization
and potycondensa tion of the residual kerogen increases, as shown by alteration of
optical characteristics (e. g., spores and pollen become black) and by IR spectra.
Parallel arrangement of the aromatic nuclei extends over *id" ur"a, from g0 to
5U{, A, torming clusters. Physical properties evolve accordingly (high reflectance,
erecrron dtllractton). Such residual kerogen is unable to continue to generate
hydrocarbons. as shown.by the negative reiults of thermogravimetric assiys. This
stage is reached on ly in deep - or very old - sedimentarylasins and corresponds
Io metagenesis.

. These various stages are shown on Figure 1I.1.2 with their correspondence to
vitrinite reflectance Ievels, coal ranks and hydrocarbons generated.

Table IL 5.2 presents the atomic balance of the organiJmatter transformation
by catagenesis from a shallow immature srage (700 m) to a deeper one (2500 m)
situated in the principal zone of oil formation in the paris Basin. The figures foi
kerogen, hydrocarbons, resins, asphaltenes and MAB extract. result from
isolation of the constituents and elemental analysis. Water and carbon dioxide
result from laboratory experiments (see above), simulating the evolution of

'1 Heavy bitumen, extracted by methanor-acetone-benzene mixture. Itcan tJe considered
a being made_of heavier, or more polar, asphaltenes than those extracted by chloroform
or comparable solvents.
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Table II.5.2. Atomic balance of the total olganic matter in the evolution from 700 m to

2500 m, corresponding to 1000 carbon atoms (lower Toarcian shales, Paris Basin)

Burial depth
(location)

700 m
(Vacherauville)

2500 m
(Essises, Bouchy)

H O NC H

5

4 0 .1
4  0 .1
6 0.2

8'76
180
4 l

35

'l02

36

40

1.6
1.6
3.4

10
5 1

1 8

0.
0.
0.

;

t20 23 24 806
- 106

t .2 0.2 0.1 33
1.4 0.3 0.2 22
3.7 0.7 0.2 28

5

1220
1,'7
2 1
t7
3 1

940
1 1
t4
1 3
22

Kerogen
Hydrocarbons
Resins
Asphaltenes
MAB extract
Coz
Hzo
HzS
N2

1 8

Total 1000 1306 126.3 24.2 24.5 1000 1293 11L.6 24.4 23.4

kerogen. Hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen have not been measured and are only

inc luded as est imat ions lor  balancing purposes
As a conclusion, it can be emphasized that the main feature in kerogen

evolution is the emergence of a carbon order' which progressively extends over

wider areas, and becomes stronger with increasing temperature The elimination
of the steric hindrances to ordering results in the formation of a wide range of

compounds, including medium to low molecular weight hydrocarbons, carbon

dioxide, water. hydrogen sulfide, etc. Therefore, the petroleum generation

appears to be a necessary consequence of the constant adjustment of kerogen to

new temperature conditions with increasing overburden.

5.4 Formation of Hydrocarbons During Catagenesis

5.1.1 General

A better understanding of the thermal degradation of kerogen requires the
knowledge of the evolution of the total organic content of the sediment. For
instance, the carbon content of immature kerogen of the Paris Basin at a burial
depth from 400 to 800 m amounts to 9470 of the total organic carbon of the rock.
while kerogen buried at 2500 m in the central part of the basin account only for
81% of the total organic carbon recovered in the cores. The balance, 6 and 197r
respectively of the total organic carbon, is represented by extractable bitumen-
which has been generated from kerogen (Table II.5.2)

In order to observe the formation of petroleum, we usually measure the total
bitumen extractable from the rock. i.e., hydrocarbons + resins + asphaltenes
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(Htl + R + A) or hydrocarbons only (HC). The total organic carbon being C1,we
express:

a) The transformation ratio of organic matter into petroleum as:
B i t u m e n  H C + R + A

- bitumen ratio
Co Co

b) The transformation ratio into hydrocarbons as:
HC
^ : hydrocarbon ratio

Bitumen ratio usually ranges from 0.02 to 0.20, i.e., 20 to 200 mg/g of total
organrc carbon. Hydrocarbon ratio ranges from 0.01 to 0.15. i.e.. from 10 to
150 mg/g of total organic carbon.

Actually, the use of the ratios "carbon of bitumen/Ce.' and ..carbon of HC/C6"
would be better. but most data in literature lack the carbon analvsis on extracts.

Such ratios can be considered as significant if numerous simples taken at
random from a given formation at about the same tlepth (for inirance over a
10-20-m cored interval) show a reasonably constant value. regardless of the total
organic content. Examples from various sections in the Mowry shale of Wyoming
(Schrayer and Zarrella, 1966), from the Lower Toarcian shales of paris Basin and
from Lower Miocene of West Africa (Fig. II.5.l0) show this requirement to be
satisfied.

Low€r Toorcion
Poris Bosin

We,Der r01;0edh ntervo,1158,1159m

T€.liory
West Africo

We I X (nol releosed)j0epth mleftol,l524-1562m

6

;Q

+

/(

s -

u 5 l 0
_ _-,_ * % Orgonic corbon

u 1 2
__, '> % Orgonic corbon

Fig. 11.5.10. Significance of the ratio of bitumen to organic carbon. This rauo remarns
reasonably constant over a short interval. despite considlrable variations of the absolute
amount of organic matter. Examples are shown over cored intervals of 1l m (Lower
Toarcian. Paris Basin) and 38 m (Tertiary. West Africa) respectively
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5.1.2 Presentarion of Some Tvpical Examples of Petroleum Generution

Burial of sediments is responsible for a temperature increase. which in turn

determines the generation of hydrocarbons Early observations of the tbrmation
of petroleum as a function of burial in sedimentary basins came from Larskaya

und Zhubt"u (1964), working on Mesozoic-Cenozoic beds from Azov-Kuban

basin: Louis (1964). working on the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin. and

Philippi (1965). working on Mio-Pliocene of Los Angeles and Ventura Basins
H C + R + A

They noted an inctease with depth of the bitumen ratio - ;- and'

HC
hydrocarbon ratio = accompanied by an increase in hydrocarbon content of

v0

the total extracted bitumen.

As alreacly stated. with regard to kerogen evolution' a study of.the influence of

burial on petroleum geneiation in sediments requires a situation in which all

Cretoceous I Tefirory

Fig. I1.5.1 l. Reconstruction of
burial histories (dePth versus
geologicaltime) for deeP samPles
from various formations: Lower
Toarcian of the Paris Basin. UP-
per Cretaceous of the Douala
Basin. Paleocene-Eocene of the
Uinta Basin. Miocene of the Los
Angeles Basin
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geological and geochemical parameters remain constant except depth. Four
examples have been the object of detailed geochemical studies comprlsing both
quantitative and qualitative aspects. Their overall geological conditions and type
ol organic matter are rather different.

a) The case of Lower Toarcian shales of the paris Basin has alreadv been
discussed in Section -5. l. The kerogen belongs to type II, which is rnost frequent in
source rocks. The detailed results are reported by Louis and Tissot (1967) and
Tissot  et  a l .  (  l97t  ) .

b) The Upper Cretaceous from the Douala Basin (Cameroon) is a thick
sedimentary sequence in which the nature of the sediments and conditions of
deposition can be considered as reasonably constant from Turonian Coniacianto
Campanian (90-70 million years): Dunoyer de Segonzac (1969). The correspono_
ing depth interval is 80(H200 m in the Logbaba wells, siudied by Albrecht and
Ourisson (1969) and Albrecht et al. (1976). The kerogen belongi to type III.

c) The Green River formation (both the Eocene and the assJciated FlacstafT
member) of the Uinta basin. Utah. has reached maximum burial depths 

-up 
ro

6000 m. Kerogen composition is reasonably constant and belongs to typi I.
Formation of petroleum has been studied by Tissor et al. (197g).

d)  The Cenozoic  beds of  the Los Angeles and Ventura basins (Cal i forn ia) .
studied b1' Philippi (1965), range from Recenr to upper Miocene (dbout 0 12
million vears). The sedimentation is supposed to haui been of rarner consranr
composition. The depth varies from 0 to 3500 m in the Los Angeles basin to-1600 m in the Ventura basin.

The rocks containing organic matter consist of shales and silts in the paris.
Douaia and Los Angeles basins. They range from shales to maris in the Uinta
basin. ' l 'he 

burial historv in the deepest part of each basin is shown on Fisure
I  I . 5 .  I  1 .

5.1.-l Quantitutive Aspecx (Fig. II.5.l2)

At shalbw depths. the bitumens and hydrocarbons are fairlv low. l.he bitumen
H C + R + A

r i l t ro
c,, is onlv ca. 30 mg/g in the Douala basin and 40 mc/s in thc

Paris Basin. Hvdrocarbon ratio is 5 to 15 mg/g in the Los Angeles and Ventura
b-asrns. around l0 mgig in the paris and I)ouala basins. and somewhat higher
(30 mg/g) in the Uinta basin.

Bitumen and h1'drocarbon ratios change little down to depths of ca. 1500 m in
Paris and Douala basins. more than 3500 m in Uinta basin,2400 m in the Los
Angeles basin and stil l deeper in the Ventura basin. According to local
seothermal conditions. these depths correspond, respectively, to about 60"C
(Paris Basin). 70'C (Douala basin), 100.C (Uinta basin) and 113"C (Los Angetes
and Ventura basins). Beyond that threshold, the transiormation ratros increase
rather abruptly in the Douala basin, more gently in the other basins. The bitumen
ratio reaches maximum values as high as 1g0 mg/g at 2500 m and 100 mg/g at
2100 m, respectively for the paris and Douala baiins. At the same time. the
proportion of hydrocarbons increases with respect to heavy heterocompounds
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Fig. IL5.12. Formation of hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons (resins and asphaltenes
containing N, S. O) as a function of burial depth, in different basins (cf. also Fig. 11.5.1 I ).
The major steps of evolution of the organic matter are marked: "immature". 'PZOF"
(principal zone of oil formation). and "ZGF" (zone of gas formation by cracking).
Corresponding temperatures are shown according to present geothermal gradients. In the
Douala Basin. the first temperature is the present one the second temperature is a
calculated paleotemperature according to Tissot and Espitalie (1975)

(resins, asphaltenes). and the hydrocarbon ratio reaches maximum values
ranging from 70 mg/g at 2100 m in the Douala basin (kerogen type III) to 100mg/g
at 2500 m in the Paris Basin (kerogen type II) and to 150 mg/g ar 5200 m in the
Uinta basin (kerogen type I).

At greater depth in the Douala and Uinta basins, both bitumen and hydrocar-
bon ratios decrease progressively to very low values (below 10 mg/g). This
disappearance of liquid hydrocarbons and other petroleum constituents is
attributed to cracking. which produces low molecular weight hydrocarbons (gas)
and a carbon residue. This is in agreement with the occurrence of gas, mostly
melhane, in Logbaba wells. The decrease in liquid hydrocarbons and the
generation of methane at great depth have been recognized in several other
tbrmations of various sedimentary basins, like the Upper Devonian of Western
Canada (Deroo et al., 1973) and Norrhern Africa (iissot et al.. 1974) and the
Lower Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic of the Aquitaine basin (Le Tran, 1972). It
has not been observed in the Paris and Los Angeles basins, as the depth of
investigation is not sufficienl to reach this stage.

i ,
l

I I
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However, the molecular weight distribution of hydrocarbons in the paris basin
shows that the light hydrocarbons increase with depth more abruptly than
medium and heavy ones. Hydrocarbons < C15, which are very scarce at si!a[o*
depth. may amount to as much as one third of the total hydrocarbons at 2500 m.
This observation is in agreement with the hypothesis of an overwhelming
occurrence oflight hydrocarbons at great depth. In the South Aquitaine basin. Li
Tran (1972\ observed, after a maximum al 3500 m (about 100"C), a marked
decrease of the bitumen ratio, accompanied by an abrupt increase of gaseous
hvdrocarbons and H,S at 4200 m (about 120.C). In the Devonian of Northern
Alberta and Northeastern British Colombia, Evans et al. (1971) noted an abrupt
increase of methane content in cuttings gas at depth corresponding to 100.C. All
these features point toward a cracking oforganic constituents undei conditions of
lncreaslng Iemperature.

The existence of two critical temperature thresholds in source rocks - the first
one reprcsenting a lower thrcshold to massive generation of tiquid hydrocarbons.
and the second a lower threshold to cracking and gas generation _ led
Vassoevich ( 1969) to the conclusion that in between those thrisholds there is the
principal zone oJ oil formatiort. Following the early diagenesis of organic matter
ll.yo!lq s^9dir-n:nts. subsequent evolurion will thus include the successrve sreps
(Fig. II.1.2) of hydrocarbons formation.

a\ Diagenesis
an immature stage with little change: hydrocarbons are scarce. They are more
or less directlv inherited from living organisms and comparable to the
molecules present  in  I  he young sedimenl .

b\ Catasenesis
the pr inc ipal  zone of  o i l  format ion,

- the zone of gas formation, where ,,wet gas" with increasing proportion of
methane is generated in large amounts through cracking.

c) Metagenesis
- some additional generation of hydrocarbons (mainly methane) from kerogen;

liquid hydrocarbons previously generated are also cracked and converted to
gas,

- stage of slructural rearrangement of the residual kerogen.

5.4.4 Qualitative Aspects: Composition of Hydrocarbons and
N, S, O-Compounds

I t  is  obvious f rom Figures IL5. l3 ,  I I .5 .14,  and IL5.15,  that  the propor t ions of
hnear and cyclic hydrocarbons generated during the principal phase of oil
formation depend on the type of kerogen.

In the Paris Basin, type-II kerogen generates abundant cyclic hydrocarbons of
saturated and aromatic types, whereas normal and iso-alkanes are comDarativelv
fess important (.20% of the hydrocarbons). In the Douala Basin, the hydrocai-
bons generated from type-lll kerogen contain abundant n-alkanes compared to
type II; the proportion of n - plus iso-alkanes amounts to 40 % of hydrocaibons. In
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Fig. t1.5.13. Formation of normal and branched alkanes in different types of kerogen as a

iui.tion ot burial depth. as exemplified in the Paris. Douala and Uinta Basins (same

formations as in Fig. II.5.l2). Values are expressed in mg per g organrc carbon

the Uinta basin, type-I kerogen generates more linear plus branched alkanes than

cyclic molecules:" iroth. normal and iso-alkanes' are major constituents of the

hydrocarbons (607c).' 
We shall now present a brief review of the variations among the main classes of

hydrocarbons and their relation to the various stages of petroleum generatlon

a)  Alkanes

n-alkanes in shallow samples resemble the n-alkanes already occurring in Recent

sediments. The role of high molecular weight molecules is generally important'

and the distribution stil l reflects the depositional environment ln the Upper

Tertiary of the Los Angeles and Ventura basins or the lower Cretaceous of the

North hquitaine basin. where there are contributions from terrestrial organic

matter de;ived from higher plants. a strong odd-carbon-number predominance of

the higher n-alkanes is obseived during increasing burial to the-threshold of main

hydro"carbon generation. The CPI is stil l around 4 down to 2400 m in California'

and around 5-at 1500 m in North Aquitaine basin (Fig lI 3 6) Where r-alkanes
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Fig. 11.5.15. Compositions of hydrocarbons generated from the three main tvpes of
kerogen at the depth of maximum oilformation. Areas are proportional to the respectivc
amount of each hvdrocarbon class per g organic carbon
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derived from higher plants are mixed with those from either phytoplankton orthe
microbial biomass living in sediments, the odd predominance is smaller but stil l
distinct.

In the principal zone of oil formation, substantial amounts of new alkanes are
generated with less or no odd preference5, thus causing the progressive disappear-
ance of the odd/even predominance by dilution. Thus the CPI is lowered to about
1. In addition, alkanes of Iow molecular weight are favored. This causes a shift of
the maximum in the n-alkane distribution curve towards a smaller number of
carbon atoms per molecule. These changes can be seen clearly on n-alkane
distribution curves of samples from the Los Angeles (Fig. II.3.6) and Douala
basins.

Where conditions are not suitable for the generation of new n-alkanes
(unfavorable composition of kerogen, low geothermal gradient, or very short
time of burial), however, the odd-carbon preference may last down to a great
depth. In the Neocomian shales of the North Aquitaine basin, France, where the
major part of the organic matter is composed of carbonaceous debris from higher
plants, the preference for odd-numbered molecules remains at any depth higher
than it is in good source rocks of upper Jurassic age (Table II.5.3). In the Ventura
basin, California (Philippi, 1965), where the geothermal gradient is low
(26.6'C/km) and the age of sediments is Miocene to Recent, the CPI is over 2
down to 4000 m.

On the contrary. the absence of a moderate to strong odd-carbon preference is
not necessarily a consequence ofcatagenesis. Some young and shallow sediments
show a distribution of n-alkanes containing many low to medium molecular
weight molecules and few alkanes beyond C25. The odd preference is slight or
absent. This situation occurs in Pliocene beds of the Pannonian basin at depths,
400-800 m where temperature has always been low. The immature character of
these sediments is confirmed by the occurrence of interbedded sedimentary

Table II.5.3. Compared values of the CPI as a function of
depth in the Jurassic (source rock) and lower Cretaceous
(nonsource rock) of the North Aquiraine basin

Depth Jurassic Irwer
Cretaceous

< L500 m 1 . 4 2.2

1500-2500 m 1 . 7

> 2500 m 1.0 1 . 3

5 There may be various reasons for this fact. For example, aliphatic chains, substituted on
kerogen nuclei, may be broken at various positions. Degradation of wax esters
experimentally produces odd ,-alkanes and even fl-alkenes, which are subsequentlr
conve ed to even r-alkanes (Esnault, 1973).
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layers, containing organic matter from plants with a strong odd-predominance of
the h igher  r r -a lkanes (CPI  2 to  3;  F ig.  I I .5 . l6) .

At greater depth. where cracking becomes important. distribution curves are
more and more dominated by lighter molecules in all types of sedimcnts.

Some aclc/lc isoprenoids are also inherited from living organisms. either
directly or through an early diagenesis. As the abiogeniC formation of such
peculiar structures is unlikelv. one would expect the isoprenoids to be diluted by
newly formed n- and iso-alkanes in relation to the abundance of alkanes
generated from kerogen degradation. A plot of isoprenoidsh -alkanes as a
function of increasing catagenesis shows that the isoprenoid content decreases
with depth'and with increasing hydrocarbon generation, but in a different wav
from what could be expected. During burial to the temperature threshold of thi

6 The pristane: n-C17 ratio may show more complex variations, due to the change of
11-alkane distribution with depth.

t5
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main hvdrocarbon generation. no change is noted. ln the first part of the principal
zonc of oil formation. the ratio of isoprenoid to total saturated hydrocarbons
remains nearly constant. This result indicates that somc isoprenoid alkanes are
being generated during catagenesis. The generation of ncw isoprenoids may be
explained bv the fixation ol isoprcnoid acids or alcohols as esters on the kerogen
of the Recent sediment. as suggcsted by Burlingame et al. (1969). During the
principal stage of oil formation such bonds. weaker than C-C bonds, would be
more rapidly broken and isoprenoids would be liberated. An alternative interpre-
tatiou of the phenomenon would be the existence of isoprenoid molecules
trapped within the kerogen and subsequentlv released.

As oil generation continues. fewer and fewer isoprenoid chains of this type
would be available. and they are no longer produccd when the oil generation
curve reaches its maximum. Therefore. the isoprenoid: tl-alkanes ratio
decreases. At greater depth. cracking of the hydrocarbons becomes imporlant.
and thc distribution of isoprenoids is seriously affected.

b) Steroids and Triteroenoids

These tetra- and pentacyclic molccules of biogenic origin are mostly present in
voung sediments as full_n- saturated. unsaturated or partly aromatized hydrocar-
bons. or as related structurcs such as acicls and alcohols (see Sect. 3.8). At shallow
depth and down to the temperature threshold of principal oil fbrmation. their
distribution remains rather similar. The ring analysis of nonaromatic hydrocar-
bons by mass spectrometrv shows a high proportion of 4- and 5-ring molcculcs.
compr is ing most ly  s terane.  s tcrcnc.  t r i terpane.  and t r i terpene tvpcs in  mrn\
shallow samples. as in shallow samples of the Paris Basin. They are distributed
csscnt ia l ly  in  thc carbon number range C.-Cr , ,  (F ig.  IL  5.  17) .  A s imi lar  s i tuat ion
occurs with respect to aromatic steroids and triterpenoids. At thc cnd of the
rliagenetic stage. unsaturatcd polvcvclics have been convertcd to saturates or
aromat ics.

During the principal stagc of hydrocarbon formation. thc abundance of
polvcvclics decreases. either by' dilution with ncwll gcnerated h_'-drocarbons or br
degradation. A typical casc of progressive decrease with depth is found in the
l -owcr  Toarc ian shales of  the Par is  Basin (T issot  c t  a l . .  I97 l :  Ensmingcr  c t  a l . .
1977)  wi th a corre lat ive reduct ion of  thc opt ica l  act iv i t ) .  I {owcvcr .  some
tctrac!clic and pentacvclic hvdrocarbons. including probablv steranes and triter-
pancs.  have been repor ted in  a Precambr ian sediment  (Bur l ingamc ct  a l . .  1965) .
Generalll. aromatizcd forms seem to be more stable. as thev are stil l rather
abundant in lowcr Paleozoic secliments from Eastern Sahara (Algeria). In these
old sediments fullv saturatcd stcranes or triterpanes are not detected (l' issot
ct  a l . .  197,1) .

c) Aromatic Hydrocarbons

The ratio of aromatic hydrocarbons to organic carbon increaseswith depth. butat
a smaller rate than does the ratio of total hvdrocarbons to organic carbon. In the
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ably less frequent in this stage of evolution than compared to the amount that was
inher i ted f rom biogenic  molecules of  l iv ing organisms.

Beyond the principal phase of oil formation, thus when cracking becomes a
dominating process, the thermodynamically more stable low molecular weight
hydrocarbons prevail. Therefore, in an advanced stage of catagenesis of sedi-
ments, only the light gases and benzene survive (Leythaeuser et al.. 1980).
Accordingly, increasing amounts of light hydrocarbons (saturated and aromatic
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5.5 Isotope Fractionation and Kerogen Evolution 1g9

compounds) are generated from the kerogen and/or from the bitumen previouslv
generated at these maturation levels. Due to the strong temperature dependence
of their formation reactions. rheir analysis represents i sensitive indicator for the
\drocarbon q:ler{lon process in the main phase of petroleum generarron
(Tissot et at..1971: philippi, 1975).

e)  N.  S.  O Compounds

These compounds include (1) resins and asphaltenes, which are extractible with
chloroform, and (2) other heavy asphaltenic compouncls, which can only be
extracted by a methanol-benzene or methanol-acetone-benzene (MAB) mixture.
From Table IV.l.8 in Chapter IV.1, it is clear that resins and asohattenes of
bitumen have an average elementary composition which is different from that of
resins and asphaltenes of crude oils. Oxygen. nitrogen and sulfur are more
abundant in the resins and asphaltenes from shallow bitumen. but their abun_
dance progressivelv decreases with depth and becomes more similar to those
observed in crude oil constituents. When plotted on a H/C versus O/C diagram.
asphaltenes tiom the bitumen of a given formation follow an evolution path
broadly parallel to the kerogen evolution path previously described; the same is
true for resins.

. The. following interpretation is proposed. During the first steps of kerogen
degradation rather large fragments of kerogen ari released, such as resins,
asphaltenes and MAB-extract. They have a composition broadlv similar to that of
the kerogen and still include structures with various tvpis of bonds. As
temperature continues to increase, other bonds are broken in the remainins
kerogen and in the break-down producls. Therefore, the composition of th!
break-down products, which is originally different, becomes progressively more
similar to the composition of crude oil such as resins and isphaltenes during
catagenesis. Due to that evolution, hydrocarbons of low to midium molecular
weight are likely to be produced in the same way as they are produced from
kerogen. Thus, N, S, O compounds appear as posiible intermediates in some of
the reaction pathways from kerogen to petroleum.

5.5 Isotope Fractionation and Kerogen Evolution

The break-down of kerogen during catagenesis involves the splitting of various
types of bonds and the release of smaller molecules. particularlv hydrocarbons. It
has been observed that the carbon of the bitumen released bv this process is
isotopically lighter than carbon of the related kerogen {in the range of 1 to 4%c).
The same applies to pooled oils derived from the disseminatid bilumen as
c.omp?red to its source kerogen. This isotope fractionation may be explained by
the relationship established by Galimov (1973) between isotope distribution and
chemical structure (Chap. IL2.5). Bitumen, especially the hydrocarbon fraction.
is derived from chemical groups, originally depleted inrt. such as aliphatic
chains or saturated cycles.This isotopic character is preserved when hydrocirbon
molecules are released from kerocen.
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Table II.5.4. C-Isotope fractionation during
formation of CHa in pyrolysis erperiments
(500"C). (After Sackett, 1968)
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Fig. IL5.19. Schematic re-
presentation of carbon iso-
tope ratio changes during pe-
troleum formation and evolu-
tion (Silverman. 1967)

Source molecule 613C/oo
Cfla versus A

Propane - 3.8
N-butane - 9.1
N-heptane - 9.6
N-octadecane -23.6

Crude oil, Penn.-Okla. -25.8

Corrected value according to least square
method for a straight line function.

A similar effect. i.e.. a tendency toward enrichment of the light hydrogen
isotope versus deuterium is observed in the hydrocarbons released. The range is
larger than in the case of the carbon isotopc fractionation and there is also more
variation. Values as high as a 40%" depletion in D may be obtained (Schoell.
1980) .

Methane general ly  shows a s t i l l  lo$er  dr tC.  i .e . ,  the d i f fercnce between
isotopic composition of methane and the source material is larger than between
crude oil and its source material. Methane and other low molecular weight
hydrocarbons are mostly generated by splitting of C-C bonds in kerogen or in
petroleum. Silverman (1961, 1967) and Sackett (1968) pointed out that the
prod[ction ofmethane results in an isotope fractionation. This is based on thefact
that thcre is less cncrcv reouired to break a rrC-rrC bond than a 'rC-':C boncl.
Hence in thermal ciacking 'rc-rrc bond rupturc occurs about 87, more
frequent ly  (Stevenson et  a l . ,  1948;  Brodski i  e t  a l . .  1959) .  Thus,  the methane
generated is enriched in 'tC. compared to heavier hydrocarbons and kcrogen:
Table IL5.,l and Figure IL5.l9. Because ol the production of isotopically light
methane. the source molecule is relatively enriched in the heavy ''C isotope.
Furthermore, because of the relatively large hydrogen content of the methane
molecule. the source material becomes dehydrogenated. which necessarily
results in unsaturation and the creation of more reactive double bonds. This in
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turn would lead to polymerization reactions of the residual molecules, giving rise
to.components of even higher molecular weight. Silverman (1967, 1971t has
followed this line of thought in explaining the observed carbon isotopic
composition of narrow distil lation fractions from crude oils. He points out that a
minimum in the carbon isotope distribution curve is observed in the molecular
weight region which contains the highest concentration of biologically produced
carbon skeletons. This view is il lustrated in Figure IL5.20, where the highest
optical activity - witness of biogenic compounds - is obscrved in the fraction
havrng the lowesr d''C. The general scheme of crude oil evolution and the
accompanying changes in isotope ratios of the degradation products are shown in
Figure I I .5 .19.

Sackett (1978) showed that the production of methane results in a hvdrogen
isotope fractionation as well. Laboratorv simulation experiments indicated a
significant_ enrichment of the light hydrcrgen isotope in generated methane.
although the predicted fractionation under natural conditiois could not be made
with any reliabilit)'. Carbon isotope fractionation is associated with the clcavage
ol a carbon-carbon bond to form a methyl frec radical which subsequentlv
combines with a hydrogen atom to form methane. The hydrogen atom is formed
by cleavage of a carbon-hydrogen bond so that one_fourth oi the hvdrogens in
methane has participated both in a carbon-hydrogen bond cleavage and a carbon_
hydrogen bond formation. The rate-determining step is presuirably the bond
cleavage and therefore responsible for the fractionation.
. With increasing evolution of the source rock (measured bv depth of burial or

vitdnite reflectance), a progressive increase of the drrC and dti of methane is
generally observed. In other words, the difference between the isotopic composi_
tion of methane and that of the source material (coal or kerogen) is progressively
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Fig- II.5.20. Changes in optical rotation and carbon isotope ratio with increasing
molecular weight (boil ing point) of disti l lation fraction of a ciude oil. Highest opticai
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related to Petroleum Standard-NBs-22. which is 29.4%" lower than tOl_1. latterSilverman. 1967; Welte. 1972)
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lowered (Colombo et al., 1966; Galimov, 1973; Stahl, 1975; Schoell, 1980).
Sackett (1968) has shown that the isotope fractionation effect in methane
generation decreases with decreasing length of the carbon chain in the source
molecule, and also with increasing cracking temperature up to a temperature of
500"C (Sackett, 1978). Both factors could be responsible for the fact that methane
and source material are isotopically more similar at greater depth of burial or
higher rank levels. Furthermore, higher rank levels of organic matter also
represent a higher degree of aromaticity. This change in chemical structure
toward higher aromaticity would also result in a lower isotope fractionation
between methane and its source material (Galimov, 1973) with progressing
catagenesis and metagenesis. The relatively low isotope fractionation observed
for gases derived from more aromatic coals as compared to gases derived from
less aromatic marine kerogen might be explained similarly.

5.6 Experimental Generation of Hydrocarbons
from Organic Material

Experimentai heating of organic matter has been carried out by many authors ln
order to support the theories on thermal generation of petroleum. Results
concerned with the evolution of kerogen have been presented in Section 5.2.
Although experimental heating has proved to be a convenient means of simulat-
ing kerogen evolution, the simulation may not be as good with respect to liquid
and gas products, which depend somewhat on the experimental procedures.

The experiments are based on different artificial or natural substances: pure
chemical compounds, substances extracted from living organisms, Recent muds,
and kerogen from ancient sediments. Experiments carried out on pure chemical
compounds allow an investigation of the possible catalytic effect of minerals.

5.6.1 Pure Chemical Compounds

Fatty acids have been the object of many experiments since it was suggested
pointed out that they could be a source of hydrocarbons. Decarboxylation offatty
acids by heating is a well-known mechanism studied by numerous authors!
including Bogomolov et al. (1960, 1961, 1963), Eisma and Jurg (1964), Shimo-
yama and Johns (1971, 1972) and Almon (1974). Degradation of alcohols
(Sakikana, 1951). esters, ketones (Frost, 1940; Demorest et al., 1951) and
aldehydes (Levi and Nicholls, 

1l958) was also studied, since all of these groups of
oxygen compounds are known to be present in the original organic matter. The
form in which they are incorporated in sedimenls, however, is not clear. Other
substances. such as chlorophyll (Bayliss, 1968), aminoacids, and polyterpenes
(Erdman. 1965) have also been studied.

Heating C2IHa3COOH acid at temperatures between 200 and 300"C has shown
that n-alkanes of various molecular weight are produced in presence of mineral
catalysts (Eisma and Jurg, 1964; Shimoyama and Johns, 1972). With clay
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minerals (kaolinite, Ca-montmorillonite), the main n-alkane constituent is
C1,H.,0. resulting from direct decarboxylation. With calcium carbonate, the main
n-alkane constituent is C.nH1.. suggesting that beta cleavage of the acid is the
most likely process of n-alkane formation. Besides these Dredominant n-alkanes
with 20 or 2l carbon atoms, the generation of other alkanes with shorter or lonqer
carbon chains is observed in heating experiments of long duration. They probably
result from cracking and polymerization. Unsaturated hydrocarbons and othei
fatty acids than the original C,THIrCOOH have also heen observed.

Almon (1974) investigated the mechanisms of fatty acid decarboxylation.
Anhydrous smectite favors the formation of branched alkanes. with a distribution
of isomers approaching thermodynamic equilibrium. The presence of water
favors some sort of free radical reaction and results in a strong predominance of
the n -alkanes: such a distribution of alkanes is compa rable to the situation known
in crude o i ls .

Thermal and catalytic cracking of n-octacosane (nC,sH56hydrocarbon) was
studied by Henderson et al. (1968) in order to simulate the theimal alteration of
n -alkane distribution in sediments.

Erdman (1965) has shown that thermal degradation of a polvterpene
(f-carotene) and an aminoacid (phenylalanine) results in a production of low
molecular weight alkvl-benzenes and alkvlnaphthalenes. which are absent ln
Recent sediments.

5.6.2 Natural Recent Substance.\

Experiments on natural substances go as far back as Albrecht and Engler. who
heated fish oils at the end of the last cc ntu ry. In more recent works, main 11, marine
muds were used. For instance, Erdman and Mulik (1963). bv heating muds, have
produced low molecular weight hydrocarbons. in particular alk!,lbenzenes. rhat
are absent in Recent sediments. Harrison (1976) studied the evolution offree and
bound fatty acids b1' using pyrolysis ofa modern sediment. Ishiwatari et al. ( 1976)
heated kerogen from a voung marine sediment collected in the Tanner blsin.
offshore California. Kerogen produced liquid products and gas comprrsrng
initially carbon dioxide and water, then methane. other hvdrocarbons and
hvdrogen. n-Alkanes wcre mostl) generated hv successire reactions through
intermediate products (heavier, probably heteroatomic bitumen). Separate
heating of thc main organic constituents of the sediment showed that the bitumen
(extractable with bcnzene-methanol)is responsible for58% of n -alkanes gener_
ated. kerogen for 4lVc and, humic acids for 0.47c onlv.

5.6.-1 Kerogen of Ancient Sediments

Numerous experiments ofheating ancient sediments, which have previously been
subjected to an exhaustive extraction, have shown that kerogen is able toproduce
new hydrocarbons when heated at a higher temperature than the maximum
reached during its burial history. The industrial treatment of oil shales consists of
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a pyrolysis to generate the shale oil. This oil, obtained from 350 to 500'C, has a
rather different composition from a normal crude oil. For example, unsaturated
hydrocarbons and heterocompounds (N, S. O) are abundant.

A series of experiments has been carried out on the shallow and immature
Messel  shales of  the Rhine Val le l ' (Wel te.  19661 Albrecht ,  19691 Bajor  et  a l . ,
1969). on the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin (Debyser and Oudin.
Durand, in: Tissot and Pelet, 1971) and on the Yallourn lignite from Australia
(Connan. 19741 van Dorsselaer. 1975).

The Messel shales. rich in organic matter, were deposited in the Rhine Valley
during Eocene time and have a maximum thickness of 150 m. The maximum
depth of burial is 200 to 300 m. so their kerogen is stil l very immature (e. g.,
hydrocarbon ratio is only 7 mg/g of organic carbon). After exhaustive Soxhlet
extraction. Welte (1966) heated the rock to various temperatures from 190 to
490"C. The bitumen content increases regularly with heating temperature:
hydrocarbons, and especially saturated hydrocarbons. are favored with increas-
ing temperature. A particularlv interesting point is the distribution of n-alkanes
(Fig.  IL5.2 l ) .  In  the natura l  b i tumen a st r ik ing odd predominance was prcsent
from rClj to rClr. A weaker, but stil l definite predominance of odd n-alkanes is
noted in the new bitumen which was generated bv heating to 21(I 300"C. but no
odd predominance of r-alkanes was observed in bitumens produced above
30t)"C. ln addition to the particular distribution of n-alkancs, Albrecht (1969)
showed that heating the kerogen of Messel shales also produced C1., C1o, C1*, C,e.
and C.,1 isoprenoids.
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Fig. II.5.21. Distribution of normal alkanes in the natural bitumen extracted from the
Messel shales. and in the bitumen generated by heating the shales at temperatures ranging
from 210 to.190'C (Welte. 1966)
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Connan (1974) heated Yallourn lignite and showed the formation of odd_
numbered n-alkanes and even-numbered n-alkenes by decomposition of wax
esters. Decarboxylation of fatty acids generates the odd-numbered n-alkanes,
whilst the alcohol produces the even n-alkenes. In the same expenments, van
Dorsselaer et.al. (1977) reported also the tbrmation ol some pentacvclic
triterpanes which were probably present in the kerogen matrix. By t eating ttre
Green River shales. Gallegos (1975) showed some leneration of rerpanes ancr
steranes. although they are comparatively less abundant in pyrolysis oil than in
the natural bitumen.

. All these results suggest that ,.ghost" structures, inherited from the original
biogenic molecules, can be either attached to the kerogen by chemrcal bonds
(e. g., linear or isoprenoid chains linked by an ester or eth;r bond) or entrapped in
cavities of the kerogen matrix (as in a molecular sieve) and then released-upon
temperature rncrease. Thus molecules retaining characteristic structures (iso_
prenoid chains. steroidor triterpenoid polvcycliC nuclei) or distriburion parrerns
(odd n-alkanes) may be produced during the first stage of the catigenetic
evolution. Foilowing that line ofthought, Seifert (197g) co-rnpared the hydrocar_
bons present in crude oils with those generated by pyrolvsis of kerogen. in ortler
to identify the source rock responsible lor generation oi the oil.
. With the Messel shale. Bajor et al. (1969) carried out heating experiments wirh
increasing temperatures in order to simulate a progressive buiial. They showed,
as..a function of temperature. a progressive inciease of the liquid' bitumen
followed by a decrease of liquid bitumen explained by cracking and massrye
generation of light hydrocarbons. This succession is in agreeient wrth the
progressive evolution observed in sedimentary basins as a fu-nction of burial.

Experiments on Lower Toarcian shales of t-he paris Basin are of two different
types. A first set was carried out on shallow immature samples in order to
determine the influence of time and temperature on bitumen and hydrocarbon
generation (Table Il.5.5): after 90, 180, and 270 da1,s. the amount generated was

Table II.5.5. Bitumen (hydrocarbons +
resrns + asphaltenes) generated byhealing
lower Toarcian shales (Fecocor.rrt: paris
basin) at 180, 2OO and 22O"C

Time (days)

Bitumen generated (mg/g of
original organic carbon)

at 180"C at 200"C ar 220"C

1
3

1 0
30
90

180
270

5.9
6.6
6.6
8.8

10.4
10.7
12.8

6.8 9.2
8.7 13.1
9.2 14.0

14.8 21.4
12.2 30.0
22.2 30.4
2t.2 36.2
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about three times more at 220'C than at 180"C. In addition, generation of high
molecular weight heterocompounds seems to precede the formation of hydrocar-
bons. The latter would mostly result from successive reactions in which heavy
heterocompounds act as intermediate products (Louis and Tissot, 1967). This
interpretation is confirmed by the results of lshiwatari et al. (1976) reported
above.

In a second set of experiments on Lower Toarcian shales, samples from various
depths in the basin were heated under standard conditions after exhaustive
Soxhlet extraction. They resulted in more bitumen generation from shallow
immature samples than from deep rocks which had already undergone some
maturation and had produced hydrocarbons during their natural burial The role
of pressure has been tested in experiments on the same shales of the Paris Basin
with geostatic pressure varying from a few bars up to 800 bars. The hydrocarbons
generated are apparently of the same order of magnitude at all pressures studied
Heterocompounds, such as resins and asphaltenes, might be slightly less abun-
dant under high pressures. This is an indication of the relatively subordinate role
of pressure in the formation of oil.

More recently. two important aspects were investigated by heating kerogen of
ancient sediments in conditions closer to subsurface situations. Lewan et al.
( 1979) showed that in the presence of water ("hydrous pyrolysis"), the observed
distribution of hydrocarbons generated is more comparable to that of crude oils
than it is without water. In pafticular no olefins are generated. when water is
Dresent.

The role of the mineral matrix was observed in pyrolysis conditions by two
series of experiments. Espitalid et al. (1980) compared the products yielded by
heating the kerogen in an ancient shale, the isolated kerogen from the shale, and
the same kerogen with varying proportions of minerals, such as ill ite, smectite,
etc. They observed that some clay minerals, such as ill ite, are responsible for
relention ofheavy hydrocarbons (> Crr) and non-hydrocarbons generated during
pyrolysis, thus providing an effluent rich in light hydrocarbons. In turn, the
trapped heavy constituents are progressively cracked and produce light hydrocar-
bons and a carbon residue. if heating is continued. Horsfield and Douglas (1980)
showed comparable results by pyrolyzing various kerogens and coal macerals
(vitrinite, sporinite, alginite) in the presence of minerals.

5.0.4 Ignificance ol Heating Experimenrs

The conclusions derived from heating experiments cannot be compared directl)
and without great care to subsurface conditions in sedimentary basins

The main result of the heating experiments is to prove that kerogen is able to
form petroleum constituents under temperature increase Laboratory experi-
ments are not able to simulate natural diagenesis, as there are probably important
factors other than temperature at that stage; however, they provide a convenient
simulation of catagenesis with respect to kerogen evolution The results are in
agreement with the mechanisms of petroleum generation deduced from the
observations of case histories in sedimentary basins. Furthermore. experiments
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have also proved that biological markers can be fixed to kerogen by chemical
bonds, such as ester or ether bonds, or entrapped in the kerogen matrix and
subsequently released upon catagenesis.

Laboratory results have also shown that time and temperature can, to some
extent. compensate for each other. The important role ofthe heavy heteroatomic
compounds, including asphaltenes, is confirmed. Some of them may be already
present at the stage of early diagenesis, whereas the major part results from the
thermal breakdown of kerogen. Heavy heteroatomic compounds contribute to
the generation of hydrocarbons and other constituenrs of low to medium
molecular weight. ln that respect they can be considered as intermediate products
in some of the reaction pathways from kerogen to hydrocarbons.

The possible role of minerals, especially clay minerals, is not clear. Catalytic
inlluence of cla1, minerals is only possible if there is an intense contact guaranteed
between the reacting organic molecule and the clay surface. Such a contact
bctween the bulk of the kerogen and clay minerals is not possible because they are
both solid materials. Therefore a catalytic effect on the breakdown of kerogen
can be largely excludcd. Free petroleum compounds liberated by non-catalytic
thermal breakdown of kerogen, however. can come in contact with clay surfaces
and can be adsorbed. Thereafter a catalytic reaction is easily possible. In pyrolysis
experiments this effect is observed. At present it is difficult to assess the
importance of catalytic reactions under geological conditions. Finally, more
experiments are probably necessary to measure the role of water in the reactions
generating light or medium hydrocarbons.

It can be observed that an intermediate situation, between laboratory experi-
ments and catagenesis due to burial in sedimentary basins, is provided by igneous
intrusions in sediments. There, volcanic flows, dikes or sills provide high
temperatures over a short time range. Catagenetic transformation of kerogen can
be observed to a certain distance of the igneous rock and petroleum is genirated.
This situation has been reported by Hedberg ( 1964) and McIver (1967) and occurs
in South Africa, Southern Colorado , Argentina, etc. and more recently in cores
taken during the Deep Sea Drill ing Program: Simoneit et al. (1978, 1931).
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Summary and Conclusion

From Kerosen to Petroleum

During burial of sediments, the increase in temperature results in a progressive
reafiangement of kerogen:

1. During the last part of diagenesis, heteroatomic bonds and functional Sroups ale
eliminated. Carbon dioxide, water and some heavy N, S, O compounds are
released. In terms of petroleum exploratio!, soutce tocks are considered as
immature at this stage.

2. During catagenesis, hydrocarbon chains and cycles are eliminated. Thus, flIst
mainly crude oils andthen gas are successively formed. This stage corresponds to the
principal stage of oil formation. and also to the principal stage of wet gas formation.

3. During metagenesis, a rearrangement of the aromatic sheets occurs. The stacks of
aromatic laye6, previously distributed at random in kerogen, now gather to form
larger clusters. At this stage, only dry gas is generated.

The amount and the composition of hydrocarbons present in source rccks change
progressively, as a function of increasing evolution. During diagenesis, molecules of
biological origin predominate, including certain n-alkanes and iso-alkanes, steroids,
and terpenes. Duing catagenesis, medium to low molecular weight hydrocarbon
become predominant, and particularly n- and iso-alkanes. Where metagenesis is
reached, methane is practically the only remaining hydrocarbon.



Chapter 6
Formation of Gas

6.1 Constituents and Characterization of Petroleum Gas

There is a wide variety of natural gas occurrences whosc composition ano mooes
of formation mav be rather diffcrent. Howevcr. in this chaptcr onlv natural
petroleunl gas will bc considered. While methane (CH.,) is aluays ;r major
constituent of thc gas. other components mav be present:

- hvdrocarbons heavier than methane (mostl)' ethane C.Ho. propane C,H3.
butane C,H1,1) .

- carbon dioxide COl: hydrogen sulfidc H,S,
-  n i t rogcn.  hvdrogen.  argon.  hel ium.

condensate (liquid hydrocarbons dissolved in the gas: thev are separated when
the gas reaches surface or shallow subsurface positions).

The origin of gaseous constituents is multiple and may be not onlv organic, but
also inorganic (atmospheric air. volcanic and geothermal gases, radioactivity).

Characterization of natural gases has to rely on a small number of parameters.
as the number of their constituents is relatively small, compared to the largc
variety ofmolecules found in crude oil. Furthermore, dry gas is mainly composed
of methane. with minor fractions of nonhydrocarbon gases.

The main parameters used to characterize gas are the following:
the methane content. and also that of higher hydrocarbons, when they are
presentl this is conveniently expressed by the Cr/tC" ratio (methane/total
hvdrocarbons),

- the content, of CO2, H:S, N, and other nonhydrocarbon gases, if present.
- the carbon isotope composition of hydrocarbon gas, usually expressed as

d''C(%.) (for definition see Chap. II.2.5) in particular dr3C, refers to rhe
isotopic composition of methane.

- the hydrogen isotope composition ofhydrocarbon gas, usually expressed as dD
(fbr definition see Chap. II.2.5).

The principal characters of hydrocarbon gases generated during the successive
stages of kerogen evolution are shown in Table II.6.1, according to the data
recently presented by Srahl (1975), Galimov (1980), Schoell (1980). Rice and
Claypool (1981). and Tissot et al. (1982). Both the first and the lasr stage
(diagenesis and metagenesis) generate dry gas. i. e.. methane with a very low
content ol higher hydrocarbons: C,/)C">0.97. However. these two stages are
casily differentiated by their respective isotopic fractionalion: the drrC, ratio of
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Table 1I.6.1. Pdncipal characteristics of hydrocarbon gases generated

during the successive stages of kerogen evolution. (After Stahl, 1975;

Galimov, 1980; Schoell, 1980; Rice and Claypool, 1981)

cr/tc, drrcr dD

Formation of Gas

Main stages of evolution

Diagenesis Dry gas
-90

> 0.97 to < -180
-55

Catagenesis
Oil-associated gas

Wet gas

-55

< 0.98 to
-30

< -140

Metagenesis Dry gas

-40
> 0.9'/ to

-20

-  150
to

- 130

the earlv. biosenic methane ranges from -90 to -55%o' whereas the metagenetic
methane shois drrC values bet-ween -40 and -20%". The dD of methane could
provide additional valuable information, as shown in Table II.6.1 . The intermedi-
ate stage of catagenesis generates wet gas. including oil-associated gas' with a
variabli proportion of higher hydrocarbons: Cr/-tC"<0 98. The isotopic ratios
6r3C, and dD show intermediate values.

Thus, a systematic study of the drrcr measured on methane and the C'/IC"
ratio allows a first and relatively simple characterization of pooled gases, as

shown by Figure I1.6.1 which is compiled from the data of Stahl ( 1975). Galimov
(1980), Schoell (1980), Rice and Claypool (1981) This il lustration shows the

three successive stages of gas generation during the evolution of sediments:

- biogenic gas. generated during diagenesis,
-  thermal  gas generated dur ing catagenesis .

Fig. IL6.1. Relative abundance and
isotopic composition of methane in
gases from biogenic origin (diagene-
sis) and thermogenic origin (catage-
nesis and metagenesis). The original
data used for compilation of this
figure are shown, with references, rn
Figure II.6.7

J@ tdrlt ollDnctir!

[@ lrinlt l.rot.r.trrtir!
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Fig. IL6.2. Successive stages of
gas generation in sediments, after
Claypool and Kaplan (1974),
Demaison and Moore (1980),
Galimov (1980) and Rice and
Claypool (1981). Isotopic compo-
sition of kerogen and metbane are
shown after Galimov (1980), with
minor changes

- thermal cracking gas generated during the late part of catagenesis and
metagenesls.

The principal events responsible for gas generation in sediments are shown in
Figure II.6.2, according to Claypool and Kaplan (1974), Demaison and Moore
( 1980), Galimov ( l9tt0), Rice and Claypool ( 1981), together with a comparison of
the isotopic composition of kerogen and the related methane (Galimov, 1980).
These aspects will be reviewed in the following Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

It should be noted that the isotopic characterization of methane presented in
Table II.6. I and Figure I1.6.1 is based on pooled gases. The greatest care should
be taken when applying these results to small amounts of gas found near the
surface. The isotopic composition of low quantities of methane occurring in soils,
groundwaters and young sediments may be altered by action of microorganisms.
In particular, oxidation of methane by methane-oxidizing bacteria utilizes
prefercntiall) rrC. as compared to rrc. Thus the residual methane may be
enr iched in  'C (see ahove.  Chap.  11.2] .

6.2 Gas Generated During Diagenesis of the Organic Matter

6.2.1 Hvdrocarbons

The upper slice of a young sediment containing organic matter and deposited in a
normal. open and oxygenated sea. may well be aerobic (Fig. IL6.2). However.
the sediment becomes anaerobic at very shallow depth. first at a microscopic.
then at a macroscopic scale. and bacterial reduction of sulfate is initiated,
generating Sr . The available amount of sulfate is quickly lowered under normal
conditions. and the sediment enters the zone of methane generation by bacterial
degradation of the organic matter whose ultimate step is carbon dioxide or
acetate reduction by methanogenic bacteria. This biogenic methane shows a very
low isotopic ratio dlrcr : 90 to -55%". The succession of these events is
discussed in Chaoter II.2.2.
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A comparison of the isotopic ratio of the kerogen and of the related methane
shows that such biogenic methane is highly depleted in the heavier isotope of
carbon. as its drrCr is ca. 30 to 50%c lower than the Atrc of the original kerogen.
However. the isotopic composition of the kerogen is only slightly changed, as the
global svstem simultaneously generates CH4 (1rC-depleted) and COr (rrC-
enriched), providing some internal compensation (Galimov. 1980).

Favorable conditions for generation of abundant biogenic methane are the
following. according to Rice and Claypool (1981):

- elimination of oxygcn.
low sulfate content.

- moderate temperatures: 75'C seems to be the maximum acceptablc tempera-
ture. even to thermophiljc bacteria; this assumption is rather in agreement with
the observations made on subsurface oil degradation by other types of bacteria
(see below.  Chap.  IV.5.3) .

- sufficient space available to the bacterial bodies (1-10 pm). i.e., a moderate
stage of compaction.

From these considerations, and also from observations made in sedimcntary
basins. it is assumed that most biogenic gas is generated at depth shallower than
1000 m. However. there are situations where active generation could have
persisted at greater depth.

The proportion of higher hydrocarbons (ethane. propane, etc.) generated by
bacterial activity is very low. as compared to mcthane. However. a systematic
examination of the ethane/methane ratio in the cores taken as part of the Deep
Sea Drill ing Project has shown that thc ratio increases with depth trom l0 r to
10 : at depths ranging between 500 and 1500 m: Figure II.6.3 (Rice and Claypool.
l98l). This progressive change is interpreted as a result of mixing biogenic
methane with some earlv products of the thermal evolution of kerogen.

Thc composition of the major accumulations of biogenic gas is shown in Table
I I .6 .2 and in  F igure I  L  6.4.  They arc found in  re lat ive ly  young scdime nts.  r lng ing
from Cretaceous to Pleistocenc, which never experienced high temperatures.
Present rese rvoir dcpt hs are shallowe r than 1300 m in the major lields of Weste rn
Siberia and in the Great Plains of Canada and United States. Biogenic ga: may

Fig. IL6.3. Ethane to methane ratio of natural gas ftom
some wells of the Deep Sea Dril l ing Project, and ftom
the Frio sands in Gulf Coast (Rice and Claypool, 1981)
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Fig. IL6.,l. Relative abundance and isotopic com-
position ofmethane in various gases from biogenic
origin. Stratigraphic ages given denote the age of
the reservoir rock. (Data from Schoell, l9g0; Rice
and Claypool, 1981)

Table IL6.2. Composition of the major accumulations of biogenic gas. (Adaptcd from
Rice ancl Claypool. 1981: wirh addirional data from Schoeil. 19;g0)

Countn'
Uasin or t ield
Reservoir age
Deprh  (m)
c .tc,
d 'C ( t ; . )
L\ t imaled

i l 0 i r  x  m i )

U ,  S .  S .  R ,
W Siberia
Crelaceous
70{)- l l00
>  0 .99

68 10 58
t l

Canada
S. E. Alberla
Crctaceous
r00- 1000
>  0 .99
- 6li to -60

u .s .A .
N. Great Plains
Cretaceous
120-810
>  0 .97

Ilalt
Po Valley
Pliocenc
1200 1000
>  0 .97

76 to -55
0..1

U ,  S .  A .
Gull  of Mexico
Plcistocenc
,160-21J00
> t\  .97
-69 to -55
0 .1

.rlso lre tbund lt greater dcpths in younger sediments. such as thc pliocene of
\or th I ta l l  and the Ple is tocenc of  the Gul f  o f  Mcxico.  where avervvoung ageanr l
.i lou {eothcrmal gradicnt ntake the sediments stil l immature douin to 2E00 m.

6. l. 2 N ctn ht drocsrbons

\onh1'drocarbon gases mav also be generated during the stage of diagenesis.
oarticularlv carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Carbon dioxide itav result from
ructerial activity at shallow depth degrading the organic matter in sediments.
\larsh gas mav contain I to I\Vc COl (Sokolov. 1974). However, at thts stage
iarbon dioxide is lrkely to be largely dissolved in subsuiface waters. Later, whcn
thermal degradation of kerogen is initiated, at depths such as 500 to 1500 m. the
main feature of diagenesis is the elimination oi functional groups. including
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carbonvl and carboxyl groups. which generate abundant COl: this corrcsponds to
the elimination ol oxygen lrom kerogen and the associated decrease of the O/C
ratio. The amount of COl generated is directlv related to the original composition
of kerogen and increases from type I to type III. which is able to generate large
quantities of carbon dioxide. In fact the labile C:O groups mav amount to 30'Z
by weight of some type III kerogens (see above. Sect. ,1.7). Karu'eil (1969)
reported that I kg of coal is able to generate up to 75 I of COr.

Nitrogen is sometimes found in association with shallow biogcnic gas (for
instance in Alberta: Hitchon. 1963). Although nitrogen may be a remnant of air
trapped in intcrstitial waters of sediments. another possibility is that diagenetic
ammonia may be oxidized to N: by meteoric waters carrying oxygen.

Hvdrogen sultlde is also produced by sulfate-reducing bacteria in young
sediments (Chap.  I1 .2.2) .  However.  i t  is  not  preserved and usual ly  recombines
verv quicklv: either with sulfatc to produce lrce sulfur. or with iron to Elenerate
sulfides (mainlv in detrital sediments). or with organic matter (mainly in
carbonate-evaporite sediments).

6.2.-l Inportutrce o.l Biogenic Gas

The world reserves of biogenic methane have been estimated bv Rice and
Claypool  (  l9Ul  ) to  l7  x  l0 ' -m' (17,000bi l l ioncubicmeters) .  ln  addi t ion to th is .
new reserves could be discovered in places such as the Great Plains of Canada and
the USA.

The present evaluation amounts to ca. 20% of the total world gas reserves
estimated to be 77.-5 x l01r mr. However. this figure is heavity influcnced bv the
huge accum u la t ions of  b iogenic  gas in  Western Sibe r ia  (ca.  l l  x  10r :  mi) .  and the
ligure could be quite dilTerent on a regional basis: e. g.. in Western Europe the
fraction of biogenic gas is approximatelv 7 % versus 93 ?1 of thermal gas generated
dur inI  c l r t recncsi '  rnd mclaut  nc. i . .

6.3 Gas Generated During Catagenesis and Metagenesis of
Organic Matter

6.3. I Ht'dro<'arbtnt Gas

Catagenesis is primarily the stage of oil generation. Horveve r. formation o f liq uid
hydrocarbons is alwal's accompanied by some generation of hvdrocarbon gas.
especially C,-C1. which were virtuallv absent during diagenesis. The occurrence
of C,-Cr hvdrocarbons is even a characteristic fcature diagnostic of the
catagenesis zone: an example from Western Canada. where this method has been
part icu lar ly  used.  wi l l  be d iscussed in  Chapter  V.1.3.4.

Methane is also senerated along with cr,ude oil and C,-C1 h1'drocarbons. Early
methane is stil l depleted in heavy isotope ' 'C. as compared to thc kcrogen which is
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Fig. II.6.5. Abundance of l iquid and gas-
eous hydrocarbons, and hydrogen sulfide,
in cuttings from a deep well in the Aqui-
taine basin, France (Le Tran, 1972)
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the sourcc for it. but the difference is progressively reduced when passing from
diagenesis to catagencsis and mctagenesis stages: Figure II.6.2. Thus. with
increasing evolution of the sediments. the proportion of thermal methane
becomes greater and the d''C1 becomes less negative.

When the advanced stage of catagcnesis ( R., - 1 .3 to 2.0) is reached, cracking
of C-C bonds becomes important in crude oil alreacly generated ancl also in the
remaining kerogen. The amount of liquid hydrocarbons decreases, whereas gas
increases abruptlv. as has been observed bv Le Tran (1972) in a deep well ofihe
Aquitaine basin: Figure II.6.5. Gas generated by cracking usuallv shows a lower
d ' 'Cthanthere latedoi ls .duetoagreaterprobabi l i ty forbreaking, :Cl rCbonds
than rrC r:C bonds (Silverman, ttlO+, ilO;; see above Sect. 5.5). Thermal
cracking experiments carried out b]' Sackett (196tt. 1978) have confirmed this
view and showed that the resulting methane is 4%,r to 25%" lower than the parent
matcr ia l  (see above.  Sect .5.5) .

During metagenesis. some of the kerogen constituents are stil l able to generate
methane. as shown by the experiments of Jrintgen and Karweil (1966). In
particular. the short alkvl chains, which are stil l present and would prevent
coalescence of the polyaromatic nuclei. are broken at that stage. The resulting
methane shows a drrC, close to that of kerogen: Figure I1.6.2.

From observation of the amount and isotopic composition of methane
generated by thermal cracking during late cat;genesis and metagenesis in
gcological conditions we can suggest that actual situations fall between two
extreme cases (F ig.  IL6.1) :

methane is mainly generated by the cracking of oil; this situation could occur
lrequently when kerogen belongs to type I or I [, i. e., if it is very oil-prone: A in
F i g .  I L 6 . 1 ;
methane is mainly generated by cracking of the remaining kerogen; this
situation could occur frequently when kerogen is of type IlI, which is less oil-
prone, or when oil has been largely expelled out of the source rock before
metagenesis is reached: B in Fig. II.6.1.

Both situations mav be found in gases analyzed by Stahl (1975): an example of
r.rsc A would bc provided by the gases of the Permian Basin. Texas, whereas an
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example of case B would be provided by gases of the NW European basin,
generated from Upper Carboniferous coals and associated shales.

6.3.2 Nonhydrocarbons

Nonhvdrocarbon gases - mainlv hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen - may also be
generated during late catagenesis and metagenesis and they are associated with
methane and light hydrocarbons in certain basins, according to the t)'pe of
sediments and the geological history.

a) Hydrogen sulfide may be generated in large amounts by thermal cracking
from kerogen and from liquid sulfur-containing compounds present in crude oils:
the deep wells drilled in the South Aquitaine basin have clearly shown that
hydrogen sulfide is generated together with methane be)'ond 120'C: Figure II.6.5
(Le Tran. 1972). Hydrogen sulfide is particularlv abundant when the organic
matter itself (type II) is rich in sulfur, which may be the case with carbonate and
carbonate-evaporite sequences. On the other hand. type III kerogen is usually a
poor source for sulfur compounds.

b) Free sulfur, if present. may also react with hydrocarbons to produce H1S.
Sulfate reduction (if present in sediments), and the related oxidation of hydrocar-
bons, mav also occur during metagenesis - beyond 150'C - resulting in
generation of hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide.

As a result of both processes (a) or (b), it has been observed that the average
abundance of H.S in natural gases reaches a maximum at depths beyond 3000 m
(see below Chap.  I  V.4.3.21.

The existence of H:S together with SOj--containing rocks at great depth and
high temperatures often results in formation of free sulfur. Free sulfur and H2S
together may form polysulfides which in turn destroy methane and generate H:S
(Wel te,  1976) .

c) Nitrogen may also be generated from certain types of kerogen during
metagenesis. Lutz et al. (1975) have shown on cuttings of Westphalian coal
measures, in a deep well close to the huge Groningen gas field, that the nitrogen
content increases markedly during metagenesis and may reach 607a of the total
gas generated at that stage. Experimental evolution of various coals seems to
confirm the view that the nitrogen present in organic matter is little affected until
an advanced stage of thermal evolution is reached and the activation energies
related to Nr generation range from,t0 to 70 kcal mol-r (Klein and Jrintgen,
1972). Furthermore. because ol the smaller molecular diameter N2 (ca. 3.4 A)
should migrate more easily than CH., (ca. 3.8 A). if diffusion processes are
involved. The preferential migration of nitrogen may also result in an isotopic
f rac l ionat ion.  u i lh  an enr ichment  of  r :N.

d) Hydrogen is often observed during high-temperature pyrolysis of oil shales;
it may also be generated from kerogen in a geological situation where advanced
stages of thermal maturation are reached. Diffusion of hydrogen molecules is,
however, relatively easy. thus lowering concentrations.

I
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6.4 Gas Originating from Inorganic Sources

207

Somc constitucnts of natural gas mav be produced bv purelv inorganrc processes.
i. e.. without participation of the organic matter of the sediments.

a) 'Ihe 
atmospheric air dissolved in shallow waters mav be traprred with

intcr ' t i t i r l  uJ l ( rs  in  thc porc \pacc o[  \ i )ung \ediments.  Or \gcn is  e. rn.umcd h]
aerobic microbial activity. Nitrogen and argon might be pieserved in certain
cases. However. the argon/nitrogen ratio is frequcntly diffcrent from the ratio in
atmospheric air ( 1 .2 x 10 :). suggcsting that other sources of nitroge n an d argon
are probablv more important.

b) Gas originatint from magmatic rocks. such as yolcanic and geothermal gascs
mal  be a source of  CO.,  H1 and smal ler  amounts of  CH,.  H.S.  N. .  He ancl  Ar .  ln
theCaucasusarea.sokolov(197.1)repor te. lcurbondiox ideioncentrat ions inf rcc
and dissolvcd gases rcaching 90 to 99ta. In somc gas accumulations. CO, is a
ntalor conrponent ancl is probablv of magmatic origin. This is the case. for
example.  in  ccr ta in areas of the Rocky Mounta ins (up to 987r  CC),  in  Colorado.
New Mexico and W. ' l 'exas) .  the Panuctr -Ehuno arer  of  Mcxico (96t ;  COr)  and
par t  o f  thc Pannonian basin in  Centra l  Europe (Mihai  f ic ld  9-5Ci  CO.) .  Sokolov
(197.1) interpreted these occurrcnces as rcsulting from magmatism with igneous
intrusions and/or volcanic activity. Fluid inclusions obseryed in magmarrc or
metamorphic rocks also contain mcthane and other Iight hvtlrocarbons probablv
generatcd bv inorganic svnthesis.

c) Radioactivitf is likely to be the source for helium and most argon. Helium is
produced by disintegration of the radioisotopes of the uranium and thorium
fami l ies.  }5-U.  ]nU and : r :Th.  respecr i rc l r .  Argon resul rs  f rom dis in tcgrat ion of
potassium '"K. Natural uranium is composcd of 99. 3c/c lNlJ arul,0.J a/c,I5U. .rITh
amounts to 10(l % natural thorium. and r"K amounts to 0. 12 % natural potassium.
With regard to the average content of natural uranium. thorium and potassium in
the earth's crust. and to the respective half-life of these radio-isotopes. onc can
evaluate the number of disintegration pcr year in I g of avcrage rock (Table
IL6.3). which is directll, rclated to the amount of gases generatcd.

Therefore, with increasing age of the rock. thJcumrilative amount of gases
generated by radioactive decay processcs increases. This age-dependence has
been effectivelv observed. and is shown fbr helium in Figure I I.6.6 based on data
f r  m l t lT l )sr \  l je ld , .  I t  is  c lcar  t  hr r r  rhc d i . t r ihut ion L, l  rh i  he l ium concentra l i ( rn  in
gas fields changes with the agc of the rcservoir rock. The mode of the distribution
in Paleozoic gas fields cxceeds bv more than two orders of magnitude the mode in
Tcrtiarv gas fields.

Table I I .6 .3.  Number of  d is in-
tegration g I of average rock per
miilion vears

Potassium
Uranium
Thorium

29,1 x 10'r
1 . ,12  x  10r l
1 .56  x  l0 ' l
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l - iE .  l l .h .h .  D is t r ibu t ron  o I  the  he l ium
content in gases from Paleozoic.
Mesozoic. and Tertiary reservoirs (Tis-
sot. 1969)

Mesozoic
N=]83

Paleozoic
N'609

t o _ 5 ro_2 1o' '

fle iuln conlenl rn gos

6.5 Occurrence and Composition of Gas in Sedimentary Basins:
Example of Western Europe

Two considerations make the distribution of gas accumulations more difficult to
explain than the distribution of oil fields. Firstly, gas constituents ma)' derive from
different sources (organic. inorganic) through diffcrent processes of generation
(biogenic, thermogenic, or even radioactive). Furthermore. thcy migrrte more
easily than oils through the sedimentary column. In this connection it has to bc
remembered that lor gaseous constituents. because of their small molecular
diameters and their relativelv high water solubility, diffusion processes may plal' a
special role with respect to migration and also dispersion of gas and dcstruction of
existing fields. Unfortunately there are not yet enough data available to assess the
importance and influence of diffusion processes upon the distribution and
occurrence of gases. In general some rules can be given concerning the composi-
tion ofthe hydrocarbon fraction in relation to the geological situation ofthe field,
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but the distribution of the non-hvdrocarbon constituents mav change from one
ha5rn lo  tno lher .

Vrrious basins of Wcstern Europe, ralging in age from Carboniferous to Mio_
Pliocene. offer a wide distribution of natural gas composition and origin. Tables
IL.6.,1 ro ll.6.h sho\ rhe composition and origin ofgas accumulations in the
pnncrp t grs provrnccs ()f We\tern Europe: they are plotted in Figures Il.6.7 and
IL6.8. The various gas fields can be grouped oi follo*..
- .a) The alpine realnt (Table II.6.4: Schoell 1977. l9g0: Colombo. 1966:
Mattavelli ct al.. 1983) comprises mainlv Tertiary and pleistocene sediments.
wnere Dlogenrc gas was generated during earlv diagenesis and preserved in the po
Basin (mainly Pliocene) and the Easiern t4ola"sse basin of South Germany(Oligocene and Miocene). Methane amounts to 9j _99c/a of the gas. higher
hydrocarbons are almosr absent. The high C,/XC" ratio and the low;rrcr a;e in
iureement with the generai scheme. In the po Basin. the immature character of
the l-ate Tcrtiarv beds in attested by low vitrinite reflectances (( 0.5 7a R. at 4000
to 60(X) m) and results from a low geothermal gradient and i short duration of
bur ia l .

In older becis ol earlv Tertiarl' and Mesozoic age, thermogenic gas has been
qenerated during catagenesis in the Western Molasse basin and in Malossa, Italy,
tthere depth is bevond 5(X)0 m. The proportion of ethane antl higher hydrocai-
bons is quitc variablc. depending on the local degree of catagenesis, whereas

Table 11.6.,1. Composition and origin of the
Western Europe

maln gas fields in the alpine regions of

Country N.  I ta ly S. Germany N. Italy

Basin or f ield Po Basin E. Molasse W. Molasse Malossa

lAg. Pliocene
Reser-f (Pleisrocene. Oligo-
rorr I Miocene) Miocene

lDepth (m) 1200 3000 900_2000

Eocene Mesozoic and Triassic
Tertiary

1800-3000 800_2000 5400

Ct (. ' / ')
> C: (.'/i )

c r/-IC'

,18-97
2 2 1
0.7-0.9

91 99.1 97.5 99.3 88 97
0.04-{.3 0.05_0.5 1.5 8
0.970-0.999 > 0.99 0.90 0.9ti

79
1 9 . 8
0. ri

co:. (/.)
\ : ( ? ) < t].-5

<  0 . 4
0.1-7

0 . 3  4
0 . 1  1 0

0.24
1.5-1tl

u.4
0 .7

t  'Cr  
(? , ) - . � 7 6 t o - 5 5  - 7 2 t o , 6 0  _ 6 0 t o _ 5 0  _ 4 7 t o _ 3 5  3 6 . 2

Origin Biogenic
\tage of evolution Diagenesis

Biogenic Mixed
Diagenesis Diagenesis

+
Catagenesis

Thermogenic Thermogenic
Catagenesis Catagenesis
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Tablc 1L6.5. Composition andorigin ofsome gasfields derived from Jurassic source rocks
of  W.  and N.W.  Europe

North SeaCountrv or province W.  Cermany

Basin of f ield N.W Germany Oil-Associated Frigg
gas fields

Lacq

lAsc
Ke\er ro t r  I(Depth (m)

Jurassic
E. Cretaceous
800 2000

Eocene

1850

E. Cretaceous
L. Jurassic
3200

Ct ( ' /r , \

> C: (."/' \
c1/tc"
cor (%)
N:  (%)
HrS (c/. )

65  91
8-30
0.7-0.96

< 1

5+84
13�38
0.58 0.86

95
4
0.96

l
i 0 . 8

69
4 . 9
{t.93

9.6

1 5 . 4

, t L 'C ,  ( '  . ,  ) -5 ,11o - . l  l 5 l  to  -45 43.3 -.11.2

Origin
Stage of evolution

Thermogenic Thermogenic
Catagenesis Catagenesis

Thermogenic Thermogenic
Late Cata- Late Cata-
genesis genesis

o
;o CATIGEIIE$IS

I

^'""'-{l figltil I l{iiiftil:ffiu*;^
Fig. IL6.7. Relat ive abundance and isott lpic conrptlsi t ion of methanc in gases from W'

Eurooe. comoared rvith other locations in North America and Sibcria Strat igraphic ages

given denote the agc of the rescrvoit  rock. (Data from Boigk et al .  19761 Stahl. l97i i :

Schoe l l .  198U:Menendez .  1973 i  Hd r i t i e r  e t  a l . .  1979 )

Cr /ICn



6.5 Occurrence ancl Composition of Gas in Scdimentary Basins

Table IL6.6. Composition and origin of some gas fields derived from
Westphalian source rocks (coal measures) of N.W. Europe

l l  l

i''[, -70 -il| .30
| t r - - r . . ' ' - _

Bas in  o r  t ie ld Groningen N.W.  Germanv

Carboniferous Permian-
E. Triassic

2000-4000 1700 2500

{Ag. Permian
Rerer ro i r  J  (Rot l iegend )

tDepth  (m)  245n

9 ( % )
> C:  (%)
c1/tc"

8 1
3
0.96

82 97 20 95
0 . 5  6
0.9+0.996 0.94-0.996

cor (7 )
N :  ( % )
,t 'tc, (2.)

I
1,1. ir
-36.6

0.5-7
1 8 0

t - t 0
I  1 0
-30 to -22 -32 ro -  19

C)riein
Stage of evolution

Thermogenic
Late catagenesis to metilgenesis

llf .6.rm||t.0thotoic

a
o
UJz
uJo

uJ
=

Fig. II.6.8. Origin and isotopic com,
position of the principal gases of
Western Europe (Tissot and Bes-
sereau. 1982)

d' 'C,  is  tvp ica l  o f  that  c lo lut ion s tage.  An in termcdiate s i tu i l t ion occurs rn thc
Eoccne hecls  of  the Ei is tcrn Molasse basin and in  some Mioccne f ie lds of  the po
Basin. rr hcre a mixture of drv gas gcncrated durin-u diagenesis and *,et -sas from
eur lv  catagenesis  resul ts  in  a cer ta in propor t ion of  h igher  ht 'c l rocarbons.  and a
, ) '  C  r r n g i n s  f r , ) m  - h { l  l , )  - 5 U 7 , .

b) The-J uissic source berls, which are the major source for crude oil in Western
Europe (particularlv in the North Sea), have also generateci large amounts ofgas
in the North Sca, the Aquitaine Basin. and smaller but sizable amounts in North
Germanv (Tablc  I1 .6. -51 Le Tran,  1972:  Menendez.  1973;  Srahl .  l97g:  H6r i t ier .
1979;  Schoel l .  1980) .

ln the North Sea. the oil-associated gas is accumulated in reservoirs ranging
from Jurassic to Paleocene age. It has been generated during catagenesis: thc
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proportion of Cr and highe r h,vdrocarbons is important (Cr/.:C" : 0 6 to 0 9) and

ihe d'rC, is in the range of -50 to -:10%.. The Frigg gas field. where an import:rnt
gas column ( 170 m)ovcrlies a thin oil ring (10 m) probabll' originatcd cluring the
late catagenesis stagc of Mio-Pliocenc. when thc Jurassic source beds u'erc buried

to 4000-4000 m. It contains less Cr and highcr hydrocarbons (C1/IC" = 0.96) The

stage of evolution of the source rock is attested by vitrinite reflectivities from 1 5

to 1.87e (H€r i t ier  e t  a l . .  1979) .
A comparable situation occurs in the Aquitaine basin. where the l-acq and

Meillon gasfields were formed during late catagenesis and occur presentlv at
320tH500 m and,1000-5000 m depth. respcctively. The C]'/IC. ratio (0.93) and
the drrCr  ( -44%.)  are comparable (Menendez.  1973) .  and thc s tage ofcvolut ion
of the source beds is attested b! vitrinite rctlectivities in the ran€{c of I to 2 % at
Lacq (Robert, 1980). Hydrogen sulfidc and carbon dioxide are also prescnt. HrS
may result from cracking of both kcrogen and crude oil previouslv generated
(many crude oils in the Aquitaine basin contain a significant amount of sulfur):
however, destruction of methane due to polysulfides. or reduction of hydrocar-
bons by evaporite could also be considered as a process of H,S generation. The
lat ter  rcac l ion would a lso contr ihu le lo  CO: generat ion

c) The Westphalian coal measures, and the associatcd dark shalcs. are the
oldest and major source for gas in N.W. Europe: southern part of thc North Sea,
Netherlands and northern Cerman.v (Table I1.6.6: Hedemann. 1963; Patijn.
196,1a.  b;Stahl .  l96t t :  Lutz  c t  a l . .  1975:  Boigk c t  a l . .  1976:  Stahl .  1978:  Schocl l .
1980). 

'I 'he main reservoirs arc in order of dccreasing importance of reservcs
Permian (Rotliegend). Early Triassic. and Late Carbonifcrous. The major
feature of gas trapping is the occurrencc of a wide belt of Permian salt (Zcchstein)
prov id ing an excel lent  seal .

There wcre two ma.jor phases of burial: the first onc ended in carly Mesozoic
time (Triassic to Earlv Jurassic). the sccond one rcached its muximum in
Cenozoic (3000 to 70(X) m on top of Carboniferous). During this last burial. thc
Westphalian coal measures reached the stage of late cittitgencsls to metilgcnesls.
dcpcnding on thcir gcographic and stratigraphic location. Teichmtillcr et al
( 1979) have shown that vitrinite retlectancc in the top Carboniferous beds rangc
from 1.0 to 2.61t . Thc bulk of gas now fountl in these fields is thought to have
been generated during the lattcr phase of burial. It cannot be excludcd- horvevcr.
that some of the gas is cvcn notv being gcnerated whcre temperatures arc high
enough to rcach necessary activation cncrgies and where thc coal and organic
matter in shales is not yet too mature.

Gas compositton shows a strong predominance of methane. as C'/fCn ranges
from 0.94 to 0.9967.. whereas dr jC' ranges from -36 to - 19%". Thermalcracking
of coal and coaly kerogen prescnt in the associated dark shalcs is probabli
responsible for thc high values of drrCl: in the vicinity of Groningen' wherc C,t
.:-C,, is 0.96 ancl drrC' of methane gas is only - 36.6%.. retlectance value tln top of
Carboniferous is only 1.0 to 1.7% (late catagenesis): in Wtistrow and Ebstorf.
where gas is  a lmost  dry (Cr / ;C, , :0 .99)  and d"C,  reaches -21%..  rc t lectance
values are in the range of 2.5% (metagenesis) (Boigk et al ' 1976; Teichmtiller
c t  a l . .  1 9 7 9 ) .
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Other constituents of gas are 1 to 107c COz and N.. which is found in variable
anounts from I to 90 %. In Late Carboniferous reservoirs. where the extension of
vertical migration is limited. the highest values (10% N.) seem ro be associated
with the stage of metagenesis. ln Permian reservoirs. the highest ligures are
observed in the Wristrow field, with a varving content of N3 reaching 80c/r. and in
the German part of the North Sea with a maximum 907c N] content. Boigk et al.
(1976) have interpreted this fact as an cnrichment of N, due to extensive
migration. However, there may be other sources for nitrogen gas.

6.6 Distribution of Gases in Sedimentary Basins

The composition of hydrocarbon gases in Western Europe, and also the carbon
isotope ratio varv in general agreement with the principles expressed in Sections
6.2 and 6.3.  and a lso in  Table IL6. l .  From these examples,  i t  appears that  the
distribution of quitc a number of hydrocarbon gases. including their isotopic
composition. can be reasonably interpreted in terms of stages of maturation:
cliagcnesis. catagenesis. mctagenesis (Fig. IL6.7). The distribution of non-
hvdrocarbon gases is more complex. as the origin mav be different from one basin
to another. and furthermore it can also be affected by migration. For instance,
Hitchon (1963) described in the Alberta basin a succession of gas zones with high
concentrations of N.. CO.. and H]S. respectively, from the shallow accumula-
tions of the eastern flank to the deeper accumulations close to the Rocky
Mountains. ln Western Europe the situation is comparable as far as HlS and
accumulation depths are concerned. N,. however. is found preferentially in
accumulations derived from advanced maturation stases. and moreover from
important vertical migration. COl is found ar relatively shallow depth (late
diagenesis to earlv catagenesis) in South Germany, but also in deep accumula-
tions derived lrom late catagenesis (Lacq) or even metagenesis (North Ger-
many). Thus the interpretation of the distribution of nonhydrocarbons has to be
made in the frame of the regional geological conditions.

A special cluestion is the possible existence of a lower limit - a floor - to
cxploration for hvdrocarbon gas in sedimentary basins. The deepest gas fields
prescntlv known range from 7 to 8 km approximatcly. Beyond these depths.
tempcratures may range from ca. 160'to 350'C in sedimentarv basins. At this
point. most source beds have reached an advanced stage of metagenesis and there
is little chance for additional methane generation, except in some young
scdiments where fast burial is associated with a low geothermal gradient. Thus, in
ccneral. the existine fields at such depths would have been generated in a
shallower situation. and subsequently buried at greater depths. This scheme
rcquires a good scal and a smooth structural history to ensure physicalpreserva-
tion of the accumulation.

Thermal stabilitv of mcthane. at these temperatures and even higher (Hunt.
1975). is such that present and foreseeable drill ing depths do not reach zones
$'hcre methane can be dcstroved because of temperature. Destruction of
methane. however. is possible by chemical reactions involving free sulfur or
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sulfates at elevated temperature and resulting in hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide generation. This may particularly happen in carbonate or carbonate-
evaporite series where sulfur has not been trapped by iron to form iron sulfides.

Finally. there may be another limitation due to the loss of reservoir characteris-
tics. especiallv porosity. At great depth. dissolution and recrvstallization of
minerals under high pressure conditions become important when approaching
metamorphism and they can obliterate the existing porosity. There are. however.
situations where a hydrocarbon saturation was reported to prevent cementation
in the pores where hydrocarbons are present.

Summary and Conclusion

There ist a wide variety of natural gas occurrences, whose composition and modes of
formation may differ considerably. Characterization of natural gases has to rely on a
small number of parameten, as there are not many constituents in gases. Prominent
features are the ratio of methane to total hydrocarbon C1D Cn and the isotopic
composition: carbon and hydrogen isotopes.

Biogenic methane wich is only generated at low temperature levels (below 75 "C) can
be recognized by very low isotopic ratios (6 "C1 from -9AV- to - 55%"). Pure biogenic
gasdoes not contain higher hydrocarbons in appreciable proportion. Biogenic methane
is of economic importance in certain regions of the world (e.9,, Western Sibeia,
Canada).

There is a continuous generation of wet gas parallel to oil generation. Beyond the
main phase of oil generation, due to increasing temperature, cracking of oil and
kerogen becomes a predominant process. Therefore more and more wet and subse-
quently dry gas is being generated.

The thermal stability of methane is such that a lower limit - or gas floor - is not
determinded by high temperatures as such. but by the depletion of hydrogen in the
source material. Foreseeable drilling depths, therefore, do not reach the stage where
methane becomes thermally unstable. However, methane can be destroyed chemi-
cally. for instance by convenion to H2S in the presence of sulfur.

Nonhydrocarbon constituents (e. g., CO2, H2S) ofnatural gases mayhave aninorganic
o sin.



Chapter 7
Formation of Petroleum in Relation to Geological
Processes. Timins of Oil and Gas Generation

7.1 General Scheme of Petroleum Formation

The history of petroleum formation is summarized as a function of increasing
burial of the source rock in Figure II.7.l. which represents the abundance and
composition of the hvdrocarbons generated. and in Figure II.7.2. which shows
the correlative evolution of kerogens. The depth scale represented in Figure
IL7.1 is based on examples of Mesozoic and Paleozoic source rocks. It is only
approximate and may vary according to the nature of the original organic matter,

Fig. IL7.1. General scheme ofhydrocarbon formation as afunction ofburialofthe source
:ock. The evolution of the hydrocarbon composition is shown in insets for three structural
:r pes. Depths are only indicative and correspond to an average on Mesozoic and paleozoic
:irurce rocks. Actual depths vary according to the particular geological conditions: type of
\erogen. burial historv, geothermal gradient. (Modified after Tissot et al.. 1974). This
:igure can be compared with other diagrams proposed by Sokolov (in: Kartsev et al.. l97l)
,nd Hedbere (1974)

- Hydrocarbons generated -->

;
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its burial history and the geothermal gradient. Based on the fundamental
knowledge presented in the previous chapters. the general scheme of oil and gas
formation may be summarized as follows.

7.1.1 Diagenesis

a) Young Sediments

At shallow depth. small amounts of hydrocarbons are present. They are inherited
from living organisms, directly of with minor changes during the early diagenesis
of the young sediment. They have characteristic structures resulting from their
biogenic origin, and may be considered as geochemical fossils. At this stage. the
composition of the kerogen is controlled mainly by the initial input of organic
matter and by the nature and extent of microbial activity in the upper sedimentary
layers of sedimenl.

The only new hydrocarbon generated at that stage is methane. ln spccial cases,
microbial activity may result in abundant methane generation (biogenic gas).

b) Immature Stage

During an appreciable time and depth span, little transformation occurs, as both
hydrocarbons and kerogen are metastable under near-surface conditions and
need a sufficient increase in temperature and time for rearrangements to be
initiated.

When depth and temperature have increased to a sufficient level, heteroatomic
bonds in kerogen are progressively broken. Oxygen elimination from kerogen is
particularly important during this phase and results in CO2 and HzO formation.

Po,\Ll0A. PPOD ' ' -  0r lLROI,FN F\01 
-10\

E
E
I

co2,H20 8i0ctN c cN4
O L

jF-e RESI0UAL 0R6ANlC tulATTER
* lno polenl c f l]r o or qcs)

Fig. 11.7.2. General scbeme of kerogen
evolution presented on van Krevelen's
diagram. The successive evolution sta-
ges are indicated and the principal pro-
ducts generated during that t ime. Resr-
dual organic matter does not exhibit an
evolution path. (Modified after Tissot.
1973)- A I o M | C 0 / C +
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The firsl petroleum products liberated by this transformation include mostlv
heteroatomic (N, S, O)-compounds of high molecular weight particularly asphal-
tenes and resins. A certain amount ofgas might also be generated, especiallyfrom
organic matter of type IIL

7.1.2 Catagenesis

a)  Pr inc ipal  Stage of  Oi l  Format ion

As temperature continues to increase. more and more bonds are broken. e. g.,
ester and some C- C bonds. Hydrocarbon molecules, and particularly aliphatic
chains. are produced from kerogen and from the previouslv generated N. S. C)-
compounds. Some of the hvdrocarbons released are Crr to Cr0 biogenic molecules
comparable to the geochemical fossils which were formerly entrapped in the
kerogen matrix or linked by various bonding such as ester, ether. etc. However.
most of the new hydrocarbons generated during the main zone of oil generation
have a medium to low molecular weight. Thcl' have no characteristic srructure or
specific distribution. contrary to the geochemical fossils which are progressively
diluted b), these new hydrocarbons.

This is the principal stage of oil formation, as described by Vassoevich et al.
(1969). However. liquid oil generation is accompanied by formation of significant
amounts of gas.

b) Stage of Condensate and Wet Gas Formation by Cracking

As burial and temperature continue to increase, breaking of carbon carbon
bonds occurs more and more frequently, and affects both the source rock
hydrocarbons already formed and the remaining kerogen. Light hydrocarbons
are generated through this cracking and their proportion increases rapidly in the
source rock hydrocarbons and petroleum. Due to the kinetics of formation and
the advanced structure of kerogen, methane becomes quickly the dominating
comoound liberated.

The overall transformation occurring during catagenesis is equivalent to a
process of disproportionation. On the one hand, hydrocarbons of increasing
hydrogen content are generated. The average atomic ratio H/C is 1.5 to 2.0 in
curde oil and is 4.0 in pure methane. On the other hand, the residual kerogen
becomes depleted in hydrogen with an atomic H/C ratio of about 0.5 by the end of
the stage of catagenesis.

7.1,3 Metagenesis: Dry Gas Zone

After most labile material has been eliminated through catagenesis, a structural
reorganization occurs in kerogen, with the development of a higher degree of
ordering. However. in this stage (metagenesis) no significant amounts of
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hydrocarbons are generated from kerogen except for some methane' Large

amounts of methane may result from cracking ofsource rock hydrocarbons andof

reservoired liquid petroleum.
The floor oi the possible existence of methane in the subsurface is contrary to

all other hydrocarbons not controlled by its thermal stability (Hunt' 1975). The

stability of methane, even at higher temperatures (up to about 550'C) is such that

present and foreseeable drilling depths do not reach zones where methane can be

iestroyed because of temperature. Methane. however' can be destroyed chemi-

cally due to the presence of sulfur or sulfate (see above Chapter II 6)'

ln fact there may be an economic limit for commercial occurrence of methane,

due to desradation of reservoir characteristics, especially due to lack of porosity'

7.2 Genetic Potential and Transformation Ratio

Tbe succession of the main steps of evolution outlined above (Sect 7 1) is a

common fact, but the temperature corresponding to the thresholds and the

amount of petroleum generated depends on the nature of the organic matter and

also on the temperature history, namely temperature versus time relationship
The influence of pressure and potential catalysts is Iess clear.

In an effort to distinguish between the respective influence of the kerogen
composition and of the catagenesis intensity, we can define and make use of two

terms: the genetic potential and the transformation ratio.
a) The genetic potential of a given formation represents the amount of

petroleum - oil and gas - that the kerogen is able to generate ' if it is subjected to

in adequate temperature during a sufficient interval of time. This potential

dependi on the nature and abundance ofkerogen, which in turn are related to the

original organic input at the time of sediment deposition, and to the conditions of
microbial degradition and rearrangement of the organic matter in the young

serliment. Thus, the genetic potential depends on external factors' such as

topography, climate, oceanology, existence of biological associations etc, as

poinaed out by Debyser (1969). It may be noted that the genetic potential of a

iormation may be conveniently characterized by the type of kerogen (or by the

corresponding evolution path) and the abundance of kerogen. A quantitative

evaluaiion oi the genetii potential can be made on the basis of a standard

pyrolysis technique, which is discussed in Part V (Espitali6 et al.,1977).
Thi genetic pbtential of a petroleum soutce rock is not essentially different

from th-e total oil and gas yield of an oil shale upon pyrolysis' as there is no

fundamental difference between a shallow immature source rock and an oil shale
- provided the organic richness is sufficient. This point will be discussed further

in  Chapter  I I .9 .
b) The transformation ratio is lhe ratio of the petroleum (oil plus gas) actually

formed by the kerogen to the genetic potential. i.e ' to the total amount of
petroleum that the kerogen is capable of generating. The ratio measures the
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extent to which the genetic potential has been effectively realized. An evaluation
of the transformation ratio is provided by the standard technique of pyrolysis.
described in Part V. together with the genetic potential. The ratio can also be
approximated. down through the main stage of oil generation (thus before
reaching the zone of wet gas formation). by using the bitumen ratio.

The transformation ratio depends on the nature of the organic material and on
the subsequent geological history (mostly the temperature versus time history).
Therefore, the transformation ratio depends mostly on internal factors: geother-
mal gradient. subsidence, and teclonics. The temperature corresponding to the
beginningofthe principalstage ofoil formation is also dependent on the natureof
kerogen, but the beginning of the stage ofgas formation is less dependent on this
factor, in accord with the kinetics of crackins reactions.

7.3 Nature of the Organic Matter. Gas Provinces Versus
Oil Provinces

1. The nature of the original organic material is an important factor that cannot
be disregardcd. Larskaya and Zhabrev (1964) pointed out that the vrriou5 types
ol organic matter involved in their Azov-Kuban survey reacted differently to
burial. When gathering data from many sedimentary basins, it is clear that
kerogen made of marine or limnic autochthonous organic matter, including the
microbial biomass living in sediment (type I or II, rich in aliphatic groups),
generates abundant bitumen: 180 mg/g of organic carbon in the paris basin.
200 mg/g in the Uinta basin. On the contrary. kerogen comprising a large amount
of continental plant debris (Type III. rich in aromatic groups and oxl,genated
functions) generated a smaller amount of bitumen: 100 mg/g of total organic
carbon in the Douala basin.

An illustration of the importance of the composition of the organic matter is
shown in Figure I L 7.3, where two shallow kerogens. which have not yet reached
the stagc of catagenesis, are compared: one belongs to type ll, i.e.. a "high"
evolution path in the van Krevelen diagraml the other. from a "low" evolution
path. belongs to type IIL Upon pyrolysis under inert atmosphere, the first one is
more than twice as productive as the second. Furthermore. the relativc abun-
dance of aliphatic structures and carbonyi or other groups. as illustrated by IR
spectra. results in a different composition of the degradation products. For
example. COr + H:O amounts to about 50Ea of the products yielded by type-lll
kerogen. as compared with onlv 25c/a for type Il. Thus, the genetic potential of
the hvdrogen-rich type II is about three times the potential of the hydrogen-poor.

2. The frequently discussed question of oil versus gas provinces is linked to the
genetic characteristics of the organic matler and also to the degree of thermal
maluratlon.

a) In general, the organic matter incorporated in marine or lacustnne
sediments is derived from natural associations of flora and fauna. and it has been
mixed and homogenized by natural processes of sedimentation (in rivers and
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The structure of such organic matter is in essence an assemblage of aromatic
cycles with short carbon chains. For inslance, the structure of lignin can be
thought of a polvmer of substances like conifervl alcohol, shown in Figure L,1.15.
Subsequent degradation produces mainly light hydrocarbons (particularly
methane. by cracking the short chains).

Therefore, this type of organic matter mostly generates "dry" gas, which
contains CH.,. COz and N,, and is rather similar to gases from coal mines,
especially in advanced stages of catagenesis or metagenesis. The gas found in the
Netherlands and in the southwestern part of the North Sea is thought to originate
from this type of source i.e., coal and associated carbonaceous shales of
Carboni ferous age (Par i jn .  lqb4) .

Besides the predominantly aromatic structure derived from lignin and humic
substances. there may be various proportions of lipid, chain-like or cyclic.
material possibly inherited from higher plants (waxes, resins), microbial biomass
(membranes. waxes) or even algal input. These lipids are able to generate liquid
hydrocarbons at depth. They are usually subordinate. but they may reach a
significant proportion of the kerogen in certain deltaic environments.

In this case, source rocks containing type III kerogen and the associated coal
are responsible for commercial oil and gas accumulations, such as Handil and
Bekapai fields. in the Mahakam delta, Indonesia (Durand et al., 1919). A
comparable situation might be found in some other deltaic environments.

c) In a more general way. it can be said that some organic matters are less able
than others to generate oil in commercial amounts, but any organic matter may
generate gas, provided it is buried to a sufficient depth during a long enough time
interval.

The relation between oil and gas occurrences from the same organic material.
depending on the temperature history, is il lustrated by the comparison of the
southeastern and southwestern Sahara in  Alger ia :  i .  e .  ,  the l l l iz i  Bai in  and Ahnet-
Mouydir Basin, respectively. The Ill izi Basin produces large amounts of oil and
associated gas from Silurian and Devonian source rocks. while the Ahnef
Mouydir Basin produces only methane. From geological reconstitutions. the
maxrmum burial depth to the top of Silurian rocks is at least 1000 m deepcr in the
Ahnet-Mouvdir Basin. and furthermore the geothermal gradient is somewhat
higher. The corresponding temperatures are more than 130.C for the Ahnet-
Mouydir Basin and 100'C for the Ill izi Basin. If we assume an activation enerAy
for cracking reactions of approximately 50 kcal mol 1, the reaction rate is
multiplied by more than 100 between these two temperaturesi. Therefore, the
cracking may be negligible in the one casc, and completed in the other.
Furthermore, this interpretation is in agreement with the observations on the
carbonization of soores and nollerr.

7 The classical rule of doubling of rate every 10"C is acceptable for reactions with an
activation energy in the range of 10-20 kcal mol i. l t is not applicable for cracking
reactions. where the activation energy is much higher.
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7.4

Formation of Petroleum in Relation to Geolosical Processes

Temperature, Time and Pressure

Burial. and thus temperature increase are obviously of primary importance for
hydrocarbon generation. However, the exact roles of temperature, time, and
pressure have to be distinguished, although they are to some extent interdepen-
dent.

Oil and gas are produced from the kerogen of the source rocks through a
succession of chemical reactions. These reactions are governed by the usual
kinetics of the chemical reactions, and this has been verified on examples taken in
sedimentary basins (e. g., thc Paris basin, Tissot, 1969). Therefore, the transfor-
mation ratio depends on temperature and time. This conclusion is intuitively
understood, as onc would expect a different amount ofpetroleum to be generated
from a source rock heated to a given temperature during 1 as compared with 100
million of vears.

The reaction time is implicitly accounted for in the various indices ofcatagenesis
(vitrinite reflectance, spores and pollen coloration, etc.). because the changes of
these parameters also obey kinetic laws. and thus these indices integrate the
effects of temperature and time. However, geological time has seldom been
explicitly discussed. although it is of primary importance to know the timing of oil
and gas generation and to compare it with the time of the formation of traps
(deposition of impervious cover. folding, faulting, etc.).

The respective influence of temperature and time has been observed from
laboratory experiments (Chap. 11.5, Table II.5.5) and is confirmed by compari-
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Fig. IL7.,l. Compared depth and temperature of the beginning of the principal zone of oil
formation in several source rocks of different ases (Tissot et al.. 1975)
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son of the actual evolution of source rocks of different ages in sedimenrarv oastns.
The r r rnsformat ion rar io  o i  rhe organic  ma er  is  p lo i red in  F igure IL7.+ as a
function of depth for several source rocks of ages ranging from Devonian to
Miocene. in places where the geothermal gradient is broadly similar. It is clear
that the oil-generation threshold, situated at the top of the principal zone of oil
formation. varies with the ages of the source rock: about -50.C in the Silurian and
Devonian of the eastern Sahara, 60'C in the Lower Jurassic of the paris basin.
70'C in the Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary of West Africa, l l-5.C in the
Mio-Pliocene of the Los Angeles basin.

From these observations it can be assumed that there is a time temDerature
relationship. each one of the two parameters being able to compensate for the
othcr. The kinetic equations show that the transformation ratio of the organic
matter is influenced more by temperature than by time: i e. , the influence of time
is linear. whilc that of tcmperature is exponential. For this reason. very old
organic sediments such as the Moscow lignites of lower Carboniferous age. buried
to depths less than 200 m. have never reached a more advanced stase of
co l  l i f icat  ion (  Kr  rwei l .  l95o) .

The exact role of pressure is difficult to elucidate. because temperature and
pressure are not independent factors. both being linked to burial depth. The
consideration of two neighboring areas, like the Los Angeles and Ventura basins,
that comprise the same sedimentary sequence. but have a different geothermal
uradient. provides some information. The threshold of oil seneration is 2400 m in
the Los Angeles basin, and 3600 m in the Venrura basin. Both depths correspond
to the same temperature. 115'C, despite the very different pressures (assumed to
bc approximately proportional to the respective depths). Therefore, the influ-
ence of pressure is probably subordinate, compared to that of temperature.
Experimental work has confirmed this opinion (Chap. II.5.6.3).

".-5 Timing of Oil and Gas Generation

Determination of the timing of oil and gas generation can be done in rwo ways,
"oth using the graph of subsidence in the various parts of a sedimentary basin,
: e.. the depth versus time curve in a certain number of selected representative
'ca l  i t ,ns.
a) lf a sufficient number of samples is available from the source rock formation.

:he bitumen ratio or hydrocarbon ratio is plotted against maximum burial depth
:.) construct the curve of petroleum generation. The main thresholds are
:ctermined - top of the principal zone of oil formation - top of the cracking and
:r\ tormation zone. Then they are drawn on the various graphs of subsidence to'rnd the time when the respective thresholds are crossed by the depth versus time
, rrvc. Oil (or gas) is assumed to be generated in significant amounts as from that
:  n e .

h) A more general wav has been proposed by Tissot (1969) and Tissot et al.
,915). using a mathematical model to simulate the thermal degradation of
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kerogen and the formation of petroleum (oil and gas). The principles of the
simulation are discussed in Chapter V.4.

The model is calibrated for a given formation by using laboratory experiments
on kerogen pyrolysis. Data from extraction ofcores and cuttings samples (bitumen
ratios and hydrocarbon ratios) are also used ifthey are available, but they are not
strictly necessary. Then, the amount of oil and gas generated by the formation is
computed as a function of geological time for any location in the basin where the
depth versus time curve and the geothermal gradient (or reflectance measure-
ments) are provided. Thus. a dating ofthe phenomena becomes possible with an
evaluation of the timc when oil generation began in significant amounts. the
duration of this period. and the time of cracking and gas generation, if this is the
case.

Thc results of the timing determination, by either method, can be checked
against geological information on existing oil or gas fields (time of sealing-cover
deposition, time of folding. faulting, etc.).

Examination of the results obtained in various geological situations shows that
oil generation is never an abrupt phenomenon. It results from the kinetics of the
successive chemical reactions involved and lasts an appreciable period of time. A
quick oil generation extends over 5 or 10 million years, whereas a slow generation
may cover over 100 million years or more.

Examples of quick and early generation of oil are found in sedimentary areas
where the rate of subsidence has been very high and the geothermal gradient
abnormally important in relation to the global tectonic phenomena. In the
Pannonian basin of Central Europe, Pliocene source rocks have produced
commercial oil over a few million years. The thickness of the Pliocene beds may
reach up to 3000 m (a subsidence rate over 500 m per million years), and the
geothermal gradient reaches in places more than 50"C km r. Other examplesof
rather quick oil generation are found in Mio-Pliocene beds of the circum-Pacific
area, such as Indonesia, Sakhalin or California; again high rates ofsubsidence are
involved. and geothermal activity is generally high. Similar situations may occur
in rift opening areas, like the Red Sea-Gulf of Suez at present time, or the south
Atlantic rift in Cretaceous time,

Examples of petroleum generation over a short period of time (10-2-5 million
years). but not necessarily early. are found in basins. troughs or grabens where a
thick sedimentation occurred in a short period of time, burying previously
deposited sediments of any age to great depth. In the Ahnet-Mouydir basin and in
the southwestern part ol the Ill izi basin (Algeria), source rocks of various ages.
ranging from Silurian to Upper Devonian, were deeply buried in lower Car-
boniferous time and generated oil and gas almost at the same time. In many parts
of the world a thick sedimentation occurred in Cretaceous time. and determined
burial and catagenesis transformation of the source rocks previously deposited in
platform conditions. In western Canada, both Devonian source rocks of the
Leduc area and lower Cretaceous source rocks produced oil and gas in late
Cretaceous and earll ' Tertiary time. Such situations are usually associated with
normal geothermal gradients.

Generation of oil over a very long period of time usually occurs in platform
areas where subsidence rate was alwavs moderate. This is the case of the

I
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Paleozoic source rocks ol northern Sahara (Hassi Messaoud area), progressively
buried in Mesozoic and Tertiary times at a rate ca. 25 m per million yeari.
Jurassic source rocks of the Paris basin were progressivelv buried during Jurassic.
Cretaceous and lower Tertiary at various rates from 5 to 15 m per million years. In
both of thcse examples oil generation extended over ca. 100 million ycars.

7.6 Comparison Between the Time of Source Rock Deposition
and the Time of Petroleum Generation

Besides variations in the duration of the main stage of oil generation. the elapsed
time from sedimentation until the rock enters the principal zone of oil formation
may varv considerablv from a few million years to more than 300 million years.

It has been mcntioned that many source rocks of southern Alberta in the
western Canadian basin, whether Devonian or Lower to Middle Cretaceous.
produced most of their petroleum in late Cretaceous and lower Tertiary time.
This means that the principal srage of oil formation began ca. 300 million years
after deposition of the Devonian source rocks and ca. 40 million years after
deposition of the Cretaceous source rocks from the Colorado Group. Other
previously mentioned examples, Pliocene source rocks (pannonian basinl. reach
the main stage of oil generation within a few million years after deposition.

An interesting example. with geological control of the timing, is provided bv
the Hassi Messaoud area in thc norrhern Sahara basin (Algeria; Fig. II.7.5). In
this basin two sedimentation cvcles occurred. Paleozoic shales and sandstones
range from Cambrian to Carboniferous, and they include the orolific source rocrs
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Fig. 11.7.5. Geological cross,section in the Hassi Messaoud area (Algeria) showing the
Paleozoic reservoir (Cambro-Ordovician) and source rock (Silurian). unconformablv
ovcrlain bv Mesozoic series (Poulet and Roucachd. 1969)
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U. Paleozoic Mesozoic Ce Fig. 11.7.6. tsurial history of the Silu-
rian source rocks in the Hassi Messaoud
{ea (top) and hydrocarbons generated
(bottom). as a function of geological
time (modified after Tissot et al.. 1975 ).
Quantit ies of oil and gas produced are
computed by using the mathematical
model. presented in Paft V
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of Lower Silurian age. The area was gently folded in late Carboniferous time.
then deeply eroded. In particular, the Cambrian and Ordoyician reservorrs were
exposed to the atmosphere during Permian. The second sedimentation cvcle
started in Triassic time with a thick salt deposit, followed bv 4000 m of various
sediments. The oil fields are locateci iust below the unconformitv in the Cambro-
Ordovician sandstone and sealed by the salt cleposit. Shouli oil have been
generated during Paleozoic time and trapped in the anticlines, it would have been
weathered during all Permian time, because the reservoir was exposed to the
atmosphere for several tens of million years. Therefore, it may be hl,pothesized
that oilwas generated in both the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic-Tertiarv cvcles. but
that the oil trapped during the first cvcle was lost by weathering, and onlv the oil
trapped during the second cycle makes up the present accumulations. An
alternative hypothesis is that oil was generated only during Mesozoic or Tertiary.
once the thick salt deposited provided an adequate seal.

Consideration ofthe burial curve, as a function of time (Fig. II.7.6), shows that
the source rocks remained at moderate depth (less than 1500 m) during Paleozoic:
then folding and erosion were followed by a thick sedimentation during Mesozoic
tlme, resulting in a far more important burial (ca. 4000 m). Use of the
mathematical model showed that only a small amount of oil was generated during
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the first 300 million vears. The principal stage of oil generation was reached only
during Cretaceous. a lime when the salt cover was already available. The results
of the mathematical simulation can be checked againsr geological data on the
nearby Rhourde el Baguel oil field. where the reservoir is also the Cambro-
Ordovician sandstone below the unconformity. The trap is provided there by a
horst. bounded with north-south faults, whose age has been determined by
sedimcntation studies. The faults occurred in Lower Cretaceous time. and no
structural trap of an)' kind was available before faulting. Therefore, the oil field
has necessarilv been formed after Lower Cretaceous. in complete agreement with
the resul ts  of  the mathemat ica l  s imul l r ion.  Other  instancei  o f  h t i  format ion of
petroleum have been reported by Hedberg (1964) in Venezuela. Canada and
Argentina: again. a source rock located below an unconformity yielded oil only
after deposition of a rescrvoir and/or a sealing formation above the unconformity.

A morc general question concerns the time of formation of existing commercial
oil or gas accumulations. The answer would requirc the study of the main oil-
producing basins by using the methods proposed here. However. the evaluation
of the timing of pctroleum generation has been made for several basins in
Europc. Africa and North America which are considered to be tvDical of themain
geotec lonic  s i tua l  i r ,ns.

In this regard. a large proportion of the presently existing oil and gas fields has
been formed during the last 100 million years. thus in Cretaceous or Tertiary
time. and thev may amount to more than 907o of the petroleum reserves. This
categorv obviously includes oil and gas fields derived from Cretaceous ancl
Tertiary source rocks: among them the important detrital series deposited in
major dcltaic systems and along the continental margins are of particular
importance. In addition to this. the category includes oil or gas fields, formed in
the last 100 million vears from older source rocks and, particularly. from
Paleozoic formations previouslv deposited in platform basins. As subsidence was
often moderate in this type of basin. the source rocks were not buried to a
sufficient depth to reach the principal stage ofoil formation during Paleozoic: two
examples of this situation have already been mentioned, the Silurian of the
northern Sahara and the Devonian of the Leduc area. A subsequent deeper burial
was necessary. and this frequentlv occurred in Cretaceous or Tertiary time, as a
part of the major phenomena of global tectonics which took place since Lower
L.rctaceous.

On the contrary. Paleozoic source rocks deposited in more mobile areas. where
subsidence was important, have often been involved in Paleozoic orogenies and
submitted to intense folding and erosion, which caused escape or weathering of
petroleum. This situation concerns most of Paleozoic beds from western Europe.
However, in certain places of the world. hydrocarbons definitely generatecJ in
Paleozoic time have been preserved. e. g.. in oil and gas fields located along the
western border of the Appalachian and Ural mountains. in the Amadeus basin of
Central Australia. and in gas fields of the Ahnet basin (western Sahara) in
Alser ia .
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Summary and Conclusion

The succession of main steps of evolution of organic matter (diagenesis, catagenesis
and metagenesis) is common to all types of sediment. However, the amount of
hydrocarbons, their composition, and the depth ofoil and gas generation may change.
The most important parameters are the nature of the organic matter and the
temperature versus time relationship.

The occu[ence of gas versus oil provinces depends on the nature of the organic
matter and/or the thermal history. In particular, kerogen ftom te[estrial plant debris
(type I lI) generates comparatively less oil than the other types I or II. However, it could
provide a good source rock for hydrocarbon gas at greater depths.

The threshold corresponding to the beginning of significant oil generation va es with
the geothermal gradient, the depth and the duration of burial. The related temperature
ranges from 50'C in basins of Paleozoic age to 115"C in Mio-Pliocene sediments.

The timing of oil generation may also vary. The p ncipal phase of oil formation may
follow source rock deposition after a delay ranging ftom a few million to 300 million
years. In particular, a large number of the present oil fields have been generated during
the Cretaceous and Tertiary, regardless of the age of the source rock.
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Chapter 8
Coal and its Relation to Oil and Gas

8.1 General Aspects of Coal Formation

When discussing the formation and occurrence of petroleum. it is necessarv to
include a brief review on relevant aspects ofcoal formation. Both petroleum and
coal originate predominantly from organisms of the plant kingdom and both are
subjected to the same geological processes of bacterial action, burial. compac_
tion,.and geothermal heating that conslitute diagenesis and catagenesis. There
are, however, also some essential differences between the modis of coal and
petroleum formation. Basically, these differences center around the fact that coal
is found at its site of deposition as a solid and relatively pure massive organic
substance, whereas petroleum is liquid and migrates readily from its plaie of
origin into porous reservoir rocks. Kerogen is the main precursor maierial of
petroleum compounds. It is finely dispersed and intimitely mixed with the
mineral matrix in petroleum source beds. Most coals are remnants of terrestrial
higher plants. whereas the kerogen of petroleum source beds is generally
dominated by phytoplankton and bacteria. Most acknowledged petroleum
source beds were deposited in marine environments and most coali formed under
nonmarine conditions.

_ In the following discussion on coal, especially on general aspects of coal
formarion, the International Handbook of Coal petrogriphy (196j, 1g7),. 1g75)
has been consulted frequentlv.

_.Coal contains a variety oi plant tissues in different states of preseryation.
Tissues of distinct origin are microscopically idenlifiable and can irequently be
related to certain parts of the plant, such as cuticles, woody structurcs, spores,
etc. Together with particles of less certain origin they are termed macerals, and
are. the petrographic components of coal. During and after deposition in
sedimentary basins, plant remains undergo a sequenie of physical, biochemical
and chemical changes (diagenesis and catagenesis), which result in a series of
coals of increasing rank. The series begins with practically unaltered plant
material and peat, and continues with increasing rank through brown ioal,
bituminous coal and finally to anthracite. peat is considered to be the first
member in this series of coals.

A distinction is made between I umic coals and sapropelic coals. Humic coals,
typically. pass through a peat stage with accompanying processes of humification
after accumulation at the site where the plants grew. The major organic
component of most humic coals is a lustrous dark brown to black material. visible
to the naked eve and mainly derived from the humification of woodv tissues. In
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lower rank coals, this material is represented by a group of macerals called
huminite, and in bituminous and anthracite coals by a group of macerals called
vitrinite. Humic coals typically are stratified.

Sapropelic coals on the other hand are not stratified macroscopically and have
a dull appearance. They are formed from relatively fine-grained organic muds in
quiet. oxygen-deficient bodies of shallow water such as ponds, lakes and lagoons.
They normally do not pass through a peat-bog stage, but follow the diagenetic
path of organic-rich sediments. Like these sediments, sapropelic coals contain
varying amounts of allochthonous (transported) organic and mineral matter. The
organic fraction consists of autochthonous (local) algal remains and varying
amounts of degradation products from nearby existing peat swamps or spores
from more distant plants. Microscopically, sapropelic coals can be subdivided
into boghead and cannel coals. Boghead coals contain larger amounts of algal
remains. Cannel coals are characterized by higher concentrations of spores.
There are many transitions between the two basic types of sapropelic coal.
Sapropelic coals are relatively rare and. therelore. need not be discussed further.
There are, however obvious similarities between humic and sapropelic coals on
one hand and source rock-type sediments on the other and, therefore, the
accumulation, diagenesis and catagenesis of coals are pertinent to the under-
standing of petroleum source beds.

8.2 The Formation of Peat

8.2. I Geological Aspects

Large amounts of plant material must be accumulated and preserved to facilitate
the formation of peat. The accumulation of large masses of organic matter
depends on the efficiency of photosynthesis. High primary productivity on land
became possible only after the advent of higher plants with self-supporting
skeletons which represent a high level ofplant evolution. Plant communities with
trees, shrubs and reed-type vegetation evolved during Devonian, and for the first
time allowed the production of the necessary biomass for the formation of
peatbogs. and hence coal. The floras that produce peat deposits are generally of a
rich coastaltype.In the Paleozoic they consisted mainly ofa Pteridophytic flora in
lhe Carboniferous coals of Europe and North America and a Glossopteris flora in
the Permian Gondwana coals (Given, 1972). Late Mesozoic and Tertiary peat
swamps supported an angiosperm flora like that growing in peat-forming
environments today.

Besides the evolutionary state of plants. there is a number of other importanr
factors in peat formation. Of primary importance are the climate and the tectonic
conditions of the area (Teichmiiller, 1962). There is a direct relation between
rates of plant growth and climatic conditions. With increasing temperature and
humidity. plant growth increases. resulting in a mounting production of plant
biomass. Tectonic events, such as the formation of depressions. graben structures
or otherwise subsiding areas are favorable for the tbrmation of peat.
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Highest growth rates are reached in tropical swamp forests such as are found
together with their associated forest peits along ihe northeastern coast of
Sumatra and the southern coast of Bornio and New-Guinea. However, degrada_
tron processes that affect dead plant material are also more intense and faster in
tnese humtd and hor climates. Therefore, it may very well be that the abundance
of vegetable matter in tropical swamps is generilly more than olfset by the more
rapid decay and destruction there. peat and peat-like accumulations are at
p_resent frequently found in cord countries such as Scandinavia, Scotland. Alaska,
Canada. etc. Thus. optimum conditions for peat formation and preservation may
also be found in cold countries where the vegetation can aciumulate and be
preserved before decay (Hedberg, 1977).In gineral for the accumulatlon and
preseruation of thick deposits of peat an equilibrium between the accumulauon
rate of organic matter and subsidence has to be maintained over lonq penods of
t i m e .

Yearlv accumulation rates of peats in present-day peat areas average about
1 mm (Teichmiiller. 1962; Given and Dickinson. iOi:). f"ut deposis up to
several hundred meters thick are known, and brown coal ieams mori than 300 m
in thickness in the State of Victoria, Australia, and over 400 m in Western Canada
attest to uninterrupted peat formation over periods of about 1 million years. This
i l lust rates a,second essenr  ia l_requi rement  fo i  the accumula l  ion of  grea t  quant t t res
ot  organic  debr is  and peat .  I t  is  a  specia l  lectonic  condi r ion prov i ; rng persr \ lant .
moderate subsidence without the development of strong relief. To complete the
peat-forming process, it is necessary to hive coverage oT the accumulating plant
debris by stagnant water to prevent its oxidation anj destruction. The efficiency
of peat-forming processes is relatively low. Less than 10% of plant production is
accu^mul.ate! 

9s_q9ar. The larger part is decomposed either during peatformation
or after burial (Given and Dickinson. 1973). Nevertheless, the jficiency of peat
formation is higher by about a factor of 10 ihan organic accumulation in aveiage
fine-grained marine sediments which may ultimatJly become source beds.
- Most imporlant coal occurrences. were originally laid down in basins of long-
Iasting subsidence in coastal or paralic (coastal swamp) environments. ExamplJs
are the peat areas oflndonesia, the Tertiarybrown coiis ofwestern Germanyand
the Carboniferous coals of eastern USA and northwestern Europe, and the
Donbas in.USSR. Important coal occurrences also developed aiound huge
freshwater lacustrine basins, such as the Carboniferous coals of Bohemia, tf,e
Saar district in Germany, Massif Central in France. and Spain. The malor eras of
coal formation are summarized in Table II.g.1. As a consequence of their deltaic
and coastal depositional environments, recent peat bogs, ai well as rheir ancient
counterparts, are found associated with a variety of sedimentary types (Spack_
mann et al., 1966; Hemingway. 1968). These associated sedimenis are generally
fine-grained clastics (sandstone, mudstone, shale), buf may develop coarsei
lithologies (conglomerates) locally. Carbonates are generally minor components.
Repetitive sequences with several lithologies, typically sandstone, shale, coal and
some limestone. are a feature ofmost coal-bearing stiata (Westoll, 196g). Study
o_f these rhythmic or cyclic sedimentation sequencei has indicated that recronrc or
climatic events or both produce a relative iise and fall of sea level which is an
important geological factor controlling the process for coal formation.
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The sedimentary cycles mentioned above represent deposition under sub-
aerial, fluviatile, intertidal and shallow marine conditions. Because of the
unstable sedimentary selting of such a region, deposition followed by erosion and
redeposition is common. Rivers may migrale laterally and erode a partially
buried peat seam resulting in "wash-outs" which are the products ofsuch erosion.
The peat material thal was washed away might be transported to quieter water
and admixed in minor quantities to autochthonous algal material, and thus
contribute to the formation of a sapropelic coal. It might also be deposited with a
higher mineral content and form part of the kerogen of a sedimentary rock unit.
Another part of the eroded peat material may be oxidized and permanently lost.

Table II.8.1. Major eras of coal formation. (Modified after Given, 1972)

Cenozoic N. America Europe Far East Southern Hemisphere

Pliocene
Miocene
Eocene

+ (Alaska)

+ +

+
+ (Australia)
+ (Australia)

Mesozoic

Cretaceous

Jurassic
Triassic

+ + ++ (Japan,

* * 
tntnu)

+ +

+ + (Australia)
+ (Australia)

Paleozoic

Permian

Carboniferous

++ (China) ++ (All Gondwana-
land)

+ + + +

++ coals very abundant, + abundant, - absent

8.2.2 Biochemicul and Geochemical Aspects

Almost instantaneously following accumulation of dead plant debris on the
ground, especially biochemical processes are initiated. Mechanical breakage and
compaction and geochemical processes also occur. At the surface these changes
take place under oxidizing conditions and after coverage by additional plant
debris, sealment and stagnant water, reducing conditions prevail. The pH is
typically neutral or mildly acid at the surface, and becomes increasingly acidic
with deplh of burial (M. Teichmiiller and R. Teichmriller, 1975). These various
chemical environments support different bacterial and fungal populations (Table
II.8.2). Microbial activity decreases rapidly with depth, but it is uncertain whether
the relatively slow and limited decomposition of plant tissue in peats is caused b1
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Table II.8.2. Microbial populations in peat profi les. as recorded on dilution plates. Counts
of bacteria are in mill ions. of other organisms in thousands. (After Given. 1972)

Joe River Litrle Shark River

Depth. cm Bacteria
Strepto-
mycetes Fungi

Strepto-
Depth. cm Bacteria mycetes Fungi

0 8 25.0
3it 46 0.226

213-22t 0.013

l1 .4
2 . 1

<0.2

239
2 . 7
1 . 1

4 . 4
l � 8

<0.2
0

0.8  6 .21  0
6 1  6 9  1 . 0 1  < 0 . I

190-198 0.001,1 <0.2
318 326 0 .0018 0

Rookerv Branch North Harnev River

{f 8 32.1 78.1
I  l6 -124 0 .0142 <0.1
178- t { i6  0 .0110 <0.2

57
<0.2
<0.2

0 . 1
1 . 6
0

1 3 . 9
13.4

0 8 70.9
6l- 69 0.857

235-243 <10 1

c}temical inhibition or by nutritional factors (Given and Dickinson, 1973). Woody
tissues are attacked almost exclusively by fungi (Moore, 1969), particular groupi
of which. preferentially decompose lignin and cellulose components. It appears
that lignin degradation occurs only under aerobic conditioni, or at least under
conditions when oxygen can be transferred or dehydrogenation can take place
(Flaig. 1972). Ccllulose is ntore easilv removed by hydrolysis. and thus prel.-
ercntiallv lost relatir,e to lignin. Peat stil l contains free cellulosc which is absent in
soft brown coal (lignite-B ).

The composition of the bacterial flora changes markedly between oxidizing
and reducing environments. Bacteria preferentially attack the carbohydrate and
proteinaceous portion of plant cells. Because the.se macromolecules are easilv
hydrolyzed. they serve as the major substrate for microbial activitv. lt is also
rmportant that the biomass of the sedimentarv bacteria and fungi foffn a porrion
of the final organic deposit. Their metabolites are not genera'ily lost from the
sediment. except tbr the gaseous products such as CO,. NH]-and CH,,. The
presence rn deep peats of microbially derived compounds such as certain lipid
components. carbohydrates. amino sugars and amino acids. provides indirecr
evidence for microbial contributions (Given and Dickinson. 1973).

Humic substances are the most characreristic products of peatification. They
are defined as that part of the peat that is solubG in a basic iolvent, such as an
aqueous solution of sodium or potassium hydroxide. By definition. humic
substances can be extracted in rhis way inclusively until the stage of hard brown
coal (sub-bituminous). Typically, they occur as brown, hydrated gels with no
internal structure. The formation of humic substances is a iwo_stage process. In
the first stage. plant material is mechanically disintegrated and wi'ih ihe help of
mrcroorganisms depolymerized into aromatic, phenolic and carboxylic moieties.
In the second stage, the polymers of humic substances are built up by random
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repolvmerization and polycondensation of the molecular t1'pes (Flaig, 1972).
The changes which occur during the humification of plant material are complex.
and involve not onlv the modification of the carbon structures of molecules, but
also alterations of the composition of the hetero-atomic groups attached to the
carbon skeletons by sulfur-, nitrogen- and other specific bacteria. The role of
lipids during the formation ofpeat is partly unknown. Higher plants are relatively
poor in lipids, but certain parts. such as leaves, spores, pollen. fruits and
especially resin-bearing tissues (e. g., of conifers) are rich in lipids and lipid-like
substances. Because lipids are insoluble in water, and not so easily util ized by
microorganisms. thev are preferentially concentrated during the formation of
peat .

In summary. two stages ofpeat formation can be recognized (Kurbatov, 1963):
a primary phase at and immediately below the surface, which is characterized by
rapid oxidation. and a secondary phase in which slower conversions occur under
reducing conditions. The extent of decomposition and humification is largely a
function ofthe severity ofthe primary phase. Factors such as rate ofburial. water
table and climate control the duration and conditions of the primary phase. and
thus control the composition of the organic matter that is available for the
coalification process. There are obvious similarities between the diagenesis of
organic matter in soils and sediments as described in Chapter II.2. and the
diagenetic steps during the formation of peat and brown coals. Special reference
is made to the nature and role of humic substances in coal and its relationshiD to
the maceral groups huminite (in brown coal) and vitrinite (in bituminous hard
coals) and the importance of humic substances in the formation of kerogen in
sedimentary rocks.

8.3 Coalification Process

Coalification or carbonification is the process of chemical and physical change br
biochemical interferences (e.g., bacteria), temperature, pressure and time.
imposed on the organic components that survived the peat formarion process.
Coalification is conveniently subdivided into a biochemical phase, as long as
organisms such as bacteria and fungi are actively engaged, and into a subsequent
geochemical phase when biochemical processes have ceased to play a role for
further coalification increase. The well-known terms peat, brown coal, bitumi-
nous coal and anthracite represent different stages of the coalification series.
These stages of the coalification process are termed Ievels of rank which indicate
the maturity ofthe coal. Some ofthe parameters used to define rank are shown rn
Figure I I .8 .1.

Coal rank can be determined by general parameters such as moisture and
volatile matter content. reflectance, or by essentially chemical parameters, such
as carbon or hydrogen content and calorific value. No one rank indicator is ideal
for all rank ranges: moisture and calorific value are typically used for brown coals:
volatile matter and vitrinite reflectance are used over the bituminous hard coal
range, and carbon or hydrogen content or volatile matter determinations are besl
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Fig. IL8.2. Correlation between reflectance and volati le matter ofEuropean coals. (After
McCartney and Teichmril ler. 1972)
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Fig. II.8.3. Relationship between vitrinite reflectance and different chemical rant
parameters. (After Teichmiil ler. 1971. taken from Stach et al.. 1975)
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applied in low volatile bituminous hard coals and anthracites. Attempts havebeen made to standardize international coal_runt ta.rnr. e.oirelation between
rellectance and volatile matter content of coals from different areas rs grven inFigure I I.8.2. The relationship between vitrinite reflecrance and several chemicalranK parameters ls  shown in  F igure l  l .g ,3.

,^_,i_:l1l,l. 
pear-formjng process acts differentially on the various planftissues,

l:r_.-liTll" 
." tlqrd-rich parts-such as cuticles and resins versus woody tissues richrn celulose and Irgnin, coalification affects different components in differentways. The number of readily distinguishable plant remains decreases withIncreastng.coatrtrcarron. tsy analogy with the term mineral applied to rocks, eachmrcroscopically identifiable component ofa coal is termed a maceral according tothe classificatio-n Stopes/Heerlen (Anonymous: International UanOOool of CootPerrography 1963. 1r)7r. 1975). The three main g.oup, oro,u...uls are: theremalns ot wood) and humic components variously termed huminite or vitrinite

:i. ]:-^:.-l _!lCh 
rank coals respectively; the remains of lipiO_iiln .erics or ptantr,

sucn. as rcsrJrs. waxes, spores. cnticles and algal bodies. termed liptinite (orcxinite); and harder carbon-rich. brittlc particlei called inertinite..t.ne inertinitegroup contains a number of macerals thai are present in all rank ranges and whichrepresent the more aromatic and oxidized c-omponents. Some macerals of theinertinite group are probabry remnants of biological oxidation, tbrest fires oreven reworked material from older sediments. Huminite in biown coals andvitrinite in bituminous hard coals are the most common components.
. Among the major physical changes coalificarion brings uldut, ur" a reductionin the bed moisture content, an inciease in density, , a"!..ur" in po.osity and anincrease in refractive index in later stages. Chemical changes rihich occur arecondensation, polymerization, aromatizition, ancl loss of furictional groups, i. e.,of functions. containing o, S, ancr N linked to the motecurar siructure of coal.Polymerization and condensation occur as an extension of the humificationprocess that takes place in lower-rank coals. The net result of these changes is acontrnuous but nonlinear enrichment of carbon with increasing rank.

-. Il^*::::,:-l 
{lq6tt reporrs thal the number uu"rug" rnoi..urur weight ofpvflorne extracts ot coals rise from about 600 at g0 % C (on a water_ and ash_tieebasis, i. e., w. a. f. or dry and ash_free, d. a. f. ) to 1000_ l20b in the g6_SS 7"C.ange.The general nalure of the coal molecule t orl U""n ,ugg"it"J t oii rrorn cnemicat(Gwen. 1960. 1961 ; Cooper and Murchison, 1969) anjf?orn i-.of.uio"n." 1Crrt,a,nd Hirsch, 1960). Models derived from these studies or" lffuirru,",f in FigureIL E.,1. Chemical identification offunctional groups and general information on thecarbon skeleton are established, but the struituril e*ariples given must be seenasattempts only to give the general framework of the coal siruct"ure. They are marntyintended to describe structures of hard brown coal to Uituminous coal. The

;:1:T^rli:::l '1:.1.c,genera 
 r lin ked by hr drorromr ric l nd mcrhyl(ne bridges rndInnged wr lh meth)1.  hydro\ ) .  carboxl .  carbonyl .  amino and' r , ther  funct ionr lgroups.

.. The aromaticitv of vit nite varies with rank, and has been measured by suchdiverse lechniques as X-ray d i f f ract ion.  opr ica l  and spectroscopic  examinat ion,
and chemical studies. Vitrinites typically contain abott 70Vo L.orno,,. .u.oonatoms in hard brown coals and over 90Zo in anthracites. Liptinites initia y trave a
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Fig. II.8.,1a{. General nature of coal structures based on chemical and physicochemical
evidence. (a) Vitrinite 13,1.5 o/o C, mainly from X-ray data. (After Cartz and Hirsch. 1960|.
(b) Vitrinite 82.0on C. from chemical data. (After Given. 1960. l96l). (c) Vitrinite at
various rank levcls. (After Teichmuller et al ' 1968)

very low aromatic content. but in low-rank bituminous coal.507c carbon atoms
are found in aromatic rings. Thereafter the aromaticity rises rapidly to join that of
vitrinite in anthracites. The inefiinite maceral group has 90-100% aromatic
carbon at all ranks.

The hetero-atom concentration, as well as the types of functional group6-
change with rank. Hydrogen, oxygen. sulfur, and nitrogen are the maior
noncarbon atoms in coals at all ranks. The types and concentrations ofthe oxrsen
functional groups are shown in Figure IL8.5, plotted against rank. Nitrosen
occurs as primary. secondary and tertiary amines and heterocyclic pyridyl rinss
and sulfur as thiols. sulfides and heterocyclic thionaphthyl- and thiophenic rinss
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Fig. II. l i .5. Relationship between oxy-
gen tunctional groups of vitrinites with
increasing rank level. (After van Kreve-
len. 1963)
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Inorganic sulfur. often in the form of pyrite, is an almost ubiquitous component
of coals. Similarities can be observed between the structural models derived forcoal (Fig. II.8.4) and for sedimentary rock kerogen (Fig. II.t.gt. tsorh modelscompnse aromatic centers or n-uclei, crosslinked by bridges and fringed by
llr^::::lriq_r:lt:. A major difference is found in ir," "ri",.-"r bridges. InKerogen, especra y at lower to medium levels of evolution, the bridges contain
Tgt" 

"n9.on the average, longer aliphatic chains than can be observed in coal.Dfloges In coat are more often cyclic and hydro-aromatic in nature, possiblyalternating with short chain-tike Iinkages inciuding h";;;r;;.1; funcrions. In
9::,:ril,^,1:^.i.-r:lt 

ar3maticity,in coal is higher thai in kerogen. With increasingran K ' the average stacking number of aromatic sheets increaies in coal as well ailn Kerosen.
A vast amount of chemical and geochemical data has been accumulated fbrcoal (van Krevelen, 1961; M. Teiihm0ller unO n. f"i.t.tifi.r, f!rOZ, 1SOS,Stach's Textbook of Coal petrology, 1975), but one of tire most useful andsucclnct presentations is the van Kreve_len_diagram (Fig. ILg.6). This diagram hasbeen used through-out this part of the uoot tJoesciibJttre ctrlmiiar evotution otkerogen (Figs. rr.2.9, rr'4.r1 and IL4.12). It incorporates informarron on tnethree most abundant elements in coal, and also displays the esseniia Aifferences

1,","-.":1,*^ll.lll g:9rp:. as in Figure rr.a.n.\n uooifi- tt " oiug.urn 1rig.|L^ .o ,  snows lhe  coa l l i l ca t ion  t rends  o f  the  \a r ious  p lan t  components ,  such as
woody tissues, spores and cuticles as they evolve tt rougf, tfr" piut, brown coal,
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0/C atomic rat io

Fig. 11.8.6. Selected plant and coal materials and their respective position in the H/C-,
O/C-diagram (van Krevelen-diagram)

bituminous hard coal, and anthracite stages. The original diagram by van
Krevelen (1961) showed all simple reaction processes like dehydration, decar-
boxylation and demethanation (Fig. II.8.7). It was easy to read because all these
reaction processes are represented by straight lines. In the highly aliphatic
hydrogen-rich waxes and exines, the predominant trend is loss of hydrogen. The
considerable oxygen content of humic substances (humic acids, huminite,
vitrinite) is markedly reduced with increasing rank. The relatively small changes
experienced by the inertinite group of macerals indicates their high initial carbon
content and chemical inertness due mainly to their htgher initial aromaticity, and
possibly due to the fact that they may be reworked material. The final product of

9
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9 2
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I

0.5 1
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t .5
atof i ic rat io

Fig. II.8.7. Original II/C versus O/C
diagram proposed by van Krevelen
(1961) showing the trends for elimina-
tion of water, carbon dioxide and
generation of methane from coal
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Fic. I L 8.13. Evolution of
the elemental composition
of coal during burial. The
path of humic coals starts
with peat and reaches fi,
nally anthracite and
metaanthracite. A few
cannel coals and boghead
coals are also shown with
higher I L/(' ratios (Durand
et  a l . .  I  98- ]  )

the- coa lification process is a mcta-anthracite (high rank anthracite) which has a
highly aromatic carbon structure with similaritiei to a poorly ordered graphite.

The chemical changes in coal during its evolution througi the different rank
stages can be compared with the evolution of various kerJgen types. It can be
deducted from a van Krevelen diagram (Fig. II.4. I l) that hrimic ioals and type-
Ill kerogen, rich in terrestrial plant material. are similar to each other. -Ihis 

is. of
course. no surpnse. as the bulk of the starting material and, to a certain extent,
thc environment of deposition and early diag"enesis are alike. Coal and kerogen
follow the same generai rrcnd throughout the evolutionary process (Fig. II.glg).
typified by an increasc in carbon (carbonification) and a lciss in functiorial groups
as documented in thc loss of oxygen functions (Figs. II.g.5 and Il.5.g). Wiih
respect to oxvgen functions. coal (vitrinites), and type_llI kerogen show a
similaritv by the absence of ester groups. TvpeJ and type_Il kerogen, howeyer.
contain cster croups.

ll.4 Coal Petrography

Clal petrographf is the study of the macroscopically, and more importan y, of
the microscopicallv recognizable components oicoal. It describes coil in terms of
its maceral composition and its rank Ievel. which is most conveniently determined
bv reflected light microscopv. A petrographic microcsope is used to observe a
highly polished surface of a coal block or grains in reflecied light. ln reflectance
measurements. the amount ofincident Iight which is reflected fiom the surface of
a maceral is compared to the light reflected from a standard ofknown reflectance.
Measurements are performed with monochromatic green light at a wavelength of
-546 nm. Oil immersion objective lenses are typically-used tu"enhance the contrast
of petrographic components. Mean raudom iefleciance values in oil Rn f % t are

Atomic Ratb O/C
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generally given at lower ranks. i.e.. below 1.2olr reflectance. Because ofthe
increasing anisotropl' of vitrinite with rank, mean maximum reflectance (Ru max.
7.), obtained using a linearly polarized light beam (rather than mean random
values (Rn 7c). employing no polarizer) should be given at least beyond 1.2%
mean reflectance. While this procedure is practical when studying coals. it is also
useful in kerogen studies. Due to small particle size, however, it may be a very
time-consuming procedure. The reflectance of particles as small as 3 rrm in
diameter can be measured routinelv.

8. 4. I M icropetrographic Components : the Macerals

Macerals of coal are microscopically differe,rtiated on the basis of their reflect-
ance, their shape and structure and sometimes by such additional methods as
etching, electron microscopy. fluorescence, and luminescence. In a typical coal.
thrce differe nt maceral groups, i. e. . l iptinite. vitrinite and inertinite (Fig. I I.8.9)
can readily be distinguished on the basis of reflectance values. Liptinites have a
relatively low medium retlectancc and inertinites have the highest reflectance.
Difference in reflectance between maceral groups are greater in brown coal and
lignite than in bituminous coal and gradually decrease toward anthracite. The

Fig. IL8.9. Polished surface of
bituminous coal. reflected l ight. oil
immersion. The macerals l iptinite
(datk), vitrinite (g/e)/ and inem-
nite (light) can be seen. (Photo
Hagemann)
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Fig. II. l l .10. Reflectance
changes of main groups of
macerals as related to de-
gree of coalif ication. (Modi-
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curve__of vitrinite and liptinite reflcctance merges around 1.3 1.67r R,, max.
(Fig. I L ll. l0). I nertinites as com p.ared to vitrinite--s remain ol higher reflectan ce up
to the meta-anthrac i te  level  (3 .5r .R, ,max.) .Thel ip t in i recomprrnents,howevei ,
rc l  a  in  romc o l  the i r  or ig i  na l  mrrrph() log)  .  S l { ) rc \ .  ler l  eu t ic les.  a  lga l  h ,  r t j te5.  res ins
Jnd subenns i i re  ident i f iab lc

Fluorescence is a useful technique for identification of liptinite material. An
excitation wavelength (emission peaks between 366 and 43-5 nm of a mercurv
lamp) in the UV-or blue range of the spectrum is used to produce a fluor"r."n..,
which is generally restricted to the.littinitic componenti. Using this technique,
liptinitic components are abre to emit iight from blue to red, this;vidence iscailed
fluorescence (Alpern et al., 1972). A color change from blue to green to yellow to
orange 

.to redrith increasing rank _is the basis of a rank pararieter that may be
especially useful for lower rank coals and corresponding sporinite_type seormen_
tary organic mater (Ottenjann et ai., 1974). The coloioi spores in transmittcd
light has also been used as a rank pu,o-.i"r. especially in kerogens (Staptin,
1969;  Jones and Edison.  1979) .-fhe 

inertinitic components of coals are generally characterized by a high
retlectance. It has recentlv been suggested (Teichmiiller, 1974) th;t highl),
reflecting micrinites mav be formed fr-om liprinitic 1or huminiric) suostances at
i rbout  the rank level  near  the m.rx imum ofperro leum generat ion.  I t  has been
generallv accepted in the past rhat inertinitic componJnts are the product of
oxidation by forest fires or by bacterial or atmospheric oxidation. Reworked
material may also be included among the inertinitei.

The macerals of the huminite or uitrinire group are physically and chemically
rntermediate between the liptinite^ and inertinite groupi. in the Lrown coal stage
huminite is thought to be formed from massive ce'ilulai tissues, such as wood and
bark and from the precipitarion of, and gelification by, humic substances. With
increasing rank. the cellular structures are changed. Cell walls swell, and cavities
and pores become more and more impregnated and fil led with structureless
humic substances. ln this way, the cellulai characler is increasingly obscured.
Beginning in hard brown coals, around 0.4ck mean reflectance. ihe huminitic
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component is from here on and throughout higher ranks termed vitrinite. At this
stage cell structures may still be recognizable, then the vitrinite components are
called telinite. B_! contrast, massive structureles vitrinite is called collinite. ln
retlected light under oil immersion, vitrinite appears as medium gray intermdiate
between the brighter inertinite and darker liptinite (Fig. I1.8.9). Macerals
become progressively more alike in coal of higher ranks.

8.1.2 Applicution of Reflectance Meusurements
fttr Source Rock-Type Sedinents

'I'he rank or maturitv of a sedimentary rock containing organic matter can bc
determined by- measuring the rcflectance of finely dispersed small huminite or
vitrinite particles. ln pafiicular. this parameter allows a sediment to be evaluated
with respcct to whcther oil or gas gcneration has taken place (Vassoevich et al.,
1969: Teichmr,iller. 1971: Dow. 1977). This method is further discussed in
Chapter  V.  l .

A number ol peculiar points are associated with measuring reflectance in
scdimentary rocks which differ from measuring coal samples. Proper identifica-

o.5 'r.o 1.5 2.O

Fn in o i l ,  546nm (  co)

E 1 0

q5 100 r.5

R m  I n  o i r . 5 4 6 n l n  ( q o ,

Fig. IL8.11. Frequency histogram
showing vit nite composition of a
type II and type III kerogen of
acknowiedged source rocks

Type tr Kerogen

I Aulochihonousvrtnnite
Z n""y"rA "itrinit"

Type m Kerogen

m Aulochlhonousvn,inite
Z Fecycred vilrinile
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tion of vitrinite, which also relies on its specific range of reflectance, may be a
problem. since there are generally no adjacent macerals for comparison. This
may be especially difficult because there is a continuous reflectance and
morphological sequence between vitrinite, and common particles ofthe inertinite
group, i. e., semifusinite and fusinite. Identification ofvitrinite, and distinction
from fusinite in polished sections of sediments is, therefore. at least partlv a
matter of personal experience (Jones and Edison. 1978). Thus. although the
relative rank of sediments can be determined. it is not always possible to asign
unequivocallv an absolute rank on the basis of vitrinite reflectance to a particular
sample. A commonlv used method to minimize operator bias is to plot a
histrogram of all rcflectance measurements from a large number of maceral
grains (Fig. lt.lt.I l). ln sediments poor in organic particles. this is oftcn difficult
and time-consuming. Therefore. it is recommended (Hagemann. 197.1) to
prepare concentrates of organic particles by removing most of the rock matrix
with HCI and/or HF. sometimes followed bv heavy liquid treatment. This
facilitates propcr identification of vitrinite and allows a statistically sufficient
number of particles to be measured within a reasonable time frame. It is also
suggested to use a sequence of samples in a well to determine thc maturation
gradient in a sedimentarv rock section rather than absolute rank ol a particular
sample (Dow, 1977) .

It is lrequently observed that low rank vitrinite and huminite show a consider-
able spread of reflectance values. This spread probably reflects thc diversity ol
plant material from which the vitrinite is formed and possibly a ditTercnt
diagenetic history. Anisotropy also causes an increasing spread of reflectance
values as rank is increased above about 1.5 R0 (%).

8.5 Petroleum Generation

8.5.1 Generation of Low Molecular Weight Volatiles

Phvsical and chemical changes in coal. due to increasing temperature and
pressure with burial, result in coalification and produce a sequence of coals of
increasing rank. Following microbial and physicil changes during the diagenesis
of peat and brown coal. geochemical changes. such as a decrease in oxygen and
hvdrogen and a relative increase in carbon, take place during the catagenesis of
bituminous and anthracite coal (Fig. 1I.8.8). This results in an elimination of
functional groups. increasing aromaticity and a decrease in the chain-like
structures in coal. Simple material balance considerations indicate that the loss of
hydrogen, oxvgen. and also carbon results in liberation of hvdrogen- and oxl,gen-
rich carbon containing molecules during coalification processes. In general. two
tvpes of reaction are rcsponsiblc for the liberation of smaller molecules. They
are condensation reactions on one hand and the splitting of carbon-carbon
bonds, as in cracking. on the other. There are also defunctionalization reactions.
such as decarboxvlation. In condensation reactions, two reactive molccules are

215
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llitrinite Micririte

. l .c  85 90 95'AC 85 90

Fig. I1.8.12. Amount of gas liberated from different macerals during increasing coaliflca-
tion. Amount of gas was calculated on the basis of elemental analysis of macerals. (After
Jrintgen and Karweil. 1966)

linked to form a product of higher molecular weight than either of the reactants.
At the same time, low molecular weight compounds such as CH. and H.O are
liberated. For example, the condensation of aromatic systems like benzene and
toluene or benzene and phenol would produce biphenyls and CHo or H2O
respectively. The generation of low molecular weight hydrocarbons, especially
methane and other volatile nonhydrocarbon compounds, such as CO2, is a
necessary by-product of increasing coalification. and is determined by type of
organic matter present, temperature, and time.

Many authors have contributed to the understanding ofthese processes ofcoal
maturation. Fundamental papers on the principles of gas formation in coal were
published by Jiintgen and Karweil (1966) and Jiintgen and Klein (1975). It is
important that the different maceral groups liptinite (exinite), vitrinite and
inertinite exhibit very different degassing curves during the course ofcoalification
according to their different chemical make-up (Fig. I1.8.12). Unfortunately. their
data cover only coals in the low rank bituminous to anthracite range which
contain between 85 and 95% C and about 30 to 5Vo volatile matter. This
corresponds to vitrinite reflectance data between t.0 and 1.0 n,, 1%.1. Some
methane is liberated from liptinite at relatively low rank. e. g. , under 0.85 7o mean
reflectance. This is especially noteworthy in the context of source rock-type
sediments. Data on the generation ofvolatiles in peat and the lower rank coalsare
very scarce. The first volatile products liberated in both coal and kerogen at
temperatures below 100'C are mainly H2O and C02 with small amounts of CHa
(van Heek et  a l . ,  1971) .

A calculated model is presented in Figure I1.8.13 (Jiintgen and Klein, 197-5),
where the integral amount of volatile products during coalification is shown as a

Iipt in it e
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Fig. IL8.l3. Integralamount ofvolatile compounds generated during coalification shown
as a function of geological subsidence, i.e.. temperature and time. (After Jiintgen and
] . lc in .  lqTi )

lunction of rate of subsidence (temperature and time). The model is calculated
according to actual geological and geochemical data from the Carboniferous in
the Ruhr area of Germany. A subsidence rate of 3000 m over 20 million years, ano
ln lncrease in temperature from 20'C. at the surface to 140"C at maximum depth
ofbur iaJ (3000m) resul ts inaheat ingrateof6"C/ l06vearsorabout  l .2x l0  r r ;C/
min. For extrapolation of natu-ral degassing rates. experimental data with heating
:ates in the range from 10 r to l0r"C/min are available. According to thii
nodel. the evolution of volatiles begins with H:O. COr and CO before large
rmounts of CH] are released. This is in agreement with observations in nature
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Fig. II.8.14. Percentage of the
total generated gas that cannot
be stored in a coal. either in an
adsorbed state or in free form.
Storage conditions are 100'C
at pressures of 1000, 100 and
50 atmospheres, respectively.
(After Jiintgen and Karweil,
1966)

and with theoretical considerations such as bond energies of functional groups
and carbon +arbon bonds. The bulk of methane generation in coal begins
generally in the range of medium volatile bituminous coal (about 1.3 to 1 .4Va
reflectance). As shown in Figure II.8.12, this is more characteristic for vitrinite-
and inertinite-type materials than for liptinites. With respect to this phenomenon.
more data are needed in lower-rank bituminous coals, especially in the range of
48 to 30 a/. volatile matter or 0.50 to 0.85 Rn (o/a), and at stil l lower ranks. This is
also true with respect to N2 generation, which has not yet been sufficiently
documented.

The generation of volatile compounds during coalification greatly exceeds the
storage capacity for these products. either in an adsorbed state or in free form.
This is il lustrated in Figure II.U.14, where the percentage of CHa that cannot be
retained in coal is calculated as a function of increasing degree of coalification.

8.5.2 Generation of Heavier Hydrocarbons and Nonhydrocorbons

Aside from volatiles produced with increasing coalification, higher molecular
weight substances, similar to those found in petroleum, are also generated in coal.
These heavier hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons should be viewed in connec-
tion with the scheme ofoil and gas formation developed in Chapters II.5 and II.6
and with the comparison of coalification stages and petroleum generation
published by Vassoevich et al. (1969). It was observed that during coalification,
extraction yields from coal increased to a maximum in high volatile bituminous
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coals at a level of maturity of 0.8-1.0 R0% vitrinite reflectance (Leythaeuser.
1968; Leythaeuser and Welte, 1969). With further increase in rank. a conunuous
decrease in the amount ofextractswas observed. The composition ofextracts also
varied regularly with increasing coalification. Very striking was I decrease in the
odd-even predominance (CPI)  of  the h igher  z-a lkanes (F ig.  IL8.15)  ancl  an
increase in lower molecular weight compounds and aromatics with increasing
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Fig. IL8.16. Quantity ofextract and hydrocar-
bons as a function of \ itr inile reflectance in a
series of coals from peat to anthracite. (After
Durand e t  a l . .  1977)
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rank. These data were later confirmed by Hood and Gutjahr (1972). Hood et al.
(1975)  and Mukhopadhyay et  a l .  (1979) .

The general scheme of hydrocarbon generation from coal parallels that from
kerogen in petroleum source rocks. Durand et al. (1977) investigated a series of
coals of different ranks with the same geochemical methods used to study organic
matter in source rock-type sediments. He found a close similarity between the
phvsicochemical properiies of coal and kerogen and in their itructural and
chemical evolution brought about by catagenesis. As previouslv noted, the
greatest chemical and evolutionary similarity is observed between coal and t1'pe-
III kerogen (Fig. IL4.11). The catagenetic changes in coal and in kerogen are
basically a progressive elimination of steric hindrances. such as heteroatomic
links, aliphatic chains and saturated cycles. in order to attain a more stable
molecular configuration under higher temperature and pressure conditions. The
result is the well-documented formation of CO1, H1O. H2S, resins. asphaltenes,
and hydrocarbons.'I 'here are detailed studies of C,5* -hydrocarbons extracted front a series ofcoals
between peat and anthracite (Hagemann and Hollerbach, 19801 Hollerbach and
Hagemann. 1981). It serves as an example for the similarity in hydrocarbon
Eleneration in coal and in sediments. The relationship between the quantitv of
extract and the types of heavier hvdrocarbons from coals ol ditTerent ranks is
given in Figure II.8. 16. The maximum yield of hydrocarbons coincides wil h 0.9 R(l
(7r) which is about at the same rank level as observed by Leythaeuser and Welte
(1969) .  At  low ranks (0.2-0.5% Rn' ) .  h igh molecul r r  weight  n-a lkanes wirh 25 to
33 C atoms. having a verv strong odd Iredominance. clearly dominate the
distribution curve. From about 0.-5-1 .3 7o Rn the maximum on the I -alkane curve
shifts toward C numbers around 20 and the odd predominance is graduallv lost
(Fig. Il.8.l7). Thus the generation of hvdrocarbons and nonhvdrocarbons in
coal. as well as in petroleum source rocks, is a normal proccss that accompanies
the d iagunesi r  and catagencsis  of  organic  marrer .

Analyses of thc saturates bl combined gas chromatography and mass spec-
trometrv reveals that in coals of the peat and brown coal stages only cyclic
diterpanes occur. and that thev disappear in bituminous hard coals around 0.87r
\ i t r in i te  rc f lcctance (Hol lerbach and t lagemann,  l98 l ) .  Chain- l ike d i terpancs
(pr is taneandphvtanc)appeararound0. , l -q i .peakatabout l .? .Zmcanrcf lectance
and decrcasc toward anthracitc. The naximum amount of cvclic and acyclic
diterpanes in cach group of compounds is about I t/. ( l0r ppm ) oi the toal exrilLct.
The behavior of pentacvclic tritcrpenes with a double bond in ring C (Fig. L.1. l0) is
very similar to that of thc cl,clic diterpanes. Thcy exhibit a maximum around 0.,1 %
mean reflectance. comprise about I '/c of the extract and disappear in low rank
bituminous hard coals. Saturated pentacvclic triterDanes and steranes exhibit a
behavior  s imi lar  to  chain- l ikc  d i ierpanis .  Thev appear around 0.4% mcan
reflectancc and make up about 0.1- 1 % of the extract. Unlike acyclic diterpancs,
thel' disappear completelf in high-rank bituminous hard coal (around L6 -./r Rn
max.) befbrc the anthracite stage ist attained. This behavior of acyclic and cvclic
Cr. . - i :onrenoid.  and stero i tF ia  ten lat i \e l )  in terpreted as an r I r ichmcnt  to  and
subscquent releasc from insoluble organic matter (coal or kerogen) during
diagcnesis and catagenesis. An important controlling mechanism seems to be the
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location and distribution of reactive sites (cspeciallv double bonds and OH-
sroups) on the original linear isoprenoids and the terpenoid ancl steroicl moleculcs.

.\.5.3 Coal as a Source Rock

The importance of coal as a source for gas initially recognized by the geochemical
uork of Karwcil (1956. 1969) and the geological considirations ofpatiln 1DO+o.
b). ln the latter paper the role of the Carboniferous coals in the formation of gas
fields in northwestern Europe was defined. In later years additional evidence was
accumulated to verify that Carboniferous coals are a primary source of gas in this
region (Stahl. 1968; Bartenstein and Teichmriller, 1974;Ltutz et a|.,1975). Hence
it is well established that coals are able to generate and release sufficient gas to
form large commercial gas accumulations. However. evidence for commercial oil
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accumulations derived from coal is not so abundant. It is known that some liquid
hydrocarbons are generated in coal during catagenesis. There are numerous
reports of oil shows. small oil seeps and oil-impregnated sand lenses etc being
closely associated with coals from all over the world.

Crude oils associated with coals often belong to the high-wax type, as the
"Frankenholz" oil from the Saar Region in Germanyt "La Machine" oil from
Central France. and oils from the Midland coal measures in Great Britain
(Hedberg, 1968). Crude oils of the Mahakam Delta area of Indonesia (Durand
and Oudin. 1979) also have to be mentioned here. The close association of oil and
coal in the OtTicina area of Venezuela (Banks. 1959) must be ranked as another
indication tbr a liquid hydrocarbon potential of coals.

When considering coal. onc usually thinks in terms of rank and forgets that coal
may consist of rather different material with respect to its basic structure ln this
scnse the liptinite content of different coals may vary considerably Likewise the
availability of chainlike molecular structures fixed to aromatic nuclei may vary
from coal to coal. Depending on the amount of liptinite in coals and chainlike
molecular structures there might be a potential for Iiquid hydrocarbons even in
coals. An example for this is the Mahakam Delta, Kalimantan. Indonesia
(Durand and Oudin, 1979; Durand et al ' 1983) Other authors stressed
specifically the rolc of resinite and exinite macerals for the generation of light oils
and condensates (snowdon,  19801l 'homas,  1981iPowel l  e t  a l  '  1982) .  l t  must  be
concluded therefore. that the generative potential for higher hydrocarbons is
definitely present in certain types of coal. The generative potential of coal has a
great similarity to type-lll kerogen which yields gas rather than oil. but may
generate commercial amounts of crude oil ' depending on the liptinite content.
For instance. it has been observed in Australia that Mesozoic and Tertiary coals
have gcnerated oil accumulations, whereas Permian coals are only a source fbr
gas (Thomas. lglll). Likcwise, the Miocenc coals of the Mahakam Delta
generated oil and gas. whereas Westphalian coals of Western Europe only
provide gas. even in the areas where vitrinite reflectivity is I c/o or lower. As far as

migration mechanisms are undcrstood there seems to be a lower expulsion
efficiency in coals especially for heavier hydrocarbons. The limited primary
migration of heavier hydrocarbons out oi coal is probably due to the high
absorption capacity of coal. and the fact that coal generally occurs as a massive,
continuous. solid organic phase.



Summary and Conclusion

Summary and Conclusion

Coal consists mainly of detritus from higher (terrestrial) plants. Most coals are formed
under nonmarine conditions.

AImost immediately following accumulation ofdead plant deb sontheground,first
biochemical, and later, after burial, geochemical processes are initiated. With con-
tinued bu al. these processes progressively cause coalification ofthe organic matter to
form the maturational sequence of peal. brown coal. bituminous thardl ioal and finaly
anthracite. These stages of the coalification process are termed levels of rank. Coal
rank can be determined by physical parameters such as reflectance and moisture
content or by essentially chemical parameters, such as volatile matter contenr. carDon
or hydrogen content and calorific value. Chemical changes in coal durinp its evolution
through the different rank stages can be compared with the evoluri in of various
kerogen types. The greatest chemical and evolutionary similarities are observed
between coal and type III kerogen.

During coalification. low molecular weight hydrocarbons, especially methane, and
other volatile nonhydrocarbon compounds, such as carbon dioxide and warer! are
generated.

The main phase ofmethane generation in coal begins in the rang€ ofmedium volatile
bituminous coal (about 1.3 to 1.47a .eflectance). The formation of volati le compounds
during coalification greatly exceeds the storage (absorption) capacity for these
products in coal. In addition heavier, nonvolatile hydrocarbons are formed. However,
in contrast to the large amounts ofmethane generated, the potential ofcoals to produce
higher hydrocarbons is limited. The generative potential ofcoal is in this respect similar
to type III kerogen, which yields mainly gas, but may generate commercial oil
accumulations, depending on the liptinite content.
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Chapter 9
Oil Shales: A Kerogen-Rich Sediment with
Potential Economic Value

9.1 Historical

The first mention of the oil shale industry goes back to the seventeenth century.
when a British Patent no. 330 was issued in 1694 to Martin Eale, who "found out a
way to extract and make great quantities of pitch, tar and oil out of a sort of rock"
(Cane. 1967). The first industrial plant was developed in Autun. France in 1838.
followed by another exploitation in Scotland, 1850. Since then many countries
developed an oil shale industry: Australia (1865). Brazil (1881), Ncw Zealand
(1900) ,  Swi tzer land (1915) ,  Sweden (1921) ,  Estonia (now USSR) (1921) ,  Spain
(1922), China (1929), South Africa ( 1935). The highest point of the development
was reached during or immediately after World War II.

However, all plants built during or immediately after the war had a small
capacity, roughly 50 to 200 t of oil per day, and their cost of production was high
due to the importance of labor for mining and crushing the rock. Around the
middle of the century, the low cost of the oil shipped from the Middle East made
the shale oil uneconomical, and the exponentially increasing consumption made
the amount of shale-oil production insignificant. Therefore, all oil shale plants
closed down progressively between 1952 (Australia) and 1966 (Spain) with the
exception of two countries: USSR (SSR of Estonia) and China (Manchuria).
where the mining conditions were adequate to justify a continued exploitation.
More recently, several countries made a survey on the occurrence of large oil
shale deposits. with sufficient reserves to justify important investments and the
potential to contribute significantly to the demand in oil. Brazil and the United
States developed pilot plants on the worlds largest oil shale deposits: the Green
River Shales in Colorado, Utah. and Wyoming, and the lrati Shales in Brazil.
With energy becoming short, other countries are again investigating their oil
shale resources.

The shale oil produced in the year 1972 was estimated at 10 million t in China.
3 million t in USSR (Estonia) and 50,000 t in Brazil (Combaz, 1974).

9.2 Definition of Oil Shales
Oil Shale Versus Petroleum Source Rock

There is actually no geological or chemical definition of an oil shale. In fact. an)
shallow rock yielding oil in commercial amount upon pyrolysis is considered to be
an o i l  shale.
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The mineral constituents of oil sh ales vary largely accorcling to types. Some are
true shales, where clay minerals are predominant, but others. like the well-known
Green River Shales, are carbonates with subordinate amounts of ouartz-
feldspar, clay minerals. etc. In fact, the various oil shales mined around rheworld
during the last century range from shale to marls and carbonates. The onlv
excluded lithology is sandstone. as this particular type of sedimentary deposir is
not compatible with the accumulation and preservation of orsanic marrer.

The organic matter contained in the oii shales is mainlv"an insoluble solid
material. kerogen. There is no oil and lirtle extractable bitumen naturallv oresent
in the rock. Shale oil is generated during pyrolysis, a treatment that c;nsisrs of
heating the rock to ca. 500'C. The kerogen of oil shale is not distinct from the
kerogen of petroieum source rocks detined in part IL To some extent the
pyrolysis Ieading to shale oil tbrmation from kerogen is comparable to the burial
of the source rocks at depth. that generates oil by the resulting elevation of
temperature.

However. there are different requirements for petroleum source rocks ancl oil
shales in respect to organic richness and rank oi evolution of the rock. Manv
investigators have concluded that any rock containing about 0.5a of organic
carbon may produce oil or gas, provided it is buried to a sufficient dipth.
Hydrocarbons are mobile, so that migration may result in commercial accumula-
tions of oil or gas, even if starting from low concentrations of organic matter in a
source rock. On the contrarv. an oil shale must have a large amount of organic
material to be ofeconomic interest. At least, one would require that the oil;hale
yields more energy as shale oil than it requires ro process tle rock. The average
pyrolysis temperature is 500'C. The energy to be provided for heating to thit
temperature is approximately 250 calories per g of rock, and the calorifi&alue of
kerogen is 10,000 calories per g. Therefore, if the kerogen content of the shale is
2.57o by weight, the total calorific value is used for heitins rhe rock. Below the
threshold of 2.5 %, the rock cannot be a source of energy (Burger. 1973). In fact. a
lower limit of 5oZ organic content is frequently used, and it corresponds
approximately to an oil yield of25 I per metric t ofrock, or 6 US gallons peishort
t'. It should be remembered that in the present situation such low ratios are stil l
uneconomical. The US literature frequently uses l0 US gallons per short t (,12 I
per metric t) as a lower limit for oil shales.

The requirements regarding the evolution stage are quite different for a
petroleum source rock and an oil shale. A petroleum source rock requires a
sufficient burial history and the stage of catagenesis in order to degrade a
substantial part of kerogen and thus generate oil. On the contrary, if one looks for
an oil shale with a large yield upon pyrolysis. the best sil uation is a shallow burial.
i.e., an immature stage of kerogen evolution before catagenesis begins. The
rocks containing organic matter which have been buriecl to great depih do not
represent promising oil shales, even if a subsequent folding and erosion has
brought  the rock back lo  the \ur face.

It can be said that the cquivalent of an oil shale, sufficiently buried, constitutes
a petroleum source rock. However. the reverse (i.e.. that the equivalent of a

t t  l U S g a l l o n : 3 . 7 8 5 1 ;  l s h o r t t o n = 0 . 9 0 7 m e t r i c t ;  t U S s a l l o n / s h o r t t = 4 . 1 7 I / m e r r i c t .
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petroleum source rock, shallowly buried. constitutes an oil shale) is not necessar-
ily true, due to the requirement of richness.

9.3 Composition of Organic Matter

Optical examination of oil shale kerogens shows that some of them are almost
entirely made of algal remains, whereas some others are an admixture of
amorphous organic matter with a variable content of identifiable organic
remnants. The main algal types are Botryococci and Tasmanaceae

Botry'ococcus is afresh or brackish-water alga belonging to the Chlorophyceae
and forming colonies. It has a wide extension from Precambrian to the present
time: several beds with Botryococcus are known as early as the Precambrian of
Bohemia. Kerogens from Autun boghead (Permian. France) and torbanite
(Carboniferous. Scotland; Permian. Australia and South Africa) are considered
to be almost entirely made of Botryococcas colonies. and the Recent coorongite
from Australia represents a similar situation. The present Botryococcus braunii,
source of the coorongite, shows two different states: a green growth stage and an
orange resting stage (Cane. 1976).

Tosmanites are considered as marine algae close to the presefit Pachysphaera:
the kerogen of some oil shales like tasmanite (Permian. Australial Jurassic-
Cretaceous, Alaska) consists almost entirely of these algal remains (cysts). They
are present in many other oil shales, as in the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris
Basin. France, or in the Lower Silu an shales, also containing Graptolites, from
Algeria.

Rocks consisting mainly of a single type of organism are anomalous from a
geological point of view. The organic matter of these anomalous rocks cannot be
readily compared with the classification of kerogens used so far in this book,
which has been defined on amorphous kerogen. For instance. Ma{well et al.
(1968) have studied such anomalous organic matter (i,e., the resting stage of
Botryococcus braunii) c<tmparable to the source material of coorongite and
torbanite, and they found that it contained up to 76c/c hydrocarbons. Further-
more. the bulk of the hydrocarbons was made solely of two unsaturated branched
alkenes (C1H5s).

In many instances. only a minor part of the kerogen from oil shales is made of
recognizable organic remnants. The balance is amorphous, probably due to
microbial alteration during sedimentation. Amorphous organic material. com-
monly referred to as sapropelic matter. may be associated with minerals and, in
this form. constitutes thick accumulations of oil shale, such as the Irati shales
(Permian, Brazil) or the Green River shales (Eocene, Colorado. Utah and
Wyoming). The organic material may be derived from planktonic (\rganisms
(microscopic Algae. Copepods. Ostracods) and from microorganisms normallv
living in the frcsh sediment (Bacteria. Algae, etc.).

The chemical composition of organic matter from oil shales may vary to a large
extent  (F ig.  IL9.1) .  E lcmentarv composi t ion a lways shows a h igh hydrogen
content. The atomic H/C rittio ranses from 1.25 to L75. Thc oxvqen content is
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rclativelv variable. The atomic O/C ratio ranges from 0.02 to 0.20. Nitrogen is
much less abundant and also varies a great deal. The atomic N/C ratio rangesfrom
0.5 x 10 I  ro  5. l l  x  10 2.

A comparison of the elemental composition of kerogen from oil shales with
organic matter of petroleum source rocks shows that, according to the classifica-
tion previously established. the amorphous sapropelic organic matter of oil shales
usually belongs to either tvpe I or type IL There is no oil shale related to type IIL
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Concentrations of type-llI organic material. derived from higher plants. are
usually classified as humic coal, or carbonaceous shales accompanying coal.
Furthermore. this type of material generally yields a large amount of gas upon
pyrolvsis, but only a limited amount of oil.

Infrared spectrophotomctry suggests that type-I kerogen present in the
Kerosene shales, Green River shales. torbanite, and bogheads. contains large
amounts of Iong aliphatic chains and little polyaromatic material. This is
confirmed by analysis of bitumen extracted from Green River samples' which
contain a Iarge proportion of normal and isoalkanes, particularly those of high
molecular weight. On the other hand, type-ll kerogen present in lrati shales'
kukersite, and various other oil shales (Messel shale in the Rhine Valley. Lower
Silurian shales from Algeria, Lower Toarcian shales from western Europe)
contains more cyclic material. aromatic and naphthenic. This' in turn' is
confirmed by the composition ofthe natural bitumen that includes a large amount
of polycyclic naphthenic and naphthenoaromatic molecules

The reason for the different composition and structure of oil shale kerogen may
be found in the different organisms contributing to the shales However, the
extent of degradation versus preservation at the time of deposition may also be of
importance. Selective microbial degradation would eliminate most of the easily
hydrolyzable compounds and preserve mainly Iipids. These lipids. enriched by
bacterial lipids. would result in kerogen comparable to type l.

9.4 Conditions of Deposition

The main geological environments in which oil shales are deposited have been
reviewed by Duncan (1967) and are listed below:

a) Large lake basins, particularly those of tectonic origin formed during
orogenic mountain building. Mineralogically. these oil shales are marls or even
argillaceous limestones. The associated sediments may include volcanic tuffs and
saline minerals, as in the Green River tbrmation. The main oil shales deposited in
such an environment are thc Green River shales of Eocene age in Colorado. Utah
and Wyoming (up to 600 m thick), the Triassic beds in the Stanleyville basin'
Zairc and the Albert Shales of Mississippian age. New Brunswick. Canada.

b\ The shalktw seas represent in the first place Iarge stable platforms with rather
thin deposits of oil shales (a tew m to a few tens of m thick) extending somerimes
over hundreds of thousands of square kilometers. The mineral phase is mostly
silica and clay minerals, but carbonate may also be present. There are wide-
spread deposits of black shales of this type in several geological systems:
Cambrian of northern Siberia and northern Europe, Silurian of North Africa'
Permian of southern Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina, Jurassic (Toarcian and
Kimmeridgian) of western Europe, etc.

Shallow sea deposits also include those formed in subsiding geosynclinal
basins. However, such deposits usually have been subsequently buried to greater
depth. and may even have been folded. As a result, their oil potential has been
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partly consumed through a natural evolution, and the remaining organrc material
results only in_a lower grade oil shale. Only the geologically you-nger ones, sucn as
the Miocene shales of Sicily, Italy, and Californla, ha"ve kepi a suiftcrent potential
to be classified among the richer oil shales.

, 
c\ S.mall lokes, bogs und lagoons associated with swamps result in oil shale

deposrrs associated with coal measures. This situation is met in permian beds of
western Europe (St. Hilaire. France) and in Tertiary beds of China (Fushun,
Manchuria). where oil shale deposits overlie coal beds.

A typical characteristic of the various types of oil shales is a verv fine lamination
of thin (less than 1 mm) alternaring layeri of organic marrer ani minerals. This
lamination witnesses quiet sedimentation, where-the minerals are either precipi_
tated from solution (carbonates) or transported as very fine detritus (clay
minerals. silt)- It suggests a succession of ieasonal or other periodic events.
Lamination also proves the absence of benthos. A situation of this kind
represents a confined physicochemical environment, where the decay of part of
the organic matter uses up oxygen to produce CO]. Thus organlc matter ls
preserved from reworking by benthic fauna and from ierobic miciobial degrada_
t lon.

9.5 Oil  Shale Density

Density of the organic matcrial is low compared with density of the mineral
grains.. The specific graviry of concentrated kerogen is usualiy cu. 0.95 1.05.
I heretorc. orl shale richness may be evaluated by using densiiy, provided the
mrnerai composition does not change significantly within-the section consrdered.
Stanfield et al. (l96tl). from the US bur"ou of Min.r. taue sno*n a gooct
correlation between increasing oil yield and decreasing formation density ii the
Green River shales.

Well logs permit in situ evaluation of oil shales (Tixier and Curtis. 1967). A
density log run in the Piceance basin. Colorado, allows precliction of oil yield irom
thc modificd Fisherassay. in the 0 40 gallons p., t ,ung.. with a maxrmum error
lt_, ^, li ']:l::: flnic-loeei11 

mishr ais() be i,f ,,r,me int"r.,,. n. rn increasing
KLr ' rgcn conlent  r \  re l lectcd hr  an incrcasing t ransi t  t ime.

9.6 Pyrolysis of Oil Shales

The technology ot git s!3t9 processing is based upon pvrolysis of the rock at a
temperature around 500.C. The fundamental aspects of kerogen degradation
upon heating in industrial processes are the same is those descr-ibed in"part II in
respect to experimental evolution of kerogen in the laboratory, by using
thermogravimetric and related techniques. The various bonds of it. [".og"i
macromolecule are broken, liberating small molecules of liquid and gase"ous
hydrocarbons, and also nitrogen, sultur and o*yg"n.ornpnrn,js. However, due
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to the shale quickly reaching a high temperature, the kinetics of the experimeotal
and industrial reactions are somewhat different from those under natural sub-
surface conditions. In particular the industrial products include usually a large
proportion of olefins. sulfur and nitrogen compounds in the liquid phase; gases
may contain abundant hydrogen sulfide and ammonia. The standard procedure
for laboratory assays of oil shales is the modified Fischer assay.

Various retorting processes have been used (Burger. 1973):
a) External heating through the wall of the retort. The Pumpherston process.

used in Scotland since 1860, was the origin of most techniques fbr a century; it was
widely used in Europe with various amendments (Scotland. France. Spain.
Sweden). The capacities of the retorting units were low, and energetic balances
were poor.

b) Combustion inside the retorting unit results in a better energetic balance,
but the disadvantage is the low calorific value of the gas diluted by nitrogen and
comhustion products. Valorization of hydrogen sulfide and ammonia is difficult.
This technique is widely used in the USSR (Pintsch process) and China (Fushun).
In the USA. the experimental Gas Combustion process of the US Bureau of
Mines is the origin of several processing units now under investigation.

c) Another method used is the circulation of externally heated gas through the
shale. The energetic balance is satisfactory, especially if the residual carbon ofthe
retorted shale is burnt to recover also these residual calories. The gas produccd is
of high calorific value. This technique has been used in France (Grande Paroissc)
and is now used in Brazil (Petrosix).

d) Heating the shale by hot solids is a new type of process that insures a good
encrgetic halance and a high calorific value of the gas. The UTT process in the
USSR uses hot shale ashes as a calorific vehicle. whereas the Tosco process in the
USA uses ceramic balls externally heated. However. the technology is more
complex than for the other processes.

e) Finally. powdered oil shales are used in the USSR (Estonia) to burn and
provide calories in electric plants.

9.7 Oil Yield; Composition of Shale Oil

The oil yield upon pyrolysis depends on thc abundance of kerogen in oil shale
(usually determined bv the organic carbon content of the rock). on the nature of
kerogen, and on the natural evolution of the rock (due to geological history, in
particular to depth of burial). The values of oil yields and the ratio of organic
matter converted to oil (computed on the basis of the amount of carbon
conver ted)  are shown in Table 11.9. l .

Oil shales containing type-l kerogen. with H/C atomic ratio over 1.5 usually
show the highest conversion of organic matter into shale oil: Green River shales
(Colorado) 7lJ%; Kerosene shales (Australia) 66%. Oil shales containing type II
kerogen. with a comparatively lower H/C atomic ratio, extend over a wide range
of organic matter conversion ratio: from only 26o/a in Sweden to 66elc in USSR
kukersite. The natural evolution of organic matter during geological history of
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9.8 Oil Shale Distribution and Reserves
(Tables II .9. l  and IL9.2)

Lower Paleozoic oil shales were mostly deposited in the shallow seas bordering
the Scandinavian-East Canadian precambrian shield: central-eastern United
States and Canada, Sweden, USSR (Estonia). They are only moderately rich, as
many of them have bcen subjected to a moderate thermal evolution for a very
long period of time. However, kukersile and associated deposits, of Ordovician
age, are among the richest oil shales. They are situated between Tallinn and
Leningrad (USSR) and consist of relatively thin (2.5-3 m) calcareous oil shale at
shallow depth (5 100 m). Kukersite contains up to 40% organic matter with a
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the sediment mav influence the oil yield of the shales. Burial due to subsidence,
and the associated elevation of temperature, may have already converted part of
the organic matter, even if subsequent folding and erosion has brought the shale
up to surface again. This is probably the cause of the comparatively low
conversion rate of Permian and Carboniferous oil shales of western Europe:
Autun and St. Hilaire 45-55%; Scotland 56%: and lower Paleozoic oil shales of
Sweden 267a.

Shale oil densities are usually higher than those of the average crude oil: they
range from 0.88 to 0.98. and the most frequent values are 0.91 {1.94. Oils derived
from tvpe-l kerogen, which has a high content of aliphatic chains, are somewhat
lightcr (oil from Kerosene shales 0.89, torbanite 0.88) than oil derived from type-
II kerogen, which has a higher proportion of cyclic structures (oil from kukersite
0.97. lrom the lower Toarcian shales of western Europe 0.93-{.94). Viscosity and
cloud points are of industrial importance in respect to pipe-line transportation of
shale oil. The cloud point is frequently related to the content of high molecular
wcight alkanes (paraffin). lt is particularly high for shale oil derived from several
tvpe-I kerogens, like the Green River shales (cloud point 25-30"C, viscosity ca.
25 centistokes at 37.8'C). It is comparatively low for oil derived from type-ll
kerogen. which contains less heavy paraffins, for example the lower Toarcian
shales ofwestern Europe (c loud point  -  l5 'C.  v i rcos i lv  5 ient is tokes at  37.8.C) .

Distil lation curves ol shale oil show a large proportion of medium fractions that
distif below 300'C: Green River shales 30 to 10Vc. Iower Toarcian of western
Europe 50%. This medium distil late contains about 30,50% olefins. which are
virtually absent in natural crude oil. Another impo ant difference is the
abundance of nitrogen-containing cyclic compounds. The nitrogen content of
shale oil ranges from 0.5% in Kerosene shale oil to 1.Bto2.1Vo in Green River
shale oil. Thcse figures are considerably higher than those measured in natural
crude oils, where the average value is 0.097o. An exception is the kukersite oil
that contains only 0.1 % of nitrogen. Sulfur compounds are also abundant in many
shale oils. but the total sulfur content is more comparable to the values measured
in natural crude oils from many producing countries. particularly from the Middle
t asl.
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conversion ratio of 66Vo into oil plus gas. They have been used to produce shale
oil and chemicals, domestic and industrial gas, and electricity by burning the
leaner beds in electric power plants. Total reserves of the area would be 21 bil-
lion t of oil shale, or approximately 3.5 bill ion t of shale oil. Other oil shale
deposits are located in the Siberian part of the USSR.

Tablc II.9.2. Approximate estimation of the main oil shale
reserves. (After Burger, 1973, World Energy Conference,
1980. and others)

North America
USA
Canada

South America: Brazil
Northern and Western Europe
Ital),
USSR (including Siberia)
Jordan
Marocco
Zafte
China
Thailand
Other countries

27 r,000
26.1,000

7,000
127.000

1.00t1
5.600

56.000
7,800
7 ,100

l6,000
4.100
2,000

ca. 2,000

Total ca. 500,000

Million m' pote ntial oil

Middle Paleozoic (Silurian and Devonian) oil shales were deposited in shallow
seas on the large shelves covering North Africa (Libya and Algeria) and the
eastern and central part of the United States. ln Africa. the richest beds are the
black shales located in the transgressive lower Silurian. In the United States, the
Devonian black shales represent most of the reserves. The main extension of the
deposits is over Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio, but Tennessee, Alabama, and
other states contribute to a total of 10 bill ion t of potential shale oil.

Upper Paleozoic oil shales occur widely over the Gondwana area. The world's
second largest deposit is the Irati shale of Permian age in southern Brazil. In the
main area, near Sao Mateus do Sul, Parana, the deposits comprise two horizons
(respectively 3.20 m thick with an oil yield of 97c, and 6.50 m thick with an oil
yield of 6.47c). separated by 8.6 m of barren sediments. The total reserves are
estimated to be l2il bill ion t of oil. Stratigraphic equivalents occur in Uruguay and
Argcntlna.

Other rich Permian-Carboniferous oil shales are located in Australia
(Keroscnc shales, tasmanite) and South Africa (Ermelo). Tasmanite and Ermelo
shale contain mostly vellow bodies olorganic material, considered to be remains
of algal colonies.
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In the northern hemisphere many small deposits of oil shale, often associated
with coal, occur in tectonic or post-orogenic basins of Carboniferous or Pelmian
age. along the hercynian belt ofwestern Europe and the Appalachians: Scotland,
France, Spain, Eastern Canada (Albert shale), Eastern United States. Other
deposits are located in the northwestern United States.

Triassic Iacustrine oil shales are extensively reported in Central Africa (Zaire),
where thev irre associated with limestones and yolcanics. Their oil yield is high,
and the total reserves are estimated to be 16 bill ion t of potential oil. Some
Triassic oil shales are also known from Switzerland, Austria and Italy.

Jurassic black shales are widesrrread in western Eurooe. Thev include several
beds of various richness from Lower to Upper Jurassic. The moit frequent is the
Lower Toarcian (Posidonia shales. or Liassic e), which occurs over a wide area in
Francc, Luxemburg and Germany, and to a smaller extent in Spain and Great
Britain. The oil content is rather low (t4o/i). but the large areal distribution
makes it an important potential reserve.

Other Jurassic to Cretaceous oil shales are known in northern and eastern
Asia. where thev are associated with coal. and in Alaska, where marine deposits
include tasmanite (with Tasmanites algae), cannel coal, and a shaly coal named''whale blubber" rock.

Low-grade Cretaceous oil shales occur in South Central Canada and western
United States. An association of marine black shales with phosnhorite and chert
extends oyer  severa l  countr ies of  the Middle Easl  (Svr i l .  is rael .  Jordan) .

The main Tertiarl' oil shales are the lacustrine Green River shales, which
constitute thc biggest reserve ofthat type in the world. estimated to be more than
250 bill ion t of potential oil. The deposit of Eocene age extends over four main
basins: the Piceance basin, Colorado, which is considered to contain two thirds of
the rcservesi the Uinta basin, Utah, where the Green River shales are outcrop-
ping along the borders. and in the Green River basin and the Washakie basin,
Wyoming. In the Uinta basin. the Green River shales are buried to a great depth
(up to 6000 m) in the northern part of the basin, where the shales act as source
rock for Altamont and othcr oil fields,

Lacustrine deposits of Tertiary age also include the Paraiba Valley (Taubate-
1'remembe) in Brazil. and the Aleksinac shales in Yugoslavia. Other nonmarine
oil shales arc associated with coal beds in China (Fushun, Manchuria). Several
small deposits occur in local basins or grabens caused by Tertiarv orogenic
movements in Europe, South Amcrica and Western United States.

Marine deposits of Tertiary black shales are known from Sicily. ltaly, where
the reserves are evaluated at ca. 5 bill ion t of potential oil. and from California
and Southern USSR.
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Summary and Conclusion

Oil shales contain large quantities of insoluble orgaric matter, kerJgen, which yields oil
upon pyrolysis at temperatures of about 500'C. The rock contains no producible oil,
and usually little extractable bitumen. The mineral ftaction ofthe rock may include clay
minerals. carbonates and silica.

The origin of the organic matter is frequently marine or freshwater algae, but other
planktonic organisms and also bacterial biomass may contribute significantly. When
compared with the classification established for petroleum source rocks, kerogen ofthe
oil shales belongs to type I or II.

Oil shales have been deposited in lake basins, shallow seas, bogs and lagoons from
late Precambrian to Tertiary.

Shale oil contains a significant proportion of unsaturated olefins which are absent in
natural crude oils. Sulfur and nitrogen are also abundant in shale oil.
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Part III
The Misration and Accumulation of Oil and Gas



Chapter 1
An Introduction to Migration and Accumulation of
Oil and Gas

Petroleum accumulations are generally found in relatively coarse-grained porous
and permeable rocks that contain little or no insoluble organic matter. It is highly
improbable that the huge quantities of petroleum found in these rocks could have
originated in them from solid organic matter of which now no trace remarns.
Rather, as discussed in previous sections, it appears thal fluid petroleum
compounds are generated in appreciable quantities only through geothermal
action on high molecular weight organic kerogen usually found in abundance only
in fine-grained sedimentary rocks and that usually some insoluble organic residue
remains in the rock at least through the oil-generating stage. Hence, it can be
concluded that the place of origin of oil and gas is normally not identical with the
locations where it is found in economically producible conditions, and that it has
had to migrate to its present reservoirs from its place oforigin. This migration of
petroleum. and the subsequent formation of commercial accumulations, will be
discusscd in  th is  par t  o f  the book.

The relcase of petroleum compounds from solid organic particles (kerogen) in
source beds and their transport within and through the capillaries and narrow
pores of a fine-grained source bed has been termed primary migration by
numerous workers. The oil expelled from a source bed passes through wider
pores ol more permeable porous rock units. This is called secondary migration.
Petroleum compounds may migrate through one ore more carrier beds with
similar permeabilities and porosities as reservoir rocks before trapped by an
impermeable or a very low permeability barrier. Oil and gas accumulations are
thus formed. Since practically all pores in the subsurface are water-saturated,
movement of petroleum compounds within the network of capillaries and pores
has to take place in the presence of the aqueous pore fluid. Such movement may
be due to active water flow or may occur independently of the aqueous phase,
either by displacement or by diffusion. There may be a single phase (oil and gas
dissolved in water) or a multiphase (separate water and hydrocarbon phases)
tluid system.

The distinction between primary and secondary migration was initially not
based on the recognition of different migration processes, but only on its
occurrence in pores of different sizes and lithology and possiblv in a different state
of distribution. The loss of hydrocarbons out of a trap is frequentlv called
dismigration.

Petroleum compounds are generated from finely disseminated organic matter
in source beds. thus. the first appearance of petroleum is also in a dispersed form.
Processes of primary and especially secondary migration, which finally lead to the
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little information on movement and distribution of petroleum compounds inside
the pores of source rocks. Therefore, it shoutd bi realized that ihe following
discussion on petroleum migration is largely theoretical and should not bi
considered definitive. The theoretical concepts should be quantified to determine
their effects on the migration mechanismi for a better understanding of the
mlgranon pnenomena.

Summary and Conclusion

The release of petroleum compounds from kerogen, and their transport within and
through the capillaries and narrow pores of a fine-grained source rock are defined as
pdmary migration. The movement of petroleum after expulsion fron a source rock,
through the wider pores of more permeable and porous carrier and reservoir rocks, is
called secondary migration.

Pores in the subsurface arc normally water-saturated and hence any movement of
petrol€um compounds takes place in the presence of aqueous pore fluid. The specific
gravities of gas and oil are considerably lower thall those of saline waters, This is why
gas and oil are found in structural highs where reservoir rocks of suitable porosity and
permeability are covered by dense and relatively impermeable cap rocks.



Chapter 2
Physicochemical Aspects of Primary Migration

2.1 Temperature and Pressure

Most petroleum and gas accumulations are found between the surface and to a
depth of about 6000 to 7000 m. The physical and chemical conditions that prevail
in source and reservoir rocks change with depth ofburial. Most pronounced is the
increase of temperature and pressure,

The increase in temperature with burial depth is a consequence of the transfer
of thermal energy from the interior of the earth to the surface where it is
dissipated. Different geothermal gradients ("C km r.1 are observed, depending
upon the overall thermal conductivity of the rock strata. regional heat flow
conditions, and subsurface water movement. A world average geothermal
gradient is considered to be 25"C km ' (Lee and Uyeda, 196-5). Generally stable
parts of the earth crust with crystalline rocks have lower geothermal gradients
than mobile orogenic zones, with the exception of "arc-trench-gaps" of active
margins where gradients may be as low as l0'C km I. The \ariation in geother-
mal gradients in sedimentary basins is typically in the range of 15"C km-' to
50 "C km r, although gradients as low as 5'C km r and as high as TT"C km I, and
in special situations up to 90"C km ', have been observed. For example, a very
low gradient  of  about  5"C km'  was found in  a 14,585- f i  wel l  in  Andros Is land in
the Bahamas (Levorsen. 1954) and a gradient of 7b.9"C km 

-r was recorded in a
well drilled in the upper Rhine Graben in southwest Germany near the Landau
oilfield (Doebl et al.. 1974). In the Walio oilfield of the Salawati Basin. Irian Jaya
(Indonesia) gradients as high as 90"C km I have been reported (Redmond and
Koesoemadinata, 1976).

Temperature profiles, or graphic presentations of temperature versus depth,
show that geothermal gradients are not always linear, but that there are
irregularities caused mainly by varialions in thermal conductivity of different
lithologic units, by proximity to the surface, and by subsurface water flow.
Examples of such temperature profiles are given in Figures III.2.1 and IIL2.2.
The increase in temperature with depth is greater for higher heat flows and lower
thermal conductivities. Heat flow is the amount of heat (calories) flowing through
a unit area (cm:) in a certain time (seconds). Thus, heat flow is expressed in [cal
cm 's-']. Thermal conductivity (i) is a physical quantity that defines the amount
of heat that flows through a specific medium over a certain distance during a given
time increment. if there is a temperature gradient. Thus, there are three main
factors controlling geothcrmal gradients; a difference in primary heat flux related
to global tectonic phenomena, differences in the thermal conductivity of the
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Tempera ture  ( 'C  )
Fig. III.2.2. Extrapolated temperature profile of well Saar 1 in SW Germany (Modified

after Kappelmeyer and Haenel. 1974)

basins. Thus it would not be restricted to graben zones only. This phenomenon

might explain observed heat anomalies on top of structural traps. such as

anticlines.
The highest remperatures recorded in wells drilled for oil and gas are around 270'

to 280'C, as obsened in two very deep wells (6500 and 7800 rn) in South Texas

and the Gulf coast. The geothermal giadient in the 6500 m well was 42oC km I

and in the 7800 m well 35'C km-' (Landes. 1967).
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Fig. t l l .2.-1. Average thermal conducti,
vit ies of selected rock t)pes. (Aftcr Kap-
pelmever and Haenel. 1974)
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Judging from oil occurrcnces all over the world. and from the data presented
abovc. it appears that most oil source beds have not been cxposed to tcmpera-
tures much higher than 100"C during the time ofgencration and migration. Light
oils. condensates and gases. however. are probably generated lrom source beds at
higher tempcratures (15tI- 180'C). which in cxceptional cases mav rcach an uppcr
limit of about 250"C. Temperaturcs prevailing during secondary migratron in
carrier rocks and rcservoir rocks are similar to those encountcred in gencrrtion
and primarl' migration. especially if sourcc rocks and reservoir rocks are in
JUXraposlnon.

Another phvsical paramcter incrcasing with depth is pressure. prcssure rises
with increasing ovcrburden under the gravity load of overlying sediments. As
long as the pores of the sedimcntarv column are interconnectcd and ultimatcly
open to the surface and there is sufficient permeability, the tluids inside the porc
space are under normal hvdrostatic pressure. The gravitv load causes sediments
to compact and to lose porosity. This rcduction in porositv is onlv possible if a
commensurate portion of the relatively incompressiblc. aqueous porc fluid is
expelled and allowed to move awav. If there arc sedimentarv layers with stronglv
rcduced permeabilitv. and if the gravity load continues to increase, movement of
the porc lluid beneath such impermeable layers is impeded. Consequentlv. thc
pore fluid is confined in the sediment and compaction ceases or is at least
retarded. Under such conditions, previously normztl hydrostatic pressures in thc
pore fluid increase and the sediment becomes overpressured. Ultimately.
p(trostatic pressure (svnonvmous with lithostatic or geostatic pressure) is attained
\\'hen the pore fluid carries the entire load of the overlving water-saturated
sediment column. Interstitial fluid pressurcs in sedimcntary rocks can. thereforc.
varv between normal hydrostatic and higher pressures. A plot of the normal
hvdrostatic pressure gradient and the petrostatic or geostatic pressure gradient is
shown in F igure 111.2.4.

T - D o r o n i t €
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Pressure ( bar and PSI )

Fig. IIL2.4. Plot of hydrostatic and petrostatic gradients

The hydrostatic pressure gradient is between I and 1 09 bar per 10 m

(0.,133-d.47 psi ft 1). depending on the salinity of the pore water' A representa-

tive auerage' petrostatic- gradi;t is 2.3 bar per 10 m (1 psi ft .r)' however'

variations in tire overburdin bulk specific gravity are common, and geologicall-i"

important in some context (Chapmin. 1973) At depths between 1000' and 6000

m. migrating pctroleum and gas must move through pores saturated with watcr'

at fluid pressures ranging betwcen 100 and 1400 bar and at temperatures from

about 50'C to about 250'C
There is also a gencral increase in pore water salinity with increasing burial

depth. Gradients Tor salinity vary beiween 70 mg I rm-r and 250 mg l-'m '

(Engelhardt. 1973), but pore water salinities may also varl' depending on

iitnJtogy. temperature, su-bsurface fluid convection. and geological configura-

tion. P"oie watir salinities range from fresh water to salt saturation and may reach

values close to 300 g I r. Under normal pressure conditions' sandstones com-

monly have higher salinities than adjacent shales Morever, pore water in shales is

geneially depieted in chloride and enriched in sulfate and bicarbonate as

EnInpu..d to sandstones. Pore water salinities are frequently abnormally low in

hiph oressure zones and in areas of meteoric water influx
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2.2 Compaction

2.2.1 Compaction, Porosity of Clastic Sediments and
Abnormally H igh Press ures

Compaction in sediments results in an increase in bulk density and loss ofporosity
with increasing effective pressure, temperature and time. The rate ofcompaction
is largely governed by material properties of a sediment (both physiial and
chemical) and by the rate at which liquid pore fluid can be expelied. Because
compaction causes fluid flow through sedimentary rocks, it is commonly consi_
dered to be an important factor in petroleum migration. This kind of fluid flow.
however. would be restricted in carbonate-type rocks and from this point of view,
carbonates and argillaceous sediments behave differently. The transport of fluid
through interconnected pores of a rock is dependent on permeability, which
vanes considerably, although no rock is absolutely impermeable. The dynamics
of fluid flow is commonly determined from Darcy,s Law. Hubbert (1940) gave a
correct mathematical expression of Darcy's Law,

- K 6 A
a :  - e A  -

lt ot

where.
,4 = cross sectional area ofthe rock through which the flow is measured (cm2),
K : intrinsic permeability (darcy),
O : volume flux per unit time (cmr s-1),
4 = dynamic v iscosi ly  of  the f lu id  (cent ipo ise) ,
p = densi ty  of  the t lu id  (g cm ' ) .

6 A- = hydrodynamic gradient along the flow path, /.

.For converielce in.geological context, permeability is usually expressed in
millidarcies (md = 10-r darcy) or even microdarcies (ad : 10 6 darcy). Darcy's
law is valid for laminar flow, where inertial forces are negligible compared'to
viscous forces. During viscous flow, there is an interaction between the liouid
moving through the porous rock and the surface or the inner pore space of the
rock.

For clastic sediments, plots of porosity versus depth show a more or less
exponential relationship. There is initially a very rapid loss in porosiry at
relatively shallows depths, and with further increasing overburden pressure, the
rate of loss in porosity diminishes. Semilogarithmic plots of the depth-porosity
relationship result in a straight line, the slope of which varies within certain limits
from basin to basin. This basic fact about compaction of sediments was
recognized by Athy (1930) and Hedberg (1926. 1936). They derived empirical
equations for the porosity-depth relationship of sediments, where the depth of
burial or overburden pressure was placed in the exponent. Figure III.2.5 shows
such porosity-depth relationships, as measured on samples from three different
basins: Teftiary sediments of the Gulf coast (Dickinson, 1953), Teftiary sedi-
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Frs. 111.2.5. Dcpth-porosit) relJttonship as determined for samples from three dillerent

lo"ri^, i"tti"t1 
':e.limenls 

ot thc Culf coast; Tertiary sediment-s of Eastern Venezuelal

Paleozoic sediments of Oklahoma (Modified after Levorsen' 195'1)

ments of Eastern Venezuela (Hedberg, 1936) and Paleozoic sediments of

Oklahoma(Athy. 1930) Hubbert and Rubey (1959)have shown on a theoretical

basis that the efttctivc compressive stress equals the maximum differential

pressure. which is composed df the overburden pressure minus the internal fluid

plessure.' 
Compaction may be delayed in thick shale sequences.with little or no sand or

silt inteicalations ('Chop*un. 1972) ln such sequences the escape of pore waters

cannot keep pace with iubsidence' ancl abnormally highfluid pressures may build

uo. e.oeciallv in the central zone of thick shales. Impedance of fluid escape may

aiso be caused by unusually effective seals such as impermeable evaporttes

enottr", rrnpn,tont cause oi abnormally high pressures is the generation of

methane and other low molecular weight hydrocarbons in organic-rich shales

1CedU.rg, 1974). Abnormal pressures, however. are transitory, and indicate that

eouilibriim has not been attained Abnormal pressures, therefore' occur more

frequently in young Tertiary sedimentary sequences than in older Mesozoic or

even Paleozoic basins.
-ompressive stress is wiclely accepted as a primary-cause for porosity reduction

and abnormally high pressures. but these effects have not gone undisputed'

Bradley (1975) haslrgued that compression by overburden alone cannot cause

abnormal pressures at present drill ing depths Accordingly' the extra load is

transferred to the sediment below thJseal and not to the interstitial pore fluid

within the sealcd-off portion of a water-saturatcd sediment Pressurcs deviating

from hyclrostatic. according to Bradley ( 1975). are mainly caused by temperature
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changes. This is in line with observations and considerations by Barker (1972) and
\lagara (1974), who discuss the effect of water expansion with increising
tcmperature, and its influence on fluid pressures in buried sediments. A
pressure-temperature-density diagram for water under geological conditions,
according to _Barker (1972) and Magara (,1974), is givin in'Figur e 1II.2.6.
\up_erimposed. 

-o_n this diagram are geothermal g.idi.nts of 
"1g.C 

km-r,
15 'C km ' and J6_'C km I for hydrostatically pressured water. From this diagram
rt can be deduced that for common geothermal gradients, there is a continuous
:rpansion of watcr with increasing depth. The water expansion is greater at
riqher geothermal gradients as the lines for these gradients intercepr warer

= l
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Fig. I11.2.7. Relationship
between specific volume
of water and increasing
depth of burial for differ-
ent geothermal gradients.
(After Magara. 1974)

1 0 0 0 0

0ep th  ( tee t )

isodensity lines at shorter intervals. This relationship between sPecific water

volume (i.e., water expansion) and increasing depth of burial for different

geothermal gradients is ihown in Figure III.2.7. Magara (197'1) pointed out that

ihe e*pansion of water due to rising temperature is an additional cause for fluid

misration in the sub-surface. The direction of fluid movement would be from hot

to iold areas, from cleep to shallow and from a basin center to the edges' Thus,

temoerature-intluced fluicl flow follows the same general directions as fluid

.o iement  caused by "normal-  compact ion
It is surprising that for many years the effect and role of temperature has almost

been neglected when considering compaction. The behavior of water. its specific

volume. its viscosity and capacity as a solvent' are all temperature-related'

Bradley (1975) remarks thai porosity loss in nature is caused by a group of

interreiated chemical processes dependent on reactivity' temperature, surface

area. and pressure. He calls these processes "lithification" It refers to all

processes whereby porosity is reduced in sandstones which become cemented' to

ihales. which are compacted. and to limestones' which recrystallize'

A
i - 7

F /

/

I � j Y
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2.2.2 Compaction of Carbonates

In the context of this discussion carbonates are referred to as sedimentarv rocks
containing more than 50% by weight of carbonate minerals and less than 507o
detrital minerals (clays and quartz). Some carbonate source rocks may be
composed almost entirely out ofcarbonate material (less than 5Zo clay mineials.l.
Carbonates are chemically more reactive than silicates and, hence. during
compaction behave differently than clastic sediments. The porosity reduction in
clastic sediments is more strongly influenced by mechanical and physical rear_
rangements of mineral grains than generally encountered in carbonates or
evaporites. Chemical processes dominate the porosity and permeability reduc-
tion of carbonates.

The initial or primary porosity of fine-grained carbonate sediments corre_
sponds to porosites observed in clastic sediments. There is experimental and
cmpirical evidence that at lower overburden pressures, up to a depth of about
100 m to 300 m, compaction occurs as in clastic sediments. With increasinsdeDth
of burial, chemical diagenesis becomes more important. It stabilizes tlie rock
fabric. mainll ' due to solution and cementation processes and is much more
pronounced in carbonates than in clastic sediments. Recrystallization of carbo-
nate-type source rocks is an important process with respect to petroleum
generation and migration. With increasing burial, recrystallization convefis
initially fine-grained sediments into coarse-grained rocks. In this way. finely
disseminated bitumen and other foreign material such as clay minerals become
concentrated at grain boundaries and in intergranular spaces. This is an rmporranr
step in bitumen concentration in carbonate rocks, On the other hand. it is known
that in reservoir rocks. organic material may hinder chemical diagenesis of the
mineral rock skcleton. It is not clear how this affects source rocks.

There is evidence for very earlv lithification of ccrtain carbonate sediments.
Ginsburg (1957) pointed out that in carbonatc muds most of the water may be lost
$ithin the first meter of burial. Hollmann (1962) describes the underwater
consolidation of limestones. Dcepll' buried carbonate rocks frequently tio not
:how signs of advanced gravitational compaction, as it is demonstrated b1, intact
macrofossils and microfossils. and sometimes by relatively high porosity values.
Carbonate rocks. in addition to primarv porosity, may develop a pronounced
recondarv porositv alter deposition as a consequence of dissolution processes.
Secondary porosity results from modification of primarv porosity and, therefore,
the two frequently cannot be clearly distinguished (Aoyagi, 1973). It should also
be mcntioned here that dolomitization often increases porositv because the molar
rolume of CaMg(CO1)2 is smaller rha n rhe volu me of CaCOl. For a more detailed
treatment ol compaction and diagenesis of carbonate sediments, the reader is
referrcd to Engelhardt's book (1977) The Origin of Sediments and Sedimentary
Rocks.

Finally, it should be emphasized that there are many argillaceous limestones
te.g. ,  mar ls)  and many calcareous shales.  These hybr i "d sediments nave a
mineralogical composition intermediate between those of Dure carbonates and
ilavs. Manv of these hvbrid sediments have very high organiC contents and appear
ro be petroleum source rocks (Hunt, 1967).
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2.2.3 Pore Diameters and Internal Surface Areas
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sediments. The sedimentary pore system on i microscopic scale is a very"*m:ru';x;l*::*:,'ltLiil"T;ffi 
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= 10 e m - 10 A) in a depth range of about 2000 m, and continue to decrease
with increasing depth. Pore diameters of this size are of special interest with
respect to petroleum migration. Because pores are usually flat at depth, it can be
assumed that molecules such as asphaltenes exhibitine effective diameters of
about 50 A cannot move through a pore sysrem with pleudo-pore diameters of
50 A or smaller.

In clastic sediments and to a greater extent in carbonates, there is a general
tendency for individual grain size to increase with increasing depth of burial. In
clastic sediments, due to both these effects and the reduction in pore space, there
is a distinct trend toward diminishing specific surface areas with depths. Shales
have surface areas from about 10-60 ;'� g- r between depths of 500 and 3500 m. In
sandy shales these surface areas are reduced and sandstones have even smaller
specific surface areas of about 5 m2 g-r {Dreier, 1968: Heling, 19707.

This concept of porosity reduction and changes of pore diameters with depth
was originally developed when studying pure sandstones and shales. Source
rocks, however, containing various amounts of organic matter would show a
much more complex depth porosity relationship. It is known that coal, for
instance, contains a macro- and a micropore system. Whereas the macropore
system is related to depth of burial. the micropore system is mainly related to the
rank level ofcoal. In the same sense the conversion of solid kerogen particles into
liquid or gaseous compounds is maturity-related and creates porosity. This newly
created porosity and the accompanying changes in specific surface areas are not
static, but depend on the expulsion ofhydrocarbons and the reorganization ofthe
kerogen structure. Robin (1975) for instance has measured internal surface areas
in kerogen from fine-grained sediments. With increasing thermal evolution
thev range from less than 10 mr g-rorganic matter at 1000 m to about 35 m2g-rat
:1000 m depth.

2.3 Fluids

2.3.1 State and Behavior of Pore Water

Mineral surfaces have attractive van der Waals' forces that cause physical
adsorption of liquids or gases. The extent of adsorption depends upon the nature
ofthe minerals and ofthe molecules being adsorbed. and is a function ofpressure
and temperature. Physical adsorption may attract several monolayers of
molecules to a surface in contrast to chemical adsorption (chemisorption) which
accomodates onlyone monolayer. Several monolayers of water molecules may be
physically adsorped on clay mineral surfaces. This water is not only physically
adsorbed, but there are hydrogen bonds between the electronegative oxygen
atoms of the mineral surfaces and the water molecules. Water molecules
themselves, if not vaporized, are also hydrogen-bonded to each other. Water
bound to clay surfaces has a higher degree of ordering and may be compared to ice
crystals, and is immobilized. Ice has a more open structure, and consequently a
lower density than liquid water. Therefore. the specific volume of bountl water on
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clays should be higher than that of free pore water (l-ow' 1976) With increasing

overburden and dicreasing porosity, pore diameters become smaller and smaller'

The surface to volume raiio of the pores is changed and free rater is expelled

preferentiallv. The ratio of free water to bound water is thus continuously

ieducecl along with a decrease in bulk water'
At preseni. little is known about the state of water in source rock-type

sediments at depth. Several monolayers of water may be firmly attached to

capillary walls depending on pressure and temperature conditions Clay

-in.ruiogirt. consider three to iive monolayer\ (or more) of adsorbed water

under su'rface conditions to be a reasonable assumption With increasing

temperature ancl pressure. the network of bound ice-like water should collapse lt

is expected. however. that about two monolayers of watershould be left in direct

nroximitv to clav minerals even at depths (Low' 1976) where petroleum is-

!.n".ut.i. Dickqv ( 1975) pointed out important consequcncesof the existence of

itructured pnr" tui"t on'primary oil migration in source rocks in an advanced

stage of compaction. lf a fiat pore hetween clay parliclcs ts assumc..l to be about

Jo 'A rn heiq l r .  t \  ( )  monola lers o l  water  {ahr)ut  o  A)on each s ide r ' rou ld leave

little mobile-water. Such pore widths are compatible with pseudo-pore openings

observed in shales at about 3000 m depth.

2.3.2 Changing Chemical Composition of Petroleum Compounds

In Chapters Il. '1 and IL5, we discussed the composition and structure of kerogen '

ancl its euolution with increasing depth of burial As a consequence of this

evolution under increasing temperature and pressure' a varletv ot petroleum

lumpounds. i. e.. bitumeiwith difTering structures and.chemical and phvsical

properties. is generated According to the -state.of evolution of the kerogen'

iitfcrent typei of petrolcum compounds in difTerent absolute and relative

quantities aie auaitat,te for primary migration Furthermore' all thesc different

Jo-fnuna. can bc transpuitecl by migiation processes-, as documented b-v the

greri variety of crule oils that contain the same types of compounds as found in

b i tumen in  s t tu .
Bitumen to organic carbon ratios in shallow sediments with Potentlal source

rock characteristis are around 30 to'10 mg per g With increasing depth this ratro

reaches maxima at about 150 to 180 mg per g or more Thereafter' the ratios

decrcase as the principal phase of oil formation is passed Simultaneously'

throughout the phases of oiiformation. the composition of the bitumen changes

The a-mount of saturated hydrocarbons increases and to a lesser degree so does

the amount oi aromatic hydrocarbons. Heterocompounds (N' S' O compounds)

decrease in concentration with maturation. Low molecular weight hydrocarbons

are preferentiallv generated with increasing depth Beyond the principal phase of

oil formation. when cracking becomes the most prominent transformation

reaction. mainlv gas is generated These changes result in a decrease in average

molecular weigiriand diameter of bitumen molecules with increasing depth and

maturation. The average polaritv of the molecules formed also decreases with

depth and. hence. their water solubility and adsorption behavior is changed The
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amounts of low boiling point aromatics increase, and these are more water-
soluble than other hydrocarbons of comparable molecular weight. These differ-
ences have to be considered when discussing the principal modes of primary
migration with increasing depth.

It is also important that the kerogen itself changes. becoming more aromatic
with depth and more ordered. and having less and less heteroatomic functional
groups.

2.4 Possible Modes of Primarv Misration

The type of petroleum compounds that are transported during migration through
the narrow pores and capillaries of water saturated source rocks range in
molecular weight from methane (CHo) (mol. wt. : 16) to such heavy compounds
such as asphaltenes (mol. wt. up to 5000 and more). Consequently. at normal
pressure and temperature. these compounds may be gaseous, liquid or solid. The
effective molecular diameter of petroleum compounds range from 3.8 A of CH1
to about 5(f 100 A in asphaltenes. A number of relevant molecular diameters are
l is ted in  Table I I  I .2 .1.

The transportation of petroleum constituents can occur in different ways.
depending on the state of distribution in the source bed environment. From a
theoretical point of view, there can be separate oil or gas phases. individual oil
droplets or gas bubbles. colloidal and micellar solutions, or true molecular
solutions. Each of these possible modes of transportation is favored by particular
physical and chemical conditions within a source bed. The transfer of mass mav
occur either by bulk flow or by diffusion. Transport of petroleum consrituents i;
an), one of the above modcs requires some kind of energv. The two most common
driving forces present in source rocks to cause bulk flow are temperature and
pressure. Thus the movement of petroleum compounds in bulk flow is either
directlv or indirectly caused by the presence of pressure gradients and probably to
a lesser extent b,v temperature gradients. In addition to bulk flow, there may be
diffusion. Thc flux of petroleum constituents by diffusion is proportional to their

Tablc I IL2.1. Approximate, effect ive molecular diameters of selected petroleum
compounds and some rcference molccules in A

Molecule Effcctive dia-
meter in A

Molecule Effective dia-
metcr in A

He
H2

Hro
coz
N2

2.O
2.3
2.9
3.2

CH,I
benzene
/l-alkanes
cyclo-hexane
complex rrng structures
asphaltene molecules

3.8

4 .8
5.,1

10-  30
50-100

I nm : 10 e m : l0 A; see also Figure II l.2.!i.
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concentration gradient The direction of net transport due-to diffusion is from

higher to lowei concentrations or from regions of higher chemical potential to

re;ions of lower chemical potential For example, methane in the sub-surface

teids to diffuse from warm regions to cooler regions Transport by diffusion is

also controlled by the molecular size of the diffusing molecule, the smaller the

molecule the ea;ier its diffusion. Therefore the importance of transport by

diffusion of hydrocarbon compounds in the subsurface is practically restricted to

gaseous hydrocarbons and other low molecular species with less than 10 carbon

aroms.
Two factors are very important for the transportation of petroleum and gas

through the pore system of iub-sudace rocks. These are whether the fluid system

is moiophasic or polyphasic, and whether the pore walls are oil-wet or water-wet'

Whenever there are iwo immiscible fluids or a fluid and a gas, the boundary

between these different phases have properties unlike either fluid' This boundary

is called an interface and the force which acts on the contact surface' is known as

interfacial tension. It is the interfacial tension between immiscible phases that

largely determines the flow behavior of a polyphasic fluid system The other

irnfioitant parameter controlling fluid movement is the wettability of the sur-

rounding p-ore walls with respect to the different fluid phases'

e*oig ttt" possible modes of primary migration -there 
are two major

categoriei: one which requires the ictive movement of pore waters' such as

glob"ules and bubbles drivin by water, micellar or molecular solution;the other

irodes of migration can take place independently of pore water flow' such as

diffusion and hydrocarbon phase movement'

2.4.1 Hydrocarbon Globules or Bubbles

The transportation of oil and gas in form of individual globules or bubbles

through the narrow, water-saturated pores of compacted source rocks involves

the ph"enomenon of capillary pressures because there are two immiscible phases

and an interface. ns tong ai gloUules or bubbles are of the same size or smaller

than the pore diameters; theie is no restriction to movement lf effective pore

openings are smaller than oil or gas particles, capillary pressures must be

overcome before globules or bubbles can move'
Before a globui-e or bubble can be forced through a smaller pore diameter' it

has to be distorted. The interfacial tension between the two fluid phases'

however, resists this distortion. The critical entry pressure or capillary pressure to

force the bubbles or globules of the nonwetting fluid phase through the pores

must be overcome. iapillary pressure is higher for small pore diameters At

;;; ;i,;;;;;";;r;'i00 h"iori r,'t 'io" than 240'000'000 dvne cm-2

i2;d b.t would theoretically be required to move a spherical oil globule

through a pore, assumtng an tnrerfacialiension between the oil and pore water of

30 dy"ne cm ' iHobson, 1973). However, due to the strain anisotropy ln

.o*p*ting .ttute., the oil particles should be elongated and-shaped more like a

spinlte ttra'n a sphere. Thus, the pressure differential needed to move such a

oirticle should be lower than calculated above'
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High pressure differentials could theoretically be reached locally in source beds
during advanced catagenesis and metagenesis at great depths of burial. The
generation of low molecular weight hydrocarbons from the polymeric kerogen
causes a great increase in molar volumes, and high pressure centers or pockets are
created inside source rocks. Furthermore, a large part of the pore space is
probably occupied by immobile water. fixed on mineral surfaces and the actual
pore space is considerablv reduced. leaving only a small volume in which
generated liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons can expand. From this point of view.
high pressure differentials as discussed above, could be reachcd. Beyond a certain
pressure, however the mechanical strength of the rocks is surpassed. and
fractures develop which relieve the pressure and induce migration.

It is concluded that the movement of oil globules in a water phase contributes
little to primarv migration of petroleum in dense-compacted source rocks without
rock fracturing. Because gas has a somewhat greater capillary displacement
prcssure than oil. it is even more unlikelv that the transport of gas in the form of
huhbles p lars r  ma jor  ro le dur ing pr imary migrat ion.

2.4.2 Colloidal and Vicallur Sulurions

The transport of petroleum compounds through the network of pores in source
rocks as colloidal and micellar solutions has been suggested by Baker ( 1959, 1967)
and Meinschein (19-59). More recentlv. Cordell (1972, 1973\ re-evaluated
colloidal solutions as a possible mechanism for primary migration. The colloidal
size range is generalll ' considered to extend from about l0 to 10.000 A. Colloids
may consist of small particles having the same individual structure or they may be
tbrmed bv aggregates of smaller molecules of different types. In addition to this,
single high molecular weight molecules (e. g., polymers) may be large enough to
fall in the colloid size range. Colloidal particles can normally be removed from
solutions by a membrane filtration process.

Polar organic molecules, having hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts, may form
ordered aggregates called micelles. These micelles may contain 100 or more
molecules with the hydrophobic parts on the inside and thc hydrophilic parts on
the outside. Crude oils and sediments are known to contain polar surface active
molecules such as naphthenic acids. Louis (1967) reported more than 17a
naphthenic acids in some crude oils of the USSR. Seifert and Howells (1969)
reported up to 2.57r carboxylic acids in a California crude oil, being highly
interfacially active in the presence ofaqueous alkali. Some ofthese surface active
compounds are definitely of primary origin (Seifert, 1975), but it is suspected that
nonspecific naphthenic acids may be produced by oxidation of reservoired
petroleum.

The principal reason for advocating micellar and colloidal hydrocarbon
solutions as a primary migration mechanism is that it seems to be the only way to
solubilize practically water-insoluble petroleum hydrocarbons in aqueous pore
solutions at relativelv low temperatures. Baker (1962, 1967) proposed solubiliza-
tion bv soap micelles as the main mechanism for transport of petroleum
compounds within reservoirs and traps. According to Baker (1962), the distribu-
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tion of hydrocarbons in petroleum reflects variations in the kind and size of the

micelles in which hydroiarbons selectively dissolve lonic micelles suitable to

solubilize petroleum hydrocarbons would have median diameters of about 60 A'

while neutral micelles would be about 5000 A in diameter' A direct comparison

between the postulated size of crude oil solubilizing micelles and average pore

diameters in ihales shows, however, that this kind of primary migration would

definitely be limited down to a depth of about 2000 m (Fig IIl 2 8) During this

depttr anrt time interval, surface-active polar compounds are available in source

,o.k, in gr"u,", quantity. In calcareous source beds, argillaceous carbonates'

marls or e"uen calcireous shales, where larger pores possibly could be preserved to

greater depth. there would be another severe chemical hindrance for micelle

irrigration.'Many organic acids, which are most important surface active com-

poinds for natuial hldrocarbon solubilization. have-a tendency to form insoluble

salts with divalent iations. such as Caz+ and Mgr+ Hence, in aqueous pore

solutions rich in Ca:* and M92*' possibly existing micelles would be broken' and

the organic acids would be piecipitated as insoluble calcium or magnesium salts

In aidition to the physicil barrier of very small pore diameters in shales and in

addition to the cherni"ul hin,ltun"". there may be yet another obstacle for micelle

migration. There is probably an electrical repulsion of negatively. charged ionic

miielles by negativeiy charged surfaces of clay minerals (Cordell' 1973) Finally'

it shoulcl be po'inted out thit many times more surface active compounds (50- to

100-fold), thit have not been observed. are needed in order to solubilize an equal

amount of hydrocarbons. Furthermore, polar surface active compounds are

preferentially adsorbed on clay minerals.
All in all. iolubilization and transpo of hydrocarbons in colloidal and micellar

form does not seem to be a very iikely process during primary migration lf'

nevertheless. it were of importance, then only in relatively shallow source rocks'

during the initial phase of petroleum formation lf micellar processes were

respoisible for petioleum aciumulation, oils should also be enriched in N-' S-'

O-nolar compounds, which are more likely to form micellar solutions Crude oils'

howeuer. are mostly depleted in these polar compounds as compared to source

rock bitumen. Only ceriain shallow oilJ are rich in heavy and polar compounds'

2.4.3 Molecular Solution

Molecular solution is another possible transporting mechanism of petroleum

compounds during primary migration. The solubility of the very different

petroleum .nInpo,indt of low and high molecular weight, ofsaturated acycllc or

cyclic hydrocarbons. of aromatics and heterocompounds is very different in

*ater. Table III.2.2 lists aqueous solubilities of some selected petroleum

compounds. In general low molecular weight hydrocarbons are more water-

solu6le than high molecular weight hydrocarbons. Low boiling aromatlcs such as

Lenzene lsoluiil ity: 1.740 ppm) and its simple derivative. toluene (solubility:

554 ppm) are among the moit soluble common petroleum hydrocarbons Polar

heterocompounds, siuch as organic acids or alcohols are more water-soluble than

the corresponding hydrocarbon with the same carbon number' Yet judging from
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the composition of rock extracts and crude oils, these compounds are generally
mobilized in proportions other than their solubilities in water would suggest.
Those compounds. like saturated hydrocarbons which are among the ieast water-
soluble, are generally the most stronglv enriched in crude oils, as compared to the
extracts obtained from their source sediments. This is especially true for the most
insoluble series of compounds on an equal-carbon-number basis, the n-alkanes,
which are notoriously enriched in petroleum which has not been biodegraded.

Whereas the above argument about hydrocarbon solubilities was referring to
pure compounds in distil led water, McAuliffe (1980) equilibrated wholc crude
oils with sea water. and other saline waters. He found the comoositions of
hvdrocarbons dissolved in these waters to be again vastlv different from rhose ot
the crude oils.

The solubility in aqueous solutions of various saturated and unsaturated
hydrocarbons up to nine carbon atoms was also studied b1' McAuliffe (1966) and
that of long-chain n-alkanes by Peake and Hodgson ( 1966) and Franks ( 1966). In
thesc investigations it was found that a break in the solubilitv of n -alkanes occurs
around carbon number 10. In 198U McAulilfe contirmed and extended these
f ind ings (F ig.  I l l .2 .9) .

The solubilit)' dccreases with increasing carbon number. but the hng-chain
hvdrocarbon molecules are relatively more soluble than would be expected from
an extrapolation of the solubilities ol the lower members of thc series. It has been
suggested that this unexpected solubility of the higher members may be due to
micelle formation (Peake and Hodgson, 1966). The solubilities measured ranged
from about 100 to less than 0. I ppm in the Co-C,u range and below 0.01 ppm in the
C,, C.,,, range (McAuliffe, 1980). In case of the higher t-alkanes. milliporc
filtration (50 nm = 500 A pore size) reduced the n -alkane content as much as 97 %
of the accomodatcd n-alkanes (Peake and Hodgson, 1966).

A comprehensive treatment of the molecular solution of hydrocarbons during
primary migration, was presented by Price (1973. 1976). An increasing solubrlity
of petroleum and petroleum compounds in distil led water occurs with increasing
temperature. The solubilities increase gradually to approximately 100.C, where a
more drastic increase is observed (Fig. III.2.10). The solubilities ofoils are in the
range of several up to 100 ppm below 100'C, but increase up to 100 ppm or more
between 100 and 200'C. Two different solubility rates wcrc found in the
temperature range from 25 to 180'C. The more insoluble higher boiling point
compounds incrcase their solubility with increasing temperature at a far greater
rate than the more soluble lower boiling compounds.

Valuable data were also presented (Price. 1973) on the solubilitv differences
betwcen various classes of petroleum compounds at elevated temperature. lt was
found, as expected, that the presence of heteroatoms (N, S, O) on a hydrocarbon
molecule drastically increases its solubility in water. The solubility of aromatic
nuclei is much more increased with rising water temperature than the solubility of
cyclo alkane nuclei, which are only slightly more soluble than iso-alkane or
n-alkane structures. Salinity increases were found to considerably decrease the
aqueous solubilities of hydrocarbons. Price (1973) concluded from his findings
that only a small percentage of the world's petroleum could have undergonc
primarv migration by molecular solution. This conclusion was reached mainly bv
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Tab le I I I .2 '2 .Aqueousso lub i l i t ieso fse lec tedpet ro leumcompoundsat25"Cinppm
(wt./wt.)

Compound Price ( 1973,1976) McAuliffe ( te66)

Methane
Ethane
Propane
rl-Butane
lr-Pentane
n-Hexane
fi-Heptane
fi-Octane
'1-Nonane

2.3-Dimeth,vlbutane
2.2-Dimeth,vlbutane
2.,1-Dimethylpentane
2.3-Dimeth)' lpentane
2.2.4-TrimethylPentane
lsobutane
lsopentane
2 Methylhexane
3-MethYlhcPtane
4-Methyloctane

Bicyclo[,1.4.0] decane

Indan

Cyclopentane
Methylcyclopentanc
,-Propvlcyclopentane
I . l .3-Trimenthyl-
cyclopentane
Cyclohexane
Methylcyclohexane
l.trans .1-Dimcthyl-
c,vclohcxane
I .l .3-Trimeth,vl-
cvcl(])nexane

Benzene
Toluene
ar-Xyiene
.r-Xylene
P-X]' lene
1,2.4-Trimethyl-
benzene

39.5 I 0.6
9.41 ! 0.20
2.21 ! 0.04
0.431 1  0 .012
o.r22 ! 0.007

lsoparaffins
1 9 . 1  1  0 . 2
13.0  t  0 .2
1 .41  L  0 .05
5.25  t  0 .02
1.14  t  0 .02

41i.0 a 1.0
2.54 ! 0.02
0.192 ! 0.0211
0 . 1 1 5  t  0 . 0 1 1

Bicycloparaffin
0 .889 I  0 .031

Napthoaromatic
u8.9 i 2.'7

Cycloparaffins
160.0 ! 2.{)
4 1 . 8  1  1 . 0

2.O1 .L 0.10

3. ' �73  X 0 .17
66.5 a 0.l l
16 .0  i  o .2

3 .1 t .1  j  0 .17

1;7 '7  !  0 .05
Aromatics
1'7 40.0 t 17.0
554.0  l  15 .0
134.0  !  2 .o
16'7.O a '1.0

157.0  t  1 .0

5 1 . 9  X  1 . 2

156.0 1 9.t)
42.O t 1.6

55.0  !  2 .3
1 .1 .0  !  1 .2

n-Paraffins 2 4 . 1  l 1
60.4  r  1 .3
62.4  t  2 . r
61 .4  X  2 .1

38.5 ! 2.1)
9 . 5  !  1 . 2
2 .93  !  O.20
0.66 I 0.06
0.220 ! o.o21

4.06 ! O.29

2.2 I 1t.12
48.9 ! 2.1.
41 .8  l :  1 .6

1780 t  45
5 1 5  X  1 1

1 7 5 t u

! 15 7
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Table IIL2.2 (continued)

3 1 5

Compound Price 1 1u73. 1e76.; McAuliffe (1966)

1.2..1.5-Tetramerhyi-
benzene
Ethylbenzene
Isopropylbenzene
Isobutylbenzene

Thiophenc
2-Ethvlthiophene
2.7-Dimethvlquinolinc
Indole
Indoline

3.48 1 0.28
1 3 1 . 0  a  1 . . 1
.18 .3  !  1 .2
10.1  t  0 . .1

Su l fu r  and nr t rogen compounds
3015 a  t4

) q ) + 1

t '195 ! 127
3558 !  t ' l 1

10,800 r 700

1 5 2  t 8
5 0  t 5

10,ooo

1,OOO

100

o.o1

Lege.'d

ar 25 "c

ar 25 0c

b 1 0--

p r

o.1

12 16 20 24
Carbon Numb€r

o.oo16

Fig. IIL2.9. Solubilitics of normal alkanes and aromatics in water. (Afrer McAuliffe.r9lJ0)

comparing n -alkane distribution patterns of different crude oils with the solubilitypattern_of the rr,alkane series (Fig,_IIl 2.9). as investigated bv McAuliffe (1966.1980) ,  Franks (1966)  and pr ice (1973) .  A brcak in ' the, fo i .  * t , "n  pf l r ,nga-alkane abundance in petroleum versus carbon number (Fig. Ill.2. I I) was takcni rs  an ind icu l ion for  t ranspor tat ion hy molecular  .o tur ion i l te  p, , r r t ,on ut  rh.nreaR \4t th  respect  to  carbon numhcr should he o aonr"qran.a of  speci f ic
tempcrature and pressure conditions. lrregular t -alkane distribution parrernsare

DrelhylnaohthaterEs
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o i l

75

Tempera ture  ( "C)

Fig. IIL2.l0. Solubil it ies of whole and toppcd crude oils as a function of increasing water

temperature. (After Pricc. 1973. 1976)

E l0o

u, 2l

l 0

-

t 7 1

1 5  1 6  1 7  1 8  1 9  2 0

C a r  bon  number

Fig .  I IL2 .1 l .  D is t r ibu t ion  o f
n-alkancs in four different
crude oils. (After Price. 1973.
1976)

considcred eviclence of a flush-type migration' which would have taken place at

lowcr  tempcrr lures {helow l2 l r 'C l  f rom lers ml lurc ' ' rurce hed'  .
Bral' and Foster (1980) have suggested that carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon

gua *hiah are generated together in source tocks are dissolved in pore water

!oncurrently wih oil generation. These dissolved gases would mobilize the Iiquid

hydrocarbons so they could leave the source rock with any water expelled during

compaction. However, these experiments can also be interpreted in the light

gainld from results of enhanced oil recovery with the help of carbon dioxide

injection. In this case no increasecl miscibility of h1'drocarbons in waters is

observed. The gains in hydrocarbon production are achieved due to solubilizafion

of carbon dioxile in oil with swelling of the hydrocarbon phase and decrease of

viscosity ancl interfacial tension. This in turn increases the relative permeabilin

t . r  - - -  B A G U E L
-  M E S S A O U D  S . € .
-  _ .  M E S S A O U D  N . W .
.  . .  . . . E L  G A S S I
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tbr oil and thus favors the movement of a hydrocarbon phase in an aqueous
environment.

Kvenvolden and Claypool (1980) presented an example where carbon dioxide
from a submarine seep in Norton Sound, Alaska, carried a minor amount of gas-
and gasoline-range hydrocarbons. (The CO, in this case was supposed to
originate from basement rocks and was believed to be of geothermal origin.)
Because individual cyclic and branched-chain molecules in the gasoline range
were much more abundant than straight-chain hydrocarbons Kvenvolden and
Claypool deduced that the hydrocarbon mixture was immature. Thus carbon
dioxide may have acted as an extraction agent when migrating through the
sedimentary column.

The influence of pressure on hydrocarbon sotubility under geological condi-
tions has not been studied in detail except for methane (Bonham, 1978). It can bc
deduced, however. that there should be an increase in solubility among the lighter
gaseous hydrocarbons with increasing pressure. The subsequent release of these
hydrocarbons from solution could be facilitated by a pressure drop between
source rocks and rerervoir rocks.

It does not seem unreasonable to assume that molecular solution in Dore $ aters
is a potential mechanism for primary migration. This mechanism, however.
seems to function best for the lighter hydrocarbon fractions, because they are the
most water-soluble. The different solubility behavior ofn -aikanes with more than
l0 C-atoms in aqueous solutions (Fig. IIL2.9) seems to be associated with the
formation of n-alkane aggregates, not unlike ordered micelles. Such aggregates,
however, can be filtered out by the narrow pores (100 A and sma ller) prevailingin
shales below 2000 m. Finally, it has to be remembered that in a typical medium
crude oil, as given by Bestougeff (1967), and as found similarly in many parts of
the world, the distribution of hydrocarbon classes (Fig. IIL2.12) is not at all as

Table III.2.3. Comparison in compositionof light hydrocarbons between
crude oil and corresponding source rock extract. (After Martin et al..
1963 )

Hvdrocarbon
Crude oil Source rock
(vo l . -7 . )  (vo l . -%)

Pentane. n + iso
Hexane. r] + iso
Heptane. n + iso
Cyclopentane
Methylcyclopentane
Ethylcyclopentane
lsomers of dimethylcyclopentane
Cyclohexane
Methylcyclohexane
Benzene
Toluene

14.4
1 8 . 4
25.9
0.9

0 .6
15.3
3 .8

1,2.6
o.2
1 . 2

100

2.9
3.6
5.6
0.2
1 . 5
0.'7
4.1
1.t)

1  1 . 5
1 0
5 8

100
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75

't00 %

Fis. ll l.2.l2. Distribution of various petroleum compound classes in a typical medium

cride oil. (After Bestougeff, 1967)

predicted by the aqueous solubility distribution of the compounds presenl'
"A;;;;i;*1; 

ihe soiubilities of hydrocarbon classes in water' there should be

;;;;;;i.;;;;io. unJ nupttti '"no-aromatics and much fewer iso-alkanes and

n-_-a(anes in crude_oil. Martin et al. (1g63) presented an excellent example on tne

lf**pr".y 0.,;.en the aclual composition of light hydrocarbors in a crude oil

; ; ; ; ; ;J1.  i i .  corretpon. . l ins.source rock (T;b le l l l  2 l )  contrar l  to  the

."pJ.t"a "nrl.tt..nt in water-soluble hydrocarbons such as benzene and toluene

ir"" "h i;i;iii i.zj' tn..tuat o-lt is dePleted in these compounds Transporta-

i inn in u,lu"ou. solution. therefore, does not appear to be an important

mechanism in primary migrationoof petrolii,l ion 
to.ur"an-'ainly on the concept

The foregoing discussron on m

ttrai't varn.'uruon, dissolved in pore waters would be transported when a given

;;1;'.;il;;;rion contuining *ater would be activelv moving bv bulk flow'

Another possibility of transport o? hydrocarbons in molecular solution would be

diffusion.

2.4.4 Diffusion-Controlled Processes

In diffusion processes the aqueous phase would be stationa.ry' i e ' there is no

need for flow of water, whereas dissolved hydrocarbon molecules would move

il:,#;;;;;;;;.'ii"..t "t t'i*r'.r conceniration (high chemical potential) to

olaces of lower concentra'on 1r6w chemical potential). Thus, in general lerms'

Siff*io"n ;;ft ;';;;;.;tt tirat disseminates and destrovs gas accumulations

rather  than conl r ibut ing to accumulat ion processes '

;ff i-ahms cs-cl '  qt-c* ct1-ct7 cl '-c2s c26-ca5 ca6-c60

I

i

I

V

n-a l lanes

.  -  i -a l lanes
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Table Ill.2 4. Effective diffusion coefficients D (cmrs -r) for diffusion of a-alkanes through
tbe water-saturated pore space of source rock-type shales. based on in-situ measuremenrs
in shallow core holes. (After Leythaeuser et al., l9g2)

CH. C,H^

D  2 . l 2 x l 0  "  1 . l t x l 0  6
C,H, rso-Crll n-C.H$
5 . 7 7 x l 0  I  3 . 7 5 x 1 0 '  t . 0 l x l 0  r

n-Cl \Hr :  n -C6Hrr  n  C iHr6  n ,C l : l

1 . 5 7 x 1 0 '  l t  2 0 x  l 0  
"  . 1 . 3 t x l 0 r  6 0 8 x 1 0 ,

. In special geological settings, however, Leythaeuser et al. (19g0. 19g2) have
shown that diffusion of dissolved hvdrocarbon molecules in fact represenrs an
effective process for primary migration of gas but not for oil. Basei on newly
determined effective diffusion coefficients for low molecular weight hydrocar_
bons (C1 C,u). which are listed in Table I1I.2.4. a modelwas set up t; calculatc the
amount.of hvdrocarbons escaping bv ditfusion trom source rocis with geologic
time. The role of diffusion was conceptualized as that of an initial proiess for
hydrocarbon transportation within the source rock unit itself. Transportation
dlstances are thought to be short and always following local concentration
gradients. As shown schematically in Figurc IIL2.13. such ionditions exrst within
the source rock near the contact to over- or underlying porous carrier rocks,
around fractures or faults, or in proximity to interberjded iiltrtone:i.

E€

eE

p gran source rock * Frschrcs
ffi C*rir rocr d fan
fi $tstone

Predornhant cas Migratbn lrlechfiism : 
r+ by diflueidl
+ oth€f

Fig. IIL2.13. Schematic i l lustration of rhe most l ikely sites and direction of l ight
hydrocarbon diffusion in shale source rocks:
,, l. toward contact with carrier rocks.
B. toward fracture zone,
Cr toward fault,
D. toward rnterbedded srlt\tone lens
Within- carrier rock itself a transport mechanism other than diffusion /E) prevails.
(Modified after Leythaeuser et al.. 1982)
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These model calculations have clearly shown that molecular diffusion by itself
can account for transportation ofsuch quantities of gas with geologic time, which
are in the order of commercial-size fields. For example, it was calculaled that a
1000 km2 x 200 m volume of a high-mature gas-prone Jurassic shale source rock
unit in Western Canada has yielded by diffusive- transport in 540,000 years the
cumulative amount of 10'�kg (1.5 x 10'� STP m') of methane. The same study
revealed that. due to an exponential decrease of the diffusion coefficient value
with increasing molecular carbon number, compositional fractionation effects
occur during initial periods of diffusion of hydrocarbons through source rocks.
This results in a change in reservoir gas composition with geologic time. In
particular. it was shown that the composition of the gas which accumulates in a
reservoir by transportation from a source rock. where diffusion was the initial
process of primary migration, is controlled by three principal factors: The
concentration of initially generated hydrocarbons in the source rock. their
relative differences in diffusion rates. and the source rock thickness.

2.4.5 Hydrocarbon Phase Migratnn

When considering primary migration by molecular solution in an aqueous pore
fluid or by a separate oil or gas phase, problems of pore diameters and absolute
and relative rock permeabilities cannot be neglected. The limiting factors and
restrictions, i.e., interfacial tension. capillary pressures and wettability. for the
movement of large molecules, molecular aggregates, globules and bubbles
through fine-grained source rocks with narrow pore throats have been reviewed
The main obstacle, however, which is high capillary pressures, would not occur if
a continuous organic phase could be assumed to exist in the source rock at the
stage of oil expulsion.

The possible movement of petroleum. as a separate. more or less continuous
oil phase during primary migration, has been discussed by Dickey (1975). He
pointed out that the saturation of oil in terms of total pore fluid in mature source
rocks may become very large, as high as 507o, if it is assumed that most of the pore
water is structured and effectively solid. The concept of relative permeability and
equilibrium saturation with respect to either fluid becomes unimportant when the
water is largely fixed to the pore walls and cannot be considered as a movable
phase. In addition. if some of the interior surfaces are oil-wet rather than water-
wet, oil can move as a continuous phase at even lower oil saturations Fine-
grained rocks rich in kerogen and with part of their clay particles coated with
organic matter should be expected to contain some oil-wettable interior surfaces
Therefore. the equilibrium saturation in source rock-type shales, below which no
oil can flow, may be lower than would be expected under known reservolr
conditions. Sub-surface conditions that would permit primary migration of
petroleum as a continuous oil phase, should be high bitumen concentrations and

iittle mobile water in a potential source rock. Hence, deeply buried source beds at

the maximumphase ofoilformation and at a relatively high degree of compaction '
offer the greatest opportunity for primary migration as a separate continuous oil
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phase. The driving force for fluid movement under such conditions would be a
pressure gradient.

Meissner (1978) following this line of thought, presented an example for oil
phase migration from the Williston basin. He found when studying thi organic-
rich Bakken shale in the Williston basin that at peak hydrocarbon generanon
stage a continuous oil phase was in existence in that shale. This was inferredfrom
the fact that water was never recovered during drill stem testing of the mature
Bakken shale. Furthermore, the mature shale was ove.p.essured and electrical
res is t  iv i ty  was ext remelv h igh.

A similar alternative hypothesis visualizes kerogen as forming a three_
dimensional organic network in the rock, which is wettable with oil and functions
as the transport avenue (McAuliffe. 1980). Effects of this kind. combined with
pressure-generating processes inside a source rock, would certainlv sreatlv
facilitate primarv migration as a separate oil phase.

A comparable effect would be achieved in an1, kind of source rock bv
microfracturing due to overpressuring of the enclosed pore fluids. The microfrac-
tures would then function as conducrors. The basic idea. originallr introduced bv
Snarskr  {1462)  and Tissot  and Peler  t lqTl ) .  is  rhat  a la ige increa.e in  pore
pressure may be sufficient either to overcome the capillary pressure or even to
exceed the mechanical strength of the rock and induce microcracking. The main
causes for pressure build-up are (Durand, 1982):
- thermal expansion of water (Barker, 1972),
- specific volume increase of organic matter by generation of gaseous and liquid

hydrocarbons frorn kerogen (Snarsky 1962; Tissot and pelet. l97l).
- partial transfer of the geostatic stress field from the solid rock matrix to the

enclosed pore fluids, resulting in an overall increase in pore pressures. This
transfer is the resuh of conversion of part of the solid terogen to liquid or
gaseous compounds (du Rouchet, 1981).

The formation of microfractures by local centers of high fluid or gas pressure is
restricted to relatively deeply buried, compacted, low permeability rocks such as
shales or tight carbonates. Thus. this process is of similar importance in source
rocks wi th d i f ferenl  l i tho logies i t  they conta in suf f ic ienr  brganic  matrer  lo
generate liquid or gaseous low molecular weight compounds andlor are brought
to sufficient temperature for thermal pressuring of water. They should also be
impermeable enough to allow pressure build-up. This mechanism. unlike most
others. does not necessarily demand a water drive for hydrocarbon movement.

According to Snarsky ( 1962), the mechanical strength of a rock is exceeded and
fracturing occurs if the internal fluid pressure in a rock or in local pressurc cenrers
inside the pores is greater than by i factor of 1.,12 ro 2.40 ovei the hydrostatic
pressure in the immediate surroundings. Internal pore pressures that exceed the
normal hydrostatic and even the petrostatic pressure are possible, whenever
massive generation of gas and oil from kerogen takes place. This process may also
help to form abnormally high-pressured shales as discussed previously. Snarsky
(1962) calculated that at a depth level of 3100 m, the internal fluid pressure in a
rock may rise to at least 750 bar, which is higher by a factor of 2.5 than the
hydrostatic pressure and higher by a factor of 1.1 than the petrostatic pressure
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at that depth. Tissot and Pelet (1971) report internal gas pressures of about
540 bar in a block of shale that was kept under a "petrostatic pressure" of 440 bar
during an experiment. Microfracturing and a subsequent pressure release
resulted in this experimental study.

Recently Ungerer et al. (1983) have calculated the overall volume expansion of
organic matter during hydrocarbon genesis and also evaluated its importance for
primary migration. They concluded that volume expansion of organic matter
alone probably plays a minor role in the expulsion of oil. The volume expansion
was estimated not to exceed 15olo of the initial volume during catagenesis.
Volume expansion may, however. have an impo ant influence at the end of
catagenesis and during metagenesis when dry gas is formed. Under these
circumstances microfracluring of the rock matrix can occur.

It is clear that pressure build-up, microfracturing, subsequent pressure release,
expansion of fluid or gas, and finally transport. is a discontinuous process. The
process must be repeated many times in the source rock unit during geological
time in order to accomplish meaningful gas or oil movement. After a microfrac-
ture has been opened, the enclosed fluid or gas expands and the fracture is
immediately healcd by the overburden pressure. A new pressure then builds up
and the process begins again (Fig. IIL2.1a).

af ter hydrocarbon generalion

.@

- 4'F.�

)

E pores completely saluraled wath water

Ll pores invaded by hydrocarbons
&E organic maltet

-./ fraclwe

- direction of
HC movement

Fig. III.2.l1. Microfracturing and hydrocarbon invasion in asource rock during hydrocar-
bon generation from kerogen. (After Ungerer et al.. l9ll3)

A pressure build-up inside the pore network of a source rock must not
necessarily cause microfracturing of the rock. If capillary pressures are not too
high either because pore throats are not too narrow, or because there is a
continuous organic phase and/or a three-dimensional network of kerogen, then
gas and oil can slowly be driven out ofthe source rocks without rock fracturing. In
such a case the pressure-driven movement of gas and oil would be a continuous
process. From the foregoing considerations it is logical to accept pressure-driven
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hvdrocarbon phase movement without or with microfracturing as an important
mechanism of primary migration. Transportation ofpetroleum iompounds under
these conditiols may take place in continuous gas or oil phases incl therefore
chromatographic effects have to be expected. We will see in the next chapter that
geological and geochemical constraints practically single out a pressure_driven
hvdrocarbon phase movement as the dominating primaiy migration mechanism.

Surnmary and Conclusion

P€trolelm and ias accumulations are found between the surface and depth levels ofabou: 6000 to 7000 m and deeper. Thus, petroleum ana g", rnortrnou"it rough po.es
saturated with water, at fluid pressures ranging between 100 bar and 14@ bar and at
temperatures ftom about 50"C to about 2S0.C.

Compaction in sediments results in ar increase in bulk density and loss of porosity
with increasing depth, temperature and time. At shallow depths there is rapid loss in
fj::::l:-T_1 :]]h- 

increasing overburden pressure the iate of loss rn porosrty
or mrnlsnes great ty, Because compaction causes fluid flow through sedimentary rocks ii
:as 

commonly considered as an important factor in petroleum irigration. This kind ofruto ltow. however, would be rest cted in carbonate-type iocks due to early
IlIi..1T"; P"tt"_t 

compiction. there is aho a marked regutar de"r"or" ,n por"
cramete_rs. Al _greater depths (below j000 m) in detritai sediments they reach values
arounq tu to tJ A. which is in the range of the dimensions of the molecules of certainpetroleum constituents. Adsorbed, nonmobile water may make these pores even
smaller.

. 
From a theoretical point of view, primary rnigration can occur as discrere, more or

less continuous oil or gas phases, individuai oil l;oplet, o. g", UutUi"r, lolloidal andmicellar solutions, or tlue molecular solutions.

. Physicochemical, geochemical and geological considerations make individual drop_
lets and bubbles and colloidal and rnicellai solutions highly unlikeiy aian effective
means of transport during primary migration. Molecularioiution in iore waters does
not seem uueasonable as potential mechanism for primary migration, especially for
the lighter, most soluble hydrocarbon fractions.

^" |.:"::tl:r:. 
il9"es not appearro be an important mechanism in primary migrarion

ol orl. However, there are indications that primary migration in molecular solutions
plays an important role for gas in the form of diffusion-'controlled proceises.

^^1.^l::1lrO"""nt 
form of primary migration during the main'phases ot o 

 

lanOgas) rormatron seems to be a pressure_driven, discrete hydrocarbon phase movemenr.
]l:-9,.i:*t]"" 

"l l.r": molecular weight hydrqcarbons ftom polyrneric kerogen causes
an rncrease In specrhc volumes. Furthermore, high fluid pressures may by ciused by a
combination ofthe effects of the.mat expansion of pore water, rapid biriil, anOparrial
transfer of the geostatic stress field from the solid rock mat;ix;o the enctoseO pore
fluids ln this way pressure centers are created in a source rock that cause a more or less
contlnuous pressure-driven hydrocarbon phase movement. In relatively impermeable
source rocks, these pressure cente$ may even induce microscale rock iracturing.
Pressure build-up, microfracturing, subsequent pressure release, expansion ol fluid or
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gas, and finally transport are a discontinuous process. This process must be repeated

many times in source rocks in order to accomplish meaningful gas or oil movement

A pressure-driven, discrete hydrocarbon phase movement can function.in all kinds

of source rocks, independently of lithology lt is consider€d as the dominating primary

migration mechanism.



Chapter 3
Geological and Geochemical Aspects of
Primary Migration

Observed facts with respect to primary migration of petroleum can either be
related to time and depth of migration, or to chemical differences, or similarities
between the composition of source rock bitumen and related crude oils.

3.1 Time and Depth of Primary Migration

Petroleum geologists have long distinguished between early and late primary
migration mainly on the basis of the availability of compaction waters. Early
migration is considered to take place during the first 1500 m of subsidence, when
sediments lose much of their porosity, yielding a large volume of water.

The question of early migration of oil before the onset of the main phase of
hydrocarbon formation from kerogen, is vital to petroleum exploration, espe-
cially with respect to the vast offshore areas with young Tertiary and Pleistocene
sediments. There is little question that the majority of the world petroleum
reserves were lbrmed in and migrated out of source rocks at temperatures of at
least 50 to 70"C in a minimum depth range of 1000 to 1500 m. In shallow
sediments, however, between the surface to about 1500 m burial depth, there are
only minor amounts of hydrocarbons and other petroleum-related compounds
present, most of which are directly inherited from organisms, or produced as a
result of early diagenesis. A major exception is very early methane production by
microorganisms. The question is: can oil or gas be formed in large quantities in
loung, immature source sediments in the first 1500 m of burial when early
sediment dewatering is most effective?

Kidwell and Hunt ( 1958) reported an oil-like concentration of hydrocarbons in
sediments less than 10,000 years old from the delta of the Orinoco River,
Venezuela. Oil and free gas were found in a lenticular sand body, at a depth of
about 35 m. The hydrocarbon concentration, consisting predominantly of
aromatics, was around 160 ppm. Gray clay beds enclosing the sand lens, had an
average of 55 ppm hydrocarbons. Other interbedded sands were open to the
surface and did not contain such high hydrocarbon concentrations. Detailed
pressure studies on pore fluids indicated fluid movement from the muds towards
the continuous sands. The moving fluids contained less than 16 ppm hydrocar-
bons. From these findings it was concluded that there was migration of hydrocar-
bons, either in molecular solution or in an extremely dilute colloidal dispersion
and that the hydrocarbons were filtered out of the moving stream of water by
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capillary action in the lenticular sand. No such filtering occurred in the open
sands.

Embryonic, noncommercial hydrocarbon accumulations in deep sea sediments
are reported by Mclver (1975). Findings from two locations, the Challenger Knoll
in the Gulf of Mexico and the Shatsky Rise in the Western Pacific Ocean lend
support to the idea that bitumens and petroleum hydrocarbons can begin to
migrate very early. Sediments from the Challenger Knoll 136 m below the sea
floor and in a water depth of3572 m contained an immature, somewhat unusual,
high-sulfur (5 %) crude oil with a high specific gravity and modest volumes of gas
and gasoline. Chemically this oil is similar to typical Tertiary oils, produced from
cap rock reservoirs at two salt domes in Texas. Another oil seep or oil saturation
in sediments from one of the Sigsbee Knolls in the Gulf of Mexico (Gealy and
Davies. 1969) is also worthy of mention. When referring to these oilshows in
young deep sea sediments in the Gulf of Mexico, it has to be remembered thatdue
to sediment compaction, pore water can move past the salt and upward through
the sediments and over the dome, displacing the original interstitial pore fluids
(Lehner. 1969; Perry. 1970). The oil saturation reported in some young, deep sea
sediments could, therefore, have been derived from deeper, more mature
sediments.

The Shatsky Rise hydrocarbons were found in Pleistocene sediments,4 m
below the sea floor in 4282 m of water. Detailed geochemical analyses suggest
that it is a stringer of migrated immature bitumen. About one third of the extract
consisled of nitrogen-sulfur--oxygen compounds and asphaltenes. The relative
enrichment of total bitumen and heavy hydrocarbons over neighboring sediments
is greater than in the Orinoco delta embryonic accumulation reported by Kidwell
and Hunt (1958).

At several locations in the Gulf of Mexico. the concentrations of the low
molecular weight hydrocarbons. methane, ethane and propane were measured in
the water column at depths between the surface and 37,12 m (Frank et al.. 1970).
Hydrocarbon concentrations ranged from 1.2 x 10-6 to 125 x 10 5 ml I I sea
water. The mol ratios of methane to ethane plus propane were low, especially at
the bottom close to the sediment-water intedace wherc values of about 10-20
Cr:C, + Cr were measured. Such low ratios suggcst a thermal cracking-derived
hydrocarbon source from an actual seep. because bacterial processes typically
produce C,:C2 + Cr ratios in the thousand.

The oil and gas fields in Nagaoka Plain, Japan, produce mainly from volcanic
and pyroclastic rocks enclosed in Miocene through Pleistocene mudstones and
siltstones. An unconformity separates the Miocene from the underlying base-
ment. Magara (1961t) has made a very detailed study on compaction, porosities,
permeabilities and pressure conditions of these sediments and on pore fluid
movement. Convincing evidence is presented that hydrocarbon migration caused
by differential compaction occurred between enclosing mudstone source beds
and the volcanic reservoirs. In the area of the Sekihara and Katagai fields, there
was apparentl), downward migration from the Pliocene Nishiyama mudstone
source beds into the volcanic reservoir. In the Sekihara-Katagai area the
presumed source beds of the oil are buried to about 1000 to 1500 m. It appears
logical to see this hydrocarbon generation in connection with a high heat flow, as

I
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...Lggested by Klemme (1975). In this area, temperature estimates for this burial

.irpth are up to about 75'C. Temperature and age (pliocene) reported for the
,,urce sediments that they are in the early stage of petroleum generation. The
:ekihara and Katagai oils have a specific gravity of about 0.87 g cm -3. 

Thus, there
r circumstantial geological and hydrodynamic evidence that there was primary
nrgration of hydrocarbons out of a relatively immature high porosity llVlOo" 1
nudstone, apparently in connection with pore water moviment induced by
i ! rmpactlon.

Young delta areas are frequently rich in oil occurrences at relatively shallow
Jepth lcvels (800 1500 m) and it is srill dispured whether or not thia oil is of
.hallow origin, or derived from deeper-seated source rocks. However. there
.eems to be evidence that at least some of these oils, even those found in isolated
..tnd lenses, may be derived from deeper, more mature source beds. This is the
:3\e. for instance, in the Mahakam Delta (Durand, 1979), the Niger Delta
E\ amv et al., 1978; Ekweozor and Okoye, 1980) and rhe Gulf Coast (Milliken et
il. . l98l ; Galloway et al. , 1982). The migration avenues in such cases are thought
:o be fractures associated with deep-reaching growth faults (Weber and Daukoiu,
1975: Price, 1976) or piercements. Pleistocene production in the area of the Gulf
rf Mexico has frequently been cited as evidence for earl! Aeneration and
:risration. This area, however, is a "diapiric jungle" of shale intiusions and salt
:rercements associated with extensive faulting and folding (Woodbury et al.,
-97-j), which offer many migration avenues for deeper. moremature source beds.
The mere presence of oil in immature reseruoirs. especially in structurally
:(rmplex areas, cannot be considered compelling evidence for its origin in
mmalure source heds.

Prim,qr,y migration oca.tring during the main phase of hydrocarbon generation,
tcnerallv at depths between 1500 and 3000 m to 3500 m. is documented bv the
majoritv of oil accumulations of Cenozoic. Mesozoic. and paleozoic age around
rhe world and should be accepted as a fact. The mechanisms of primary migration
that prevail during this stage of source rock maturation. are now understood in
ieneral terms: it is conceived as a pressure-driven hydrocarbon phase movement.

The term late primury migration, as opposed to early primar)' migntion, was
)risinally used to describe migration after the first 1500 m of subsiclence. which

;oincides with the begin ning of the main ph ase of hydrocarbon generation. I n the
lisht of the new findings on primary migration mechanisms the term '.late"
primary migration has almost lost its original meaning. as this stage of migration is
nrobabll' the most important, if not the only one.

With increasing depth the decrease in porosity and water content of sedimen-
rary rocks is paralleled by a strong decrease in permeability. This is a reason why
late primary migration from compacted low permeability source beds was
tormerlv questioned by many petroleum geologists. There are, however, exam-
ples where the geological setting suggests that late primary migration from
mdurated low permeability source beds must have taken place. The giant oil
i ields of Hassi Messaoud in the eastern part ofthe Algerian Sihara produiesfrom
a Cambrian sandstone reservoir in a large dome-like structure (Fig. IL6.7). The
real is provided by impermeable Triassic shales and evaporites which unconform-
ably overlie the Cambrian sandstone reservoir and Lower paleozoic shales.
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Silurian black shales have been assumed by Balducchi and Pommier (1970) for
geological reasons to be the main source for the Hassi Messaoud oil. This
assumption was later verified by geochemical source rock--crude oil correlation
analyses (Tissot et al. , 1975; Welte et al., 1975). During a first cycle ofsubsidence,
the Silurian black shale was overlain by some 1000 to 1500 m of Paleozoic
sediments in the areas of Hassi Messaoud. Since both the Silurian source and the
Cambrian reservoir have been exposed to the surface during pre-Triassic uplift
and erosion. any oil generated during the first, Paleozoic subsidence would have
been lost to the surface. Only the oil generated during the second cycles of
subsidence, which reached a depth of 3700 m during the Mesozoic, is now found
in the Cambrian sandstone reservoir (Tissot et al, 1975).

The late generation and primary migration of gas was more widely accepted
amoung petroleum geologists than that of oil. One example worth mentioning,
however, is the huge Groningen gas field in the Netherlands, There is abundant
geological and geochemical evidence which demonstrates that the gas in the
Permian sandstone reservoirs of the Groningen area was generated from Late
Carboniferous coal measures. including organic-rich shales and interbedded coal
seams, during Mesozoic time, when these coal measures were buried between
4000 and 6000 m (Lutz et al., 1975). At these depth levels, dense, compacted
shales and coals are relatively impermeable and moving compaction water cannot
be considered to be an effective primary migration mechanism.

Hedberg (1964) cited several other examples of late primary migration. He
pointed out that the evidence for late migration lies in cases where the supposed
source must have been compacted and consolidated prior to the deposition of
reservoir rocks or before fold- or fault-trapping structures were created. Some
examples of late primary migration he cited are the huge Quiriquire oil feld of
Eastern Venezuela and the San Pedro field of Northern Argentina. In the
Quiriquire field, production occurs mainly from the Pliocene Quiriquire Forma-
tion, an alluvial fan series of continental origin which was deposited unconform-
ably on truncated, folded beds of Miocene to Cretaceous age. The oil is thought to
have been generated in these Tertiary or Cretaceous beds below the unconfor-
mity. ln the San Pedro field the oil is reservoired in Permo-Carboniferous
sandstones on structures which did not form until late Tertiary time. The sources
of this oil, according to Reed ( 1964), are Devonian in age. Unfortunately, in both
these cases, there is no detailed geochemical evidence for the source rock-oil
correlation.

A special mechanism for primary migration during the main phase ofhydrocar-
bon generation, was seen by some authors in the phenomenon oI clay dehydra-
tion. Clay dehydration is the release of bound water during the alteration of
smectite (montmorillonite) to il l ite, mainly under the influence of temperature.
This phenomenon was described and analyzed by Burst (1959), Weaver (1959),
Dunoyer de Segonzac (1969, 1970), and Heling and Teichmiiller (1974). It was
discussed with respect to petroleum generation and migration by Powers (1967)
and Burst (1969). The main conclusions of Powers (1967) were that the
development of a shale source rock requires a smectite-containing organic mud
and its subsequent alteration to il l ite with deep burial, and that abnormally high
fluid oressures mav be caused bv a volume increase of the waters desorbed from
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lmectite during the change to il l ite. Burst (1969) expanded on this dehydration
phenomenon of swelling clavs and pointed out that in the Gulf Coast area there is
a coincidence of productive horizons and the depth levels which he interpreted as
a second-stage.(interlayer water) clay dehydration. He suggested that large_scale
\\ ater release due to dehydration and the subsequent fluid movement in i sour..
rock-type sediment containing petroleum hydiocarbons may initiate primary
mlgrat lon.

Maeara (1975) re-evaluating the dara of powers (1967) and Bursr (1969) added
new information on clay dehi'dration, abnormal pressures and petroleum migra_
tion. He emphasized that smectite dehydration cannot cause abnormally hieh
prcssures. The relcase of large amounts of bound water would result in a vblurie
decreasc, since bound water has a lower density than free water. Furthermore,
\lagara (1975) stated correctlli that smectite dehydration alone. without good
drainage. mav not be sufficient to initiate primary petroleum migration. The
:tudics of Dunoyer dc Segonzac ( 1970) and Heling and Teichmiillerl lgT4) show
that there is a verv gradual reorganization in the mixecl-laver smectite_ill ite
seqxence. In particular, the pure ill ite stage is not reached even at 4000 m depth
and a temperaturc of 160"C in the Logbaba well, Cameroon. The same rs true ar
c'omparablv high temperatures in the Rhine Graben. Thus. clay dehydration and
the release of additional water is gradual, and does not o..u, in o narrow depth
interval. The kinetics of clay dehydration occur. thcrefore, in the same time and
depth ranges as the phenomenon of compaction. Consequently, the mechanism
ofclay dehydration does not seem lo be more effectirc for primary hydrocarbon
migration during the main phase of petroleum generation than normal compac_
t lon.

The presence of expandable clay minerals has frequently been considered to be
a prerequisite for an effective source rock which is able to expel oil by primary
migration. In the USA, there is a coincidence between oil-producing stritigraph ii
horizonsfrom Paleozoic through Cenozoic age and the distribution ofexpJndible
clal's (Weaver, 1960). The presence of expandable clays and the primarv
migration of oil. however, are not necessarily related. For example. the lower
Paleozoic black shales, source beds for the Hassi Messaoud oil in Algeria. do not
contain, and almost certainly never contained, expandable clay minerals, because
the c lav f rac l ion of  these shales con ta ins on ly  kaol in  r te ,  pr imaiy i l l i te  and chlor i te
(Millot. 1964). The coincidence of oil occurrences ind expandable clays as
observed by Weaver (1960). can also be explained in terms ofa better preserva_
tion of organic matter due to expandable clays or catalvtic effects. Likewise, no
expandable clays have becn found in any of the source beds in the oil_producing
Williston basin of North America (Barker, 1976).

t
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smectite during the change to il l ite. Burst (1969) expanded on this dehydration
phenomenon of swelling clays and pointed out that in rhe Gulf Coast area there is
a coincidence of productive horizons and the depth Ievels which he interpreted as
a second-stage (interlayer water) clay dehydration. He suggested that large-scale
water release due to dehvdration and the subsequent fluid movement in a source
rock-type sediment containing petroleum hydrocarbons may initiate primary
mlgratlon.

Magara ( 1975 ) re-evaluating the data ofPowers (1967) and Burst (1969) adcled
new information on clay dehvdration. abnormal pressures and petroleum migra-
tion. He cmphasized that smectite dehydration cannot cause abnormally high
pressures. Thc release of large amounts of bound water would result in a volume
decrease, since bound water has a lower density than free water. Furthermore.
Magara (1975) stated correctly that smectite dehydration alone. without good
dralnage. may not be sufficient to initiate primarv petroleum migration. The
studies of Dunoyer de Segonzac ( 1970) and Heling and Teichmiiller (1974) show
that there is a verv gradual reorganization in the mixcd-laver smcctite_ill ite
seqlence. In particular. the pure ill ite stage is not reached cven at 4000 m depth
and a temperature of 160"C in the Logbaba well, Cameroon. The same is tru; ar
comparably high tempcratures in the Rhinc Graben. Thus, clay dehydration and
the release of additional water is gradual, and does not occur in a narrow deplh
interval. The kinetics of clay dehydration occur. therefore, in the same time and
depth ranges as the phenomenon of compaction. Consequently. the mechanism
of clay dehydration does not seem to be more effective for primary hydrocarbon
migration during the main phase of petroleum generation than normar compac-
t ion.

The presence ofexpandable clay minerals has frequentl]' been considered to be
a prerequisite for an effective source rock which is able to expel oil by primary
mrgration. In the USA, there is a coincidence between oil-producing stratigraphic
horizons from Paleozoic through Cenozoic age and the rlistribution ofexpandable
clays (Weaver, 1960). The presence of expandable clays and the primary
migration of oil, however, are not necessarilv related. For example. thc lower
Paleozoic black shales, source bed: for the Hassi Messaoud oil in Alseria. do not
contain, and almost certainly never contained, expandable clay mineials. because
thc clay fraction of these shales contains only kaolinite, primary ill ite and chlorite
(Millot. 1964). The coincidence of oil occurrences and expandable clays as
observed bv Weaver ( 1960). can also be explained in terms of a better preserva-
tion of organic matter due to expandable clays or catalytic effects. Likiwise, no
expandable clavs have been found in any of thc source beds in the oil-producing
Williston basin of North America (Barker. 1976).
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3.2 Changes in Composition of Source Rock Bitumen Versus
Crude Oil

Three different aspects are relevant with respect to changes in chemical compo:i-
tion between sourcc rock bitumen to reservoired oil:

- hydrocarbon distribution in the contact zone between source rock and
reservolr rock.

- gross chemical composition of crude oils versus source rock bitumen.
the phenomenon of oil-source rock correlation.

Very fittle data are available on detailed investigations of source rocks irt actual
contact with cut oil-t' i l led reservoir rock. Several such examples are known and are
cited hcrc because it is this kind of information that is necded to solve the
problems of primary migration.

Core samples taken at regular 1-m inteIvals across the transition zonc resen oir
rock-source rock. have been analyzcd from a well in the Paris basin (Vanden-
broucke. 1972). The well penetrated the lower Jurassic organic-rich Toarcian
marl source rock and the calcareous Domerian reservoir rock. The mincralosical
composition of the core samples of both source and reservoir rocks. and their
organic content including total amount of organic carbon, extractablc asphal-
tenes. resins. aromatic and saturated hydrocarbons. and the distribution t-'i
hvdrocarbons were investigated. The source rock samples were found to be
increasingly depleted in total extract as the reservoir rock is approached. The
maximum deDletion observed was in the order of about 10cl. of thc total cxtracl
an d was noticable over a distance of about 4 m. Less polar compounds. especialh
those of lower molecular weight, were preferentially lost to the reservoir roc\
Thus. the movement of petroleum compounds tiom the source rock to the
reservoir rock is apparently controlled largely by adsorption and desorption
phcnomcna along the migration paths.

Another investigation of this kind has been presentcd by Tissot and Pelel
( 1971). who studicd thc transition zonc between source rock and reservoir rockin
a detrital shale*sand series of Devonian age in the Algerian Sahara (Table
r r r .3 .1  ) .
Table III.3.l. Abundance and composition of extracts across the transition zone sourcr
rock-reservoir rock in a Devonian shale-sand series. Algcria. Sahara. (Afte. Tissot an.i
Pe le t .  l97 l )

Proximity to
reservotr ln m

ExtractlC".,"
(mg  g  )

Hydrocarbonsu
a/. in extract

Asphalteneso
qL in extract

2
I
7

1 0 . 5
l 4

12.2
ll.2
1 . 5
5 . 7
5 .u

54
6 l
63
63
tr4

12
86
90

t12
I  l 8

' Each value represents the average of three or four measurements
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F ie .  I I I .3 .  I  a  c .  r r -A lkanc  dep le-
tron in sourcc rock due to prima
r\' mrgratlon. i. c.. prelerential
e\pulslon of Iower molecular
rveight rr-aikanes. (After Levt-
hacuscr  e t  a l . .  I983  b)
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Aeain a graduai depletion in extractable bitumen was observetl as the sandv
:.'iervoir was approached. but in this case the zone of depletion rerched about
-rr m into the source rock. The depletion was stronge\t closert to the reservolr
, \herc the sourcc rock had lost  abour  4Uq of  i ts  or ig inal  b i rumen contcnt .  The
"rrumen remaining in the source rock nearest the reservoir was most stronslv
:nrrched.in high molecular weight heteroatomic compounds and Lleplete.l in
rrdrocarbons. A vcry similar depletion of source rock hydrocarbons in contact'.rith rcservoir rocks was reported by Neruchev and Kovacheva (1965).

Corresponding compositional fractionation effects due to exDulsion have been
. .h. . r rcd.  h( ,w( \ 'er .  a lso on i r  moleeular  lere l .  in  tuo core holes Dene at ins
iequences of interbedded mature shale source rocks and reservoir ,nnds oi
Spi tsbergen ls land (Levthaeuser  et  a l . .  lg l l la .  b :  Mackenzie et  a t . .  l9g3) .  Thin
:hales interbedded in sands and the edges ol thick shale units are depleted in
petrolcum-range hvdrocarbons to a such higher degree than the centeri of thick
:halc units. Furthermore. it was possiblc in this study to obtain information on the
quantities of the hvdrocarbons expelled.

Figure lll.3.l shows the comparison of the Cri_-saturated hvdrocarbon data
tronl two source rock shales from the srmc sequcnce: In the ;(,nter of a thick

t
I

t
L it l
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source rock-type shale unit at 127.0 m depth the originally generatcd bimodal
hydrocarbon distribution is presented. while the thin shale at 62.5 m shows a
hcav1,-end biased hydrocarbon distribution (Fig. IIL3.1a). Since kerogen quality
and maturit_v are identical for both samples (Leythaeuser et al., 1983b), this
compositional difference must result from expulsion, i.e., the thin shale during
the course of primarl' migration preferentially lost the lower molecular weight
hydrocarbons. In addition lt.l that pristane was expelled to a lesser degree than
r-alkanes with a comparable carbon number. Subtracting the concentration of
hydrocarbons of the depleted shale from the hydrocarbon mixture of the
unmodified shale, leads to information on the concentration and compositional
profile of the hydrocarbons expelled from the thin source rock shale (Fig.
lIL3.1b). By expressing the concentration of the expelled hydrocarbons as a
percentage of the originally generated hydrocarbons the expulsion efficiency is
obtained (Fig. ll l.3.lc). lt ranges fbr rr-alkanes between about 10% and 80 c/r

depending on carbon number. These expulsion efficiencies should not be applied
to source rocks in general because the example presented here is a special case
where a thin sOurce r(rck is sandwiched between pclrous reservoir strilta permit-
ting optimum hydrocarbon drainage conditions.

In the same study it could be shown that the composition of the hydrocarbons
impregnating the interbedded reservoir sands is in agreement with a pronounced
fractionation of hydrocarbons being expelled from the shale, i. e.. low molecular
weight hvdrocarbons migrate preterentially from source to reservoir. Thus. in
this scquence the composition of the hydrocarbon product accumulating in the
reservoir appears to be controlled primarily by physical processes rather than by
the type and the maturity of the organic matter in the source rock.

A comparision of thc gross chemical composition between crude oils and source
rock bitumen shows that most oils are enriched in saturated hvdrocarbons and

I r t ract  of  sourcB rt |c l 0 i l

RA -  RG. in .  . .d  . .ph . l t .n . .

S  =  S. tu r . t .d  HC

Fig. III-3.2. Comparison in terms of gross chemical compositiorr between crude oils and
source rock bitumens in a shalelsand and carbonate sequence. (After Tissot and Pelct.
1971 )
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depleted in  polar  N.  S.  O compounds (F ig.  I IL3.2) .  This  enr ichment  has been
trequently observed (Hunt and Jamieson, 1956: Bray and Evans. 1965: Tissot and
Pelct. l97l). This is in agreement with the observed adsorption behavior ofthe
diflerent groups of compounds.

Anv mechanism of importance in primary migration also has to account for the
geochemical correlation between crud.e oils antl source rock bitumen. correlation
aspects will be treated in great detail in part V. It has been established that
hvdrocarbon distribution among homologous series and some individual hvdro_
carbon ratios -remain practically unchanged during migration (Williams, io7+;
Welte et al. , 1975 ; Deroo, I 976) . The n umerous examples of successful oil/source
rock correlations based on individual hydrocarbon ratios are a strong argument in
favor of a hvdrocarbon phase movemcnr.

3.3 Evaluation of Geological and Geochemical Aspects of
Primary Migration

The observation of cmbrvonic, noncommercial hvdrocarbon accumulations. such
as occur in the Orinoco River delta (Kidwell and Hunt, 195g) and in young
secliments of the deep sea of the Gulf of Mexico and the Western pacific C)cean
(Mclver. 1975) is not in contradiction with current geochemical thinking. The
hydrocarbons and bitumens found in these occurrences are enriched in aromatics
and high molecular weight polar hcterocompounds, or both. This would be
expectcd if migration occurred from relativel! immaturc source material and with
compaction water as the main transportation vehicle. The majoritv of such
intmaturc. embrlonic petroleum occurrences. however, are probablv eventuallv
lost to thc surface bccause of the lack of suitable seals in the first fcw hundreds of
meters of burial and the flushing action of upward moving compaction watcr.
Autochthonous. immature bitumen apparently occurs not onlv in Rccent and
sub-Recent muds and clavs. but also in sands (Palacas et al.. 1972) itnd ls never
found in producible concentrations. This material shoulci not be confused with
hvdrocarbons gencrated jn more mature source rocks which subsequentlv
migrate to shallower depth. Geochemical analvses can help distinguish between
thermallv immature and maturc hvdrocarbon assemblages.

Primary migration of petroleum hvdrocarbons in voung. immature. unconsoli-
datcd sedimcnts seemsto be rarc,  butcannot  be ent i rc lyru ledout .  An exampleof
commercial quantities of oil and gas. derived from sediments buried to approxi-
matel), 1(XX) to 1500 m. at a relativclv earlv state of compaction (Nagaoka plain,
Japan) has been presented. In this case available information points to primary
migration in connection with porc water movement induced bv compaction.
Commercial petroleum occurrenccs derir ed irom \uch shallow ond vuung ,ouaa"
sediments apparentlv are rare. The Naeaoka example. however. is accepted as
evidencc ol commercial oil pools resulting from earlv migration with compacrion
water as a main cause for primary migration. The scarcitv of such young
pctroleum accumulations originating from relativell, immature source beds ii
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primarily due to the lack of traps and seals at this stage of burial' and by the

general insolubility of petroleum compounds in low temperature comfaction

iuater. The compositio; of migrated petroleum at this stage should retlect the

thermal immatuiity of the source beds and the solubilities of the transported

compounds. lt should contain significant quantities.of relatively unaltered

biociremical molecules. such as water-soluble ' polar. high molecular weight N ' S '

O compounds and low boiling hydrocarbons enriched in aromatics A diagram-

matic summary of these and other considerations concerning primarv migration'

is Dresented in Ficure I11.3.3. Early primary migration by means of compaction

water is restricted to detrital. argillaceous-silty sediments Lithification prevents

compaction in most young carbonate sediments. and therefore excludes early

primary migration in shailow carbonate sequences' even if sufficient soluble

organrc matter ls Present.
iha n..urran.. nf shallow accumulations of biogenic gas is a special aspcct of

the migration and accumulation of hydrocarbons in young sediments. Prominent
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examplcs of this kind are numerous small gas fields in the pliocene and pleistocene
sediments of the Po Vallel'. Other examples might be found at the eastern sidc of
the Western Canada basin.  e .g. .  the gas f ie ld  Mecl ic ine Hat  (310 m).
The mode of primary migration in such cases has not been investigated.

Compaction and the resulting movement of pore water diminishes with
increasing depth of  bur ia l .  The chances for  pr imar\  mjgrat ion of  petro leum
compounds dissolved in and moved by compaction water are probably greatest at
a depth of about 1000 m, when shales stil l show sufficient porositv foridditional
compaction, and yet are buried decp enough ro reach the onset of thermal
eeneration of hydrocarbons from kcrogen. At depths below 2000 m the porositv
curves for  shales (F igs.  I I  L  2.5.  I I I .2 .8)  tend toward the more l inear  rcg ion.  u,here
therc is little lurther porosity reduction with continued increasc in burial.

Thc overall cfficiencv of primary migration in molecular or micellar solution in
conncction witi activell, moving compaction waters cilnnot be high as compared
to othcr possible modes of primarv migration. Thc special role of diffusion_
controlled processes during primarv migrution of dissolveLl gas will be treatcd
scparate lv  toward the end of  th is  chaptcr .  The soluhi l i t ics  c , l  pet ro leum com-
pounds rn pore waters are vcrv low (Table IIL2.2) cven under the most favorable
conditions- With verv few exccptions, solubilities are in the range of sevcral ppm
to about 10(l ppm at higher temperatures (> 100"C) and greater deDths. Even rhe
most optimistic material balance crlcularitrns shou, thir solubili i ies of hvdro-
carbons at temperatures of less than l2-5.C. corresponding to depthr t,r ihour
30(X) m. are too low to account for oil accumulations in productive pitroleum pro_
rrnccs such as the Eastern Sahara. California or the Louisiana Gulf Coast. If a
source rock volume of 100 x 100 km and 100 m thick is assumed. the cumulative
rmount of water cxpel,led due to compaction between 1000 anci 3000 m depth of
bur ia l .  is  about2 x  l0r rmr.Toaccount foro i l  accumulat ions in  the range of200
million to 2 bill ion t. which is a reasonable fiqure lor oil in place in those basins.
cru i le  o i l  so lubi l i tv  in  water  woul t l  hare r , )  be betu,cen la)00 and 10.000 DDm.
Hvtlrocarbon solubilitics of this range are highlv unlikclv. At greater clcpths nn.J
higher  temperaturcs.  the solubi l i t ies misht  be h igher .  but  in  such cases the
amount of compaction water is not sufficicnt. Between dcDths of 3000 and
-5000 m. onlv  a -5% pore volume reduct ion can be expccted (F ig.  l l l .2 .8) .  Mass
balance calculations in thc Willjston basin and Los Angeles basin were also used
by Jones ( 1980) in order to point oul hr)u ineffecri\ (, \o-lution m igrrtton ancl how
impo11;1n1 i r  cLrn l inuous o i l  pha.c migr i r t i r rn  ntu{ t  hc.

Finall)'. the composition of most crude oils does not reflect the solubilitv
d is t r ibut ions of  the var ious c lasscs of  petro leum compounds e i ther  in  micel l l r .  o i
i n m o l e c u l a r a q u e o u s s o l u t i o n . M i c e l l a r s o l u r i , r n a s a n e f t c c t i r e m c a n s o t D n m i l r v
migration is contra-indicatcd bv additional factors. such as the lack of suffi.ient
amounts of surfacc active solubilizers. micellcs too largc to pass through pore
throats. and chemical and electrical hindrances. Thus. although tncre mirv Dc
\omc c i r r l \  pr imtry  migr l l ion in  uqucou\  so lut ion in  connect ion u i th  c , lmp, , i t r , - ,n
waters. especiallv with the more soluble low molecular weisht hvdrocarbons and
some polar  h igh molecular  weight  N.  S.  O cr . rmpounds.  i t  is i rcebt ion rather  than
the ru le.
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At this point of the discussion we can now evaluate the relative importance of
primary migration with or without water movement as follows:

Compaction waters are only available in necessary quantities when h1'drocar-
bons have not yet been generated; during the main phase of hydrocarbon
generation few or no compaction waters are availablc.

- The relative permeabilitv concept requires for effective movemcnt of a
hydrocarbon phase a minimum ratio of the oil/water saturation. This can only
be achieved once the major part of watcr has been expelled.
Any water phase transport would require an alteration of thc chemical
composition of reservoircd petroleums in a manner contrary to that observed
in nature. i. e., polarcompounds should be enriched and non-polar compounds
depleted: furthermore, the fact of successful oil/source rock correlation based
on hydrocarbon composition also favors hydrocarbon phase movement

- Gencration and migration of hydrocarbons are comparable in compacting
clastic and non-compacting carbonate source rocks.

Based on these tbur arguments we conclude that the majority of oiloccurrences
can only be explained b1' a hydrocarbon phase primary migration mechanism.
Expulsion in an aqueous phase may play a rolc only under some special
circumstanccs.

It is therefore expected that at depth levels of about 1500 m and deeper. the
predominant mode of primary migration shifts from early solution migration to a
form of oil phase migration. The more or less continuous oil phase is graduallv
superseded by a gaseous hydrocarbon phase at depths greater than about 3500 m.
The beginning of late primary migration as a separate hvdrocarbon phase
coincides with the main phase of oil formation and continues until the generation
potential for liquid oil is exhausted, and mainly gaseous h1'drocarbons are
formed. The onset of late primary migration is consequentlv controllcd not only
by the depth porosity relationship, but by the generative potential of a given
source rock as well. Thus, it cannot start until maturities equivalent to vitrinire
reflectance values of about 0.5 to 0.6% are attained and favorable types of
organic matter are present. Several factors control the formation of a discrete oil
phase and its movement through thc source bed. Among these are the total
porosity. the ratio of fixed to mobile pore water. the average cross-section of
pores. the amount and type of kerogen (organic carbon) and the presence of a
three-dimensional kerogen network. and finally the amount of bitumcn gcner-
ated-

At depths of about 3000 m and deeper, porosities in source beds are below
l0oZ. where a considerable part ofthe pore volume is occupicd by immobile fixed
pore water, and bitumen concentrations, as compared to free pore water. are too
high to be accomodated in the aqueous pore fluid. The existence of a separate oil
phase in source beds at peak of hydrocarbon generation, therefore. seems to be a
necessity. Due to the continued generation of bitumcn and gas with burial, this
separate oil phase is pushed away from the kerogen through the mainly watcr-wet
micropores. This tvpe of primary migration. is at its most effective lcvel tbrsource
rocks with high kerogen and bitumen content. The movement of a separate oil
phase must overcome mounting capillary pressures until a continuous network of
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bitumen occupies the center pore space. At a certain point, pore diameters will
becomc too small and oil particles too large to be forced through water-fil led pore
rhroats against extremely high capillary pressure. Continued formation ofqas and
other low molecular weight hvdrocarbons. plus the thermal expansion of pore
\! aters and partial transmission of geostatic stress, keep the pressure rising until
the mcchanical strength of the rock is exceeded. At this point microfissures open.
the hvdrocarbon phase expands and coalesces further. and an increment of
migration is accomplished.

It is thus visualized that a pressure-driven hydrocarbon phase movement as a
pr inc ipal  mechanism of  pr imarv migrat ion prevai ls  durrng thc main phase of
hVdrocarbon formation. This process can probably persist without rock fracturing
up to a ce rtain depth. Bevond that depth with the onset ol massive gas ge nc rario n .
rround 3000 to,l(XX) m in dense rocks. microfracturing will be initiareo.

Below these depth levels  and r t  lemperatur .*  "houe 150.C the l iqu id-
prcssurizing phase is ultimatel), replaced by a gascous phase. Zhuze et al. (1963)
suggcsted that normal crude oils as well as low molccular weisht hvdrocarbons
rrre rlrsrolr ed rnd rrartrportcd as a cumpressr.'d gl.e.,us pho.ei The| cirlculated
that onc bill ion mr of gas (adjusted f6r atmospheric pressure conditions) at
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pressures of,l(X) to 800 bar and at temperatures between 70 and 200'C, could
transport a quantity of petroleum in the order of 100,000 to 800.000 t. The
relationship between petroleum solubility in gas at various temperatures is shown
in Figure III. 3.4. Numerous fields throughout the world containing wet gases or
condensates are cvidence for this kind of migration mechanism. Furthermore, it
can be expected that some of the deep overpressured shale source rocks.
occurring in Tertiarv deltas. such as the Mahakam delta, Indonesia, contain a
single hvdrocarbon fluid phase, due to the large proportion of gas and the high
solubility of medium range hydrocarbons in gas. under such pressure and
temDerature.

This situation would result in a gas-phase migration, until the pressure has
decreased. The remaining amount of medium hydrocarbons in gas would depend
on the prcssure drop. Anothcr possibility for gas as a transport vehicle for higher
hvdrocarbons is the percolation of the rock column with a gas phase originating
form a dceplv situated source. This gas could extract heavier hydrocarbons lorm
overlving source rocks. This may be the origin of the so-called shallow early-
mature condensates. It is clear that under the conditions discussed above.
asphaltenes and other heavv molecules cannot be transported.

3..1 Conclusions and Suggestions on Primary Migration

In summary. it is concluded that there is no reason to assume that one mechanism
ofpr imarymigrat ion isresponsib lefora l lpet ro leumaccumulat ions(Fig. l l l .3 .3) .
Thc predominant mechanism of primary migration may change with different
subsurface conditions primarill, related to increasing dcpth of burial. ln shallow
sediments down to depths of about I (X)0 to 1500 m. solution migration seems to be
favored as compared to an oilphase migration. Solution migration may also plav a
role at greater depths at higher temperatures. but onlv involving certain light
hvdrocarbons. Solution migration alone does not seem to produce major
deposits. cxccpt under exceptional geological conditions. as in shallow gas fields
of  ear lv  d iagenet ic  or ig in .

The dominating and most effective form of primary migration sccms to bc
hvtlrocarbon-phase migration. first in form of a liquid oilphase and at greater
depth as a gaseous (or eventuall.v supercritical) phase. Hydrocarbon-phase
migration is mainly accomplishcd b1'a pressurc-driven movement through
prclcrentiallv oil-wet pores or a network of kerogen or by microfracturing of the
rock due to an internal pressure build-up. Hydrocarbon-phase migration is
probably prevalent from medium to great depths and does not necessarily exclude
a minor contribution from solution migration. Hydrocarbon-phase migration is in
agrecmcnt with both the empirical and factual geological and geochemical data.

In this case water flow is not needed as a driving force for migration. and in fact
water hindcrs rather than aids movemcnt. Microfracturing permits the release of
hydrocarbons from compacted. dense. relativelf impermeable source rocks.
Therefore. carbonates as well as shales can expel petroleum in a similar manner.
There are well-documented carbonate source rocks (Hedberg. 1964), such as the
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La Luna Formation of Western Venezuela which is thin-bedded carbonaceous-
bituminous limestone ol Crctaceous age. or the dark-colored dense limcstone
betwecn recfs and calcarcnitcs in the Devonian Swan Hills Formation of Alberta
and the entirc Middle East oil province. These dense. consolidated carbonate
\ource rocks. apparentlv can yield oil without compactiOn through ,.hvdrocarbon-
phase pressure-m igration ". Similarlv compacted. deepl)' buried shales can
release hvdrocarbons. as in the case of the Silurian source rocks of Hassi
\lcssaoud in Algcria. the Tertiary-Cretaceous of the Quiriquire field in Vene-
zuela and the Carboniferous coal measures of Groninsen. Netherlands and the
\'tississippian-Dcvonian Bakken Shrle in rhc Willisron Basin of North Dakota
(  Dow. 197,11 Wi l l iams.  1974) .-fhis 

is in agrcement with thc observations that the maturation of organic
matter and the gencration of hvdrocarbons. and also the occurrence of oil fields
lrrc comparable in siliceous. clastic, and carbonate sequences. Hvdrocarbon-
phase pressurc-ntigration of oil would also be similar in clastic and carbonate
\cdiments. All othcr primarv migration mechanisms, however. involving larger
quantities of watcr. would require a different kind of primarv migration tbr
carbonates only .

Another phenomcnon. conflicting with primary migration of oil in aqueous
solution. but in perfect agreemcnt with hvdrocarbon-phase migration. is that
most crude oils are enriched in saturated hydrocarbons and depleted in polar
compounds as compared to source rock bitumen. As in establishcd chromato-
craphic theorv utilized in laboratories around the world, similar solvents prefe-
rcnt ia l lv  ext ract  and t ranspor t  compounds of  a s imi lar  chemical  naturc.  In
nonpolar  (a lkane )  so lvents.  tbr  cxample,  polar  compounds tend to be le f t  behind.-l'here 

is experimcntal and geological cvidence for the prefcrcntial selective
adsorption of differcnt organic molecular classes on clav surfaces. The prcliously
c i tcd invcst igat ions bv Ncruchev and Kovacheva (196-5) .  b l  Vandenbrouckc
(1972)  and bv T issot  and Pelet  (  l97 l )  and Lcvthaeuser  et  a l .  ( l9 l i3a.  b)  prov ide
additional evidencc for such chromatographic adsorption phenomcna in source
rocks.

'Ihe proposed model of a pressurc-driven movement of an csscntiallv hvdro-
carbon phase as a major mcchanism ofprimarv migration. rvould also explain whv
an et-iective sourcc rock must contain a certain minimum amount of organic
mattcr. If there is too little organic matter. thc ratio of freelv movable porc watcr
to bitumen or gas may be too high and thus unfavorable for hvdrocarbon-phase
migration even if thc porositv is lou . Th is irrgumen t hr,u er er. .l i,es not rcvcisablv
mean that rocks consisting solelv of organic matter. like coal. should be the most
productive sourcc rocks. Hvdrocarbon-phase migration is also in agrccment with
the accomplishment of successful geochemical correlations between crude oils
and sclurcc locks.

Besides the previouslv discussed rolc of diffusion as an initial process for
primary migration of gas. diffusion can also play a role in destroying reservoired
qas accumulations by loss through the caprock. Leythaeuser et al. (1982) have
also cvaluated the latter process. The rate of dissipation was calculated for the
Har l ingcngasf ie ld  in  Hol land.  which has rcscrvesol  l .g3 x  l0e STP mr ofmethanc
in-place. B1' diffusion of methane through the ,100 m thick shale caprock
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continuing for 4.5 million years this field is reduced by one half of its original size

Based on these data about the rate of destruction of commercial-sized gas fields

with geologic time the concept was proposed that gas accumulations have only a

limit;d life in terms of the geologic time scale Existing gas fields may either have

geologically young accumulation ages. or they may be able to persist through

periods of geologia time only if there was continued replenishment by additional

gu. gen".uiion in the source rocks. In the latter sense certain gas accumulations

ian be considered as dynamic systems reaching some kind of steady-state
equilibrium between gas loss and gas generation from the source rocks'

Source rocks have been mainly viewed with respect to their physical and

chemical properties. although they are the products of sedimentological proces-

ses, and comprise part of the sedimentary history of individual geological basins
Thus, sedimintological features and tectonic events are also of importance in
petroleum migration. Source beds are often finely laminated with an organic-rich
layer altemating with organic poor layers Such geometric arrangements mav

provide preferential avenues for primary migration On a larger scale some

iou.ce t"qu.n"e.. especially clastics' may contain interbedded sand and silt

layers. This would be more advantageous for drainage than thick. uniform shale
sequences.

Tectonic events mav cause abnormally high strain in sedimentary unlts.

especially bv horizontal compression. This may aid to increase internal fluid
prissures which eventually cause rock fracturing. In active tectonic zones such as

iertain parts of California and the Middle East' repeated earthquakes mav

contribute to fracturing and hydrocarbon movemenl.

Summary and Conclusion

The predominant mechanism of primary migration may change with different subsur-

face conditions primarily related to increasing depth of burial. In shallow sediments

down to deDths of about 1000 to 1500 m, before the onset of the main phase of

hydrocarbon formation, solution migration seems to be favored as compared to an oil-
p'hase migration. Solution migration may also play a role at greater depths at higher

temperatures. However. solution migration alone does not seem to produce ma.ior

deposits.
ihe dominating and most effective form of primary migration is a hydrocarbon-

phase migration. in relatively impermeable. dense source rocks it is accomplished by

microfracluring of the rock. Hydrocarbon-phase migration is in agreement with the

empirical and factual geological and geochernical data Water flow is not needed as a

driving force for migration. Well-documented examples support the conclusion that

hydroiarbons can bi released from such compacted, dense, relatively impermeable
source rocks. The Cretaceous La Luna limestones of Western Venezuela, dense

limestones between reefs in the Devonian Swan Hills Formation of Alberta. Silurian

source rocks of Hassi Messaoud in Algeria and the Mississippian-Devonian Bakken

Shale in the Will iston Basin of North Dakota can serve here as examples'
For gases, next to a hydrocarbon-phase movement' diffusion of dissolved hydrocar-

bon molecules is an impo ant process of primary migration, especially in deep basins '

It follows from the previous discussion that distances covered by primary mrgratron

are commonly in the order of meters or tens ol meten.



Chapter 4
Secondarv Misration and Accumulation

Secondary migration is defined as the movement of petroleum compounds
through more permeable and porous carrier beds and reservoir rocks, as opposed
to primaryl migration through dense. less permeable and porous source rocks.
Secondary migration terminates in hydrocarbon pools. but tectonic events such as
folding. faulting or uplifting mav causc redistribution of fil led oil or gas pools and
thus initiate an additional phase of secondary migration. When this rcsults in a
new accumulation it is sometimes calle d remigration or tertiary migration.

Oil and gas accumulations generallv occur in the structurallv highest available
part of a trap. This is because oil (spec. gr. 0.7-1.0 g cm r) and gas (spec.
gr. < 0.001 g cm ') have lower densities than the surrounding aqueous pore fluid
(spcc. gr. L()_l .2 g cm r) and rise bv buovancy through the water-saturated pore
spacc. The main driving force in secondary migration is buovancy. Oil and gas will
form a pool whenever their further. generallv upward movement is retarded by a
Iess permeable laver of rock. This empirical observation is almost as old as the oil
industry. and it is cxemplified in thousands of accumulations around the world.
The formation ofoil and gas pools requires a decrease in the pore opening sizc to
prevent the continuation of a two- or multi-phase fluid flow. Thus. the termina-
tion or continuation of secondarv migration is determined by the interplay
bctween the driving tbrce that causes the movement of hydrocarbon droplets or
slugs. and the capillarv pressures that resist this movement. As long as the
aqucous pore fluid in the sub-surface is morc or less stationary. the only driving
forcc for movcment of a discrete hvdrocarbon phase during secondarl' migration
is buoyancv. Wc know. horvever. that there is water flow in thc sub-surface due to
hvdrodvnamic gradients. It is important to distinguish between hvdrostatic. no-
flow or equilibrium statc. and hvdrodynamic conditions. water flow due to
hvdraulic head gradicnts. Hubbert (1940, 1953) describes the principles of
hvdrodvnamic conditions. Water flow under hvdrodynamic gradients modifies
thc buovant rise of oil and gas.

Three paramctcrs control secondarv migration and the subsequent formation
of oil and gas poofs. These are thc buov-ant rise of oil and gas in water-saturated
porcrus rocks. cupillary pressures that determine multiphase flow and. as an
important modifving influence. hvdrodvnamic fluid flow. Secondary migration
results in the formation of hvdrocarbon pools and may cause hvdrocarbons to
scep out at the surface.
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Sccondary migration is defined as the movement of petroleum compounds
through more permeable and porous carrier beds and reservoir rocks, as opposed
to primar! migration through dense. less permeable and porous source rocks.
Secondarv migration terminates in hydrocarbon pools. but tectonic events such as
folding. faulting or uplifting may cause redistribution ol fil led oil or gas pools and
thus initiatc an additional phase of secondary migration. When this results in a
new accumulation it is sometimes called remigration or tertiary rnigration.

Oil and gas accumulations gcnerally occur in the structurally highest available
part of a trap. Ttris is because oil (spcc. gr. 0.7 1.0 g cm r) and gas (spec.
gr. < 0.001 g cm ') have lower densities than the surrounding aqueous pore fluid
(spec. gr. 1 .0-1 .2 g cm ') and rise by buoyancy through the watcr-saturated pore
space. The main driving tbrce in secondary migration is buoyancy. Oil and gas will
form a pool whenever their furthcr. gencrally upward movement is retarded by a
lcss permeable laver of rock. This empirical observation is almost as old as the oil
industrv. and it is exemplified in thousands of accumulations around the world.
The formation of oil and gas pools requires a decreirse in the pore opening size to
prevcnt the continuation of a two- or multi-phase fluid flow. Thus, the termina-
tion or continuation of secondary migration is determined by the interplay
bctwccn thc driving tbrce that causes the movement of hydrocarbon droplets or
slugs. and thc capillar! pressures that resist this movement. As long as the
aqueous pore fluid in the sub-surface is more or less stationary. the only driving
tirrce for movement of a discrete hvdrocarbon phase during sccondary migration
is buoyancv. We know. however. that there is water flow in the sub-surface due to
hydrodvnamic gradients. It is important to distinguish between hvdrostatic. no-
llow or equilibrium state. and hydrodynamic conditions. water flow due to
hydraulic hcad gradients. Hubbert (1940. 1953) describes the principles of
hvclrodvnamic conditions. Water tlow under hvdrodynamic gradients modifies
the buo-"-ant risc of oil and gas.

Three parametcrs control sccondary migration and the subsequent tbrmation
of oil and gas pools. These are the buolant rise of oil and gas in water-saturated
porous rocks. cupillar,t: pressures that determine multiphase flow and. as an
important modifying influence. hltdrodynamic fluid flow. Secondary migration
rcsults in the formation of hydrocarbon pools and may cause hydrocarbons to
scep out at the surface.
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4.1 The Buoyant Rise of Oil and Gas Versus Capillary Pressures

In the previous chapter it was concluded that our present knowledge indicates
that the most effective and predominant mechanism of primary migration rs most
probably a hydrocarbon phase transport and that solution migration is less
important. Primary migration in solution is of greater importance only in certain
geological settings. before and after the main phase of petroleum generation. at
relatively shallow or great depths. In any case, secondary migration in its initial
stages is influenced by the prcdominant mode of primary migration.

As hydrocarbons leave the dense, fine-grained. low-porosity source beds as a
discrete hydrocarbon phasc and enter the larger pores of a carrier bed or reservoir
rock, large r globules of oil or gas should immediately form. depending o n irs st ate
of dispersion. Larger bodies of oil may move upward by buoyancy. but trny
droplets may not because there is more resistance to flow due to highcr surlace
cnergies per unit volume in smaller bodies of oil. This phenomenon was
recognized and introduced into the literature of secondary migration bv Athy
(1930). Hydrocarbons, however. which lcave a source bed in a dissolved state
cannot rise b-v buoyanc,v.�. but tbllow water flow through a carrier bed or reservoir
rock. When finally released from solution by a decrease rn temperature or
pressure or due to increase in pore water salinity, they havc a fate similar to
hydrocarbons. which leave a source bed as a separate phase.

Gussow (1954.  1968) .  Hobson (195,1)  and Hobson and Ti ratsoo (1975)  have
elaborated on the principles of buoyant rise and capillarv displacement pressure
for a discrete hydrocarbon phase. Refinements and practical examples ttf this
principle were prescnted by Poulct (1968) and Berg (1975) and the following
discussion relics heavilv on the work of thesc authors.

The interfacial tension between two immiscible phases (liquid-liquid or gas-
liquid) can be envisaged as a forcc that acts at the interface to produce a pressure
difference across it. The pressurc difference across the interface is another form.
or meaning. of thc term capillary pressure. The work done by thc interfacial
tension results. for example . in a changc in the surfacc area of a drop of oil when
immcrsed in water. The drop will tcnd to assumc thc smallest possible surface
area. which ideally is a sphcrc. The interfacial tension between oil and water
resists distortion of thc spherical droplet and retards its passage through a pore

throat with a diameter smaller than the sizc of the droplet. The fbrce necessary to
squeeze the droplet through the pore is also called capillary pressurc. or more
correctly injcction pressurc. Capillary pressures in rock pores are the cause tor
h1'drocarbon entrapment. Capillary pressures are higher for smaller porc diame-
ters. and assume specific values for a certain rock.

Under hydrostatic conditions, buoyant forces coulC become high enough to
overcome capillarv pressure, which resists secondary migration Buoyant forces
incretrse with the density difference between pore water and oil (9,,-9,,) and with
increasing height of the oil column. Gaseous hydrocarbons behave analogously.
but because the-v have lower densities. they develop stronger buoyant forces Oil
trapped in a reservoir undcr hydrostatic conditions rePresents an equilibrium
state between buoyant forces trying to move oil and capillarv prcssures in the
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sealing cap rock rhat resist this movement. The equation [fq. (l)]
equilibrium situation is

-  2 "  8 '  (Q. -AJ

wnere.
1, = intcrfacial tension between oil and water in dyne cm-r,
r : radius of pores in cm,
;,, = height of oil column in cm,
g - acccleration of gravitv in cm s :.

9 , ,  =  densi ty  of  water  in  g cm- l
9,, = density of oil in g cm r.

This cquation or derivatives of it can be called ..buovancv equation...
, 

In addition to the height of the oil column :n. rhe 
'buoyani 

forcc is defined by
the acceleration of gravitv (g = 98t cm s r1 an.l the density difference between
watcr and oil (9,, .o,) in g cm r. The capillary pressure is determrned bv the
interfacial tcnsion betwcen oit and watcr (i) in iyne cm-r and the radius 1in cmj
of 

lh" 
p'c]I9 throats in the sealing barrier rock (r,) as compared to the reservoir

rock radii (r,,).
It follows that the maximum height of an oil column which can be held in place,

and which is also callcd critical haight (2.), is given as follows (Hobson, 195,1;
Berg.  1975) :

343

for this

( 1 )
) . ,  l t  I  \- '  

\ , ,  , ,  )

(2)' '="(+-i)' ' (p'-e')
The secondary migration of oil through a water-wet carrier bed or reservoir

rock has been.described by Hobson (1954). An undistorted oil globule at rest in arock is in equilibrium with the surrounding pore water. In such-a case. the radius
of the rock pore (rr,) must be cqual to. or l-aige. than, that of the oil globule. Thepressure difference across the oil-water inre;facc is energetically equatable with
the capillary pressurc. It causes the pressure within rhe o"ilgtobule io be greater
than in the surrounding water. The piessure /p) (in dyne cm1:) inside the g'lobule
equals twice the intcrfacial tension y divided by the ridius oftire globule (r);thus

.'|
p = 2; (Berg. 1975). If the buoyant force is great enough to force the globule

upward through a pore throat, the globule must be distorted. The above equation
shows that the excess pressure inside the globule increases as the radius of
curyature decreases. The pressure al.the upper end of a distorted globule in a pore
throat is, therefore, greater rhan in th. poii 1flg. III.4.1.1. The ci'pillary pressure
opposes the buoyant force untir the radii of curvature inside the dlstorted oirglobule are equal at the lower and the upper end. Once the globule has reached
this stage and moved halfway through the throat, it can rise iy buoyancy. If the
curvature is smaller at the lower end than at the upper end, capillary pressure
gradrent and buoyant force act in the,u." up*uri direction and secondary
migration is further facilitated.
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Fig. III.,1.1. Transport of an oil globule
through pore throats in a water-wet suh-sur-
face envitonment. Capil lary pressure opposes
the buovant force unti l thc radius of curvature
insidc the distorted oil globule is equal at its
lower and upper ends. (Modified after Berg.
1975)

2 v  2 x
rl rn

This same effect ma! be of importance across a boundarl' bctween a fine-
grained and a coarse-grained rock. i.c.. between a dcnse sourcc rock and a
porous carrier bed or a rcservoir rock. As soon as oil particles reach the boundary
betwccn a line-graincd source rock and a coarse-graincd carrier bcd. and arc not
encloscd bv either t-"-pc of rock. they ntc driven into thc coarse bcd by capillary
forces. Thc transfer reduces the total surface area and the curvature of the oil
piuticles.

The buovant force acting on a distorted oil globule or a gas bubble is
determined primarily by the dcnsity difference between the oil or the gas and the
surrounding water. The density dilferencc between normal oils and pore waters
range from 0. I to 0.3 g cm-r and irpproach 1.0 g cm 'for gas The otherimportant
parameter influencing buoyant forcc. and the only variable in a given suh-surface
situation. is the height of the oil or gas column [see also Eq (2)] All other
parameters including pore and throat diameters of the rock and density and
intcrfacial tension of the fluids under given sub-surface pressure and temperature
conditions are fixed. Therefore, the equilibrium between buoyant and capillary
forccs can only become unbalanced through the accretion of new oil or gas
material to form larger bodies with greater vertical height. when the buoyant
force is greater than the capillary pressure IEq. (1)]. the oil droplet will movc
through the pore throat. Rearranging this equation. this would mean

2 t  2 r
t f

:,, 8 (0"-4,,) >

4.2 Hydrodynamics and Secondary Migration

To this point it has becn assumed that essentially hvdrostatic conditions prevail in
carrier beds and reservoir rocks. There is. however' frequently sub-surface water
flow. and the influcnce of hydrodynamic conditions on secondary mrgratron
cannot be neglected. Anv flow of water in an aquifer. depcnding upon its
direction. coultl hinder or facilitate secondary migration of hydrocarbons Water

(3)i I I \
)  v  |  _  _ l

\ r '  r t l
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Fig. IIL.1.2. Transport of oil globule through a pore
throat rn a water-wet environment under hydro-
dvnamic conditions. Upward flow of water helps
buovancv to overcome opposing capil larv pressure-
(Nlodified after Berg. 1975)

upw. rd  l low o i  w . t . r

t lo$ is relatcd to hvdrodvnamic gradients. If the gradicnt is in an upward
dircction. it aids buovtnt forces in moving pctroleunt. tf the hvdrodvnamic
gratl ient is in a tlownward direction. the buoyant tirrces have to be greater thrn
required under hvdrostatic conditions. in order to balance or ovcrcome the
opposing flow pressures. In terms of accumulation. an oil column hcld in place in
a reservoir against a barrier rock exhibit ing a certain capil lary pressurc can be
hiqhcr if there is additional pressure from clownward-flowing watcr which helps to
hr t l ln r 'e  thc  hu" \ i ln t  [ ( ' r ce \ , ' l  o i l .

H."drodvnamic gradients could be an important mechanism for secondary
migration. especiallv during the init ial phase. The final direction of secondary
migration of oil and gas would be dependent on the relative magnitudes and
dircctions of hvdrodlnamic and buoyant forccs. A crucial point in the interplal,
betwcen these forces is the magnitude of the hvdrodl'namic gradicnt along a
stringer of oil. Consider first the theoretical situation of a vertical or a horizontal
stringer of oil. and then the morc probable situation of an inclined stringer. The
first case refers to an oil stringer of height 2,,. and densitv q,,, in water of density
o,,. with a vertical positive hydrodynamic gradient. m, in the water, that results in
an upward flow (Fig. I I I.,1.2). This upward flow of water parallel to the oilstringer
with thc height ;,, assists buovant force. If this stringer of oil is held in place b1,
capil larv prcssure. the prcvious equation can be rewritten as follows:

.r(+
l :  

. ,  t  (o,,-q,,) + 2,, .  m.

This equation must be compared with Equation ( I ). It mcans that the capillary
pressure (expression on left side of thc cquation) rcsulting from the smallcr radius
r, in a pore throat at the upper end of the oil stringcr. balanccs thc buoyant tbrcc
plus the tbrce resulting from the upward flow of watcr (cxprcssions on right sidc
of the equation ) . I f there is downward wate r flow. m is a negative quantity and the
hcight of the oil stringer;,, must increase accordingll' as long as the oil stringer is
held in  p lace.

Consider now a horizontal stringer of oil along the top of a horizontal carrier
bed. In this casc. buoyant tbrce is negligible. and the driving mechanism can only
be derived from horizontal water flow (Fig. IIL'1.3). The hydrodvnamic gradient.
rn, along the length. /, of the oil stringer determines its movement under thc

( 1 )
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Fig. I lL1.3. Horizontal
transport of a stringer of oil
under hydrodynamic condi-
tions. The hydrodynamic gra-
dient. m, along the length. 1,
of the oil stringer determines
its horizontal disposition in
the carrier bed

conditions in the carrier bed ( Hobson and Tiratsoo. 1975 ). As buovancy now can
be neclected. the equation can be written as follows:

l . m

The expression at the left-hand side ol the equation is the driving force.
resulting from the horizontal water flow. The expression on the right-hand side of
the equation is alrcacly familiar. since it is thc resistitnce exerted b)' the capillary
prcssure to prevent the movcment of the oil stringer. Thc smaller radius. r,. in a
pore throat. is now at the leading end of the stringer. and points in the same
direction as thc tlow of water.

Finally. consider a stringer of oil. inclined at an angle. @. The flow of water
occurs along the stringer. and the difference in hydrostatic heads at its lower and
upper ends (Fig. III.4.4) must be considered in addition to the beight of the oil
column held in place only by capillary pressures (Berg. 1975). The change in the
height of the oil column trapped is proportional to the hvdrodynamic gradient. lf
the flow of water is in an up-dip direction. thc oil column will be shorter. If it is in a
down-dip direction, it will be longer. The basic equation IEq. ( 1)] can be moditied
in this case as follows (Poulet, 196t1):

1 . [S (s,,-s.,.) sin 6/ t m]

t l  1 r
-  l . , l _  - l- - / t  I

\ r' r" I
( 5 )

(b l
t l  1 r

=  )  r t _  _ l

\ r, rt I

Fig. It1..1..1. Transport of inclined
stringer of oil under h_vdrodynamic
conditions. The difference in hvdro-
static head i/Xr-Xjl at the lower and
upper end of the oil stringer. the
height of the oil colum 12,,/. and the
flow of water determine the nlove-
ment of the oil st nger1:/- '
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.1.3 Geological and Geochemical Implications of Secondary
Migration

As previouslv discussed, the principal factors governing secondary migration ofa
petroleum phase are buovancy and hydrodynamic water flow. Capillary pressures
resulting from narrow water wet-pore throats oppose this movement. The final
distribution and occurrence of petroleum, once it has been generated and
released from a source bed, is therefore controlled mainly by these three factors:
buoyancy. hydrodynamics and capillary pressures. Whether primary migration
occurs mainly in a hvdrocarbon phase or less probably in aqueous solution is
crucial to the initial stages of secondary migration, but less so in the final stage and
thc formation of pools. Ultimately oil and gas must appear as a discrete
hydrocarbon phase before they can accumulate in a trap.

It is difficult to assess the exact point when hydrocarbons begin to coalesce
massively into larger bodies of oil or gns. ln productive basins, such as in the
Eastern Sahara. Tcxas. or Southern Calitbrnia, oil stains are frequently observed
in the top part of thc rcservoir beds even at some distance from producing fields.
Oil-field studies have shown that there is always an irreducible amount of oil left
behind in the reservoir rock after production is completed. This suggests that
migration as a massive oil phase does not normally occur over great distances in
the order of 1(X) km. unless special geological conditions exist. for example. along
the unconformity between Cretaceous and Paleozoic beds or in the Cretaceous
sands themselves in Albcrta. Western Canada. and orobablv aide in the
emplacemcnt  u l  the huge Athahasea heav;  o i l  accumulat ion.

It is vcrv difficult to quantify the relative importance of buoyancy or hydrody-
namic forces on secondary migration. It seems clear, however, that in the initial
stages of secondarv migration, oil particles are on the average smaller and in a
more dispersed state than during the final stage. Initially microscopic and sub-
microscopic oil particles should be relatively more abundant in the aqueous pore
fluid than larger oil particles. In general. verv finely dispersed oil droplets will not
strictlv follow the law of buoyancy and will be more easily moved by relativcly
u'eak hvdrodvnamic water flow. The ovcrall influence of hydrodvnamic uater
movement is, therefore. morc important during thc initial stages of secondary
migration than during the linal stages.

Hydrodynamic phenomcna are crucial factors in the understanding of sub-
surface flow network leading to the formation of oil pools. As a consequence, an
increasing numbcr of papers are being dcvoted to this subject. The aim is a better
undcrstanding of hydrodynamic flow patterns in hydrocarbon-prone basins, such
as in the Pcrmian Basin of thc United States (McNeal. 1965). in the Western
Canada sedimcntarv basin (Hi tchon.  1969a.  1969b1Hi tchon and Horn.  197,1)  or
in thc Algerian Sahara of Northern Africa (Chiarelli. 1973). These investigations
pursue a reconstruction of past and present hydrodvnamic flow patterns based on
actual salinity and fluid pressurc data and the regional geological evolution of the
basin. lt is logical and necessary that such studies be linked with investigations on
the regional hvdrocarbon generative potential and maturity of source rocks. This
means that paleo-hydrodynamic patterns need to be elaborated further.
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Fig. IIL,I.S. Three main types of
.ed im(n tar  )  b r rs in  '  c l l s r r [ rcd  lccor  d ing  to
hldrodlnamic conditions: juvenile ba-
r ins .  i .e . .  he fore  rnvr r : i t rn  h )  mctcor ic
watersl intermediate basins during inva-
sion by meteoric waters; senile basrns,
after invasion by meteoric waters. (After
Coustau et al.. 1975)

intermediate basin
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Models have recently been developed that link the general movement of pore
fluid in sedimentarv basins to parameters such as type and rate of sediment
deposition. porosity. pore fluid pressure and temperaturc. Two such models
(Magara.  1976:  Sharp.  j r .  and Domenico.  1976)  on Ter t iary  beds in  the Gul f  o f
Mexico conclude that there exists a compaction-induced horizontal movenent of
pore fluid through more permeablc sandy la-'-ers toward the edges of the basin or
to permeable faults. Vertical movement of fluids across lithological scqucnccs is
comparatively less important. Furthermore, the temperature distribution is a
sensitive indicator of tluid movement. which is largely responsible for heat
transtcr.

Coustau et al . ( I 97,5 ) classified sedime ntarv basins accordin g to h ydrodvnamic
conditions and related this classification to their pctroleum potential lrom organic
geochemical considerations. Three main types ofbasins are distinguished: before
( I ). during (2) and after (3 ) the invasion by meteoric (fresh) waters (Fig. I I L,1.5).

| . Juv,enile baslrrs, not neccssarily young. with compaction-induced ccntrifugal.
la tera l  water  movement .  Examples:  Niger ia .  Gul f  o f  Mcxico.  Douala basin.
North Sea. Northeast Sahara (between salt deposits) among others. Petro-
leum interest in the basins is verv strong.

2. Intermediate baslrr.r with centripetal watermovcmcnt. artesian properties and
freshrvater invasions. Examples: Persian Gulf. East Sahara (ll l izi-Tinrhert
basins). Paris Basin. Central Tunisia. Sahara (below thc salt) and others.
Petrolcum intercst in such basins varies from very strong to modcratc.

3. Senile baslrrs with hydrostatic conditions and generally invaded by meteoric
waters. Exirmples: Northwest Aquitaine basin. parts of North Spanish basin.
There is little or no petroleum interest.

Thc papcr by Coustau et al. (1975) accounts for the fact that hydrodynamic
flow of water is initialll of great importance to secondary migration and
formation of pools. Howevcr. if it is too strong or lasts too long. hydrodynamic

seni le basin
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water flow retards the formation of pools, or even destroys existing accumula-
tions bv dismigration.

As oil particles grow in size. thev become more subject to buovancv. Larger
particles grow at the expense of smaller particles. and attempt to attain the
smallest possible surface area with respect to volume. Upward movement of
petroleum particles or gas bv buoyrncl starts whenevei opposing capillary
pressures are low and there is an insufficient counter-flow of water. Because of
buovancv. oil and gas globules always seek the highest point in a carrier bed or
reservoir rock. Their movement follows the direction of lowest resistance. This
mav result in a very tortuous path. generally upward. more or less normal to
bcdding (Gussow. 1968). As thev move. oil particles merge into globules, patches
and stringers. This increases their buoyant tbrce and assists their movement
through narrower pore openings. enabling them to move through finer-grained
rocks. Eventually a situation may be reached where at somc crestal point pore
diameters get too small. and capillary prcssures can no ktnger be oreriome. This
could bc the start of an accumulation which mav finallv attain ec()nomie
dimensions or remain merelv a small local concentration of hvdrocarbons.

Poulet  (  1968)  assumed a cer ta in grr in  s ize (mecl ian radi i  r r fg ia ins 0.5 mm) in  an
inclined sandstone (dip: t(X) m over -lt) km). a ccrriiin densitl tl ifterence between
oi l  (0 . l l75gcm r)  and water  (  1 .07 g cm ' . ;  rnc l  a  cer ta in in tc i fac ia l  rensiony(40. ,1
dvnc cm ' at 40'C). and calculated thc length of a continuous oil stringer that
could be formed and held in place. These conditions are similar to those observed
in the Devonian rcservoi r  in  the I l l iz i  bas in in  the Alser ian Sahara.

a)  Under hvdrostat ic  concl i t ions.  the cr i t ica l  he igh t  o f  the o i l  co lu mn ( : , , )  would
be 3-5 cm. and at a greater value the stringer u,ould move. The length L of the oil
stringer is calculated from the angle of inclination (@) of thc sandstone and the
height  ( : , , )  o f  the o i l  co lumn accord ing to rhc cqur t ion L = -  A stat ionar-" -o i l

sut  a
phase of 140 m long could be tbrmed along the top of rhe inclined sandstone. With
increasing dcpth. i. c.. increasing temperature and pressure. only minor changes
with respect to the height of thc oil coiumn would be expected, unless gas is atlded
to thc oil. Oil wate r surface te nsion I would increase with pressurc. but wou ld be
approxrmatelv compensated bv a decrcase at higher tempcratures.

b) U nder hvdrodvnamic conditions. however. the length of thc oil phase would
be changed. In a horizontal reservoir. similar to that described above. a Drcssure
gradicntof0.5dvnecm r  cm I  would be rcqui red to move th is  o i l  s t r ing i ru i tha
length of 140 m. If the rescrvoir had a permeabilirv of I darcl rnd a porositv of
2 5  % .  a  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  o f 0 . 5  d v n e  c m  r c m L u r i u l d c a u s e u r t c r o i a v i s c t x i t v
of I centipoise to tlow about 60 cm per year. This flow is of the same ()rdcr ot
magnitudc tl,picallv observed in artesian aquifers.

Similar calculations can be made for the movcment of gus in the same reservorr
(Poulet .  19613) .  At  a shal low depth of  bur ia l .  rhc cr i t ica i  hc ighr  ot  a  gas column
held in place wou ld be about I 7 cm, assurning a surface tension of 50 dvne cm
At greater depth. the densitv of the gas increases slowlv. but tnc gas-warer
surface tension decreases strongly with increasing temperature and pressure ar a
rate of about l0 dvnes cm ' for 100 bar. and about 3 dvne cm I for 30.C.
Thus.  under  hvdrostat ic  condi t ions at  ,100{}  m dcpth.  th t 'c r i t ics l  hc ight  of  a  gas
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column would be -5 cm. as compared to an oil column of 35 cm. Thc solution of oil
in the gas would change the height of the gas column. but only to a minor cxtent.

From the foregoing it is deduced that a delicate balance is established when a
bubbleorst r ingerofo i lorgasisheld inacarr ierbed.Anytectoniceventsuchasa
fold. regional tilt, uplift or subsidence, or a sudden earthquakc. may change this
delicate balancc. Tectonic events are. therefore. also an imDortant mcans of
influencing secondary migration and the arrangement of fl{)$ patterns.

Moving oil particles are in steadv contact with the surrounding pore wilter.
Polar oil molecules are therefore preferentially concentrated at the oil-pore
water interface. These molecules and other, more watcr-solublc hydrocarbons
such as low boiling aromatics, are exchanged between the oil and the water phase.
Although the water solubilitv of thesc compounds is verl' lorv. they will. never-
theless. bc preferentially lost to the water during sccondary migration. Dcpcnd-
ing on the wettabilitv of the internal surfaces of the carrier or reservoir rock.
petroleum compounds will occasionally be adsorbed and the more polar com-
pounds will be prcfcrcntially left behind. Silverman ( 1965) reviewed geochemical
changes observed in crude oils during secondary ntigration and prcscntcd new
evidence by analyzing oil samples. taken in an up-dip direction from the
Quir iqu i re o i l  f ie ld  (F ig.  I IL .1.6)  in  Venczuela (Table l l l .4 . l ) .  These chemical
changes in crude oils. caused by secondary migration. can be summarrzed as
follows: along the path of migration thcre is an increase in nonpolar hydrocarbons
and a decrease in content of asphaltencs. resins. porphvrins and other nonhy-
drocarbons. Water washing may cause a loss in low boiling. more soluble.
hvdrocarbons. Furthermore. a slight decrease in the rrC/rrC-isotope ratio can be
observed (Table Ill.4.l). caused primarily by the preferential loss of aromatic
hydrocarbons.

The influence of secondary migration on the chemistry of gases is less
understood (May et  a l . .  l96 l l ;  Stahl  e t  a l . .  197-5:  Stahl .  1976) .  The changes
observed to date are difficult to explain because they are apparently not always
consistent. The parameters investigated are r:rC/rlC-isotope ratios, nltrogen
content. and ')N/''N-isotope ratios and amount and distribution of "hcavier
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Table III.4.1. Quiriquire field crude-oil analyses. (After Silverman, 1965)

-J) I

Well Q-59It Q-278 Q-2411

Producing interval
(depth in feet) 3885,.1070 2665-2855 2()70 2570

Relative paraffinicity 0 .78 0.81 t .o2

Relative concentrat ions
of carbonyl (C=O groups) 0.i l3 0.40 0.27

Sulfur content
(wt.9/. .) 1 . 2 6 0.78 0.70

Relative conccntrat ions
of vanadium porphyrins 19.6 lo .310.6

I 'ct rc
(d in  t i r )  PDB 2'�7.r 27.3 2'�7 .s

hydrocarbons" (C5C). The difficulty in explaining differences in chemical
composition of gases along a presumed migration path may in part be due to the
relatively small number of well-documented case histories. primarilv. however.
the problem centers on the great variety and ambiguity of factori which can
influence the chemical composition of gas. Among theie f;ctors are diffusion and
effusion processes, solution and adsorption phenomena, and temperature and
pressure effects and finally the great abundance and mobility of gas molecules.

4.4 Termination of Secondary Migration and Accumulation of
Oil and Gas

The_end of secondary migration and the final stage in the formation of oil and gas
pools is the concentration of oil and gas in the highest available part of a trap. Ii is
necessary that the total accessible pore volume in the trapping zone is of a
magnitude sufficient to accommodate quantities of commercial interest. Oil or
gas may be trapped in any rock of suitable porosity, regardless of lithology. The
cap-rock or seal. by virtue of its general decrease in pore diameters, musr exert
capillary pressures which are great enough to stop the passage of oil or gas
particles. Any such seal would stop hydrocarbon pirticlei of alertain size, no
matter,whether the driving force of secondary migration is buoyancy or hydrody-
namic flow. Under hydrostatic conditions, oil or gas would simply rise, according
to the principles of buoyancy. to the highest available part of the trap withoui
gross movement of the aqueous phase.
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Fig. 111.1.7. Displacement and se-
paration of oil and gas in an anticli-
nal reservoir under the increasing
action of f lowing water. (Modified
after Hobson and Tiratsoo. 1975)

Under hvdrodynamic conditions. however. the moving watcr must move
through the barrier rock or seal which filters out thc hydrocarbons. Alternativclr-.
water can cscape through the reservoir rock. once it has passed the crestal or
other part of a trap where hydrocarbons are unloaded. Under hydrodynamic
conditions. it is not always necessary that oil or gas occur in the crestal part or the
culmination of a trap. The force of the moving water has a direction and
magnitudc that may hold and trap a h1'drocarbon phase at other suitable positions
of the reservoir rock. A barrier effect may be caused bv a change either in
lithology duc to finer grain size. bv more intense cementation. or bv a change in
dip (e. g.. at hinge lines). It may also be a down-dip hydrodvnamic gradient that
holds hydrocarbons in place against the force of buoyancv.

An example for displacement of oil and gas in an anticlinal. structural reservoir
is given in Figure III. '1.7. Under hydrostatic conditions and in a reservoir with
uniformphvsical properties. gas-'oil andoil water contacts will be horizontal. At
low rates of water flow the oil-water contact may be inclined, but the gas oil
contact remains horizontal. At higher flow rates the oil will be displaced further
and the oil-water contact increases in steepness and, thus. oil and gas begin to
become separated. A gas-oil contact remains horizontal but the gas water
contact is less steep than the oil-water contact (Hobson and Tiratsoo, 1975).

Besides hydrodynamics. capillary effects in reservoirs with inhomogeneous
pore size distributions mav be another cause for irrcgular hydrocarbon water
contacts. lf the average grain size diminishes across an oil-fi l led sandstone
reservoir, a curved oil-water contact may parallel this change. In line-grained
rock, water rises higher due to capillarv attraction than in the coarse-grained part
of the reservoir.

Oil and gas found in a pool reflect in composition what has been collected from
the drainage area of secondary migration. A huge anticlinal structure under
hvdrostatic conditions, for example. collects oil and gas. that rises by buoyancv
independent of their source. As oil and gas rise, they accrete and begin to tbrm a
continuous hvdrocarbon phase network throughout the porc system of the
reservoir rock. The water in the pore svstem is displaced by the moving
hydrocarbons according to the principles of buoyancy and capillary pressures. As
long as the mineral surfaces in a reservoir rock are water-wet. which is generally
the case. a certain minimum amount of water is lefi behind in the reservoir rock as
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a water film coating the mineral surfaces. This water is termed the irreclucible
mrnimum amount of connate water, which is found in all hvdrocarbon-fil led
reservoirs. llthe pore size distribution is inhomogencous in a reiervoir. there may
be certaln parts where oil or gas cannot enter, because of excessive caoillarv
pressures. Thus, even in an oil-fi l led reservoir there may be isuluted water_
saturated pockets devoid of hydrocarbons. Such a situation occurs commonlv in
carbonates and in detrital reservoir rocks with secondary cementation.

The degree of oil or gas saturation of a reservoir, like secondarv mlsranon.
depends largelv on the dualism between those forces which move hrdroJarbons.
buovancv and h)'drodynamic flow cf water, and the resisting force of capillarv
pressures. A t)pical case showing a cross section of the oil or water saturation with
respect to total porosity in a reservoir is given in Figure I I L.1. g. U nder hyclrostatic
conditions. a maximum oil saturation is reached in the upper part ol the reservoir
which varjcs according to the properties of the reservoir and thc contained fluids.
The rclative oil saturation is usuallv lowcr in finer-grained reservoir rocks
bccause the ratio of pore volumc lo enclosing surfrcc is leis favtrrable. and therc is
Inorc watcr adhcring to mineral surfhces. Saturation is also lower with heavier.
more viscous oils. A transition zone with incrcasinglv lower oil saturation
separates the o i l  accumulat ion f rom rhc zone ot  complet i  $r rer  saturat ion (F ig.
III..1.ll). This transition zone has a lower oil saturaiion and it is a distinct and
separate zone. Buovant forces are not sufficient to inject oil into smaller pores
rvhich demand higher entrv pressures to be fil led because of a lack in oil_column
hcieht. Exact data on transition zones :lre rare. In many reservoirs there is
apparent lv  l i t t le  ind icat ion of  such a r ransi r ion zone of  appicc iahle th ickness.

The cas oil ratio at the time of emplaccmenr clepcntls mainl) on hvdrocarbon
availability at the rime of pool lbrmation. If more gas than oil is available in thc
dralnage area. the rcsulting accumulation is most likely to have a separate gas
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cap. lf. however, mainly oilwas collected by the anticline, there will be no gascap
and the oil might even be undersaturated with gas under the reservoir conditions.
i. e.. at a ccrtain pressure and temperature. The relative distribution of oil and gas
in a pool. therefore, depends on many factors such as the supply ol oil or gas. the
reservoir pressure and temperature. the kind of oil phase in placc (i. e.. light oil
can dissolve more gas than heavy oil) and the relative permeability of the sealing
cap rock with respect to the content of the pool. Hencc, the so-called bubblepoint
or saturation-pressure concept which has been widely used for dating the time of
oil accumulation is not valid. This concept requires that only gas-saturated oil is
emplaced in a reservoir by migration. This is a rare case. and it is unjustificd to
assume that oil and gas would always be at a state of equilibrium at the time and
under the conditions of emplacement in a reservoir. Such a case mal-. cxist. but it
would be purely accidental.

4.5 Distances of Secondary Migration

Widely differing opinions have bccn expressed about distances of sccondarv
migration. In some instances. a short-range migration has been inferred. such as
in the isolated sand lcnses in the Tertiarv of the Rhine Graben and the pinnacle
reefs in the Devonian of Western Canada. Long-distance secondary mrgratron
has been suggested for the Athabasca heavy oils in Canada and for man-"" Middle
East oil tields. I n many instances. howeve r. there is limited evide nce and virtuallv
no proot.

An approximatc balance calculation suggests that there should be a relation-
ship betwee n the size of an oil accumulation and the drainage area. If it is assumed
that a reseNoir contains 20% of the rock volume occupied by oil. then a ratio of
about 100 kg of oil per t of rock is present. If it is further assumed that this oilhas
been generated from a sourcc bed of comparable thickness containing 2%
organic matter and a transformation ratio of kerogen to oil of about 207r,. then
approximately 4 kg of oil is gene rated per ton of rock. If the efficicncy of primary
migration (expulsion efficicncy) is about 25 % , then 1 kg of oil is released per ton
of source rock. Under these conditions. the ratio of the area of thc oil pool, as
compared to the drainage area of the source rock is in the orde r of about l : 1 00. In
terms of distances rather than areas this would mean a ratio of 1: 10. Thus. an oil
field 3 km in diameter would have a drainage radius of about 15 km. l'he
distribution of oil fields in productive basins with sufficient available traps shows
that these assumptions are reirsonable.

Giant oil fields (Halbouty. 1970) with over 100 million t of oil in place arc
known. The accumulation of such an e normous mass of oil or gas b-'- processes of
secondary migration demands a very large drainage area and a correspondingly
large volume of sediments. B alance calculations for such oil fie lds show that ' even
underthe most favorable conditions, secondary migration must cover distanccs of
at least several tens of kilometers, or drainage areas of several hundred square
kilometers. An oil deposit extending ovet several hundred square kilometers.
such as the Athabasca tar sand in Canada, requires secondary migration over
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Fig. III.,1.9. Section through growth fault in the Niger delta showing the position of
various kinds of oil accumulations and possible avenues of migration between pools.
(After Weber and Daukoru. t97-5)

distances of the order of 100 km or even more. Such distances are not
unreasonablc. provided privileged migration avenues are available such as the
major Crctaceous-Paleozoic unconformity in Western Canada.

Secondarv migration over vertica I djstances, more than the thickness of a single
rese-rvoir rock. is only possible through faults. fracture svstems. and other
prcferred avenues such as dikes. thrust plains. and mud volcanoes. This can lead
to thc supcrposition of scveral productive reservoirs, as in delta areas such as the
Gulf Coast and thc Niger delta, where growth faults are probablv avenues of
r c r t i c u l  m i t r a t i o n  { F i F .  I t l . J . q ) .  H o u e v e r .  i r  i r  n o 1  u n 1 l r t r t . 1  t h a t  g r o u r h  f n u l t s
are conduits for vertical migration (Hedberg, 1977). Under such conditions
individual accumulations in multiple-zone oil fields may represent a dl,namic
rather. than a sratic svstem (Philippi, 1977): pools mav 

-be 
simultaneously

rcceiving and losing hvdrocarbons.
Anothcr aspect of a dvnamic situation with respect to petroleum accumulations

is a process.called separation -migra rion as descri'bed by Silverman (1965). It may
be induced by a natural rupture of a sealing cap rock by faulting or fracturing, and
causes a redistribution of the hydrocarbon content in a reseivoir. Because this
separation-migration process results in large differences in hydrocarbon composi-
tion, more pronounced than those caused by ordinary secondary migration, it is
brieflv discussed along with petroleum alterations (part IV).
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Summary and Conclusion

Seconda n migration, the moveme nt of oil and gas through carrier and reservoir rocks '

una-,ir" r,jtr"iu.", formation of pools is controlled by three parameters I hese are the

buovantnseofoilandgaslnwater.satulatedporousrocks,capil laryplessurgsthat
i"iJr.*f ."ri iprtt." f lJnu. ano. as an important modifying influence' hydrodynamic

fluid flow. As long as the aqueous pore fluids in the subsurtace are statlonary' l e '

under hvdrostatii conditions, the only driving force for secondary migration is

;;;;;"; i. l i [;. i , our.t no* in the subsurfaie' i e ' under hvdrodvnamic condi-

"""i. inl u""vr"i rise of oil and gas may be modified by this water flow Capillary

oressures in narro* ro.k po,.s are the cause for hydrocarbon entrapment'
'  

; i i ; i ;;;;;t *s bubble< larger than any given pore diameter have to be diitoned

u.ilr."i i" i."" u.'.queezed thro-ugh such a roik pore The interfacial tension hetween

o,t. o, nr..'una *u,arresists this disiortion The capillary pressure istheforce necessary

io.oui.t. the globule or bubble through that pore whenever capil lary.pressures are

i;"i;;.;;;;;;;v rock pores roo"nu"o* migrating oil or gas uil l  be trapped'

i'etr.i:"r ,r"oo.O in a ,".ernoir represents an equilibdum state bttween the ddving

io."", lUuoyun.y or flow of waterj that want to move the petroleum and capillary

Dressures that resist this movement" 
il; ;il ;it;;;;Juiv .igtution, and the final stage in the formation of oil and gas

oooi. i. in" .o"."ntation i;the highest available parl of a trap The cap-rock' seal' or

[;,;;; i ;;, ;,;pt moving hvdroc"arbons bv virtue of its general decrease in pore

Aiu-.i"r. *urt'"*"rt "ufiltuty pressures greater than the driving force Distances

covered by secondary migration are in theiange of ten to a hundred kilometers and

occasionally even more.



Chapter 5
Reservoir Rocks and Traps, the Sites of Oil and
Gas Pools

Petroleum is ultimately collected through secondary migration in permeable,
porous reservoir rocks in the position of a trap. Any permeable and porous rock
may act as a reservoir for oil and gas. They may be detrital or ciastic rocks,
generallv of siliceous material. or chemically or biochemically precipitated rocks,
usually carbonates. It is not uncommon that petroleum is found ln fractured
shales. Occasionalll '. igneous and meramorphii rocks are hosrs for commercral
quantities of petroleum, when favorahly locared in proximitl, to petroleum_
bearing sedimentary sequences. The fundamental chaiacteristic of a traD is its
upward convex shape of a porous reservoir rock in combination uith a more
dense and relativelv impermeable sealing cap rock above. The ultimate shape of
the convexlty may be angular, curved, or a combination of both. The onlv
rmportant geometric parameter is that it must be closed in vertical and horizontil
planes without signiticant leaks to form an inverted container. The strike
contours of this inverted container on a structural map must encircle closed areas
comprising what is termed closure area or closure ofi trap. A rare exception to
this rule is true hydrodynamic trapprng.

Causes for the formation of traps are numerous. Thev mav be due k)
depositional tcaturcs such as a sand-body embedded in and sealed by shales in a
transgressive sequence. or a porous reef rock buried by dense limestones and
shales. Such traps are commonlv rcferred to as strategraphic traps. Traps formed
b,V tectonlc events such as folding or faulting are referred to as structural traps.
Numerous and quite claborate classifications of oil-field traps have envolved. In
the. contcxt of oil migration and accumulation. however. such complex classifi_
calrons are not nccessary because most traps can be described in common
geological tcrms. and in rcality many traps beai teatures rhat make them dilTicult
to classifv.

For a detailed discussion on geological and petrological aspects of reservoir
rocks and traps. such books as Geologl.- of petroleum by Levorsen (1967).
Petroleum Geology by Chapman (1973) and lntroducrion to petroleum Geolosy
bv Hobson and Tiratsoo (1975) may be consulted. The subsequent briif
discussion on reservoir rocks and traps follows to a considerable extent these
referenccs.
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Fig. IIL5.l. Relationship between porosities and permeabil it ies for sandstones of
different geological ages in NW Germany. (After Fnchtbauer. 197'l)

5.1 Reservoir Rocks

The two most essential elements of a reservoir rock are porosity and permeabil-
it)'. The rock must contain pores or voids to store petroleum and these pores must
be interconnected. The rock must be permeable to fluids and gases. A pumice
rock, tbr example, although having very high porosity. is not a good rcscrvoir
rock because pores are not interconnected. Pore diameters also must be above a
certain minimum size because the ratio of total pore volume to inner surface area
must not be too low. If the pore size is too small, the capillary attraction ol the
mineral grains will hold the tluids in the pore space of the rock and fluids could not
be produced because the absolute and relative permeabilities are too low.

Most clastic reseryoir rocks have grain diameters in the range of 0.05 to
0.25 mm, resulting in average pore radii in sandstone rescrvoirs bctwccn 20 and
200 4. A certain relationship can be observed between porosity and permeabili-
ty in clastic rocks. An increase in porosity is paralleled by an increase in perme-
abilit)'. This trend is demonstrated in Figure IIL5.1 for sandstones of different
geological ages in northwest Germany.

Porosities in reservoir rocks usually range from 5 to 304/o. The porositv of
carbonate rocks is frequently somewhat less than that of sandstones. but the
permcability of carbonates may be higher. A rough field appraisal of porosities in
percent and permeabilities in millidarcy of the most common reservoir rocks is
g iven in  Table I I I .5 . l  (a f ter  Levorsen.  1967) .

The majority of petroleum accumulations are found in clastic or detrital
reservoir rocks, including sandstones and siltstones (highly siliceous. comprised
mainly of quartz). arkoses (derived from granites. mainlv containing quartz.

0,1
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Table III.5.1. Appraisal of porosities and permeabil ir iesof
common reservoir rocks (Levorsen. 1967)
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Porositv % Appraisal Permeabil ity in
mili darcv

0 - s negligible

5  t 0 poor

10 15 1.0-  10fair

t-5-t0 10 - 100

2(|25 very good l()U lout)

feldspnr and mica). and gravwackes (sandstones with particles of dark. fine-
grained igneous rocks). Clastic rocks probablv comprise more than 60% of all oil
occurrences. and an additional 30% is found in carbonate reservoirs. It is
significant. however. thar more than 40% of the so-called giant oil and gas fields
arc found in carbonates. The enormous petroleum accumulations in tlie carbo_
nates of the Persian Gulf distort such a classilication. The remaining l0% of all
petroleum occurrences are found in fractured shales, igneous ancl mctamorphic
rocks.  etc .

Two different kinds of porosity can be identified in sedimentary rocks, primarv
or Intergranular and seconclarv porositv. Sandstones commonly hale a primury

good

poros i ty  (% I
1 0  2 0  t 0

2000  ?

E

3000

Fig. IIL5.2. Relationship between
porositv and depth of burial for
sandstones of different geological
age. (Afier Frichtbauer, 197.1)
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porosity which is largely dependent on the packing characteristics and on the
variation in size and shape of the grains. Well-soned sands with nearly spherical
grains. such as certain beach or dune sands, make excellent reservoirs with high
primarv porosity. The Rotliegend dune sands of the giant gas field of Groningen
in the Netherlands are an example for the outstanding quality of such reservoir
rocks. If too much fine-grained material is present, reservoir quality drops. With
increasing overburden and diagenesis. sandstones tend to lose porosity, mainly
due to recrystallization and cemcntation. This decrease in porosity with increas-
ing depth of burial is shown in Figure Ill.5.2 (after Frichtbauer, 1974). The
secondary growth of quartz on sand grains is impeded when sandstones are oil
impregnatcd. Philipp et al. (1963) used this phenomenon to estimate the time of
formation of an oil pool. The degree of cluartz diagenesis was determined by
estimating the percentagc of quartz grains with secondary euhedral quartz
overgrowth in water-saturated sandstones free of hydrocarbons. This was then
plotted against maximum depth of burial. Oil-impregnated reservoir sandstones
were compared to this depth-quartz diagenesis plot. From the degree of quartz
diagenesis of the oil-impregnated reservoir rocks the depth and time of emplace-
ment of oil was derived.

5.2 Traps

A trap is a geological feature which enables migrating petroleum to accumulate
and be preserved for a certain time interval. Traps occur in fundamentally
different forms and can enclose very different volumes of pore space and hence
petroleum. The maximum total holding capacity or closed colume of a trap is the
volume between its highest point and the "spill ing plane" or outflow Ievel at the
bottom. Traps are rarely completely full, i.e., the petroleum column rarely
extends down to the point at which it would spill out of the trap. Furthermore,
traps are never full in the sense that all available pore space in the reservoir rock is
occupied by petroleum. There is always a certain residual amount of water, which
cannot be displaced by migrating petroleum.

Traps can be formed either by tectonic activity such as faults, folds, etc.
(structural traps) or from sedimentary depositional patterns (stratigraphic traps).
The majority of known oil fields is found in structural traps, but structural traps
are easier to locate by current geophysical and geological exploration techniques.
Stratigraphic traps have become a prime target for exploration only in more recent
years. Sometimes there are combined tectonic and depositional causes for the
tbrmation of a trap. Then these traps are called combination traps.

Anticlinal structures are the most common type of traps. One of the largest oil-
producing anticlines is the Kirkuk lield in Iraq. The productive area extends in
three culminations over a length of nearly 30 miles. The "Golden Lane" fields in
Mexico also occur as local "highs" along an arch extending some 50 miles. Most
oil-producing anticlines. however, are only a few miles in lenght, and are often
associated with some faulting.
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Fig. IIL-5..1. Depth con-
k)ur l lnes of Wiiming-
ton Anticline . California.
(A f tc r  Mavuga.  1970)

datum: top of  Ranger zone
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The giant Wilmington oil ficld in the Los Angcles basin of southern Califbrnia
mav be cited as an example of a structural anticlinal trap. The Los Angeles basin is
one of thc most prolific oil-producing basins in the world in tcrms ol the ratio of
pooled o i l  to  to ta l  rock volume.  The Wi lmington st ructure (F igs.  I l l . -5 .3 and
l  l  l .5 .4)  is  a broad.  assvmetr ic  ant ic l ine about  l2  mi les long and 4 i i les wic le.  I t  is
dissected by a series of transverse normal faults which separate thc producing
sand and sandstone reservoirs into manv different pools (Mayuga. l97t)). Scali
are provided bv claystones and shales. Oil properties in the various fault blocks
differ considerabl)'. i l lustrating that the aicumulation of hydrocarbons appa-
rently occurred independentlv in each of the blocks. The different oil propeiiies
also suggest that the faults provide effective barriers to communication between
adjacent fault blocks. There are seven major producing zones ranging in age from
late Miocene to earlv Pliocene. The upper part of the-Wilmingto-n structure was
eroded during the earlv Pliocene. and subsequent submergence resulted in the
deposition of an additional 1800 2000 ft of almost horizontal pliocene and
Pleistocene.sediments on top of thc anticline (Fig. III.5.,l). The entirc Wilming-
ton oil field is estimatcd to contain about 3 bill ion barrels of produceable oil
(Mayuga.  1970) .
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Fig. 1t1.5.,1. Geological cross section through Wilmington Anticline. California. (After
Mavuga. 197t1)
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A different tvpe of structural trap is associated with so-called growth faults
which play an important role in such prolific areas as the Niger Delta region and
the Gulf Coast, USA. The term growth fault is used because the faults remain
active after their formation. and allow faster sedimentation on the down-thrown
side. Thc cnhanced deposition of sediments across the growth fault initiates a
rotational movement which tilts the beds toward the fault-creating anticlinal
"rollover" structures along the laults.

The subsequent discussion on oil fields and traps in the Niger Delta is mainly
derived from Weber and Daukoru ( 1975). The majority ofthe approximatelv 150
oil fields in the Niger Delta have at least one fault which influences the
accumulation in addition to the major growth fault. The fault zones can be sealing
or nonsealing. The sealing capacitv or conductivitv of a fault depcnds on thc
throw. and on the amount of shalc or sand caught up or otherwise incorporated
into the fault zonc. Evidcncc tbr vcrtical conductivity of ma.jor boundar_'- faults is
provided bv the fact that in most cases the fault intersection uith the upper
bedding plane of a reservoir (Fig. IIL1.9) acts as thc spill point of the
accumulation. It is possible that these spill points are also the cntry points of the
oil from the fault zone into the reservoir. The growth faults are in most inst nces
sealing on the up-thrown side of the fault zone. The small dip closure of the
structural traps and the fact that faults with throws of 150 m or more are
considered as potential vertical leaks. is thought to be the cause for the relatively
short oil columns in the Niger Delta, which rarely exceed 50 m.

Therc arc numerous oil fields where oil is trapped in monoclines against seals
provided by lault planes above the monocline. The Pechelbronn oil ficld in thc
Tertiary of the Rhine-Graben and the oil fields in Cretaceous Woodbine
sandstones along the fault zone of Mexia in eastern Texas are examples of such

Sectior through salt-dome field

Fig. III.5.5. Some possibil i t ies for
oil pools associated with salt plugs.
(Modified after Levorsen. 1967)
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Fig. I11.5.6. The Bell Creek oil field in Montana. A geological profile through the powder
River Basin, showing the oil field location and the geological seting of the channcl and
barrier sand rvhich act as reservoirs. (After McGregor and Biggs. 1970)

fault trap.s. It should be pointed out again, however. that fault zones are nor
always sealing. but arc sometimes nonsealing. Fault zones may even provide
migration avenues. ils in thc Niger Delta or other areas with deep reaching fault
s) stems.

The associtttion oJ oil au:umulutions with salt /ome-, is another examplc ol
structural traps formed by tectonic events. Oil accumulations in tecronlc Ieatures
caused b) the upward movement of salt from deeply buried evaporite beds are
known in several parts of the world, including northern Germanv and the North
Sea. Romania. West Africa and the Gult Coa.st rcgir_rn ol USA and Mexico. The
re lat ionship between the o i l  accumulat ions and the sal t  is  onlv  s t ructura l  and
thcre are manv ways to provide suirahle traps in association \\ rih salt intrusion.
The traps may be formed along the folded oi faulted flanks of the salt pluq or on
top. of the plug whcre arching and/or faulting is produced in the ovlrlving
sediments. Some possibilities tbr oil pools in association with salt plugs are shown
in F igure I  I  I .5 .5.
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The formation ofs trutigraphic traps rs related to sediment deposition or erosion
and is thus distinguished from formation of structural traps, which originate from
tectonic events. It is clear, however, that tectonism ultimately controls many
geological processes such as deposition and erosion of sediments. Stratigraphic
traps can be related to facies changes. diagenesis of sediments and to unconfor-
mities in the sedimentary rock column (Rittenhouse. 1972). Most basins contain
the prerequisites for the creation of stratigraphic traps. Typical examples are
barrier sand bars, deltaic distributary channel sandstones and carbonate reefs of
different forms and sizes. Such barrier and channel santls and carbonate reef
structures, frequently embedded in fine-grained organic-rich sedimentary sequ-
ences. are ideal traps for migrating petroleum.

The giant Bell Creek oil field in Montana, USA (Fig. III.5.6), serves as an
example for bsrrier and channel santl reservoirs. The geology of the Bell Creek
field is described by McGregor and Biggs (1970). The Lower Cretaceous
stratigraphic trap at the northeastern edge of the Powder River basin is not
controlled by tectonic events other than regional dip. The Muddy Sandstone trap
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Fig. III.5.7. Geological cross-section through the North Alberta Basin, showing the
temporal and spatial distribution of the Devonian reefs. (After Balss et al.. 1970)
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was formed near the intersection of littoral marine bars and a delta system with
distributary channel sands. Profiles through such channel and barrier sands
enclosed in shales are also given in Figure III.5.6.

Fossil organic reefs iorm very prolific stratigraphic traps in many parts of the
world. for example lhe Middle East, Libya, southwestern USA and in Alberta,
Western Canada. Reefs are constructed by various groups of organisms, such as
corals, algae, echinoderms, mollusks and foraminifera. They may be interpreted
as "fringing reefs", "barrier reefs", "atolls" or "pinnacle reefs,', depending on
their environment of growth and shape. Accordingly they vary in length, width
and thickness. As an example of reef traps the giant oil fields of the Mittdle
Devonian reefs ofthe Rainbow areain Alberta, are briefly discussed from a paper
by Barss et al. (1970). The growth of the Rainbow Member reefs in the Black
Creek Basin of northwestern Alberta was initiated during Upper Keg River time
when banks of reef-constructing organisms started to flourish (Fig. III.5.7).
Structural control of reef growth, if it did exist, was subtle. The reefs in the
Rainbow sub-basin, atolls and pinnacle reefs, have vertical reliefs up to 820 ft.
The reefs are enveloped by fine-grained off-reef sediments, consisting of salt,
interbedded anhydrites, dolomites and shales. An evaporite cover provides an
excellent seal for petroleum entrapment. Reserves from the Rainbow Member
pools are estimated to be in excess of 1.3 bill ion barrel of oil-in-olace.

Finally, it should be pointed our that migrating petroleum can be captured by
all kinds of traps, by structural, stratigraphic or combination traps, only as long as
they are in the path of migration.

Summary and Conclusion

Petroleum is ultimately collected through secondary migration in permeable porous
reservoirrocks in the position ofa trap. It is characte zed byitsupward convex shape in
combination with a porous reservoir rock with a relatively impermeable sealing cap
rock above. Generally one distinguishes between stratigraphic and structural traps.
Stratigraphic traps are mainly caused by depositional features, and structuml traps by
tectonic events. These causes for the formation of a trap may alsobe cornbined. Typical
examples for stratigraphic traps are barrier sand bars, deltaic distributory channel
sandstones and carbonate reefs. Typical examples for structural traps are anticlines,
fault traps, and traps associated with salt domes.

The majodty ofpetroleum accumuiations are found in clastic reservoir rocks. such as
sandstones and siltstones. Next important reservoir rocks ar€ carbonates. Fractured
shales, igneous and metamorphic rocks play only a minor role. The maximum total
holding capacity or closed volume of a trap is the volume between its highest point and
the spilling plane or outflow level at the bottom. Porosities in reservoir rocks usually
range from 5 to 30%. Traps are never full in the sense that all available pore space rs
occupied by petroleum. There is always a certain residual amount of water, which
cannot be displaced by migrating petroleum.
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Part M
The Composition and Classification of Crude
Oils and the Influence of Geolosical Factors



Chapter I
Composition of Crude Oils

l.l Petroleum Versus Source Rock Bitumen

Petroleum originates from the bitumen ofsource rocks. Migration, however, andespecialll ' primary migration. is the cause ofconsiderable cfiangeirn composition
:.h:l 

bil"-:". 
i. .ompared to perroleum. On,r," on" r,onJ.l,i l i, 'a srnal amountol the lotal dispersed bitumen is mobilized and transferreJ inr,, .urr,", o.reseryolr rocks. and an cven smaller amount is accurnulated in oil fields. Inproducine areas the ratio of rescryoired oil to dispened t itr*"n *ng"r; rro, f, I Oto l: 10.000'. On the other hand. such clrainage ii s.t".rir;, ;; ;;;;" by the grosscomparrson between thc bitumen present in source rocks and the correspondrngcrude oil in reservoirs. The heavieit an,l most pola. m, e*i"..' i it. orplort"n.r.arc strongl) adsorbcd on the source rock and can hardll, be expelled into therescrvoir. Therefore. the common distribution ofp"trot"u, aon-.t,tuents lncrudeorl parallels the adsorptive bchavior of these constitucnii. i.".. 'rn. least polarsaturated hvdrocarbons are most frequent. then follow aromatics and ben_zothiophenes. and reast abunciant are t'he most polar oncr,""ri-""r,r" adsorbed

1s11s 
anct  the leastsoluble asphal tcnes.  Eren_ui rh in a g i r*  s i ructuraf  tvpe I te/1-alkancs. light rnolecules secm to he flvored comparei to t au, u un"r.The rcsult of this chemical separation i, ,f,u, ,fi. .of .."lLi'Jnrnpost,on otcrudc oii hvdrocarbons from diffcrent fields i, rnor" un,f,r,r-it n-n tr,. .ornpnri_tion of the corrcsponding bitumen hydrocarbons.

I .2 Analytical Procedures for Crude Oil Characterization

Ad€quatc sampling ol crude oils is essential fbr their characterrzatron. Asatisfactory procedure rvould be to obtain , ,ingt.-pt ui" .u_fL* of petrolcumunder pressure conditions as thel,arc in the reservoir. This requires the use ofpressure vessels  and a rather  sophis t icated rnd cost l t , ,urp i ing procedure.Therefore geoche mists.usua y deaiwitt sa-pt.s ot tainei ,rt tl! *"rt r"uoun,t.,atmosphenc pressure: hencc. the light hydrocarbons are completety or at leastpartlv lost as a function of their ind]vidual boiling poini p."f" "".t Roucachd

, 
Ile-:"^tli l l.:.".: 

"\'erages computed,over a source rock sequence, but drainage mav bemore elt tclent over certain areas or horizons ciose to permeable beds. and tneff icientsomcwnere else
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(1970) have demonstrated that the well-head sampling procedure is representa-
tive only for the molecules comprising 10 carbon atoms or more. In order to relate
all concentrations and crude oil properties to a standard state' not influenced by
sampling contlitions, the crude may be distil led at temperatures ranging from 160
to 210'C according to the various laboratories.

The composition of the light distil late depends on sampling conditions. and is
only regarded as an indication of the abundance and composition of the Iight end
of the oil; the heavier fraction, which usually comprises the main part of a crude
oil. can be used reliably to describe its chemical composition and to compare rt
with other crude oils.

However, it should be kept in mind that the most abundant individual
hydrocarbons are frequently in the light fraction. For instance. in most crude oils.
the r-alkane distribution decrease after n-decane. Similarly, among aromatic
molecules, benzene, toluene, and other low molecular weight alkylbenzenes are
very abundant constituents.

Three different approaches ma1' be used to describe the composition of crude
o i l s  ( F i g .  I V . 1 . l ) :

a) Isolation and individual determination of hydrocarbons and heterocom-
pounds was the target of the API Research Project 6. In this study the Ponca City.
Oklahoma. crude oil was used to determine the hydrocarbons. and in API
Research Project 48 the Wasson. Texas, crude oil was used to dctermine the
sulfur compounds (Rossini and Mair. 1959; Smith. 196E).
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1.2 Analvtical Procedures for Crude Oil Characterization 37.1

This valuable work resulted in the identifrcation of about 350 hvdrocarbons,
200 sulfur compounds and some other nonhydrocarbons. Most of them are
compounds of relatively low molecular weight, comprising less than l5 carbon
atoms. However. they represent a large part of-usuai crude oils. as 169
compounds cover 16Vc of the ponca City crucle, and just 10_20 compounds
account for 5(170a/c oI the light gasoline fraction from various crude oils
(Bestougeff, 1967).

Identification of individual molecules has been carriecl out more trequentlv on
thc low molecular weight fractions. In addition to Apl Research projeci6, Mirtin
et al. (1963) and Poulet and Roucachd (1970) have determined the individual Co
and C, compourds. and part of the Cs and C, compounds. on several crude oils of
various origin. More recently. Erdman and Morris (1974) reported the rndividual
concentrations of about 100 components up to |1_decane.
, ,  b)  Dis t i i la t ion of  petro leum using wide n,  norro*  f racr ions 115 in  the rout ine
U. S. Bureau of Mines procedure) is associated with some chemical or ohvsical
measurements on the fractions, e.g., densitv. viscositv. sulfur content, etc. This
proccdure is directly related to the processes used in refining crude orls, and it is
dcsigned to give valuable information about the best usag"e of a new crude in
industrial plants.

.Density, viscositl,. refractive index and other physical properties depend on the
relatlve amounts of the various groups of chemical compounds (alkanes. cycloal_
kanes.. aromatics. thiophene derivatives, etc.) in a given fraction. .l.hus. 

it is
possible to ded_uce from these phvsical properties cert;in aspects of the chemical
composition of a crude oil. In addition. paraffin-naphtheni_aromatic (p_N A)
analvses can bc made from some of the distil lation frictions. To take rnto account
some reguiarities of crude oil composition. a correlation indcx (CI) has been
qJoqgsed by Smith (1940)  of  the U.S.  Bureau of  Mines;  thc consecuuve
d istil lation. fractio ns are representcd bv a number that is a function of specific
gravitv and boiling point. The CI value is calculated bv the formula:

JR6JO
C I =  :  +  l 7 l . 7 G  { - s 6 . 8

with K : ,i.rugc Uoiting point of rhc fraction (Kelvin).
C - specific gravitv of the fraction at 60-60"F.

The correlation index can be plotted against the number of the successrve
distil lation fractions. and in this way tvpicil curves are obtained (Fig. IV.l.2).
The correlation index is zcro for linear alkanes. increases for cvcloaikanes. and is
high for aromatics. The index is quite useful for two component svstem e. g..
alkanes plus cyckralkanes - but less valuable for the usual threc componenr
systems (Smith. 196E).

. The distil lation procedure has been widelv used. especiallv by the U. S. Bureau
of Mines. A large number of crude oil analyses (around 10.000) is available in that
form .otherdistil l.rion rechniques used ersewhere and reporied in the literature
inc lude for  instance Engler .  ITK (U.S.S.R.)  and TBp (True Boi l ing point .
according to ASTM specitication D 2892).

t ,
t '
I
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Fig. IV.1 .2. Examples of correlation index as a function of disti l lation fraction number.
Left: thtee typical U.S. crude oils; nghtr the main oil types of Paleozoic and Triassic oils
from Sahara, Algeria. (After U.S. Bureau of Mines Rcp. Invest. 47.10: Louis, 1967)

c) Methods based on quantitative separation of the various structural types and
on determination of the molecular distribution within each type, are most useful
for geochemical purposes. In particular Oudin (1l970). Durand et al. ( 1970). and
Castex (197,1) have proposed a complete sequence of procedures resulting in a
quantitative evaluation of the chemical structure of crude oils.

Crude oils. as well as bitumens extracted from source rocks, arc divided into
fractions corresponding to the main structural types. Asphaltenes are prccipi-
tated bv fi-hexane. then saturated h1'drocarbons, mono-. di-. polyaromatlcs and
resins are scparatcd bl using liquid chromatography according to the scheme
shown in Figure lV.l.3. Instead of conventional liquid chromatography on a
column. medium pressure and high performance liquid chromatography or thin-
Iayer chromatography may be used (Huc et al., 1976; Suatoni and Swab, 19761
Radkc ct al., 1980). Within each structural group, distribution by carbon number
and identification ofspecific compounds are obtained by gas chromatography and
mass spectrometry.

The main advantage of this procedure is to avoid any distil lation which could
destroy or alter some labile constituents of petroleum. Furthermore, the method
is also suitable for small amounts of bitumen extracted from source rocks ( 100 mg
bitumen if using column liquid chromatography and a few milligrams if using thin-
layer ch romatography), thus allowing a sound basis for oil-source rock correla-
t lon.

The results presented below are based mostly on the third type ofprocedure (c)
described abovc.
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Fig. IV.1.3. Flow chart of crude oi l  analysis: separation of main struclural types of
molecules. and subsequent quantitative analysis of the fractions by gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry. The sequence of analytical steps is also'uied for source rock
brtumen, thus al lowing the correlat ion of source rcrks to crude oi ls

L3 Main Groups of Compounds in Crude Oils

The gross composition of a crudc oil (Fig. IV. 1.,1) can be defined by the content
ot :

- .saturated h-ydrocnrbons, comprising normal and branched alkanes (parafTins).
and cycloalkanes (naphthenes).
aromatic h:-drocorbons, including pure aromatics. cvcloalkanoaromatic (naph_
thenoaromatic) molecules. and usuallv cvclic sulfur compounds. The Iatter ire
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,-' - iTiijii,"li'",""",,

ao 2oltso coupourttDs
( FESINS.ASPMLTENES )

636 Crude oils AROMATIC HC

8o 60
SATURATED I.IC

Fig. IV.1 .4. Ternary diagram showing the gross composition of 636 crude oils: saturated
hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, and resins plus asphaltenes (wt. 7. in the fraction
boiling above 2lO"C); for construction of isofrequency contours a triangle unit of
10:10:10 was used

most frequentlv benzothiophene derivatives. Their total abundance can be
roughl)' evaluated through the sulfur content of the aromatic fraction.
resins and asphalteres, made of the high molecular weight polycyclic fraction of
crude oils comprising N, S and O atoms. Asphaltenes are insoluble in light
alkanes and thus precipitate with n-hexane. Resins are more soluble, but are
likcwise very polar and are stronglv retained on silica gel whcn pertbrming
liquid chromatography. unless a polar solvent is used as the mobile phase.

These parameters are not independent, as all crude oils consist of these four
groups of components. lf one of these groups is missing. the other three groups. of
course. amount to 1007 . as saturates plus aromatics plus rcsins and asphaltenes
are unity. This fact automatically introduces a certain degree of correlation
between these groups and their subdivisions. Furthermore, the conccntrations of
several h1'drocarbon tvpes or N. S. O compounds show a high degree of
covariance. as a result of a common origin, or common chemical affinities. This
problem will be discussed later (Sect. 1.10).

In the following. various distributions with respect to compounds will be
discussed. based on a statistical treatment of a large number olcrude oils with the
help of a computer.
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T_a!f-e_JV 1 1 Gross composition of crude oils (wt. q. oI the fraction boiting above
210"C). (Analyses by IFP)
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Average value of:
(number of samples)

Normal produciblc All crude oils Disseminated
crude oils including tan bitumen
(s17)  (636)  (10s7)

Saturated HC
Aromatic HC
Resins + asphalt.
Aromatic sulfur

(7. of aromatic
fraction)a

-s3.3
24.2
18.5

29.2
t9.7
5  t . l

r . 8 5

" Number of samples for aromatic sulfur: 230 and 88. resDectivelv.

The average values of the main classes of compountls are shown in Table IV. 1.1
for 636 reservoired crude oils and also for disseminated bitumens in 1057 source
rocks of various ages and origins. Thc 636 samples of petroleum inclucle some
heavv unproducible oils and tars from trrs sanrjs. The values for -517 normallv
producible oils (of the 636) are also shown separately. as many of the tar" are in
fact degraded oils. whose composition has bein alteied.

Saturated hydrocarbons are usually the most important of thc rnree matn
const i tuents l is ted in  Table IV. l .  l .  The main except ions arc degraded o i ls .  that
may have partly or completely lost their alkanes. and a few immiture oils rich in
heavy constituents and naphthcnoaromatics. The clistribution of the saturated
HC content shows two modes and a shoulder (Fig. IV.1.5):
- a first maximum corresponds to about 60 7. of saturated hydrocarbons in crude

oil. and is mostly related to ',paraffinic-naphthenic', oils,
a second maximum at 1(1457r is related to a more aromatic type of oil and is
separated from thc previous mr)de b! a minimum corresponding to 50%.
a shoulder around 20 259a represents the degraded heivy oils and tars that
have lost part or all of their alkanes.

Aromatic and naphthenoaromatic hydrocarbons are usually the second most
important group of constituents. Their conte nl in crude oils varies from 20 to 45 c/r
by weight of the fraction boiling above2l0"C,for87c/ct of the oilsl t0% of the oils
contain less than 20c/c aromatics. and 3 c/. contain more than 457..

Resins and asphaltenes usually range from 0 to ,10 % of non-degraded crude oils
depending on genetic type and thermal maturarion. Their content is usuallv hish
in shallow immature petroleum and decreases with increasins deprh and iubsle-
quent cracking. In heavy oils and tars resulring from alterition by microbial
activity. water washing and oxidation, their content ranges from 25 to 607c. due
to an elimination or a degradation of hydrocarbons (Fig. IV.1.4).

The role of the high resins and asphaltenes content in heavy oils. and its
influence on specific gravity and viscosirv is tliscussed in Chapter iV.6.

57.2
28.6
t4.2
2 .O7

I
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Composition of Crude Oils
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Fig. IV.1.5. Distribution of saturated hydrocarbons in crude oil (fraction boiling above
21b'C), on 636 samples of normal and heavy degraded oils (analyses by IFP)

When comparing crude oils and source rock bitumens' it is evident that

hydrocarbons (mosily saturated ones) are enriched in crude oils' whilst resins and

aiphaltenes are conversely impoverished due to their strong adsorption in source

rocks and lou st r lub i l i ty  character is t ics

1.4 Principal Types of Hydrocarbons in Crude Oils

L1. I  General

Hydrocarbons prcsent in crude oils are normal. branched or cyclic saturated

hydrocarbons. aromatic hydrocarbons and various associations of these basic

types. Other unsaturated hvdrocarbons. such as olefins, are essentially absent

The composition of hydrocarbons is frequentlv considered in terms of alkanes

(or paratTin.s) , cycloalkanes (or naphthenes) andaromatics Horvevcr it should be

iemembered that association of these basic structures is a rule Most cycloalkanes

and aromatics bear normal or branched chainsi molecules comprising both

naphthenic and aromatic cycles plus chains account for most of the heavier

hvdrocarbons.
As a result of the usual procedures of separation and additional quantitative

measurements, any molecule containing at least one aromatic cycle ls quoted as
"aromatic", even if several saturated cycles and chains are associated to the

aromatic cycles. In the same mannel' a saturated molecule comprising naph-

thenic ringi and chains is counted as a cycloalkane or naphthene Therefore' the
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alkane content. as computed, is restricted to molecules comprising only chains
and it is underestimated in respect to the total amount of saturited chains. On the
contrary. the aromatic content, as computed. is overestimated. compared to the
real amount of aromatic cvcles.

. The respective content of alkanes, cycloalkanes and aromatics - with the
above restriction - are shown on Figure IV.1.6 for 541 crude oils. The average
values of these types of compound are Iisted in Table IV.1.2 for the three classes
of crude oils and bitumen previously considered.

. When looking at a great number of crude oils, the average value for each of the
three different types of hydrocarbon (alkanes, cycloalkines and aromatics) in
these crude oils is similar. For all three types ofhydrocarbon, it ranges from 3dto
357o (Table IV.1.2). However, the distribution of cycloalkanes is rather narrow
compared to the others. Cycloalkanes vary from 20 to 40o/c of hydrocarbons in
almost 80% of crude oils. Only 9Tc have less cycloalkanes and ljolo have more;
the-latter include a large proportion of clegraclei oils, where a relative increase of
cycloalkanes and aromatic constituents results from the selective destruction of
alkanes.

541 Crude o i ls

N. ISO-ALr(AN ES
( PARAFFINS}

AROMATIC IIC

--r-  sorrequ.ncY
c 0 n r o u r s  {  p e r  c e n r  I

CYCLGATXAN ES
{ NAPHTHENES)

High  wo r  I

I crud. oils I

Fig. IV.1.6. Temary diagram showing the composition of hydrocarbons in the fraction
boiling above 21O'C: n * iso-alkanes (or paraffins), cyctoalkanes (or naphthenes), and
aromatics.for 541 crude oils analyzed by IFp. For construction of isofrequency contours
see also Fisure IV.1.4
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Table IV.1.2. Average
(Analyses bY IFP)

ComPosition of Crude Oils

composition of hydrocarbons (wt. '/c of hydrocarbons).

Average value of:
(number of samples)

Normal producible All crude oils Disseminated
crude oils including tars bitumen
(517)  (s41)  (668)

n + isoAlkanes
Cycloalkanes
Aromatics
Saturated: aromaticsu
Alkanes: saturatedu

33.3
3 1 . 9
34.5
2.8
0.49

31.'7
32.1
36.2
2.'�l
0.48

27 -'�1
29.3
43.0

1 . 8
0.47

u Average value of the ratio.

Distribution of aromatic hydrocarbons shows two modes that jn fact corre-

spond to the bimodal distribution previously obsened with respect to the

concentration of saturated hydrocarbons in total crude oils. This is the result of

the fact that resins and asphaltenes are usually minor constituents of crude oils:

a first maximum around 30% is mostly related to "paraffinic-naphthenic" oils'

separated by a minimum at 40 a/o from.
- a second maximum around 45 7. which is related to a more aromatic type of oil '

and also to degraded oils where the increase of the aromatic content is

correlative to the alkane degradation

The distribution of alkanes is also bimodal. Paraffinic-naphthenic oils result in

a singlc broad maximum around 30 35%. A second population is clearly

outliried. with an alkanc content lower than 20 70. and generally lower than 15 7c

It corresponds to degradetl oils whose alkanes have been partly removed by

bioclegra^dation. The iromatic and cvcloalkane content has been little altered' so

that the points representing normal and degraded crude oil from thc same orlgrn

ioin along a line issued from the alkane pole of the triangular diagram in Figure

t v . 1 . 6 .

1.4.2 n-Alkanes (F igs.  lV. l .7  IV. l .9)

All l inear n-alkanes from C1 to C41. and a few bevond C$ have been identified in

crude oils. They usually amount to l5-20o/c of crude oil, but their content can he

very low. as in ireavy degraded oils' or as high as 35 To The low molecular weight

n-aikanes (C5-C1) may reach the highest values for single compounds: r1-heptane

accounts for 4.4 % (vol 7"1 of Fasken crude oil. Ordovician' Texas (Smith, 1968)

Beyond C'n, the abundance decreases regularly with the number of carbon atoms

in most crude oils.
High molecular weight n-alkanes (> n-C:,,) are responsible for high cloud

point! of certain crudeiils. The cloucl point corresponds to the.appearance of a

cloud of wax crvstals when the oil is chilled Oils of this type have a high wax
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Fig lV l T Examples of normar and branched alkanes and arkenes found ln crude oirs

content .  a l though the industr ia l  . .wax. 'or . .paraf f in  wax. .mav conta ln a lso iso_
alkanes and alky l-cvcloalkanes. For jn51o n.. B esto ugeff ( I rlbTj has found onlv 26
and 16% n-alkanes in paraffin waxes of Hassi Mesiaoud onj eut", crudc ,rils.
respectively. ri-Alkanes somctimcs show a slight predominance of odd_ or even_
numbered rnolecules in certain immature crude oils. such as the Utnta Basin or
some Metliterrancan crude oils. The significance of this particular point is
d iscussed in  Chapter  IL3.

The. amount of a-altanes (Fig. IV.l.9) is largelv dependent on genetic
conditiols. and especially on the nature of the origin"at organic matter. High_wax
crude oils and those derived from terrestrial organic mattei usually contain-a large
proportion of t-alkanes. whereas marine or mixed organic mut",ial yield, rnni.
cvclic compounds. During catagenesis of source rock-organic matter. there is aqeneral tendency towards an increase of n-alkane conceitration with increasing
maturation. resulting in a series of crude oils of similar origin, but of increasin!
t-alkane content. On the other hancl, microbial degrad'ation ot reservoired
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Fig. IV.1.8. Distribution of n-alkanes in different types of crude oils. (After Martin et al.,
1963)

crude oils results in a removal of n-alkanes. Those crude oils are among
thosc represented at the left hand side of Figure IV.1.9, with a small amount
of r -alkanes.

L1.3 Isoalkanes (F igs.  IV. l .7  and |V.1.10)

Many branched alkanes containing 10 carbon atoms or less have been identified.
Beyond C1n, the series of isoprenoids up to C25, and only a few other isoalkanes.
such as squalane. have definitely been identified. This situation results from the
very large number of possible isomers. and the small concentration of higher
molecular weight isoalkanes.

The highest individual concentration ofisoalkanes is found in the C6-C, range.
namely 2-methyl- or 3-methyl-hexane and/or -heptane, and it may reach more
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Fig. IV.1.9. Frequency distribution of z-alkane contents of the saturated hydrocarbon
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origins. There is, however, no correlation between methylcyclohexane and z-hipiane
(Smith, 1968)
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than 1olc of the crude oil. An important contribulion of the understanding of the
normal and isoalkane distribution has been provided by Martin et al. (1963).
They carried out detailed analysis of the light fractions of 18 crude oils from
various origin and ages. They noted that the order of decreasing abundance of the
five hexane isomers is nearly the same in all crude oils. The same is true for the
nine heptane isomers. and a comparable order of abundance was found by Poulet
and Roucach6 on lower Paleozoic crude oils, and others (Table lV. 1.3). The most
frequent configuration in the CsC, range. is (Smith. 1968) one teftiary carbon
atom (2-methyl or 3-mcthyl): the configuration with two tertiary carbon atoms is
less abundant. Other types (one quaternary carbon atom, or more than two
tertiary atoms) arc usually verv rare.

The strong predominance of normal. iso- and anteisoalkanes (2-methyl. and
3-methyl), among C1,-C3 alknnes. can be explained. On the one hand. the major
source of long alkyl chains are alkanes. acids and alcohols from waxes of higher
plants and microorganisms. which mostly comprise thesc structural arrangement.
On the other hand. the cracking of heavier molecules preferentiallv results in r,
iso. anteisoalkanes. and aromatics. Furthermore. thc results presented on Table
IV.1.3 show that isomerization equilibrium of hcptanes is not reached. even in
lower Paleozoic oils. The heptanes cannot be considered as an isolated system
and isomerization reactions are probably slower than other reactions Bcneriiting
heptanes from heavier molecules. Under conditions of advanced mdturdtion.
cracking reactions removing heptanes might also be faster than isomerization.

In addition, Smith (196U) noted in 7ll crude oils of various origins and ages a
series of relationships between the abundances of the various C.-. Cr,- and Cr-
saturated hydrocarbons: the more similar the structure, the better is the
correlation. For instance x-pentane and n-hexanc are strongly dependent. and
the same is true for n-hexane and n-heptane. If isoalkanes are considered,
moleculcs structuralli ' close to the linear alkanes show a strong relationship with

Table tV.1.3. Abundance of heptane isomers in crude oils. (After Tissot, 1966)

Isomerization equilibrium
of heptanes (wt. %)

Abundance in crude oils
(wt. '/., liquid phase)

29li K 400 K
Vapor Liquid Vapor Liquid
phase phase phase phase

Average of 18 Average of Hassi-
crudes after Messaoud crudes
Martin et al. tnonophasic
(1963) samples)

n-heptane
2-methyl hexane
3 methyl hexane
3-ethyl pentane
2,2 dimetbyl pentane
2,3 dimethyl pentane
2,4 dimetbyl pentane
3,3 dimethyl pentane
2,2,3 trimethyl butane

1.25 2.25 ,{.3
9  t l .2  15 .4
5 .1  6 .u5  I  t . l
0.4s 0.6 1.3

32 21.9 t6.7
25 30 28.8
9.9 rJ.15 8..1

11. , {  11 .3  10 . ,1
5.9 4.75 3..1

100.0 r00.0 100.0

l { . i )  )  5 .5

15 .6s  13 .8
12 .15  t 9 .2

1.,15 2.6
13 .2  0 .6
29 .5  6 .1
6 .8  1 .1
9.8 0.4
2 .9  0 .1

100.0 100.0

52 .0
16 .0
22 .1
2 .1
0.,1
,1.11
2.0

100.0
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them, e. g., methylpentane with n-hexane etc. On the contrary, when comparing
two very different structures such as linear and cyclic, e.g., n_heptane ani
methylcyclohexane, there is no correlation (Fig. IV.1.i0).

This situation can be explained by the fact that low to medium molecular
weight hydrocarbons are not inherited biogenic molecules. but are generated
through thermal degradation and cracking of C-C bonds of either kirogen or
larger bitumen molecules already formed. The succession of chemical reaitions
resulting in the various light alkanes. for instance, is alike. and the more the
structures of two alkanes resemble each other, the greater is the chance that the
reaction paths are the same. Therefore parallel reactions and comparable kinetics
result in rather constant ratios of closely related molecules. On the contrary,
ditlerent structures such as cyclohexane and n-hexane are likelv to derive from
diflerent parts of the kerogen macromolecule, through a differenr successron of
rcac l i ' )ns.  and nrr  q91rs l21ign can be expected befwein them.

-  l9 l "  C, , l  isoalkanes are parr icu lar l i  abundanr in  crude o i ls .  For  example
1.6-dimethyloctane and 2-methyl-3-ethvlheptane amount to 0.55 and 0.6,1clr of
Ponca City crude oil, respectivelv. This predominance. compared to other
decanes. is probabl;r due to their origin from monoterpenes of higher plants
( F i g .  I I . 3 . l 2 ) .

In the medium range of molecular weight. the most remarkable molecules
belong to the series of isoprenoids (Fig. IL3.13). Thev are isoalkanes from Ce to
C.5 with one methvl branch on every fourth carbon atom. Their genetic origin is
discus-sed in Part IL They are of particular interest in ,".peci to pet.oleum
genesis. They frequentlv amount to about I % of a crude oil. The most abundant
are pristane (tetrameth)'lpentadecane C,r) and phytane (tetramethylhexadecane
C1). Together thev average up to 55 7. of all acyclic isoprenoids. pristane is often
more abundant than phytane, with an average ratio of 1.35. The pristane
predominance may reach 4 to 10 in some high-wax paraffinic crude oils of
nonmarine origin from the Gippsland, Cooper and Bowen-Surat Basins,
Australia (Powell and McKirdy, 1975). Other irnportant isoprenoids are oflen C,o
and C,r, whereas C,, and C22 are practically absent, due to an unlikely mode of
cleavage of the precursor. Some irregular isoprenoids (cf. Chap. ILj; are also
present in certain crude oils, such as squalane (C1) and lycopane (Ca).

In addition to the series of isoprenoids. gas chromatography of the branched-
cyclic fraction ofsaturated hydrocarbons shows the existence in some crude oilsof
homologous series of isoalkanes in the C1n C-,u range. High molecular weight
isoalkanes and anteisoalkanes (2-methyl and 3-methyl. Fig. IV.1.7) are present in
paraffin wax. The1" are especially abundant in certain crude oils, for example the
Uinta basin oils derived from nonmarine source beds, or Indonesian oils derived
from a paralic environment (Tissot et al.,1971).

1 .4.1 Alkenes ( Fig. IV.I .7)

Unsaturated chains are relatively unstable. and thus very unusual in crude oils.
However, very small quantities of n-hexene, n-heptene and n-ocrene were
ident i f ied by Putscher  (1952)  in  a Pennsvlvania crudi  o i l .  On the other  hand,
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polycyclic cycloalkenes, such as sterenes or hopenes, have been recently reported
in ancient sediments. They have also been found in certain young crude oils
(Hollerbach, 1976). However, this type of compound has not been investigated
very actively until now.

1.4.5 CycloaLkanes (Fig. IV.1.1l)

Cyclopentane, cyclohexane, and their derivatives of low molecular weight (( Cr6)
are important constituents of petroleum. In particular, methylcyclohexane is
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Table IV.1.4. Composition of cycloalkanes (wt. o/c). (Analyses by IFP)

Average value of:
(number of samples)

Normal producible
crude oils
(2ee)

All crude oils Disseminated
including lars bitumen
(34'�7) (448)

Mono + dicyclics
Tricyclics
Tetra + pentacyclics

53.9
20.1
21.9

52.3
20.9
25.5

39.9
21.3
35.6

frequently the most abundant of them, and it reaches 2.4ah of total crude from
Conroe. Texas (Smith. i968). Methylcyclopentane is also important, and both
methyl derivatives are usually more abundant than the respective parent
molecules. cyclopentane and cyclohexane. Most of alkylcycloalkanes with less
than l0 carbon atoms are derivatives of cvclopentane or cyclohexane. and only a
few are bicyclic, e. g., bicyclooctane or bicyclononane. Peculiar structures with
different ring arrangements - i. e., cyclobutane and cycloheptane - have been
also reported in minute amounts.

Cycloalkanes of the medium to heavy fraction (C'n-Crs) are usually made by
arrangements of onc to five 5- or 6-membered rings (Table IV.1.4). The
distribution by ring number of saturated hydrocarbons ("ring analysis") is usually
obtained b.v mass spectrometry. according to the method of Hood and O'Neal
(1959): the interpretation"'is based on the fragment peaks obtained with an
ionization intensity of ca. 70 eV. Examples of distribution by ring analysis in
normal  and degraded crude o i ls  are shown in F igure IV. l . l2 .

Mono- and dicyclics generally amount to 50 55c/c of the total cycloalkanes
>C1p. Those of high molecular weight usually contain one long chain (linear or
slightly branched) and several short methyl or ethyl chains (Hood et al.. 1959).
The abundance of the various mono- and dicycloalkanes decreases regularlv as a
function of molecular weight (i. e .. number of carbon atoms).

Tricycloalkanes average onlv 20 % of the total naphthenes >C 1n. Some of them
are likelv to present the structural arrangement of the perhydroph enanth rene.
The abundance of the various tricycloalkanes decreases regularly as a function of
molecular weight. beyond 20 carbon atoms.

A very peculiar compound is the tricyclodecane. or adamantane (Fig.
IV.1.11) ;  i t  has been ident i f ied in  a very smal l  amount  in  the Hodonin.
Czechoslovakia. crude oil (Landa and Machacek. 1933) and from the Ponca Cit-v
crude oil (Mair et al.. 1959). Since then. Petrov et al. (1974) have found
hydrocarbons ol the adamantane series in many crude oils. where they may
amount to 10-157c of the tricvcloalkanes.

10 The nrethod gives the number of rings per stable mass spectrometric ion, which may
differ from the number of rings per molecule. On the other hand. if the method is
applied to bitumen from immature source rocks. unsaturated polycyclics e.g .
sterenes might be abundant and should be separated from saturated before the
analvsis is run
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__Tetra- and pentacycloalkanes average 257. of the total naphthenes >C,u.
Their structure i.s directll, related..to ihe tetracyclic steroids inc pcntacvclic
triterpenes (F'ig. II.3.l6). The distribution of tetracyclic steranes is mainlv from
l7 to 30 carbon atoms. whilst rhe distribution of pentacyclic trit".p"""r' fr"r'i i i
maximum from 27 to 32 carbon atoms, but sometimes extends up io 35 carbon
atoms. Their origin and occurrence, as geochemical fossils, have been discussed
in Part II. Some of them have been ide;tified by gas chromatographv and mass
spectrometry, and a few have been isolated in crysta ine form (fii l l i ei al. . 1970).
They show a high optical rotation and are responsible to. ri.xt ot the optic;l
activitv of fossil hydrocarbons. In general, tetra and pentacyclic cycloalkanes aremost abundant in young and immature crude oils. alio rich in resins. asphaltenes
and polyaromatics.

Although the total cycloalkane content of source rocks ancl petroleum is very
similar. mono and dicycrics are more abundant in crude orr., tr,r" in,.u.r.,o.-t.,
the contrarv is true for tetra- and pentacvclic molecules.

L1.6 Aromat ics (F ig.  IV. l .  t3)

True aromatics are molecules containing only aromatic rings and chains. They
usuallv include one to four or five conclensed aromatic rings-and a small number
of short chains. Compounds belonging to this basic t1,pe-have been identified:
benzene (1 ring). naphthalene (2 rings). phenanthrene ind anthracene (3 rings),pvrenc. benzanthracene and chrysene (4 rings). A second fundamental ti,pe
consists of one five-membered ring in addiiion to the six_membered rings:
fluorene (3 rings). benzotluorene and fluoranthenc (4 rings), and benzofluoran-
thene (-5 rings). The molecular mir-ss formula of nrornntiL, i, C"H." n. where p
var ies.wi th the number of  r ings (F ig.  IV. l . l1) .  Bcnzene (p = 6) .  naphthalene
(p = l2). and phenanthrene (p : lg) t1,pes are the most aiun.lant. The major
components in each t1'pe are usually not the parent compound. but the alkvtaied
derivatives comprising one to three additionar carbon atoms. r,.,, iorton." tt"
major constitucntrllf the alk1,l-benzene CnH,n..., tvpe is frequentlv toluene. which
m a v r e a c h l . S 9 Z o f c r u d e o i l . a n d s o m e r i m e s x t l e n i l t h e t . , i a l o , m . p _ x y l e n e s m a y
amount  to  1.3 ? i .  o l  crude o i l ) .  whereas benzcne is  usual ly  lcss rbu n jant  (  up to I  i .
of crude oil). The same situation is rrue for the naphtLalene tvpe C.H." ,.. the
dis t r ibut ion of  which (F ig.  IV.1. l - i )  has i t r  maxrm'm ar  C, .  or  C, . .  1Oi_ i i r  t r i_
mcthl'l naphthalene). and for the phenanthrene type C'H1".,r, with a maximum at
c',0 or.C,, (di- or tri-methyl phenanthrene). Beyontr the.se maxima all distribu-
tions decrease rapidiy. due to the scarcity of long chains. Higher_boiling alkyl_
benzenes, naphthalenes. etc. which ociur at iorver conce'ntration t1,-picaily
conta in two t r r  threc metht  I  groups and one long chain (Hood et  at . .  lOSl1.

r ne prcterence tor mono_ di_ and tri-methyl derivatives could be explained if
naphthalene and phenanthrene serics u ere mosrly generated bv fragmentation of
s tero ids or  terpenoids.  However.  ind iv idual  met"hy l  der ivat ive.  e.g. ,  methy l_
phenanthrene. are not clearly related to biological precursor molecule.s (Radkeet
a l . .  1 9 U 2 ) .

When several structural t),pes are possible, as for molecules with thrce or more
Jromatrc rngs. one of them is favored in crude oils. Thus alkylanthracenes are
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Fig. IV.1.13. Examples of aromatics and cycloalkanoaromatics (naphthenoaromatics)
found in crude oils

present in small amount. and alkylphenanthrenes are largely predominant This

iact woulcl be in agreement with the suggested origin of the phenanthrene series

Youngblood ,tid Blu."t (1975). and McKay et al (1975) reported traces of

higher p-olynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons with four to eight aromatic rings in

to-rrit rueft. Non condensed aromatic types such as diphenyl' which is composed

of two benzene rings joined by a single carbon-carbon bridge' are also known in

mrnor amounts.

1.1.7 Naphthenoaromatics (Fig. IV.l .13)

These compounds are usually the major constituents of the high boiling fraction

of hydrocaibons. They include one or several condensed arornatic rings' fused

with naphthenic rings and chains. The most frequent structural types, compnsrng

up to five rings, ari presented in Figure IV l.14. The distribution of the total

aiomatic and naphthenoaromatic fraction by number of aromatic cycles in the
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derivatives corresponding to the molecular mass formula C"Hln n. In many cases. severalstructures are possible and only the most frequent or most probible is sh.,run

molecule is shown in 'l 'able IV.1.5. Mono_ and di_aromatics are especially
abundant, _compared to polyaromatics, in paraffinic_naphthenic crude oils from
detrital sedimentarl' series.

. Naphthenoaroma_tic-s are panicularly abundant, as compared to pure aroma_
tlcs. ln voung or shallow immature crude oils. Thc aromatic types become
predominanl  a l ter  an importanl  thermal  ero lut ion
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Fig. IV.1.15. Typical distributions ofaromatics' naphthenoaromatics and sultur aromatic

de?ivatives corrisponding to the mass formulir CnIIln ' l  Among this group of compounds '

monoaro$atics a;e tetracyclic molecules and diaromatics are alkylnaphthalenes Poly-

aromatics of the same mass are In fact sulfur-containing aronatics (alkyldibcnzo-

ihiophenes). Theirtrue formula is C.H:' '  ,nS. with m : n-2 Maximum abundances usuallv

"." i"...J.a t", the di- or tri-methyl Jerivatives of cach type. The results arc obtained

from low-ionization-voltage mass speclrometr,v (10 eV) using parent peaks Lellr two

crude oils from wcstern cinada: a low-suifur oil from Pembina. u. Cretaceous. and high-

sulfur oil fronr H armattan E. . Mississippr ir n ( Data tr om Dcroocl f l l  . le7-1.)Rigltrahigh-

*ax ..ude oil from Red Wash. Utah. antl a bitumen from the Jutassic of the North

el.i iui"" Basin. France The latter i\ partrculrrl l- r ich tn monoaromltic steroids (ca'

cI c:")

Naphthenoaromatics may show various structural arrangements Bicyclic

(1 aromatic. 1 saturated clcli) inclane. tetralin (tetrahydronaphthalene) and their

methyl clerivatives are uiuallv abundant and have been determined in several

crude oils. Tricyclic tetrahydrophenanthrene and derivatives are also common'

Of particular importance aic thi tctracyclic and pentacyclic moleculcs which are

mostly relate.l to steroid and triterpenoid structures: beside^s thesaturated form'

discussed in Section 1 . '1.5. they have been identif ied with I 2' or 3 aromatic rings'

l0

20
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lle,:1her 
being naphthenic.rings (Fig. Il.3.t6). The distribution of tetracyclic

naphthenoaromalics. according to the number of carbon atoms, may show two
dist inct  maxima,  or  only  one (F ig.  IV.1. l5) :
- a first maximum around 20 carbon atoms probably resulting from dealkylation

of more complex mole cules,
a second maximum around 27 to 30 carbon atoms corresponding to the original
structure of the biogenic steroids.

Their concentration may be important in naphthenic or paraffinic_naphthenic
crude oils. All together the average amount oi tetra plus pentacyclic molecules- naphth^enic, aromatic or naphthenoaromatic - is over l07c by weight of the
crude o i l  f ract ion boi l ing above 210.C (Table IV.  1.6) .

Table lV- 1.5. Average composit ion of the aromatic fract ion of crude oi ls
and bitumen extracted from source rocks (wt. %.ol the k)tal aromatic
fract ion boi l ing above 210.C). (Analyses by IFp)

Average value of:
(number of samples)

Crude oi ls
(  1 2 1 )

Disscminated
Dttumen
(  108)

Monoaromatics
Diaromatics
Triaromatics
Tetra- and polyaromatics

Total aromatics + naphthenoarom.
Thiophene derivatives
(benzo-, dibenzothiophenes)

33.0
23.4
12.9
7.3

16.6

23.1

26.3
21.1
llt.'7
1 1 . 5

80.6

19.4

Total 100.0 100.0

Table IV.1.6.. Tetra- and pentacyclic molecules in crude oils and bitumens (wt. q. of the
crud€_oil fraction boiling above 210.C; wr. o/o of bitumen extracted by CHCI3). (Analyses
bv IFP)

Average value of tetra +
pentacyclics in:

Disseminated
brtumen

Crude oils

wt. a/t wl. o/tNumber
of
samples

Number
ot
samples

Naphthenic fraction
Aromatic + naphthenoaromatic
fraction

Total

'1 .3

1 . 4

- ,

.148299 5.6

:1. I

9 .7

121 108
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1.5 Sulfur Compounds

The average sulfur content of crude oils, based on 9347 samples is 0.65% by
weight. The distribution (Fig. IV.1.16) is bimodal with a minimum at 17o
separating:

- low sulfur crude oils containing less than 17o sulfur and comprising the
majority of the samples (about 7500),

- high sulfur crude oils containing more than 7Vo sulfur and grouping a smaller
number of  crudes (about  1800) .

However, as pointed out by Smith (1968), the picture would be quite different
if the diagram were be established on a production plus reserves basis. As crude
oils from the Middle East. Venezuela and the West Texas Permian basin account
for a large part of the world production plus reserves, and are generally high-
sulfur crude oils. the second maximu m (> 1% S) may become as important as. or
even more than, the first one (< I % S).

Sulfur is the third most abundant atomic constituent of crude oils, following
carbon and hydrogen. It is present in medium as well as in heavy fractions ofcrude

Closses
(%S in  c rude o i l ) Frequency Frequency

Fig. IV.l.16. Distribution of sulfur in 9315 crude oils of various ages and origins.
(Analyses by U. S. Bureau of Mines and IFP)
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Fig. IV. l. I7. Examples of sultur compounds rn crude oils

oils. In particular thc sulfur content is not specifically rclated to the heaviest
fractions of crude oils, as is the case for nitrogen. in the low and mcdium
molecular weight range (up to C.r) sultur is asslociatcd only wirn carbon andhl,drogen. In the heavicr fractions.of crude ,rils. rt is frequenil; incorporated inl r ryc.prr l ls lc l is  molecules compr is ing N.  S.  O ( ree Sec.  i .x ; .

Sut tur  compound\  i r lent i f ied in  the i ight  and medium f rac i ion ofcrude o i ls  (up
to C. , ; )  be long ro four  main c lasses of  unequal  importance (F ig.  IV.  t . l7) :
a) thiols. also called mercaptans
b) sulfides
c) disulfides
d) thiophene derivatives.

.Nonthiophenic sulfur compounds are particularlv abundant in immarure cruoeols ,  whereas throphenic su l fur  abundancc increases wi th maturat ion (Ho et  a l . .t971)
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Thiols can be thought ofas derived from hydrogen sulfide, by substitution ofan
alkyl or cycloalkyl radical to an hydrogen atom Normal and isoalkanethiols'
cyclopentanethiol and cyclohexanethiol have been found in petroleum (Smith'
1966). Aromatic thiols have not been reported Most thiols have a low molecular
weight (less than 8 carbon atoms). The most abundant in Wasson crude oil.
Texas. is ethanethiol and amounts only to 0.0053c/o by weight of the crude.

Sulfides can be thought of as derived from hydrogen sulfide by substitution of
the two hydrogen atoms by alkyl groups. They are usually of very low abundance
The major compounds of this type in Wasson crude ate the 2-thiabutane which
amounts to 0.0022Vc by weight of the crude, and various thiacyclopentane
derivatives (up to 0.002570). Alkylaryl sulfides are substituted bv one aromatic
ring and one alkyl group.

Disulfides have a similar structure as sulfides, but the sulfur bridgc consists of
two sulfur atoms instead of one: a few of them have been rdentified in the low
molecular range (dithiabutane to dithiahexane).

Thiophene can be described as an unsaturated 5-membered ring. comprising
one sulfur and four carbon atoms. In many respects (e. g., chromatography) the
thiophene ring behaves like a benzene ring. Thiophene itself is generally very
scarce, but benzothiophenes, dibenzothiophenes and benzonaphthothiophenes
(comprising one thiophene ring and 1, 2, or 3 benzene rings. respectively) are
important constituents of all high-sulfur crude oils. They are present in small
amount in low-sulfur crude oils. In Wasson. Texas. crude oil ' the most abundant
molecule of this type identified so far is 2-methylbenzothiophene. which amounts
to 0.0025 c/o by weight of the crude. Although dibenzothiophenes seem to be fairly
abundant in certain crude oils. it is not possible at the moment tt) givc an
individual evaluation.

Ho et al. (1974) have shown that the benzothiophene: dibenzothiophene ratio
normally decreases with increasing maturation of crude oil Dibenzothiophenes
are frequently the major group of thiophenic compounds in mature or altered
high-sulfur crude oils. Regarding the distribution by molecular weiSht. the parent
molecule is generally less abundant than the substituted derivatives. and the
maximum content usually corresponds to molecules comprising two or three
additional carbon atoms. i.e., dimethyl-, trimethyl-dibenzothiophene (Fig.
IV.l.1-5). The same is true for benzonaphthothiophene. An exception is the
distribution of benzothiophene, which sometimes covers a wide range of molecu-
lar weights. Molecules comprising a saturated cycle in addition to aromatic and
thiophenic cycles are also known, particularly the dibenzothiophene with one
additional saturated cycle.

Thiophene derivatives are particularly abundant in crude oils with a high
content of aromatics, resins and asphaltenes. For 121 crude oils from various
origins. total thiophene derivatives average more lhan 207c of the aromatic
f ract ion boi l ing above 210'C (Table IV.1.5) .
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Table IV.l.7. Nitrogen content according to disti l la-
lion fractions of Wilmingron, California, crude oil
(smi th ,  1968)

l0 t

Boiling range ('C) Nitrogen (wt. %)

up to 130
r 30-250
150 300
-r00-350
150 400
.100-500
Residuum

0.00
o.0021
0.028
0 . 1 0
0.25
0.48
o.9'7

L6 Nitrogen Compounds (Fig. fV.t.18)

\itrogen content is usuallv much lower than sulfur content in crude oils: about
90 7. of the crudes contain less than 0.2 7c of nitrogcn. The average value on crude
oils is 0.0947c by weight. The largest contents are known in cirtatn cru<le oils
l rom Cal i forn ia.  e .g. .0 .65% in Wi lmington and0. j5% in Gato Ridge o i ls .  Due
to a relativc minimum of the disrribution close to 0.25c/r: we can distiiguish h igh_
nrtrogen crude oils (N > 0.25%) from normal, nitrogen_poor fetroleum.Degraded asphalts are enriched in nitrogen, as the rclati"ve pirt of resins and
asph.altcne-s is increased, compared with normal crude oils:^ nitrogen content
rcaches 1.2,1% in Whi terocks Canyon asphal t  (Utah) .

Thc-main par t  o f  n i t rogen is  found in  h igh molccular  weighr  and h igh boi l ing
point fractions. 

_as shown bv Table IV.1.7. Thesc high motcular wergtlt com_
pounds a_re in fact polvcvclic aromiltic structures containing mr)rc or less at
random different heteroatoms (N. S. O). However. a ccrtain number of low to
medium molecular rvcight spccific nitrogen comp,rund: irre known from naphtha
and gas oil fractions: about 25 to 30.ri of them usuallv consists of basic nitiogen
compounds: pl,ridine, quinoline. The rcst is made of nonbasic molecules. eig..
carbazoles and indoles (Seifert. 1969). More recentl). Schmitter et al. (l9gi)
investigated the basic fraction of crude oils and showed that brsic nitrogen
compounds are mainlv monoaza-arenes with a single N_atom: quinolines;ncl
benzoquinolincs derivativcs. In particular. the tricyalic fraction contains several
dimethyl and trimethvl - benzoquinolines. which are usuallv the maior
eompoundr oI  t  h is  grr rup.

_. Porphyrins contain four p1'rrole nuclei and a metal, mostlv vanadium or nickel.
They will be discussed in Section 1.9 as organometallic complexes.
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1.7 Oxygen Compounds (Fig. IV.1.t8)

The most important groups of oxygen_containing compounds are acids. which
seem Io be a common constituent in young and immature crudc oils. Saturateci
fatt' acids from C, to C;,1, and also iso"prcnoid acids have been identified.
Naphthenic acids have been known for a long time to be important constituents insome naphthcnic  and asphal t ic  crude o i ls  f rom USSR (Groin i l  .  B ib i_Eibat .  e tc .  ) ,
)e19zueta,and 

Cal i [orn ia:  c ]c lopcntane ant l  cvc l . ,hexrnc-curnoxvi rc  ac idsL i-L .,r. cyctopen l] | acettc acids Cr_C,n. Some of the naphthenic aclcs prescnt lnhcavv crude o i ls  arc cer ta in ly .or ig inal  const i tuents of  the o i l  (c .g. .  those wi th ahopane skeleton ). Some other m.a-y result from a delrajati,l"n'olihi o.iginal c.uclebv chemical or biochemical oxioatron.

^ 
S-eifbrt and.Howclls (1969) estimated the amount of carboxvlrc acrds up to2.5ti,bv \\,eight. in a voung and immature California .ru.t. oii.-ifr." separarerl

ancl identified a large numbcr of r.urboxvlic acids bclonging to manv hvdrocarbon
structura l  tvpes.  Naphthcnic  and naphrhen,uromrt ic  t lpes arc rhe most  abun_dant. tolbwcd bv poll,aromatic and hiterocyclic t1,pes (Stifcrt and 

.feeter. 
1970).Of particular interest is the idcnrilicarion of-steroij carbo*1ti. "c,Urs (-130 ppm tbrthe full)'_saturitted tvpe). some of rhcm hcing an indication of animat contribution

to the formation of petroleum (Seiferr. 1973). In spite of the considcrable
::Tll:Il,l..t 

,.hi. .l.tss ot com pound. four steroid acids were definitery tttentified
l n o  l n e t r  s l r u c l u r ( . p r o \ e n  b r  s l n l h e s r s .

The m:st ubiquitous group of oxygen compounds in crucle oils is probably rhegroup of pentacvclic acids with a hopane ikeieton. Thev are considerei byOurisson et al. (1979) to bc clerived from bacterial IipiO, *.fl as the Ci''bacteriohopane 
tetrol" and other constituents of bacterial membrancs.

. Several phenols (Seifert and Howells. 1969), un,l purtl.ufuriv cresols. areabundant in the acidic lraction of crude oils. Other oxygJn .ornfornO, t uu" t,""n
l.!:lufi.,g 

in minor amounrs: kerones, alk1,l or cyclic i icluaing'n uo.. non.,, onO
o tDenloIul irns.

LU High Molecular Weight N, S, O Compounds:
Resins and Asphaltenes

High molecular weight constituents of crude oirs usua|v contain N, S and ocompounds. They are referred to as resins and asphaltencs. Asphaltenes andmost resins are complex structural arrangements martc of polycvcl'ic aromatlc ornaphthenoaromatic nuclei. with chains a;d hererodtoms (b, irt.Sj. .l.hey 
consti_tute the heavy ends of petroreum. and they have to be considereias the naturalhigh molecular weight end memhers of rirc aromatic unJ nr pt, it . no-uro-rti.

::l i:^,Y^L:l]1.^rolccular 
weight increascr heyond ca. t o0. ihe fron.,o,r,ry otrne motecute contarning one or more heteroatoms (O, N or S) is higi. Therefore.

there is practically no pure aromatic or naphthenoaiomatlc molecuie rn tfre freauyend of petroleum. and all constituents contain O, N or S atoms. occaslonally
substituting for carbon atoms in thc cvclic structure. They also contain metals( S e c t .  1 . 9 ) .
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Resins and asphaltenes are usuallv distinguished based on the separation
procedure. However, there are several ways of preparing resins and asphaltenes.
rcsulting in slightly different compositions. Precipitation by propanc separates
resins and asphaltenes from the rest ofcrude oil. then precipitation byn-pentane
or r-heptane separatcs resins (soluble) from asphaltenes (insoluble) Alterna-
tivcly asphaltenes are readily precipitated from crude oil by r-hexane or n-hep-
tane. then resins are separated from hydrocarbons by Iiquid chromatography on
alumina. [n fact, mo]ecular size and polarity are two factors which can. to some
extent. compensate for each other (Long, 1979). Thus. different compounds mav
be precipitated with the same procedure from different crudc oils. and also from
synthet ic  o i ls .  such as shale o i l  or  coal  l iqu ids (Bockrath et  a l . ,  1979) .

Asphaltcnes plus resins ge ne rall,v amount to less than l0 % in paraffin ic oils and
less than 20% in paraffinic-naphthenic oils; they may-. rcach l0 to '10 7c in
aromatic-intermediate oils. Among them. asphnltenes amount to only 0 to 20%
of those normal. non-degraded oils. Heavy dcgraded oils. such as the Athabasca
or Orinoco deposits. may contain 25 to 607c resins plus asphaltenes. Resins and
asphaltenes are also prescnt in source rock bitumen, where thev are more
abundant than in tlprielated crude oils. Resins and asphaltcnes from source rock
bitumen are close to the corresponding petroleum compounds, but not identical
Table IV. 1 .8 shows the compositions of resins and asphaltenes from bitumen and
from crude oils.

The structure of asphaltenes and resins precipitated from petroleum has been
investigated by using several physical techniques. such as X-ray diffraction,
nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared spectroscopy (Yen, 1961 . 1912. 1919).
This work resulted in a structural model of asphaltenes summarized as follows by
Yen (1972)  and shown in F igure IV.1.19:

a) The basic unit is a pericondensed polyaromatic sheel. Aromatic cycles are
mostly substituted by methyl groups and a small number of long chains. Sultur is
usually found in benzothiophene groups, nitrogen in quinoline groups and
oxygen in ether bonds. All of them represent a defect of the aromatic structure.

b) lndividual aromatic sheets are usually stacked (ca. 5 Iayers) to formpartlc/es
or crystrrll ites bv intermolecular or intramolecular association. Molccular associa-
tion results from;r-z bonds between Dericondensed aromatic sheets

' Iablc 
IV. L8. Averagc composit ion of resins end asphahenes (wt. % )

HiC
alomic

O + S
+ N

rJ3.0 10.0 2.0 0 .5 ? .0  L l
Crude oi ls

Asphaltcncs ul.,1 5 .0 1 . 58 . I  2 . r ) t t .5  t .  t6

Sourcc rock
brlumen

Rcs ins  ( l 5 l ) ?8.0 9 .2  1 .2 r0. ,  t . - r72 . 8 0 .9

A \ p h . l l t e n e \ ( 1 7 5 )  7 1 . 1 1 .5  7 .6 1 . 0 t . 7 l : . t  L l l J
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A Crystol l i le
C Porl icle
E weok Link
G Introctusler
l R e s i n
K P€koporphyrin

I  C h o i n  B u n d t e
D  M i c e l l e
f  Gop ond Hole
H lnterctuster
J s 'nole Lover
M u"ror

F ig .  IV .1 .19 .  Macros t ruc ture  o f
asphaltenes precipitated from
crude oils. (According to Yen.
1912)

c) Several crystallites may from aggreg ates or micelles of different size. The size
and the molecular weight varv with the analytical method applied: the molecular
weight ofthe individual sheets is ca. 500 1000. and the size oftheir polyaromatic
nucleus is 8- l5 A. The molecular * eight of a particle resulting from the stacking is
1000-10.000, and their average thickness is I:-20 A. Values of molecular weight
reaching 50,000 or more have been measured on aggregates of Darticles. The size
of the latter depends on the number of particles. +tL!o I being an average value.

d) Resins include minor amounts of free acids, esters or ethers. The bulk of
reslns is, moreover, likely to contain molecules comparable to. but less aromatic
than. asphaltcnes. The number and size of aromaiic nuclei would be reduced
compared to asphaltcnes, thus lowering the possibility of intermolecular bonds.
Therefore scparated resins probably comprise a single sheet and show a
comparatively lower molecular weight (500 to 1200). Their lighter consriruents
may still comprise some true polyaromatics. However, most of the resins are rich
in heteroatoms and particuiarly oxygen. Resins are not stable compounds
especiallv when exposed to air and sunlight. and they probably evolve further and
go on to form asphaltenes. When heat-treated. thev produce. bv dismutation and
crack ing.  h)  drr rcarbons anr l  arphal tenes.

Some authors consider that the model developed by yen based on precipitatecl
asphaltenes is also a valid representation of asphaltenes in crude oils. Some others
are of the opinion that aggregates or even particles do not exist and are a result of
asphaltenes being separated in the laboratory from the other constituents of
crude oil.

The microstructure of asphaltenes (e. g.. the sheet and generally the particle
described by Yen) is widely acceptcd. However. there are some discussron about
the intramolecular forces and particularly the role of cross-linking by oxygen or
sulfur bridges. Most of oxygen and part of sulfur are engaged in cross-linking,
or in functional groups: they are removed by thermal treatment. On the con-
trarv. nitrogen and the remaining part of sulfur are engaged in heterocycles
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of the polyaromatic nuclei; upon heating they are found in the residual coke
(Moschopedis et al., 1978; Speight et al., 1979).

The problem of the macrostruclure (micelles or aggregates), and the evalua-
tion of the molecular weight are clearly consequences of the physical state of
asphaltenes in their environment. Laboratory measurements of the molecular
weight of previously separated asphaltenes are dependent on the nature of the
solvent. the asphaltene concentration, and the temperature (Moschopedis et al..
1976). Asphaltenes form aggregates even in dilute solution: in solvents of low
polarity, such as benzene, the asphaltenes from Athabasca tar sands have a
molecular weight of 4000 to 7000; in solvents of higher polarity. such as
nitrobenzene, their molecular weight is lower than 2000 at 120.C (Moschopedis
et al., 1976). Recently, Boduszynski et al. (1980), using chemical fractionation of
a vacuum distil lation residue (called "asphalt") followed by infrared analyses and
field ionization mass spectrometry (FIMS), expressed the view that particles of
very high molecular weight (beyond 5000) do not exist in crude oil.

In crude oils. asphaltenes are probably dispersed by the action of resins
(Pfeiffer and Saal. 1940; Speight et a|..1979; Speight, 1980). Resin-asphaltene
interactions, especially through hydrogen-bonding, are preferred to asphaltene-
asphaltene association and thus they keep these particles in suspension. The
overall structure would be of micellar type as proposed by pfeiffer and Saal
( 1940): Figure IV. 1.20. In this scheme, the core of the micelle is occupied bv one

.  , .  - .-) /- ' i  ^<
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@  \ o j  *  S O  \ ' * 0 : l €
J Asphattenes r:jl':ii;ii:,lJ:1|'",i;"1

rO Resins
o Aromatichydrocarbons
^- Paraffinic and,/or naphthenic hydrocarbons

Fig. IV.1.20a and b. Possible micel-
lar structure of asphaltenes and re-
sins in crude oils. (Adapted, with
changes. from Pfeiffer and Saal,
1940). (a) Asphaltenes are fully dis-
persed when the crude oilcontains a
sufficicnt amount of resins and
aromatic hydrocarbons. (b) Asphal-
tene-asphaltene association occurs
in crude oils where there is a short-
age of resins and aromatic hydro-
carbons, as cornpared to the abun-
dance of asphaltenesr this is the case,
for instance. in heavv degraded oils
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or several asphaltene "molecules" and it is surrounded by interacting resins. In
turn. the resins are surrounded by aromatic hydrocarbons which ensure a
progressive transition to the bulk of crude oil where saturated hvdrocarbons are
usually predominant. This interpretation may not be conflicting with the model
developed by Yen, as the core of the micelle could be a particl! or crystallite.

The size of the micelles formed by asphaltenes surrounded by interacting resins
in their natural environment i. e., normal crude oil or heavy oil, is likely to play an
important role in the viscosity of these oils. When the oil contains a sufiicient
amount of resins and aromatic hydrocarbons, the asphaltenes are fully dispersetl.
On the contrary, if there is a shortage of these molecules, there may be interaction
between asphaltenes and formation of large-sized aggregates. This situation
would result in a higher viscosity ofcrude oil, and eventually a gel type structure.
This consideration _may explain the high viscosity observecl ii heavy degraded
oils..where low molecular weight aromatics and possibly some of the resins are
lost b)' water washing and/or biodegradation. and thuj become insufficient ro
peptize asphaltenes.

, 
In coal liquids, produced by hyclrogenation of coal, Tewari et al. (1979) have

shown that interactions by hydrogen-bonding involve phenolic OH and
N-containing bases. In crude oils. there may alsobe interaction of phenolic OH
with ketones, quinones, etc. present in the heavy ends of Detroleum.

High viscosity due to the asphaltene ahundance and physical structure is the
main hindrance for production of heavy oils. Furthermore. asphaltenes are also
considered as responsible for water in oil emulsions observed when certain crude
oils are produced.

Pyrolysis of asphaltenes has provided valuable information on rnerr srruc_
ture and also on their possible role in petroleum generation. The behavior
9j.  ̂ay_!1t1enes during pyrolysis can be compared to that of kerogen. Up to
300-350"C. oxygen from carbonyl or carboiyle group is eliminated, wheieas
some light hydrocarbons are generated. Beyond that iemperature the yield of
methane, higher hydrocarbons and also hvdrogen sulfide increases and reaches a
maxrmum in the 410-470'C range. About 507. of Athabasca asDhaltenes are
converted to volatiles. whereas the residuum becomes insoluble in benzene
and highlv condensed: H/C : 0.45 at 600.C versus 1.2,1 in the original asphaltene
(Moschopedis er  a l . .  1978) .

Furthermore. Rubinstein ct al (1979) have compared the products vielded by
p1'rolvsis of Prudhoe Bav asphaltenes with those naturally present in the related
crudc oil. They have identified. besides olefins resulting fiom cracking. a number
of constituents comparable to those of prudhoe Bay cride oil: n, and iso-alkanes,
polycl'clic naphthenes, aromatics. Arefjev et al. (19S0) made a comparable
observatron on asphaltenes from degraded oils of the USSR and showed that
p)'rolysis products can be used for reconstruction of the degraded paraffinic
fraction. More recently Behar (1983) pyrolyzed the asphalteie fraction of ten
different crude oils and found a remarkable similariiy between the relative
abundance and distribution of the main constituents in pyrolysis products and in
the related crude oils.

A comparable information is provided by Chappe (19g2), who submitted
kerogens and asphaltenes separated from crude oiii to a selective cleavage of
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ether bonds. In both cases, he identified glycerol ethers comprising C2n and Can
isoprenoid chains typical of the membranes of Archaebacteria.

All these data point to a comparable structure of the units constituting kerogen
and asphaltenes. In fact. asphaltene constituents in source rocks should be
considered as being small fragments of kerogen liberated by elimination of
heteroatomic or other bonds. Thus the overall structure (nuclei bearing chains or
functional groups, linked by chains or heteroatomic bonds) might be preserved
from the kerogen to the heavy ends ofcrude oils. Progressive aromatization ofthe
cyclic nuclei would favor the stacking of pericondensed sheets. ln this respect. it
can be observed that the structure proposed by Yen for asphaltenes is reasonably
comparable to the one proposed in Part II of this book for kerogen.

Furthermore, the study of several typical successions of source-rocks as a
function of burial suggests the existence of evolution paths of the asphaltenes in
source rocks somewhat comparable to the evolution palhs of kerogens (Castex in
Tissot, 1981): With increasing burial, S/C, O/C and H/C ratios decrease progres-
sively, resulting in a more aromatic and condensed asphaltene bearing fewer and
fewer chains or functional groups. A consequence is likely to be the formation of
some hydrocarbons. in addition to those generated directly from kerogen. This
hypothesis is supported by the experimental evidences reported above.

The role of resins and asphaltenes in migration is not completely clear. Table
IV.1. 1 shows that the average amount of these heavy constituents in source-rock
bitumen approximately equals that of hydrocarbons. In reservoired crude oils,
the ratio rs only I to 6. In particular the ratio of the average values resins *
asphaltenes to aromatics decreases from 2.6 in sourcc rocks to 0.5 in normal, non-
degraded oils. Adsorption of the heavv constituents on mineral surfaces in source
rocks is partially responsible tbr that situation. However. the previous considera-
tions on the mechanism of asphaltene solubilization by resins suggest that each
petroleum might be able to mobilizc out of the source rock the amount of
asphaltene which may dispersed by resins. and in turn the amount of resins which
may be solubilized by aromatic hydrocarbons (Tissot. 1981). Such hypothcsis
would contribute to explain the strong correlation between the abundances of
aromatics and heavv constituents in crude oils reported below (Sect. 1.10).
Obviously this interpretation would not apply to degraded oils. which may
contain a much largcr amount of asphaltenes and resins. as degradation occurrcd
in the reservoir after migration.

1.9 Organometallic Compounds

Crude oils contain metals. particularly nickel and vanadium. in variable amounts
from less than 1 ppm in some Paleozoic crudes from Algeria and the USA. up to
1200 ppm vanadium and 150 ppm nickel in Boscan crude from Venezuela. The
average content measured on 64 crude oils frorn the United States. Canada.
Venezuela. North and West Africa. the Middle East. USSR and Australia are
63 ppm vanadium and 18 ppm nickel. The respective vanadium and nickel con-
tent, according to their origin, is shown in Figure IV.1.21 . Both are at a low level
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E

E

--- -----T. 
Craroeoui

Fig. IV.1.21. Vanadium and nickel conrents of 175 crudc oils frcur various oriein. The
rlarlerl area contains 7-5 crude oils of paraffinic. naphthenic. or paraffinic-naphthcirc tr pr-.i
from Devonian and Cretaceous of Alberta. paleozoic of pennsvlvania and C)klahoma.
Tertiarv of Gulf Coast. Merozoic and Prrleolenc Ii parrs and North Aquitaine basins ancl
liom the Rhine Graben rnd North Sea. Tcrtian of pannonian basin. pileozoic of Algeria
and Libva. Lorver Cretaceous of West Africa. Tcrtiary of Australia. paleozoic and
Mesozoic of Bolivia. etc.

a few ppm - in many oils from detritic sand-shales series: paleozoic of
North Africa, Cretaceous of Alberta (Colorado and post-Colorado groups) Cre-
taceous and Tertiary of West Africa, Tertiary of Australia. In these low-sulfur
crude oils nickel is frequently prevalent over vanadium. The abundance of metal
is variable. but generally higher in sulfur-rich crude oils. where vanadium is
frequently prevalent over nickel: Uppcr Paleozoic of Ural-Volea. lowermost
Cretaceous of Alberta (Mannville group and associated oils a long ihe pre-Creta-
ceous unconformity). Crctaceous of Mexico, Cretaceous and Tertiary of the
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Middle East, Tertiary of Venezuela. The highest values of metals are reached
among crude o i ls  f rom Venezuela.

There is a good correlation between metals, sulfur, and asphaltene content.
This fact is quite understandable as metals are usually in the resin and asphaltene
fractions. As a result of the metal asphaltene correlation, degraded oils, which
are enriched in asphaltenes, contain also more metals than the nondegraded oils
of similar origin.

Other metals like iron. zinc, copper, lead, arsenic, molybdenum. cobalt,
manganese. chromium, etc. have also been reported. They have not been
analyzed systematically. and it is difficult to evaluate if their occurrence is
common or not. However, vanadium and nickel seem definitely to be the most
abundant metals. A variable part of them is incorporated in porphyrin com-
plexes, but the structural affil iation of the remaining part is largely unknown.

Porphyrins were first identified in petroleum by Treibs (1934). They are
characterized by a tetrapvrrolic nucleus, probably inherited from chlorophyll or
hemin (Fig. IL3.20). Besides nitrogen, they contain oxygen and a metal which is
usually vanadium (as vanadyl V:O) or nickel; iron and copper are also reported.
Porphyrins varv in content from traces to 400 ppm in crude oils. They are
generally associated with the resin fraction of crude oils. When purified, they are
red or brown. Their mass spectra show a distribution of molecular weights
suggesting a series of alkyl-substituted porphyrins. The possible origin of these
series is discussed in Chapter IL3.12. Laboratory experiments have shown that
porphyrins are labile at higher temperatures. This could explain why old
paraffinic crude oils, with a low density and a low resin and asphaltene content,
contain only traces of porphyrins. In addition, the relatively low evolutionary
state of plants during early Paleozoic times might be responsible for the low
porphyrin content of Cambrian and Ordovician crude oils (Louis, 1967).

Metals occur not only in porphyrin complexes. Although porphyrins account
for 100a/c of vanadium in Baxterville crude oil, they account for only 314lo in
Boscan, Venezuela. crude, and for only 217c tn La Luna, Venezuela, crude:
Erdman and Harju ( 1963). The balance of metals, i. e., 0 to 70 c/" of vanadium in
crude oils, is included in structural associations other lhan free porphyrins.

They may include porphyrin molecules inserted between two sheets of the
asphaltene particle and linked by z-vanadium bonds (Tynan and Yen, 1967).
Alternatively metal may be complexed in a porphyrin nucleus, the latter bearing
complex substituents.

In the heavy end of crude oils there is frequently a good correlation between
the sulfur content and the vanadium content. These two elements can be
eliminated simultaneously during certain steps of hydrotreatment of the heavy
fraction of crude oils. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that vanadium is
mainly bound in chemical structures in which sulfur plays an important role, as
nitrogen does in porphyrins.
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1.10 Covariance Analysis of Main Crude Oil Constituents

4 1 1

The concentrations of the various crude oil constituents are not independent
paramcters. Some of them show a high degree ofcovariance. The reason tor one
kind of dependence is obvious. It is related to the gross composition of crude oil.
A S :

saturated + aromatics + resins + asphaltcnes - 1.

Howeyer. another kind of dependence can be observed whcn dealing with the
conccntrations of more specific classes of compounds: benzothiophenes. mono-
cvcloalkanes. etc . or with other chemical and physicar parameters such as surfur
content. viscositv. density. etc.

T a b l e s I V . I 9 a n t i I V . r . r 0 s h o w t h e l i n e . r c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s o f i m p o r t a n t
parameters. such as the abundancc of the main classes of compounds and the
sulfur contcnt. on J:[9 crude oils front all tvpes of resenoirs rocks clcpositcd in
vanous cnvl ronments.

Their dcpths rangc from near surface to more than.1000 m. and the ages ofthe
producing formation range from Cambrian to pliocenc. l.here are two marn
groups of interrclated parameters:

the first group consists ol sulfur content and aromatic constituents (asDhal_
tenes. resins. thiophene dcrivatives and aromatic hvdrocarbons)l

- the second group consists of paraffins. mono and dicl,cloalkanes and alkyl-
henzenes.

There is a strong positive correlation among the parameters of the first group
(average g - 0.8). Thel' are also correlated with some physical properties such as
densitl, andrriscosity. Thev correlate, howevcr. negatively with ihe concentration
of saturated hydrocarbons in crude oil.

The correlation between the second group of parameters is weaker but stil l
definite. These parameters are also correlatecl to tire degree of maturation of the
oil. namel)' to depth of reservoir.

Only the paramcters of the first group will be discussed herc. The cxplanation
fbr the relationship betwcen sulfur. the aromatic constituents and the heavy
constituents._ resins plus asphaltenes, may bc found in the origin of sulfur in crude
oils. and in thc mode of asphaltene solubilization in crude o]ls.

Sulfur is not a major constituent of biogcnic moleculcs. where it ranks well
bchind oxvgcn and nitrogen. Therefore, it has to be introrluced into the orsanic
matter, either into kerogen during earll ' diagenesis in young sediments or'into
crude oils.

The time and conditions of sulfur introduction are discussed in Chapters IL2,
IIL,I and IV.5. The obscrved relation between sulfur and aromatic substances
may be interpreted in two ways:

a) Sulfur is p^referentially fixed by molecules containing an aromatic cvcle. The
scarcity of aromatic cvcles available in Recent sediments (only some poly_
aromatics) would not favor this hypothesis. Nevertheless humic acids of
Recent sediments alread), contain a fair amount of sulfur.
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Table IV.l .9. Linear correlat ion coeff icient of thc nrain classes of compounds and sulfur
content of 3.19 crude oi ls. (Analyses by tFP)

Pcrceni ol crude oil

Saru- Ar(nnal ic  Rcsins
rarcd HC +Asph
H ( '

Total Herry

deri >Cr

'l sulhtr 9i hydrocarhrns

in crude Paral Naph A(!
oil frns lhenes malis

I  0. l l { r  0.91 0.79 0. l l -1 0.33 0.91 0.70 0.62

0 5 6 o 63 0.7.r 0.-10 0.9-r 0.6l 0 .53

0.71i -0 72 -1).2{) 0.1t0 0.56 0 5 0

t; sultur
in crudc
o l l

0.51 o.12 0.79 0. l l l  0.55

Par 0. 19 0 8I (). .11 {) .15

Naphl {) .10 - o.-59 o.3tt

t i .7+ 0.b2

Thioph 0.21

Heavy

>C,.

Table IV.1.10. Linear correlation coefficient of some classes of compounds (349 crude
oils). (Analyses by IFP)

Saturated
HC

Paraffins 1+2 r ing Alkylbenz.
naphtbenes

Depth

Saturated
HC

0.590.85 0.38 0..15

Paraffins 0.49 0.60

1+2 r ing
naphthenes

0.46 0.44

Depth

0.35Alkylbenz.
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Table IV.l.1l. Correlation coefficient of sulfur content, depth of producing horizon and
physical properties of crude oils (2000 samples). (Data from U.S. Bureau of Mines, IFp
and others)

Depth Specific
gravity

Sulfu/ (in
crude oil)

Viscosity' Pour
point

Deptb

Specific
gravity 0.393

Viscosit)/ o.32r

Pour point 0.015 0.090 0 . 1 2 1

Suffur" 0.29|,
( in crude oi l)

0.070

a lt should be noted that sulfur and viscosity have approximately a lognormal distribution.
Therefore, for computation of the correlation coefficients, the logariihmic values ofsulfur
and viscosity have to be used.

b) Sulfur is incorporated in organic mattcr as an agent of aromatization. Sulfur
would combine with unsaturated chains and promote cyclization, or with
saturated or partly unsaturated cycles and promote their aromatization. This
second hypothesis fits best with observed facts.

Furthermore. the way the asphaltenes are solubilized in crude oils by resinsand
aromatics. and thus transported during migration (see above Sect. 1.g) is
probably responsible for the strong correlation between aromatics and resins plus
asphaltene. irrespective of their original abundance in the bitumen of souice-
rocks.

Another aspect of the same problem is the dependence of some physical
properties (density. viscosity) on the sulfur content of crude oils. Density,
viscositv and sulfur are often the only information available on crude oils which
were routinely collected man)' years ago. The correlation is shown in Table
IV- 1. 1 I using 2000 crude oils of various origin. age. and reservoir types.

ln fact. density and viscosity of a crude oil depend mostlv on the content of
heavyconst i tuentsofpetro leum,res insandasphal tenes.Asprer iouslyseen, the
abundance of resins and asphaltenes is. in turn, closell, related to the sulfur
content. That the relationship is indirect is expressed by the fact that the sulfur-
density of sulfur-viscosity correlations (Table IV.1.ll) are not as good as the
sulfur-resins * asphaltenes correlation (Table IV.1.9). Furthermore, a high
content of resins + asphaltencs is not the only cause of high viscosity. In high-
sulfur crude oils (S > 1%), where resins and asphaltenes are generally abunclint
and dominate any other cause of viscosity increase, the correlation between
density. viscosity, and sulfur is better.

Among the physical parameters, there is one which is completely independent
from the others mentioned so far. the pour point. Pour point. the refore, ii able to

0.661
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provide information which cannot be derived otherwise. It denotes the content
of high molecular weight n-alkanes in crude oils.

Other constituents of crude oils, like tetra- and pentacyclic naphthenes. and
the polyaromatics, correlate, to a certain degree, with the aforementioned two
groups of parameters. As a result it can be said that generally:

- crude oils rich in aromatics contain more tetra- and pentacyclic naphthenes,
polyaromatics and thiophene derivatives than the other oils, but proportionally
lesr  a lkv lbenzenes and other  monoaromat ics:
crude oils poor in aromatics, when immature, contain a certain amount of
naphthenes. In a more advanced stage of evolution, paraffins (normal or
branched) are predominant. mono- and dicyclic naphthenes and alkylbenzenes
are abundant.

Summary and Conclusion

The main groups of compounds in crude oils are saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic
hrdrocarbons. resins and asohaltene:.

Saturated hydrocarbons are usually the major group, except in degraded heavy oils.
They contain normal plus isoalkanes (paraffins) and cycloalkanes (naphthenes). The
relative abundance of paraffins and naphthenes is rather comparable in many crude
oils. with the exception of paraffinic oils and degraded heavy oils.

Aromatic hydrocarbons comprise pure aromatics, naphthenoaromatics (condensed
aromatic and saturated cycles) and benzothiophene derivatives (containing hetero-
cycles with sulfur).

Resins and asphaltenes are high molecularweight polycyclic molecules containing N,
S. and O atoms. The basic unit of their structure is a condensed polyaromatic sheet.
Several sheets are usually stacked to form particles, which may in turn form aggregates
or micelles.

There is a strong positive correlation between the concentrations ofaromatics, resins
plus asDhaltenes. and the sulfur content.



Chapter 2
Classification of Crude Oils

2.1 General

Various crude oil classifications have been proposed by geochemists and petro_
leum refiners. The purpose of these is u.ry diff...nt,-aid also the physical or
chemical parameters which have been used in the classifications. petroleum
refiners are mostly interested in the amount of the successive distil latron tractions
(e.g.. gasoline. naphtha, kerosene. gas oil, lubricating distil late) and the
chemical.composition or physical properties of these fractlons (vrscosrty, ctoud
test. etc.). Geokrgists and geochemists are more interested in identifying and
characterizing the crude oils, to relate them to source rocks and to measure their
grade of evolution. Therefore, they rely on the chemical and structural informa_
tion of crude oil constituents, especially on molecules which are supposed to
convey genetic information. In th a t respecl molecules at relatively low concenrra_
t ions,  such as h igh molecular  weight  n-a lkanes.  s tero ids and , . rp"n. . .  may be ofgreat lnterest.

The type of information on crude oil composition varies a great deal. A large
number of distil lation results - Hempel. Engler, ITK, ancl otier methods _aie
available.. often including some additional measurements on the fractrons, e.g.,
density. viscosity, refraction index, etc. For example. about 10,000 analyses ha-ve
been carried out according to the U.S. Burcau of Mines routine meth;d. They
include mostly crude oils from the United States and canada, with several
hundreds from other countries.

Analyses based on the content of the various structural types in crude oils
(alkanes, cvcloalkanes. aromatics. N. S. O compounds). and ihe drstribution of
molecules within each typc, have been_ made in the last l5 years. However,lhey
are probably Iess numerous than distil lation data. and thc iesults are frequently
unpublished.. The .classification proposed below using this type of geochemical
parametcr is based mainly on the analvses carried out by the Institut FranEais du
P6trolc on more than 600 crude oils of various origins and ages.
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2.2 Historical

Classification of Crude Oils

An excellent review of the main classifications proposed since the beginning of
the century has been made by Smith (1968).

A well-known and up to now frequently used classification of crude oils has
been set up at the U.S. Bureau of Mines by Smith (1927) and Lane and Garton
(1935). This classification is based on distil lation and the specific gravities of two
key fractions of distil lation (Table IV.2.1).

It was successfully applied to intercompare crude oils from certain provinces in
the United States. However, with the progress in modern organic geochemistry,
and the higher level of information derived from it, it became obvious that the
classification was ambiguous. On the one hand, rather different chemical
composition of oils could result in the same grouping of these oils in the
classification. On the other hand, different geological situations could not be
accounted for, except changes in depth. Since the U.S. Bureau of Mines
classification can hardly be developed any further with respect to more composi-
tional information on oils, a new classification based on geochemical parameters
is proposed in the following Section IV.2.3.

Other classifications have been proposed by Sachanen (1950). Creanga (1961)
and Radchenko (1965). In addition, in refinery practice there is a classification
based on refractive index, density and molecular weight (n. d. M.). Since all these
classifications have not been extensively applied in the past, they are not
discussed here.

Table IV.2.1. Classification of crude oils. (According to Lane and Garton, 1935)

Specific gravity

Key fraction I
250-27 5'C
(Atm. pressure)

Key fraction 2
275-300'C
(40 mm Hg)

Key fraction I
250 270'C
(Atm. pressure)

Key fraction 2
275-300"C
(40 mm Hg)

< 0.8251
< 0.825r
< 0.8251

0.8256 to 0.8597
0.8256 to 0.8597
0.8256 to 0.8597

>o.8602
>o.8602
>_0.8602

< 0.8762
0.876? to 0.9334

>_o.9340
\< 0.8762

0.8767 to 0.933.1
>o.9340
>o.9340

0.8767 to 0.9334
< 0.8762

paraffinic
paraffinic
paraffinic
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
naphthenic
naphthenic
naphlhenic

paraffinic
intermediate
naphthenic
paraffinic
intermediate
naphthenic
naphthenic
intermediate
paraffinic

2.3 Basis of Proposed Classification of Crude Oils

The newly proposed classification is based primarily on the content of the various
structural types of hydrocarbons: alkanes. cycloalkanes (naphthenes), and
aromatics plus N. S. O compounds (resins and asphaltenes). It also takes into
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account the sulfur content. lt should be noted
naphthenes and aromatics is considered here as a
present ly  in  use.  i .  e . :

4t7

that the content of alkanes.
result of analyticai methods

- all data refer to the portion of petroleum boiling above 210.C at atmosphericpressure;
alkane (paraffin) conrent includes n- and isoalkanes. but not the alkyl chainssubstituted on cyclic nuclei;

- cycloalkanes 
. ( n aphthenes) include all molecules containing one or moresaturated cvcles but no aromatic cycle;

aromatics include all molecules containing at least one aromatic cycle: the samemolecules may include condensed saturited cycles and chaini substituted ontnc nucleus.

In Figures IV.l..l and IV.1.6, some 550 crude oils were plotted rn triangulardiagrams showing thcir relative composition with respect toihe whole crude oils(saturates. aromatics. N. S. O compJunds) and with respect to hydrocarbons only(n+isoalkanes. cvcloalkanes, aromatics). From these plots, it iJobvrous that the
: i ls  

cover  onl ) -pdrr  o f  thc t r iangles in  form ofe longated ckruds.  On the crude o i lo ragr . m (ts rg. r v. r .l). the cloud starts at the pole of saturates ancl bends over tothe N, S,. O compounds. On the hydrocarbon aiugrurn iii 'g. iV.t.o.y tt . .luuOstarts at the poic of n+isoalkanes and bends over to the aroiratic nydrocarbons.
This is.-of course, another expression of the correlation ̂riri* ,l ir.rrr.O inScct ion IV.  l  .10.

This pccuiiar distribution of crudc oils and the gcochemical consequencesderived from it arc in essence the basis for our prop,-i.O.ro..ii i...-o,ion.
As a first parameter fbr the classification. we'strrlt cunsl.lei tt e concentration

of saturates in crude oil. which is negativelv correlatcd with aromatics. resins,asphaltenes. and sullur content. The distribution of ,uturui.J lf,r,,r.orOun. incrude oils has been discussed in Chap. IV.l and is shown in Figure'IV.1.S. There.two modes are clearl), separated by a minimum at 507c; this cui is usecl to separatetrvo. different populations of crudc oils. one more pa.atTinic 
-or 

paratfinic_
naphthcnic. the other more .romatic or asphartic. Th; 507o minimum of thesarurates corrcsponds to the l7e minimum of the distribution of sulfur in crudeoils(Fig lv l . l6 ). as shown bv a cross-correlation of those two paramerers.

In addition ro this major subdir, ision. another imporiant .ur .in"t " lntroau."d
amone the crude o i ls .  based on the a lk lne concint rat ion.  Thc d is t r ibut ion ofn*isoalkancs (paraffins) shows a minimum at about 10%, whlch separatesanother class of crude oils. Heavv oils, generally degrrded. ,"or.r"n, this class:thc l"\\ l: ')ntenr ol ri . iroalkane, i. mairily rluc to hiod.era.liriin-.-

2.4 Classification of Crude Oils (Table Iy.2.2 andFig. IV.2.1)

a) According to the previous consideration. crude oils w l be considered as*paraffinic" or "naphthenic" if the total content of saturated hydrocarbons is over50 % of a particular crude oil. For practical purposes, and futuie use ,n connection
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Table IV.2.2. Proposed classifiaation of crude oils

Clxssrfication of Crude Oils

Concentration in crude oil
>  210 ' c

S:saturates
ArA:aromatics p:paraffins

+ resins N: naphthenes
+ asphaltenes

Crude oil
tlP

Sulfur content Number of
in crude oil samples per class
(approximate) (Total:541)

P > N
and
P > 4 0 %

Paraffinic 100

s > 50,/.
AA < 507c

P 14oo/c
and
N ( 40olr

Paraffinic-
naphthenic

< t E

N > P
and
N > 40olr

Naphthenic

P > to.n
intermediate

126

> t %
s _< 507.
AA 2 5O%, "<,s% i;lTilj

,ll

P < 1 0
Aromattc

N)25"/ 'nuph,h"ni"
generally
S  <  1 7 .

36

with geological cnvironments. additbnal boundaries justified b;' minor cuts are
established at:10% alktrnes and cvcloalkanes. These two boundaries are shown in
Figure IV.2.1. They separate "paraffinic" oils from intermediatc "paraffinic-

naphthenic" oils and thosc from "naphthenic" oils.
b) Crude oils will be considcred as "aromatic" if the total content in saturated

hydrocarbons is  less than 50%. i .c . .  the tota l  content  in  aronrat ics.  rcs ins and
asphaltenes is morc than 50%. According to the previous consideration on the
alkane content. an additional boundar-'- separates aromatic-intermediate" oils.
wi th  more than 10% n* isoalkanes.  and heav-v degraded o i ls .  wi th  less than l0 t i .
The lattcr class is dividcd for practical purpose into twtl subclasses

-  'aromat ic-asphal t ic"  o i ls  wi th  less than 25% naphthcnes.
- " aromatic-n aph thcnic" oils with more than 25 9/r naphthenes

This minor cut corresponds to a differencc of the sulfur c(ltntent: ar()mrtic-
asphaltic oils are high-sulfur oils, whereas aromatic-naphthenic oils usuallv
contain less than 17r sulfur.

The subdivision into classes of crude oil, and the approximate equivalence in
respcct to sulfur content. is shown in Table IV 2.2 and Figure IV.2.1. Figure
tV.2.2 shows that low-sulfur crude oils mostly belong to the paraffinic. paratTinic-
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541 Crude o i ls AROMATIC IiC
}NSO COMPOUNDS

419

rpahaFrrril- ffiH,iffi5t
Fig. lV.2.t. Te rna rv di.rgra m showing the composition of the six classes of crude oils from541 o i l  f ie lds

naphthenic or naphthenic classes. On the contrary, high-sulfur crude oils mostly
belong to the aromatic inrermediate class and _'i i  th?u ,i. J"grrO.a _ to tt.
aromatic-asphaltic class.

2.5 Characteristics of the principal Classes of Crude Oils

,l 
..The paruffiyic c/ass iscomprised of light crude oils. some being fluid, and somenrgn- \  ax.  h tgh-pour-point  crude o i ls .  The v iscosi ty  of  these h igh_pour_pointo i ls

: l  l : :T , ' : rp .* , l r re  
i \  h igh.  d ue ro a h igh conten I  o f  a  _atkanes >b.n.  At  s t ighr  tyerevated tem-peratures (.]5 50.C), however, the viscosity becomes normal.

,, lf e,Plrattrnrc ctass comprises some oils from the paleozoic of North Africa,unlreo Slates and South America, some of the lower Cretaceous oils from thebasins bordering the South Atlantic Ocean (beneath the massiue salt sequence inWestAfrica:the 
{agellan basin in South America. etc.), rnJror* f..tiury olt,from West Africa, Libya,Indonesia. and the pannonian'br.in ln C.nt.uteurope.

Among^them. some high-wax crude oils occur in the nonmarine Lower Creta_ceous of the Magellan basin. the Crelaceous and Tertiary of West Atrica, and the

j
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541 Crude oils

Classification of Crude Oils

.. ,r,"ra'r,rl;;;r"

L. Cr. t tc .oot  hrrvt  o i l r
Athrb.rcr , . lc . .

Jorr !s ic,Cr. t !c .oos
S. Aqr i r r i t r .

AROMATIC I€
iNSO COMPOUNDS

Midd l i  t s ! t
L.Crctrceour {  Mrnnvi l l .  I
r o r n ! l  o i k . A l t . r i a

ho!vy oi ls , lV.Afr i . r

t x l tneon o l  non deg6ded

] t r  c ' , 4 ' . l r s
1.LlLl.l, s.1%

-<'::f;i:lli
.- s < loln

N+ISO.AUGNES
( PARAFfli€ )

CYCLO-ALKAN ES
(MFT'IHENES)

Fig. IV.2.2. Ternary diagram showing the occurrence of high- and low-sulfur oils. with
respect to the crude oil classification

Tertiary of lndonesia. Most of the oils associated with the Green River and
Flagstaff formations of Uinta Basin, Utah. belong to the high-wax type.

Specific gravity is usually below 0.85. The amount of resins plus asphaltenes is
below 10%. Viscosity is generally low except when n-alkanes of high molecular
weight are abundant. Aromatic content is subordinate and mostly composed of
mono- and diaromatics, frequently including monoaromatic steroids. Benzo-
thiophenes are very scarce, sulfur content is Iow to very low.

2. The c/riss of paraffinic-naphthenic oils has a moderate resins-plus-asphal-
tenes content (usually 5 to l5olc) and a low sulfur content (0 to 17c). Aromatics
amount to 25 to 407o of the hydrocarbons. Benzo- and dibenzothiophenes are
moderately abundant.

Density and viscosity are usually higher than in the paraffinic class but remain
moderate. The paraffinic-naphthenic class includes many crude oils from Devo-
nian and Cretaceous (mostly from Colorado and post-Colorado groups) of
Alberta, from the Paleozoic of North Africa and United States exccpt from the
Permo-Carboniferous of the Permian basin. West Texas. The class also includes
Jurassic and Cretaceous oils of the Paris. North Aquitaine and North Sea basins.
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Cretaceous and Tertiary oils of West Africa, (above the massive salt sequence),
Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary oils from North Africa, and some Teriiary oils
f rom lndonesia.

3. There are only a few crude olls in the naphthenic c/ass. Some immature oils
can be mentioned here. such as some oils from the Jurassic and Cretaceous of
South America. However. the class includes mainly degraded oils which usually
contain less than 20% n*isoalkanes. They originate from biochemical alteration
of paraffinic or paraffinic-naphthenic oils and they usually have a low sulfur
content. although they are degraded. Examples are found in the Gulf Coast area.
in the North Sea. and in USSR.

1. The aromatic-intermediate class is comprised of crude oils which are often
heavy. Resins and asphaltenes amount to ca. 1U-30% and sometimes more. and
the sulfur content is above 1 7c.

Aromatics amount to 40 to 70o/c of hydrocarbons. The content of monoaro-
matics, and cspecially those of steroid type, is relatively low. Thiophene
cierivatives (benzo- and dibenzothiophene) are abundant(25 30% ofthe aroma-
tics and more). Specific gravity is usually high (more than 0.85). This class
includes most crude oils from Jurassic and Cretaceous of the Middle East (Saudi
Arabia. Qatar, Kuwait. Irak, Syria, Turkey), from the Permo-Carboniferous of
the Permian basin (West Texas), from the Mississippian, Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous (Mannville) of Alberta, some Jurassic-Cretaceous heavy oils of the
South Aquitaine basin, some Upper Cretaceous-Tertiary oils of W. Africa, and
some oils from Venezuela. California, and the Mediterranean (Spain. Sicily,
Greece) .

5. and 6. The c/asses of aromatic-naphthenic snd aromatic-asphaltic oils are
mostly represented by altered crude oils. During biodegradation, alkanes are first
removed from crude oil. This results in a shift of the crude oils away from the
alkane pole as shown in Figure IV.2.3. Later. a more advanced degradation may
involve removal of monocycloalkanes and oxidation. Then the position of an oil
in  the d iagram is  a lso shi f led lowards the aromat ic  pole.

Therefore. most aromatic-naphthenic and aromitic-asphaltic oils are heavy,
viscous oils resulting originally from degradation of paraffinic, paraffinic-naph-
thenic. or aromatic-intermediate oils. The resin-Dlus-asDhaltene content is
usualfl ' above 25% and may reach trOoi. Houever. tie relaiive content ofresins
and asphaltenes. and the amount of sulfur, may vary according to the type of the
original crude oil.

a) The aromatic-naphthenic c/ass is mainly derived from paraffinic or paraf-
finic-naphthenic oils. The Lower Cretaceous oils of West Africa, when altered,
contain mostly resins. and keep a low sulfur content: the heavy oils of the
Emeraude field contain ca. 25c/c of resins, but the sulfur content is only 0.4 to
0.87a (Claret eta|.,1977). The same istrue for tar-like oil in the Lower Jurassic
sands of Malagasy (Bemolanga tar sands), with a sulfur content below 1o/o and a
resin: asphahene ratio of 2 or more.

b) The c/ass of aromatic-asphaltic oils includes a few true aromatic oils,
apparently nondegraded, from Venezuela and West Africa. However, it is mainly
comprised of heavy, viscous. or even solid oils, resulting from alteration of
aromatic-intermediate (particularly high sulfur) crude oils.
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The result is usually an asphaltic oil, or tar, whose sulfur content is above 1alc
and may reach up to 9c/o in extreme cases. Their resin and asphaltene content rs
very high, ca. 30 to 60 %. with a lower resin: asphaltene ratio than in the aromatic-
naphthenic oils. Most degraded tar sands from Western Canada fall in this class:
Athabasca with ca. 57a sulfur content in the MacMurrav area. Peace River, and
Wabasca. Heavy asphaltic oils from Venezuela and the South Aquitaine basin
(France) also belong to the same group.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

The six classes of crude oils defined above are verv unevenlv populated. Most
normal (nondcgraded) crudc oils belong to three classes onlv. Thev are:

"aromatic-intermedlate " oils. which usuali), contain more than 17c sulfur. Thev
are frequentll ' generated in marine sediments, deposited in a reducing
environment:

54, |  Crude o i ls

Main  pa th  o l  d lg r .da t ion

AROMATrc HC
+ NSO COMPOUNoS

Hith rultur,d.rr.d.d.

lr i .brrc.,W.t.rc. . ic..-

,

t1 I  i . r i r t ip t i rn.nd
mrnnr i l l ,  nornr lo i l .

N'ISO.AIXANES
( PARAFFINS )

.r $:11::;"3il:il*'"-'',
l l a in  pa lh  o l  b iod .gradat ron  o . l y

6ens ,a l  l rand o l  thermal

_ Low r l | l lo . ,d. t r .d.d

Cr. l rc .oo. ,W.r t  Alr icr

CYCLGATXAIiI ES
(NAP$HENES)

Fig. IV.2.3. Ternary diagram showing the main trends of alteration and thermal
maluration of crude oi)s. Biodegradation is exemplif ied by the alteration of the paraffinic
oils from the Lower Cretaceous of West Africa. A more complete degradation. including
oxidation, is shown for the aromatic intermediate oils from the Mississippian irnd Lower
Cretaceous (Mannvil le) oils of Western Canada. The extreme end of degradation is
reached for the Athabasca heavv oils or tars
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- "paraffinic-naphthenic" 
and ,,paraffinic" oils, which usuallv contain less than

1% sulfur. They are frequently generated in deltaic or coasial sediments of the
continental margins. or in nonmarine source beds.

The above evaluation is based on the frequency of different oils investigated.
However, if we now consider the total amount of known production and resirves,
the relative importance of the classes is changecl.

By far the most important classes. with reipect fo quantity. are the aromatic_
asphaltic, then the aromatic-naphthenic and the aromitic-intirmediare. The firsr
two comprise the enormous reserves of heavy oils and tar sands (Athabasca,
Arctic Islands of Canada, Eastern Venezuela, Malagasy etc.). The aromatic_
intermediate class is represented by the large accumulations oi crude oils in the
Middle East.

The other extreme is the class of naphthenic oils, which is comparatively rare.
Evolution and aheration affects the composition of a crude oil 1Euun, "t ul.,

1971) and thus mav progressively change its classification. If we refer to the
ternary diagram of Figure IY .2.3, thermal evolution is denoted bv a tliminurion of
aromatic and heavy constituents. and an increase of paraffins. In advanced
stages, the composition approaches the paraffin pole. that would otherwise be
reached only by gas (methane). Thus a paraffinii-naphthenic oil. at shallow or
medium depth, may be changed into a paraffinic oil ai great depth. Alteration is
primarily denoted by a shift away from the paraffin pote, aue to biochemical
degradation of alkanes. Then an additional increase if resins and asnhaltenes
may resul t  f rom oxidar ion.

Through alteration. normal paraffinic-naphthenic oils mav be changed into
aromatic-naphthenic. Aromatic intermediate oils may also be changed to the
aromatic-naphthenic class or even to aromatic-asDhaltic heavv oils.

Summary and Conclusion

The classification of crude oils is based on the content of,t+isoalkanes (paraffins),
cycloalkanes (naphthenes) and aromatic compounds (aromatic hydrocarbons, resrns,
asphaltenes).

The main classes of normal crude oils are the followine:
- paraffinic oils,,containing mostly normal and isoalkines, and less than 1Zo S;- paraffinic-naphthenic oils, cor.taining both linear and cycloalkanes, and less than

lVa S:
- aromatic-intermediate oih, containing less than 50Zo ofsaturated hydrocarbons, and

usually more than 1% S.

Evolution and alteration change the composition ofcrude oils. For instance, thermal
evolution of a paraffinic-naphthenic oil may result in a paraffinic oil. Alteration results
in general in heary oils of aromatic-naphthenic or aromatic-asphaltic classes:
- p.arffinic and paraffinic-naphthenic oils are usually degraded into aromatic-naph_

thenic oils, with a moderate sulfur content (less than 1%);
- aromatic-intermediate oils arc usually degraded into aromatic-asphalric oils, with a

high sulfur content (more than 1%).



Chapter 3
Geochemical Fossils in Crude Oils and Sediments as
Indicators of Depositional Environment and Geological
History

3.1 Significance of Fossil Molecules

Geochemical fossils are biological markers that can convey information about the
types of organisms contributing to the organic matter incorporated in sediments.
Thus, they can be used for characterization, correlation, and/or reconstitution of
the depositional environment, in the same manner as macro- or microfossils are
commonly used by geologists. However, it should be remembered that asidefrom
geochemical fossils, also other molecules may be used for correlation, provided
they are characteristic enough.

In addition, a comparison between the original biogenic molecule and the
molecule found in source rocks or crude oils may give valuable information about
the history experienced by the molecule: microbial activity or chemical rear-
rangement at the time of deposition, and subsequent chemical reactions during
catagenesls.

The most common uses of geochemical fossils may be listed as follows:
a) as correlation parameters (oil-oil and oil source rock);
b) for reconstitution of depositional environment;
c) for elucidation of chemical transformations during diagenesis and catagenesis;
d) for detection of contamination with foreign material in marine or freshwater

Recent sediments.

The problem of oil-oil and oil-source rock correlations will be treated
separately (Chap. V.2). as it is not specifically related to geochemical fossils but
includes other markers.

The quality of information provided by geochemical fossils in terms of
depositional environment depends on three factors:

- their state of conseruation, which may or may not allow one to link them to
their biochemical precursor molecule;

- the distribution of this biochemical precursor (parent molecule) in the present
animal and/or plant kingdom;

- the assumption that the distribution was comparable in ancient organisms.

Conservation of the original characteristics depends mostly on the structure of
the original biogenic molecule. Relatively inert molecules, such as n-alkanes,
suffer little chemical alteration, and their relative abundances are affected
especially by dilution, when new alkanes are generated during catagenesis. On
the contrary, acids, alcohols, ketones, etc. may suffer several alterations,
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depending on diagenetic and catagenetic conditions: loss of functional groups.
alkylation, dealkylation, reduction, aromatization. etc. As a result. the molecules
found in ancient sediments may range from unchanged biogenic molecules. for
example n-alkanes. and less frequently acids or alcohols. through compounds
very close to the original molecule, such as steranes and triterpanes, to molecules
kecping only  the c lc l ic  skeleron.  l ike ar t rmat ic  srero ids.

Generallv. one can expect geochemical fossils to be useful for correlation. For
reconstitution of paleo-environments. however. the original structural details
have to be preserved. For instance, the carbon skeleton of sreroids mav be
derived from a wide range of specific steroids. known from a large number of
animals or plants. so that the occurrence of molecules retaining only the
tetracvclic nuclcus cannot be linked to a particular environment of deposition.

The information deduced from the occurrence of fossil molecules is also a
function of the distribution of the precursor in living organisms. On one hand.
biogenic molecules, typical for certain organisms or for a class of organisms.
provide information on the fossil biological association. For instance. ocld-
carbon-numbered high molccular weight n-alkanes and related waxes found in
sediments are tvpical products of terrestrial higher plants. On the other hand,
verv common molecules occurring in many kinds of organisms provide little or no
information on thc paleogeographv. facies, and environmental conditions. For
example. C15-C2u n-alkanes without odd-carbon-number predominance may be
generated by all types of kerogen during catagenesis.

Therefore. the interest in geochemical fossils depends on the distribution of
biochcmical precursors in presentlv living organisms. It should bc emphasized,
however. that the distribution of different precursors in contemporaneous
organisms is stil l insufficiently known. Most structural determinations ofbioqenic
molecules carried out until now have been made for the neecls of the food or drus
industr ier .

Thus. onlv the organisms. or even certain parts or organisms used in industrial
processes have bcen anall'zcd: tobacco leaves. grains of cereals. essential oils of
higher plants. whilst the rest of the plant is practicallv unknown. Furthermore,
the lipids. hvdrocarbons. etc. svnthesized or accumulated by prokaryotic organ-
isms. and particularly bacteria, are almost unknown with regard to thc numerous
existing species. Nevertheless, the bactcrial biomass can in some cases be verv
significant compared to the total organic input. An example of the stil l incomplete
knowledge on the occurrence of biochemical precursors of eeochemical fossils in
living organisms is pentacvclic tritcrpenoids oi the hopane sleries. They were first
considered as characteristics of lower terrestrial plants, as they were mostly
known from ferns. mosses, and other plants. Later they were cliscovered in one
anaerobic bacteria. then in several other prokaryotic organisms stemming from
many different environments (Ensminger et al., 1974: van Dorsselaer. 1975). In
fact. since then they have been found in many ancient sediments including
pctroleum source rocks, oil shales, coals, and also in crude oils, proving that they
are very wide-spread in geological conditions (van Dorsselaer. 1975).

A new tool for relating fossil molecules to existing biogenic compounds is
stereochemistry. Ackman et al. (1972), Cox et al. (1972) and Maxwell et al.
(1973) demonstrated the interest of stereochemistry of acyclic isoprenoids to
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clarify this relationship. Along the same line, Ensminger et al. (1974) distin-
guished the importance of the genetic heritage and the subsequent evolution in
the stereochemistry of pentacyclic molecules of the hopane type.

3.2 Geochemical Fossils as Indicators of Geological Environments

The use of geochemical fossils for reconstitution of conditions of deposition is
relatively new. However. this field of application looks quite promising. and new
developments can be forecast. Fossil molecules of typical biological origin.
present in the bitumen extractcd from rocks. and such molecules occurring in
crude oils are especially interesting. As far as petroleum is concerned, migration
processes havc often lowered the content of geochemical fossils which are high
molecular weight and/or polycyclic molecules. The result is that characteristic
molecules are less frequently identified in crude oils than in the extract of
sedimentary organic matter.

The interpretation may be based. in some cases. on the occurrence of a single
and characteristic compound. However. so far this practice is rather dangerous.
as advances in the knowlcdge of the distribution of contemporaneous biogenic
molecules are rapid, and may alter the present-day interpretation.

Geochemical fossils are likely to provide knowledge on the major associations
of organisms contributing to the organic matter of sediments. The thrce main
types of associations. in terms of quantitative importance ol the biomass. are the
following, roughly associated with kerogen types il, III and I or lII. respectivelv:

a) Marine organic matter: phytoplankton is the major contributor. with
subordinate zooplankton, and somctimes a significant contribution of benthic
algae. The principal biogenic molecules are:

- rr-alkanes and n-fatty acids of the medium molecular weight rangc, C,1 C;n,
with a frequcnt predominance of C'5 and C1i tt-alkancs. synthesizcd as such by
algae. and probably also dcrived by decarboxylation from C,n and C',1 acids;
C' .  C ' ,1  isoprenoids:

- abundant stcroids (particularly C;r cholestane) and some carotcnoids:
- ubiquitous triterpenoids particularlv of thc hopanes serics also occur, thc

stcrane/hopane ratio is relatively high. generalJy close to unity or higher.

b) Contfuental organic matter, mainly made up of the debris of highcr plants, is
incorporated in dcltaic or other mainly land-derived sediments. or in peat bogs.
sometimes without important degradation. Biogenic hydrocarbons include
mostly odd n-alkanes of high molecular weight (C2.-C11)"1 some tricyclic
diterpenes in the cycloalkane and mostly in thc aromatic fraction. and some
ubiquitous hopanes. However, cyclic material is onlv subordinate. When steranes
are present. Cr,r sitostane and stigmastane predominate over Cll cholestane. The

11 Thc alkane content is usually much higher in continentalthan in marine organic matter;
thus. where both types of material contribute, continental matter superlmposes lts
pattern of x-alkane distribution. especiaLly in the ClrCrr range
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sterane/hopanc. ratio is usually low to verv low. Isoprenoids are mooerately
abundant and dominated by pristane. In some cases the pristane: phytane ratio
mav reach:{ to 10 (Brooks, 1970; powell and McKirdv. 1975).

c) Microbial organic mafter is abundant in some lacustrine or Daraltc environ_
ments  whcre  p lan t  mater ia l  i s  hcar i l ;  degraded dur ing  a l te rna t ing  per iods  o f
subaeria_l microbial activitv and water f looding. The ri lated organic matter is
enriched in l ipids, that may be either the remains of the degraded-plant material,
or may be reworked, or synthesized bl microorgan isms. 
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bons are dominated by long chain rt-, iso- (2-methyl) and anteiso- (3-meth1'l)
alkanes. sometimes extending up to C*u or C1,. normalll ' without an) appreciable
predominance. Isoprenoids and cvclic hydrocarbons are scarcc. except hopanes
which are synthesizcd by prokar)'otcs. The geological environment of thc rclated
waxv oils has bcen studied by Hedberg (1968).

It is clear that geochemical fossils are a witncss ol the main orgxnic ct)n-
tributors. whcther or not thcy are autochthonous. Thus. for instlncc. or8anic
mattcr of terrestrial origin ma1' be containcd in a sediment laid down rn a marlne
cnvironment. In particular. terrestrial organic matter deposited in deltas areas. in
marine brackish or nonmarine envitonments. can bc identified as of terrestrial
origin; microbial biomass grown on land-plant debris can likewise be identified
as such. u,hethcr it is transported into marine. lacustrine. or lagoonal-type
sediments.

Examples ol an idcntification of thc major organic contributions are presented
in F igures IV.- l . l  to  IV.3.3.  Thc mar ine/cont incnta l  d iscr iminat ion is  c lear l r
shorvn in an cxample lrom Gabon. West Africa. The Uppcr Cretaceous of llc
Mandj i  inc ludcs a ser ies o lsh l lcs Angui l le  anci  Az i le  fornat ions-uhich arc
the sourcc rocks of the oil ficlds discovered in this area (Clarct et al . 197'1) The
stratigraphic sequcnce shows a finclv stratified scdimcntar)'unit. bcing alterna-
t ive l l  lorv  and h igh in  organic  carbon (F ig.  IV.3. Ia) .  

' I 'h is  s i tuat ion resul ts  f rom a
duplex origin of the organic material. A small amount of land-derived organic
matter is prcscnt throughout thc sequence: this is the only-. sourcc for the horizons
conta in ing onlv  0.5 ? i  organic  carbon.  or  less.  and 100 to 500 ppm bi tumen The
continental origin is cienoted b) a total high alkanc content. and among these a
dominance of high molecular weight rt-alkanes. with odd prefercnce. and a lou
content  of  isoprcnoids (F ' ig .  IV.3.  lb) .  ln  addi t ion to th is  cont inuous rnput ,  some
horizons have incorporatcd autochthonous organic matter. especially of plank-
tonic origin. due to tcmporary anoxic conditions. As a result. these horizons
contain morc organic carbon (0.5 5%) and bitumen (500-6000 ppm), with
different characteristics: cycloalkanes (especially sterancs) and isoprenoids are
abundant; rr-alkanes are prefcrentiallv of low to medium molecular weight

Another cxample is provided bv the lacustrine Green River formation in Uinta
Basin, Utah (Tissot et al.. 1971]). Samples takcn at compartrblc levels of burial
depth show a progressivc change with increasing age. which is tentativelY
interpretcd to be the result of an increasing microbial dcgradation (Fig. IV 3 2):

the upper beds (cquivalent to Mahoganv ledge) show varirlus contributions of
a lgal  l ip ic ls :  normal  a lkanes C1,  and C11.  / -carotane:  h igher  cont inenta lp lants:
r-alkanes C..=C:1:. and C'r. C'o sterancs: and possibly higher aninlals: C1.
steranes f rom bi le  ac ids (a) :

- in thc middle to lower part of the Green River formation. algal lipids (both C'..
C'. and carotanc) are first degraded (b). thcn odd n-alkanes ClaC1; from
higher plants also decrease. whilst iso- and anteiso-alkanes of microbial origin
start to appear (c)i
in the underlying Flagstaff membcr. microbial degradation is more advanced:
there. the biomass mostly originates from bacterja and othcr microbes. or from
plant lipids reworkcd bv micro-organisms: heavy r-alkanes up to Cu) without
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any carbon-number predominance. series of iso- and anteiso-alkanes; there areno longer any steroids (d).

The associated crude oils retain the same characteristics: Redwash orDuchcsne o i is  resemble the upper  het j .  wi rh a lgal  and h igher  f iant  c . ,n t r rburron;
Arramonl  and other  or l \  a \ \oc i t ted u i th  the lower heds most l ;  compr i , ,e  h igh
molecular weight normai, iso- and anteiso_alkanes.

Another example is found in the Magellan basin at the extreme end of South
America. The Springhil formation, of earlv Cretaceous age, has been deposited
in a marine basin and in small adjacent iontinental deiressions. Continental
orcanrc material (probably reworked bv micro_organisms) exhibits a high alkane
contcnt. especiall)r of high molecular weight a_alkanes with somc ocld predomi-
nance. and a low content of isoprenoidi. On the other hand. marrne organrc
matter shows a lower alkane content. with a preference for low ro meorum
molecular weight. and an abundance in isoprenoids. The different associated
crude oils stil l retain the equivalent hydrocarbon pattern (Fig. IV.3.3). Thus it isrelativelv easy to recognize the origin of the organic miterial. cven wherecontinental-derivecl organic matter is incorporated into a scdiment dcpostted in amanne envi ronment .  and conta in ing some def in i te  mar ine microfossr ls .

However. more mature crude oils usuallv contain a minor amount ofgeochem_
ical fossils. diluted by abundanl mole,cules issucd f(.rm kcrogen upon thermal
catagenesis. An exception is the uintr basin. where rhe characieristic ,-, iso- ancranteiso-alkanes persist down to -5000 m and more. This situaiion is due tofavorable circumstances: the composition of the plant and microbial biomass issuch that the corresponding kerogen (type I) is mostly built from acrds. alcohols.
etc. \ith long aliphatic chains. Thus, hydrocarbons yielded during catagenesrs
resemble the original biogenic chemical .structures. i.e.. normal and isoalkanes.

Apart from the- main types of association, specific geochemilal fossils mayprovide a more reiined interpretation in terms of plant oi animal groups, ctimate
ctc,.Albrechr and Ourisson (1969) found in the Eocene Messel sha'ie ofthe RhineValley a high concentration of the pentacvclic triterpene alcohol, rsoarborinol.
preserv^ed for 50 million years. Today this alcohol is known to occur rn troplcalplants from Indonesia. living in a climate rather comparable to the assumed
climate of the Rhine-Graben area during Eocene time. according to geological
reconstitutions.

Seifert ( 1973) studied the srereochemistry of four individual steroid acids (C.:
and C1) in the Midway' Sunset crude oil from the ptiocene oi California. The
rr t ios.of  rhe.c i \ : t rans conf igurat ion of  the A;B r ings a l lowed h im to in fer  an
i rnrmat  contnbutron to rhe or-qanic  mat ter .  through b i lc  ac ids.  The re lated data
l:ll.: T:,"-,f 

**".rcr.t abor c { Fig._ Ir.3.l8). Huang and Meinschein (1g76_ Ig79)
or\cussed t he stgn tttcd nce of sterols as cnvironmental indicators; whereas Brassell
et al. (1980) considered the various classes of lipid components as potentral
indrcators of terrcstrial, marine (non-bacterial) ani bacterial inputs.

However. it-should be pointed out that the most widespread biological markers
are inherited from the membranes of bacleria living in the sediment. such aspentacvclic hopancs. or long isoprenoid chains from Archaebacteria. l he latter
are particularlv observed in the asphaltene fraction of crude oils ancl in the
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kerogen of the related source rock, where thcy are protected by incorporation in a

polymeric network (Chap. 11.3.6). lt is not surprising that the most frequent

identifiablc biological remnants are issued from the most resistant part - the

membrane - of the last member of the chain of living organisms throughout the

cycle of organic carbon: bacteria. ln this connection, methanogenic bacteria are

oi particulir importance. because they are active within the upper section ofthe

sedimentarv column.
The consequence of these considerations is that remnants of the organisms

living in the basin of deposition may be obliterated by the effect of microbial

activity. The presence of specific geochcmical fossils makes possible to conclude

that certain types of organisms were present in the environment of deposition'
However. thcii absence cannot be interpreted as a proof of the absence of these

organrsms.

3.3 Geochemical Fossils as Indicators of Early Diagenests

In some cases. geochemical fossils may provide some intormatlon on the
physicochemical conditions prevailing in the freshly deposited sediment: reduc-

ing and hydrogenating environment. acidic conditions, etc.
bistributions showing a strong predominance of even tt-alkanes are less

f requent  (ca.  1:10)  than the odd predominance (Table l l .3 .3 lT issot  et  a l  .  1977) '
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Fig. 1V.3.4. Examples of the predomi-
n i rnce  o l  ( \cn  r - l r l kancs  and phr t l rne  i to -
prenoid in bitunren extracted from sedi-
ment and in crude oils. This predominance
u\ur l l !  , rccur \  rn  carbond le  o r  e r ,1P( ' r i le
series deposited in reducing and hydroge-
nating environment. r-Alkane and lso-
prenoid scale as in Figure IV.3.2
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The phenontenon oftcn concerns all r-alkanes from Cl6 to Cr,r. Liring organisrns
usual lv  do not  svnthcs izc even n-a lkanes.  but  even_numbercc l  ac ids and a lcohols
are important constituents of fats and vcgetal waxes. [n a normal environment.
oxidation o{ alcohols into acjds. and then a subsequent decarboxvlation of the
l i r l lc r  gcncnr tc \  , rdd n- l lkancs.  In  verr  reducing.  hvdr , rgenat ing enr i r , ,nmentr .

: :dr : ] l "n  
r r I  r lc r rhols  or  acJds produccs er"n , r_ i lL iner .  ln  a s imi l r r  uuv phl ro l

tLr r )  rs \ucd f r , rm 1; ' r " .1 ,1. .n ,  nof  ch lorophvl r  mav t ransform arong two d i t ie ient
ways:  in  normal  or  ox i r la t ing en, , i ronmenr.  ox idai ion to phl , ranrc ac id (C1,)  and
subsequent decarbox,r'lation generatcs pristanc (C1e): in very reducing enliron_
ment .  rcduct ion produces phytane (C1, :  F ig.  IL3. l , l ) .  In  fac i  the evenpredomi_
nancc of normal alkanes is almost always associatecl with the predominance of
phvtanc over  pr is tane (Wel te and Waples.  1973) .

Examples of r-alkanes and isoprenoid rlisrrihution from strongly reclucing
paleoe.nvironrnent are prcsentcd in Figure IV.3.4. Such distributirns usualli( ,ccur  in  c t rh()nate Jnd r r r  C\ . tporr le  rer ies;  p l ler rccne and Eocenc carh, ,nat . r
r rLrm I  u  nt \ ra .  Ul teocene mu r ls  and evapor i tes f rom thc Rhine Graben.  crude o i ls
or ig inated f rom the Mioccne of the Medi terranean Sea:  Amposta.  Spain:  Greecc(Wel tc  and Waples.  1973:  Albaiges and Torradas.  1974;  t jcmbict r  e t  a l .  I976;
Tissot  c t  a l . .  1977) .

Stcro ls .  l ike phl to l .  mal  be conver ted a long sevcra l  pathways.  e i thcr  to\ tcr . rnc\  ( ) r  lo  i r r r rmrt ics.  A suggest ion is  madc that  h igh sterane:aromat ic  s tero id
rrnos. l re  r tso corre l r teJ to  \erv reducing paleoenvi ronments.  St ructura l  rear_
rangemcnts Invorvrrg s teranes.  s terenes and aromat ic  s tero ids can be induced bv
1 : l l l : 1 . i l  

s r t ( \  p r e s c n r  i n  c l  

 

m r n c r ; r l s  { R u h i n s r c i n  e r  J l . .  I , r 7 5 r .  a n d  m l i
nr  '  ' \  rde rc lc \ant  rn lormat i ( 'n  on, . l i l rgenc: is .

3.zl Geochemical Fossils as Indicators of Thermal Maturatron

Certa in molcculcs.  a l though obviouslv  having a b iogcnic  s t ructure.  are not
krown as such in living orqanisms. For instanc-e C,,, ani C," isoprenoids have a
character is t ic  s t ructure i .  e . .  one metht . l  group on evcrv four th carbon atom _
which is not likelv to be generated by an inoiganic pr,,..rr. H,,*,.u"r. thev itre not
knorvn in living orqanisms rtr Reccnt scdimcnts. and therefore tt., t,,.r. a t,a
generated rlurinq diagcnesis or catagenesis from existing biogenic precursor
mole'culcs. i. c. . most probablv from phvtvt chains attacheci to ch-lorophvll. Such
geochemical fbssils ma\ act ls a witncss of the subsequent rearrangements ot the
orcanic  mat tcr  occurr inq dur jng thermai  maturat ion.

A wcll-knorvn illustration of the above considerations is thc drstribution of
hcavv n-alkanas. Odd a-alkanes of biogenic origin are progressivelv diluted by
n.-alkanes without predominance. generated duiing catage-nesis from kerogen.
These alkanes are formed bv rearrangement of lon! aliphltic chains originaiing
tiom acids and alcohols of wax esteri. The evolutiin oi tfr. oJJfrcouminrncc
(CPI)  is  commonlv uscd as an inc lex of  maturat ion (Chan.  V.  l . t .

Acvchc isoprenoitls are also of rntcrest in this conneciion, as thev are rather
tvp ica l  and easi lv  ident i f iabte.  Brooks ct  a l .  (1969) .  Connan (197.+)  anci  powel l
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and McKird,v (1975) rvorkeri on coals and crudc oils from Australia and Nes

Zealand. ln coals and comparable sediments derived from contincntal or[anic

matter. they consider that oxidation of phylol into phytanic acid occurs to a large

extent during the initial ae robic stagc of plant deca.v Thus progressive gen e rat ton

of pristane b--v decarboxvlation of phvtanic acid during the late stage of diagenesis

ani the early stage of catagenesis would result in an increase of the pristane:ph\ -

tane ratio. itt. 
-l.tigit.tt 

uilu.t or. recorded in the coal sequcnce Broun and

subbituminous coals have moclerate pristane: phytane ratios (l to 7)' whereas

high volatile bituminous coals have higher values (7 to l5) .
Vhen catagenesis increases. the cracking zone is reached and.isoprenoids are

affected: cra&ing reactions become prevalent over decarboxylation and C'o' C''

isoprenoids are ienerated Thus. the content of the latter compounds ma\ be

used as an indicator ftrr advanced catagenesls.
More specific characteristics such as stereochemistrv of fossil molecules may

also be used. The configuration of the Cr! acyclic isoprenoid' pristane' has been

stuclied b.v Patience etil. (197U). ln shallow sediments. such as the immature

Messcl shale. the meso isomer (6R. 10S pristane) is present alone- whereas a

mixture of three isomers (6R. 10S; 6R. 10Rl 65' 10S pristanes) is present rn more

mature shales and crude oils. The ratio of meso-pristane to other lsomers

becomcs l:1 toward the end of the diagenesis stagc'
Triterpanes of the hopane series occur in Rccent and ancient sediments'

including coals. and in crude oils 
'fhe1' belong to different isomertc settes

(Fig.  lV.3.5) :

-  ( l1n.2 l /J)  H-hopane or  crp hopane.
( 1 7  B . 2 l c l  H - h o P a n e  o r  B n  h o P a n e .

-  ( I7B.2rp\  H-hoPane or  PP hoPanc.

Howcver. living organisms ahvays svnthcsize pi3 hopanc-typc tritcrFene\ lrnd

sometimes subordinate /iu t.vpe). but ry'l hopanc-typc triterpencs have ncver bcen

detccted in organisms. Thus the cp series is generlted by subsequent isomcrtza-

tion of the llp.-or Bc series. during diagcnesis and the early stages of catagcnesrs'

in -or. ",tu"n."i ttaces. anothciisomerization occurs in position C-22 of the C'1

to Cr. hopancs. 
-Ihui stcreochemistr! of thc hopane scries mal' be used as an

indicator ofthe maturation of organicimatter (van Dorsselaer' 1975: Ensminger'

iuii, int'ning",.t al.. 1977: Seiiert and Molclowan ' 1978 1980) Thesechemical

iossils ma-,- alsi bc used for detection of crude oil migration or pollution in Reccnt

sedlments.
a;;";;t of configuration in ster(tnes deserve spccial intercst' particularl! the

205/20R-ratio in C,-6,,, steranes (Mackenzic et al ' 19t10): Figure IV 3'6 With

increirsing burial depttrthe configuration at� Cll0 chglq:s from a 20R predoml-

nance at ihallow depth to equal imounts of 20R and 20S configurations around

the peak of oil generation. i. e.. well into the catagenesiszone The equilibrium of

the'C-20 ste;eochemistry in steranes is reached more slowly than the

*.*t.t"rni.,ty nt the asvmetric ce nters in long-chain isoprenoids' or that of C- l7

"",1 C-ZZ in hopanes. Thus the 20S/20R + 20S ratio in steranes can be used to

measure the evblution of source rocks over the immatule zone (diagenesis) and
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Structure Ssf les 0ccu(ence

Irample ol
the Eocene shales

in tho nhine craben
Local ly

max rnum bulatdeolh

PP-Hopafe 200m

1800m

Fig. 1V.3.5. Slereochemistr) of the hopane series. The f/- arrd frl_hopanes ()!!ur rn
Recent and in ancient immature sediments. such as the Eo.ana ihola, of Messel. W.
Germanv. \\here the maximum burial depth is ca. 20ll m. In the Rhine Graben. the santc
Eocene shales have been buried to 1800 m at Stockstadt and there only rf_hopanc occurs.
beins the more stable form. (After van Dorsselaer. 1975)

part of the principal zone of oil generation; in some cases, it can also oe used to
assess the dcgree of maturity of crude oils.

The conversion of monoaromatic to triaromatic steroids has also been shown
by Mackenz ie  e t  a l .  (1981)  to  cover  the  same range o l  thermal  matura t ion .  In
add i t ion  to  th is .  se i fe r t  and Mordou an  t  r  q7x  )  suggested  rhar  the  er ren t  o fc rack ing
in thc side chain of the monoaromatic stcroids could be usecl as a maturation
parametcr .  whereas  Mackenz ie  e t  a l .  ( l9 i l l )  u t i l i zed  mono_ and t r ia romat ic
ste roids- Crack ing of the sidc chain seems to occur mainll. in the catage nesis zone.

Porphvrins also changc with increasinc maturation. The convcrsion of DpEp
to ctio porphvrins has bcen obscrved fbr a long timc. although the mcchanism is
not  vc t  c lear .  Mackenz ic  e t  a l .  ( lqx { t )  u .e . l  ih . .  DpEp c t i -o  ra t io  fo r  vanac lv l

increasing Fig. IV.3.6. Changes of contieura-
tion at C-20 in tbc steranes during
burial: with increasing maturation
the preclominance of 20R is
changed to equal amounts of 20R
and 20S configuration
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Fig. IV.3.7. Change\ of some molecular prramelers as a function of burial dePth in the
Lower loarcian shales of the Prris Basin. (AdaDted from Mackenzie et al.. l9lt0. 1981)

porphl,rins and showed it to dccreasc with increasing burial depth over the late
diagenesis ancl catagenesis zones.

A comparison of the molccular parameters applied to characterize maturittion
is presented in Figure 1V.3.7 according to the comprehensivc study of their
distribution in the Lower Toarcian shales of the Paris Basin by Mackenzie et al.
(1980.  1981) .  On th is  examplc.  i t  is  c lear  that  s tereochemist ry  of  long-chain
isoprenoids and hopanes can only be uscd over the diagenesis zonc, whereas
stereochemistr-v of steranes at C-20. aromatization of steranes and convcrsion of
porphyrins cover the range of latc diagcnesis and catagenesis, up to the peak ofoil
generation. However, thcsc different chemical and stereochcmical changes are
likely to occur with different kinctics. Therefore. the situation in other basins.
with a diftercnt time-temperature history. may be somewhat different. some
conversions being possibly more sensitive to temperature than others. For
instance, Mackenzie et al. (1982). studying samples from the Pannonian basin in
Central Europe, suggest that aromatization of monoaromatic steroids is more
accelerated by a fast elevation of tempcrature than isomerization at C-20 of
steranes.

Thus it is difficult to orovide intercalibration of the different scales until more
geological examples have been studicd. Also the correspondence between
molccular and other parameters, such as burial depth, vitrinite reflectance, etc.,
might be more scattered than suggested in Figure IV.3.7, once different basins
are plotted.

3.5 Present and Future Develooment in the Use of
Geochemical Fossils

lnvestigation for geochemical tbssils has developed recently to a considerable
extent due to the association of gas-liquid chromatography (GC) and mass
spcctromctry (MS). and to the recent availability of computerized GC-MS. Much
work is relatcd to polvcvclic terpenoids and steroids. which mll occur in
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sediments as saturated. unsaturated, and aromatic hydrocarbons, or as acids,
alcohols. ketones. etc., many of them with different stereochemistrv. However.
the greatest care is necessary before a specific identification is made, and before a
conclusion is drawn with respect to the biological precursor. For instance.
Mulheirn and Ryback (1975). working on stereochemistry of steranes, pointed
out that in some cases a complete identification of stereochemisrrv cannot De
achieved by using only GC-MS. In particular, configuration at the C_14 atom,
which is.of piylogenetic importance in C,, and C,, steranes. required isolation
and study of optical rotatory dispersion and high resolution proton magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. Since then, more powerful resolution in gas chromatog_
raphy.might help to solve this proble m in a simpler way (Maxweil et al.. 19g0!.

Although identification of geochemical fossils often requires a great analvtical
e l  lor t .  lhe i r  s tudy is  genera l l l  rewarding.  They a l ready prov ide a p-r rwcr tuI  t , ro l  to
correlate various crude oils or oil shows discovered in sedimenrarv basins bv
petroleum exploration. Once the various oil types have been separated. geo_
chemical fossils are again used to tie these crudi oils to their respecnve source
rocks (Chap.  V.2.1.

As pointed out. geochemical fossils may also be usecl to characterize facies,
environments of deposition. and diagenetic aspects. Even the thermal histnry
may be understood better with their help.

Furthermore, the future use of geoihemical fossils is promising, as these
molecules can hopefully be taken as indicators for verv chjracteristics bioenvi_
ronments, such as tropical forest or saline lagoon. In thai respect. geochemists are
heavily dependent on the progress of the natural-product chemisti to accumulate
data on the occurrences of characteristic molecuies in living planrs and animals.
The introduction of stereochemistry inro the determinrrion olseochemical fossils
is  oI  great  ass is lance in  corre lar ing l i r  ing and foss i l  molecules]

Comparable interest should be attached to the nonhvdrocarbon, polar frac_
tions of bitumens and crude oils. They may include somc geochcmical fossils.
retaining their original functionai group\ (acids. alcohols). Some of these have
alreadl' been determined. particularlv in the same range of molecular weight as
the hydrocarbons. However. analytical procetlures become defective when N. S.
O content, size of the molecules, and polvmerization increase.

In addition to these uses, analy.is oi geochemical fossils in ancient sediments
and experimental evolution in recent muds are of great interest to environmcntal
and pollution studies. Thev obviouslv provide information on rhe chemical and
biological degradation of organic molecules in modern environments (Eslinton.
lq7. r  ) .

Summary and Conclusion

Geochemical fossils are biological markers that frequently convev genetic information
about the tvpes oforganisms contributing to the organic matter of sediments. They are
used for correlations (oil-oil and oil-source rock), for reconstitution of depositional
environments, and also as indicators for diagenesis and catagenesis.
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Identification of the major sources of organic mate al (marine autochthonous and
terest al plants), and of the importance of reworking by microbes, can be achieved by
usingfossil hydrocarbons. More specific geochemical lossils such as alcohols, acids. etc.
may provide a more refined interpretation in terms of plant or animal groups. climate,
etc.

Normal or reducing conditions of diagenesis may also be characterized by structural
rearangement involving biogenic molecules. Other changes with respect to structure
or distribution of certain types of hydrocarbons (r-alkanes, isoprenoids, triterpanes,
steranes, or porphyrins) also reflect the intensity of catagenesis.



Chapter 4
Geological Control of Petroleum Type

-1.1 General and Geochemical Regulari t ies of Composit ion

Rccularities in crude oil lnd gas composition havc been observed firr a long time
Some of  thosc seem to havc a rcg ional  s ign i f icance.  e.g. .  geologis ts  knLr$ th i r r
crude oils from the Middle East arc generallv rich in sulfur. whilc oils from North
Africa have a lon sulfur content. Other regularities seem to be more [cneral: for
lnstancc.  ln  scvera l  p laces o l  thc wor ld.  i t  has becn observed thut  o j l  (gn511y
decrcases u i th  dcpth:  more genera l l l .  gcochemists  and rc f iners hare, rbscrvc j
that  crude o i l  densi tv .  su l fur  content .  anc l  v iscosi ty  are c loselv  re lated.

Thc prescnt composition o[ a crude Oil results from man1, factors: naturc of thc
or ig inal  organic  mat ter .  tempcraturc h is torv.  migrat ion.  subsequent  evolut ton
and altcration. etc. Some of thcse factors. such as the original oiganic matcrial
and thc particular geological historv. tend to make crude oils ditTerent: some
others. for example migration or alteration processes. tend to make crude oils
morc similar. As a result of such complex and sometimes contradictorv influ_
ences. it is often difficult to dctect a single phenomenon clearly responsiblc for rhc
observed distribution of crude oil consrrtuents.

Howevcr. trvo main tvpes of obscrvations can be distinguished:

a)  Gcneral  Rcgular i t ies

Ccrtain rcgularitics are wcll known among crude oils. Thc strong correlations
observed between the abundance of ce rtr in hvd rocr rbons. or cllssei of hvtlrocar_
bons. clements such as sulfur. and physical properties of the crude oils (dcnsitv.
vrscosrt\'. etc. ) are an expression of thosc regularities. These correlations are valid
rcqardless of the t)pe of deposition or geological history of the basin and should
be considercd as facts of general significance. resulting from purelv chemical
considerat ions.  l 'hev have been d iscussed in  Chapter  IV. l .

b)  Gcochemical  Regular i t ies

These occur on a local. rcgional. or more general basis. and are expresscd bv
changes jn composition of oils according to thc overall geological serring:
- thc cnvironmcnt of dcposition: marinc versus nonmarinc organtc ntatter.

J c t r i t i . . , ' r  \ ' i r r h t , n a l (  s e , . l i r n c n l l r t i o n .
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thermal evolution: depth history, time elapsed since source rock burial'
geothermal gradients,
alteration of petroleum in reservoir: biodegradation. oxidation, water
washing.

4.2 Geochemical Regularities Related to the Environment of
Deposition

Some of the oil characteristics are derived from the source of the organic matcrial.
and some others from the physicochemistrv of the uquatic basin of dcposition.
including activity of microorganisms in the voung sedimcnt.

1.2.1 Marine Versus Nonmarine Organic Mqtter (Fig. |v.1.1)

It should be first pointed out that. in organic geochemistr)'. the marinr'or
continental charactcr has to be related to the origin of the predominrnt organic

541 Crude oi ls
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Fig. IV.1.l. Tcrnary diagram of crude oil composition. sho$'ing the principal f ield of
occurrencc of crude oils from marine and nonmarinc origin
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material. In all cases. this material has been deposited below aquatic media, as
this is a condition for a satisfactory conservation. organisms livins in the water or
on the bot tom of  a lake or  sea genera l ly  contr ibute ro the;rganlc  mat ter
incorporated in the sediment. They include mostly phyto- and zooplankton and
bacteria. but macroscopic algae may be, in some circumstances, important
contributors. However. the land-derived organic matter can also be piedomi_
nant. compared with other sclurces of organic material. especially in paralic
basins, either intracontin ental or in thc sea bordering land. and in ieltaic
environments. The lattcr sometimes cxrend far into the open sea. as in the case of
the Ganges. Niger or Amazon deltas. whose dctritic maierial is sDread over the
conl inenta l  'hc l l  : rnd s lope.  and even reaches the abyssal  p l i r ins.

',t) Marine organic r?atuer usually corresponds to kerogen type Il and results in
crude oils of paraffinic-naphthenic or aromatic-intermediate iype (Fig. IV.1.1).
Thc amount of sarurated hvdrocarbons (Fig. IV. 1.5) is ca. 3t}_7b % in crude oil.
and.,10-75q. related to hl,drocarbons. Isdprenoid isoalkanes. compared with
fl-alkanes. are rather abundant at shallow or medium depths. Saturated
hvdrocarbons of steranc and triterpane tvpe are often p....nf in shalktw and
immature crudc oils. and dccreasc u,ith depih ancl thermal evolution. Aromatrcs
amount to 25 to 60% of hydrocarbons. a value significantly higher than in crude
oils derived from nonmarinc organic material. The same is truelor sulfur content.
which may reach high values in certain types of marine crude oils: this particular
aspect will be discussed in Section 4.3.3. Resins and asphaltenes are also
relativelv abundant in young and immature crude oils.

This t1'pe includes most crude oils from Jurassic and Cretaceous of Middle
East. Devonian of Alberta, Cretaceous (above the salt series) of West Africa,
Mcsozoic from Paris. Aquitaine and North Sea basins, and Mesozotc of Mexico.

b) Nonmarine organic matter dcposited in a deltaic. marginal or open marine
envlronment usunlly corresponds to type-Ill kcrogen. In rare casis (internal
basins).. nonm arine material may result in type-l kerogen. When it predomrnantes,
tcrrestnal organic matter generates crude oils of paraffinic or sometimes paraf_
finic-naphthenic type. The amount of saturated hydrocarbons is ca. 60 907a in
crudc oil. and 7ll907c in hydrocarbons. Normal and isoalkanes, and mono_ and
dicyclic naphthcnes are abundant. polvcyclic naphthenes, and particularly those
ot sterane type. arc rare. Total aromatics are significantly lower than in crutle oils
derivcd from marinc organic matter: thev amount to l0io 30 % of hvclrocarbons
and comprisc mostly mono- and di-aromatics. Sulfur content is lou trr r err, lou.
usuallv less than 0.5 % . Resin and asphaltene content is usuaily below 10 % but
mlr .  in  some cascr .  rc lch l t t ' ;  1n ,oun* and immature crude o i l . , .

The nonmarine type includes most crude oils from the lower Cretaceous of
West Africa, Brazil. South Argentina and Chili (Magellan basin). the lower
Tertiary of the Uinra basin (Utah), the Tertiary of pannonian basin and the Rhine
Graben. and part of the oils from Nigeria, the Gulf Coast. and several Tertiary
basins of Indonesia. High-wax crude oils (Hedberg, 196g) belong to this type, and
are discussed in Section ,1.2.2.

c) The geochemical signit'icance of the difference between the more Daraffinic
oils of nonmarine origin and the more aromatic oils of marine origin has to he
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interpreted bv consideration of thc various organic inputs into thc scdiment. and
the subsequent alteration of the organic matter during earlv diagencsis (Tissot
e t  a ] . . 1 9 7 9 ) .

Continental organic material is mainiy composed of plants. They are rich in
cellulosc and lignin (higher plants) and contain subordinate amounts of other
carbohydratcs. protcins and lipids. The latter include particularlv aliphatic
hvdrocarbons of high molecular weight. the closelv related waxes and fattv acids
of medium chain length from fats. The plant material may be either directlv
transported to the basin of sedimentation. or reworkcd and incorporated in soil
humic acids. thcn transported as such. ln many cases the environment of
deposition is marine. and the organic matter is associated with abundant detrital
minerals. forming a thick deltaic deposit. Alternatively. it ma) be transported by
turbiditv currents and extcnd much farther on the continental slope. On the onc
hand the fast burial. and on the other the deep water. prevent a strong reworking
b.v microorganisms at that stage. Such situations are found in many basins of Late
Cretaceous-Tcrtiary age located on continental margins. Under these conditions.
the occurrence of anoxic-reducing environments. with sulfate reduction in the
bottom water layer. is unlikelv. Thus, the possibility of introduction of sulfur in
thc sediment .  and subsequent ly  in  kerogen.  is  rest r ic tcd hcrc.

The resul t ing kcrogcn ( t1pc I I I )compr ises main l l '  a  polvaromat ic  network,  as
lignin and soil hunic acids are aromatic polvmers containing ox1'gen and some
short  a lkv l  chains.  Howcvcr .  th is  mater ia l  is  degradable only  wi th d i f f icu l ty  and
constitutes a rather inert part of kerogen until an advanced stage of catagenesis is
reached. rvhen gas is generated by cracking the short alkl' l chains. Thc subordi-
natc lipid fraction of kerogen. derived lrom wax cstcrs and fats. yiclds. trough
decarboxvlation. and rupture of C-C bonds. alkyl chains of various lengths. As a
rcsult kerogen matle of continental matcrial may generatc. when subjected to
thermal catagcncsis. first alkanes with few cvclic molecules. then gas. Sulfur
contcnt  is  low.

Marirrc organic material contains abundant proteins. carbohvdrates and lipids.
Thc latter inclurle polvcvclic naphthcnic matcrial such as sterols from algae and
marine animals. and triterpenes of the hopane scrics from prokarvotcs (blue-
grccn algae and bacteria). Thc lipids also include some molecules appropriate for
cvclization. likc unsaturated fattv acids from fa1s. Furthcrmorc. situlltlons where
mar ine autochthonous organic  mat ter  is  abundant l !  prcservcd in  thc scdiment
usuallv correspond to anoxic conditions in the bottom rvater la1'er (Tissot ct al..
1979. 1980) rvhere sulfur is cxtracted from sulfate of the seawater b1'action of
anaerobic bactcria. Sulfur mav be incorporated in scdimcnt. thcn rcact with
orqanic mattcr and possiblf incluce cvclization and aromatization.

At this stage. there is also an important contribution front anaerobic bacteria
which arc vcry activc in these sediments. as algal material is rather easily
degradable. In particular. membranes olmethanogenic bacteria (Archcbacteria)
are a sourcc of isoprenoid chains of various lcngths. identified in kerogen bv
Michael is  and Albrccht  (1979)  and Chappe et  a l .  (1979) .  From thcsc var ious
sources. t)'pe-ll kerogen made of autochthonous marine and bacterial organic
matter contains abundant cvclic material and isoprenoid chains. When subjectcd
to catagenesis, it mav release more biogenic polycyclic naphthenes and morc
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diagenet ic  aronlat ic  mater ia l  (aromat ics.  res ins.  asphal tenes)  than rv i l l  the
nt tnmar ine organic  mat ter .  I t  mat  a lso r  ie ld  morc su l iur  comD(runds.

ln  k  nns r ' l  (c , ' lo l r .  thc t l i r t r ihut io l  t , l  mar inc : rnd crrnt inent l l  urgtn ic  mal ler
can be summarized as follows. The predominancc of thc rather easilf degradable
mannc organic matter occurs rvherc conditions are favorable for its preservirtion
and contincntal runotT is limited becausc of phvsiographical . climatic or other
reasons..This is the case in upwclling areas. where production exceeds the
potential for de-eradation: arong thc westcrn coast of continents such as peru or
Northwest and Southwest Alrica: the marine character is enhanced where
tectonics and/or climatc creatc erosional conditions improper for pedogenesis.
c.g.. along the Northwcstern coast of Africa, bordered' bv th; Sahara. A
predominance of marine organic ma tter is also pror ided b1 u idispread transgres_
sions crearing shallow epicontinental seas wiih a high blotugicat producti'vit1,.
c .g.  Jurassrc of  \ \c- \ tern Europe.  f ina l lv .  i r  s i l lcd- ; r  hr r r . . l_ha* in gcomet i r
l i r \ ( , n n p  i r n r ) \ l c  e r r  d i t i o n r  i .  a n o l h e r  t r p i c a l  , i t u a t i r r n  l r r 0 r i n u  m r r i n i  o r g l r n i i
mattcr. prcsentl' obscrveci in thc Black Sea. This situation was verv nrobablv
more comnton over certain gcological periods: middle Crctaceous hlaik shalel' oi
the At lant ic  Basins (T issnt  et  a l . .  l9 lJ0)  and carbonate p lat form of  the Middle
| ,AST.

Nonmarinc orqanic matter predominatcs where a Iarge drainage svstem rcsults
in  an abundant  supplv  f rom the cont inent .  In  turn.  th is  s i tuat iJn is  determined
partlr- bv the location of humid climatic belts and partlv bv the phvsiographv of
the cont inents.  A h ighlv  oxygenated water  co lumn in thc b is in  o i  dcposi t ion ma1
cnhance thc nonmarinc character by creating favorable conditions for uesrrucrron
of  the autochthonous p lankton.  The prcdominancc of  non_mar ine organtc mi t r rer
rs prescntlv associated with the cxistence of largc river svstcms. such as the
Missssippi. Amazon. Nigcr etc. ' l-his 

type of sedimentltion reprcsents ntost of
the Tcrtiar_\' '� prograding deltls. aktng the present stablc margins. Nonmarinc
organic mattcr also occurs in some svn-rift sediments of thc passi,e mlrgins. c. g. .
car ly  Cretaccous of  W. Afr ica and in  in t racont  inenta l  lo \ \ lands ind lakes
(Ter t iarv  of  the Uinta Basin.  somc' l -er t iarv  f i l led basins in  China and Crctaccous
internal  basins in  Afr ica ) .

1.2.2 High-Wat Crutle Oil.s

Hieh-wax crude o i ls  reprcscnt  a specia lcase of the nonntar ine crude or ls .  I  hev are
l ike lv  to  bc der ivcd f rom cont inenta l  organic  mat tcr rvh ich was st rongl r  , ** , l ik"d
bl microorganisms. Cellulose is rathei easily dcgraded by bactcria. Lignin is
degrldable on11, in the presencc of oxvgen. bv assiciation of funei and bactcria
urrrkin-q subsequentlv. This situation can be achieved in shaliow paralrc or
lacustrine basins rvherc the sediments are periodicallv exposed to sub_aerial
dcgradation and water flooding. Furthermoie. fats arc rndrc degradablc than
waxes. Thus- the main components preserved from the tcrrestrial-orqanrc input
are lonq-chain n-a lkanes and wax esters f rom higher  p lants.  ancl  so i l  humic ac ids.
which arc a re lat ive lv  iner t  par t  o f  kerogen.  tn  aOOi i ion.  the microt ia l  b iomass
amounts to an important part of thc organic ntatter: its Iipicl fraction c0mprises
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mostlv aliphatic chains (n. iso. anteiso) from the microbial waxes. without odd or
even predominance and also constituents (isoprenoids. hopancs etc.) from
bacterial membranes.

The kerogen resulting from thcse environments is mainll, composed of waxes
and a relatively inert humic fraction, in spite of the fact that th'ere was a high
terrestrial input with cellulose and lignin. Thereforc it mav give rise to high-wix
:r^u-d.,: :i i) Jhe.re 

lared ke.ro-gen usually belongs ro type III. dire to a sizeable pro_
lor l r ( )n ot  humtc matcr i r l .  In  some cases.  e.  g .  the Ulnta Basin.  kerogen is  made
essentiaily of long aliphatic chains and belongs to tvDe I.

The relatcd crude oils contain a high proportion-of normal. iso- ancl anteiso_
alkanesandbclongtotheparaf f in ic typeln ig. fV.+. t .y .Long_chainn_alkanesare
abundant and may show either no predominance or a sliglit odd predomrnance
derived from the contribution of higher plants. The hi'gh parafTin content is
responsible for the high pour point and the waxv cha.aitei of the oirs. Somc
cxamples are presented in Figure IV.;1.2.

These crude oils are commonlv known as high_wax oils. Thev nave oeen
reviewed by Hedberg (1968): they are founcl mainll, in sha le-sa nclston e scquences
and are frequentlv associated with coal or highly cnrbonaceous struta. the whole
being deposited in a continental. pararic or ne-arshore marinc environment. I hese
crude oils are normalll low in sulfur. Thev can be tracccl back to the fbllowing
geological situations:

a) Rift valleys, during the first stage of oceanic opening. are occupted by
intermittent swamps. lakes. or narrow seas surrounded b1, continentril crlges
del iver ing terrest r ia l  organic  mater i r l .  This  s i ruat ion Iavors a l tcrnare srages oI
aerobic biodegradation and flooding. This tvpe of sedimentation occurred during
Meyrzoic. and particularlv cluring lower iietaceous. in the area ot thc South
Atlantic Ocean. [t is rcsponsiblc for high-wax cruclc oils from Brazil. South
Argent ina.  the Mascl lan basin (Chi l i )  and Gamba (Gabon).

.  b)  Par i r l ic  r rouuhr  hordt ' r ing cont inents or  cord i l leras of  is rands occur  rn forded
bel ts  helore or  dur ing thc majr r r  orogenic  s tagcs.  As a present_dav example.  the
t roughs border ing some is lands of  Indonesia mav be c i ted.  The organrc matrer
r rccumulat ing in  thr 'se t roushs is  prov ided most lv  bv terrest r ia l  p lants more or  tcss
o(-{riidcd h\ mrcr(,()rqantsm\. There. high_wax crudc oils are assctciatcd rvith coal
heds.  Errmples r re t i \und r long a lp inc fo lded bel ts :  Ter t iarv  of  Ind ia.  Burrna.
lv lar i l \ !u .  IndonesrJ.  ; rn t l  Venczucla (Of f icrn l r  B ls in t .

c)  Cont inenta l  lou ' lands wi th nonmar ine scdimcntat ion mav rccerve a s imi lar
ruppl r ' . t ) f  r ) r {anic  mir  er .  Thev v ie ld thc same tvpe of  crudc t i l :  Cretaceous of
w\ l rmtng and ( i ) ror i iLro:  Pr  lcoce ne-  Eoce nc of  the u inta Basin.  u tah l  Mesozoic
and Ter t inry  of  China;  Cretaceous of  in ternal  basins in  Afr ica (Sudan).

1.2.3 Clastic Series Versus Carbonates - High Sutfur Crurlc Oils

Pure carbonates usually contain little organic matter. However. carbonate
sequcnces mav well include sourcc rocks which are rich in organic matter and
which are usuallv made of marls or argillaceous limestones. Ii such carbonate
source rocks. thecla) 'content is f requent lvca.  l ( I_30% ormore.  Weshal l  re f .er  to
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oils having originated from such situations as "oil from carbonate sequences" and
compare them to the crude oils generated from sand-shale or "clastic sequences '.

All crude oils contain sulfur compounds, but crude oils rich in sulfur are more
frequent in a carbonate sequence than in a clastic sequence (Table IV.'1.1). The
average sulfur content is 0.867c in carbonates, compared with 0.51 % in clastics.
and 0.65 9'i for all crudc oils. Oils produced from clastic sequences include the oils
derived tiom nonmarine organic matter. whosc sulfur content is low, as discussed
in Section 4.2.1. However. there is stil l an obvious difference between the
average sulfur content in marinc clastics and its content in marine carbonates and
mar ls .

Thc distribution of sulfur in all types of crude oils has been shown in Figure
IV. t. 16. It is bimodal. and the modes are separated by a minimum corresponding
to ca. I % of sulfur. When crude oils from carbonate sequences and thosc from
clastic scquences are considered separately. the same type of bimodal distribution
is found in both groups (Fig. IV..1.3). However, the second modc. corresponding
to high sulfur oils. includes about 25 7r of the samples fronr carbonate sequences.
whereas it includes onlv half of that pcrcentage in crude oils from clastic
sequences. Furthermore. in crude oils from carbonates. the sulfur contcnt ma!
reach up to 5 l i  by weight  in  nondegraded o i ls ,  and up to l0% in hcavvdegraded
oils or tars. Thcse figures are seldom reached in oils from clastic sequences.

Aromatics usually amount to 40 to 60% in high sulfur crudes. including bcnzo-
antl dibenzo-thiophenes (10 -25?i of the crude oil). Complex molecules ol high
molecular  weight  conta in ing N.  S.  O.  i .e . .  res ins and asphal tenes,  are a lso
abundant in the same crudc oils. Thus, high-sulfur crude oils belong mostly to the
aromatic-intermediatc or to the aromatic-asphaltic oil types (Fig. 1V.2.2).

Sulfur is not a major constituent of living organisms. Therefore thc high sulfur
content observed in crude oils has to be gained later from elsewhcre: diagenesis.
influenced by microbial activity at the time of deposition. chemical reaction with
evaporites occurring during catagenesis, or degradation of reservoired crude oil.

ln most cases. the origin of sulfur is to be found in the environmental conditions
at the time of the source rock deposition. As already discussed in Part II, the fine

Table IV.4.1. Avcragc sulfur content and specif ic gravity of crude oi ls from clast ic and
carbonate sequences. (Data from U.S. Bureau of Mines. lFP, and othcrs)

Reservoirs Sulfur
(wt. 7 )

Specific
gravity

Numbcr of
samples

Carbonate
Clastic
All types

0.86
0 . 5 1
0.65

0.8,1,1
0.11.17
0.8.17

2464
5  2 8 1
934'1

Fig. IV.1.3. Distribution of sulfur in crude oils from carbonatc and clastic sequences
(gcometric classes). The second mode. above 1-c? . is more important in carbonate than in
clastic sequences. (Datr from U.S. Bureau of Mines. IFP and others)
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muds (shales or carbonates) deposited in marine basins with a normal oxygen
content quickly become a closed environment where interstitial water is sepa-
rated from thc overlving sea water. Oxygen confined in that space is exhausted by
microbial aerobic activitv. and anaerobic conditions are rapidll establishcd.
Under these conditions sulfate-reducing bacteria (e. g., Desulfovibrio desulfuri'
cars ) extract the sulfatc available. and reduce it to H:S. Furthermore. in confined
seas or lagoons. the bottom water layer may become devoid of oxygen. ln this
case largc quantities of HlS ma-"- be produced directly from the sulfates of
scawater.

Sulfur is not incorporated in the bactcrial cell. In clay muds. where iron is
usuallt abundant. it is likelr- that sulfur readily recombincs to form iron sulfides.
However. in carbonatc muds. where iron is much less abundant. sulfur may
remain as free sulfur and progressivelv combine with residual organic mattcr
during diagenesis. Kerogcn originating from this cnvironment belongs to t)'pe II
and ma1 _,-ield high-sulfur crude oils upon catagcncsis. In addition. sulfur mav act
as an agent of aromatization. $'hen incorporated into organic matter. 

' l 'his

hypothcsis woulcl explain thc strong correlation obscrvcd between sulfur and a
high aromat ic i tv  of  o i ls  (aromat ics.  res ins.  asphal tenes) .

Massive incorporation of sulfur into sediment. in confined environments of
carbonatc-cvaporite tvpe sedimcntation. and subsequent incorporation ol sulfur
into organic matter during diagenesis. is probablv the cause of high-sulfur
petroleums generatcd during subsequent evolution of organic matter. such as the
aromatic-intcrme diate crude oils of thc Middle East and of the South Aquitaine
basins. On thc contrary. other ver), reducing environments associated with a
clastic sedimcntation result in low-sulfur paraffinic-naphthenic crude oils. For
example. the crude oils derived from lower Silurian source rocks of North Africa.
and the Lou'cr to Middle Jurassic of the Paris basin are low-sulfur crudes.
although the sediments were deposited under anoxic conditions.

Semi-closed seas or lagoons with carbonate-evaporitc sedimentation ma\
develop in various geological situations. However. they are particularly frequent
in relation to mobilc belts along active margins where frequent movements of the
crust determinc the formation of semi-closed seas. such as the Meditcrranean sea
during Neogene. or the present Black Sca. In fact. some of the major areas with
high-sulfur oils occur in thc ncighborhood of thc folded belt that originated from
theold 'Tcth1s"geosvncl ine: theMiddleEast(Arabia.Gul fStates.  l rak.  Svr ia) .
Medi terranean (1 'urkey.  Albania,  Greece.  Sic i ly .  Spain) .  A comparable s i tuat ion
occurs in the Carribean (Maracaibo. Colombia. Cuba. Mexico).

Othcr tlpes of confincd environments. not related to thc main folded belts,
mav result in similar situations as far as the fate of organic mattcr is concerned
For instance. in the Cretaceous and Tertiarv of Egypt, in some Jurassic basins of
Germany. in the Upper Jurassic of France (Aquitaine and Paris basins). in the
Jurassic and Cretaccous of the South Emba area (USSR).

A somewhat different interpretation in terms of paleogeographv has becn
proposcd bl Radchenko (1965). who compared the geographic distribution of
high-sulfur crude oils in several geological svstems (from Cambro-Silurian to
Neogene) with thc paleoclimateic zones. as reconstructed by Strakhov (1962). lt
was concludcd that high-sulfur crude oils tvpically occur in thc arid zones located
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Table IV.:t.2. Correlations in low_ and high_sulfur crude oils. (Data from U.S. Bureau ofMines, IFP, and others)

Specific
gravity

Viscosity
(iog)

Specific
gravity

0 .9 l t )

Viscosity
(k'g)

Pour point

0.  t020.726

lE (  158.1  samptes)
I % (,l l , l  samptes)

o.129

0 . 1 3 5 0.2 7-5

Sulfur
(krg)

0.05IJ

- High sulfur crudes

Pour
point 0.3.52 0. .113

ll.'t 15 0 . 6 7 1 0.112

T

3
Sulfur
(log)

Low-sulfur crudes: S <
High-sulfur crudes: S >

li^,I:^1,]1,n.rn.onU 
sourhern rropical belts wherc carbonate-cvaporite scdimenta_tron rs l rcouent.

lncorporatlon of sulfur into.pc.troleum mav also occur at depth. cluringcatagencsis, although it.seen,ls to tre less frequentihan in.orporuiiun ur ,ultu, intoorgantc matter during diacenesis. Orr (197i) sho$,ed that t'hermal maturation ofoil with sulfate present in."high temperaturc reservoirs may invor'e nonmrcrobialrcduction of sulfate. with sulfrrrization of the oil ona ti..oiiun ot hvdrogensulfide. On rhe contrarv. rhermat maturatio" *ith";; ;rii;;;; w,.,uta rerult in acontinuous decrease of the sulfur content. with prel.ercntial removal of non_th iophenic su l fur  compouncls  (Ho et  a l . .  I97.1) .
. Microbial degradation of crude- oir may also resurt in a sulfur enrichmcnt. iisbenzothiophenc derivatives and high rnolecul;;,;;i l,;r;;;;mpounds arepartrcularlv rcsistant to bacte riat degradatio n (see Chirp. f\|-Sl. "".t hence rhevare selectivelv concenrrared. Furtheinore. ir,ni.rorriri,i.,*if i;;rl;;;;;;;;sulfide or elemental sulfur. these mav react with altered ..r.t. n,t to produce
1.1::t:1Itu. .:.pounds. A pcculiar irtc.ation is repJ.iJ 

-rru 
i" ., ",. 1rr+1 i"some hrgh-gravitv oirs and condensates from western Canada: h_v<rrogen surfidenormatly generared ar grear depth has migrated updip an;;;;;;;; wirh marureoils and condensatcs tJproduci rnercaprans.

Lompared rvith crude oils in gcneral. high-sulfur crudes show a srrongerolysluliot b.etween density. viscoiity.. and .,irru. ..-r*ifirui."tv +.:,). nou,pornt also indicares some correlation with Ocnsity anJ viriniuuin ,i" i,igt _."1f".
illll 

,ll1.i:,i.:. atthough none was apparent when tooking at'cruJe orls in rorat.I  nesc  oh \er \  a r r r rn \  ; r re  p r r rbah l t  due to  the  fac t  tha t  the  abundance o t  rcs rns  i tndasphaltenes (containing a large proportron of sulfur) is the main cituse or' i l ' i t t ion
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of density, viscosity, and pour point in high-sulfur crude oils. Other types of
compound excrting inlluence on viscosity or pour point (e.g.. high molecular
weight alkanes) are subordinate in these cases.

4.3 Geochemical Regularities in Relation to Thermal Evolution

Whatcvcr thc gcnetic characteristics of a source rock and of the associated crude
oil mav be thev all experience the same general trend of evolution:

- at shallow depth. during the phase of diagenesis. the source rock is immature.
The available hydrocarbons and associated molecules are in most cases more or
less directly inheritcd from living organisms (geochemical fossils). Their
abundance is generally too small to provide commercial oil accumulations.
Small amounts of heteroatomic compounds are also progressively generated
from kerogen. and the whole may form some accumulations of heavy oils,

- beyond a certain threshold, catagenesis begins and the principal zone of oil
formation is rcachcd: theretbre the major part of pooled crude oil has to be
expected within the catagcncsis zonc, around the depth corresponding to the
maximum of oil gcneration.
with increasing burial. cracking of carbon chains becomes important in source
rocks: cracking may atTect reservoired oil as well: l ight hydrocarbons are
progressively favored, and the GOR increases in the pools,

- at great depth. onll l ight hydrocarbons remain and gas accumulations are
formed: gas is thc only commercial deposit tbund at great depth

These successive steps of evolution may be more or less productive. and occur
at difttrent burial depth. according to the genetic characteristics of organic
mat ter .  the geothermal  gradient .  and the t ime.  In  par t icu lar .  some types of
organic matter are less capable of generating oil (scc Part II). However. when
both oil and gas are formed. the various steps succced each other as a function of
the temperature histor)'.

A comparison of oil and gits occurrences with temperaturc historl should be
bascd on the rcconstitution of the temperature versus time curve for the various
parts of thc drainagc arca of each field. In fact such detailed information is
available onlv in a limitcd numbcr of cases. If we want to consider a largc numbcr
of oil or gas fields. in order to obtain statistical data on a worldwide basis. we arc
restricted to the use of present depth, and age of the producing series. We are
aware that the present depth is somctimcs verv difTerent from the maxlmum
clepth of burial. especiallv for Paleozoic reservoirs. and the age is not a good
approximation for the time eltrpsed since thc formation has been buried.
Therefore some scattering has to be expected on the distributions obscrved. This
effect may be eliminatcd to a large extent if we restrict the study to Tertiary
basins. where the maximum depth of burial is frequently the prescnt one. The
situation would bc stil l bcttcr if we consider a sinsle Tertiarv basin.
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1..1. I Di.stribution ot' Depth.s

.t5 t

The distribution of the producing depths of the oil fields reflects the general curve
of  petro leum generat ion (F ig.  IV.4.4) .  At  shal low depth,  thc number of  o i l  f ie lds
is small; it increases downwards. reaches a maximum. then decrcases acajn at
qlet!9r g:qths. as mosr deep discoveries are gas fields. The averrge deith tor
12.0 l t i  o i l  f ie lds of  any agc and local i ty  in  the wor ld is  1465 m. Thi i  is  probablv
influenced to some extent bv the large number of small and shallow poois
producing in the United Statei, and by the paleozoic ficlds. whose present depth
is otien shallower than the maximum burial depth. However. Table 1V.4.3 shows
that the averagc depth of 2609 Tertiarv oil fields is 1552 m.

More rcstricted populations (classified by geological province and age) show
an average depth fronr I 195 m (231 crude oils from the Tirtiarv of the pannonian
and Vienna basins)  to  1959 m ( l {  } .18 crur te o i ls  l ronr  thc Terr i ; r )  o f  Gul f  Coast) .
This range can be explained firstlv b)' the geothermal conditions and the burial
histor]". then in other cases b! the type of organic matter or the migration
processes. In particular. the geothermal gradient is high in thc Vienna and the
Pannonian basins (average depth 119-5 m).  where i t  mav reach -50.C km 1in
several areas. It is stil l rather high in som,.. Werr Africir i,.rsin. (avcrage ocptn
1362 m). such as thc Douala basin. where a reconstitution of a paleograclicnt.
computcd bv a mathematical model using vitrinitc evolution, gives values ca.
50'C km r; such high valucs are probablv relatecl to Crctaceo;s timc. On the
contrarv. thc geothermal gradient is comparatively low in the Gulf Coast area
(average depth 19-59 m): from 22 ro 2,1"C km I in Louisiana to 29 tO 33.C km r in
Texas.

The observcd distributions are usuallv far fron a normal tvpc. when grouping
oil ficlds of various origins and agcs. However. thev becomc closcr to a normat
distribution if we sclect some populations from thc iamc producins scnes in the
same geological provincc. For instance the hvpothcsis of ti normal irstributron i:
acceptable on a 0.{)1 probability lever f'r the crctaceous-r'ertiarv fields of the
Middle East  (average depth:  l90 l  m) on thc one h nt l .  rnd hrr  rhe- fcr t iarv  of
Venezuela *  Colombia *  Tr in ic lad on the other  hand (average depth:  l5 l - t  m).

1.-1.2 (.hunge ol Conpositiort ttith Depth

The.chanqc of composition with depth was first reported b1, Barton ( l9-j,l) on the
crude oils of thc Gulf Coast. He noted a progrcssive decrease of dcnsrtv and an
increasc in parafTinic content u,ith increasing dcpth ol the producint inteivll. 

.fhe
same phcnomcnon rvas observed b1 'Hunt  (1953)  f rom the Tensleep o i ls  of
Wvoming. but it could not bc gencralized to all crude oils from this area. as the
depth effect does not obliterate major differences resultinq from diftercnt source
rocks and docs nol  accounl  f t ' r  r r r ia t ion.  of  geothermal  dr tu.
-.Since then. comparable situations have been recordcd from manv piaces.
Figure IV.,l.5 sho\\'s the avcrage densitv of crucle oils in respect to depth rank.
The changc of composition with depth results mainlv from the progressive
cracking of carbon chains, that causes the content of light hydrocarbons to
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Table IV..1.3. Average depths of oil f ields. (Bascd on I 2018 data from U.S. Burcau of
Mines. IFP, and others)

Number of
f ields

All  samples
Tert iary
Tert iary of Pannonian

and Viennx basins
CrctNccous-Tert iary

of West Afr ica
Tert irry of Cali fornia
' I 'ert iarv 

of Venezueli t
Columbia. Trinidad
Devonian of Alberta
Cretaceous-Tefi iarv

of Middle East
' lert iary 

of Gulf Coast

120I  l J
2609

2 3 1

.1.15
2itll

9 f
211

1 1 5
1{)3ll

1.165
l5 -52

I  195

t 3 6 2
1509

l 5  1 . 3
1 6 3 0

l 9 0 l
I r)59

903
l t9 l

6lJ2

'766

9 0 1

l l10
7  t 2

9-13
820

l

increase. However. the correlation coefficient between depth and densitv,
computed on the same set of crude oils (all ages and origins) is onlv - 0.,10. duc to
thc varictv of genetic tvpes of source rocks and crude oils. and due to rlifferent
geothermal conditions. It is somcwhat higher (o = -0.:16) in Tertiary ficlds. The
depth densitv relation is better if wc onll' consider individual Tertiarr provinces
with a simple geological history. and where present and maximum burial depth
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are ncarlv the same: Tertiary + Cretaceous of Wcst Africa (o = -0.56): Tertiar.v
of  Cal i forn ia (q -  - t ) .54) .

The general trend of thermal maturation is shown in the tcrnarv diasrant of
crude o i ls  composi t ion.  F igure IV.2.3.  Thc corre lat ion of  the r r* isoalkane
contcnt with clcpth increascs lrom o : +0.'15 if we consider the abundance ol
a lkanes in  crur le  o i l .  to  o = +0.60 i f  we consider  the i r  abundance in  saturatcd
hldrocarbons.  The corre lat ion is  s t i l l  bet tcr  for  r r -a lkanes onlv .  Thus.  var ious
parameters us ing thc r r - : r lkanes:s l lur i r ted hrdrocurhon r i r t i , r  hrve bccn used to
diagnosc thc level  o f  matur i tv  o1 a crude o i l .  We can ment ion.  fbr  instancc.
ternarv diagrams (nornral. branchecl and cyclOalkanes) plottcd either for thc total
saturated fraction. or for the Iight fraction comprising six or seven carbon atoms
onlv. A related index of crude oil rlaturitl was Drtposccl bv Jonathan ct al.
(1975) .  basecl  on the r r -hexanc:mcrhvlcvc l . ,pentun. :  ra i r . , .  Thci  \howed that  the
same ratio. when measured on bitumen of the source rocks. correlates rvith lhe
vitrinitc reflectance.

Sulfur content ol crude oils generallv decreascs with depth. possiblv clue to
crack ing and e l i rn inat ion of  su l lur  as H,S (Pr inz ler  and Pape.  196; l ) .  Table lV. -1. .1
shows thc average sul fur  content  in  re l r t ion to depth.  There rs  a c lcar  decrcase o l
the average sulfur content with depth. from 0.80% in shallow crudc oils (less than
t l00 m) to  0.33% in deep ones (deeper  than 2200 m).  The d i f ferent  behavior
of  c last ic  and carbonate ser ies is  emphasized (F ig.  IV. .1.6) .  as carbonare scr ies
show a stronger sulfur depth correlation (g : 0..16) than clastic sedimcnts
(O = 0.27). The assumption that sulfur is eliminated from the licluid phasc as
hydrogen sulfide is backed by the distribution of hvdrogen sulfide conrent in
natura l  gas.  that  reaches a maximum at  grcat  depth.  below 30(X)  m (Fig.  IV.1.7) .

1

I
'oagg'
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Table IV..1.4. Sulfur content in crude oils according to depth classes.
(Data from U.S. Bureau of Mines, IFP and othcrs)

Depth Average sulfur Number of
content (%) samples

All samples 0.654 931'7

0- 800m
800 1500 m

1500-2200 m
> 2200 m

. 0 . 8 0 3

. 0 . 7 5 3

. 0 . . 1 3 2

. 0 . 3 3 0

2085
2540
1938
1,158

Sulfur conr.n' 'n crudc oit (weighi "h) ----------------

0  0 5  0  0 5

E

r500

0r ig in
[um. ot

Samples

A l l ages  &  l oca l i ons

9347

Carbonate seq!ences

2462

Fig. IV.1.6. Change of sr.rlfur content in crude oils as a function of depth. Average values
of sulfur are calculated over four depth intervals. (Data from U.S. Bureau of Mines. IFp
and others)

In addition. Ho et al. (1974) noted that nonthiophenic compounds are preferen-
tially rcmoved bv thermal maturation: thiophenic compounds are affected bv a
decrease of the bcnzothiophene:dibenzothiophene ratio.

4.3.3 Change of Composition with Age

The age of thc reservoir rock is a rather poor indication of the time that has to be
considered fbr the kinetics of evolution: on one hand. the age of the source rock
mav be different from the age of the reservoir; on the other. the time a sediment
was at the appropriate temperature, i. e.. deep enough. is not dependent on the
stratigraphic age of the rock. in a strict sense.

I
I
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Therc l i r rc  var i l t ions  o f  i lens i tv .  gas :o i l  ra t io .  c tc . .  as  a  func t ion  o l  age showon Ir. a broad tendencl . rvhen considering statisticallv a great number of oil f ields.
toward a decrease of densitv and an incre-ase in l ight irydio.nrt on, *ith in.r"o.ing
age. Our statistics arc not girod enough if we restrict t 'he iniuestisntion to a smallcr
aren. e.9.. a sedrmentarv basin. Variations due to the succeision of difTerent
organic deposits mav be so predominant that the time eftcct-is not abre toob l i te ra te  them.

The distribution of sulfur content.with respect to age of the producrng scles rswor th  spec ia l  cons idcra t ion .  I t  i s  shown in  F igurc  iV . -1 .g .  iomputed on  9315samplcs .  the  gcomct r ic  mean decrcases  t rom pa lcozr . r i c  (S  -  {J .J l  " l  
) .  to  Mesozo ic(S"= {).29"r_) ro Cenozoic oils (S - 0.1992 ). The shapes uf tf,. Oiitr iOution, ur.differenr: all.thrce groups of crude oils _ paleozoic. M.ror;i; ;;; Ccnozoic _

show a principal mode around 0.2 9l sulfur. but paleozoic and Mesozoic oils have
bimodal distributions. with the second mode around JZ. reparateO trv am i n i n r u m r t l ' ; . I n l h c l r l r ( r c a \ e . h i g h _ . , u l l u r c r u r l c , , l f . . - m p r i . l i l l , , j u ; ; ' " i
the total number of crudes. On the contrar),. Tertiary oils show only a regular
decrease in frequencv with increasing sulfur iontent. nnd onl1. t 2.," of the crudes
contains I -47 or more of sulfur. It is n()t clear whether thc occurrence of conlinetl

il.:1.s-:ll 
.ll 'n rc-cvap,)rite sedimenration u,as actua y more frequenr inufper rateoz') tc (e.g. .  Permian basin of  Texas and basins borcler ing Rocky

Yll:,1:.1'\l 
"r.U.llg;r-Urut pror ince) and in Me sozoic (c. g.. MiJale r_ast) than inI  er t tarv .  I  he l tc t  th i t t  ml jor  del ta ic  ser ies wi th low_sul fu i  crudes conrarn a largenumber of the prorlueing fields rn the Tertiary mav be a rcason for the observed

OlS t  r t  DU l r (  ) n
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1.3.4 Combinetl lnfluence of Depth and Age on petroleum Composttton

Tcmperature and time are the major parameters in the kinetics of petroleum
qeneration. Consideration of both depth and age of the producing series allows
one to cstimate statisticall),. for a large number of geological iituations, the
etTects of these parameters. However, depth antl age alone aie a poor evaluation
ot  tcmperature and t ime of  evolut ion.  l t  is  c lear  that  depth ( i .e . .  tcmperature)
should be more important than age. as has been shown in part IL

Within a given basin. use of relatively narrow age classcs provides a general
picture of the evolution of the various crude oils. un,l it ,hnrui in particuiar that
the .original variations in primary organic material remain. in nanv cAses.
predominant over the influences exerted by evolution. For instance the Missis_
srppian to Lower cretaceous crude oils in Alberta are statisticallv heavier and
conta in m, , re su l fur  th i rn both younger Cret lceous und Devoni rn o i l \ .  u  hate\  er
the depth may be.

4.4 Concluding Remarks on Crude Oil Resularities

Oil composition is primarily influenced by thc nature and evolution ol the sourcc
rock. The main fields of occurrence of the various tvpes of crude oils are shown in
F'igure lV.,l.l. However. oil composition is sometimes influenced bv arrerarrons
occurring after petroleum has been pooled. Thus. the original primarv composr_
tion of crude oil, bearing the imprint of source rock facieiand evolution. miv bc
obscured. These alterations of pooled petroleum are treated in thc following
chapter.

Summary and Conclusion

Marineorganic matter usually generated paraffinic-naphthenic or aromatic-intermedi_
ate crude oils. Terrestrial organic matter, deriv€d from plants, generates crude oiis of
paraffinic or sometimes paraffinic-naphthenic types. High_wax-crude oils represenr a
particular case of the paraffinic classr the organic maiter is strongly reworked bv
bacteria and enriched in long chain l ipids.

High-sulfur crude oils contain mor€ than 1 7c sulfur. Thev occur more frequenuy !n
carbonate-evaporite series than in clastic series. Sutfur ii generally extracted ftom
sulfate during sedimentation, and subsequently recombines i ither with iron rn clastic
sedes. or with organic matter in carbonate-evaporite series.

Fig. IV.,l.8a-c. Distribution of sulfur in paleozoic. Mesozoic and Tertiarv crude oils
(geometric classes). The absence of the second mode (high sulfur) among irude oils of
Tertiary age may be caused by the predominance of clasti i series over carbonates. (Data
from U.S. Bureau of Mines. IFP and otnerst
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A general trend of evolution is observed with increasing depth and age: a decrease in
density and sulfur content. and an increase in l ight alkanes. These changes are due to
thermal evolution. However, va ations due to the original composition of organic
matter may in certain cases be so predominant, that t ime or depth effect is not able to
obliterate the original pattern of composition.



Chapter 5
Petroleum Alteration

Petroleum is a verv complex mixture oforganic compounds and has a high cnergv
content: it is thermodvnamicallv metastable under gcological conditions. petr-o_
leum aftcr being pooled in a ieservoir is therefbie suiccptible to alreration.
Altcntion to the importancc of_alteration was directecl b1, a number of papcrs
(Wi l l iams and Win ters .  I969;  Evans  e t  a l . .  I97 l :  Ba i ley i t  a l . .  1973a) . 'w i r i ch
i n r e s t i g r t e d  h c l r v i c r  e r u d e , ' i l \ , , 1  W e s t c r n  C a n a d a .'I 'he 

geochemical effects of alteration. howevcr. had bcen recognlzecl long
before bv Russian petroleum scientists (Andreev et al.. l9-5g: Kartsev ct al..
1959). ln.a more sencral wav it has been known much krnger. for Instancc in the
form of the so-callcd tar mats at the oil_water contact oimanv oil t ields (e. g..
Burgr  n ) .

Alteration of pooled petroleum is now observed among oil accumulations
around the worlci. The ctruscs olalteration are numerous. Thiy mav be related to
the re la l i \e  inst rh i l i t \  o f  le t ro leum rnd ( ) r  to  thc fact  th : r t  t r , ip . . i . .  on rhe one
nand open svstem\.  and on the other  mav change thei r  level  o f  bur ia l  due to
further subsidence or erosion. The composition-of pooled petroleum can be
altered.bv chemical or physical processei. An example of chemical alteration
would be thermal maturation or microbial degradation of the reservorred oil,
while physica I alterarion m igh t be via the prefer-ential loss of light compounds bv
drtrusron. ,)r the addition of new compounds to the reservoir duc io further
migration. The distinction between ciemical antl physical processes is not
stressed here. because the two are often interrelaied and may eveD occur
s imul taneouslv .

In prcvious chapters we have learned that variations in crude oil composition
are to a certaln extent inhcrited from diffcrent source rocks. For instancc. coaly
material in general yields more gaseous compounds. whilc high_wax crudc oils are
commonlv associated with source marerial containing high proportions of lipids
of tcrrestrial higher plants and of microhial orga nirims.- H igh-'.u lfur crude oils
frequcntll are rclated to carbonate-tvpe sourcc rrcks. Aside from the lnfluence
of the sourcc rock facies. the state of maturit), of the source material is also of
importance. However, alteration of the reseivoired petroleum may atfcct the
composition of a crude oil to a greater extcnt than does ihc character of thc source
material. In other words. crude oil altcration tends to obscure the original
character of the oil, and therefore affects crude oil correlation studies. ancl
furthermorc influcnces the qualitv and economic valuc of pctroleum.

A comprehensive treatment of the most important iltcration processes,
lhermal altcration. deasphalting, biodegradation and water washins has been
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presented in a series of papers by Bailey, L,vans, Rogers and coworkers (Evans
e t a l . . l 9 7 l : R o g e r s e t a l . , l 9 7 2 ; B a i l e y e t a l . . l 9 7 3 a . b : B a i l e y e t a l . , 1 9 7 4 ; R o g e r s
e t  a l . ,  1 9 7 4 ) .

5.1 Thermal Alteration

Thermal alteration of pooled petroleum, as with the maturation of kerogen,
proceeds under the influence of heat in the subsurface. For a given geothermal
gradient, it increases with increasing depth of burial and time of residence at a
certain temperature. Thus, thermal alteration or maturation effects can be
predicted from a time-temperatur relationship. With increasing depth and rising
temperature, there is a tendency for crude oils in reservoirs to become specifically
lighter and contain an increasing amount of low molccular weight hydrocarbons
at the expense of high rnolecular weight constituents. A more detailed examina-
tion of changing crude oil properties with increasing reservoir temperature in the
Western Clanada basin is presented in Figure IV.5.l. There is a linear tncrease tn
compounds containing lcss than l-5 carbon atoms. This happens at the expense of
C1.1 heavy constituents. Simultaneouslv gases, especially methane. Increase
exponentially in relative abundance. At clevated temperatures, in more mature
zones. only methane is found in reservoirs along with pyrobitumen generated by
cracking processes (Evans et al.. l97l). In reservoirs, the presence of pyrobitu-
men plus light hydrocarbons (below C,.). and the absence of the intermediate oil
constituents are an indication for disproportionation reactions during thermal
alteration. From oils of intermediate molccular weight, the ultimate stable end
products are low molecular weight methane. and an insoluble carbon-rich residue
of very high molecular weight. In this way, the system follows the inevitable
thermodynamic trend bv adjusting continuously toward more stable molecules.

Present dat lem!erature ( 'C and "f)

Fig.tV.5.l. Chemical changes in crude oilswith increasing reservoir temperature inthe
Western Canada Basin. (After Evans et al.. 1971)

Gas

C l5 * tiquids
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The whole proccss can be viewed as a disproportionation reaction. It can be
deduced that there must be a hydrogen transfer from donor to acceptor, i. e..
from "aromatic-type structures". which become more condensed. to aliphatic
molecules. In the NSO fraction of the oils. this process is accompanied by
decarboxvlation. dehvdration and desulfuration yielding carbon dioxide, water
and hvdrogen sulfide.

It has to be realized, however, that it is difficult to distinguish between effects
of thermal alteration of pooled petroleum and the effects of different stages of
maturity of a source rock at the time of oil release. Sometimes the distinction is
possible with the help of solid residues in the reservoir.

5.2 Deasphalting

Another relatively common alteration is deasphalting. the precipitation of
asphaltenes from heavy to medium crude oils by the dissolution in the oil oflarge
amounts of gas and/or other light hvdrocarbons in the range from Cr to C6. The
precipitation ofasphaltenes out ofoils by low-boiling hydrocarbons is so effective
that it is routinelv used in laboratories and refineries for separation ofasphaltenes
from other crude oil constituen ts. De asphalting occurs as a nat ural process among
heavy to medium oils whenever considerable amounts of hydrocarbon gas are
either generated in larger quantities in a pool due to thermal alteration of the oil
or due to gas injection from outside as a rcsult of secondary migration. However,
it rs necessarv for this gas to be dissolved in the oil before it can precipitate
asphaltenes. being ineffective. if it accumulates in a separate gas cap. Gas
deasphalting is difficult to distinguish from thermal maturation, because both
processes olien occur concomitantlv and the net change in oil composition goes in
the same direction. i. e., oils become lighter.

In the reef-bearing area of Western Canada. thermal alteration and also gas
deasphal t ing can be observed (Evans et  a l . ,  l97 l l  Bai ley et  a l . .  1974) .  Among
deeply buried reservoirs in Upper Devonian reefs. it is quite common to find
prccipitated asphaltenes in some of the reef porosity. In this rcgion of Western

0 50  100 rn

Fig. IV.5.2. Generalized geological cross-section of the Westcrn Canada seqrmenrarv
basin. (Modified after Gussow. 1962)
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30 3l
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Fig. IV.5.3. Correlation between gasroil ratio (GOR) and specific gravity of Keg River
and Beaverhill Lake oils in Western Canada sedimentarv basin. ( After Evans et al. . 1971)

Canada, it has been argued that onl-v limited deasphalting has been caused by.
maturation. but extensive deasphalting has only been associated with massive 8as
injection. Such gas-induced deasphalting has produced oils which regionallv are
anomalously light, such as Devonian Beaverhill Lake and Keg River oils (Evans
et al.. 1971). A generalized geological West-East cross section of this region of
Western Canada is shown in Figure IV.5.2. The reefs rest upon a platform. which
extends downdip toward thc west into an organic facies of high thermal maturity
From this higher temperature zone a regional updip flow of gas occurred through
continuous porous strata. and caused the precipitation of asphaltenes ln rescr-
voirs located in the migration path of the gas. The amount of asphaltenes
precipitated is corrclatable with the amount of gas dissolved in the oils The
solution gas:oil ratio (GOR) for these oils is a measure of the amount ot gas
injected into the reservoir, while the specific gravity of the oil is a measure of its
asphaltene content. Figure IV.5.3 presents the correlation between the GOR and
the specific gravitv of Keg River and Beaverhill Lake oils. which arc undersatu-
rated with respect to gas. Therefrom. it can be deduced that there ls an Inverse
relationship bctween the gas content and the asphaltenes.

Evans et al. ( 1971 ). in connection with deasphalting. also discuss the phenome-
non of the so-called gravity segregration. lt is observed in oil pttols with a large
vertical extent. but where the temperature difference between the top and the
bottom of the pool is small. In such pools the crude oil may become progressively
heavier with increasing depth. which is of course the reverse of what might be
expectcd from thermal maturation. The top oils in these reseruoirs contain much
more gas in solution than oil in deeper horizons. mainly because the solution of
gas causes oil to increase in volume. When considering the pressure volume
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relationship on a nearlv isothermal basis. the following can be deduced theoreti_
cal ly :  work done bv a larger  quant i rv  ot  so lut ion ga.  againr t  I  lorver  pressure
roughlv equals the work done bv a smaller quantitv of gas at a higher preisure. I n
other words. the quantity of gas at the top of the reservoir should be higher than
the quant i tv  of  gas in jectable at  the bot tom. Thus.  rhe bulk  densi ty  of  thJ l iqu id  o i l
wi l l  be l ighter  and the GOR higher  at  the rop ot  rhe reservt r i r .  In  adcl i t ion.  morc
asphaltenes will be precipitared at the top than at thc bottom. This explanation bv
Evans et  a i .  (1971)of  an inversed grav i t l '  re la t ionship in  large vcr t ica l  , , i l  pools  i . .
in most cases certainly more plausible than a process of gravity segregati;n. It is
hard to beljcve that. if gravity segregation is involved. lieavl, compounds (e. g..
asphaltenes) of an oil would settle selectively through the tortuous pore structure
of a reservoir and would reach the bottom zone.

A distinction between gas deasphalting and thermal maturation is possiblc.
Bai lev et  a l .  (1974)  point  out  that  rhermal  maturat ion is  regional .  whereas
dea. .phal t ing due to gar  inJect i , rn  i '  m,) re locr l ized.  and neighbi ' r ing rcserro i r r
ma), produce oil rather than condensates or gas condensates. Furthermore. lt ls
suggested that the maturation stare of organic matter (kerogen) in the rocks can
be mcasured. ln purc carbonate rocks. the virtual absence of kenrgen mav
prevent  such an est imate.  In  thcse cases the nature of  thc b i tumen- l ike , r rqrn ic
mat ter  i tse l fcan be used to determine the maturat ion state.  B i tumen- l ikc mutrer-
which has been subjected lo severe thermal maturation and has reachecl a high
matur i tv  s tage (metagcnet ic) .  is  less than 27.  so luble in  CS.  and the H C rur io  ot
the insoluble fraction is below 0.5-1. Valucs less rhan thesc, indicrre. accorttrnq to
McAlarv and Rogcrs (1971) ,  that  rhe b i tumen- l ike organic  mat ter  1: r rphal r in t ,
prccipitate) is produced bv thermal metagenesis. whereas highcr values suggest
deasphal t ing.  Furrhermorc.  i t  has been demonstrated (Rogcis  et  a t . .  l974l ihat" reservoi r  b i tumens" (asphal tene prec ip i ta tes)  formed b l ,deasphal t ing.  have
carbon isotope ratios like the original oil. whercas residues fornied bv thermal
a l terat ion i .  e .  p1 ' robi tumen have s isn iUcant ly  hcayier  rat ios.  I t  is  i t r rucr l  th l t  rhe
cr i rckrnIo l  c i t rh , rn c l r rh, rn honJs t iur ing thermul  a l ter ; r t i , , I l f r t , ( lu($ i \ , , l , ,n ic i r l l \
l ight methane. Simu ltaneousll'. a high nrolecular weicht residuc is procluceil.
enricheci in thc heavicr isotooc.

.5.3 Biodegradation and Water Washing

The mic rob ia l  a l te ra t ion  o fc rude o i l .  i .  c . .  b iodegradat i r )n .  and thc  a l te ra t ion  duc
to  water  wash ing .  i .  e . .  the  remova l  o f  watc r -so lub le  compounr ls .  a rc  contmon lv
observed in oil pools. located in areas invaded bv surfacc-tlerivctl. metcorii
tormation waters. Both alteration processes are not necessarilv couplecl. but in
essencc  thev  are  f rcquent ly  observed in  combina t ion .  I 'h is  i s  no t  surpr is ing .  as
both processes are init iated b\' the action of moving sub-surface watcr. In case of
biodegradation. meteoric witters arc thought to carrv dissolved oxvgen and
microorganisms into the reseruoir and bring them in contact with the ojl-water
interface. Biodegradation of crudc oil is a selective uti l ization of certain tvpes of
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hydrocarbons by microorganisms. It is apparently started under aerobic condi-
tions. In the case of water washing. formation waters undersaturated with
hydrocarbons, moving along the oil-water interface, apparently extract soluble
hydrocarbons selectively, and thus change the chemical composition of the
remaining oil.

The different effects of biodegradation upon crude oils are well documented in
the literature (Evans et al., 1971 ; Bailey et al., 1973 a; Deroo et al.. 1974; Connan
et al. , 1975). The effects of biodegradation are common and conclusive in the "tar

mats" that are so widely developed at the oil-water contacts of producing oil
fields, e.g.. the Burgan field in Kuwait. Biodegradation by aerobic and/or
anaerobic microorganisms results in partial or total removal of n-alkanes' of
slightly branched alkanes and possibly of low-ring cycloalkanes and aromatics.
Different intensities of biodegradation and different duration leave crude oils
exhibiting a different dcgree of alteration. Bacteria introduced into an oil pool
with oxygen-rich meteoric waters, apparently util ize this dissolved oxygen and
metabolize preferentially certain types of hydrocarbons. Under anaerobic condi-
tions, the oxygen supply of bacteria is probably derived from dissolved sulfate
ions. The selective removal of hydrocarbons by bacteria seems to occur roughly in
the following sequence: n-alkanes (below nC2.), isoprenoid alkanes, low-ring
cycloalkanes and aromatics. Recently, some evidence has been presented that in
cases of severe degradation even tetracyclic steranes are removed, as compared
to pentacyclic triterpanes (Alimi, 1977; Reed, 1977). The genegal trend of crude
oil biodegradation can be shown in the triangular diagram in Figure IV.2.3. For
example, the chemical composition of the Cretaceous crude oils from West Africa
is shifted away from the n*iso-alkane corner, showing a depletion in these
compounds.

Philippi (1977), investigating crude oils of Tertiary to Cretaceous age from
California, East Texas and Louisiana, USA, presented evidence that microbial
degradation causes optical activity among crude oil hydrocarbons due to selective
microbial digestion of optical antipodes present in the primary paraffinic crude
oils. The optical activity was observed in narrow boiling point fractions of
saturated hydrocarbons boiling between 80 and 325 "C. This boiling range is well
below the molecular weight range of tetracyclic and pentacyclic steranes and
triterpanes. which are known frequently to exhibit optical activity as a feature
inherited from their primary biosvnthesis. The optical activity, as described by
Philippi (1977). however, is interpreted as a secondary feature caused by
biodegradation of previously nonrotating, racemic mixtures of hydrocarbons.
The chemical structure of the hydrocarbons responsible for the observed optical
activity is not known. A very strong argument in support of this interpretation of
microbial digestion of optical antipodes is the fact that the optical activity in the
boiling range 80-325'C in five different basins was only observed at reservoir
temperatures below 66'C (150"F). Growth of bacteria may be inhibited above
this temperature range.

The fate of the microbial cell material with respect to the composition of
biodedraded crude oils is at present unclear. Philippi (1977) speculates that most
microbial cell material formed during biodegradation is probably digested by
subsequent generations of microbes and that part of the more stable oil-soluble
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compounds may dissolve in thecrude,oil. Bailey et al. ( 1973 b), while confirming
jll:rgh.1lh]*.,:r)' experimenrs wrth bacterial cutrures biodegradarron etfects as
:::ll l" 

,h" tield. susgest that protein-beari"s b".i.;;"].;;ir";ay ausmenr thetH;i;1.::iil::: ;:.1i.",,:T,Tl';fff ;*:lfi i:.fl;il:lli"*,1*t,i:lgradation of hvdroiarbons and increase l" pr"p"rii."l" .;",r! ",,,Under anacrobic conditi.ns. certain t_vpc's oi.ba.i.,i"',i"." ,rr"res to sarisfvthcir demand for oxvsen. rn: 
::9,:"u.i:Ir.";;;;;;;;;,",n ;his acrivitv rnal_

:::::l-,]'jll9':", 
forrns (Rog11: et ar.. ie72). depending upon rne seochcmicatenvrronment. In some salt domes - associated wiifr UioO-egiaOerr oil. elcmcntalsulfur has been formed r in metal_rich """;,-;;;";;;.;ii;'01-$ii."on. ,,n.. ,.uu ",..are produced in association with altercU crurte <_,it lConnan anJ d.geuuf , f SZO): inoth-er.situations. part of sulfur extracted fo.rn r;ulfut" ;;),;;; wrth hydrocar_Doits to produce sulfur_rich oils and tars.

,..^Yl:i-"". 
microbial dcgradation of.crude oils in connection wilh invasion ofmeteorrc watcrs is ampil' documented. in the literature, t;.;rr", and etfects oftroter wushitlg are less well described. The main ..r.,,." fir"ii i, lack of fielcl

ffxlltJlJ:J:?lii': j,Ti,i;f"r"::lsrcs biorregradation' nnj wure, *a,hing.
warer witshiru nor,',rry,r,,,"rJ'iiil?J"'�;J;;iltr?J.TT;ff il:Xffi :,j;,J:1";crude oil and. although the two.processes might occur independentlv. they rre
:3i::^l,ll l" .o,l :1,:, paraltcr to "u.r, nir,.,. ilr,";;:r;;"* resurts In arcrnoval oi more soluble hydrocarbons from crude oils. iti" inliuiouof rlotut,itit.,of hvdrocarbons (Table lil.2.2) ar. , gnoa ."*rr" to. iiii. ,ur".ptiuifity to
:il::,.ilhl"S 

In gcnerat. tight hydrticarbon, "*rn"*'"",ifv dissotved ancisetect tve l )  fem(\ \  ed f r ( )m Dool(
toiling aromatics lir"rr n, 

-tr"nrll"troleum than heavicr hydrocarbons Low-
aioo.-g.,.rur;;on;;;;;i_",,iiill;,lilJili;.xll,iilii,li,.1',:*1"n.r;:':ff;
::^!1 jld1.:. and where they.are accessible for surface_deriveo warers. Oilsseeprng our ar the surface are always biodegraded ,;;;;;;;;;". oxidized byinorganic oxidation. Volatile compouno, o.Jtort ty "uuporlii ln. cnnr"qr"nrty.
:::l^:f:.are atways heavy. enriched r" Nsir .i,rnp,i*lr'",iiru ", a tar_likeappearance.

An excellenr example ofproqressive crude oil alteration is presented by Derooct r1. ( le74). based on crube Jil samples frurn "u.,._ eiiirtl in tre westernCanada sedimentarv basin. 1.here, systematic changes huu. La"n ot r"ruaO, goingrn an upward direction from normal, una^lteredllf, l"' j".p". p"ols toward
:::.l i:l 

"il: in more sha ow posirion. and rinatty ro seuerJy ilte.ea neauy oils
:..e:l-:.r-ose 

the sudace (css than 10u m deep.). The lutr", h;;y ;ii;, or betrer, rhesandstone rmpregnated with thcse.hea, u n it. i, t nu*n o, a,t JUur., to. ,unA. -J.n.
common origin of these easrern Atbertooirs ono ttrei, o.iginoilirniio.,ry p.""iou.to alteration had been established on the basis "f .y;i;""il;;;;: ';romarrcs andthiophenic compounds. The warers associated *irh,th;;;;;;;ional alterarionsequence of crude oils contain progressivel).,. less dissolved.sotiasirnOicatlng ttrerncreasing influence of mereo;ic warer. ihree diff*; ;;;: of crude oildegradarion were described in this_srudy by D.roo ;i;i 'Aoz+i"ur.ornpur.o tothe unattered pooled oits. Figure rV..5.4 ,i"*, il;;l ,,t tioli'"e.r.turion tn
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Fig. tV.5.1. Biodegratlation of a-alkanes. isoprenoid and other branchetl alkanes ancl
clclo alkanes in the Western Canada sedimentar,l basin. (After Deroo et al.. 197'1)

these three stagcs with respect 10 rr-alkanes. isoprenoids and other branched
alkanes. and c-vckr-alkanes within the fractittn of saturated hydrocarbons. The

Bellshil l  Lake oil is a representativc of unaltered oils. rvith n-alkanes clearly
dominating ovcr all other saturated hldrocarbon compounds. The Edgertttn

heavl' oil from thc Mannvil le Formation is characterizecl by a loss of rl-alkanes,

and hence a relativc increase in isoprenoids. pristane and phytane is observcd. In

the Flat Lake oil from the Colony Formation no a-alkanes are lctt, and pristanc

ancl phy-tane are thc most abunllant chain-l ike alkanes. Finally. in the scvcrel.v' '
altered Pelican heavy oil front the Wabiskaw Formation. even pristane and

ph)tane have becn completely removed b1' microorganisms. During all this

seq uence of degradation. the distribution of cvcloalkanes with I to 5 rings remlins

prac t ica l l v  unchanged.
In western Canada therc is. akrng with increasing bacterial degradation. an

increase in sulfur contcnt of crude oils. It is not vet clear whether sulfur is added to
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F ig .  I \ ' .5 .5 .  Gcncra l  scheme o t  n ta in  c rude o i l  a l te ra l ioD procc \ses .  (A l tc r  Ba i l c \  c t  a l . .
l97 l )

the  c rude o i l s  c luc  to  thc  ac t ion  o f  bac ter ia .  o r  uhc ther  the  su l fu r  compounds in
crude o i l s  a re  ius t  sc lcc t i \e lv  le f t  over .  and thus  rc la t i ve ly  enr iched a f tc rbac tc r ia
havc climinated certain parts of thc hli lrocarbon fraction.-l 

he general trcnd of degradation. including bioilegradation . rvatcr washins
and inorgan ic  ox id i l t ion .  i s  sho \ \ 'n  in  F igurc  IV .2 .3  fo r  the  compos i t iona l  sh i f t  o f
thc  o i l s  f rom eas tern  A lbcr ta .  Canada.  Thcy  s ta r t  as  normal  o i l s  o f  the  A lber ta
svncline. and move toward thc aronatic-t\*So-corner in thc triangular plot.

In  summarv .  thc  u l t imate  compos i t ion  o l  pe t ro leum mav be  in f lucnccc l
stronglv bv alteration subsccluent to the process o1 accumulation. 

-l 'he 
three

maior alteration proccsscs arc thernal maturation. dcasphalting and degradation
lssociated with the action of surface-derived formation u'aters. A generit l scheme
of  thcse  a l tc ra t ion  processes  (F ig .  IV .5 . -5 . )has  been prcscntc r l  by  Ba i l , : r  c r  i r l .
(197,1) .  An or ig ina l  c ruc lc  o i l  o f  re la t i ve l l ' l ow matur i t v  uou ld  thus  respond to
thermal mrturation or deasphalting bl bccoming lighter. It can be cicstrolcd and
conver tcd  in to  gas  an t l  a  heavv  inso lub lc  rcs iduc  by  severe  thermal  matura t ion .  I f
this oil is dcgraded bv the action of formation \\ 'aters. it increases in spccific
gravitv and hcavy NSO compouncls: its economic value is dirninished. Aside lronr
the ahcad) dcscribed alteration. thcrc arc sti l l  other processes that mlv affcct
poolcd petroleum. 

' l-here 
mav bc compositional changcs inciuccci b) selcctivc

Iosses from the hvdrocarbon mixture via leakagcs. Thc leakage may be an
intratbrmational featurc ol thc scaling cap rock. related to its gross pcrrncubil ity .
o r  i t  mav bc  thc  consequence o f  a  na tura l  rup turc  o f  a  sea l ing  cap rock .  due tO u
tectonic cvcnt such as faulting. Cascs of diffusional losses and the dependence
upon thc  permeab i l i t v  o f  sea ls  havc  bccn dcscr ibed bv  Ph i l ipp  e t  a l .  (  1963)  and
Smi th  c t  a l .  (  1971 ) .  Horvever .  the  ex is tencc  o f  gas  f ie lds .  fo rmec l  in  Pa leozo ic  t ime
(e .g . .  in  the  Appa lach ian  bas in .  USA) .  i s  p roo f  o f  thc  low e f f i c iencv  o l  th is
process  in  genera l .

167
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Fig. 1V.5.6. Principle consecutivc stages of separation-migration effects on chemical
composition of pooled petrolum. In this scheme the original accumulation was a slngle
ohasc fluid. (After Silverman. 1965)

.</

i

Whereas losscs bl diffusion are gradual and incrcase with closeness of the
reservoir to the surface. and gcological duration. changes due to leakages'
induced by tectonic events. may be more severe and more or less instantaneous
Profound changes in chemical composition of pooled petroleums can be expected
by separation-migration. as dcscribed by Silverman (1965). For separation-
rnigration with consecutive compositional changes. single-phase fluid systems
have first to be converted into two-phase systems, for instance, by a pressure
release. due to faulting. In Figure IV.5.6, this process is schematically depicted
with a subsequent prefcrential migration of the more mobile vapor phase The
vapor phase is thus separated from the liquid, which stays behind. As the vapor
migrales into shallower trapping positions, the reduced pressure and temperature
conditions may cause the vapor to revert to a two-phase accumulation by
retrograde condensation. This process may be continued, and thus, in an upward
direction, traps with successively lighter hydrocarbon content may be found.
There are no records about the frequency of separation-migration in nature

-tt
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The ultimate composition of petroleum may be influenced stronglv bv alteratlon atter
accumulation. Crude oil alteration tends ro bring about changes i-nihi character olthe
oil influencing its quality and economic valui and adveisely affecting crude oil
corelation studies. The most important alteration processes are thermal maturation,
deasphalting and degradation.

Thermal maturation typically occurs to pooled crude oils when increasing burial
produces a rise in.reservoir temperature. With increasing temperature and time of
reslqence. crude otts hecome lighter, due to cracking of heavier compounds, and their
gas content mcreases. Another relatively common alteration is deasphalting. the
precipitation ol asphaltenes from heavy to medium crude oils by the diss;lution in the
9il_9f large amounts of gaseous and/or other light hydrocarbons. Gas deasphalting is
difficult to distinguish from thermal maturatio;, be;ause oils also become lighter.

Biodegradation is the microbial alteration of crude oils. It is selective ut ization of
::ltall 

type s of hydrocarbons by microorganisms. Meteoric warers are rhought to carry
the microorganisms into the reservorr. The selective removal of hydroiarbons by
bacteria.seems to occur roughly in the sequence, n-alkanes, isoprenoid alkanes, low
ring cyclo-alkanes and aromatics. Other iypes ol degradaiion occur througn warer
washing, oxidation. and evaporation.



Chapter 6
Heavv Oils and Tar Sands

The terrns "heavv oils" and "tar sands" are trivial names which arc not precisely
defined in a physical. chemical or geological manner. The terms heavv oils and tar
sands arc derived from phenomenological features as observed b_"- exploration
geologists and reservoir engineers in the field and by refincrs. Although it is
generally-. understood that thc bitumcn-like product in tar sands is an extra-heavy
oil. it has to be realizcd that there is no clear-cut rlifference betwecn a heavy oil
and the bitumcn-likc product in tar sands.

There is of course a fundamental differcncc bctwcen the expression "heavy oil"
a n d t h e t e r m " t i t r s a n d . H e a v - v o i l s a r e a p e t r o l e u m p r o d u c t t h a t m a \ r r c c u r i n a n y
host rock. Thc tcrm tar sand denominates a sandy sedimentary rock that contains
a b i tumen- l ike.  ext ra-heavv o i l  in  re lat ive lv  largc quant i t ics .  Among ref iners and
chcmical cngincers the term tar is often used for a substance resulting frttm the
destructive distil lation of organic matter. It is clcar that the term tar in this book is
not used in this lattcr mcaning. but as a naturally occurring petroleum product.

Hcavl  o i ls  and ext ra-hcavy o i ls  of  tar  sands are.  in  nrost  cascs.  the resul t  o f
petroleunr degradution in rescrvoirs: they are thus resiclual products that occur in
porous rocks (sandstoncs.  carbonates.  etc . ) .  where petro lcum has entered by
migration. accumulatcd and became degradetl. These degradcd products show
l i t t le  or  no mobi l i ty .  even at  subsur face concl i t ions.  due to the i r  h igh v iscosi ty .
-Iherefore 

thev are freqLtcntll not producible bv conventional techniques.
Sometimcs a small anlount of hcavv oil can be produccd. with a verv low
efliciencl of the primar_,- reco\crv proccss (a few per cent of the oil in-place).
Verl hear'1 oils can onlv bc produccd bv mining the rescrvoir rock ttr using
sophist icated methoi ls  of  enhanccd rccoverv.  Due to the importance of  the
knorvn rcscrvcs of helrr'_v'. oils anrl tar sands as compared to the rcscrvcs of
convenlional crudc oil. {reat efforts are prescntl}, dcvoted to research and
dcvclopmcnt of pmcesscs for production. transport and refining of heavt crudc
o i ls .

6.1 Definit ions

As indicated bctorc thcrc is  no formal  or  widelv  acceptcd def in i t ion of  hcavy o i ls
and tar sancls. Holever. it is gencralll- considered that. beyond a viscosity of l(X)
centipoises at reservoir contlitions. the oil is difficult to produce by conrmon
techniques. The limit for production corresponds to a density of approximatelv
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20'API  ( j .e . .0 .93 speci f ic  grav i ty) ,  a l though rherc is  only  a gross corre lat ion
between density and viscosity of heavy oils, as we shall see'beliw (Sect. 6.3).

Some authors differentiate between heavy oil accumulations and tar sands bv
using the fo l lcrwing er i rer ia ;

H e a v,v" o i I a c' <: u m u I a t io tt s
- viscositv: 100 to 10.000 ccntipoises at reservoir conditions;

speci f ic  grav i tv :  0 .93 to 1.00 g cm r  
110.-12.  to  20.  Apl )  approx imate ly .

The heavy oils are stil l mobile in rcservoir conditions. but thcv mav be produced
hr cr rnvenl i r rn l l techniquer  onl )  wi rh low producr ion rore and b.era l l  " i f i . , .n .u.
Tar sands (extra-heavy oils)
- viscositv: > 10.000 centipoises at reservoir condjtions;
-  speci f ic  grav i ty :  > 1.00 g cm-r  (< 10.  12.  ApI) .

The oil has no mobilitv at reservoir conditions, and cannot be oroduced bv
c(  'n \  c  n l  i t ln . l  techniquc. .

This classification. although convenicnt to the reservoir cngineer. is not
appropriate for the geologist or gcochemist. Viscosity is a temperature-depen-
dcnt  parametcr  (Sect .  6 .3.  be low).  espccia l lv  in  ext ra_heavy o i ls .  such as
Athabasca oils. whcre viscosity is reduced by threc orclers of magnitude between
20" and 80"C.  Thus.  most  of  thc W Canat la  dep, 's i ts  ( rescrro i r  temperaturc
10"-20'C) would be classified as tar sands. and most of the Venezuela deposits
(reservorr temperature 50"-80'C) would be hcavv oils. although some of these
oils from both countries have comparrhlc vi.,cositl at stand-urd remperarure
condi t ions.

Extra-heavv oils can occur in tar sands and carbonate reservoirs as well
(carbonatc t r iangle in  Alber ta) ,  a l though tar  sands are quant i ta t ive ly  more
rmportant. Thc organic content of tar sands is called cxtra-hcavv oil or bitumcn.
i ind a lso tar  or  asphal t .  A l though the rcrm brru men is  compat ib lewi th the genera l
definition of bitumcn (thc extractable fraction of toial organie mattcr in
s e d i m e n t s :  C h a p .  I L : 1 . I ) . i t i s b v n o m e a n s s p e c i f i c f o r t a r s a n d s . a s a n r . , , h e a v v o i l
or  convent ional  o i l  would a lso sat is ty  the def in i t ion.  Asphal t  shoutd he r r , r i r jcd.
as th is  tcrm is  commonly '  uscd bv rc t iners to  desig i rare ln  lsphal tcne_r ich
prccipitate obtained with a fl.-cut (instcad of usine fi -pcntane or |l -heprane ). Thc
tcrm tar is also used to designate a product from distil lation of organia marrer. as
indicated above. Thus it seems preferable to use the term .'cxtra-heavv oils...

ln  the fo l lowinc sect ions rhe ternt  heavv o i ls  wi l l  be used gencr ica l lv .  inc ludinq
cxtra-hcavy oils from tar sands unless otherwise stated.

Onc particular tvpc of crudc oil. altbough viscous or solid in surface conditions
shoulcl not be confused with heavv oils: these are wax!.oils. which are normal.
non-degraded oils (Chap. IV..1.2.2); their high viscositv is due to the creat
abundance of long-chain 'l-alkanes. These mav be solid at surface rempcrature.
but thcy are usuallv dissolved in other constituents of crude oil in reservoir
conditions. Waxv oils usuallv show a low content of asphaltenes. The specific
gravity of waxv oils is lower than that of heavv oils.

Heavv oils mav be compared uith other co nr e n tional-.ril-su bstltutes. such
as coal liquids and shale oil. AII rhree show a high specific gravitr,, close to
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1.0 g cm r. a large content of sulfur ancl nitrogen. and a hydrogen deficiencv.
Thus. comparable problems are met in refining thesc products. Coal liquids. how-
ever. are closer to heavy oils than shale oil as they contain a large propor-
tion of asphaltene-like material (although probably not identical) and are highlv
viscous. Shale oil contains more alkanes than the other and also alkenes. which
are specific ofa high temperature crackingofthe kerogen;they are frequently less
viscous. except some waxy shale oils.

6.2 Composition of Heavy Oils

Like all types of petroleunr, heavy oils are made of hydrocarbons, resins and
asphaltcnes. Howevcr, the proportions of these various constituents are differcnt
in  heavv o i ls  (Table IV.6.  l )  and in  convent ional  o i ls  (Table IV.  l .  I  ) .  Hcavy o i ls
contain less hvdrocarbons. especiallv alkanes, more sulfur aromatic compounds.
resins and asphaltenes. In turn, this difference controls the specific chemical and
physical properties of heavy oils.

a) Saturated hydrocarbons usuallv amount to less than 25%. with an average
value of 16%. compared to 57 c/c in normal crude oils: heavv oils are
particularly depleted in l+iso alkanes which are commonly less than 5% I

b) aromatic hvdrocarbons and bcnzothiophene derivatives frequentlv rcpresent
25 35 % of the heavv oils. with an average of 30 7r: this tigure is comparable to

Table IV.6.l. Gross composition of some heaw oils

Loc.rt ions
Number
o f
Sample \

Asphaltcnes Resins
(wt .  %)  (wt .  .7  )

H\ Llrucarhon\ (q r.  ^, 
)

Totr l  Aromrtic SJtur. l ted

Athabasca

Wabascr

1 5 . 9  1 5

1 5 . 6  7

2 3 . 3

2l .6

28.6 llr l 32.2

30.6 1'7 . '7 -12.I

Peace River .13.7 28.  r  20.s 7 .6  -1

Cold Lake 20. t)

23.2

21t.0

37.6
32..1

E. Venezuela
Tar  Sands 22 . l
Heavv oils 12.6

51. .1 30.5

10.3 26.( l
55.0 36.4

20.9 7

1 4 . 3  I
1 t i .6  5

Average on
'16 heavv oi ls 22.9 46.5 30..1 16.1 .1610.6

oils of various 1,1.2 85.8 2i1.6 57.2 517
ongln
(Tab lc  IV . l . l )
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the average value of 29% in normal crude oils; however the proportion of
benzothiophene derivatives is comparatively more important in hiavy oils;

c) resins plus asphaltenes range from 25 to70Va: lhey commonly amounr to more
than ,10 7c of the heavy oils from W. Canada and E. Venezuela, where they
average 5,17o: these figures have to be compared with an average value of 147o
in convcntional oils; rcsins are frequently in the 25 357c iange. whereas
asphaltenes may vary from 10 to 50 7. of the heavy oils. The asohaltenes/resins
rat io  is  low in  castern Venezuela dept ,s i ts  1ar  e rage 0.3 t t )  0 .7 ) .  in termediate in
Athabasca. Wabasca and Cold Lake tleposits (0.-l to 1.0), whereas it ma1
occasionallv reach high values. such as 2 in the peace River accumulatron.

The H/C ratio of the resins and asphaltcnes lrom heavv oils is comparable to
that ofthe same constituents in normal crude oils. Ijowever. the large abundancc
ol  res ins and asphal tenes causes a hr  r l r . )ge n dcf ic icn()  o f  heavl  o i ls ,  as compared
to normal crude oils. In Western Canada. the atomic H/C ratio of the heavilv
dcgradcd Athabasca o i l  is  1 . ,15 to 1.50.  to  be compared wi th H/C -  1 .7 in  rhe
Llovdminster  o i l .  which is  somewhar b iot legraded.  ant l  L8 in  normal  crudes.
Similar tigures are measured on the heavy oils from Eastern Vcnezuela.

The sulfur. nitrogen and metal contents of the hcavv oils deDend not onlv on
thc bulk  cornpo. i t i , rn  ( \ t turn lcd ant l  aromat ic  h ldr , ,cr r rhonr .  res ins lnd asph:r l -
tencs). which is controllcd by the degree of dcgradation. but also on the
abundancc of thc c lements (S,  N,  V.  Ni )  in  the or ig inal .  non-degraded crude o i l .

The.rufur content of the heavv oils is, on the average. higher than in the related
normal crude oils, as the benzothiophene dcrivatives. resin and asphaltene
fractions are more abundant in heavy and extra-heavy oils. In Western Canada,
for instance. therc is a strong linear correlation between the sulfur content of the
heavy oils from Lower Cretaceous reservoirs and their percentage of aromatic +
resin + asphaltene fractions (Fig. IV.6.1). In Eastern Venezuela, a comparable

Fig. IV.6.1. Sulfur content of some heavy oils
from W. Canada as a function of combined
aromatic. resin and asphaltene contents (Deroo
et  a l . .  1977)

6 !

7 0
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gradation is observed from normal crude oils containing l7o S or lcss. to heavy
oils with '10-50 7o resins plus asphaltenes and 3-5 % sulfur. and finallv extra-heavy
oils with 50 70% resins plus asphaltenes and 5-10% S. Sulfur concentrations of
up to 5-6% are rather commonlv observed in heavv oil provinces. such as
Athabasca and other krcations in W. Canada. or Boscan in Vcnczucla. Higher
amounts ol sulfur are less frequent. but concentrations up to l0% have been
reported. It is not yet clear whether this sulfur enrichment is onlv a concentration
process (bv selective destruction ol the compounds conrlining n.r sulfur). or a nct
uptake of sulfur from the environment.

llowever. sonrc paraffinic low-sulfur crudc oils. once degraded. mav result in
relatively lorv-sulfur heavy oils because benzothiophene derivatives are scarce
and thc sulfur content of resins and asphaltenes is low: thc Crctaccous heavv oils
of  Emeraude.  Congo wi th only  0. .1  to  0.8% S (CIaret  et  a . .  1977) :  the l -owcr
Ter t iary  Asphal t  Ridge and Sunnvside tar  sands.  Utah.  wi th  0.5 % S.  the Pl iocenc
Derna heavv o i l  in  Rumania wi th 0.7t i  S.

The nitrogen contcnt of heavy oils also depends on the resin plus asphaltene
content. and possibly more on the composition of the original oil: Athabasca tar
sands, although heavilv degraded. contain onlv {).,1?i N. whereas somc California
heavv o i is  rcach 0.8?.  and the Whi terocks Canyon asphal t .  Utah,  L2,1%.

The occurrcnce of neruls (V. Ni) is also related to the resin and asphaltene
content as these fractions contain both porphyrin-bound and non-porphvrin-
bound metals. Their abundance. howevcr, is again influenced by the originaltvpe
of crude oil which is probably an important factor. For instance, the highest
concentration of metals ( 1200 ppm V, 150 ppm Ni) is reported from the Boscan.
Western Venezuela. heavy crude oil which is neither the heaviest crudc (11. API )
nor the most viscous (.100 centipoises at 80'C in rescrvoir conditions). But the
related normal oils (20 30" API) from Western Venezuela already contain
100 300 ppm V and 1(130 ppm Ni. The Athabasca tar sands. which are extra-
heavv oils. contain onlv 300 ppm V and 80 ppm Ni, as they are derived from
normal l-owcr Cretaceous oils containing only l0-20 ppm V and ca. 5 ppm Ni
( F i g .  I V . 1 . 2 1 ) .

In terms of crude oil classiJicutiott (sce above. Chap. IV.2). heavy oils belong to
the aromatic-naphthenic and aromatic-asphaltic classes: their distribution be-
tween the two classes depends on the original type of oit, and on the nature and
extent  of  degradat ion (F igs.  IV.2.3 and IV.6.2) :
- aromatic intermediate conventional oils. when desraded. are convcrted to

aromatic-asphaltic heavv oils: for insrance thc Mirsissippian and Mannville
(Earlv Cretaceous) normal oils of the Alberta syncline belong to the aromatic-
intermediate class. and the related heavl' oils and tar sands from Athabasca,
etc. bebng to the aromatic-asphaltic class;
paraffinic or paraflinic-naphthenic conventional oils are convertcd by biode-
gradation into aromatic-naphthenic heavy oils; for instance, the Early Creta-
ceous oils tiom West Africa are changed by biodegradation into the aromatic-
naphthenic heavy oil of Emcraude. If degradation is more advanced and also
incJudes inorganic oxidation processes. the same types of conventional oils can
be further altered into aromatic-asphaltic heavv oils. such as the Orinoco
Heavy Oil Belt in Eastern Venezuela.
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Aromaric HC

l j ig lV 6.2. r 'crnarl ' criagram sh.wing the {ross composition of some heavv orls fromrarious origins

6.3 Specific Gravity and Viscosity

Phvsical properties.of hcavv oils are largely controlled bv the abundance and
phvsical state of resins and asphaltenes.

,  ! ,ec l l i  f ruy i r r  o l  hcavl  o i ls  i r  h igh arrd rangcs l rom n q l  g  cm (20.  Apt)  r . r
1  06 g cm'  (2 "  API) .  However,  the largesr  accumurat ions cor ;e\pond to tarsands
wi th a speci l ic  grav i ty  c lose to t .0  g cm r(6"- l2 .Apl ) :Athabasca(6._ l0"Apl ) .
Wabasca (10"-13"  API) .  Cold Lake (10"_12.  Apl )  in  Westcrn Canada;  Cerro
Negro-Mor ichal -Jobo (8.  12"  Apl )  in  Eastern Venezuela:  Asphal t  Ridge and
Sunnvside (8"- r2"  Apr) .  in  utah.  erc.  Some hcavy o i rs  -  not  c lass i f ied as tar
sands -_ may reach comparably high specific gravities, but they are stil lproducible becausc the in-situ vis-cosity is low, clue to a high reser\ oir tempcra_
ture. For instance. the Boscan fielcl in Wcstern Venezu-ela shows a t I" Apl
gravity. 

-b-ut.viscositv is only 400 centipoises at reseruoir temperature of g0.C
(depth:  2300 m).

^ Vlsrcsity is probably the most important physical parameter of heav), oils, as
tar as production and transport are concerned. Like specific gravitv, viscositv is
intluenced bv the abundance of resjns and asphaltenes. Visiositv. t u*.r... i,
a lso in f luenced by the phvsica l  s ta le ot  asphal tencs in  crudc,  o i ls .  i .  e . ,  the s ize and
structure of the micclles forrncd bv interaction with resins and aromatics. This
a,spect is discussed in Chapter IV.l.g. ln heavy dcgraded oils, there may be a
shortase of resils and aromatics and a surplus oi asphaltcnes due to in-situ
degradation. once thc oil has migrr t.-d in t, r thi resen uir. Thus asphaltencs are no
n r o r e  l u l h  d i s p c r s c d . a n J  t h r r  m r r r  l o r r n  1 , r * " - . r a d  J g A r e B i r t c \ .  I n  t r r r n .  l h i \
\ r I  lU ' | n  r \  r e \p r ' n \ l h l e  l o r  an  i l l c r case  o l  \  i \Cos t t v .
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The influence of rcsins and asphaltenes on viscosity is the rcason for the strong
viscositv-density correlation (linear correlation coefficient Q = + 0.823 in Table
IV.1.11). Thus a continuous trend is observed in the viscosity-density diagram
(Fig. IV.6.3): at 50'C viscosity increases progressively from ca. 100 ccntipoises
for a 20" API heavy oil to 100.000 centipoises for a 6'-8'API extra-heavy oil in a
tar sand. However. there is some scatter around that general trcnd, as there mav
be additional causes of density or viscosity variations. other than thc variations
related to the resin plus asphaltene content. In particular the scatter sccms to
increase toward low tempcrature and high specific gravity (lou'API): rt reservoir
temperature of 10 15'C. the viscositv of W. Canada heavv oils in the range of
8 ' l 0 ' A P I m a y s p l i t o v e r t w o o r d e r s o f m a g n i t u d e . i e . , 5 . l 0 r t o 5 . I 0 ' c e n r i p o i s e s .

Viscosity is highly dependcnt on temperaturei this relationship is known for a
long time bv refiners who use a special chart of predicting the viscosity of
petroleum products at different temperatures. Furthermore. it has beenobserved
that crude oils. including heavy oils, broadly follow a similar trend (Fig. IV.6.4).

The main feature shown hy the diagram is a strong reduction of the viscositv
with an increase in temperature. Furthernore, the more viscous and the heavier
the oil is, the more important will be the reduction. For instance, when goingfrom
20"C to 75'C the viscositv of an "Arabian light" crude is reduced by factor of3
whereas the viscosity of the Lloydminster heavv oil (15'API) is reduced by a
factor of 30 and that of an Athabasca extra-heavy oil (8' API) is reduced bv a
factor of 1000.

The strong viscosity decrease with temperature. as seen for the heavy oils,
means that a designation of the various types of heavy and cxtra-heavy oils based
on viscositv in reservoir conditions is not applicable for geological or geochemical

Fig. 1V.6.3. Relationship between
specific gravity (or API density) and
viscosit) ' of some heavy oils. R + A
designates the resins plus asphal-
tenes conlent
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Fig. iV.6.4 Changes of viscositv of
some heavy oils as a function oftemper_
r lu re  (k inemat jc  v iscos i ty  i s  lhe  ra l io
absolute viscosity/specific gravity. at a
given temperature)

studres: somc heavy 7'-10. ApI crudes from Eastern Venezuela show viscosity
curves intermediate between thc 8. ApI Athabasca and the 10"_12. Apl Colcl
Lake curves. However, the two Canadian heavy oils have reservoir remperarures
of 1t)' 15'C, whereas the Venezuelan reservoirs exhibit higher temperatures of
about 50"-60'C. Therefore their in-situ viscosities are in ihe range of 105_107
centipoises.and 10r 10a centipoises respectively; thus the Canadian deposits
would be called "tar sands'' and the Venezuelan ,'heavy oils", although theyirein
certaln respects comparable. If we now wish to decide to use a standard
temperature reference for viscosity, such as 50"C (122.F), Figure IV.6.3 shows
what could be a proper definition for heavy oils and extra-ieavy oils (or tar
sands) .'lhe 

significancc of the abrupt decrease in viscosity of extra-heavy oils with
temperature has slil l to be investigated. Such a dramatic change suggests a
rearrangement of the macrostructure of the high molecular weight aggregates,
i.e.. a change in the physical state ofasphaltenes in crude oit lfissot, tltf;.

A final remark concerns the variability ol physical propcrtiei, such as specific
gravity and viscositv within the huge deposits of Western Canada and Eistern
Venezuela. The volurne of these accumulations is enormous (in the range of 40 to
lJ00 x I0q m3 of rcservoir for each deposit). and the heavy oils o, extra-iheavy oils
have practicallv no mobility. It is thus obvious that there mav be substjntial
changes in chemical composition. density and viscosity within each accumulation.
This.may be the reason why so many different values ofdensity, viscosrry, erc. are
cited in the literuture concerning Iarge-size accumulations, iuch as Athabasca,
Pcace River .  or  the Or inoco Bel l .

6.4 Origin and Occumence of Heavv Oils

Although some accumulations of immature, non-degraded, heavy oils are
known, they probably amount to less than 1% of th; world reserves of this

' - - \

--- ly.Catrada
- Venezuota

Tenperature I 'Cl
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category. These immature heavv oils contain abundant hetero compounds (resins
and asphaltenes) resulting from an early breakdown of kerogen' with the
associatcd high sulfur and nitrogen content. They differ from degraded heavy oils
by the occurrencc of n-alkanes which have not been bacterially destroyed. This
situation is found. for instance. in some crude oils of the Mediterranean area.
Favourable conditions for accumulation of these heavy immature oils may occur
where a particular source rock also acts as h reservoir, or where migrrltion
condition; are particularly easy (intenib fracturation, karst. etc.).

Most heavy oils originate from nortlal, fluid crude oils which have been
subsequently degraded in the reservoir\ by one or several of the following
processes: biodegradation, water washing, loss of volatiles. inorganic oxidation
(see above. Scct. 5.3). l hese processes result in a decrease of the light ends of the
crude oil. and also of the alkanes and low molecular weight alkylbenzenes. and an
increase of the more resistant benzothiophene derivatives. polyaromatics' reslns
and asphaltenes. Furthermore. at certain conditions. sulfur extracted from
sulfate by anaerobic bacteria may react with hydrocarbons to increase the sullur
c( ,n lenl  lnd lhe ahunt lance uf  heav!  const i tucnl \ .

The result of this type of alteration is a heavy. highly viscous oil. 
' l 'he

dcgradation is commonly associated with the invasion of surface-derived.
meteoric formation waters. Thus the extent of degradation is associated with
parameters such as depth. proximity to aerial contact. and salinity ol formation
waters. Excellent examples arc provided by the two major Provinces of heavy
oils. i.e.. Western Canada and Eastern Venezuela.

A cross-scction of the Alberta basin showing the Early Clretaceous heavy oil
deposits of Wcstern Canacia is prescnted in Figure 1V.6.5. l 'he corrcsponding
changes of composition of the oils are shown in Figure IV 5.4. 

'[ he normal crude
oils of the Earll Cretaceous in the Albcrta synclinc are reprcsented by the
Bellshill Lakc. a 26" API normally producible crude oil. associated with a water
salinitv > 80 g I r. Closer to thc outcrops. the Llovdminster area contains heavv
oils (density l6' API: viscosity 2(XX) centipoises at 25'C) associated with water
salinities of 5(I-80 g I r : then thc G)ld Lakc deposit rcaches I I " API and 800()0

w

Precambrian shield

Malor unconlrmity

0  50  l 00Kn

0  5 0  t 0 0 M i l e s

Fig. IV. 6.5. Schematic cross-section of Western Canada basin showing heavy-oil sands'
Nambers indicatc the rangc of API gravity of the various accumulations. (Adapted with

changes from Demaison. 1977)
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centipoises at l5'C. associated with watcr salinities lower than 50 g I r. Finally,
the outcropping Athabasca tar sands contain an extra-heavy oil (densitv
6-8 " API..viscositv 2. 10" centipoises at 10 "C) associated with low salinity waters
( <  2 { )  g l  ' ) .

Deroo et al. (1971. 1971) have shown that the main source rocks of the normal
crudc oil entrapped in Early Cretaceous sands are the associated shales. Due to
the close relationship and thc progressive change from these normal oils to heavv
oils. they infcrred that the same source was an important contributor to heavy
oils. However, thcre may be some contribution also from thc Paleozoic and
Jurassic shales which are present basinward. Hacqucbard (in Deroo ct al.. 1977)
has shown that catagenesis of the Cretaccous source beds is reached basinward
from all major hcavy oii accumulations. If this general concept is accepted the
distances of secondarv migration have to be in the range of tens to scveral
hundred of  k i lometers:  Demaison (1977) .  This  author  pointed out  rhat  both
stratigraphic features. such as sandstone distribution. and structural factors. such
as the Peace River  arch.  have in f luenced entrapment  of  the o i ls .  Thus a normal .
nredium-gravitv oil has probably migrated into the sandslone reservoirs: later. or
simultaneouslv. the oils came into contact with meteoric waters entering the
rcsctvoirs from the outcrops. and were subscquently degraded. 'Ihis view is
suPported by geochcmical investigations. which have proved a step by step
degradation. ciecrclsinr basinrvard anrl also with the incrcasing salinity of
format ion waters (Deroo et  a l . ,  197;1.  1977) .

In Eastern Vcnczuela. the gcncral situation is rather similar to that in Western
( 'anada (F ig.  IV.6.6) :  a  forcdcep basin.  wi th  a heavi lv  fo lded and faul tec i
northern flank and a gentlv dipping southern llank. contains normal and heavy
oils in Cretiiceous and Oligocenc-Miocene (OtTicina) sandstones. The traps are
fornreil bv a contbination of normal faults and sitndstone pinchouts. The oil
accumulat ions loc i r tcd at  depths grcater  than 1500 m are normal .  mediunt  to  l ight
( :5  . {0"  API) .  low,sul fur  crudes ( (  l% S)  wi rh a low content  of  res ins and
asphaltenes: southwarcls. rvhen approaching the border of the basin. thc oils
(Ternblador .  NIerev)  becontc progress ivc ly  shal lower (ca.  120( !1-500 m).  heavicr

25" 4t
oficina

{proi,cred,

r0{25' <1o"Apl

0-.______4__-__!0Km
q 25 sPMires

Fig- 1V.6.6. Schcmatic cross-section of Eastern Venezuela basin showing heavy-oil sands
(Orinoco l]eavv C)il Belt). Nrorrbers indicate the ranee of API gravity of the various
accunrulatioos (Adrpted $i1h changes from Denaison. 1977)
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and biodegraded (with 2G407c resins plus asphaltenes. a density of l0-25 " API
and 1-3Vc sulfur)l finally they grade into the Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt (Cerro
Negro, El Pao, Hamaca. etc.). a gigantic accumulation made ofheavily degraded
oils: more than 507o is made up of resins and asphaltenes, API density is 10'or
lower. sulfur reaches +576 or even more.

The source rocks for normal oils are found in the Cretaceous and Oligo-
Miocene beds. However, it is not yet established which one was the major source
for the heavy oils. Demaison (1977) located the maturation area of the source
rocks and showed, thatit is basinward and completely outside the areaofheavyoil
occurrences. He calculated a minimum distance of migration of about 100 km.
Once migrated into the reservoir, the normal, medium-gravity oil came into
contact with meteoric waters entering the sandstones from the outcrops. in the
Orinoco area. The oil was subsequently degraded and the locations close to the
outcrops were more heavily altered. Furthermore it was observed by Hedberg
(1947) and others that, in some locations, light waxy crudes in the upper part of
the Oligo-Miocene beds overlie heavy oils in the lower part. Demaison (1977)
suggested that this situation is explained by an easier access of meteoric waters in
the more sandy lower paft of the stratigraphic column.

6.5 World Reserves and Geological Setting

The present estimate of the world reserves of heavy oils is shown in Table IV.6.2.
All figures are related to oil in-place as the concept of recoverable reserues is
continuously changed, due to the advancement of technologies for producing
these nonconventional crude oils.

The tual figure - 450 to 1000 bill ion mr - is comparable to the total ln-l1dce
discovered quantitv of conventional crude oil. which can be estimated to ca. 600
billion mr (including the oil already exploited, but excluding non-discovered
potential rcsources; assuming a recoverable/in-place oil ratio of0.25).

The recoverable fraction of the hcavy oils will depend on the developments of
technologics for production. For instance. out of the 220 bill ion m' of heavy oils
present in the Crctaccous sands of Western Canada. ca. 6 bill ion m1 could
prohabl l  he rccovercd bv \ur face min ing and ca.  -10 h i l l ion m- hv rn-s i tu  s team
f looding,  i .e . ,257c of  the tota l  deposi t .  The balance.  ca.  170 b i l l ion m1.  i5  not
recoverable by existing technologies. but what fraction could be added by
dcveloping new methods is yet unknown.

The most striking feature with respect to occurrence of heavv oils and tar sands
is the abnormally high quantity of in-place oil in the major deposits. This aspect
was discussed by Demaison (1977). In particular, the evaluations of the in-place
oil in the single Athabasca amount to 140 bill ion mr, i. e., three times the in-place
oil of the largest of all conventional oilfields. Ghawar. Saudi Arabia. Comparable
situations probably occur with respect to the Orinoco Heavy Oil Belt. but precise
definition of the individual deposits has stil l to be improved. The total in-place
reserves of the Middle East province (ca. 300 bill ion mr), however. are in the
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Tab le  lV  6  2  Pr inc ipa l  in -p lace  rc5cr !eso t  heavyo i l \o f  rhe  wor ld .
{oapreo.  $  l th  ch i rnge. .  f rom Demai \on .  I  977:  Boy  de  la  Tour  e t  a l .1 9 8 1

Country Age of reservoir Volume in_place
(bil l ion mr)

\  enezue la  Or inoco Oligo-Miocene 150 ro 500
Cretaceous

Eariy 220
Cretaceous

Cunadl Athabasca
Cold Lake
Wabasca
Pcace River

Carbtxate
triangle
(AIber ta  )

Melekess
(Volta,Ural)
Othe rs
'far 

Triangle
LIinta Basin
Others

Canada

U .  S .  S .  R .

U .  S ,  A .

Others

Paleozoic

Permian

Paleozoic

Permian
Eocene

0 to 200

20

-1.3

2.5
L 7
5 . 5

50 to 70

fotal ca. 450 to 1000

::::"^:1:l ljjlli,-l_",t.'.,", rhe in-place heavy oits of western Canada (creta-*Ti:,:"'l;:r"o:l]1,":l 
T_.t,T u":l*n ven€zu;ra (Is0 t. lui uilii-.tt.

H,l,:. jT:".::-*ions immediately u.ir", *nf a'"" tr,"."'iili""' pr.."i"*,
lyl*i: "r.:it. I::l::,1 g"*dl: e^t",n v"n.,uJr,; ;" ;;il i;i,, oij'ii,'J'""ii
1:fTllil: 

in a.relatively small area of the basin? Why ";. ..;"1;;;;;i
::'..:ll,]1lir"r (A,habasca andprobabty parts of rhe Orin,i.o n.ttl ,o r,ug", "u.nu hcn compared to the g iant  o i l  f ie lds?
These features require in fact several conditions:

unusual expulsion from the mature source rocks and efficient sealing,Iong distance migration.
- wide drainage area of some individual deposits.

Demaison (1977) pointed out thar .,foreland.,, or ,,foredeep,,basins 
(Halbouty,1970; Klemme, 1975; Ballv. 1975) were an excellent situation in those respects.They freq.uently offer a large volume of mature source ro"t.. if,in, ,,r. .*or"na.

::l\i '11: 
homoc]inal.slope.^with a tremendous drainage u."u. unO'ii," u."ur..n..ot malor u-nconformity surfaces as conductors 1e.g..itre pr._Ci",u."ou, un"on_tormity in Western Canada) fayor.a long_dlstance migration, especially from theclcep part of the basin. In fact al rhree major oir provinces mentioned above
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(Middle East. Western Canada. Eastern Venezucla) f it into that schen]e . and also
the Volga-Ural basin (USSR). where the Melckess cleposits ranks immediate lr
beh ind  Vcnezue la  and Canada (Tab le  IV .6 .2 ) .

A wide drainage area fbr an individual deposit is i ln essentiit l  condition for
ga ther ing  a  huge amount  o f  o i l  in to  a  s ing le  accumula t ion .  Demaison (1977)
pointed out that a paleodelta svstem comprising far-reaching, efficiertlv interfin-
gering carrier sandstoncs is lhe i i leal sctting in that respccl. A combinurion of
foredeep basin and paleodelta s!stcm is very probabh, the cause for thc major
hcavv oil accumulations discussetl hcre.

F ina l i v .  degradat ion  i t sc l fseems to  be  an  in tpor tan t .  i l nor  the  n tos t  impor tan t .
factor for trapping verv larqe quantit ies of oil. The general lavout of thc foredeep
basins js also favorablc to the eDtr\ 'of mctcoric $'aters. lront thc outcrops. alonp
uncontormi tv  sur faces .  basa l  sands tones .  e tc .  In  the  abscnce o f  degradat ion .  thc
bu lk  o f  the  normal  f lu id  o i l s  *hen migrar ing  on  a  w idc .  fea ture less  homoc l ina l
slopc would reach thc outcr()ps i ind would tre lost. In,\itu i legraclation rvould
supress  mob i l i t v  o f  the  o i l  and  prcvent  i t  f ron l  cscap ins :  th is  i s  insured no t  on lv  b r
an  "aspha l t  p lug"  bu t  rnore  e f l i c icn t ly  b r  inc reas ing  v isc t )s i tv  o f thu  hu lk , r t ' the
dcpos i t .  un t i l  i t  can  no  longer  n rove .  Thus .  in  a  sensc  hcavv  o i l s  p rov idc  the i r  ou  n
sea l .  Th is  par t i cu la r  aspcc t  \ \ ' ou ld  cx ; r la in  whv no  s ing lc  accumula l ion  o l
convent iona l  o i l  cornparab le  in  s ize  to  A thabasca or  Or inocu c lepos i ts  i s  known.
Degradat ion  tnd  absence o f  n rob i l i r  v  *ou l t1  be  a  rcqu is i te  fo r  such hugc  dcpos i ts .

6.6 Valorization of Heavl' Oils

6.6.I Produ(tion

Heavv oils stil l mobile under rcservoir conditions can onlv be produced bv
conventional methods at a k)w rate. with a verv low efficicnc\': the recovervfactor
is only a few percent. Extra heavv oils. immobile under rcscrvoir conditions.
cannot bc produced bv convcntional techniques.'l 'hus. ex-situ mining methods
and in-situ enhanced recoverv technologies are ncccsslrv to mobilize the major
fraction of heavv oil rcscrves. 'l 'he methods are usualiy bascd on the ilrastic
viscositv reduction in responsc to heating up thc heavv oil.

Athabasca oil sands are mined. in open pits, in two locations near Fort
McMurray,  Albcr ta. ' lhe sand is  subsequent l ) '  scparated f rom the hcavy o i l
bv using an alkaline hot water process. The total production is presently ca.
E mi l l ion m'  year  ' .

Heavv oils with viscositics ranging trom llX) to 25000 centipoiscs il rcservorr
conditions are produceci bv cnhanced reco!crv techniques. using in,situ. cvclic or
cont inuous.  s team in ject ion.  at  an annual  rate of  ca.  25 mi l l ion nr ' (main l r  in
California and W. Venezuela). Steam (tempcrature ca. 300'C. prcssure ca. l0()
bar) is injccted through conventional wells; the heat is partlv transferred to the
heavv oil (including the heat of stcam condensation) and the viscositv subse-
qucntlv decreascs. Then oil can bc pumped either through separitte producinS
wcl ls  or  through thc in ject ion wcl l .  bv per iod ica l lv  a l ternat ing in ject ion and
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production. The process seems to be presently applicable at depths shallower
than 1(XX) m. provided permeabilities are sufficient. It is not clear whether the
process would be also applicable to extraheavy oils, with an in-situ viscosity
beyond I 00.(XX) cc ntipoises. A iarge-scale project in the Cold Lake area has been
announced: the in-situ viscosity of this dcposit seems to be somewhat lower than
in Athabasca. Wasbasca and Peace River deposits.

In-situ combustion is another process for reducing oil viscositv and making it
producible. In this case. air is injected through conventional wells and flows
toward production wells. Once ignition is started at the injection well the
combustion front moves slowlv in thc direction of producing wells. Ahead of this
fronl. oil is pvrolvzed and cracked: it vields a lighter oil. which is produced, and a
hcavv. cokc-like resjdue rvhich remains in place. The latter is burnt when the
combustion front reachcs it. and provides the energy necessarv for the process.' Ih is  

tcchnologv is  present lv  uscd in  Rumania,  the Uni ted States and Canada,
u ith an annual production ca. l.-5 million mr. and seems to be applicable down to
I5(X)  m.  l -hc amount  ( ) t  hcavy o i l  hurnt  as coke rvould he 1 i f25? of thein-p lace
oil. Simuitaneous injection of water is also suggested, in order to combine the
advitnlaces of conrbustion and stcam injection methods.

Other methods. such as injection of carbon dioxide into heavy oils. or solvents,
xrc  s t i l l  expcr  imcnta l .

6.6.2 Relining

Va lor iza t ion  o f  the  hcavv  o i l s  causes
specific characteristics:

s r rme d i f f ie r r l t ies  in  re f in ing .  duc  ro  the i r

high sul fur .  n i t rogen.  and meta l  (V.  Ni )  content :  thev may act  as p, . ) is( )ns to
heterogcnous catalvsts used in rcfining processes; furthermore. sulfur and
nitrogen cause cnvironmental problems.

- low H,tCl ratio. as compared to conventional oil.
hieh asphaltcne content, which is responsible for the high viscosity of the heavy
fucls. and is also a cause of instabilit)' of some relined products.

The increasc of the H/C ratio may be obtained bv carbon eliminarion or
hvdrogen adcljtion. A heaw. carbon-rich. residue can be removed by deasphalt-
ing (rvith thc use of purc solvents. or a Cl\-fraction) or coking (heating and
cracking thc oil). 

' l 
hen. hydrogenation treatnents may further increase the H/C

r: r l i , ) .  lnd r t ls , r  remorc 'u l [ur  anJ n i t rogcn.

Summary and Conclusion

Hearv oils and extra-heavv oils of tar sands are. in most cases. the result of crude oil
degradation in reservoirs, where petroleum has entered bv migration, accumulated and
subsequently become degraded. This latter phenomenon is commonly associated with
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the invasion of the reservoir by meteo c waters and it may include biodegradation,
water washing, loss of volatiles, and oxidation.

Heavy oils contain less hydrocarbons, especially alkanes, than normal crude oils.
and more asphaltenes, resins and sulfur-aromatic compounds. Asphaltenes plus resins
range from 25Va to 707o of heavy oil. In terms of crude oil classification, heavy oils
belong to the aromatic-naphthenic and aromatic-asphaltic classes.

Physical properties ofheavyoils are largely controlled bythe abundance and physical
state of asphaltenes and resins: specific gravity ranges from 0.93 g cm i to 1.06 g cm r

(20' ta 2' API). Viscosity ranges from 100 to 100,000 centipoises and it is highly
dependent on temperature.

World reserves of heavy oil in-place amount to 0.5- 1.0 tri l l ion mr, with very large
deposits in Westem Canada (Athabasca) and Eastern Venezuela (Orinoco belt).
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Part V
Oil and Gas Exploration:
Application of the Principles of Petroleum
Generation and Misration



Chapter I
Identification of Source Rocks

The derivation of petroleum from nonreservoir rocks is a well-established fact.
Rocks that are, or may become, or have been able to generate petroleum are
commonly called source rocks. The presence of insoluble organic matter
(kerogen) is a primary requisite for an active or a potential source rock.

A crucial test in the recognition of a petroleum source bed is the determination
of its content of organic matrer, both soluble (bitumen) and insoluble (kerogen).
A second important step in source-rock identification is the determination of the
type of kerogen and the composition of the solvent extractable hydrocarbons and
nonhydrocarbons. Finally, from optical and/or physicochemical properties,
evolutionary stages of kerogen can be determined. This concept is commonly
referred to as the "maturity ofsource rocks". A combination of parameters allows
the identification of the content and type of kerogen. and the level of maturity ofa
source rock.

The term source rock is applied irrespective of whether the organic matter is
mature or immature. Source rock qualirv is defined in terms of amount and type
of kerogen and bitumen and its stage of maturity. However, while it is possibleio
recognize whether a source rock is immature. and thus cannot yet have yielded
oil, it is yet ver1, difficult, exccpt in spccial cases. to find out whether or not oil has
mlgrated out ot a mature source rock.

I . I Amount of Organic Matter

The kerogen contcnt of a sediment is normally determined by combustion of the
organic carbon to CO. in an oxygen atmosphere after carbonate carbon has been
removed by acid treatment. Such organic carbon analyses are conveniently
performed on finely ground rock samples in a combustion apparatus utilizing an
induction furnace and a thermal conductivity cell to measure the evolved CO,.
However, this procedure really determines only organic carbon content. and n;t
the total organic matter or kerogen. ln some laboratories extractable organic
matter (bitumen) is removed prior to determination of organic carbon. The
fract ionoforganiccarboncorrespondingtobi tumenisusual l lnotmorethan0.1
or 0.2 of the total. However, less scattering is commonly observed on organic
carbon values determined on bitumen-free samples. Although organic caibon
analyses are relatively simple, it has repeatedly been observecl that values
obtained for the same samples in different laboratories may differ by about
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Table V.1.1. Conve$ion factors for computation of total
organic matter from organic carbon content

Type of kerogen
Stage

1.25 1.48 1.57

Coal

Diagenesis 1 .34

End of
catagenesis t .20 f . i 9 1 .1u 1 . 1 2

t 0.-l7r C,,.,. To compensate for other elements (H, O. N ' S) present ln kerogen '
the value fciund for orgnnic carbon has to bc multiplied by a conversion factor.

because the elementai composition of kerogen depends on type and level of

evolution. Forsman and Hunt ( 1958) determined conversion factors ranging from

1.07 for metamorphosed rocks up to 1.40 for nonmetamorphosed organic matter

rich in oxygen. More detailed information on conversion factors can be derived
from TabiJV. 1. I with respect to t1'pe of organic n]atter and stage of maturation.

Conversion factors for certain peats may be as high as 2 0.
Average values of organic carbon for shale-type source rocks are presented in

Table I1.3.2. They are generally in the range of 2%. Average values of organic

carbon for carbonate-type source rocks are in the range of 0 67o'
Not only the amount but also the t)'pe of organic matter is critical To take two

extreme examples. a rock with 2 7.' C,,,, composed mainly of inertinite and

rederived anthiacite is a much poorer souice rock than one containing 0.5 % C,,,-q

of algal material. such as is found in form of Tasmanites. Another rather frequent

situaiion is met in rock secluences where the background of0.57r C,,,0 represents

a terrestrial input. whereas particular layers contain 2 to 5 7c C,',, . derived mainly

from autochthonous plankton. An example of this kind is shorvn in Figure lV 3 l '

The lower limit of organic carbon for petroleum source rocks has been

established primarily in an empirical manner' Ronov (1958) investigated some

26,000 samples of different ages and environments from oil and nonoil provinces'

The criticaflower limit for nonreservoir rock shale-type sediments in oilprovinces

turned out to be 0.57r organic carbon The average organic carbon content in oil

basins of the Russian platform was found to be almost three times as high as in

areas outside the oil province. This lower limit of 0.5% organic carbon is

consistent with more recent findings from generally acknowledged source rock

units, Some laboratories. however' prefer to use a I % C,,,, lower Iimit for detrital

source rocks.
A rather comprehensive study of organic matter in limeslones was carried out

by Gehman ( 1962). Analyses of about 1'100 ancient rocks from many parts of the

world showed that ancient limestones contain much less organic matter than

ancient shales. The average organic carbon content of limestones was 0 20 7r , and

that of shales 0.94%. The average hydrocarbon content' however, was about

100 oom antl similar for ancient limestones and shales The observations by
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Gehman (1962) and corroborative data on generally acknowledged carbonate-
tvpe source rocks lead to the conclusion lhal0.3c/c organic carbon is the lower
limit for carbonate-tvpe source beds. Average values of organic carbon for these
carbonate-type sourcc rocks are considerably higher and range above 0.67c
(see a lso Table I1 .3.2) .

These rninimum values of organic carbon for potential source rocks. with 0.3 7o
for carbonates and 0.5% for shales, should be considered only as necessary
background values, rathcr than as positive indications for a source rock.
Nevertheless, minimum values are of significance. not only becausc hydrocar-
bons in source rocks are generated from insoluble kerogen, but also because a
critical level of hydrocarbons has to be reached before expulsion from a source
rock is possible. Prior to expulsion. the specific adsorption capacity of a source
rock for hydrocarbons has to be satisfied and, moreover, sufficient hydrocarbons
for movement of a pressure-driven hydrocarbon phase have to be available.
Finally. it should be pointed out that this minimum organic carbon value as a
source rock criterion no longer applies to rocks in a very advanced stage of
maturity. i. e. . in a metagenetic stage when only dry gas is generated. At this stage
0.3 or 0.5% organic carbon may merely indicate a residual amount of organic
matter that initially may have been more than twice as high.

1.2 Type of Organic Matter

A distinction between various types of sedimentary kerogen is essential for
proper source rock appraisal. becausc different types of organic matter have
diflerent hydrocarbon potentials. The differences arise from variations in the
chemical structure of the organic matter.

Remains of bacteria. phvtoplankton. zooplankton and higher plants have been
recognized as main contributors to kerogen in sediments. Maior chemical
ditllrences in gross composition exist between organisms living in an aquatic
environment and those living in subaerial (nonaquatic) environment. This
distinction stems from the generalization that while terrestrial plants need
structural support from polymers such as lignin. aquatic plants. supported by the
surrounding water. need none. Therefore. the distinction between kerogen
derived from aquatic (planktonic) organisms and terrestrial higher plants is of
importance. Furthermore. the environments of transport and deposition and the
resulting mode of preservation also influence the chemical composition oforganic
matter. These factors, however. are as yet difficult to detect.

Type and quality of kerogen can be differentiated and evaluated by optical
microscopic and physicochemical methods. Optical methods on one hand allow a
visualization of the kerogen and thus an appreciation of details, such as mixing
from different organic sources. Most optical techniques, however. recognize only
a fraction of the total kerogen of a sediment, a fraction which is not necessarily
representative. On the other hand. physicochemical methods monitor the total
organic matter usually in form of bulk analyses without recognizing different
components or sources. Thc various techniques commonly applied have specific
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merits and limitations with respect to applicability. Therefore, as a rule they
should not be used separately and exclusively. but rather in combination.

L2.1 Optical Microscopic Methods

Optical rnicroscopv can only be used to describe that part ofthe organic matter of
a sediment occurring in particles large enough to be visible in an optical
microscope (about I prm or larger). However, also some finer "amorphous"

organic matter can be identified. using transmitted light or fluorescence techni-
ques. Definitive texts on optical microscopv are available for the specialist
(Ot tcn jann et  a l . .  197,1:  Teichmri l ler ,  1974;  Alpern (ed.) ,  1975;  Stach er  a l . ,
1975). Generally three different techniques are applied for microscopic studies of
soutce rocks:

l. investigation in reflected light of a polished surface of whole rock pieces,
2. investigation in rcflccted light of a polished concentrate of organic particles.

isolated from a rock (organic particles are concentrated by means of acid
maceration and/or density flotation).

3. investigation in transmitted light oforganic particles. isolated from a rock, and
strewn on a glass side.

To undertake all three types of studies is necessarily time-consuming. In the
past usuall)' in any laboratorv only one approach has been used. The application,
however, of two techniques seems advisable because the different techniques, to
a certain extent. yield complementary information. Results stemming from a

Table V.1.2. Approximate equivalence of various terms used in kerogen descrip-
tion. (After Cornford. 1977)

Provenance Terminologies

' i F

Algal

Liptinite Amorph.

Humic

Type I

Type II

Type III

Residual

Amorphous

Herbaceous
(fibrous)

'.-,-

-woody

(plant
st,uy:)-,_

--<.'
L O a t y

(angular to
sub-angular
fragments)

Vitrinite

Inertinite
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grven technique are internally consistent. although interrelating the ter_
minologies of the different techniques is stil l in piog.".s. Table V.1,2 lists
approxlmate equrvalence of various terms used in kerogen description. It seems
that specialists concerned with microscopic studies of kerogen are currently
propagating a new genetically oriented nomenclature for sejimentary organii
particles. However. for historical reasons and in order not to prolifirate
nomenclature. it is probably best, for the time being, to adopt coal petrographic
terms based on the maceral concept to describe diipersed iedimentary orginic
mat ter .  The main groups of  macera ls  in  coal ,  i .e . .  l ip t in i te .  v i t r in i te .  and
inertinite haye been described in Chapter II.g. A shori description of their
charactcristic appearance in scdiments can be given as follows:
a) Liptinite (c.g.. algae. resins. spores etc.): identifiecl bv characteristic shapel

high transrnittance and intcnse fluorcscence at lo*er ie'crs ot milturit\ and
lorv retlectance comparcd to the other maccral grouns.

b)  F lumin i te .  V i t r in i te :  angular to subrngular  par t i ; les.  somer imes showrng cel l
slructure. Identified bv moderatc transmittance. intermecliate reflectance.
antl usualll ' abscnce of fluorescence.

c)  Iner t in i te :  angular .  h igh rc f lectance.  of ten exhib i t ing cel lu lar  out l ine or
granular texturc. No fluorcscence. opaque in transmitted light.

d) Other particles such as solid bituminitej. and various microiossrrs.
Reflectecl /lgftr microscopl, allows those particles to bc studied that take a

polish. Thus particles of huminite. vitrinite and inertinite groups are easily
ide^ntified (Stach et al., 1975). Amorphous or structureless orga-nic malter rs more
difficult to identify in reflected light. However, a certain 

-part 
of it. which is

derived from Iiptinitic matter. can be recognized using incident UV excitation to
produce fluorescence.

In reflccted light the rank of coals is dctermined by measurement of the
retlectance of the huminitic or vitrinitic particles (see Chap. II.g). The application
to the evaluation of the maturity of petroleum source rocks is discu.ssed later
(Sect 1.3..1) Next to_ marurity measurement. the main use of reflected light in
studying kerogen is the differentiation of humic (sometimes also calred herba-
ceous. rvoody or coaly) organic matter. The two maceral groups of vitrinite and
inertinite are easily identified by virtue of their reflectanc-e. shape. anrl rnternal
structure. Vitrinite is of a medium grey appearance, whereas inertinites show a
much brighter reflectance. The distinction between those two tvpes of humic
matter is of importance, because inertinites do not exhibit any oil potential. and
perhaps a limited potential tbr gas. whereas vitrinite material 

'has 
some potential

for oil. and a definite gas potential.
Another important observation. only possible in reflected light, is the recogni-

tion of reworked opaque organic matter. derived from old-er sediments ind
redeposited. Eroded and redeposited coal fragments are readily recognized when
exhibiting typical lamination, as so called bi- or trimacerite pariicles in which two
or three maceral groups are combined (Fig. V.l.l). Other reworked organic
particles. not stemming from coal seams. mav show oxidation rims on thc outer
side of the particle due to intense contact wiih oxvgen during reworking. These
oxidation rims in reflected light show in most cases a brighter reflectance. tn most
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F iu  V  I  I  A  le r . r ! .en  tn  r ( l lec le ' l  l l ch t :  la rge  rcdcp l l ' i ted  c t 'a l  l tacmrnt  lT r imacc l l le i

t , ' ! . , ; . ;  ; "h ' r t " . .n . : " * . ' " '  r i r r in i re  par t ie ies  r€ re 'J  and in t r t i r r le  r r r ' i ' '  KerLJcen

coicentrate of Carb;iferous sandstone. Emsland Gerntanl Rcflected hght' oil immer-

sion. (Photo l lagemann )

Fie. V. t.2. An altercd tnertrnrte particle. showing darkening due to weathering (oxida-

r io -n t .  Ref lec te , j  l i gh t .  o i l  immer ' ion  tPho lo  Hagemann)

cases .howcver .ox ida t lonr lmshave i r lowe l le f l cc tance(Ha8cmann.1977:F ig .
V.1.2). Redeposited matter can also be identif ied by lower and redder l iptinite

n,ror;.n.. ihan expccted {or the rank of the vitrinire. Finally. if higher-rank

matter is redeposited' a higher reflectance population of vitrinite can be found
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Fig. V.1.3. A kerogen in transmitted light: large round objecrs are algal bodies. Smaller
round objects are palynomorphs. Angular opaque pardcle.,i are vitrinitic plant remains.
Kerogei conccntrate of Upper Liassic shale (pliensbachian). Luxemburg. Transmitted
light. (Photo Hagemann)

Fig. V.1.4. A kerogen in transmitted lightt small angular dark objects are vitrinitic plant
particles. The grc) tansparent object in upper right corner is afragment of cuticle I the/or1g
d.ark perforated objectln lower left corner is fusinite. Kerogen conientrate of Upper Liassic
shale (Pliensbachian). Luxemburg. Transmitted light. (photo Hagemann)

Particles of higher reflectance are also observed in contemporaneous peats. They
are obviously not reworked and could be the product of selective oxidation.

For studies in transmitted light, a similar microscope is employed to that used
for the observation of rock thin sections or biological preparations. This approach
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Fig. V.l.5a and b. Use of fluorescence to identify liptinites (Algae). Asinglespotona
polished Miocene shale from Probiitip Jugoslavia. is shown (a) in reflected white lightand
(b) under UV excitation shoNing fluorescence. Three large liptinite particles (middle' teJi)
not apparent under white light in (a). are identified by their bright fluorescence in (b)
These iiptinite particles are algal bodies. A huminite particle (/op ri8ftl) is best identified in
(a) under white light. (Photos Hagemann)

to the study of kerogen using transmitted light is derived from palynological

examinations (Combaz. 1961, 1980). Strewn grain concentrates of organic
particles. recovered from crushed sedimentary rocks after acid mac-eration and/or

density flotation, are used. The type of organic matter is identified, using the

translucency and shape of particles, and in some cases their fluorescence The

transmitted-light technique is excellent for the identification of the structured

particles of the important maceral group of liptinites' such as algal remains'
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spores. pollen or cuticles (Fig. V.1.3 and V.1.4). "Amorphous" organic matter,
without clear outlines. of no distinct shape, and without identifiable structure is
also readily observed.It is moderately transparent and ofa yellowish to brown,or
dark-brown color. This type of organic matter is frequently termed ,,sapropelic".
The amorphous organic matter is frequently considered as being derived from
plankton and having a good petroleum potential. Although this is partly correct.
it has to be kept in mind that there are other origins for amorphous organic matter
which do not necessarily havc a good petroleum potential. Precipitation or
adsorption of dissolved or colloidal organic matter such as humic acids results in
structureless. amorphous organic matter having a Iow petroleum potential.
Furthcrmore. intense microbial reworking of organic debris may also destroy
original morphological structures of various biological origins. This discussion is
presented in Chapter II.4.8 and illustrated in Figure IL4.l6. Based on thesc
considerations. it is concluded that identification of amorphous organic matter,
by using transmitted light. is by no means a proof of a good petroleum potential.
Additional information has to be obtained from fluorescence studies and/or
chemical analyses. In contrast to the amorphous organic matter is the opaque
matter of the vitrinite and inertinite groups. which is not easily identifiable since
only outlines are generally visiblc. The opaque organic matter is classified usually
as "humic". although fibrous plant remains have been classified as,,herbaceous"
( T a b l e  V . 1 . 2 ) .

The results of transmitted light studies mainly give information on the type of
organic  par t ic les prcsent :  Rogers (1979) .  Masran et  a l .  (1981) .  In format ion on
maturitv can also be obtained. This matter is discussed later in more detail (Sect.
1 . 3 . r ) .

Fluores<:ence studies can be carried out in either a transmitted or reflected light
mode. Ultraviolet or blue light is used to excite the organic matter and the
fluorescence spectrum is observed. Fluorescence can be used in three ways rn rne
studv of source rocks. Firstlv. since it is diagnostic of the liptinite group of
macerals. it is particularlv uscful to identify amorphous liptinitic matter (Fig.
V. I .5 a. b). Therc is often no other good method to visualize the finely dispersed
particlcs of algal or microbial origin. It has also been proposed rhat oil-like
components tcrmecl "exsudatinite". in the nomenclature of microscopv. can be
seen bv using tluorcscence (Teichmiiller. 1974). The second use of fluorescence is
in determining the level of maturitv of kerogen bv eslimating the intensity and
color  of  f luorescence (Sect .  1 .3.1) .  The th i rd use of f luorescence.  a quant i ta t ive
measurcment of thc fluorescence spectrum, using a photometric microscope, has
not yet been fully explored. It is also used for maturity studies.

Following the previous discussion, a general scheme of preferred microscopic
techniques for identification of types of kerogen in source rocks is given in Table
v .1 .3 .

The table summarizes some common terms. used for types of organic matter.
most frequently found in source rock-type sediments and relates these to various
microscopic techniques (reflected. transmitted and fluorescent light).

Microscopv cannot describe particles of kerogen smaller than about I trrm.
Amorphous organic matter composed of masses of smaller particles can be
recognized without further differentiation by employing fluorescence techniques.
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Table V.1.3. Scheme for subdividing organic matter in source rocks by microscopy, based

on preferred microscopic techniques

Refl ected light technique

Identif ication by

Particles inspected Reflectance

Internal structure:
shape
morphology

' ^ b

X E

i D t r

Liptinite:
Resinite
Sporinite
Cutinite
Alginite
Liptodetrinite

Low

Huminite:
Vitrinite:
Telinite
Collinite

E

E

Medium

htertinite:
Fusinite
Semifusinite
Sclerotinite
Macrinite

High

Fluorescent light technique

Alginite, resinite,
sporinite, cutinite

Distinction be-
tween fluorescent
(l iptinit ic) and
nonfluorescent
(humic) amorphous
organlc matter

Transmitted light

Algae,
resin bodies,
pollen, spores,
cuticles

Identification by

lnternal struclure,
shape, morphology
color of
fluorescence

No distinct outline
or shape color
of fluorescence

In concentrates of the particulate organic matter, the juxtaposition of particles

and good flat polish allow accurate identification of the various macerals

Polished whole rock preparations give a more representative view of the

composition of the oiganic matter and relay information on the mode of

deposition of organic matter.
When compaiing the scheme for subdividing organic matter (see also Table

V.1.2) in tranimitted and reflected light with the types of kerogen identified by
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Table V.1.3 (continued)
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Tmnsmitted light technique

Particles
inspected

Identification by

Translucency
Internal structure,
shape,
morphology,
color

Algae, resin
bodies, ponen,
spores, cuticles

Translucent

Structured
humic mafter:
herbaceous,
woody, coaly

Weakly
translucent
- opaque

Shape

Amorphous
matter

Generally
translucent

No distinct
outline or
shape

physicochemical means, the following can be concluded: Zype-1 kerogen usually
consists largely of structured algal material (Botryococcus, Tasmanites), easily
recognizable in a microscope (Fig. V.1.6a, b); it may also consist of structured
algal remains mixed with amorphous matter. The latter possibly stems from
intense microbial reworking of various kinds of organic matter.

Tvpe-ll kerogen usually consists of a large proportion of sapropelic organic
matter with an amorphous appearance plus identifiable particles. Those particles
include algal or other planktonic remnants and some land-derived plant material,
such as pollen (Fig. V.1.7). Humic material may also be a minor component of
tvpc-ll kerogen. Type-lll kercgen usually consists of humic, opaque and coalv
mater ia l  (F ig.  V.1.8) .  However,  some of  the amorphous mater ia l  a lso has to be
grouped with tvpe-lll kerogen. Resldr.ral kerogen may comprisc coaly, inertinitic,
and also somc amorphous material.

Technical details of microscopic studies in reflected light: reflectance measure-
ments and maceral determinations can be made on HCI-treated density concen-
trates (separated by heavy liquids) of particulate organic matter embedded in"epoxy" resin and polished, or alternatively on whole rock surface. The
concentration procedure isolates typically between 20 to 60oZ ofthe totalorganic
carbon in the form of organic particles. Nearly complete recovery of organic
matter. as compared to total organic carbon, is only possible with HCI and
subsequent HF treatment on finely ground rock. This latter method is used for
kerogen isolation. The reflectedJight technique for observing kerogen uses a coal
petrographic microscope. The microscope is equipped with oil immersion
objective lenses for reflected light, a photometer and devices for fluorescence and
transmitted-lisht studies.
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Fig. V.1.6a and b. Organic matter of the Probistip oil shale of Miocene age trom

Ju-goslavia tepresents tyfe I kerogen. In (a) a kerogen concentrate is shown in white

tra'nsmined light. The iirge aark objects are colonies of the algae Botrvococcus The

smaller l ight particles represent unstiuctured amorphous organic matter, partly of algal

origin. In-(b) the same kerogen preparation is shown in reflected l ight using ultraviolet

"*cltation io'prnduce fluoresience Strong bright fluorescence verifies the liptinitic nature

of the algal material shown in (a). Some internal structure is now visible The non-

fluoresceit elongated p3rticle. at the bottom right ofthe figure is pyrit ized algal material

The amorphous organic matter shows generirl ly less fluorescence than the structured alSal

material. (Photos Hagemann)

Rcflectance is measured with polarized l ight of 546 nm wavelength' uslng

microscopes with a photometer head Standards are used, which give a specific

reflectanie in oil. The effective measuring aperture is usually 3 pm or greater' The

effectivc magnification should be greater than 400 Fluorescence observation is
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Fig. V.1.7. Tvpe-llkerogen. composed ofsapropelic organic matter (amorphous) mixed
wrth small algae and sporcs. and somc huminitic particles (angulat, dark fragntents).
Sapropclic matter appears to be verv faint duc to the low degree of coalif ication of this
sumple. Kerogen concentratc of Sinemuriirn shale. Luxcmburg. Transmittcd l ieht.
(Photo Hagcmann )

Fig. V.l.lt. Type-lll kerogen composed of terrestrial plant particles of huminitic and
inertinitic nature. Some particles show distincr cellular structure. KeroAen concentrate of
Pliocene shale from the Black Sea. White reflected light orl immersion. l photo Hagemann)

generally carried out with a 100-watt mercury lamp (wavelength of light used for
cxcitatnn: emission peaks 365-435 nm) with a diachronic il luminator and
appropriate barrier filters.
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1.2.2 Chemical Methods Based on Kerogen Analysis

Chemical methods for characterizing the main types of organic matter are mostly

based on kerogen, either separated from the mineral fraction, or not separated'
Additionally, the study of extractable bitumen can also provide information on

the type of organic matter. Most chemical parameters (e. g., elementary analysis

of kerogen,IR absorbance, or naphthene abundance) are influenced by the type

and also by the maturation of the organic matter. Thus, it is necessary to

distinguish the respective influence of the original organic type versus degree of

maturation. This cannot be achieved by methods which measure a single
parameter, like the carbon ratio (CR:Cr). The distinction can be based only on

methods using several independent parameters, such as elemental analysis. or

based on a crossplot of different methods.
The fundamental properties of kerogen described in Chapter Il '1 are the basis

for subdividing organic matter' Their studl' requires a preliminary elimination of

the mineral fraction by acid (HCl. HF) treatment. The efficiency ol this treatment

varies considerably from one rock to another' Pyrite is the major mineral present

in kerogen concentrates and its residual abundance may range from 0 to more

than 507/c. It is generally considered that a concentrate cannot be used lor analysis

if it contains more than 30% pyrite or other minerals. A typical difficulty is the

occurrence of framboids, where pyrite microcrystals are coated by a film of

organic matter (Sect. II.4.3).-Elemental 
analysis of kerogen, when plotted on a van Krevelen diagram (Fig'

IL4.11) provides an immediate reference to the three main types of kerogen as

described in this book. However, the characterization becomes difficult in the wet

antl dry gas zones (beyond the 1.3-1.5E level of vitrinite reflectance). where

many properties of the different kerogens become alike
Iifiared spectrophotometry provides information on the occurrence and

abundance oi the various functional groups in kerogen and also paraffinicity or

aromaticity (Fig. II.a.7). In particular the absorption bands provide a compara-

tive evaluation of the petroleum potential of different source rocks This

evaluation is based on thi respective intensity of the absorption bands related to

aliphatic CH2, CHl groups (source of hydrocarbons) and to polyaromatic nuclei

( incr t  par t  o f  kerogen;  F ig.  11.7 3) .
Eleitron spin resonance (ESR) applied to kerogen may also provide some

information ;bout the type of organic matter. However the main influence on

ESR results from thermal evolution, and therefore this technique is treated later
( S e c t .  1 . 3 . 2 ) .

Carbon isotope distributions in kerogen also depend on the origin and chemical

structure of organic matter. It has been observed that terrestrial organic matter is

enriched in tfie lighter isotope. r2C, as compared to madne pl-qlltolt] th.e

difference is 5 to 1-0%" (see Sect. L2 5). In ancient sedim-ents the d''C of land-

derived kerogen is usually 3 to 5%. lower than the drrc of marine-derived

kerogen.
In very advanced stages ofmaturation, e g. ' beyond 1 .5 7. vit-rinite refleclance '

identification ofthe originaltype oforganic matterbecomes difficult, because the

chemical compositions of the different kerogens become progressively similar'
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However, electron microdiffraclion is still able to differentiate between the
original lypes l, II or III of the organic matter. The discriminative parameter is
the size of aggregates produced in kerogen by heating at 1000'C. These
aggregates appear as clouds where individual aromatic platelets and stacks
become parallel. The size of the aggregates is 80 A or less in type III, ca. 200 A in
type II, and 500 or even 1000 A in rype-I kerogen (Oberlin et a|.,1.974).

| .2.3 Pyrolysis Method Based on Whole Rock Samples

The main difficulty in applying chemical methods on kerogen to routine work is
the rather lengthy and costly character due to the preliminary step of kerogen
isolation. This represents a restriction on the number of kerogen concentrates
available for analysis. A quick method is needed to provide the same type of
information from the original core or cuttings, and requiring no special prepara-
tion other than grinding the rock. The data obtained from the study of many
kerogens have enabled Espitalid et al. (1977 ) to develop a standard pyrolysis
method ofsource rock characterization and evaluation (Rock-Eval). The method
uses a special pyrolysis device sketched in Figure V.1.9. The sample (ca. 100 mg)
is progressively heated to 550"C under an inert atmosphere, using a special
temperature program (Fig. V.1.10). During the assay, the hydrocarbons already

H2A Itap
CO2 rtap

Fig. V.1.9. Principle of the Rock-Eval
device of Espitalid et al. (19'7'l)

TH E R II,IAt
CONDUCIIVIIY

DITECTON

pyrolysrs
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Fig. V.1.10. Cycle of analysis
and example of record obtain-
ed by the pyrolysis method of
Espitalie et al. (1977). Applica-

" t ion to petroleum exploration
Ano ys s
cycle

fxcmp e
ol recoro

Oalor 9or show3 Oi l  I  gos poleni io l

Srr52  ( lq l ron  o i  rock)

Type of  or9.  mol16r

52 /orq C Hydroqen

M o l u r o l i o n

Trons lo /mol  on  ro l  o
S 1 / 5 1 + 5 2

P€.k lemeeralure Tm!! (Cl

App ico l ion
to petroleum
exp loro i ion

present in the rock in a free or adsorbed state are first volatil ized at a moderate
temperature. The amount of these hydrocarbons (S,) is measured by a flame
ionization detector (FID). Then, pyrolysis of kerogen results in generating
hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon-like compounds (S2) and oxygen-containing
volatiles, i. e.. carbon dioxide (S3) and water. The volatile compounds generated
are split into two streams passing respectively through a FID (detector) measur-
ing 52 and a thermal conductivity detector measuring 53. An adequate tempera-
ture program allows a good separation of S1 and 52 peaks on the FID detector.
However. the measurement of 53 is Iimited to a convenient temperature window
in order to include the main stage of CO2 generation from kerogen, and to avoid
other sources of CO, (such as decomposition of carbonates, and particularly of
siderite. which is the most labile carbonate). A fourth parameter is the tempera-
ture T-,, corresponding to the maximum of hydrocarbon generation during
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Fig. V. L I L Correlation of hydrogen and oxygen indices measured by pyrolysis of rock
with H/C and O/C ratios. respectively. measured by elemental analysis of kerogen
(Espitalie et al.. 1977)

pyrolysis. However, it is used mostly for evaluation of the maturation stage,
which is treated later in Section 1.3.2. Figure V.1.10 shows a typical record with
indication of S,, S2, S1 and ?",,,,,.

The tlpe of the kenryen is characterized by two indiccs: the hytlrogen intlex
(S.iorganic carbon) and the oxygen lndex (Sj/organic carbon). The indices are
independcnt of the abundance of organic matter and are strongly related to the
clcmental composition of kerogen. In particular there is a good correlation
between hvdrogen index and H/C ratio. and between oxygen index and O/C ratio,
respectively (Fig. V.1.11). Thus the two indices can be plotted in place of the
normal van Krevelen diagram, and interpreted in the same way. Rocks contain-
ing typical kerogens of types I. II and III have been subjected to pyrolysis, and
their hvdrogcn and oxvgen indices are plotted in Figure V.I.12. The rnree marn
evolution paths are generally distinct, and can be readily recognized.

A semi-quantitative evaluation of the genetic potential can be achieved by
using pvrolysis. The quantity Sr represents the fraction of the original genetic
potential which has been effectively transformed into hydrocarbons. The quan-
titv Sr represents the other fraction of the genetic potential, i.e., the residual
potential which has not yet been used to generale hydrocarbons. Thus S, * S1,
expresse.d in kg hydrocarbons per ton of rock. is an evaluation of the genetic
p0tenttal'- .

l2 This evaluation accounts for two aspects. abundance and type of the organic matter
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Fig. V.1.12. Classification ofthe source
rock types by using hydrogen and oxy-
gen indices. This diagram is readily
comparable to the van Krevelen diag-
ram plotted from elemental analysis of
kerogen (Espitali6 et a!.,1977)
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Uppet Cretaceous Douala Aastn

Fig. V.1.13. Example of a well log of the
genetic potential. Genetic potential is plotted as
a function of depth and allows a quantitative
evaluation of the source rocks. Units,4, C' and
Ehave no hydrocarbon potential. Units B and D
are good to excellent source rocks. Unit Fshows
a fair potential for hydrocarbons, decreasing to
low potential at the bottom of unit F. Some
individual layers have a much higher potential
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The following classification of the source rocks is suggested:
- lower than 2 kg t r (2000 ppm): no oil source roci, some potential for gas.
- from 2 to 6 kg t I (2000 to 6000 ppm): moderate source rock,

above 6 kg t ' (6000 ppm): good source rock.

Exceptionally, some values as high as 100 or 200 kg t I may be observed. Such
rocks contain abundant organic matter of type I or II and may provide either an
excellent source rock, if the burial depth is sufficient, or an oil shale, if the burial
depth is shallow. Figure V.1.13 shows a well log of genetic potential plotted
versus deDth.

Other iechniques of pyrolysis have been proposed to distinguish the types of
organic matter and to evaluate the source rock potential. However. their main
limitation ist the difficulty to distinguish an immature rock with a row geneuc
potential from a more mature rock with an originally high genetic potential. The
previo usly describcd method of Espitalid et al. ( 1977) easily allows this distinction
by plotting oxygen index versus hydrogen index. Without the oxygen inclex, the
interpretation remains dubious, unless an independent evaluation of the matura-
tion is carried out (e. g., vitrinite reflectance). An example is the '.carhon ratio"
(C*:C.), which was originallv proposeLl hy G ransch and Eisma 1 l ei0) to evaluate
the degree of maturation of a source rock; it is discussed in Section V. 1 .3.2. Later
lt was used as a tool for characterizing the types of organic matter. The residual
carbon Cq. after pyrolysis at 900'C under inert atmosphere is related to the
abundance of  polyaromat ic  nucle i .  The volat i le  f ract ion C1 minus Cx (C1 being
the total organic carbon) is related to the abundance of aliphatic chains and
oxygen containing functional groups which are lost d u ring pyroi; sis. Thus the low
C^:C, values truly correspond to immature source rocks containing aromatic-
poor kerogen of type I or II. Their genetic potential is high. In contrast the high
Cp:C'. valucs mav be obtained either from the same good source rock after
maturat ion,  or  f rom rocks conta in ing aromat ic- r ich typ"- i l l  k . tog"n.  even at  low
stages ot maturation. Thus the interpretation remains ambiguous. unless it is
compls leLl  hr  l rnot  hcr  meth, 'd .

Pvrolysis-fluorescence is a quick test which can be easily performed at a well
site (Heacock and Hood. 1970). A weighed amount of core or cuttings is heated in
a test tube. Bitumen which has condensed along the cold parts of the test tube is
then dissolved in a few milli l iters of solvent. The fluoresience of rhe solution is
measured by using a simple. filter-type UV fluorescence equipment. The
fluorescence intensity PF shows a good correlation with the parameter S, of the
Rock-Eval pyrolysis technique. This is quite understandable ls the same volatile
fraction (hydrocarbons and related compounds) is involved in both assays. Thus,
PF_can be used for a quick evaluation of the residual genetic potential. Again, the
lack of anothcr independent parameter makes the true distinction of the kerosen
types difficult. A cross plot of PF versus total organic carbon may pror ide some
information in this respect.
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I .2.4 Chemical Indicators Based on Bitumen

Extractable bitumen includes geochemical fossils which carry information about
the origin of the organic matter. They can be used to identify the type of organic
matter (e. g., type II mostly marine and type III mostly terrestrial) and, in turn, to
make some appraisal of the source rock potential. However, there are limitations
to this reasoning. First, the free molecules of bitumen amount to only a small part
of the total organic matter. Furthermore. the content of the various classes of
compounds (e.g., n-alkanes, acids, sterols, etc.) may vary widely from one
sourcc of organic matter to another. For cxample, long-chain n-alkanes with an
odcl number of carbon atoms are important only in higher plants, whereas they
are ncgligible in plankton. Thus a marine sediment containing 907o marine
plankton plus l07r higher plant debris brought from the continent usually bears a
tvpical terrestrial fingerprint. if high molecular weight n-alkanes are considered.
Another source of difficulty is the mobility of bitumen, i. e., it may migrate also in
sourcc rock-type sediments and not only in typical reservoir rocks. Such accumtt-
lation is marked by abnormally high bitumen to organic carbon ratios (above
200 mg:g of organic carbon). Under such circumstances the original pattern of
fossil molecules may be changed by an input of bitumen with a different distri-
but ion.

From these considcrations it is generally better to base the evaluation of the type
oforganicmatter and of thc source rock potentialon data obtained fromkerogen.
Kerogen usually amounts to 807a or more of the total organic matter, and it is
unable to migrate. Thus, information based on kerogen encompasses the major
part of the organic matter, and is definitely representative of the rock under
consideration.

The nature and occurrence of geochemical fossils is described in Chapter II.3.
Their significance in terms of geological environments is discussed in Chapter
IV.3. For example. the sources of organic material are clearly outlined in the
Gabon and Magellan basins by the distribution ofsaturated hydrocarbons ln the
coastal basin of Gabon (Fig. IV.3.1), there is a background of organic matter, at a
level of about 0.5 7o organic carbon, permanently incorporated in sediments. This
organic matter is of terrestrial origin and its petroleum potential is low. However.
some layers contain a larger proportion of organic matter (from 1 to -5%) with a
high petroleum potential. In fact, these layers are the "effective" source rocks of
the oil fields, although they may amount to less than half of the total thickness of
the formation.In the Magellan Basin ofsouthern most America (Fig. IV 3.3). the
Springhill formation has been deposited in several small basins, separated by
structural highs. The environment changes from marine to nonmarine, depend-
ing on the local conditions. In some areas, where the sedimentation is marine, the
organic matter is mainly derived from plankton. There the petroleum potential is
high, and the crude oils belong to the normal paraffinic or naphthenic types.
Elsewhere, sedimentation is nonmarine, and the organic matter is mainly of
terrestrial origin, with a high proportion of long paraffinic carbon chains derived
from plant waxes. The related petroleum potential is comparatively lower and
crude oils belong to the high-wax type.
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Thermal evolution of the source rock, during diagenesis, catagenesis and
metagenesis, changes many physical or chemical properties of the organic matter.
These properties may be considered as indicators for maturation. The parameters
most commonly used in petroleum exploration are optical examination of
kerogen. physicochemical analysis of kerogen, and chemical analysis of extract-
able bitumen. Hood and Castano (1974) compared the various techniques of
measuring the thermal evolution and proposed a numerical scale for it called
LOM (Level of Organic Metamorphism; Hood et al., 1975).

l..l.l Opttcul Itrtliatort ol ll4oturity

Examination in transmitted or reflected light. with or without fluorescence.
provides different t1,pes of intbrmation on the thermal evolution of organic
matter {sec also Sect. V.1.2.1). The main advanrage of optical techniques is to
discriminate and locate organic matter of different origins and to measure their
respcctive rank of cvolution. For example, a contribution of older kerogen
tragments, rcworketl from ancient rocks. can be identified bv its higher level of
rcflectance or carbonization. l 'he proportirrn ol reworked kerogen may not be
accounted for bv purelv chemical techniques, whjch measure bulk properties of
the mixture of contemporancous and reworked organic matter. Furthermore,
there might be some advantage in bcating the measured particles.

a) Carbonization of Palynomorphs

Observation of palvnological concentrates in transmitted /rgrt is the basis for
several scales of maturation. They use rhe progressive changes of color and/or
structure of the spores, pollen and other microfossils. The color is originally
yellow. then becomes orange or brown-yellow (diagenesis), brown (catagenesis),
and finally black (metagenesis). Alteration of the structural fearures occurs
mostly during catagenesis and metagenesis. For instance, spores and pollen at the
level of metagcnesis are no longer suitable for stratigraphic investigations. The
original observations of spores and pollen carbonization were made fifty years
ago in coal. then in other types of rocks. A review and a systematic investigation
of the carbonization of spores and pollen grains, based on observalions and
experimental work, was made by Gutjahr (1966). He used a color scale, and also a
standard procedure to measure the absorption of light. The author emphasized
that different types of spore or pollen grains show differenl absorption values at
low levels of maturation. This fact is due ro the original diffirence in wall
thickness, and possibly to differences in chemical composition. With increasing
levels of maturation. differences become less pronounced and disappear in thi
wet gas and dry gas zones.

Correia (1967) and Staplin (1969) proposed two scales in which both color and
structure alteration were used; they are respectively named state of preservation
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Fig. V.1.14. Histogram show-
ing th€ distribution of the re-
flectance of organic matter,
measured by reflected l ight
on a polished section. The var-
ious constituents - l iPtinite.
vitrinite and inertinite - have
different ranges of reflec-
tance. (Middle Liassic shale,
Luxemburg; modified from
Hagemann, 1974)
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of palynomorphs, and thermal alteration index. Five stages are defined by color

and alteration of shape and ornamentation. Stage 1 refers to fresh yellow

material. whereas stage 5 corresponds to barely identifiable remnants of the zone

of  metamorphism (Fig.  V.1.32) .

b) Vitrinite Reflectance

Reflectance of coal macerals measured in reflected /rglrl has long been used to

evaluate coal ranks. A relationship has been established between huminite-
vitrinite reflectance and other properties characterizing coal ranks (Alpern' 1969;

Teichmiiller, 1971; McCartney and Teichmiiller, 1972) Therefore, vitrinite

reflectance is now considered as one of the best parameters to define coaltfication

stapes.
Reflectance measurements have been extended to particles of disseminated

organic matter (kerogen) occurring in shales and other rocks: Vassoevich et al

(td69), Lopatin (1969), Teichmnller (1971), Hood and Castano (1974). Dow
(IOZZ;. Uirtog.urns showing the frequency distribution of reflectance are estab-

lished. They usually show several groups of reflectance values corresponding to

the various constituents, or macerals of the kerogen concentrate. In the same

sample. the reflectance increases from liptinite particles to vitrinite and finally to

ineriinite (Fig. V.1.1a). Both liptinite and vitrinite reflectances increase with

thermal evolution (Fig. V.1.15). However, only huminite or vitrinite particles are

generally used for reference to the coalification scale, because vitrinite is the main

maceral'of humic coals. Therefore the mean random reflectance of vitrinite is

Dreferred to other particles. However, there are situations where several groups

of uir.init" particlis, with different reflectance, are present. It is frequently

considered that only the group of particles showing the lowest reflectance truly

represents the situation of the autochthonous material Other vitrinite particles
-with higher reflectance - are considered to be reworked: Figure II.tt l l '

Although this practice is frequently justified, there are geological situations
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Fig. V.1.15. Compared increase of the
huminite/vitrinite and exinite/liptinite mac-
erals with burial in a Logbaba well (Douala
Basin, Cameroon). The standard deviation
o is shown for each sample, and also the
level where fluorescence ends (Alpern
et al., 1978)

where several groups of vitrinite are present and reworking is unlikely. Thus, it
can be considered that, according to the source material and conditions of early
diagenesis, there may be different types ofvitrinite, which may react in different
ways to thermal evolution.

From correlation of huminite-vitrinite reflectance with other Darameters of
source rock maturation, and also with the occurrence of oil and gas fields, the
following stages can be distinguished (for which R, is the mean reflectance in oil):

R. < 0.5lo 0.7%: diagenesis stage, source rock isimmature,
0.5 lo 0.7 % < R, ,  < ca.  1.37o:catagenesisstage,mainzoneof  o i l  generat ron;
also referred to as oil window,
ca. I.3Va < R,, < 27o: catagenesis stage, zone of wet gas and condensate,
R,,> 2Vc: metagenesis stage; methane remains as the only hydrocarbon (dry
sas zone).

There are no sharp boundaries of the oil zone, as oil represents a complex
assemblage of a wide variety of components which are generated at different
rates. Furthermore, kerogen has no uniform structure. Instead, the relative
abundance of chemical bonds that differ in strength varies with kerogen type. A
high relative abundance of weaker bonds, such as some heteroatomic bonds
frequent in type-ll kerogens, means that onset of oil generation occurs at a
relatively early stage of the maturation process. On the contrary, a high relative
abundance of stronger bonds, such as C-C bonds of the aliphatic network
constituting the bulk of type-I kerogen, means that onset of oil generation occurs
at a relatively late slage of the maturation process.

This effect is stronger in the lower than in the higher level of maturation. For
example (Fig. V.1.16) the beginning of the oil zone corresponds to a reflectance
of about 0.5 % in the Paris Basin (kerogen type II) as compared with 0 .l7o inrhe
Uinta Basin (kerogen type I). The maximum or peak of the oil generarion curve
(Fig. V.1 .33) occurs at about 0.9 7o reflectance in the Douala Basin (kerogen type
III) and about 1.1V0 in the Uinta Basin (kerogen type I), whereas it seems tobe
reached at 0.87a in the Paris Basin (kerogen type II).

a)
D,I

d)

. Bm Vitrinite
^ Rn Erinite
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Fig. V.1.16. Approxi-
mate boundaries of the oil
and gas zones in terms of
vitrinite reflectance.
Boundaries may change
slightly according to the
time-temperature rela-
tionship, and also to the
mixing of various sources
of organic matter

The beginning of the wet gas zone likewise has no sharp boundary. It generally
occurs between l.2o/o and I.4Vo. However, the lower boundary at 2Vo has more
general value, because similarities in chemical composition of kerogen become
stronger at that stage. This convergence is shown by the H/C and O/C ratios ofthe
various types of kerogen (Fig. II.5.1), and also by other physical analyses of
kerogen.

Huminite-vitrinite reflectance is the most widely used optical technique for
determining the maturity of a source rock. It is probably the best optical tool
presently available for that purpose. However, there are several limitations to
this technique, which should be kept in mind for a proper interpretarion:

I . One of the parameters used for identification of syngenetic vitrinite particles
is its reflectance. This reflectance, however, is subsequently measured as a
maturity indicator on the vitrinite particles, which have been selected, among
others. on the basis of their reflectance.

2. Vitrinite is abundant in type-III kerogen, and it can be used excellently.
Vitrinite is only moderately abundant, or even scarceJ in type-II kerogen, and
mostly absent in type I: this situation could be an important limitation for the use
of reflectance (Alpern, 1980). Furthermore, marine or lacustrine kerogens (types
I and II) may also contain gelified particles resembling vitrinite although their
chemical composition and the evolulion of reflectance may be different (Alpern
et al., 1978). For instance, Alpern (1980) found in the lower Toarcian shales of
the Paris basin, besides a predominant maceral of the liptinite group, three
gelified macerals with different reflectances. Two of them are definitely syngene-
tic, with an average reflectance of 0.25 and 0.6% respectively and their relative
abundance changes with the depositional environment, from the coast line to the
open sea:  F igure V.1.17.

3. The reflectance intervals shown above for the oil and gas zones are only
approximate. There have been many discussions about the boundaries of the
various zones, in terms of reflectance: Dow (1977), Heroux et al. (1979), Alpern
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Fig. V.1.17. Reflectance of gelif ied macerals
in the Lower Toarcian shales of the eastem
Paris Basin. ln addition to a predominant
maceral of the l iptinite group (reflectance 0.10
to tl. l5 7. not represented here). two popula-
tions of syngenetic gelified macerals (average
R",0.25 and 0.67o respectively) are present.
The depositional environment changes from
coastal (A) to open sea (C). Locations.4, B, C
are different, but close to locations G2, G6,
and GlO shown in Figure V.1.25. (After Al-
pern. 1980)
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(1980). Robert (1980), Teichmiiller (1982). In fact the observations reported
above and also rheoretical considerations (Tissot and Espitali6, 1975) indicate
that the rate of transformation of the organic matter during burial depends on the
chemical composition. Obviously the vitrinite maceral has a composition rather
comparable to type-lll kerogen. Its chemical reaction at increasing temperature
is similar to that observed for type-lll kerogen.There is no reason for different
kerogen, like types I and II. to have the same rate of transformation as fortype-III
kerogen or vitrinite. Thus, different source rocks with the same thermal history
should have reached the same level of vitrinite reflectance. but not necessarily the
same stage of evolution. in terms of oil or gas generation zones. Furthermore, it
should be realized that different thermal histories, e. g., heating rates, mav result
in the same level of vitrinite reflectance but in different amounts and types of
hydrocarbons generated. This is again due to the difference in the chemical
structure between vitrinite and the main hydrocarbon generating kerogens, and
also because of the difference in the kinetics of the hydrocarbon-generating
proccsses.

The rar& of the associated humic coal is another asDect which has been used for
studying petroleum generation. It is closcly related ro vitrinite reflectance, as the
rank is determined either by this technique or by other techniques, such as
volatile matter or carbon content which can be correlated with vitrinite reflec-
tance. Coal rank has been used by the previously cited authors using vitrinite
retlectance and also by Brooks (1970), Hacquebard and Donaldson (1970) and
Demaison (  1975) .

c) Fluorescence

Fluorescence of various liptinite constituents is induced by blue or UV light. The
visible light emitted by kerogen in response to excitation may be characterized by
its intensitv and color spectrum (van Gijzel, 1971; Alpern et al., 1972; Ottenjann
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Fig. V.1.18. Observed relationship between vitrinite reflectance and two parameters
characterizing fluorescence of the sporinite macerals in a series of coals (Teichmiiller and
Durand, 1983)

et al., 1974). Fluorescence is intense in shallow immature samples and decreases
during diagenesis and most of catagenesis. It has completely disappeared at the
end of the oil zone. Furthermore the color spectrum is progressively changed: the
wavelength range of the fluorescence light moves from yellow toward red with
increasing catagenesis. These changes vary quantitatively for the different
liptinite macerals (sporinite, cutinite, fluodnite) but remain qualitatively the
same (Teichmiiller and Durand, 1983). Furthermore a good relationship was
observed between fluorescence of coal macerals, vitrinite reflectance and pyroly-
sis data: Figure V.1.18. Ottenjann et al. (1974) proposed the ratio 0 : intensity
at 650 nm:intensity at 500 nm of sporinite fluorescence to measure this change.
Fluorescence is presently getting to be a routine tool, but more work is stil l
needed to clarify various aspects of the observations. However, reflectance and
fluorescence cover different pafts of the maturation scale and may be com-
plementary. In particular, most of the decrease in fluorescence intensity occurs
over the range where vitrinite reflectance is low and varies little, i.e.' the
beginning of the oil generation zone.

1.3.2 Pyrolysis Methods for Measuring Maturit!

Many methods utilizing some type of pyrolysis have been proposed in order to
characterize the rank of evolution of the organic matter. Only the most recent
ones are discussed in detail, whereas the others are briefly reviewed. In general,
pyrolysis is conducted under an inert atmosphere (nitrogen, helium) with a
pieseiectedrateofheat ing(approx imate ly lG-50 'Cminr) .Thepyro lys isy ie lds
three main groups of compounds equivalent to Sr, 52, and 31 of the method
described in Section 1.2.3 for characterizing the types of organic matter:
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hydrocarbons already present in the rock
moderare hearing ar 200 to 250"C,
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(S1) which are volatilized by

hydrocarbons and related compounds (S2) generated at higher temperatures by
pyrolysis of insoluble kerogen,

- carbon dioxide (S.1) and water.

..The 
pyrolysis method of Espital ie et al. egjj), as presented in Section 1.2.3,

uUlzes the three parameters 51. 52 and S,. Other methods measure only the
parameters S1 and/or S.. In addition, the temperature ?..,,. is recorded at the
maximum of^hydro,carbon generation during pyrolysis (Fig. V.1.10).
. Barker (1974). Claypoot and Reed (1976j and-Espitaiie et at. (1977) have

shown that two indices are of great interest in chiracterizing the rank of
:y?lylo": the ratio Sr:(Sr + 52) and the temperarure f.,, (Figis V.1.10 and
v. l . ly l .  ln  absence ot  mrgrat ion the S1:(S1 *  52)  rat io  is  an evaluat ion of  the
transformation ratio defined in Chapter II.7. The continuous increase ofthis ratio
as a.tlnction of depth (Fig. v. r.19) makes it a valuabre index of maturatron. ln
addition to measuring maturation. the values S1 and S,:(S1 * S.) can be used for a
quantitotive evaluarron of the hydrocarbons generated. The result is convenrenflv
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Fig. V.1.19. Characterization ofsource rock rnaturity by pyrolysis methods. Transforma_
tion ratio and/or peak temperature T,", may be used ai iniicators of thermal evorution.
These parameters are defined on Figure V.i.10. (Modified att", erpitaii! et at.. t9j7l
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expressed in grams hydrocarbons per ton rock and in grams hydrocarbons per
kilogram organic matter. respectively. However, such evaluation cannot be made
from isolated measurements, due to the possibility of minute accumulations
(microreservoirs) occurring in source rocks, which would alter the figures
Therefore, it is necessary to plot the variation of the transformation ratio S r:(S I +
S) versus depth in order to identify such accumulations by their anomalously high
values compared with the average curve.

The temperature I.o, also increases progressively, but the numerical scale
changes with the rate of heating. Thus the T-,, scale has to be calibrated
according to the individual laboratory procedure. This temperature index is not
affected by migration phenomena. Furthermore. there is a good correlation of
the two indices Sr:(S1 + S2) and I,,u. in a given series. The temperature index I.u,
can also be corrclatcd with other maturation parameters, such as vitrinite
reflectance. Figure V.1.20. for instance, shows the very good relationship
betwccn T.o, and vitrinite reflectance for type-llI kerogen and humic coals The
temperature index I,,,,,. is considered to be among the most reliable ones for
characterizing thermal evolution. It is particularly valuable in the case of marine
or lacustrine kerogen (types I and Il) where vitrinite is often scarce or absent.

The cluestions whether these maturation indices 51:(S1 + S2) and I,,,, are
influenced by the type of kerogen may be solved by use of the Rock-Eval pyrolysis
method of Espitalid et al. (1977). Due to simultaneous availability of hydrogen
and oxygen indices. the identification of the kerogen types is carried out at the
same time. From such studies it has been found that the ratio 51:(S1 * 52) isfairly
independent of the type of organic matter during catagenesis and metagenesis.
The temperature I.o. is influenced by the type of organic matter during the
diagenetic stage and the beginning of catagenesis. It is lower in the terrestrial
kerogen of type III and higher in the marine or lacustrine types I and II However,
the T.,,, values are almost equivalent for the different kerogen types in the peak
zone of oil generation and later in the gas zone.

Older methods for determining maturity, such as the carbon ratio. are affected
by the kerogen type. For example, Gransch and Eisma (1970) compared the total
organic carbon Cr with the residual carbon Cp after pyrolysis at 900'(Ca is

Fig. V.1.20. Relationship
between the temperature in-
dex T,u* and vitrinite re-
flectance for type-III kero-
gen and humic coals. (After
Teichmiil ler and Durand,
1983)
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approximately equivalent to Cr minus the carbon of S). They used the ratio
Cp:Ct as an indicator of increasing maturation. However, the change of
sedimentation from one bed containing a more aliphatic kerogen (type I or II) to
another bed containing a more aromatic kerogen (type Ill) is also marked by an
increase of the Cp:C1 ratio and can be misinterpreted as an increasi of
maturation. Bordenave et al. (1970) used different conditions of pyrolysis and
calculated the ratio of the volatile carbon (i. e.. carbon of S,) to the total organic
carbon. The problems of interpretation are rather comparable. Leplat and Noel
(1974) use gas chromatography to analyze the various hydrocarbons comprising
the peak S1 and then they compute ratios of different hydrocarbons.

Another method of pvrolysis is based on the detailed analysis by gas
chromatographv of the hydrocarbons comprising the peak S, (i. e., hydrocarbons
naturally present in the rock; Jonathan et al.. 1975). Although pvroll 'sis is used as
a tool. the aim is thc compositional analysis of the bitumen and thc method will be
discussed in  Sect ion 1.3.4.

1.J.3 Chemical Indicators oJ Maturitv Based on Kerogen

Most kerogen properties evolve during the rearrangement of the kerogen
structure with increasing burial. The maturation range is different for the various
physical or chemical parameters. and it corresponds to part or all of the thermal
history. For instance, oxygen content is mostly affected during diagenesis
whereas hydrogen content changes mostly in the catagenesis zone and crystalline
organization (as seen by electron microdiffraction) appears in the metagenesis
zone only. However, many of these techniques have to be considered more as
research rather than routine tools, due to the time and care needed in their
application.

- .The elemental analysls of kerogen, plotted on a van Krevelen diagram, gives a
fairly good indication on the maturation srage: Mclver (1967), Durand ancl
Espitalid (1973), Laplante (1974), Tissot et al. (i974). The relationship of
elemental anall,sis to a classical maturation index - huminite-vitrinite reflec-
tance - is shown in Figure II.5.1. From this graph, it is obvious that a complete
elemental analysis. or at least C. H. O, is needed. Due to the oblique trend ofthe
iso-maturity lines. the knowledge of the carbon contenl alone, or even H/C is not
suflicient. For example. an atomic ratio H/C - 0.8 is observed at the end of the
principal zone of oil formation in type-Il kerogen whereas it is also observed in
immature samples of type III which are approaching the beginning of the oil
generation. The approximate boundaries for the three main types of kerogen are
shown in Table V.1.4. From this table and also from Figure I1.5. 1, it appears that
the H/C ratio is a better indicator of the maturation of kerogen types I or II and
the O/C ratio in the case of kerogen type IIL However, the two ratios should be
interpreted together.

Among physical analysis of kerogen, electron spin resonance (ESR) has been
proposed as a routine melhod for measuring organic maturity or even paleotem-
peratures (Pusey, 1973). The observation of an ESR signal in kerogen results
from the occurrence of unpaired electrons - i. e., free radicals - in kerogen.
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Table V.1.4. Average value of the atomic composition of
the basic kerogen tlpes I, II, III at th€ beginningofthe main
zones of hydrocarbon generation. Intermediate composition
of keroeen results in intermediate values

Beginning of
the following
zones of
hydrocarbon
generallon:

Averase value of the atomic ratios

oit
Wet gas
Dry gas

1.45 1.25
o.'7 0.'7
0.5 0.5

0.8
0.6
0.5

0.05 0.08 0.18
0.05 0.05 0.08
0.05 0.05 0.06

Kerogen rype

Free radicals appear in kerogen as a result of splitting bonds. For instance,
cracking of an alkyl chain substituted on a polyaromatic nucleus results in two
fragments which are free radicals, each with an unpaired electron. The free
radicals exist until they recombine, either with a hydrogen atom or with another
alkyl chain. This happens more easily for the alkyl fragment than for the kerogen
fragment. Marchand et al. (1969) studied the ESR signal of kerogen: they have
shown that the paramagnetic susceptibility lp is proportional to the number of
free radicals, and that 1, increases with thermal evolution. Pusey (1973) proposed
using the "spin density" (number of free radicals per g kerogen) to measure
organic maturity and paleotemperature.

Durand eI al. (1977) investigated systematically the ESR signal on different
types of kerogen and coal ranging from the stage of diagenesis into the
metagenesis. The general trend of variation is the same for all types of kerogen.
The signal first increases with depth and temperature;it reaches a maximum at a
level corresponding to approximately ZVo vitrinite reflectance or more and al
greater depths it decreases again (Fig. V.1.21). The initial increase oflr is related
to the elimination of the alkyl chains substituted on polyaromatic nuclei and it is
correlative with oil and wet gas generation. The subsequent decrease ofthe signal
may be due to coalescence of the polyaromatic nuclei to form larger sheets. In
terms of hydrocarbon potential, it corresponds to the dry gas zone.

The occurrence of a maximum in the;p curve (Fig. V.1.21) is a first source of
uncertainty in appraising the maturity of a source rock by ESR. In fact, a given
ESR value may correspond to two different stages of evolution (one above the
maximum and the other below it). A second limitation stems from the different
behavior of the kerogen type. At a certain stage of thermal evolution, the value of
the signal is larger in type-III kerogen, compared to type I or II (Fig. V.1.21). This
fact may be explained in terms of stability of the free radicals: free radicals are
more stable on rigid polyaromatic nuclei than they are on alkyl chains. Thus, they
are comparatively more abundant in aromatic-rich type-III kerogen than they are
in aromatic-poor types I or II. Therefore, certain changes oforganic composition
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Fig. V.1.21. Influence of kerogen type
and thermal evolution on the ESR sig-
nal. Paramagnetic susceptibility lh of
kerogen type III (Douala Basin) is plot-
ted as a function of depth. Evolution of
paramagnetic susceptibility of kerogen
type II is plotted for compadson on the
basis of vitrinite reflectance. (Adapted
from Durand et al. 1977)
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may_be misinterpreted in terms of increase or decrease of paleotemperature. A
third source of uncertainty is the time effect on recombination of free radicals. At
higher age there is a greater chance for free radicals to recombine,

Finally, ESR may be considered as a valid method for measuring organic
maturity during the catagenesis stage in basins where two conditions are veritied:
(a) the type of organic sedimentation remains approximately constant (e. g., Gulf
Coast) and (b) rhe stage of metagenesis (i.e.', '2Vo vitriniie reflectance) is nor
reached. It can be pointed out that on certain shales, like those of the Douala
basin, a direct use of natural rock gives satisfactory results (Duraid et al., 1977).
However, a preliminary concentration of kerogen is generallv reaulred.

Other physical techniques like infrared speitophitometry, thirmal analysis,
nuclear magnetic resonance and electron microd.iffraction may be applied to
characterize kerogen maturation. Nevertheless, they ure .oniid"red more as
research tools that can be used in some instances to solve specific exploration
problems.

1.3.4 Chemical Indicators of Maturity Based on Bitumen

Abundance and chemical composition of petroleum compounds (hydrocarbons,
resrns ano asphattenes) present in source rocks depend on the nature of the
original organic matter, and the degree of thermal mituration. Thus, numerous
methods have been developed using the amount or the composition of the
extractable bitumen to characterize the stage of thermal evolution. However, it
should be pointed out that migration of hydrocarbons may affect their abundance
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and composition. Certain shale beds, silt or carbonate source rocks may acqulre a
slight porosity and permeability (due to microfractures, recrystallization, etc.).
Then they can be affected by a short-range migration with preferential accumula-
tion of hydrocarbons, especially those of low molecular weight. This situation can
usually be detected by abnormally high transformation ratio (obtained by the
pyrolysis method) or bitumen:organic carbon ratio.

a) Abundance of Bitumen

The first step of the analytical process is usually solvent extraction followed by
hydrocarbon separation and weighing. The obundance of bitumen may be
expressed as bitumen ratio, i.e., total extract:total organic carbon, or as
hydrocarbon ratio, i. e., hydrocarbons:total organic carbon. The general trend of
variation of these ratios with increasing thermal evolution has been discussed in
Chapter IL7 and is shown in Figure II.7.1. If a sufficient number of samples is
available from a source rock formation at different depths, the values of bitumen
or hydrocarbon ratios are plotted versus burial depth, and the generation curve
can be drawn. This type of graph has been established for the Uinta, Paris and
Douala basins and is presented in Figure II.5.12. On this plot, the immature zone,
the principal zone of oil formation, and the zone of gas formation can be traced
and subsequently converted in terms of burial depth.

Equivalent procedures may be used to obtain the abundance of hydrocarbons
without proper separation, solvent evaporation and weighing, which require time
and care. One such procedure uses quick extraction followed by IR spectroscopy
of the solvent containing the hydrocarbon fraction, util izing the CH-band at
about 2930 cm I (Welte et al., 1981). The abundance of hydrocarbons is directly
evaluated from the absorbance measurement. Another procedure is based on
the volatilization of hydrocarbons by moderate heating (for instance between
200-250'C) of the rock. ln particular the first signal S1 provided by the pyrolysis
method described above shows a very good correlation with the extractable
hydrocarbons, although the range of the hydrocarbons volatilized is limited to
about C1n.

There are several limitations to determining the evolution stage from the
amount of bitumen or hydrocarbon. First, a series of samples from various depths
is not always available. Then, there may be changes of kerogen type or
geothermal gradient occurring in the basin. In turn, these changes affect the
amount of bitumen and make it difficult to trace a regular curve of hydrocarbon
generation. Changes of kerogen type can be accounted for if the total organic
carbon is replaced by the amount of pyrolyzable organic carbon (signal 52 of the
pyrolysis). This was done by Tissot et al. (1978) in Uinta Basin studies. Then, the
hydrocarbon ratio becomes rather comparable to the transformation ratio
discussed in Section 1.3.2. Finally, short-range migration and minute accumula-
tion within the source rock may also alter the amount of bitumen.
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b) Composition of Hydrocarbons: General

For the. above reasonsJ many aulhors use for maturity studies the composuton
rather than the abundance of hydrocarbons. The basic ioncept appears clearly on
the right side of Figure II.7.1. Originally, the only hydrocarboni present are the
geochemical fossils with specific disrributions. With increasing temperarure. new
hydrocarbons are generated;their distribution is wide and dois not favorsoecific
compounds. The progressive change of the hydrocarbon distribution obseived in
source rocks reflects the dilution of the geochemical fossils by the newly
generated hydrocarbons. Thus indices reflecting these compositional changei
may be used to evaluate source rock maturation. Manv indices have been
proposed, based on various classes of hydrocarbons. Thiir validity obviously
depends on the uniformity of distribution of the selected comDounds in the
various types of Recent sediments. If the composition of a cirtain class of
hydrocarbons is the same in Recent sediments fiom anv depositronal environ-
ment. an index based on that class is particularly valuahle. This is the case torthe
light hydrocarbons C3-Cr, which are practically absenr in Recent sediments. The
distribution of long-chain n-alkanes is also similar in many Recent sediments, but
there are exceptions.

c) Light Hydrocarbons

Amount and composition of the light hydrocarbon fracrion, comprising com_
pounds with one to about eight carbon atoms. have been found to be suitable
maturity indicators of source rocks. The basic concept of the application of light
hydrocarbons as a maturity indicator rests upon the fact that li;ing organisms"do
not synthesize a complex spectrum of Cr to C8 hydrocarbons, especiallv not
aromatics and naphthenes. Furthermore. light hydrocarbons are generated from
kerogen at a much higher rate with increasing maturation as compired to the C1,*
hydrocarbon fraction, which needs less activation energies for their formation as
compared to light hydrocarbons. A great variety of techniques has been
developed to extract and subsequently analyze light hydrocarbins from rock
samples. Basically. all of them use gas chromatography and the methods can be
classified according to the molecular range of compounds analyzed:
- gas analysis (C,-C,,) of either headspace gas or cuttings gas,
- gasoline-range analysis (Ca-C') of cores and cuttings.

Essential to all of these techniques is to collect and store rne samples
immediately after recovery in gas-tight containers (e.g., tin cans). The simplest
method is the analysis of the headspace gas accumulated at ambienr remperature
in,the sample container bearing the water-covered rock sample. A known volume
of the headspace is taken by a syringe and injected directly into a gas chromato-
graph. Heating of the container to just below 100.C and simultaneous high speed
grinding of the rock sample increases the yield of the hydrocarbons accumuliting
in the headspace (Hunt, 1975). Other extraction procedures mobilize low boilin!
hydrocarbons continuously from the rock and collect them in a cold trapl
Mobilization can be carried out by combined heating and grinding either under
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reduced pressure or with the aid of an auxiliary gas (Durand and Espitalie, 1972;

Le Tran, 1975;Philippi, 1975) Durand and Espitalid (1975) also applied CFCII

extraction to rock samples, however, because of the need to remove the solvent

by evaporation, this method has applications only in a higher molecular range
(> Cui. I-e Tran (1971) isolated occluded light hydrocarbons from carbonate

iocks'6y acid digestion of the mineral matrix. Jonathan et al (1975) used ther-

mal vaporization of the C6-Crs hydrocarbons present in cores or cuttings. The

hydrocirbons are trapped and subsequently analyzed by gas chromatography'
Thus, a complete fingerprint of the fraction < Crs is obtained.

Using a comparable technique, Schaefer et al. (1978a, b) developed the

hydrogin stripping method in order to lecover hydrocarbons from CsCe' This

method combinesboth mobilization of C2-Q hydrocarbons from the rock and a

subsequent capillary gas chromatography into a single step. The stripping gas

(hydrogen) acti also as the carrier gas in the capillary column, and splitless sample

iniroduition ensures high sensitivity. Sample requirements are very low (between

0.1 and 1.0 g) and, therefore, facilitate the analysis of hand-picked samples from

drill cuttings.
Bailey eI al. (1974) analyzed the cuttings gas (Cr{a) and the hydrocarbons of

the gasoline range (Ca-C7) in Western Canada. The variation of composition

observed can be summarized as follows:

L diagenetic stage: the gas is mainly composed of methane; the gasoline fraction

is lean, with most components absent,
2. catagenetic stage: the gas contains abundant C2 to Ca hydrocarbons; the

gasoline fraction is rich, with all components present,
3. hetagenetic stage: the gas is mainly composed of methanei the gasoline

fraction is lean.

Fig. V.1.22. Percentage of wet
gas (C2-Ca hydrocarbons) in
the total Cr-C,r cuttings gas for
14 wells located in the SverdruP
Basin, North Canada. The Plot
versus burial depth delineates
the main zone of oil and wet gas
generation. -Ar Main stage of
HC generation (oil and wet
gas). (After Snowdon and RoY,
191s)
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-Anothergood example ofthe generation oflight hydrocarbons during the stage
of catagenesis is presented in Figure V.1.22 based on data from 14 wills in the
Sverdrup basin, North Canada (Snowdon and Roy, 1975). A plot of ,,wet gas',,
defined as the proportion of C2-Ca hydrocarbons in the total -,-Cn gas miiture
versus depth clearly delineates the stage of catagenesis (oil and wet gas
generation) between 4,000 and 14.000 ft.

Leythaeuser et al. (1979 a, b) studied the generation of light hydrocarbons in
source rocks in relation to their maturity and type of organic matter for selected
exploration wells using the "hydrogen stripping" technique. They found, for
instance, that over a shaly source-bed intervii oflurassic ase of about 1000 m in
Western Europe light hydrocarbons are progressively geneiated.

An overall tenfold increase of the total C2-C7 hydrocarbon content normalized
with respect to organic carbon is observed over the interval studied. Fieure
V.1.23 shows the trend of concentration vs. depth for selected n-alkanes. lican
be observed at an early maturation stage that the hydrocarbon concentratrons
increase with different rates for different hydrocarbon species by the following
approximate order of magnitude: ld5 for ethane. 101 for propane, 10r for
n-butane, elc. This means that the activation energies of the foimaiion reactions
increase with decreasing chain length of rhe products.

The maturity-related light hydrocarbon contents in source rocks have been
investigated by Schaefer et al. (1982). As shown in Figure V.l.24 the total
saturated light hydrocarbon contents, as determined by J combined hydrogen_
stripping/thermovaporization technique, of selected petroleum source beds
increase by more than two orders of magnitude if maturity increases from 0.4 to

Fig. V.1.23. Depth trends for car-
bon-normalized yields of ethane and
propane (upper) and pentane to hep-
tane (loh)er) for ̂  I\rassic shale unit
of Fastnet Basin, Ireland. Hexane
values felf within the stippled arca.
(After Leythaeuser et al., 1979)y le ld  t  9 /9Cdq l+
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Schaefer et al.. 1983)
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Several authors proposed using for maturation studies the distribution of the

main classes ol C6 or ir hydrocarbons. Philippi (1975) uses the C7 hydrocarbons

and plots in a tiiangulai diagram the abundance of paraffins (normal plus

isoalkanes). naphthenes (cycloalkanes)' and aromatics With increasing matura-

tion the proportion of paraffins usually increases. On the triangrl.lar diagram it is

marked Ly u .ou. in t'h. direction of lhe paraffin pole lt should. be emphasized

that similar changes also occur in the higher range of molecular weight For

example. a similir trend on the same triangular plot (paraffins' naphthenes'

aromatics) may be observed for the extractable fraction C,.* of source rocks with

increasing maturity.
Jonathin et al. i1975)used a concentration ratio of specific compounds' e g '

n-hexane to methylcyclopentane ' as a maturation index The basisfor interpreta-

tions is stil l the same a; in the global C6 or C? plots, i e, an increase in the

f-portion of linear versus cyclii molecules. The authors have calibrated their

indices against more classical parame:ers' such as vitrinite reflectance'

A similar approach was u;ed by Thompson (1979) wh-o employed a large

numberoflighi irydrocarbon data to establish so-called paraffinicity indices' e g '

the "heptane-value" which increases with increaslng maturatlon'
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d) Carbon Preference Indcx (Cpl)

The carbon preference index has probabll, received the greatest attcntlon among
ll:tX:-u.: 

"^ll*j|r. cre,l91lcomqo;ition of bitumen. riwas originauy p,upo,.i'oy nray.and- t r \ans (1961) .  and is  based on the progress ive ctang.  of  tn .disrribution of long-chain rl_alkanes during maturatio;. I; Re;e;t ;ediments, rhemalor source of these r-alkancs is wax from higher plants. Therelore. it was
,rs\umed.rhJt rhc fingerprint of the long-chain alkines r;flects the contribution ofn lgner  ptants rn ntost  mar ine or  ter rest r ia l  env i ronmcnts.  Under tnese crrcum_stJnces. ther!- is a_strong predominance of molecules rvith an ocid number ofr l r rx) l l  i  L)n1\  ln  Rc 'c( .nt  SrLJ intents.  Thermal  degradl t iOn of  kerogen Currngcataqencsis subscqucntly generatcs ncw alkanes witiout predominance. -fhus 

theprelercnce for odd-numbered moletulcs prtrgressrvelr ji."pp."rr. This pheno_
i l . i l ' , , : . ,d : , :1 . " ( t  

in  ur t , i r rcr  r t t . r r r i l  in  Chrprer  f  t . :  ,nO i t iwn, t .J  rn F igurcu.- i .n .  r r  ts  gcner l  \  eonslJerr ,J  that  therc is  l i t t le  or  no odd prefcrence br : thct rn le the pcak o l  o i l  generat ion is  reached.
S( \ .sra l  e \pre\s i ' ,ns of  thc r r t id  pr t , fercncc hrve hcen pr( )po\ed:
L the ( rnr t inr l  r le i in i t ion hr  Brav and Evans (1961)  used the C. ]_C1. ,  in terval :

2 l c . r + c , 6 +
l r c . .
r  t c . ,

c..+ c , r + . . . + c , l C , . + C . r + . . . + C t 1CPI

?.  Phi l ipp i  (1965)  used the
interYal :

l
in the C,5-Cj11

, , . .  ( -
, \ t : \ j ' . \ ' . ' t s . . ' ' t ) l

predominance of the C', l-alkane

D -

C.N + Cir l

3. Scalan and Smith (1970) used an expression which is applicablc to ary desiredflve-carbon-number interval:

o E P = [
1

c,.:
t +

+ 6
C'*

C,

1

+ ( -

C*,. ] ' "

l

- { .  T issot  cr  r l . . (1977)  proposed a mathemat ica l  t reatment  of  the d is t r ibut ionnilseo on t he frest trt of I parrbola. and a numerical expression of thc deviationlorm thitt curvc.

., 
Although.the carbon preference index has been widely applied. under any ofthese formulations there are several limitations to its uie.'ftre ipl valucs areirtfluenced 

.h1 rhg type.,rf organic matter, and Uy ttrc .teg.ee oi maturitv. In
P. l r t lcu lar .  l1  h i ts  heen ohscrred lha l  sediments of  the,arnf  3gs.  hrought  t , ,  thesame temperature due to burial. may result in differcnt Cpl vaiues. Forixample.Erdman (1975)  rcpor ted that  Ter t i l rv  shales reaching a , . , r [ , , , ,ur"  o f  110.Cshow an odd preference of 2 to 2.5 in the Gulf of papualanO t -6 in'itre North Sea.respectively. In addition, in the North Aquitaine bisin, Lower creraccous shales
llwals lalc,o tt.9lC:f odd preference than the Upper ju.orr,. t"a, ot u
::T|:.:::.1:,*^qj.irrahtc 

il -5 lr. Furthermore. there aie situations where highrno ro\\ L t t vatues are llternarivelv observed in successive beds from the samew c l l  ( F i e .  I l . - 5 . 1 6 ) .
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The reason for such observations is that the alkane distribution depends on the
original distribution of the n-alkanes and on the amount of the new alkanes
generated. First, there are environments where the hypothesis on the universal
shape of the distribution of long-chain n-alkanes in immature sediments is not
valid. Huc (1976) has shown that in cores of the Lower Toarcian shales of the
Paris basin. which have never been buried to more than 500 m, the CPI ranges
from 1.0 to 2.2. The higher values are located close to the border of the basin, and
the lower values are located basinward. Furthermore, in the same core hole, the
CPI changes from 2.2 down to 1.1 over a vertical distance of 15 m (Fig. V.1.25).
Where the terrestrial input is negligible, a significant proportion ofthe long-chain
alkanes may be derived from other sources, such as planktonic algae and bacteria.

Core Deplh ^^. n-Alkone
hole lm) rrr dislr ibul ion

A A A

G2 156 21

G6 7.5 2.2

0 50xm

G6 22

G10 324 1o

zZi:Z/ Apprcrnole etlenslon ol lhecanlinenlba/deing lhe
lawel Jurosstc Sea

.r' Presenl oulcrops oflo*et fo1tct1n sh0/e5

-.-- Presenloulcrops af P1leozotc otld o/de o.ks

BZ shoto* carc-hole

Fig. V.1.25. Changes of the Carbon Preference Index in immature shales of Lower
Toarcian. Paris Basin. All samples are from shallow core holes, and their maximum depth
of burial has never been more than 500 m. The changes of CP1 are related to the
importance of the terrestrial contribution from the Continent located north of the I-ower
Jurassic Basin. (Adapted from Huc, 1976)

15 20 25 l0
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These organisms do not usually generate a predominance of the odd-numbered
long-chain molecules. Thus, the related CPI is near 1.0, even in immature
sediments. At depth, this situation may explain the observed alternation of high
and low CPI observed in the obviously immature sediments of the Pannonian
basin (F ig.  I I .5 .16) .

The change of the alkane distribution with increasing depth is directly related
to the amount of new alkanes generated. We have learned in Chapter IL5 that
different types of kerogen generate smaller or larger amounts of hydrocarbons
during catagenesis. In the North Aquitaine basin, the Lower Cretaceous beds,
having a lower source rock potential than the Upper Jurassic, yield a smaller
amount of hydrocarbons, and keep a higher CPI than the Upper Jurassic beds
(Table IL5.3). Furthermore, the n-alkane content in the total petroleum
generated varies to a large extent according to the type of kerogen (Fig. II.5.15).
Thus, the same values of CPI may correspond to the formation of different
quantities of petroleum, depending on the kerogen type.

The above observations represent limitations to the use of absolute CPI values
for defining maturity. Despite these various limitations, the carbon-preference
index can offer valuable information on the maturation of source rocks. orovided
it is considered as a qualitative indicator and used in association with another
independent index. High CPI values (above 1.5) always refer to relatively
immature samples. Low CPI values, however, do not necessarily mean higher
maturity, they can also mean a lack of higher n-alkanes stemming from terrestrial
input. Finally, it should be mentioned that an even predominance (CPI values of
0.8 or less) may be observed in carbonate-evaporite sediments. This has to be
interpreted also as a sign of immaturity.

e) IsoprenoidDistribution

Isoprenoid abundance also varies during catagenesis (Sect. IL5.4.4) and may
provide an indication of maturation. The pristane:phytane ratio has been proved
to be changed by thermal evolution in coal (Brooks, 1970), and this observation
may be extended to kerogens of comparable composition. However, no compa-
rable variation has been observed in association with typical I or II kerogens. The
ratio of isoprenoids to n-alkanes decreases with depth in all types of organic
matter, but the rate of decrease is not directly related to the amount of
hydrocarbons or alkanes generated. This is due to the fact that isoprenoid chains.
linked to kerogen by weak bonds, may be released from kerogen, and thus the
phenomenon is more complex than a simple dilution of isoprenoids by other
alkanes. Nevertheless, the pristane:n-C17 or phytane: n-C13 alkane ratio may
provide some information on thermal evolution.

f) Ring-Number Distribution of Naphthenes

Naphthenes have also been considered with respect to thermal evolution by
Philippi (1965). He defined a naphthene index (NI) as the percentage of 1-ring
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plus 2-ring naphthenes in the 420-470"C isoparaffin-naphthenelraction. The aim

bt Nt ls to quintliy the progressive dilution of biogenic 4- and 5-ring naphthenes
by more simple mono- or dicyclic naphthenes generated from kerogen This

ciiterion can be applied to a given soutce rock to compare various stages of
maturation. For example, Figure IL5.17 clearly shows the progressive decrease
of polycyclic naphthenes in the Lower Toarcian of the Paris basin. However,
difierent source rocks cannot be directly compared with each other, as the

original content of polycyclic naphthenes may vary considerably. This content
.un b. high in association with type-l or -II kerogens and low in association with

type-lll kerogen.

g) Methylphenanthrene Index (MPI)

Thc Methylphenanthrene Index (MPI) has been developed recently by Radke
et al. ( 1932 i). Il is based on the distribution of phenanthrene and th ree or four of

its methyl homologs which shows a progressive change during maturation
Phenanthrenes from petroleum and sedimentary organic matter are genetically

related to steroids and triterpenoids found in biological source materials (Mair,

19641 Greiner et al., 1976). However, partial dealkylation of these potential
precursor molecules would result in 1- and 2-methylphenanthrene only and'
iherefore, may not account for a predominance of 1- and 9-methylphenanthrene'
as frequently seen for immature samples. Thus, methylation of phenanthrene has
been discussed as an alternative mechanism. Coinciding depth trends of the 1-

and 9-methylphenanthrene/phenanthrene ratios thal have been observed in the
Western Canida Basin (Radke et al., 1982a) are likely to reflect the similar
rcactivities of the 1- and the 9-position of the phenanthrene molecule in

methylation reactions. The relative abundance increase of 2- and 3-methyl-
phenanthrene during maturation can be cxplained on the basis of rearrangement
reactions. which. at higher temperatures, favor these thermodynamically more
stable isomers.

Based on mechanistical considerations, the Methylphenanthrene Index MPI I

has been introduced:

1.5 (2-methylphenanthrene + 3-methylphenanthrene)
" t ' '  -  

p f "n " t t f , t t " *  r  l -mc rhy lphenan lh rene  - ' l -me lhy lphenan th renc

A similar expression. the Methylphenanthrene Index MPI 2, may be used as a

control means or as a substitute for the MPI l:

M P I  2 :
3(2-melh) lphenan lhrene)

phenanthrene + 1-m€thylphenanthrene + 9-methylphenanthrene

The numerical value of the MPI 2 is generally somewhat higher than that of the

MPI 1; the difference reflects a slight predominance of 2- over 3-methylphenan-
threne which is common to the methylphenanthrene distribution

A strong correlation of the MPI 1 and vitrinite reflectance data within the

0.Gl.3Vc R, interval has been observed in a Western Canada Basin well (Fig'

V.1.26). Obviously, the MPI was not significantly influenced by changes in the
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Fig. V.1.26. Correlation between the Methyl-
phenanthrene Inder  and the  mean v r t r in i le  re -
tlectance for samplcs from Elmworth 103571
W6M well. (After Radke et al., 1982a)
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Fig. V.1.27. Relationship between
Methylphenanthrene Index (MPI 1)
and mean vitrinite reflectance (7.
R",) as based on data from Type-lII
keroeen-bearing rock and bitumin-
ous coal sanrples. (After Radke and
Welte. 1982)

-  0.60 MPI 1 + 0.40 for 0.65 S R. < 1.35
- 0.60 MPI 1 + 2.30 for 1.35 < R, < 2.00.

The idea is that the MPI 1 value determined for an extract indicates the vitrinite
reflectance value (R") of the corresponding source rock unless it has received an
in put  of  nonindigcnous aromat ics.

organic facies. e. g.. interbedded coal layers. This is understandablc, because the
shales in betwecn the coals conrain mainly type-lll kerogen. The validity of the
MPI as a maturity parameter has been further demonstiated in the Ruhr area.
West Germany. where a good correlation between the Mpl I and R. has been
shown to exist for a series of Upper Carboniferous bituminous coals (Radke
et al.. 1982b). Furthermore, evidence has been obtained for a general relation-
ship between the M PI  I  and R",  (F ig.  V.1.27.) .  Based on rh is  re l r r ionship.  v j t r in i te
reflectance values (R.) have been calculated from the Mpl 1 (Radke and Welrc,
1982) :

R.
R.
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Fio.V.l.28. Mean reflectance calculated from MPI 1 (R.) and from microscopic data (R')

,.,la""ir, r- " *!ii i itt"J in tn. No,rtr.rn Alps. presence of migrated c1(- hydrocarbons is

ind ica led bv \o l id  s tgnature t  Af ter  Radke and wel te lq82)

The validity of this concept has been demonstrated for numerous wells where

*airitit"i.".f freavy hydiocarbons was negligible An impregnation of a rock

;;l;;;;tg;,;d oii generallv resttlts in an 'levated R. value; i e ' the R' value

is hisher than the mlcroscoplcally determined R. value ofthatsample Thus' the

MPiil; ;;J;;.i '*tt.n ,iru,in! petroleum of unknown origin to its presumed

source rocK.""il; 
Mti is particularly useful to measure the maturity of organic matter in

,ou.i.1"Jrirn.iones where vitrinite particles are frequently rare, as shown for a

wel l  dr i l led in  the Northern atps tn ig V 128)  The theoret ica l  v i t r in i te

;"fi;.i;;." gradient based on the MPI 1 differs significanlly from the tentatrve

g."JJ", U"i"a "" microscopic data Thus, calculated vitrinite reflectance values

[R.; ura , possible means to support or question actual microscopic data'

h) lsomerization and Aromatization of Biological Marker Hydrocarbons

The occurrence of geochemical fossils (biological markers; in geological environ-

rn"",. tt". U"." a"lussed in Chapter It 3 The importance ofthese charactenstlc

n-'oi".ut". as indicators of depositional environment and geological history was

pt"t"rrt.J i" Cn"pter IV.3. Ti.re purpose of.this paragraph is to€xamine whether

i..iuin ,utio, ot titese molecules which can be measured quantitatively are useful

"r'*ri"rrii." *oices. The first consideration of such an approach was the usage

;;;;;;;J;t""ce index (CPI) described in paragraph (d) or the naphthene-

index desciibed in paragraph (f) of this section'
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The assessment of the extent of thermal maturation of orsanic matter in
sedimentary rocks by biological marker parameters has recently been reviewed
by Mackenzie (1984). The best and most reliable examples of this approach
involve the monitoring ofthe extent of isomerization and aromatizatron reacnons
by measuring the relative concentrations of the reactants (A) and products (B):

k ,o f  u
Ideally, the concentration of B should be zero at the start of the maturation

process. and the extent of the reaction is measured as percentase of
B

A + B

usually by combined gas chromatograph/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). When
the reaction rate constant k, is very much larger than k3. the reaction ideally will

--f- --{-
"".< t "o-k I

Cry- -_ 
CIdur--r

n€rcr Ts

Fig. V.1.29. Isomerization
and aromatization reactions
used to assess the extent of
thermal maturation of sedi-
mentary organic matter
(Mackenzie. 198'l)PR'OUCYS
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proceed from 0 to 100% with increasing maturity. lf there is a noticeable back
rcaction. and k1, for example, equals k2, then a reaction equilibrium will be
established at a value of 50%. When a reaction has reached completion or
equilibrium it can no longer be used to assess the extent of thermal maturation.

Figure V.1.29 givcs four examples where the initial concentration of the
products nearly alwavs is zero. In acyclic hydrocarbons isomerization occurs at
chiral centres. like C-6 and C-10 in pristane (A in Fig. V.1.29). The biogenic
mesoisomer (6R, l0S configuration) is converted to two enantiomers (6R, 10R
and 65. 10S) under geobgical conditions, but this reaction is apparently complete
with an equilibrium value of 50% at a relatively earlv stage of maturity
(Mackenzie c t  a l . .  l9 i l0) .  S imi lar ly .  isomcr izat ion at  C-24 in  the s ide chainof
steranes comes to an equi l ibr ium very ear ly  (Maxwel l  e t  a l . ,1980) .

The isomer izat ion at  C-22 in  l7c (H) .21B(H)-hopanes (B in  F ig.  V.  1 .29)  can be
followcd in the Crr to Cr5 extended hopanes by the m/z 191 mass fragmentograms
showing two diastereomcrs (22R and 22S) for each homolog except in the most
immature sedimcnts. Either an average of all carbon numbers valucs (C11 C,5) or
the value for the Cql cxtended hopanes is used to measute thc extent of
isomerization which vuries from 0 to about 60% with increasing maturity
(Ensminger  et  a l . .  197.1:  Sei fcr t  and Moldowan,  1980) .  a l though the actual
equilibrium valuc scems to vary slightly betwcen carbon numbers. The isomeriza-
t ion at  C-22 of  t7a(H).21B(H)-hopanes requi res a h igher  level  o l  matur i ty  to
reach completion than at C-6/C- l0 in pristane. but it is normally complete before
thc onsct  of  in tense hvdrocarbon gcnerat ion (Mackenzie and Maxwel l .  1981) .

Despite the fact that isomerization reactions of steranes under geological
conditions are very complex (Seifert and Moldowan. 1979), the isomerization at
C-20 of C],r-steranes (C in Fig. V. 1�29) appears to be most useful in assessing the
thermal maturity of both sedimentary rocks and crude oils (Mackenzie et al.,
1980: Seifert and Moldowan. 1981), since it can extend well into the zone of
hydrocarbon generation (Mackenzie and Maxwell. 1981). The extent of this
isomerization is measured for 5n(H),14a (H),174(H)-C2e steranes using the peak
areas (or hights) of the 20S and 20R isomers in the m/z 217 mass fragmentograms.
The values rise from 0 to 50-607c, but it is difficult to determine the equilibrium
exactll ' because of the complexity of the sterane distributions.

lsomerization reactions at chiral centers which are part of ring systems are
more complex, but they are occasionally used as supplementary maturity
parameters. Among these are the isomerization at C-17 and C-21 in hopanes (van
Dorssclacr. 1975: Seifert and Moldowan, 1980) and at C-14 and C-17 in steranes
(Serfcr t  and Moldowan.  19791 Mackenzic  et  a l . ,  1980;  c f .  a lso Mackenzie,
198,1) .

Aromatization of C-ring aromatic steroid hydrocarbons (D in Fig. V.1 .29) is
the only aromatization-type transformation where quantitation has been at-
tempted to use this reaction as a maturation parameter (Mackenzie et al., 1981).
The main reaction pathway is the conversion of C-ring monoaromatic steroid
hydrocarbons with two nuclear methyl groups to ABC-ring triaromatic steroid
hydrocarbons with one nuclear methyl substituent probably via diaromatic
intermediates. The chiral centre at C-5 is lost during aromatization, and the
reaction extent can be measured on the basis of two C',r monoaromatic reactants
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(m/z 253 fragmcntogram) and a C., triaromatic product (m/z 231 fragmento-
gram). Thc cxtent of aromatization increases from 0 to 100% with increasing
maturitv over the range of late diagenesis to the peak of oil generation, similar
to that covcred bv thc isomerization at C-20 in the steranes (reaction C in
Fig.  V.1.29) .

Within each reaction type a sequence of changes is always observed. and Figure
V. L30 attempts a summary of the ranges covered by those reactions discussed
above in relation to other reactions. like porphyrin conversion. and to vitrinite
retlectance and oil gencration. This interrelation is based on the analvsis of
Mcsozoic sample suites from the Paris Basin and NW Germanv (Mrckcniie antl
Maxwell. 1981). I t is on ly a rough guide since thc relative rates of the re acrrons are
governed bv the kinetic constants of the reaction lates and varv with thermal
h is torv.  Those react ions whose ranges er tend in to the o i l  qener l t i t in  zonc have an
application to the measurcment of crude oil maturity as well as of source rock
maturit\ '. Howevcr. it is to bc expected that the rclationshiD bet\\,een these
di f fercnt  parameters would be d i f fe ient  undcl  r  l r ious geologica l  set t ings.  as the
rcitctron rates are stronglv influcnced by hcating rates. For instancc Mackenzie
ct  a l .  (1982)  suggestcd that  in  scquences of  sediments whose temperaturc was
Increased at  h igh average ratcs (e.  g . .  Pannonian Basin.  ca.  15"C.  Ma r )  the ratc
of aromatization was accelerated to a greater extent than the isomenzauoD rare.
when compared wi th lower avcrage heat ing rates (e.g. .  East  Shet land Basin.
North Sca.  l 'C.  Ma r )  (F ig.  V.1.31) .  This  was proposed to be parr l ) ,  duc to the

Fig .V. l .30 .  I lanees  o f  ind i r  idua l  n to lccu  la r  measurements  o f  t  he  rma l  matura t ion  p lo t ted
against thc hvclrocarbon gcneration curve antl vitrinite retlectance values. The data were
compilecl from rcsults for Toarcian shales of the Pilris Basin and for Pliensbachian shalcs of
N. W. Gcrnrany (ad/pted with changes from Mackcnzie and Maxwell. l9E
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Fig. V.1.31. ComParison of
the variation of the extent ot
aromatization of C-ring mono-
aromatic steroid hYdrocarbons
relative to the extent of
isomerization at C-20 of
5a(H) .14a(H) .17c(H) -C1
steranes between Jurassic
shales of the East Shetland Ba-
sin. North Sea. and the
Pliocene shales of the Panno-
nian Basin. SE t{ungarY
(Mackenzie . 198'l )

Iz

aromatization reaction having a higher activation energy than the isomerizatron

reaction. These two reactions. however' may not be independent since it is

conceivable that saturated steranes are converted to aromatic sterords.

1.4 Conclusions on Characterization of Potential Source Rocks

AII the methods reviewed may contribute to the characterization of the source

rocks. However. their degree of efficiency varies from low to excellent ' and there

mav be some limitations-to their use. These aspects are summarized in Table

V. i.5. Their cost also varies considerably, depending on the degree of sophistica-

t ion.
The abund.ance of organic matter is quickly and conveniently obtained through

the measure of total oiganic carbon. It can be carried out routinely on a large

number of samples Qzalit1' and maturation of the organic matter can be

evaluated separitely. Ho*.u... due to the strong relationship between their

resDective influence. it is preferable to evaluate quality and maturation simul-

taniously. P-r'rol,vsis is probably the best routine tool t'or determitittg t)-pe and

maturai;n of organic matter ar the same time. Furthermore it allows a semi-

quantitative ;val;ation of the Senelic potential and transforma.tion ratio Pyrolysis

t'echniques are also quick and inexpensive, and can be used routinely Optical

techniques are also oi great value, particularly examination in transmitted light

associaied with fluorescence for determining the type of organic matter, and

vitrinite reflectance to characterize maturation These techniques are somewhat

more expensive than pyrolysis;they also require more sample-preparation time'

and are therefore noi'uuailuble as quickly. Thus, they are often applied to a

limited number of samples selected on the basis of pyrolysis results Finally' the

same conclusion applies to elemental analysis of kerogen' which also requtres
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Chemical (on rock) Organic carbon o
Optical microscopy

Transmitted light
(Palynof acies, alteration) o o
Reflected light a o
Fluorescent light o o

Pyrolysis (on rock)
Rock-Eval o o o
Composition of HC
in pyrolysate 

_ o o o

Physicochemical
(on kerogen)

Elemental analysis o o
Infrared spectroscopy
Thermalanalysis (TGA)
Electron microdif f raction

a o

ESR.  NMR a a

Isotopes (C. H. S etc.) a a

Chemical
(on bitumen
or crude oil)

Amount of HC o
Light HC o o o
n-Alkanes a o a

Isoprenoids a a a

Steroids, terpenes a o (

Aromatlcs a o o
oPorphyrins, metals a

Physical
(on bitumen, oil or gas) Isotopes (C. H. S etc.) o o o
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Table V.1.5. Principal methods used for source rock characterization, and theirdegree of
efficiency

I 
cood or excellent I tui. o low or l imitations of use
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time and care. and the technique could be restricted to calibrating the main types
distinguished by pyrolysis.

As a general remark, optical and cherzical techniques should not be considered
as competitive alternatives, but as complementary methods. In fact, optical
techniques are well designed to discriminate between autochthonous and
reworked or altered organic material, whereas chemical techniques consider
organic matter as a whole and measure averages. In counterpart, chemical
techniques encompass the whole organic matter, whereas optical techniques
often rely on a certain fraction of organic matter due to the laboratory procedures
of concentration (Correia and Peniguel, 1975) or observation: this fraction is not
necessarily the main oil-generative part of kerogen. Furthermore optical tech-
niques alone do not always offer a sufficient discrimination of the quality of
organic matter. Thus, the combination of two different methods, one chemical
and one optical, is certainly the most rewarding.

There is obviously a need for a common expression of the results. It would be
desirable for the type and maturation stage of the organic matter to be expressed
in comparable terms by all laboratories, although they may be determined by
different methods. The question is relatively simple with respect to the type of
organic matter. In this book, we preferred to use numerals (type I, II and III)
rather than genetic terms (sapropelic, humic, etc. ...). The reason is that
denominations based on optical examination, e.g., "sapropelic", may in some
cases include different chemical compositions. However, there is some hope that
further work may allow the definition of a general nomenclature.

The situation is rather different with respect to the maturation stage of source
rocks. The various scales are based on different chemical or physical (including
optical) properties of the organic matter. In turn, the properties depend on
differe nt aspects of the structural evolution of the organic matter: e. g. , elimina-
tion of carboxylic groups, abundance of free radicals, size of the polyaromatic
nuclei, etc. The chemical transformations generating these phenomena obey
different kinetic laws. with different activation energies in response to tempera-
ture increase. There are two consequences of this fact. First, there is no way to
express maturation in terms of paleotemperature, since both time and tempera-
ture affect the maturation indicators. Each scale is in fact a temperature-history
scale. integrating the effects of temperature and time. Furthermorc. the time-
temperature relationship is different for the various properties considered. Thus,
the scales cannot be superimposed. as one may be affected by strong variations
while the other varies only slightlv. and vice-versa. For example, fluorescence
and O/C ratio vary stronglv during diagenesis and the beginning of catagenesis,
whilst reflectance and H/C are affected to a smaller extent. ln turn. reflectance
and H/C ratio change stronglv during late catagenesis.

For this reason. we have to consider the use of one scale of maturation as a
reference. providing an approximate calibration with the other indicators of
thermal evolution. Due to its wide use. the huminite-vitrinite reflectance scale
has often been considered as a reference. Hood et al. (1975) proposed an
independent scale. called LOM (level of organic metamorphism) designed to
have a linear variation as a function of depth. and to be continuous over the whole
range of generation and destruction of petroleum. More recently. Dow (1977)
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suggested using a logarithmic scale of huminite-vitrinite reflectance (log R") for
the same purpose. This scale seems to be approximately linear with depth over
most of the diagenesis and catagenesis stages, but not necessarily during
metagenesis. The temperature index of pyrolysis Z-,, has the advantage over
vitrinite reflectance of being based on a property of the bulk of organic matter,
whereas vitrinite may be subordinate or even absent in type-I or -II kerogen.
There is, however, an influence of the type of kerogen at low evolution stages,
which may be accounted for by using a plot of I.", versus hydrogen index.

In terms of vitrinite reflectance, the_boundary between diagenesis and
catagenesis corresponds approximately te R, = 0.5 % and the boundary between
catagenesis and metagenesis to about Ro = 2Va. Metamorphism (greenschist
facies) appears at about R, = 4alo. The corresponding values of LOM are shown
in Figure V.1.32 and V.1l.33. Whatever scale is used, it should be remembered
that. due to the occurrence of different types of organic matter with different
kinetics of transformation, there are no exact limits for the stages of oil and gas
generation. The exact boundaries ofthe petroleum generationzone differslightly
with the type of kerogen. A maturation scale, therefore. should be based on one
of the main kerogen types. If not specified, oil generationfiay start at a vitrinite
refleclance R" from 0.5 to 0.7 Va and may reach a peak at R, ranging from 0.8 to
1.1% according to the type of kerogen.

The main indicators of source rock evolution are presented for comparison in
Figure V.1.32 (indicators based on kerogen), and in Figure V.1.33 (indicators
based on composition of bitumen). The reader is referred to Figure V.1 .19 for the
pyrolysis indices. The course of change of a maturation parameter. e.g., its
linearity versus maturation scale, defines the preferred intewals of application:
(a) fluorescence and O/C ratio: diagenesis; (b) ESR and H/C ratio: catagenesis;
(c) vitrinite reflectance: catagenesis and metagenesis; (d) pyrolysis and alteration
oI  palynomorphs:  f rom diagenesis  to  metagenesis .

The introduction of fast but powerful and reliable techniques of pyrolysis
makes it now possible to run geochemical analysis on a large number of samples.
For instance. cuttings from a bore hole can be analyzed routinely every 10 or
20 m. Furthermore, pyrolysis may even be performed on a well site. The results
can be plotted against depth in the form of a log where the type of organic matter
and the genetic potential are shown, together with the maturation stage and
the transformation ratio (Fig. V.1.34). Afier evaluation of this log, selective sam-
pling can be done in order to run a smaller number of samples for more detailed
analvsis,

Summary and Conclusion

There are three $ucia\ tactols tor characte zation of a petroleum source rock: the
amount of organic matter or organic ichness, the type or quality of organic matter and
its state of maturitY.



Summary and Conclusion

The amount of organic matter can easily be estimated from an organic carbon
analysis. Quality and maturation of organic matter can be evaluated by different
chemical and optical techniques. It is advisable to evaluate quality and maturation
simultaneously, because of tbe strong interrelation of these two parameten.

Pyrolysis is probably the best routine tool for determining type and maturation of
organic matter at the same time. Optical techniques are also of great value in this
respect. Examination of organic matter in transmitted light is valuable for a determina-
tion of the type of organic matter. Vit.inite reflectance studies are excellent for a
characterization ofthe state of maturity. The methylphenanthrene index is a verygood
means to measure the matudty of extracts and crude oils over the catagenesis stage.
Optical and chemical techniques should not be considered as competitive alternatives,
but as complementary methods.

Quality or type of organic matter is here divided with the help of chemical methods
(pyrolysis, elemental analysis. etc.) into type-I. type-II and type-III kerogens. Divi-
sions based on optical examinations do not per se distinguish between kerogens on the
basis of different chemical composition.

Maturation stages can be determined using various physicochemical or optical
techniques. The intenelation of the resulting maturation scales are currently being
established. Each scale represents a temperature-history scale, integrating the effects
of temperature and time. The most widely applied maturation scale is based on
huminite-vitrinite reflectance data. Whatever scale is used. it should be remembered
that, due to the occurrence ofdifferent typesoforganic matterwith differing kinetics of
transformation, there are no sharp boundaries for the stages of oil and gas generation.



Chapter 2
Oil and Source Rock Correlation

The objectives in crude oil correlation vary considerably, depending on explora-
tion and production problems. In principle it is desirable to correlate differentoils
with each other, oils with their source rocks, gases with gases and, if possible,
gases with oils and source rocks (Fig. V.2.1). Questions frequently posed to the
exploralion geologist are the following:

- is it possible to identify various types or families of oils, condensates or gases
occurring in a sedimentary basin? Does each family have a single or multiple
origin?
is it possible to identify the source rock of a given oil, condensate or gas? Is it
possible to detect intra-basinal facies changes in a given source rock that would
result in the release of different and identifiable crude oils across the basin?

The solution of such questions helps to define the kind and number of
exploration targets. and to develop an exploration concept. In oil production,
especially in oil-field development of strongly tectonically dissected productive

G€ocha.dcal l6sas

retios ol so.citic l€ a.d non-l€.
qc/nc, o/H. !s/3,s

Ratb6 ol .pecilic
lrc (c,-cD)
and non-Hc

pop€dirs

Ratro6 ol spocifb HC (C?-Cs)

rtd non-Hc,'t/'C. o/H

Fig. V.2.1. Schematic representation of desirable studies in oil, gas and source rock
correlation. Some useful correlation Darameters for certain tvDes of correlation are listed
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areas, or in multipay fields, oil-oil correlation can quickly provide valuable
information on possible communication between different fault blocks or dif-
ferent productive horizons.

Oil or gas entrapped in a reservoir has been generated from kerogen
disseminated throughout a source rock. During primary migration only a certain
proportion of the petroleum compounds generated from kerogen can be
released, a certain part is always retained in the source rock. Based on this
concept, the three principle objects of study for correlation are the insoluble
kerogen oI a source rock, the bitumen extractable from this source rock and
pooled hydrocarbons (oil, cond.ensate, or gas), possibly derived from this source
rock.

Geochemical correlation between petroleum and source beds is based upon
recognition of compositional similarities or dissimilarities. Such features are
usually established on relative distribution patterns of certain compounds,
although absolute concentration values may occasionally provide useful informa-
tion for correlation. Generally, compositional parameters suitable forcorrelation
should:

- not be too seriously affected by any processes acting upon source rocks and
petroleum during and after their physical separation (e.g., preferential
separation by migration processes, thermal and bacterial alteration);

- have sufficiently characteristic compound distributions in both rocks and oils to
permit differentiation between individual source rocks and oils.

The basic idea is to recognize identical, similar, or different ,,fingerprint',
patterns exhibited by correlation parameters for kerogens, bitumens and pooled
hydrocarbons. The degree of similarity or dissimilarity then proves, suggests, or
disproves a relationship between petroleums and source blds. It is advisable
never to rely on one correlation parameter only, but to apply several independent
correlation criteria. Any correlation based on minor constituents, e. g., biological
marker distributions, should be reasonably consistent with bulk parameters like
aliphatic/aromatic hydrocarbon ratios or carbon isotope values. bne of the first
successful correlation studies on oils was presented by Jones and Smith (1965),
who compared gross chemical differences of distillation fractions of crude oils
from the Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico. Correlation problems
have been reviewed by Koons et al. (1974), Williams (1974), Welte et al. (1975),
Deroo (1976), Seifert and Moldowan (1978), Seifert et al. (1980) and Seiferr and
Moldowan (1981) .

2.1 Correlation Parameters

The parameters suitable lor oil-oil coruelation canbe chosen from various classes
of hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons normally present in crude oils. One of the
best correlation tools is provided by geochemical fossils or biological markers.
Geochemical fossils have been discussed in detail in ChaDters II.3 and IV.3.
Compounds of the steroid and terpenoid classes are of spicial interest in this
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respect. Furthermore. the distribution patterns of hydrocarbon molecules with a
less specific origin, such as n- or iso-alkanes, or the various classes ofnaphthenes
and aromatics can be successfully util ized. In addition, porphyrin ratios or even
some nonbiogenic heterocompounds such as thiophene or carbazole derivatives
may provide useful correlation parameters. In oil-oil correlation, it is possible to
select parameters in such a way that a wide molecular weight range is covered tbr
any given correlation parameter. Such information can be provided, for instance,
by the n-alkane distribution curve or by the gas chromatography (GC) record of
the saturated hydrocarbond fraction on a capillary column. Useful information
may also be obtained by such gross parameters as isotope ratios (lrc/r:C. D/H.
!S/rrS) or aliphatic/aromatic hydroctrrbon ratios. Isotope ratios may also bc used
in a more specific form by determining the isotopic composition of certain
compound classes or even individual compounds.

The correlation between oils and condensates, and especially between oils, or
condensates, and gases is a morc delicatc problem. because gases and to some
extent condensates are related by preferential generation and accumulation
mechanisms which may be different from those for oils. This fact must be taken
into account. The molecular weight range of these various petrolcum products is
so different, that the success of a correlation analysis depends largely on the
depree of overlap between the molecular weight ranges of the different products
(e.g., light and gasoline range hydrocarbons for oil-condensate correlation).

Useful information for the correlation of condensates and light oils may be
obtained by a detailed gas chromatographic analysis of the gasoline-range
hydrocarbon fraction. In the case of gases, there are severe limitations because
their composition is too simple, and they consist of rather unspecific compounds.
However, carbon isotope ratios have been shown to be useful correlation
parameters for grouping gases (Stahl et al..1917:' Schoell, 1980).

The correlation between pooled hydrocarbons and source rocks is more
complicated than the oil-oil correlation. Pooled hydrocarbons have accumulated
through the processes of primary and secondary migration. There are composi-
tional differences between the bitumen left behind in a source rock and that
fraction of bitumen that finally accumulated in a reservoir. Due to migralion
phenomena. pooled crude oils are strongly enriched in saturated hydrocarbons,
moderately enriched in aromatic hydrocarbons and depleted in polar NSO
compounds when compared to source rock bitumen (see also Chap. IIL3; Fig.
III.3.1). Saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons are therelore more suitable for
oil-source rock correlation than heterocompounds. Any group of compounds
selected for correlation should be easy to isolate and characterize, but the
individual components should be similar in their physical propertics, such as
polarity. solubility and molecular weight. On these criteria again. geochemical
fossils of the steroid and triterpenoid hydrocarbon group serve as most suitable
correlation parameters. Likewise, other hydrocarbon-based parameters may be
applied as previously mentioned for oil oil correlation.

Re-distribution of bitumen in source beds, especially impregnation with
foreign bitumen from an outside source, can obliterate oil-source rock correla-
tion based only on source rock bitumen while neglecting the kerogen. An oil-
source rock correlation, therefore, ideally should also include a study ofkerogen
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demonstrating that the bitumen of a source rock is indigenous, and can be linked
to the kerogen from which it was supposedly geneiated. Alternatively, the
indigenous nature of the bitumen should be proven indirectly by relating the
amount of_extractable organic matter, the percentage of hydiocarbons in the
extract or the transformation ratio (production indexj from Iiock-Eval pyrolysis
$ee Chap. V.l ) to the maturity level of the kerogen. The choice ofparameters for
correlating bitumen directly with kerogen is li;ited. The most fiequently used
technique is a carbon isotope analysis. Bitumen derived from a ceriain kirogen
should be isotopically lighter than the kerogen itself. The difference in dFC_
values, however, should not be more than abou 2-3%". An oil connected to a
certain source rock bitumen should be isotopically identical or, again, slightly
lighter than the related bitumen. Gross isotope data, however. strould not le
overemphasized when a correlation is indicated. In contrast. noncorrelation
based on isotope values, i. e.. when an oil is isotopically heavier than a kerogen. is
a clear indication for a misfit.

Furthermore. carbon isotope ratios of pooled gases. i. e., of methane, ethane
and propane, have been applied to obtain information about their Dossible source
rocks (Stahl and Carey. 1975). This application is hased on the concepr rnar
carbon isotope ratios of gases are controlled mainly by the maturit), of their
source material. A refinement of this method is achieved when carbon rsotoDe
values are applied together with hydrogen isotope values and are plo ed rgainst
each other. ln this wav, Schoell (1980) came to a verv detailed ciassification of
gases ot various origins. It should be mentioned, however, that the concept that
carbon isotope ratios can be used to determine the maturity of the source rock
f rom uhich a gas has heen der i red.  is  not  undisputed.

Another method to correlate bitumen with kerogen, employing pyrolysis ofthe
kerogen, has been suggested by Welre (1972\. Tie basis'foi this method is the
idea that exhaustively extracted kerogen still exhibits a potential to generate
hydrocarbons (see also Chap. IL5), and, on pyrolysis, wili yield new hydrocar_
bons with a pattern similar to those which have bien previously generated rn a
natural way. Recently Seifert (1978) reported the succeisful appiicition of such a
technique. Pre-extracted kerogen was pyrolyzed, and the hydiocarbon pattern of
the -pyrolyzate compared to the previously extracted bitumen using GC_MS-
analyses. On the basis of a match between sterane and triterpane patleins, he was
able. to prove the indigenous nature of the bitumen. The same principle can be
used.to correlate degraded with non-degraded oils by pyrolyzing the asphaltene
fraction of the degraded oil (Rubinstein et al., 1979; A;efjev et-at., flS^O;.

2.2 Oil-Oil Correlation Examoles

Oil-oil correlation is sometimes straightforward. In such cases, a simple compari-
son of the GC records of the saturated hydrocarbons may clearly demonstrate
identical patterns for several groups of compounds (n-alkanes, branched and
cyclic alkanes). Such an example is given in Figure V.2.2.
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Fig. V.2.2a c. Comparison of the gas chromatographic tracings of the saturated
hydrocarbons as a means for oil-oil and oil-source rock correlation. South Aquitaine
Basin. France. (After Deroo. 1976)

Koons et al. (1974) studied petroleum characteristics of crude oils in lower
Tuscaloosa Cretaceous reservoirs in the central Gulf Coast area, USA, utilizing a
multiple-parameter approach. The parameters chosen for oil-oil correlationwerc
the carbon isotope values of the saturates, the paraffin content of the saturated
hydrocarbon fraction. the amount of steranes, and some light hydrocarbon ratios,
such as those of the cyclopentanes to n -paraffins. Utilizing these four parameters,
crude oils reservoired in the lower Tuscaloosa formation could be separated into
two families. One family appears to be indigenous to the lower Tuscaloosa
interval, which consists ofsediments deposited in an intermedrate{ype (brackish-
marine), nearshore environment receiving varying amounts ofterrestrial organic
matter. The carbon isotope values of the indigenous lower Tuscaloosa oils (d''C
: -27 .9 + 0.6%"PDB) are lighter by about 2%, than those of the other oil family.
They also contain more paraffins (27 vs. 13 7o), twice the amount of steranes and a
higher ratio of cyclopentanes to n-paraffins. The relatively light carbon isotope
values and the high paraffin content are in agreement with a terrestrially
influenced source, as represented by the lower Tuscaloosa. The other family of
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Fig. V.2.3. Relation be-
tween carbon isotope ratios
and optical rotation in crude
oils of the Will iston Basin.
USA. Two families of crude
oils can be recognized. ln-
creasrng maturation of oils
causes a shift to the loh'er
/e/t. (Modified after Wil-
l iams. 1974). Biodegrada-
tron would have caused a
shift to the lower right
corre," of the diagram
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oils is probably derived from more marine organic matter and is apparently not
indigenous to the lower Tuscaloosa formation.

Three different types of oil have been recognized by Williams (1974) in the
Williston Basin in the northwestern United States on the basis of carbon isotoDe
ratios,- hydrocarbon composition and optical rotation measurements. A semi-log
plot of carbon isotope ratio versus optical rotation was helpful in characterizing
oil types (Fig. V.2.3). This method is of special interest with respect to
recognition of maturation and biodegradation effects upon crude oils (iee also
Chap. IV.5). Thermal maturation processes decrease optical rotation (Louis,
1968) and cause a shift toward heavier carbon isotope values in the residue
(Silverman, 1967). Contrary to this. biodegradarion increases optical rotation
(Philippi, 1977) due to a selective removal of optical enantiomer; from racemic
mrxtures present in the original crude oil and/or addition of new opticallv active
biogenic compounds. However, biodegradation, like thermal maiuration, also
causes a shift toward heavier carbon isotope values due to the preferential
cleavage of the r:C-rrc bond, and hence losi of the isotopically ligirter carbon
atoms. In Figure V.2.3. analytical data, representing 125 oil samples, show two
distinct elongated clusters oriented in the graph from upper righi to lower left.
This elongation toward lower optical rotation and heavier carbon isotope values
is the result of thermal maturation on these oils (Williams, 1974). The separation
into two different oil families with different isotope values is due to their origin
from different source beds. In such a plot as presented in Figure V.2.3.
biodegradation would result in a shift from upper left to lower right.

Recently the identification of crude oil families and also the correlation of
crude oils with their source rocks based on sulfur isotooe ratios has been
performed by Thode (1981) in the Wiliston Basin (USAlf2n|6u.;. Sulfur isotope
ratios are expressed as 6raS values which are defined as follows:

("S r2S) sample -  ( 'oS. '2S)  s tandard
o  5 { ' ; ' ) = # < l a t 0 0 .

|  5 /  - 5 )  S tanda rd

The oils of the Williston Basin were distinguished by the dsaS values of their
sulfur-containing compounds in the bulk oil. Three major types of crude oil were
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found.  The druS values of  the three fami l ies were 5.8 + 1.27, , .2 .8 + 0.8%c and 4
t 0.7%r respectivelv. Long-distance_ secondary migration over some 150 km
resultcd in little or no change in the d"S value. Hower,er. elcvated temperatures
or advanced oil maturation and crude oil alteration, such as water washing
and biodegradation. mav change sulfur isotope ratios of thc bulk oil.

Considerable efforts have been undertaken in recent years to develop the
application of biological marker (geochemical fossil) parameters. in combination
with others. for oil-oil correlation (e. g., Seifert and Moldowan. 1978. 1981; Shi
et al., 1982; Welte et al., 1982). They all use steroid and terpenoid hydrocarbon
distributions derived from capillary gas chromatography/mass spectrometry as
maior source-related correlation paramelers. an analytical technique that makes
use of a mass spectrometer as a very specific detector for molecules being eluted
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possibly also by migration effects (Seifert and Moldowan, 1978). Implications
related to this will be discussed in more detail in context with oil-source rock
correlation.

An application of nonhvdrocarbons for crude oil correlation was illustrated by
Deroo (1976). He used thiophenic compounds to characterize the crude oils from
the Alberta Basin of Western Canada. The thiophenic compounds used for
correlation comprise mainly benzothiophenes, dibenzothiophenes and naph-
thobenzothiophenes (Fig. V.2.5). For crude oil characterization, a gas
chromatographic record of the total aromatic fraction is used employing a
conventional flame ionization detector (FID). Simultaneously, a portion of the
effluent is split off after leaving the gas chromatographic column and relayed to a
dctcctor (flame photometric detector. FPD), which is only sensitive to sultur-
containing compounds. In this way, two gas chromatographic records are
obtnined. onc of the total aromatic fraction inclusive of thiophenes, and another
showing only sulfur-containing aromatic compounds (thiophenes). An example
of this tvpe of analysis is given in Figure V.2.5. Three different types of oil can be
recognized. 

-fhe 
aromatic and thiophenic gas chromatographic records allow a

ditTerentiation of the groups of oils located (a) above the unconformity in the
Upper Cretaccous (Colorado group and younger), (b) at or near the main
unconformitv in the Alberta Basin. and (c) below the unconformity in the
Dcvonian. The three different types of oil also differ in total sulfur content

Crude oils become increasinglv similar with maturation. In particular, the
saturated hvdrocarbons are progressively less characteristic: polycyclic naph-
thenes (geochemical fossils) are greatly diminished in concentration, and tend to
be less distinctive: n-alkane and iso-alkane distribution patterns look more and
more alike. Therefore. a correlation between older and more mature crude oils,
based on saturated hydrocarbons, is rather difficult and might yield ambiguous
results. In such cases naphthenoaromatic and aromatic hydrocarbons and
thiophenic compounds have been successfully applied to oil-oil correlations
(Tissot et al.. 19741 Deroo. 1976: Rullkotter and Welte, t980).

Figures V.2.6 and V.2.7 give examples of crude oil correlations based only
upon the aromatics and naphthenoaromatics of the Paleozoic oils from the Ill izi
Basin (Algeria). A global overall analysis of these crude oils, and gas chromato-
graphy and mass spectrometry of the saturated hydrocarbons does not allow a
distinction between oils reservoired in Ordovician, Lower and Upper Devonian
and Carboniferous strata. However, a mass spectrometric analysis with respect to
type of ring structure and carbon number of the aromatics and naphthenoaro-
matic hydrocarbons provides a fair differentiation between the groups ofoils. The
differentiation is mainly based on tetracyclic molecules very probably derived
from stcroids. Although the saturated tetracyclic molecules are hardly detectable
any more in these oils, there are sufficient tetracyclic molecules present in the
aromatic fraction. Aromatized tetracyclic molecules, such as the monoaromatic
structures. containing one aromatic and three naphthenic rings, are more stable
and hence are preserved in more mature oils. The total aromatics and the
monoaromatic tetracyclic molecules used for oil oil correlations in the Ill izi Basin
served also as correlation parameters for a successful oil-source rock correlation
(Tissot et al.. 1974).
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F ig .  V .2 .6 .  O i l  o i l  cor re la t ion
based on aromatics and naph-
thenoaromatics. Comparison be-
tween crude oils front Lower De-
vonian and (Jrcfurician reservoirs
in the Tinfou\'€-Tabankorroil
f ie ld .  I l l i z i  Bas in .  Eas tc rn  Sa-
hara. Alseria. (After Tissot er
a l . .  197.1)

I r ig .  V .2 .7 .  O i l -o i l  and  o i l
\ourcc rock correlation based on
aromatics and naphthenoaro-
matics. Thc distribution of the
naphthenoaromatics (monoaro-
mat rcs .  C, , l l . ,  r : )  permi ts  a  d is -
crimination between threc dif-
fcrent tvpes of oil which also can
bc related to their source rocks.
Carboniferous and Devonian oils
are from the oil f ield Tigouen-
tourine. thc Ordovican oils from
Quan'faredcrt in the II l izi tsasin.
Eastern Sahara. Alge ria. (Atter
Tissot er al.. 197.1)
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In addition to maturation effects. biodegradation hampcrs or makes lmpos-

s ib le o i l  o i lcorrc la t ion.  ln  s l ight ly  or  modcrate ly  b iodegraded crudc o i ls '  charac-

teristic petroleum components have to be selected which arc not readil)'

eliminaticl or altered by microorganisms. Positive correlation was indicated b.v

Molclowan and Scifert (1980) between a non-biodegradcd and a moderately

biodegraded crudc oil from Minas and Duri oil fields. Sumatra' based on the

preseice of a rare isoprenoid biological marker. namely botrvococcane' and a

ieries of common isoprenoid alkanes in both oils (Fig V 2 lt)
Steranes and tritcrpanes are often found unaffected by biodegradation in

moderately degraded crude oils (Welte et al.. 1982) and thus in thcse cases are

still suitable for correlation. Evcntually. however' microorganisms seem to be

ablc to attack steranes and triterpanes (see also Chap IV 5). ln this casc steranes

are prefercnt ia l lv  destroycd (Reed.  1977:  Sei fer t  and Moldowan.  1979) .  whereas

triterpane structures mav be specificallv altercd. leading to demethylation and

ring opening (Rullkijttcr and Wendisch. 19132). Figure V 2 9 shows thc capillarl"

gaichio-"iogra.s of the saturated h1'drocarbon fractions of a non-biodegradcd

iuc l l  VI ID 2tancl  a  h iot lcgradcd asphal t  (u 'e l l  BN' lL- l )  f rom Morondarr t  I las in '

Madagascar. $'hich dcmonstratc the complete removal of n- and isoprcnoiil

a lkancs in  the BML-I  asphal t  lcav ing behind the hopanc- t1pe t r i terPancs as onlv

maior components. The adjacent mass fragmentograms clcarly show that the

Mino5  F ie l d

2500  FT

u u r l  i l e t o
Pr i s tqne  ( i -C tg )

F ig .  \ ' . 2 . t .  C rp i l l i l r \  g i l s  ch rona to { r r lms  o l  two  Sun ' l l t r a  c rudc  o i l s  i nd i c r r t i ng  pn r i t i r c

corrclat ion de\pi le bi(;egradation bl thc- presence of botr lococcane in hoth oi ls The

bioclegradecl ciucle oi l  l i the botton shows a predominance of branched isoprenoid

a l kanes  ovc r l i - i r l k t ncs .  (A f t e r  N lo l c l ou 'an  and  Sc i f e r t .  1980 )
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regular C1 (h, j) to Cj, (w) hopane series is accompanied by an equivalent series
of demethylated hopanes (m/z 177) in the biodegraded asphalt (c, d correspond-
ing to h.  j .  respect ive ly .  e tc . ) .

Polyaromatic hydrocarbons and thiophenic compounds appear to be even less
affected by biodegradation than are polycyclic naphthenes (steranes. terpanes).
An example of correlating oils with various degrees of biodegradation is
presented by Claret et al. (1977). Oils from the offshore oil field Emeraude in the
Congo, West Africa, show different gross chemical properties, depending on
reservoir depth and stratigraphic horizon. The oil bearing horizons of Cretaceous
age in the Emeraude field are situated at relatively shallow depth (200 to 600 m).
The oils are obviously affected by the products of biodegradation. and the
question arises whether or not these oils might have a common origin. A detailed
gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric analysis revealed the typical signsof
biodegradation (e. g., loss of normal and isoprenoid alkanes). Furthermore, the
oils show good correlation on the basis of their aromatic and thiophene
components (Fig. V.2.10). This points to a common origin. In addition to GC
records of the total aromatics, a more detailed mass spectrometric analysis ofthe
distribution of mono-, di-, and polycyclic aromatics provided corroborative
evidence for a common origin.

Similarly, Welte et al. (1982) provided evidence by low eV gas chromatogra-
phy/mass spcctrometrv of aromatic hydrocarbon fractions that biodegraded and
non-biodegraded crude oils from the Vienna Basin belong to the same oil family
These data were supported by sterane and triterpane mass fragmentograms. The
oils investigated were from reservoirs between 5500 and 800 m depth The

l-ow degradatioi High degradation

Soluroted HC ( gos chromotoqrophy)

Aromoiic HC ( gos chromotogrophy )

Fig. V.2.10a and b. Comparison betrveen degraded and nondegraded crude oils in the
Emeraude oil f jeld. Congo. The gas chromatographic tracings of the saturated hydrocar-
bons (a) are different due to degradation. I lowever. polycylic molecules sti l l  show an
excellent correlation. (b): gas chromatographic tracings of total-aromatics (FID) and
thiophene derivatives i/FPDl. (After Claret et al.. 1977)
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compositional similarities of most of the oils in the Vienna Basin. apart from
biodegradation effects. point to a common ongtn.

Finallv. vcrv heavill 'degraded oils can rlso he correlared bv pyrolyzing the
asphaltene fraction. ln this way. the compositional pattern of the original ciude
oil can be rcconstructed: this feature has been desciibed in Chapter IV. 1.g.

2.3 Oil-Source Rock Correlation Examples

ln principle for oil-source rock correlation the same methods are utilized as
mentioned betbre for oil-oil correlation. For instance, Figure V.2.2 shows that
the GC record of the saturated fraction of two crude"oils from the South
Aquitaine Basin in France can easily be compared to the equivalent GC record of
the source rock. The general approach. however. is somewhat different, in that
more.deta i led analyses are ret lu i red.  This  is  so because a pooled o i l  has
: ,1p.1 ' "n. :9  

processe\  o l  migrat ion which mav hare parr ly  changed i r r  composi -
ron l rom thal  ( ) t  the corresponr l inu h i lumen oI  the source rock.  Oi l_source rock
c{)rrelation parameters. thercfore. should include cletailecl informatron on hy_
drocarbon distribution patterns ol specific molecules. such as steroid or triter_
pcnoid hvdrocarbons. which exhibit comparable physicochemical behavior.
Furthermore. crxrelation parameters should be chosen from among at least two
ditferent molecuia r we ight ra nges. e. g. . C1;-C25 saturates and aromatics and from
Lr '+-cyc l i (  hrdrocarbons.  cross chemical  in format ion arone.  r ike that  based on
the amount of saturated normal or aromatic hydrocarbons. sulfur conrenr. or
c!::l.carl9n rsotope ratios. is generallv not sufficient. but oftcn gives valuable
additional information. In oil-source rock correlation the indigenous nature of
the bitumen in a given source rock should also be verifietl. esp'eciall1, if there is
susprcion of .il impregnation of a rock from an outside source. I ndicatrons tor this
:11 !:.9..i":,1 from roo high hl,drocarbon: roral organic carbon rarios (above
l5(I-200 mg hydrocarbors: g C,,,*) and from too high bitumen: roral organrc
carbon.ratios (above 200-300 mg bitumen: g C",,,). B,v far the most convenient
method is a succession of Rock-Eval rneasurem.l,ts presenting frec oil and gas
contents and transformation ratios (production index ): Figure V. 1.22. Anv ,o-n"
of migrational hycirocarbon enrichment wilr exceed the citabrished ,r."J. ri.un
also be.achieved bv compar ing the matur i t ) ,  o l  the b i tumcn by a chemical
maturation paramcter such as the Methyl phenanthrene lndex values (Radke
ct  a l . .  l9 l l2)  wi rh the matur i rv  of  thc immobi le  kerogen (c .g. .  v i t r in i te  rc f lec_
tance) .

Earlv examples for oil sourcc rock correlations bascd on several correlation
parameters were presented t rv  Wel te et  a l .  (197-5) .  Among thc corre lat ion
parameters used were the d is t r ibut ion pat terns of  s terane.  and t r i terpanes.  Six
molecular ion intensities of homologous series were determined bv GC/MS and
re lat ive d is t r ibut ions establ ished in  sourcc rock b i rumens and o i ts  in ig .  V.2. t t .y .
Other parameters used were ratios of two or more hydrocarbon., ihJ C,., to C.,,,
n-alkane series. the isoprenoid hydrocarbons and cirbon isotope ratios. When
making conclusions about a genetic relationship for an oil_source rock pair. the
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Fig. \'.1.I L Distribution pilttern of ster nc and triterpane molecular ion intcnsitics used
as corre l l t ion pur i rnreter  tor  o i l  source rock corre lat ion.  (Af tcr  wcl tc  c t  a1. .  1975)

highest decisive valuc was assigned to the C..r-cvclics. Figure V.2.1 I shows three
different oil-source rock situations from top to bottom:

D-YID-l: an oil-source rock pair of Oligocenc age from thc Upper Rhine-
Grabcn in  SW Germany (Wi ld Cat  wel l  a t  Hr . i t tcnheim).
E-YIE-1. an oil sourcc rock pair of Eoccne age from thc Uinta Basin in Utah
(Bluebel l  o i l  f ie id  ) .
K-Y/K l. K-2. K-3: u source rock sequencc from the Uppcr Rhine-Grabcn in
SW Germanl .  Thc o j l  K-Y was col lectcd in  the Forst  o i l  f ie ld  f rorn u rcscrvoi r
of Eocene agc. The J urassic rock samples K- I . K-2. K-3. all exhibiting source
rock propcrties. are from thc same oil field and represent thc Dogger alpha
(K-1) .  the L ias epsi lon (K-2)  and the L ias bcta (K-3) .

Based on thc Ct,*-c-vclics. thc correlatiOn betwecn oils and sourcc rocks for the
pairs D and E was considered to bc sood. In case of the multiple-choice stlurce
rock situation K. the closcst relationship can be established bctween the Dog€ler
a lpha shale (K-1)  and the Ter t iary  o i l  (K-Y) .

In this same study Welte ct al. ( 1975) also showed that of the more than 10 oil
source rock pairs investigated. no one showed completc agreement between all
correlation parameters applied. This indicates the necessitv to aPpl) several
independent correlation parameters. In a follow-up papcr. Levthaeuser et al.
(1977) expandcd on this approach to oil-source rock correlation. and replaced

I  x - v  o r r
_ K _ 1 1
- - - K _ 2 I R o . l
- - K - 3  |
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the visual comparison between difterent distribution patterns (correlation para-
mete rs ) b)' a statistical analvsis. Thcv also showed wittrthe help of the C.-,_cvclics
distribution pattern that the homogeneitv of some sour." ,,.,.t unit, .l l i iun.i,on
of samplinq location was excellent.

An e xample of how to approach source rocki crude oil correlation in a complex
geological 

.s1'stem by a more sophisticated biological mrrke, tecnn,que *aspresented bv Seifert et al. (1980) for rhe area oithe prudhoe Bav oil fierd.Northern Alaska.  The molecular  5t ructures u:ed tor  f ingerpr in t ing rhe shaleextracts and the crude oils included steranes. terpancs an(l ;t)n()aromatic steroidh;-drocarbons. The diagrammatic east west cross_section ofthe prudhoe Ba),oilficld area in Figure V.2.12 shows the generalized structurai ani stratigraphic
situarion and rhe approximate origin of ihe sampies anailzed t,i CC.ll,tS. gasea
o n  r h e i r  J a t a . . S c i t e r r  e t  a l .  ( l q x o ) c o n c l u d e d  l h r l  r h e  S h ; b l i k  t . i r r a s r r c l .  K i n u r r l
rJur l r \ \ rc ]  i lnLI  lhe deep post_Ncocomian shl ler  uere the major  s( |urcsr . l lh .
principal oil accumulations. Other possible source rocks on a geologrcal and bulkgeochemical reasoning. like the dtep Kavak (Mississippi"" frfrrf"". i-fr. ,f,Jf"r,post-Neocomian. the Neocomian an.i the Uppe, Cretaceous Jates were clis_cardcd after biological marker analvsis as the irigin of the accumulated petro_leum. This is shown for these lour shales and th; Sadlerochit oil (202 in Fig.V.l l l I hi rh(' \rr'rd nc mrss tftrgme ntograms ( m lz 217) in Figure V.2. l3 a. Black\niidL-LI pr.ilk\ rndicirte for each shalc sample where they cliffer significantly fromthc oil so that they can be rured out as iis srurce. A,in'' iru, tr,.i.. nt.o.r.totinn
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Fig. \'.2.13a and b. Prudhoe Ba!'. Alaska. source rock oil correlation (Seifert el al .
1980). (a ) Proof of lack of correlation bl sterane mass fragmentograms (m/z 217). (b) Key
source rock-oil correlation for the Ssdlerochit uil hv terpanc masr fragmentograms
( n t , z  l 9 l )

between the same rocks and the Sadlerochit oil was evident from the terpane mass
fragmentograms ( mlz 191).ln contrast to this. the terpane mass fragmentograms
in Figure V.2. l3 b provide the key for positive correlation of the Sadlerochit oil
which is similar in source characteristics to all other oils from the Prudhoe Bay oil
field area except the Kingak oil (219). All biological marker distributionr. gross
parameters anC carbon isotope values confirm a one-to-one relationship between
the Kingak oil (219) and the Kingak shale as its source. The Sadlerochit oil (202)
however, shows hybrid values which can be explained by a combination of
hydrocarbons lrom three different sources, namely the Shublik shale, the Kingak
shale and the post-Neocomian shale, which among themselves exhibit, major
compositional differences, e. g., in their triterpane mass fragmentograms (Fig.
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V.2. t3). but also in their sterane and monoaromatic steroid hydrocarbon mass
fragmentograms. The clue to the multiple source concept for the Sadlerochit oil
(and those with similar composition) was finally derived from a quantitative
assessment of the source specific biological marker parameters (Table V.2.1).
This quantitation provides three aspects:

a) the consistcncy of data within a given source rock formation and a clear
distinction between different formations:

b) the one-to-one correlation of the Kingak oil and the Kingak shale;
c) a multiple source concept as the best explanation for the composition of the

Sadlerochit oil.

Source rock/crudc oil correlation by biological marker techniques is a powerful
tool as long as it can be reasonably well assured that the original biologicalmarker
pattern of the source has not been altered by subsequent processes such as
migration. maturation or biodegradation ofa crude oil. The effect of biodegrada-
tion on biological markers has alreadl' been mentioned (see Chaps. IV.5 and
V.2.2). Usualll morc serious. however. is the influence of thermal maturation on
the biokrgical marker distribution: it can influence both the pattern and thc total
abundance (see Chap.  V.1.3) .  Stero id hydrocarbons for  instance undergo
significant isomcrization and aromatization reactions in the early phase of
petroleum generation (Mackenzie et al.. 1982a). and thus fingerprint correlation
may fail if the source rock. although the right one. is not available at the suitablc
maturation level. In these cases carbon number distributit)ns of regular steranes
(C,-C,r). often displayed in triangular diagrams. may stil l be used for correla-
tion. Carbon number distributions of steranes. in contrast to isomer distributions
(see Chap. V.1.3). appear to be largely unaffected by thermal maturation but

Table V.2.1. Source-specific parameters for three major source rocks and two different
oils in Prudhoe Ba,v. Alaska. (After Seifert et al.. 1980)

GCMS
No. Formation

I ricvLlic I7c(H)- . 5d___.1_11'
Terpanes. Hopanes. '13 

51,
c/c' %' SteranesAge

Sha le  210 K ingak
Sha le  213 K ingak
Shale 207 Shublik
Shale 208 Shublik
Shale209 Post-Neocomian
Shale223 Post-Neocomian

Jurassic 2.3
Jurassic 2.7
Triassic l l .5
Triassic 11.7
Lower Cretaceous 4.0
Lower Cretaceous 3.1

b4
b4
52

65
67

3 . 9
2 . 8
6.0
fr .  I
1 .1
3 . 9

,+.1Oil 202 Sadlerochit Permo-Triassic 8.9 55
Oil 219 Kingak Jurassic 2.2 63

'' Cls 5/i. 1,1n. 17d(20R) + C1 5a. 1,{J, 11t(20R + 20S) + Cr8 5/i. 1qJ. l7P(20R + 20S)
n Cr, 5a. 1,1a. 17,1(20R)
' Area n of peaks on ,,/: 191 mass fragmentogram
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rather represent the original organic matter composition defined by the envtron-
mental conditions during sedimentation (Huang and Meinschein. 1979; Shi et al.,
1982: Mackenzie et al., 1982b). Another limiting factor for the use ofbiological
markers for correlation parameters is related to the fact that these compounds are
often relatively minor components within the hydrocarbon mixture generated
from a source rock and that thcy are thermally less stable than most of the others.
Recent quantitative biological marker determinations in source rocks suggcst
that their concentration may drop bv a factor of more than one hundred from the
latc diagenesis to peak oil generation stage. This effect mav be caused both bv the
overwhelming generation of othcr hydrocarbons and by the early thermal
breakdown of biological markers. As a consequence. mature crude oils may
contain very little biological marker components. Any later addition to such a
mature crude oil from a second source which is quantitatively less important. but
less mature and thcrefore richer in biological markers, ma1- givc an imprint on a
reservoired crude oil which is not consistent with the bulk. more mature.
hydrocarbons. This again demonstrates the neccssitv of usins multiple parame-
ters in source rock/crude oil and also in oil l i l correlation.

An interesting example for an oil source rock correlation. based on thiophcnic
compounds and aromatics. was given by Deroo (1976). He demonstrated that the
Rousse condensate from the Arzacq Basin in SW France, reservoired in the
Upper Jurassic. had a double origin. from source rocks of Albian and Oxfordian
age (Fig. V.2.14). With thc help of the distribution patterns of the diaromatics
(type C"H1" '1) and dibenzothiophenes. even the relative contribution of each
source could be estimated. This is possible as both source rocks are at about the
same maturat ion lcvc l .

Oil-source rock correlation based on characteristic compositional features of
the light hydrocarbon fraction was performed by Schaefer et al. (1978b). The
availability of sufficiently accurate concentration data for the light hydrocarbons
in a large number of rock samples. obtained by the "hydrogen stripping"
technique. permitted the application of a statistical approach to this problem.
First. a number of characteristic Iighr hydrocarbon concentration ratios (correla-
tion parameters such as methylpropane/n -butane. methylbutane/r -pentane.
2-methylpentane/3-methylpentane. cyclohexane/methylcyclopcntane. etc. ) were
calculated tbr each sample. Based on these parameters a correlation coefficient
matrix is produced b! a computer program. which. upon request. may plot a
dendrogranr .  As shown in F igure V.2.15.  the composi t ional  s imi lar i t ies bct rvccn
one crude oil and thc hydrocarbons in a large number of rock samples from an
exploration well (Porcupine Basin. offshorc lreland) may be demonstratcd by
plotting thc correlation coeflicients between oil and rocks against depth. On the
basis of a similarity limit of 0.80 for the correlation coefficient, two intervals show
significant similarities with the oil. thc shallower interval exhibiting thc grcater
similarity. [:rom other geochcmical information it was deduced that this interval
is not a source rock. but a zone which is impregnated by migrated petroleum. The
lower interval or the appropriate lateral equivalents were considercd as the likely
source rock for the oil.

Correlation of crude oils with their oil source formation, using high resolution
gas chromatography of Cin C1 hvdrocarbons. was performed by Philippi ( 1981).
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Fig. V.2.l5. Compositionalsimilarit iesbe-
l$een , r i l  and  r t rc l  ' lmp le .  (Porcup ine
Basin. offshore lreland). Cluster analysis
of one crude oil and 51 rock samples from
an cxploration well based on eight different
parameters (concentration ratios) calcu-
lated from light hydrocarbon data. The
similarity values (correlation coefficients)
between the rock sample and the oilsample
are plotted against depth. A similarity l imit
of 0.8U is represented by a broken line
(Schaefer et al.. 1978b)

The concept is similar to the previous example. Ideally. a given composition
parameter should have the same value for a crude oil and the source rock which
generated and expe lled that crude oil. A "similarity coefficient" has been devised
to define the degree of similarity. Philippi's method was tested on ten selected
presumed oil source formation pairs and it was concluded that it is functioning
properly.

It has to be realized. however. that oil source rock correlation based on
characteristic compositional features of light hydrocarbons is only possible
because thermodynamic equilibrium of isomer distributions is normally not
reached during natural hydrocarbon generation (see also Table 1V.1.3). Further-
more. this kind of correlation can only be applied when crude oil and source rock
arc at  about  the same level  o f  maturat ion.

A special application of a kind of oil source rock correlation is the prediction,
and if possible. recognition. ol a source rock based on certain characteristics of
reservoired petroleums. Certain petroleums have been found to exhibit an even
predominance of the 11-alkanes in the range from C,6 to C12. which is frequently
combined with a predominance of phytane over pristane. Degree and extent
(with respect to C number) of these characteristics vary wrth ti 'pe of oil and
matu rity. I t has bcen shown that an even predominance of the z -alkanes is typical
for highly saline. carbonate and/or evaporitic environments (Welte and Waples,
1973: Dembicki et al.. 1976) and that this feature is very frequentlv accompanied
bv a phytane over p stane predominance (Waples et al., 1974; Kalbassi and
Welte 1975). Thus a crude oil with these characteristics is most likely derived from
a carbonate or evaporite type source rock (see also Chap. II.3 and Fig. IV.3.4).
This conclusion was also verified by Tissot et al. (1977) by statistical analysis of
n-alkane patterns of numerous rock extracts and crude oils.

Crude oils exhibiting an odd predominance of the higher n-alkanes, especially
in the range C;3-C.-,, and which simultaneously contain more n-alkanes above C20
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than bclow. are most certainlv derived from a source rock with a large proportton
of  ter resrr ia l  organic  mat ter i r f  h igher  p lant  or ig in  (seealso Fi ! .  f  V. : . : ; .  Sr . tcrude oils have.frcquentlv a slight prisiane ovei phytane predtiirnance. How_
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amounr of isoprenoids is rather low. Oils of this kind usuallyorrg lnated I rom nonmal ine sor l r (
brackish-marine environments. 

:c rocKs' or lrom strata rcprescnting nearshore'

, 
Leythaeuser et al. (1979b) tbund that significant differences in the lighth1'drocarbon composition are associ.rted with ihanges in the t1:pe ot ttre organic

mattcr the), originate from. This dependcnce on th; facies type'is excmplified inFigure V.2.16 where the hydrocarb,rn-type composirion of Cn ond C, .o-porndgroups are shown fbr marine shale. nonmarine shale and coals of advanced
maturatron lcvel (abour 1.27. R,,) from Upper Carboniferous (Westphalian)
strata ot a core hole in the Ruhr district. The most striking effect concerns theconcentration of aromatics (benzene and toluene) with resp-ect to the other non-aromatic hydrocarbons. ln thc case of the coal samples. boih aromatic hvdrocar_
bons represent a signiticantlv higher proportion in the Co "nd a, g;;p.-;,
compared to thc mar ine shales conta in ing tvpe_l l  kerogen.  wi th  an in termediate
posi t ion lbr  the nonmar inc shales (predominant ly  ty ie_ l l l  kerogcn) .  For  thectc loalkanes therc is  a tendencv for  h igher  re lat iue propor t ions ' in  the mar ine
shalc as compared to coal for ttLe C, hv-drocarbonr. Ii,t ,,inrrnr,1,. ttre Co and C.hltlrocarbon mixtures generated from coalv organic mutte, are ielatively rich in
aromatic and poor in naphthenic compounds. in comparison with thosc lound inmarine shalcs at equivalent maturation level. The preclominance ol oenzene andtoluene appears to reflect the influence of highei plants. Simrlar ooservanons
$ere Inade for two adjacent source-.be.l type shile intcrvals. bearing tvpe_lII andttpe-ll kcrogen. rcspectively, in rhc main phase ot petroleum g'eneratron. ofJurasic age in. the Porcupine Basin (Schaefer and Leythaeuser. tlSO). Cornpu_
rable observations on C,r* mcdium to heavy hvdrocaibons have been presented
in F igure I I . -5 .1-5.
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Recognition of tvpical facies characteristics in crude oil or bitumen has not yet
been extensively developed. However, more research in this direction will
certainly help to characterizc crude oils in more detail. which in turn will allow
the prediction of the type of source rock from which it probably derived. In
Chapters L4 and IV.3, some data are presented and thoughts developed which
are pertinent to recognition of depositional environments and type of biomass
deposited.

Finally, it should be remarked that such features as the existence of irre-
gularities in the n-alkane distribution pattern in oils, or an even or odd
predominance etc. . is always a sign of relatively low maturity. More mature crude
oils show smooth n -alkane distribution curves. Such knowledge of the origin ofan
oil with respect to facies and level of mat[ration may be of great help when
developing an exploration concept.

Summary and Conclusion

Most important objectives i. oil and source rock correlation are the recognition of
various families of pooled hydrocarbons in a basin, and the identification of the source
rock of a given petroleum. Such knowledge helps to define exploration targets.
Geochemical correlation is based upon recognition of compositional similarities
between petroleums and source beds. Relative distibution patterns of hydrocarbons
and nonhydrocarbons are typically used as correlation parameters, especially those
with very specific chemical structures, such as compounds of the steroid and terpenoid
classes. LIc/llc-isotope ratios are also used. especially to relate oil and bitumen to a
certain kerogen. It is advisable to use always more than one correlation parameter.

Oil-oil and oil-source rock correlation is hampered by both strong maturation or
biodegradation of pooled petroleums. Naphthenoaromatic and aromatic hydrocarbons
and thiophenic compounds have been successfully applied for oil-oil-correlation of
matured oils. Aromatic hyd(ocarbons and thiophenic compounds have been used to
correlate biodegraded oils in addition to biological markers of the sterane and
triterpane type which are not always affected by biodegradation.



Chapter -l
Locating Petroleum Prospects: Application of Principle
of Petroleum Generation and Migration - Geological
Modeline

In  the  ear lv  davs  o f  pe t ro leum exp lo ra t ion .  we l ls  wcre  dr i l led  wherc  o i l  o r  gas
seepagcs indicated the prcsence of petroleum. Later. with incrcasing sophistica-
tion of reological knowlerlge. and cspeciallv with the advent of exploration
qeophvsics. the i lecision to dri l l  a well was additionallv takcn on the basis of thc
recoqn i t ion  o f  su i tab le  s t ruc tu res .  ruch  as  an t ic l incs .  tuu l t  t r rps .  unconfornr i t v
traps ancl rccfs. Frequentlv. the selection of a structure to be dril lcd w as hasetl on
in tu i t ion  and tenera l  expcr ience ra ther  than on  per t inent  in fo rmat ron .  because
verv Iitt lc information u'as available whethcr or not a trap would contain
hvclrocarbons.

A svs temr t ic  s tudv .  u t i l i z ing  thc  new unders tand ing  o f  pe t ro leum g( 'nc r i r t i ( )n
and migr  t ion .  can  hc lp  to  t lec reasc  thc  uncer ta in tv  in  p red ic t ing  a  pe t ro lcum-
f i l l cd  s t ruc tu rc .  and hcnce the  f inanc ia l  r i sk  when dr i l l i ng  a  we l l .  Th is  i s  o fspec ia l
importancc in offshore areas and remote. hosti lc exploration rc{ions uhere
dr i l l i ne  i s  cx t rcn lc lv  cos t lv .  Thc  consequent  app l i ca t ion  o f  geochemis t ry  can a lso
cieline nel exploration targets in rclirt ivclv well-known basins where the ratc of
d iscover ics  has  dcc l ined.

The purpose of this chapter is to show how petroleum exploration can benefit.
f irstlv bl collecting sourcc rock and maturational informatiot't (acquired at
relutir cl l lou' cost) from application of organic geochemical studics. and secitndlv
bv  rc la t ins  th is  knowlcdse in te l l igen t lv  to  the  seo loc ica l  f ramervurk  o f  a  s iven
exp lora l ro l l  a rea .  Thc  t ras ic  idea o f  th is  concept  i s  to  idcn t i f v  thc  source  rocks
prescnt .  thc  h ld rocarbon po ten t ia l  o f  each source  rock  in  t imc anc l  space.  and
rc l i r t (J  th is  in t i ) rn ]a l ion  to  the  geo log ica l  cvo lu t ion  o f  thc  bas in .  A t  the  end o f  such
i r  s tudv .  most  favorab le  zones  fo r  pc t ro leum accumula t ion  are  loca ted  in  thc
bas in .  Th is  i s  done br ,  rc la t in t  the  hv t l rocarbon cenera t ion  o f  a  sourcc  rock  i t t  anv
q i r  cn  t ime du  r ing  bas in  evo lu t ion  to  the  most  l i ke lv  pa ths  o f  pe t ro leunr  miqra t ion .
anil to thc tbrnation and l{e of a trap.

Thc  de terminat ion  o f  the  most  fa \  o rab lc  zones  o f  pe t ro lcum accumula t io r r  in  i t
basin consists of a scqucnce of steps to prcpare and combine thc nccessarv
qeoloqical ancl geochenrical intbrmation. antl produce maps and sections showing
and ra t ine  thc  po tcn t ia l  ta r {e ts .  Th is  can be  t lone  bv  hand '  in  a  convent iona l
n lanncr .  o r  \ \ ' i th  thc  hc lp  o f  computers .  ln  F igure  V.3 . l  a  schcmc is  p resented tha t
shows thc  scquence o f  s teps  and.  in  a  senera l  wav .  the  k ind  o f  geo log ica l
infonnation rcquired in ortler to applv nrganic geochemical studies to petroleunl
cxploration. This schcmc can easilv be tbllou,ed in practicc. It is no nore dilf icult
than the introciuction of facies analvses. isopach maps. t)r depth contour maps has
prev ious lv  bcen.  ln  the  pas t .  a l l  thcsc  techn iques  havc  a lso  bccn ass imi la te t l  bv
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A decis ive er l lorat i0n phi l0s00hy inc0rp0rat ing ge0chemical  data:
0etermi0al i0n 0f  m0sl  tav0urable I0nes 0 l  pet r0 leum eccumulat i0n
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Fig. \ ' .3. ). Schc mrtic summar! of t hc \ arious steps that leid to the dete nnination of most
favomble zones of petroleum accunrulation in ir basin

petroleum gcologists. and nowadays geochemical ciata shoulcl be incorporlted in
the phi losophv 0f  explorat ior .

Geological-geochemical modeling with the help of high speed cornputr.rs is
possibly the most effective. suitable. and certainly the most advanced method for
determination of the favorable zones of petroleum accumulation. It integrates
and quantifies the ncwlv gained geochemical knowledge on petroleum formation
and migration into the geological framework of basin evolution. This computer-
aided numerical simulation of geological and geochemical processes has the
enormous advantage that through the combination of regionall,v derived geologi-
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cal data with information about the principal processes of petroleum generation
and migration. tailor-made models ofa specific explorationarea are available for
the€xplorationist. ln this way a ranking of exploration targets based on a network
of logically consistent data can be established. This ;iminishes greatly the
cxploration risk.

.^ The following chapter outlines the acquisition of the geochemical information
(Sect. 3.1) and presents a first conceptual model of pJtroleum generation in a
basin (Sect._ 3.2)- Then geological modeling is presented (Secti3.3), whereas
geochemical modeling will be introduced in the next ChaDter V.4

3.1 Acquisition of the Geochemical Information

When a new exploration program is designed in a more or less unknown area,
only a limited amount of gcneral geologiial information is normally available.
This. of course. applies nowadavs only to certain remote areas and offshore
rcgrons. Sample material of the most important stratigraphic and lithologic units
reprcsented in the basin must be collected. outcrops at tha rim of the basi;being a
readily accessible source. A careful study of thi available information on the
sedimentary fil l ing of the basin (a facies analysis) might result in a preliminary
identification of one or more potentiql soura" ioak, or"aourca rock sequences. A
source rock-identification program using organic geochemical techniques to
analyze available sample material should help to define potential source rocks
more clearly. At the same time, neighboring nonsource ro;k strata should also be
checked for porosity and permeability. and their role in offering possible
migration avenues. If l ittle or no sample marerial is available. a limiteJ simpling
program may be started to obtain surface samples and complementary unweafh_
ered core samples from a few shallow drill holes (up to 100'm depth) at strategic
locations. In offshore basins. information from adjacent, comparable strata on
land, and sometime-s samples taken from the sea bottom by dredging or shallow
corrng may be helpful.

A diffcrent case is presented where basins have been abandoned some vears
ago. and where fresh interest arises for new exploration. The advent oi the
geochemical techniques and neir knowledge of the principles of petroleum
generation and migration frequently justifies a fresh bok at old prospeCts. ln such
cases. old sample material from early wells can stil l be used to evaluate the source
rock potential. However, in all cases, the first step in a basin study is to identify
the number and kind of potential source rocks in ihe basin. The sample materiil
has to be analvzed for amount and type of kerogen. and its stage of maturity.

In fact. the concept ofsource rock identification and determinition ofthe main
zones of oil and gas formation can be introduced into an exploration campaign at
alrv stage. In particular. before a well is drilled, it is criiical to ensure that a
maximum of information can be gained with respect to both source and carrier
rocks. To obtain this information from the well. an effective sampling program
must.tte prepared. Major lithologies and regular depth intervals should be
sampled. Cuttings should be collected at intervals of3 to 30 m. tJepending on the
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changes in lithology. Preferablv. samples should bc canned in small air-tight
containers (about 300 500 cc). with ample water to keep the original moist
saturation. particularl! if l ight hydrocarbon studies are intended. In addition.
some core or side wall core samples should be obtained. in order to support and
vcrjfv information gaincd from cuttings. C--ore sampling is already donc routinely
for large-scale testing of physical propcrties. Thc sample material should be
subjected to geochemical analyses in such a way that basic analvtical information
on source rock proper t ics etc .  is  avai lab le.  ideal ly  by complet ion of lhe wel l  or ,  a t
least. with a minimum time-lag. 'l 'herefore, rapl d rnethods hate to be applied for
source rcrck anall scs. Such methods J hould be consitlered as screening techniques.
rather than as a mcans to obtain detailcd analvtical results. Methods suitable for
screening are the pvro l )s is  techniquc and thc quant i ta t ivc determinat ion of  l ight
hvdrocarbons.  Both have been descr ibed in  Chaptcr  V.  1.'I 'hese 

trvo techniques will provide independcnt geoclremical logs. rvhich can be
rcadi lv  in tcrprctcc i  in  terms of  hydrocarbon potent ia l  and levelo l  matur i tv  (main
zoncs of  o i l  and gas format ion) .

Even intirrmation with respect to hvdrocarbon migration can be derived from
these t\\,o Ioqs. Analytical instrumcnts for both kinds of screening methods can be
installed and used directll at the well site. Undcr these circumstances. consider-
able time is savcd bccausc sample processing can be simplified (no canning.
packing and t ranspor tat ion etc .  ) .  and resul ts  can be ut i l ized whi le  dr i l l ing is  s t  i l l  in
progress. The advantages of 'real-time" gcochemical logging are obvious. and
ccrtainly can hclp to cut costs and gain valuable information. For instancc. well-
head gcochcmical logging by pvrolvsis can indicate when a overmaturc zonc is
reachcd. and no more oil is to be expected. Useless continuation of drill ing. and
hence the waste of money. can thus bc prevented. Conversely. total amount of
light hydrocarbons and certain hvdrocarbon ratios may givc an indication for
nearby hydrocarbon accumulation. and thus stimulate further drill ing and
improvc thc success rate. Knowledge of a nearby accumulation will also stimulate
necessar-r- safety measures for further drill ing.

In addition to the screening analvses. further samplc material has to be
analvzed in a wcll-cr'1uippcd gcochemical laboratorv, to verifv and complctc the
information gained from screening. Thc numbcr of samples to be analyzed in
more detail for source rock identification, type of kerogen. and maturity can bc
reduced considerably b1' util izing the screening results to select zoncs ot
homogeneous organic facies. in particular those of most promising hvdrocarbon
potential. Whenever possiblc. a fcw core samples (side rvalJ cores or othcrs)
should be included to support results obtained from cuttings and/or serve as fixed
geochemical reference points in a well. Such detailed geochcmical information on
selected rock samples. based on various complementary physicochemical and
optical microscopic techniqucs (Chap. V. I ). serve to refine results from screening
techniques and allorv the improvement and updating of the preliminary concep-
tual model. In addition. analyses of pooled hydrocarbons possibly collected from
tbrmation tests (FT samples). can provide information on the source rock-oil
relationship: identification of the source by direct correlation and the stagc of
maturity at the time of hydrocarbon expulsion can be attemptcd (Chap. V.2). ln
the case of severe thermal alteration occurring in thc rcservoir. such information
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cannot be obtained. In some cases. where source rocks have not yct tteen found.the_analyses of pooled hydrocarbons ntav allow prediction of thi typc of sourcerock to be expccted (Chap. V.2).

3.2 First Conceptual Model of petroleum Generation in a Basin

Thc scicntific approach for locating petrolcum prospects. described below. can be
:I::ld":.g 

", an\ \rag-c of exptoration. In fict. it is dcsirabte to update this
det( ' rmtn i i t ton r r t  most  furorahlc  zones ofpetro leum accumulat ion cont inuouslv
J u r r n r :  t h e  r . r t t j r e  e r p l r r r r t i r r n  c i r m p a i u n .

.  Wi th the hc lp of  thc geochemical  d i t r .  i r  pre l iminur \  conccprual  modei  of the
basin rvith respect to source rocks ancl generation of peiroleum is dcveloped. For
cach source rock identified. a map is produced showing the regionalextcnt ofthe
source bcd. its thickness. and dcpth levcl. It is alio advisable ro construct
preliminarv diagrams ol the subsidence history for each sourcc laver at stratcgrc
points  in  thc basin (F ig.  I I .5 .  l  l ) .  This  probabry courd bc c lone at  a ierat ive lv  earrvstage of Ihe.exploration campaign in basinj situated at a passire .u"fn"niii
margin. In the passivc margin setting. the depth timc relationship is usualiv
rather- simplc. as normallv there has bcen minrmal erosion. The siratigraphii
idcntification of seismic marker horizons is the basis for thg constructrcn ofdiagrams of subsidence before thc drill ing of the first exploration wells. Bv
interpretation of the maturitv data of ihe rock sample's i"""r,,gur"J. ,h;
subsidence curves of source rjck units help to preOi.t 

'apfroximate 
levels ofmatunty in difterent parts of the basin. In this way. it is poisibl. to obtain a first

idea about the depth levelofthe main zone of oil formation throughout thc basin.
For a determination of the most favorable zones of petroleuil accumulation

the following series of questions has to be answcred:
1. Which beds have a source rock potential? What is their regional extent and

their relationship to palcography.l
2. During which geological timc interval. at what dcpth. ancl in which area ofthe

basin wcre the above-mentioned source rocks mature enough to generatc
petro ieum?

3. During which gcological time interval. and llong which prclerrcd routes was
lc t  r ( , lcum migrr t  i , ,n  possib le. '

'+. At what geological time did the formation of traps occur. as compared to the
timing of petroleum gcneration and migration i) *here are these traps Iocated,
with respect to possible migratlon routes?

These questions can be answered on the basis of a set of maps and sections
prepared "bt  hand' .  However .  the quant i ta t ive approach us ing gcologica l  andgeochemieal  mrrL lc l .  is  a  more cf fect i re  merhod t , , i  anruer ing t ie- . lue. t i . ,n . , .
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3.3 Numerical Simulation of the Evolution of a Sedimentary Basin
- Geological Modeling

The starting point for a quantitative. mathematical-numerical handling of the
formation and migration of petroleum is the simulation of the development of a
sedimentary basin. The relevant factors of such an undertaking are represented
schematically in Figure V.3.2. The idea is to retrace geological steps. which fol-
low each other as a causal sequence beginning from an initial condition at time
(t: T,,), over intermediate conditions (t - T'), and to the basin configura-
tion observed today (t = T*). A particular difficulty is that onlv the end result at
(t : T*) today's stratigraphic section. porosities. etc. - and not the initial con-
dition at (t = T,,) is known for the observed sedimentary basin as empirical
data available for comparison. The evolution of a particular sedimentary basin
must be completcly computed out. using cstimated empirically dcrived rnitral
data, and then the result must be compared with the real basin to see whether
the present condition at time (t = T,) has been reached.

The conceptual model is first set up for a real system, that is. for a real
sedimentary basin. which naturally is less wellknown at the start of an exploration
campaign than at the end. The conceptual model is the basis for a mathematical
model. which then will be calculated through with estimated initial data. The first
iteration will generally not achieve good correspondence with the values that
describe the present-day condition ofthe sedimentary basin. Now the initial input
data must be changed and/or the conceptualmodel modified as long as necessary
for the calculations to give the geologically known end result. A flow diagram
(Fig. V.3.3) il lustrates this procedure schematically.

To

EN
at \ |
3 l  \  |
th€rmal conductivity

Fig. V.3.2. Evolution of a sedimentary basin from an init ial condition at t ime (t : T,') to
the basin configuration observed todav (t: T*) Such parameters as pressure. p\rrlr\ it\.
temperature and thcrmal conductivity are changing continuouslv in each sedimentary unit
with increasing deDth of burial. (After welte. 1982)
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I1t J;ii i, i i. i l,r'agram 
for three_dimensional quantitarive basin modet. (After welte

The computed values are made.to resemble those observed in nature withintolerance by means of successive itera,i";;. ' i".-,#;;"t'#lii iru,ut,on o,oo"lworks lts way from a lower level, ot 
-correspondenc" ,o un.rtt ar-f,lgnar level untilthe whote simutarion is ended. rle tactrtrat ttre m;,;;.;;;,;,;."meters ro be

:i'::p].,1 are mutually dependent i. of iurourn.niur'dilan#l lt means thatan Inherent logic is followed thrparamerers roi tr," ,"oJ.i.,ujf ,5l 
:hx::?,,j:"il:-l;$*;rumi:l*

temperature and maturity. The core for the three_dimensional rieterministic
:#:JT":?l,.T:i,'j.: ;"i:'J,:l,l*,".;; ;;;;;;;;."i,ilii "q"u,ion,,r
car piocesses. rh. ;;;k ;;;;;::'ffJi"'"HT: ;i:::fifi.Jil:il::'ifiiiil(  laR I  )  A  rcok  rg ica  l .  a  h rdrodynamrc .  a  lhermodvnamic .  and a  geochemica l  par t
:1,1T. Lr, ,Cr lr  . .an hc Jirr inguished i rmung rhe inpur daru tFig.  V.J.a).  Thesec tmentarv  h rs in  to  bc  inves t isa
a depth of severat km t, oi"ia;atll lll^t']1s,1l 

"l:'of Tu"v. tho"usancl km'�and
elementarv p;;i ;;;;. '"uu 

up rnto a three-dimensional grid. rather' into
The essential parameters. such as pressure. temperature, porostty, degree of

:1r,:11i.:.1 the kerosen. erc.. are ihen .ur.utut.i-*iti'ii,Ii".,iu.,uunn, o.,".geotog tca l  t ime spans  fo r  the  numr

:j,^,h:.j1,:;;:;tii;",,"""i'riili'To.J'"rJ::lr"J;,:,Tiiil;l;T#"ft:il�i'i::calculatrons at alr grid points several ti... in u r"qu"n.i Jiii"i.utrJn, *u, urr.uoypornted out. The computed values. *trictr are mutirat,r;.;;;;:;r. "oapred toeach other. and rhey are brouphr inlo-agreement witit tfrir.In.r.i.,f in naturehy rhis iterarion process (Fisi. v.3.3 ind t.j.+i.'ii 
'i, 

i"ffi that only rhetastesl and most capable of large computers can be used for such calculations.
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Fig. V.3..1. Development of thrcc-climcnsional deterministic dynamic model. Groups of
inprrt parameters and results after solution are schematicall) shown. (Aftcr Weltc and
Y n k l e r .  l 9 8 l )

t f f i ; .dR. ;

ar

- -  - - - - - :
: _ , ,  -

T!

Fig. V.3.5. Computed cross-section through a real basin as based on quantitati le basin
modeling. (ir id points in the horizontal plain are shown with trumbers 1-15 (N S). (After
Welte. 191i2)
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The first important stage in the simulation of a basin.s historv from a getlloercal
standpoint is the calculation 0t cross sections (Fig. V.3.5) rif the sedrmentarvhasi ,n  thr t  i .  under  in \cst i ra l i , ,n .  f5* .n 'nnrr ' . , ,n  u l  th .  *^O" i l i ;J ; ; . ; i ; ; i
tnrckncs\  on thc cro, is- rcct ion.  u i th  lh ickrress lc lua l l )  mcisurcd rn r*e l l , , , r
seismic profiles is one of the first control possibilities tbr bringing concepr andreality into agreemcnt through purposeful iterations. How iinelv the cross_section is divided into discretc units in the horizontal and vcrtical .fi.."ri"^ i
11::::: .b..' 

hoth. the complerity of the geotogy and bv rhe lcvet of geologicai
rnTo.rmtll()n. I hc InteBrati(rn over timc of the individual p.ocerscs uf th. sl,itemleads to the computation of sedimentary thickness in the 

'corrciponOing 
geologi-

ca l  t lme sDans.

^-._?1. :f ]l l"_,*.sr 
imp(,rtanr goals of integrated basin studies for pctroleum

cxl lL l rat r (  In  r \  I  he c ,  'mpul  a l  i '  'n  of  I  he hr  droc l  rhon polcnt ia  I  o f  a  pat  I  ic ;  l i r  r  \ou rccr o c k . a t e v e r l ' g i v e n p o i n t i n t i m e d u r i n e t h e h i s t o ^ o f a s e d i m e u t ! r ' o a s r n .  
t . n i s i s

l : l : . ih19 
"  i ,h"  " ,  rcJar ivct r  h igh le tc l  t r t  r r rn l idence u i th  rhe hc lp of  rh. . " "n, " r i .o f

srmut . r t lL ,n o l  thc hxs in s  de\  e lopment .  T.hc matur i tv  mapping i r f  a  source rock inspace and time is an cssential part,whe-n detcrmining the h'vclricarbrn generarrng
zonc.  In . l .  f i r \1 . \ tcp.  i t  is  i rccc l tab le for  an explor i t ion car lpa i tn  to  establ ish avrld rlinktng ol e\plorntion trir-qets in_a given basin rather than t., p.cr.nt u trulyquantrtatrvc prcdiction of amounts ol hvdrocarbons. Whilst a truly quantitativ;
evaluation nccessitatcs thc use of an elaborate klnetlc moJet of kerogendegradation (prescnted in the ncxt chap. v.'t). it is sufficient for a iirst evaruationolexploration targets to calculatc in a semi_empirical manncr yitrinitc reflcctancevalucs (i. e. . maturitv). A relativel), simple met-hod to arrive at calfutatcd i,itrinitercUectance values using time temperaiure relationships wnr. f,,, inrtan... pru_posed b1-  Lopat in  (1971)  anct  la tc i  modi f ied by Wapfcs l f  VSi f ,1 .  This  method is
l : l l : l : ] : .^ : .U ln ,  

r  h(  re\ r  ch lpr  e r .  Fol t ,  ru  ing r  h i .  t ine , , i  r  h , ,ugh r  n  pre,en r_.1. , rm a l u n l \ m i r l h i r \ c d o n r i l l i ' , l t a r e l l c c t . r n r r v i r l u e s i : p r e s e n l c r l i n f i g u r c V . r . r , t , , r
a source rock ln an arca of active exploration of about 165.(XX) kmt. l.hese values
can be converted into amounts of hvclrocarbon generatcd pcr rock unit. if thcqual i tv  and th ickncss of  thc source rock_is  known.- ln  th is  example.  the computed
basin model tvpicallv contains about 3-50 data points for one siice of source beclexrcndrns over ar area of l6-5.00(, kmr. Maps of this kincl can bc drarvn bv thccr)mpulcr : r l  i l  \  t i r r i rer l  Feohrg ic l l  t imc l r r r  c \ \ . r \  p  r i rmcler  fh : r t  is  c | ,n la i r rcJ in
l n C  : ( l  o l  L l l l l c r L  n t t i t l  c q u i l l t o n s  r r l  l h c  s i n t u l l r t i o n  D t r r u r u m .

-T. l : t  
' l ' .T , ] ,1111, 'cr r l ' , ,11 p, '1cn11, ,1 , , t  l  sourcc n, ik  h, , .  h .cn e, )mlu lcd rn \ l i r (c

i lnu I rm(. .  th  r \  rn  tormtt  i ,  )n  cnn be combined in  appropr ia tc  form wi th rn lorntat ron
about the prescnce of porous carrier and reservoir .oat t; unA their geological
posrtlon In the dcveloping basin. Structural maps of such reservoir rocks or of anv
::11i".C..^"._\ can also be called up from the computer for anv given p.;;i ,; ,;;( F i s .  V . 3 . 7 1

. ihe numerical simulation of the geotogical development of a sedimentarv
basin makcs possible an uncommon density of gejogical inior_uti.,n n,rjgeologic:rl data ot r complerelv new cluality. The greai adva-ntage ofthe numerical\ rmula l ron d\ .ser ihed here l ies nor  , rn l \  In  the quant i l ) . ins , , f  g lo logicr l  pr ramc_
ters. which normallv are onlv available through wells. hut-nror! imp.rrtantty rn thefact that a continuous net of geological infor-mation covering the iahore area ano
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Fig. V.3.6. Computed vitrinite reflcctance values for a source rock of a real basin for the
present dal as based on quantitativc basin modeling. (After Welte. 19E2)

Fig. V.l.7. Three-dimensional
subsurfacc contour map of the
top of a reservoir formation in a
real basjn as based on quantita-
tive basin modelinS. (After
we l tc .  1982)
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volume is made available in dependence with time. The computed maps have a
considerably higher "reality content" than conventional geological subsurface
maps through the mutual influence of individual parameters on each other and
through the cross-checks with real geological conirol points.

It is quite obvious that the application of computer-aided modeling for
geological and geochemical processes isonly in its initial stages. Furthermore, itis
realized that a truly quantitative prediction of hydrocarbon potentials and
ultimate oil and gas reservees of sedimentary basins and not oniy a ranking of
exploration targets is only possible if the most important geological and geochem-
ical processes responsible for the formation of hydrocarbon accumulations are
understood in greater detail than at present. Next to the geological modeling the
geochemical modeling, especially of the kinetics of kerogen degradation and
hydrocarbon generation, is of great importance in this connection. This will be
discussed in the next chapter.

Summary and Conclusion

A systematic utilization of the new understanding ofpetroleum generation, migration,
and accumulation can help to decrease the uncertainty in predicting petroleum-filled
traps. This is done by identifying the source rocks, the hydrocarbon potential ofeach
source rock in time and space, and by relating this information with the geological
evolution of the basin. This determination of most favorable zones of petroleum
accumulation in a basin can be done "by hand" in a conventional manner or with the
help of computers.

In the initial stage of an exploration program, even with (lirnited) information on
potential sourae rocks, a first conceptual model of petroleum generation in a basin is
developed. In this model the relative position of potential source rocks, their presumed
state of matu ty and their extension throughout the basin are depicted in maps and
profi les.

Such a conceptual model may provide valuable information for the selection ofthe
site of exploratory wells. Rapid geochemical screening techniques can be applied at the
well site to provide real-time geochemical logswhich can be readily interpreted in terms
ofhydrocarbon potential of source rocks and levelofmatu ty. Furthersample material
has to be analyzed in a laboratory, to verify and complete rhe information gained from
screening.

A numerical simulation of geological and geochemical processes that lead to the
formation of hydrocarbon accumulations is the prerequisite to make guantitative
predictions about oil and gas reserves in a basin. Simulation of geochemical processes
necessitates a kinetic model of hydrocarbon formation, and also a model of migration
and accumulation mechanisms which are not yet known in sufficient detail. However, a
ranking of exploration targets can be achieved by simulating the evolution of a
sedimentary basin, ie., by geological modeling and a semi-empirical incorporation of
relevant geochemical processes. This diminishes greatly the exploration risk.

The backbone of geological modelilg is a set of nonlinear partial differential
equations ofenergy and mass balance that descdbe the course ofrespective geological
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processes. Main results of the model calculations are. for instance, computer maps
showing porositv data, temperatures. maturit ies or sedimentary thicknesses after
compaction for any given sedimentary unit during evolution of the basin. A typical
three-dimensional grid svstem of an exploration area is in the range of 10,000 to 100.000
grid points. It is thus obvious that geological modeling makes possible a formerly
uncommon density af geological information and geological data of a completely new
ouahtv.



Chapter 4
Geochemical Modeling: A euantitative Approach to the
Evaluation of Oil and Gas prospects

4.1 Necessity of a Quantitative Approach to petroleum potential
of Sedimentary Basins

The purpose of thc evaluation of a sedimentary basin in terms of petroleum
cxploration is Io knorv the amounr of oil and gai that has been gcnerated and
accumulated and then to locate ir.

In this respect, the following information is desirable:
a) Amount.of.oil and gas generated (per kmr) in each source rock and in every

par t  o f  the basin.
b) Time of hvdrocarbon formation to compare it with the age of deposition of

impcrmeable seals and with the age of folding and faulting, i. e., with respect
to tbrmation of traps.

c) Amount of oil and gas which has been expelled out of the source rock into the
porous reservotrs. amount and location of hydrocarbons accumulated in
IraDs.

d) Ev;luation of the ultimate oil and gas reserves of a sedimentary basin. This
parameter will be required increasingly when exploration reaches an ad-
vanced stage_ Then the problem arises whelher to;ontinue or stop explora_
tron, depending on the possible reserves remaining to be discovered.

A quantitative approach allowing a computation of the amount of oil and gas
generated and migrated in any place of the basin as a function of time ir necessiry
to answer thc above questions. As petroleum and natural gas result from kerogen
degradation, various indices have been proposed to charicterize the quality ind
evolutron stage of the organic matter. Thcse have bcen reviewed in Chaptei V.l.
They can be used as a first approach. in a semi-empirical manner, for ranking of
exploration targets (see above, Chap. V.3). However. these inclices do not allow
a truly quantitative evaluation of hydrocarbon generation as a function of time. In
particular. most of them do not account for the respective kinetics of degradation
of the various types of organic matter and also foi complex burial histories.

Mathematical models based on kinetics of kerogen degradation and polyphasic
fluid flows and using computer simulation alloJa trul! quantitative approach.
The problem.seems to be adequately expressed in iespect to formation of
petroleum and gas as a function of time, but additional reseirch is stil l requiredon
migration of hydrocarbons to achieve the evaluation of the ultimate reserves.
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Kinetics of kerogen degradation was first introduced through the consideration
that temperature and time might, to some extent, compensate for each other.
This view was known for a long time, as Maier and Zimmerley (1924) investigated
the kinetics of bitumen generation from the Green River shales. AIong that line.
McNab et al. (1952) and Abelson (1963) investigated experimentally various
degradation schemes (decarboxylation, cracking) and showed that by using an
Arrhenius plot. such reactions may occur at the relatively low temperature in the
sedimentary basins over geological periods of time. Another aspect is the relation
between age or heating time of source rocks and temperature threshold of the
main zone of oil generation. For a given type of organic matter, the threshold
generally decreases with increasing age or heating time (Connan, I974,1976) ol
the source rock. according to an Arrhenius-type relationship.

On the other hand. coal researchers also considered the kinetics of the
progressive carbonization. eithcr natural or artiticial during cokefaction. and the
related elimination of volatile matter and increase of carbon content and
reflectance. Kinetics were introduced by using nomograms, or an approximate
computation (Huck and Karweil. 1955; van Krevelen, 1961; Lopatin. 1971:
Lopatin and Bostick. 1973). In respect to pyrolysis of oil shales, experimental
data on kinetics of kerogen degradation were obtained by Hubbard and Robinson
(1950) and mathematical models were subsequently proposed by Allred (1966),
Fausett (197,1). Braun and Rothman (1975).

Lopatin (1971), followed by Waples (1980), made an attempt to calculate in a
simple manner the combined effect of time and temperature on maluration of the
organic matter, without using the actual kinetic equations. which require a
numerical simulation and the use of computers. It is assumed that the rates of
chemical reactions approximately double for every 10'C rise in temperature
(Lopatin, 19711 Waples. 1980). Upon progressive burial they calculate an interval
maturity by multiplying the time of residence / T in a temperature interval of
10"C by a factor 2", which itself changes to 2n+r,2n*2, etc. every 10"C. The total
maturity is expressed by TTI (time-temperature index) which is the sum of the
interval maturities:

2"(/r,).

Then a table is provided to calibrate TTI versus vitrinite reflectancc and. through
it, to interpret this index in terms of stages of oil and gas generation.

Although this calculation procedure is attractive. because it does not require
the use of computers. the basic assumption that the rate of reactions doubles for
every l0"C rise is only valid for reactions with an activation energy in the range of
E = 10 to 25 kcal mol ' (at temperatures from 20o to 160'C which include the
stages of oil and gas generation). This order of magnitude is acceptable at the
onset of oil generation, when relatively weak chemical bonds are broken in
kerogen (Tissot, 1969; Connan, 1974).

However, it has been recognized from experiments (Weitkamp and Gutberlet,
1968) and observations in sedimentary basins (Tissot and Espitali€. 1975) that the
activation energies involved in kerogen degradation progressively increase, with
increasing maturation, as stronger bonds are successively broken. For instance, at

-rrr - I
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lfe,q;ak 
of oit.generation rhe aycragc adivation energv is E = .10 to 60 kcalmol 

.'. and in thc gas zonc it reachcs E = 50 to z0 kcaim.r J. It shoutd be re_membcred that an activation energ),,E = S0l<^calmol i corr"riona, o ppror:,r.,ot"tyto lgaglion rates multiplied by 5 every 10.C and f = OS'tiat"mor ro ratesmultiplied bv 10. in thi temp'erature ranges corresponding to tl,e peak of oilgcneration and the gas zone, respectively.ln that interval o? maturation. over aIcmperaturc rncrease of 30 "C. thc TTl. will accrrunt for I rate mu Itiplied by 2r : g.
whereas the actual rate will be muhiplied by 125 to 1000. if the ave'rage E = -50 to65 kcal mol r. More information a'bout tt e .ote anO signiii.-* "f activationencrgics mal be lirund in Sections V.-1.1 and V i..s i" f,rrtii.",ar. rherc are
jlI::t:::",]. l incrics 

or degradation due to differences in chemrcalcomposi_non or rhe rc\pccrrvc kcrogcn lypes. Thus it is difficult to account with a singleparametcr for hvdrocarbon generation from the various typei oi source rocrs.

4.2 Mathematical Model of Kerogen Degradation and
Hvdrocarbon Generation

A mathematical model of petroleum generation. accounting expticit lv forgcological t ime. was firsr introduced by Tissot (1969) and i., i j i tv 0,..u.."a in
Il::1,-Td 

E-spitalii (1975). T'he modet is tor",i on tii.ii.. ot tlrog"n o.gru,tu_tron and uses the gcnerar scheme of evolution, described in part Ii ot this book.Kcrogen is a macromolecule composed of polycondensed nu.i"i t"unng oltylcharns and functional groups, the links betwecn nuclei being heieroatomic bondsor carbon chains. As the burial depth and temperature in&.u.., tn. bonds are
:T.,:::l]:ly 

broken, roughly in the order ot in.r"urtn!',rftu." energy. t.hepr()ducts generated arc first heavy heteroatomic compoun-ds. carbon dioxide. andw.rrer; rnen progrc\srvel\ smaller molecules: and finally hydrocarbons. At the
:i.i,: l iT".the 

residual kerogen oecomes progressrvely morc aromatic andevolves towards a carbon residue. All these mech"anir*, l.,uu. U..n clescribecl inPart II and are summarizcd in Figure V.4.1. The;u;;;.. o't itiJ.ut ".uti"ormodcl is to represent the kinetics of the parallel and suci".r.iu.-r"o.tlon, ,frn*n inthis figure.

Corbon residue Corbon residue

Fig. V.,1.1. General scheme of kerogen degradation (Tissot and Espitalid. 1975)
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Reactions are considered here as not reversible, In fact. when source rocks
have been buried to a certain depth. then brought again to surface bv subsequent
folding and erosion, the organic content keeps the composition and phvsicochem-
ical properties corresponding to the maximum burial depth. Furthcrmore. some
of the bv-products of kerogen evolution, such as water and carbon dioxide. are
highly mobile in sub-surface conditions and could not be available for recombina-
tion. should it be the case.

For simulating the system of reactions, shown in Figure V.4. f. it is advisable to
consider onlv a limited number of steps and particularly:

A.  Br .  B"  r .  *h ich was thc f i rs t  vers ion proposed by Tissot  (1969) .
A. B".r. 8,,. which appears from experience to be sufficient to account for thc
successivc oil and gas formation (Tissot and Espitalid. 1975). and uill bc uscd
here.

Thc last forrnulation corrcsponds to:

Ker'cen <.t": :.<.ii:.-" 
."

( l )

The following svmbols wil l be used. .,1 is kerogen. comprising rr1 bonds of a
given type i, at the time Ii r, is the amount of organic matter reacting in thc i 'h
r e a c t i o n  ( b r c a k i n g  o l  r - t v p e  b o n d ) .  B ) t t o B j , , , a r c t h c p r o c l u c t s o f  t h e f i r s t s t c p o f
re actions (formation of oil), the ir respective amount at t ime I being _y r to ).. B,r
to B.,r are the products of the second step of reactions (cracking). their respec-
tive amount at t ime t being ul to l.{,,.

A
(n,x)

B'' (-yr)

B'r (y,)

Br, (y)

B,^ (y^)

(2)B1
(y)

Brt (ut)

Br, (rr)

Br, (ui)

B. (u,)

The first sct of transformations represents a certain number of parallcl and/or
successive rcactions. It is assumed that the probability of breaking a bond of tvpc i
is indepcndent of the abundancc of bonds of the other types and also indcpcndent
of the time elapsed. Then the breaking of l-type bond obevs the Poisson law:

dn,
-  -  =  k t i d t ,

n;
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ft11 being a constant at a given temperature. If the structure is homogenous, l� e..
the density of bonds is statistically the same in the kerogen volume, we have:

where 4 is a constant, and, with regard to parallel reactions:

J,o = ro 4.

{ being the frequency of i-type bond at the origin r : 0, and xo : )x;e being the
total amount of labile - or pyrolyzable - organic matter. Then, it becomes:

dx,- T =  k t i x , .
a t

Therefore. we obtain for each of the i reactions a kinetic equation similar to that
of the first-order reactions. It has been shown that such formulation is able to
account for kerogen degradation in geological conditions (Tissot, 1969).

If we make the additional hypothesis thar the 8 r, consriruents of oil have the
same general behavior in respect to cracking, we can consider for the second step
of reactions Br = ) 8,,. The respective amounts -ri, y; and u; can be obtained from
the fo l lou ing system of  d i f ferenr ia l  equal ions IEq.  t3  r ] :

kri  xi

kzif

u : l

+ t  + l  : l  + l  - , !
l ln tup lr ,  7Y,'  7u,

The first two equations express the kinetics of the system. whereas the last two
express the mass balance. The variation of k,, and k;, with temperature may be
described bv using the Arrhenius formula:

h ,  :  A t , e

which is basically valid for fast laboratory or industrial reactions. but may be
extended to slow reactions occurring under geological situations (Tissot, 1969;
Connan.  1974) . f r , is theact ivat ionenergyof thel 'hreact ion,Ar i isaconstantand
Tis the absolute temperature (Kelvin). In geological situations, temperature is a
function of time through subsidence and related burial. As burial is reconstructed
by geologists on the basis of successive time intervals (e. g., Lower Cretaceous,
Upper Cretaceous, Paleocene, etc. ) depth is considered to be a linear function of
time during each interval. Thus temperature also is approximated as a succession

_ dt, _
dt

dui 
:

dt
(3)

_ -\,
RT
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of linear functions of time during the successive time intervals. Under these
conditions the system [Eq. (3)] cannot be easily integrated, as ftri becomes a
complex function of the time r. The easiest way of solving the system is by
numerical integration, with successive,j/ increments. This is done by using the
computer, and the program includes the adjustment of the various parameters"riO,
E11, A 1i and y0, which is in fact the calibration of the model to the particular type of
organlc malter.

For this calibration, only the first set of reactions (formation of oil) is
considered. At the beginning, values measured on comparable recent sediments
(e. g. , Black Sea sediments for type-Il kerogen) are used for y0, and approximate
values for A,, (Tissot, 1969). In respect to the Er,, it is necessary to consider all
activation energies from a few kcal mol I, corresponding to the rupture ofweak
bonds, as in adsorption, to about 80 kcal mol-', corresponding to breaking
carbon-+arbon bonds. The objective of the adjustment should be to determine
the frequency, .f, of each /-type of bonds. or the amount x,u of labile organic
material involved in the i'" reaction. The calibration is based on values of
extractable organic matter (hydrocarbons + resins + asphaltenes) naturally
present in cores taken at different depths in thc sedimcntary basin and/or on
comparable figures resulting from laboratory experiments at higher temperature.
The adjustment is based on the method of the least squares. The results
concerning the three main types of kerogen I, II and III, are shown in Table V.4. 1
and Figure V.4.2.

These figures are based on the data obtained from the source rocks of the
Uinta, Paris and Douala basins which were originally used to define the three
main types of kerogen. They offer a first approach to calculate the amount of oil

Table V..1.1. Distribution of activation energies and genetic potential of the principal
kerogen types

I

Activation energies Kerogen typ€s

Typc II Tlpe ltlTyp. I
(kcal  mol  r )

E , ,  l 0
Erz 30
El r  50
E', 60
Er: 70
E,o 80

0.02.1 .1.75 10s
0.064 3.04 t0'6
0.136 2.28 10'�5
0.152 3.98 10r')
lJ.341 4.1'7 ](l3)
o . t 72  1 .10  10 "

0.022 1.27 105
0.03.1 7.,17 l0' .
0.25r 1.,18 l0:7
0 .152  5 .52  l 0? ' r
0 .1 l 6  2 .04  1015
0.120 3.80 l03s

0.023 5.20 10r
0.053 ,f.20 10''
0.072 ,1.33 l0r5
0.091 1.97 l0r:
0.0,1e 1.20 10rr
0.027 7.56 l0r'

Genetic potential
of kerogen
ro : xro 0.895

value of yo

0.695 0.3r 3

,4 is expressed as 10"yr '

Type I :
Type Il :
Tlpe III:

0.051
0.03s
0.018
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and gas generated from other source rocks of comparable type. However, oue tothe variability of kerogen composi.tion, a specific aijustment'baJon laboratory
assays, which provide a direct calibration of the moiel for each particular sourcerock, is generally preferable.

Calibration of the second set of reactions _ formation of gas _ has been madefrom laboratory experiments on cracking, including the reiults of McNab et al.( 1952), and Johns and Shimoyama 11972.1. Considerition of a single reactron withan activation energy of 50 kcal moj r seems convenient ro i.count fo. ga,generation in the deep parts of the sedimentary basins.

4.3 Genetic Potential of Source Rocks. Transformation Ratio

The total amount of hydrocarbons which can be produced by a certain kerogen,provided it is heated to a sufficient temperature over a su"fficient tlme, is theq uant i tv

o = I

that appears in Tablg Vaa f This quantity is equivalent to the gen etic potentialof
, ,0 :  O " :o_r , " - ! .  def ined in  Chaprer  l l .1  216. tu lu.Oependronr l ierypeofkerogen.
1.e. .  on t ls  orrgrnal  chemical  composi t ion.  A source rock could be def ined as a
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rock whose genetic potential is above a threshold value, e. g., 0.25 or 0.30 related
to the unit weight of kerogen, or (if we consider an average value of 1% organic
carbon in rock) 0.25 to 0.30Vc related to unit weight of rock.

At any time, the stage of evolution is measured by using the ftansformation
ratio r, tlelined in Chapter IL7.2. which is the ratio of the kerogen already
transformed to the genetic potential:

).r4 - Lr, _ -to - )li

-I9

The transformation ratio is zero at shallow depths and progressively increases to
1, which is reached when all labile organic material has been expelled leaving a
carbonaceous residue.

4.4 Validity of the Model

In various sedimentary basins, comparison between the figures computed by
using the model and the corresponding amounts of petroleum generated through
burial shows excellent agreement, with a quadratic deviation lower than 10 ', and
a correlation coefficient better than 0.9. The model has been used to simulate
experimental heating - either isothermal or with a regular rate of temperature
increase - during various times from an hour to one year. again with satis-
factory agreement. Furthermore. the same set of constants,4, and 81, shown
in Table V.4.1 . is sufficient to account for all conditions of kerogen degradation
(Tissot and Espitalid, 1975) including (a) natural evolution in sedimentary basins
at relatively low temperature (50-150'C) over a period of 10 to 400 million years;
(b) artificial evolution through laboratory experiments (180-250'C) (c) high-
temperature (400-500'C) retorting of oil shales. The fact that a single model with
the same set of constants is able to simulate such different situations is a
confirmation of the validit)' of the hypothesis made on kinetics (statistics of bonds
and activation energies, first-order reactions, etc.).

The timing of oil generation provided by the model may also in some cases be
checked against geological data. An example from northern Sahara (Algeria) has
been shown in Chapter 1I.7.6.

4.5 Significance of the Activation Energies in Relation to the
Type of Organic Matter

The parameters E1i used in the model are called activation energies for the sake of
simplification. They have a role similar to that of activation energy, but they are
not strictly activation energies, as the latter are normally defined in respect to a
particular and single reaction. This is not the case in the model, where we consider
the "formation of petroleum" from numerous parallel and/or successive reac-
t ions.
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Many t)'pes of bonds are originally present in kerogen. with disrincr rupture
energies. and particularly:

- weak bonds corresponding to physical or chemical adsorption (hydrogen
bonds.  etc . ) .

- carbonvl and carboxyl bonds,
ether ii, I sulfur bonds.
carbon-ci. bon bonds.

Furthermore, the rupture energy of most types of bonding may vary according to
neighboring functional groups or substituents, leneth of chains. etc. Conre_
quently, consideration of a distribution of rhe acrivation energies 611 from 0 to
80 kcal mol '. as we did in Section 2.2, is probably closer to thJeffective mecha_
nisms than a hypothetical measurement of each individual type of bond. There_
forc. the best representation of kerogen c()mpo\ition may'be the histogram of
activation energies. derived from Table V.,1.1, presented in Fisure V.,1.2 for
type '1.  - l l .and - l l l  kerogens.  Wi th increasing hur ia l  and remper i ture (and de_

I -
creasing -) the various bonds corrcsponding to the successive actiratirtn cner_
gies E, arc progressively broken, roughly in order of increasing 8,. This is
suggested by the tcmperature dependcnce of the reaction parameters k, in Figure
V. .1.3.

- The genetic potential -r,, = >,r,ir. and the distribution of the activation energies
change according to the tvpe of kerogen (Tissot and Espitalid, 1975):

a) TypeJ kerogen contains a large proportion of labile organic material rr), and
thus its genetic potential is high. The distribution of the activation encrsies
include few with low values corresponding to weak bonds. Most valueslre

Fig. V.4.3. Temperature dependence
ofthe reaction parameters kiinvolved ln
kerogen degradation. The figure shows
that the various bonds corresponding to
the successive activation energies are
proqre \ r i ve l \  h roken.  in  o rd( r  o l  in -
creasing activation energy (Tissot and
Espitali6. 1975)
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grouped around 70 kcal mol-r, and may correspond to carbon-carbon bonds.
Therefore, this particular kerogen requires higher temperatures for generat-
ing oil than the other types.

b) TypeJI kerogen contains slightly less of the labile organic material resulting in
a genetic potential slightly lower than in type I. However, the distribution of
activation energies is wide and includes lower values than type I with a mode
at 50 kcal mol-r. Thus, the main formation of petroleum starts at somewhat
Iower temperature than in the previous type.

c) Type-III kerogen contains stil l less of the labile organic material than the
others, and its genetic potential is low. As a result, the total amount of oil
generated is comparatively small. The distribution of the activation energies is
smooth wi lh  a maximum f requency ar  60 kcal  mol- r .

A high concentration of organic matter related to type I or II results in a rich oil
shale with a high oil yield. The Green River shales belong to type I and their
values of .xu is 0.8 to 0.9, i.e., 80 to 907o of the organic matter is able to be
converted to oil. The Toarcian shales of Western Europe belong to type II, and
the corresponding value of re is 0.6, i.e., 60% of the organic matter can be
converted to oil. Type-III organic matter, on the other hand, may be con-
centrated to form certain coals or carbonaceous shales, but with a low oil yield
(.r, = 0.25) and no commercial oil shales.

The relationship between the three main types of kerogen, as defined by their
chemical properties, and the respective distribution of activation energies, ma1
be used for a quick calibration of the model. If one knows the specific kerogen
type (1, U or III) from optical examination or elemental analysis, the appropriate
values of A, and E, from Table V.4.1 can be used in the model.

A review of the apparent activation energies proposed in the literature for
petroleum generation, carbonization of coal, or oil-shale retorting shows that the
values range from 8 to 65 kcal mol-t. These apparent activation energies were
computed on the basis of a single reaction, although it deals in fact with a set of
successive and/or parallel reactions. As the true activation energies 81, corres-
ponding to the breaking of various bonds, are affected roughly in order of
ascending values with increasing temperature, the apparent activation energy is
close to the lowest E/ at low temperature and close to the highest Ei at hiSh
temperature. This behavior is confirmed by experimental data obtained from
laboratory pyrolysis of oil shales by Weitkamp and Gutberlet (1968): they
observed a progressive increase of the apparent activation energy from 20 to 60
kcal mol ', when the conversion rate of kerogen increased from 0 to 80%. This
consideration is sufficient to explain the conclusron that apparent activatlon
energies related to the beginning of oil formation are on the average 10-15 kcal
mol r(Tissot, 1969; Connan, 1974) whereas apparent activation energies related
to oil shale pyrolysis or carbonization of coal are about 50 to 65 kcal mol '

(Abelson, 1963; Hanbaba and Jiintgen, 1969, etc.).
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4.6 Application of the Mathematical Model to
Petroleum Exploration
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The mathematical model of kerogen degradation provides quantitative value of
oil and gas generated as a function of time. Therefore, it is diiectly applicable for
evaluation of the oil and gas potential of a sedimentary basin, and foi determina-
tion of the timing of petroleum formation for comparison with the age of
structural or stratigraphic traps.

The data requested for use of the model are presented in Figure V.4.4: (a) a
direct calibration of the d distribution on laboratory assavi, which in fact
J:pre.Tnts. the chemical composition of rhe organic rnrrr.r, o, alternatively
identification by optical or chemical methods of the kerogen type and subsequeni
use of the corresponding distribution shown in Table V.a. 1; (0 the burial curve,
i. e., the depth versus time relationship. from the time of source rock cleposition
to the present time. and (c) the geothermal gradient. for computation of the
temperaturc versus time relationship. The gradient may vary with geological
periods according to geotectonic conditions, and its determination will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Provided such ilata are available, the amount of oil and gas per ton of rock
generatcd in anv place of the basin can he compured as a fuiction of time (Fig.
V.,1.4). In order to cover the whole sedimentarl' basin. it is convenrent to divide
up the volume of the basin into a three-dimensional grid (as shown in the previous
chapter, Fig. V.3.4) and to make the computation for each unit. The elementary
units may be defined in different ways: in platform basins with gentle folding. ;
grid based on Iatitude and Iongitude is generally adequate;in mo-bile areaswhere
folding is fairly strong, elementary units delineated by isobath curves are more
nearly homogeneous in respect to depth and temperature history. The most
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Fig. V.,1.4. Principle of use of the kinetic model of oil and gas generation. The data
provided are the type of organic matrer (or the related distribution oi actir ation energies),
the.burial history and the georhermal gradient. The model calculates the quantit ies of oil
and gas generated. as a function of t ime (Tissot et al.. 19g0)
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effective way'to use this geochemical modeling is obviouslv to introduce this
simulation into the basin geological modeling presented in the previous chapter.

The application of the mathematical model to oil generation in Jurassrc source
rocks of the Paris Basin is shown in Figure V.4.5, It can be expressed by the
fraction of kerogen, which has becn converted to petroleum, i. e.. rru in grams
petroleum per kilogram of organic matter. Alternatively. if the distribution of
organic carbon across the basin is also known, it can be related to the whole rock
and expressed as grams petroleum per ton of rock. From the figure. it is clear that
all known oil fields fall inside the area, where more than 110 g petroleum has been
generated per kilogram of organic carbon, and inside the area, where more than
1500 g petroleum has been generated per ton of rock. Regarding the timing of oil
generation. most petroleum has been formed in this basin during Cretaceous and
Tertiary.

The example of oil and gas generation in Paleozoic source rocks of thc Ill izi
basin. Algeria, is shown in Figure V.4.6 and deals with a more advanced stage of
thermal evolution. Geological historv of the basin includes two periods of
sedimentation and subsidencc separated bv Hercvnian folding and erosion.
During Paleozoic subsidence, the Silurian and Devonian source rocks were
buried to a great depth (about 3000 m) in the southwestern part of the basin and
the kerogen was deeplv degraded (transformation ratio r = 1) to generate gas.
This gtrs subsequentlv migrated into anticlines formed by Hercynian folding.
However. a deep post-Hercynian erosion reached the lower Paleozoic reservoirs
and prccluded conservation of gas. In the other parts of the basin, Paleozoic
subsidence was moderate and only initiated oil generation. Folding and erosion
were tbllowed by an important Mesozoic subsidence. particularlv in the north-
eastcrn part of the basin. Thc new burial exceeded the maximum pre-Hercynian
depths in all places of the basin, except the southwestern part, where kerogen was
definitell unable to evolve anv more. In all other areas. kerogen degradation
continued gcnerating abundant oil and also gas in the northern and eastern parts
of the basin where Cretaceous sedimentation was very thick. The amount of
petroleum formed has been calculated. with considcration of the respccti!e
timing ol generation. Thus, oil and gas potential may be described as: (a) low for
both o i l  and qas in  the south\ \ 'est .  duc to cros ion af ter  generat ion:  (b )  goocl  for  o i l in
thc centra l  un( l  eastern par ts  of  the basin wi th somc g i is  associated in  the cast :
(c  )  coocl  tor  qas in  I  hc nor thcast .  wi th  sone o i l  associatcd in  thc lcss bur icd or  co lder
a re i t s .

The example of thc Hassi Messaoud area in northern Sahara, Algeria. has been
presented in Chapter IL7.6. There, purely gcological considerations allow an
independent confirmation ofthe timing ofpetroleum generation (Figs. IL7.5 and
11.7.6) .  Thc mathemat ica l  model  shows that  thc main phase of  o i l  generat ion
lrom Silurian source rocks is not reachcd until Cretaceous time. and extends

Fig. V.1.5. Application of the mathematical model to the generation of oil from Lower
Jurassic source rocks ofthe Paris Basin. Iop. the oil generated is expressed in gpetroJeum
per kg organic carbon. Bottom: the oil generated is expressed in g petroleum per t rock
(Deroo e t  a l . .  1969;  T isso t  and Pe le t .  1971)
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Fig. V.,1.6. Hvdrocarbon potential of the Lower Devonian beds in the l l l izi Basin
(Algeria). as determined by use of the mathematical model (Tissot and Espitali6. 1975)

mostly over Cretaceous and Tertiary. In this area all traps are equallv prospec-
tive, whatever age thev are. from Paleozoic to Cretaceous.

4.7 Reconstruction of the Ancient Geothermal Gradienr

1.7.1 Heat Flow and Geothermal Grudient

The temperature increase with increasing depth results from a heat flow from the
inside to the outside of the earth. The temperarure I is a function of depth z and

,tT
the geothermal gr adient is G - |. At a given place of the earth's crust the heat

flow @ and the geothermal gradient G satisfy the relarion:

G  =  E . a .
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where 1/{ is the thermal conductivity. G is expressed as the temperature increase
per  uni t  o f  depth,  e.  g . .  degrees Cels ius km' .  I t  may range f rom 10 to 80"C km r ,
w i t h a n a v e r a g e  v a l u e o f  a b o u t 3 0 " C k m  r .  @  i s  e x p r e s s e d  i n  4 c a l  c m  : s  r 1 1 0  o
calories pe-r square centimeter per second). It may range from less than I to
8 pcal cm-' s-'. with an average value approximately l-2 pcal cm-2 s I.

Thermal conductivity varies with the composition of rocks. For instance, the
values are quite high in salt (Fig. III.2.3). The variations cause a variability of
geothermal gradient, whereas values of heat flow are less scattered. Table V.4.2
shows the average values of heat flow in continental and oceanic basins according
to geotectonic conditions.

Heat flow is low in Precambrian shields (0.9 4cal cm-: s r) and in
areas where orogeny and/or magmatism are of Paleozoic age or older (1.2 to1l.3 

4cal cm 's-'). It is somewhat higher in areas where orogeny and/or mag-
mat ismisofMesozoicorTer t iaryage(1.9pcalcm-2sr) ;a lso inTer t iaryvolcanic
areas (2.2 4cal cm-'.s-'); and moreover in thermal areas where the flow may
exceed 3 4cal cm ' s '. Thus high values of heat flow and geothermal gradient are
reported from synorogenic or postorogenic basins of the Alpine belt (Pannonian
basin extending over Hungary, Yugoslavia and Romania) and of the circum-
Pacific belt: Okhotsk and Japan seas, Sakhalin, North Sumatra, Fiji, etc.

Oceanic areas also show a large range of heat-flow variation, from oceanic
ridges to oceanic basins and troughs. Furthermore, the heat flow is quite high
along the axial zone of the ridges, i.e., along the crest and rift valleys. where
values as high as 8 pcal cm 's-' are measured. It decreases progressively away
from the crest. Within 150 km on both sides of the crest of the East Pacific ridee.
halfofthe recorded values are stil l in the range of3 to 8,acal cm 2 s rl beyondtiat
distance. the heat flow is always lower than 3 pcal cm 2 s I . A similar observation
has been made along the mid-Atlantic ridge in regard to a 50-km zone on both
sides of the cresl. The present oceanic expansion being approximately 3 to
6 cm yr ' in the East Pacific and I to 2 cm yr I in the Atlantic, the belt with a
high heat flow corresponds approximately to an oceanic basement younger than
5 million years.

More preciselv. Le Pichon and Langseth (1969) have computed the average
values of heat flow as a function of distance to the axis of oceanic ridges (Table
V.4.3). To measure the distance D they used. instead of kilometers, a unit
corresponding to magnetic anomaly No. 5. which is definitely dated as slightly less
than 10 million vears. Thus, distances are in fact computed in terms of age of the
oceanic crust. and oceans with different rates of expansion can be compared.
From Table V.4.3. it is clear that high heat flow (2 or 3 times the average value in
oceanic basins) are related to a belt with an age lower than 5 million years. Then
the heat flow dccreases with increasing agc and is no longer distinct from the
average oceanic basin where the age of the basement reaches 15 to 30 million
vears, depending on the area.

This view is confirmed by heat-flow values recorded in narrow elongated basins
corresponding to Upper Tertiary and/or Recent expansion (in the Aden Gulf, the
Red Sea,  and the Cal i forn ia Gul f ;3 .9,3.4 and 3.4pcal  cm 2s I  respect ive ly)  and
also in continental grabens of similar origin (Baikal Lake and Rhine-Graben),
where flows as high as 2.5 and 4pcal cm-r s-1, respectively, have been measured.
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Fig. V.4.6. Hydrocarbon potential of the Lower Devonian beds in the lll izi Basin
(Algeria). as determined by use of the mathematical model (Tjssot and Espitalid. 1975)

mostly over Cretaceous and Tertiary. In this area all traps are equallv prospec-
tive. whatever age they are, from Paleozoic to Cretaceous.

4.7 Reconstruction of the Ancient Geothermal Gradient

1.7.1 Heat Flow and Geothermql Gradient

The temperature increase with increasing depth results from a heat flow from the
inside to the outside ofthe earth. The temperature Iis a function ofdepth z and
.  d T

the geothermal gr adient is G = 
.1: . At a given place of the earth's crust the heat

flow @ and the geothermal gradient G satisfy the relation:

G  -  € . @ ,
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where 1/6 is the thermal conductivity. G is expressed as the temperature increase
per  uni t  o f  depth.  e.  g . .  degrees Cels ius km' .  l t  may range f rom 10 to 80.C km r ,
wi th  an avcrage value of  about  30 'C km ' .  @ is  expressed in  pcal  cm rs |  (10-6
calories per square centimeter per second). It may range from less than 1 to
81rcal cm 's '. with an average value approximately l-2 pcal cm-2 s t.

Thermal conductivity varies with the composition of rocks. For instance, the
values are quite high in salt (Fig. III.2.3). The variations cause a variability of
geothermal gradient, whereas values of heat flow are Iess scattered. Table V.4.2
shows the average values of heat flow in continental and oceanic basins accordins
1o geor  ec lon ic  condi l  ions.

Heat llow is low in Precambrian shields (0.9 4cal cm-2 s r) and in
areas where orogeny and/or magmatism are of Paleozoic age or older (1.2 to
1.3 4cal cm t s '1. It is somewhat higher in areas where orogeny and/or mag-
m a t i s m i s o f M e s o t o i c o r T e r t i a r y a g e l l . g 4 c a l c m - 2 s r ) : a l s o i n T e r r i a r y v o l c a n i c
areas (2.2 4cal cm ' s '): and moreover in thermal areas where the flow mav
exceed 3pcalcm 2 s-r. Thus high values of heat flow and geothermal gradient arl
reported from svnorogenic or postorogenic basins of the Alpine belt (pannonian
basin extending over Hungary. Yugoslavia and Romania) and of the circum-
Pacific belt: Okhotsk and Japan seas. Sakhalin, North Sumatra, Fiji, etc.

Oceanic areas also show a large range of heat-flow variation, from oceanic
ridges to oceanic basins and troughs. Furthermore, the heat flow is quite high
along the axial zone of the ridges, i.e., along the crest and rift valleys. wheie
values as high as 8 4cal cm ' s-r are measured. It decreases progressively away
from the crest. Within 150 km on both sides of the crest of the East pacific ritiee.
hal fo f the recorded values are s t i l l  in  the range of3 to  8pcalcm 2s , ;beyondthat
distance, the heat flow is always lower than 31rcal cm 2 s-1. A similar ooservarron
has been made along the mid-Atlantic ridge in regard to a 50-km zone on both
sides of the crest. The present oceanic expansion being approximately 3 to
6 cm \ r  '  in  rhc Easr  Puci f ic  and 1 to 2 cm yr  I  in  the At lant ic .  the bel t  wi th  a
high heat flow corresponds approximately to an oceanic basement younger than
5 million years.

More precisely, Le Pichon and Langseth (1969) have computed the average
values of heat flow as a function of distance to the axis of oceanic ridses (Table
V.4.3). To measure the distance D they used, inslead of kilometers, a unit
corresponding to magnetic anomaly No. 5, which is definitely dated as slightlyless
than 10 million vears. Thus, distances are in fact computed in terms of age of the
oceanic crust. and oceans with different rates of expansion can be compared.
From Table V.4.3, it is clear that high heat flow (2 or 3 times the average value in
oceanic basins) are relatcd to a belt with an age lower than 5 mi ion years. Then
the hcat flo\\' decreases with increasing age and is no longcr distinct from the
average oceanic basin where the age of the basement reaches l5 to 30 million
vears, depending on the area.

This view is confirmed bv hea!flow values recorded in narrow elongated basins
corresponding to Upper Tertiary and/or Recent expansion (in the Aden Gulf, the
Red Sea, and the Califbrnia Gulf; 3.9,3.4 and 3.4pcal cm-2 s rrespectively) and
also in continental grabens of similar origin (Baikal Lake and Rhine-Graben).
where flows as high as 2.-5 and 4 4cal cm : s r. respectively. have been measured.
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Table V..1.2. Averagc valucs of Seothermal f lux. (After Lee and Uyed.L,
1e6s )

Geotectonic Provinccs
Average geothermal Number of
flux mcasurements
( 1 0  6 c a l  c m  2 s  r )

Precambrian shiclds o.92
Areas stable since Precarnbrian' l �32
Areas with Paleozoic orogenies l�23
Areas with Mesozoic or
Cenozoic orogcnies
Areas of Cenozoic volcanism
Oceanic basins
Oceanic r idges
Oceanic troughs

| . 9 2
2 . t 6
I . 2 8
l . u 2
0.99

26
l 6
2 l

1 9
l l

213
338
z l

a Excluding Austral ia (Cenozoic volcanism).

Table V.4.3. Geothermal flux on oceanic ridges as a function of
normalized distancc to thc axcs of thc ridsc (Lc Pichon and
Langseth, 1969)

A. East Pacif ic r idge

Flux
Normalized distance
(D) Average value Standard

( ! ca l  cm  ' \  ' )  dev la l l r r n

0  <  D < 0 . 5 . 1
0 . 5 . 1  < D < L l t
l � t t  < D < 3 . 0

.3.3 I
2.00
1 . 1 7

1.9.1
I . : 9
1 .03

B. Atlantic Indian r idgc

Flux
Normalized distance
(D) Average value Standard

(FCar cm - \  ' )  uevra!()n

0 <  D< 0 . :16
0.:16 < D < 1..1
1 . . 1  <  D  <  3 . 1

2..'t 2
1.45
l . l 0

2.33
0.94
L  l . l
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4.7.2 GeneraL Rules for Reconstitution of Ancient Geothermal Gradient

From the obseryed distribution of geothermal data, some general rules may be
deduced for the reconstitution of paleogeothermy, according to the geotectonic
5er t ing of  the sedimentary basins.

4.7.2. 1 Stable Platforms

Present and ancient geothermal gradients can be about the same in sedimentarv
basins where no tectonic or magmatic activity has been known since deposition oi
the potential source rocks. This normally occurs in areas which, after possible
folding and magmatic intrusions, are incorporated into a stable platform. Then,
subsequent sedimentation of potential source and reservoir rocks results in a new
sedimentary basin. now generally flat-lying or gently folded. In this case, the
prescnt geothermal gradient is generally applicable to source rock evolution.

This situation occurs in undisturbed Paleozoic basins resting on folded or even
flat-lying pre-Cambrian basemenr. such as several Paleozoic basins of Ausfralia,
and in the northern and eastern Sahara in Algeria; in Mesozoic undisturbed
basins resting on Paleozoic or older folded basement, like most of the West
Canadian basin, the Paris Basin. etc. In such cases the values of geothermal
gradient are often 25 to 35'C km r.

,1.7.2.2 Orogenic Basins

The similarity of past and present geothermal gradients is not acceptable in basins
where the last orogeny and/or magmatic intrusion is contemporaneous with, or
younger than, solrce rock deposition. This situation occurs in synorogenic or
postorogenic intiainontane basins such as the Pannonian basin in Central
Europe, associated with the Carpathes alpine folding, or in permo-Carboniferous
basins associated with the Hercynian orogeny in Western Europe and Eastern
Australia.

In these basins, geothermal gradient and flux may be high and quite variable
with respect to location during the periods of orogenic acrivity or immediately
fo l lowingi t .For instance,valuesashighas50"Ckmrarenowobservedinsevera l
parts of the Pannonian Tertiary basin, where Pliocene source rocks have been
brought to sufficiently high temperature for generating oil, despite the short
period of time.

4.7.2.3 Stable Continental Margins

The basins of deposition located along the stable continental margins resulting
from oceanic opening and expansion are worth a special consideration. From the
data reported in Section 4.7.1 and Table V.4.3, it can be assumed that durinsthe
first 5 million years after creation of a new oceanic basement, the first sedimints
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deposited on the new basement have been subjected to a heat flow two or three
times higher than the average. Then the flow progressively decreases, to reach the
average value after 15 or 20 million years. Under such circumstances, moderately
buried source rocks may reach the principal zone of oil formation within 5 or 10
million years after deposition.

This situation occurs mainly at the beginning of ocean spreading, when
continental masses are stil l close to the hot axial zone. and orovide abundant
material for a thick sedimentation over this zone followed by quick burial. In later
stages of oceanic evolution. when the oceanic spreading has already moved the
continents far away from the axial zone. this hot axial zone generally receives a
reduced and slow sedimentation. Examples of thick sedimentation associated
with a high heat flow may occur in Cretaceous coastal basins of West Africa and
South America as a result ofthe opening of the South Atlantic Ocean; in Jurassic
and Cretaceous basins resulting from the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean;
and basins of Western and Northwestern Australia: ancl in Mio-pliocene sedi-
mcnts of  the Red Sea.  Adcn Gul f  .  e tc .

These considerations. deduced from the present distribution of heat flows. are
in agreement with observations made on the kerogen of ancient sediments of the
Aquitaine basin, whose opening is linked to the expansion of the Atlantic Ocean.
Robert (1971) obsenes the reflectance of the organic matter as a function of
depth in bore holes. and finds an abrupt increase correlated with a lower
Cretaceous stage. Such a shift is explained by the influence ofa considerable heat
flow over the period of time associated with the opening of the Aquitaine basin.

4.7.2.4 Evolution of Heat Flow

The heat flow through undisturbed sedimentary basins is usually either constant
or decreasing as a function of geological time. This is also true with respect to
orogenic and magmatic activity: heat flows are high when this activity is young
and decrease when it becomes older. After a sufficient time. it remains constant,
as present values in Precambrian or Paleozoic folded basins arc comparable. The
same general scheme - high values, then decrease to reach a rather constant
state - is, for other reasons. valid for stable margins related to oceanic opening,
as discussed in Section 4.7.2.3.

However. the reverse mav happen, and present geothermal gradients may be.
in certain cases, higher than the ancient ones. In parlicular, continental grabens
are associated with rather complex mechanisms, including possible rifting, rising
of thermal waters, etc. In the Rhine-Graben. heat flows and geothermal gradients
are generally high and variable with the location. They may reach peak values like
80'C km t in the Landau bore hole. However, the stage of kerogen degradation,
as well as vitrinite reflectance, is not consistent with such a high value (Doebl
et al., 1974). Mathematical simulation shows that geothermal gradient was mod-
erate until late Tertiary, and then increased substantially up 1o the present
value, probably as a result of faulting and rising of thermal waters.
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1.7.3 Evaluation of the present Georhermal Gradient

l:,T.1ll 
b^t^:f stable platforms, the_presenr value of geothermal gradient is asatlstactory evaluation of the paleo_gradient (Sect. ,1.7.2. i). Determination of thepresen t. gradient requires a sufficient number of temperutur" rn"oru.arn"n,a,n

bore holes. Electric. acousric or nuclear logging d.ui""i or" u.uuity "qulpped witha maximum reading thermometer. Howc*vei. tne time Ueiween drill ing andkrgging is usually restrained to a minimum, so that ttrermaiequih Orrum with theformation is nor estabtished, and the foimation a";;;r,;;;, are generallyundere: t imaled.  re.u l t ing in  loo lo$ gradient  \a lue\ .
tJetter results lre ohtaincd if extended testing is made on reservoir bedscontaining oil or gas. lbllowed by iong pressure Uuiia-rp. if,.n tt " equitibrium isreached. resulting in accurate form a t ion _te mperarure measuremetrs ano compu_tat ion o l  gradient .

1.7.1 Evuluation of the Ancient Cieothermal Gradienr

McKenzie ( l97 lJ .  l98 l )  s tudied. the t ime_te mperature h is tory in  sedimentarybasins formed bv exrension. followed by ,r6.i0"".". 
' it 

J' 
'rtr.t.t,ing 

rnnO"tcalculates the subsidence and the temperature gradient. within a subsiding basinwith compaction. The principal ,.rult, -uv il* rppiy i"'."rne other basinsproduced b)' certain thermal disturban.., oflithorphar".
. Reconstitutior of ancient geothermal data may ;lso be attempted by measur_rng physical or chemical DroDerties of kerogen and simulating its ;volution by useofa mathematical modefuniil satisfa.,".y ia;"rin.'.", i, iruot *iir, ,n" n,'"u.u..0
Ill l". 

Thir techniclu.e requires the knowledge oi rt " trurJu.rrus trme curveJbased on geological reconstitution_. It is best achieved by integratlng this.rlff!::l^Tl: 
lle 

geologica t. modeting presenred in the previous chapter.r ne parameters whrch mav be used include vitrinite reflictance. eleitron spinresonance of kerogen (ESR), hyorocarbon compositions, etc. some authorshavetried the direct use of such meaiurements as ,,maximum reading thermometers,,.Tie variation-s of rhese properties all result from degraJotl- oi?.rog.n, *f,i.f,i,governed by kinetic laws. and thus is a function oi both time anJ re-pe.uture.Thus, it is not possible to relate any of these propertier.f [;;;;; ro maximum
j:Tl:.11,-r-*. ""ty. as rhev resulr from the whole-thermal histoi. Furrhermore,
me {rrrerent pJrarnerers may he linked to different aspects of ihe evolution ofKerogen structute. and thus trme and temperature miy influence rne vanousindices in different wavs.

-  
o tn. lg  the ph;s ica i  properr ies ot  kerogen.  which can he ured lor  reconstr ru-ron.or tnermar hrstory. one of them, vitrinite reflectance, is discussed here.The qualitative aspects of the increase of vitrinite refleciancewiih Ourial depth

il: l l*":r".1 
rn Chapter V.t. A model of vitrinite degradation has beenoeveroped on the basis of a sequence of Logbaba shales in the Douala basin

tLameJoont .  lhere,  the organic  mat ter  consis ts  main ly  of  v i t r in i te  and ofamorphous organic cement with the same physical properties (elemenrar compo_sition. IR specrra, reflectance erc.). Tt us li tris be.n p,isriul"-ti .uiil.ut" u _oo.r
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Fig. V.,1.7. Changes of the
transformation ratio of vitri-
nite and of its reflectance in
the Logbaba wells, Douala
Basin (Tissot and Espitali€,
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(adjusted along the methods outlined in Sect. ,1.2) to simulate the degradation of
the organic matter of vitrinite type. Furthermore, it is possible to establish a
relationship between reflectance and transformation ratio Lf vitrinire. Dy measur_
ing both parameters on the same samples. Figure V.,1.7 shows both paramerers as
a,function of depth in the sedimentary sequence of the Douala basin. and Figure
V.,1 8 show-s the relationship between refiectance ancl degradation of vitrinite.
. Thus..it becomes possible to make a quantitative inteipretarion, rn rerms or

thermal history, ol a well located in any basin. provided the rocks contarn some
vitrinite. The interpretation is based on measurements made at different depths
in a bore hole. and reconstiturion of burial for each sample, made on purely
eeological information. Each reflectance measurement is converted into the
corresponding transfornation ratio, according to Figure V.4.g. Independently,
the model of vitrinite evolution is used to calcr]late airansformation ratio, based
on the burial history. as a function of geothermal gradient G. Then, an
adlustment  is  madc on var iab le ( i ,  unt i l  min imiz ing t ie  quadrat ic  deviat ion
between the computed values of the transformation raiio and the values deduced
from rr[r5gry211nns through Figure V.4.g. This procedure can be used either to
]uJust ii-slmp-lc law expressing C as a function of time, or to calculate an average
value of (i which is the best evaluation of the past geothermal gradient over the
period of maximum burial.

This method has becn used with success in several types of basins, wrth ancient
gradrents equal. higher or lower than the present one (iable V.4.4). In the Rhine
Grabcn. the calculated values are in agreement with the observaiions made by
Doeblet al. (1974) that the present geothermal gradient could not hau" fu.,,f for

Table V.4.21. Present and ancient geothermal gradients

Basin Well

Geothermal gradients
( 'c  t t - - '1

presently computed
Period of time

Paris Basin
(France)

Essises 33 -r 1.0 From middle Jurassic

Aquitaine Basin LA 10.1
(France) PTS I

RSE I
Nat I

3 1
3 3
3 1
26

33.0
I5..1
32.(l
25..1

From middle Cretaceous

Il l iz i  Basin
(Algeria)

lrarraren
Oudoume

l 3
2-s

3 2 .9
26.1

Paleozoic
Paleozoic to Cretaceous

Rhine-Graben
(W. Germany)

Landau 2 11
Sandhausen 1 .11

-58
30

Tertiary
Tertiary

J-i)ghaba 32 t 7 Cretaceous PaleoceneDouala Basin
(Cameroon)
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DOUALA BASIN Fig. V..1.9. Comparison of the calcu-
la ted  amount  o f  o i l  and  gas  genera ted  in
the Douala Basin. by using two different
values of the geothermal gradient G.
Calculation with the present gradient G
= 32'C km rdiffer markedly from the
observed values. whereas calculation
wi th  lhe  comnuled  pas t  g r rd ren t  6  =
:17 'C km'shows a  good agreement
with actual values measured on cores
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a verv long time. The high values presently observed are probably a result of
rising of thermal waters through a fault system. This interpretation would also
explain the variability of the observed geothermal gradient over relatively short
horizontal distances.

In the Douala Basin. the ancient geothermal gradient was rather high.
probably due to thc vicinity of the midoceanic ridge in the early stage of the basin.
During the first -5 million years heat flow and geothermal gradient were probably
well over average. progressively decreasing to reach a standard value after ca.20
million vears. Figure V.,1.9 shows the amount of oil and gas generated at
Logbaba. computed by the model of hydrocarbon generation using the burial
vcrsus depth curve and two different values of the geothermal gradient G; the
prescnt G = 32'C km I and the computed past value G - 47'C km- I. It isobvious
that the observed quantities of oil generated (measured on core material) are in
agreement with the simulation using the calculated value of average past
geothermal gradient (G - ,17'C km r) and differ markedlv from rhe quantities
based on the prescnt gradient (G = 32'C km ').

4.8 Migration Modeling

The other major aspect of geochemical modeling is migration from source rocks
to reservoirs and traps, and possibly to the surface. Although the mechanisms of
migration are less completely understood than those of generation of hydrocar-
bons. a first attempt to simulate shale compaction and water expulsion by using a
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numerical model was made bv Smith ( 1971). More recently, Ungerer et al. ( l9g3)
and Durand et al. (1983) presented an integrated modei of oil generatron and
migration, where the generation part is the liinetic model described above. The
mlgration part is based on the conclusion, expressed in part III, that the principal
mode of fluid migration in sedimentary basins is a polyphasic mode withieparite
hydrocarbon and water phases.

- The model presented by Ungerer et al. (19g3) and Durand et al. (19g3) is
diphasic:, fluid.movements arc.governed by the Darcy's law applied to polyphasic
tlo\.\'s with the help of the relative permeability concept. The main driving fbrce is
compaction due ro the sedimentary load, which is supported partly by ihe solid
mineral phase and partly by the pore fluids, watei and hydrocarbons. thus
lncreaslng lnternal pressure. Another cause of pressure rise in source rocks is the
conversion of solid kerogen into fluid hydrocarbons with a related increase of the
average specific volume of the organic phases. Capillary pressures, and the
ciange of oil viscosity with temperature are also u".ount.d for. As presented by
these authors, the model is two-dimensional, i. e., it works along a geologicil
section. This section is represented by a grid of finite elements. each element
having a specific lithology and organic content. The model calculates tbr each
element and each interval of time: porosity, hydrocarbon saturation. pore fluid
pressure! and velocity of fluid flows.

., 
DYrlnd et al. (1983) applied this scheme to part of the Viking Graben in the

North Sea. and to the Mahakam delta in eastirn Kalimantan, 
"Indonesia. 

The
results from the Viking Graben are presented in Figures V.4.10 and V.4.11. The
section represented is bordered by two major faults, on both eastern and western
sides, and comprises a tilted block of Jurassic beds underneath the major
unconformity. The source rocks belong to Kimmeridge Clay. Heather and
Dunl in  format ions.  and a lso to Brent  coals ,  a l l  o f  Jurass]c agc.  Sand reservoi rs
belong to Brent and Statfjord formations. The two major fiults bordering thc
scction are considered as impermeable barriers to fluid flow. The otl saturations
are presented in  F igure V. ,1.10 at  65 m.y.b.p.  (Maestr icht ian) ,  when an
accumulation is beginning to form in the Upper Brent sands. and also at the
present time, when accumulations are locatcd in Jurassic sandsrones on the
structural high. In source rocks. high saturations are observed in the syncline. It is
noted that the onset of oil expulsion from source rocks occurs beyond 20 o/r oil
saturation. Thc model also calculates the excess pr"raur" u"rau, hvdrostatic
pressure, shown in Figure V.,l.l l for the same intervils of time. lmportintexces,
pressure is predicted beyond 3000 m depth. and this has been effectivelv observed
in wells. At a given depth. this excess pressure is more imporlant on the structural
high. but the maximum values are computed where burial of the Heather
formation is the deepest.

The same model used in a very different situation. i. e., the Mahakam delta in
Indonesia. has been able to calculate the location of the oil pools, the hydrocar_
bon reserves in place and the distribution of abnormal pressures, all values being
in agreement with observed data. The fact that the model is able to account for
very different geological histories, such as the North Sea and the Mahakam delta.
suggests that the hypotheses and approximations used in the moder are reason_
ably satisfactory.
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Fig. V.'1.10. Hvdrocarbons generation and migration modeling in part of the Viking
Grabcn. North Sea. The section is bordered bv two major faults on the castern 1/,"!glt) and
western r//di) sidcs. and comprises a ti l ted block of Jurassic beds underneath the major
unconformitv. The modcl calculates oil saturation in all betis for each interval of t ime:
f/op./ situation at 65 m.y.b.p. (Maestrichtian) which is the beginning ofoil expulsion:
fborlom) situation at the prescnt t ime. showing accumulation in Jurassic sancis (Durand
et  a l . .  19E3)

Poll'phasic models of oil migration certainlv represent a significant advance. as
most  tundanenta l  s tudics l lavc now concluded that  th is  is  the pr inc ipal  mode of
hvdrocarbon migration. There are, howevcr. specific difficulties inherent to this
tvpe of model. Darcy's law is widelv used in reservoir engineering, but the
conditions in source rocks are very different with respect to hetcrogeneitv. and
also extension of the relative permeabilitv concept. Thus. the results presented
here should be considered as a first approach. Thev have shown that. in certain
geological situations, the model is able to generate data in agreement with
observed facts: location of petroleum accumulations, distribution of pressure
including overpressured zones. A present restriction is the two-dimensional
character which is acceptable in grabens, such as the Viking Graben, orelongated
basins. This should soon be overcome by the increasing availability of high speed
computers, which will make the use of three-dimensional models possible.
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Fic. V.4.11. Excess pressure in part of the Viking Graben. The section is the same as
.hown in Figurc V.,1.10. The model calculates the excess pressure versus hydrostatic
pressurc for the same intervals of t ime (65 m. y. b. p. and 0 m. y.) (Durand et al., 19g3)

-1.9 Conclusion

It is now possible to simulate thermal degradation ofthe main types ofkerogenby
using a mathematical model. The model is calibrated against each type ofoiganii
matter by using a certain distribution of activation energies. A sinsle model is able
to simulate the whole thermal history from low tem-pe ra tu res'in sedimentary
basins to high temperatures in the oil shale industry.

Although migration mechanisms are less completelv understood than kinetics
of kerogen degradation, it is already possible to iimulite migration and calculate
hvdrocarbon saturation and fluid pressure in each individual bed, as a function of
time and location in the basin.

It is realized that modeling of geological processes is stil l in an initial phase and
* ill rapidlv develop. especially with respect to truly three-climensional simulation
procedures. However. somc present and future applications of modeling can be
iisted as follou's.
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determination of prospective areas for oil and gas in sedimentary basins;
timing of oil and gas generation and migration, for comparison with the age of
formation of traps and impermeable seals;
evaluation of the ultimate reserves of a sedimentary basin;
distribution of abnormal pressures; history of water flow in the basin;
reconstitution of ancient geothermals gradients and thermal history of
sediments; this application is not limited to petroleum exploration but
concerns geology in general;

f) simulation of retorting conditions of oil shales.

The number of geological/geochemical models used in petroleum exploration
is certainly growing fast. Chenet et al. (1983) and Ungerer et al. (1983) discussed
the influence of the various subsidiary models (subsidence and compaction,
thermal history, hydrocarbon generation, fluid movements, thermodynamics of
phase separation and exchange) in a comprehensive model of basin evolution.
Bishop et al. (1983) estimated successively the quantities of oil and gas provided
by the source rock within the drainage area, the quantities of gas lost by diffusion
and dissolution and the trap volume. Then, by comparing these values, they made
a probabilistic estimation of trapped hydrocarbon volume and nature (only oil. oil
and gas, or only gas). A different type of model, mainly on a statistical.
probabilistic basis was presented by Nederlof (1980) and Sluijk and Nederlof
(1983). It is designed to calculate the chances that a given trap contains more than
a certain volume of oil and/or gas. It draws from a world-wide collection of
geological and geochemical data which form the statistical basis and calibration
set for a prospect appraisal.

Summary and Conclusion

Geochemical models of petroleum generation offer a quantitative approach to
exploration problems. They provide the amount of oil and gas generated (as kg perton
of rock) irom the different source rocks in the vaious parts of the basin. Furthermore,
these results are expressed as a function of tirne, and the timing of petroleum
generation can be compared with the age of traps.

The data required as input to the model are the type of kerogen, the burial history
(depth ve$us time curve) and the geothermal gradient. On stable platforms, the
ancient gradient can frequently be approximated by the present gradient. In other
basins, the ancient geothermal gradient can be calculated by using a model based on
vitrinite reflectance.

Migration models provide information on hydrocarbon and water movement. They
define the areas and sedimentary beds of hl'drocarbon accumulation, and the occur-
rence of abnormal pressures. They also offer a clue to the problem of ultimate reseryes
of a sedim€ntarv basin.

I



Chapter 5
Habitat of Petroleum

Four selccted case histories of geologically different petroleum regions will be
presentcd here:  thc Arabian Carbonatc Plat fbrm. young dc l ta  areas.  i .  c . .  the
Niger  and the Mahakam De l ra.  the L inr  i  Basin ot  f  h inr r lnd rhc Deep Basin of
Western Canada. These case histories show the application of the new knowledge
about the principles of petroleum generation, migration and accumulation. Thev
demonstrate the understanding of source rock maturation and hldrocarbon
generation as part of the geological evolution ol a sedimentary basin. Following
the considerations about the origin of hydrocarbons in each of the basini
dcscribed, thc most likely pathways and modes of migration into the rcservoir
rocks and traps are discussed. Finally the quality of the hydrocarbons found in
traps is briefly outlined, with the implications with respect to the overall
geologica l  set r ing.

The four case histories selectcd encompass the most important prototypes of
petroleum habitats:

the Arabian Carbonate Plarform. one of the most important petroleum
provinces in the world. with Mesozoic marine carbonate source rocks and
reservoirs, with a simple tectonic history and consequently simple structural
teatures with an enormous horizontal scale:

- young delta areas. i. e., the Niger and the Mahakam Delta. Tertiary petroleum
provinces composed of detrital rock sequences and heavily influenced by
terrestrially derived sediments with a rather fast subsidence history;
the Linyi Basin of China, an assymetric graben system of Tertiary agc wrrn a
sedimentary fil l ing of detrital rocks, representing limnic, fluviatile to lacustrine
environments:
the Decp Basin of Western Canada, a gas-prone area consisting of a thick
Mesozoic section of interlayered sands and shales with numerous coal seams
representing a marine to brackish near-shore environment. The gas occurrence
in the Deep Basin is of special importance hecause rhe situation ii the reverse of
a convcntional gas field. i.e.. the gas-bearing zones correspond to the less
porous and less permeable rocks situated in a downdip position. whereas more
porous and permeable rocks are updip and above.
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5. 1 Habitat of Petroleum in the Arabian Carbonate Platform

The Arabian Carbonate Plattbrm with the Arabian Basin in a central position is
one ofthe most important petroleum provinccs in the world. lt can be considered
largely to be a foreland{ype basin like the Western Canada Basin and Eastern
Venezuela (Demaison. 1977). These three basins have in common that thev are
large basins rvith a relatively simple asymmetric geometry showing little tectonic
complexitv and onc long, gently dipping flank. They contain by far the largest
petroleum accumulations on Our planet. Thc trulv gigantic heavy oil and tar sand
accumulations at the eastern rim of thc Wcstern Canada basin are found at the
updip eastern edge of the homocline where the sedimcnts wedge out on thc
Canaciian shield. ln Eastern Vcnczuela the heav\ oil bclt North of the Orinoctr
Rivcr occurs in a comparable gcologic setting where Cretaccaous and-Iertiarv
sediments wcdge out toward thc south of the Brasilian shiclcl.

A cross-section going from Iran in the East with the folded belt and ovcrthrust-
ing of the Zagros Mountains toward the West through the Persian-Arabian Gulf
area and into Saudi Arabia toward the Arabian shield in the West again shows an
ovcrall similarity. However, onc js tempted to say that thc geologic setting on the
Arabian C'artronate Platform was |]tore advantagcous in so far as there \\'as no
ma jor crosion andi or ingression of mcteoric waters itftcr the oil had accumulated.
Thereti)re. thc Detroleum accumulations of the Arabian Carbonate Platform were
not largely converted into heavy oils and tars. although there are reports on tar
mats in existing fields. This area now holds some of thc largest oil fields of the
world: Ghawa (Saudi Arabia). estimated ultimate recovery of 1.1 < I(lu mr
(83 x 10' barrels)l Burgan (Kuwait), estimated ultimate recovery of 1 1 .5 x l0'' m'
(72 x 10" barrcls); Safaniya-Khafji (Saudi Arabia), estimated ultimate recoverv
of 5 x l0e mr (30 x 10e barrels). These tields and several othe rs in this general area
belong to the category of so-called "giant oil fields". Any field with an estimated
ultimate recovery of 0.5 x 10e barrels (80 x 106 mr) is often considered to be such
a g iant  o i l  f ie ld  (see Chap.  V.6.5) .  ln  th is  connect ion.  howcver .  i t  should be
remembered that the amount of heavy oil in place in thc Athabasca deposits in
Western Canada alone is far higher than in evcn the Ghawar field in Saudi
Arabia.

The area under consideration here. the Persian-Arabian Gulf rcgion and Saudi
Arabia is schematically shown in Figure V.5. 1. For many years little information
was available about source rocks. hydrocarbon generation and migration in this
area. Only recently information was made available for the public. The following
discussion on the habitat of oil in the Arabian Carbonate Platform is largely based
on two papers by Murr is  (1980)  and Ayrcs et  a l .  (1982) .

The physical boundary of the Arabian Carbonate Platform to the southwcst is
thc outcrop of Precambrianr crvstalline rocks in the soutlt[estern half of the
Arabian Peninsula. The Iimits to the northeast are less well-defined. but are
usualll considcrcd to bc the folded belt of the Zagros Mountains. This bor.rndarr
would llso roughl) separate the Cretrccous and Jurassic shclf secliments in the
southwcst from open marine sediments and Alpine flysch to the northeast. The
southeastern cnd of the basin is formed by crystalline rocks that rvere uplifted
parallel to transform faults. The arca under consideration was not a basin in thc
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Fig. V.5. i. The Arabian
Carbonate Platfornt and
rts principal tectonic fea-
turcs. (After Ayres et al.,
l9ri2 )

geometric scnse during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods while the thickest and
most important sedinents were being deposited. Instead it was a broad, flat
carbonate shelf developing out into the Tethys from the Afro-Arabian conrrnent.
Two principal tvpes of depositional systems alternated in time (Mirrris. l9tt0):

1� ramp-tvpc mixed carbonate-clastic units; during regressive periods clastics
wcre brought into the basin;

2. differentiated carbonate shelves: transgressive periods were dominated bv
carbonate cvcles. Starved euxinic basins were separated from carbonate-
cv: rpor i tc  p lut lorms hv h igh-energv margins.

The structural tcctonic development of the Arabian Platform can be sub-
divided into three stages (Murris. 1980). The first stage ended with the Turonian
and was characterized by stable platform conditions. During the second stage
from Turonian to Maestrichtian there was orogcnic activitv and the formation ofa
foredeep along the margin of the Tethys ocean. During the third stage from late
Clretaceous to Miocene the platform rcgained its stabilitv.

Broad and elongated anticlinal structure developcd with a north south
direction as drape folds over rejuvenated basement uplifts that resulted originally
from an casl-west dirccted earlv (Prccamhrian?) compressional stress field
(Ayres et  a l . .  1982) .  - fhese 

st ructures and a lso near lv  c i rcu lar  s t ructures in  the
eastern part of the area. stemming from the movement of lnfracambrian Hofmuz
salt. contain the large oil ficld of the Arabian Platform.
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There is now ample evidence (Murris, 1980; Ayres et al., 1982;Welte, 1982)
that the main source rocks in the Arabian Carbonate Platform are MiddleJurassic
to Upper Jurassic organic-rich carbonates. Regionally, where sufficient Upper
Cretaceous and Tertiary overburden has been accumulated, Lower to Middle
Cretaceous organic rich carbonates and marls also reached sufficient maturity to
generate appreciable amounts of petroleum. The accepted source rocks of
Jurassic and Cretaceous age contain mainly type-Il kerogen. The source rocks
belong to the transgressive periods where on the differentiated carbonate shelves
euxinic basins could have been developed. Names for the stratigraphic equiva-
lents of source rock units vary regionally. Well-known representatives are the
Upper Jurassic Hanifa source rock and the Aptian Shuaiba source rock (Murris,
1980) .

A rather detailed description of a Jurassic source rock section (Callovian to
Oxfordian) in Northern Saudi Arabia has been presented by Ayres et al. (1982).
The unit was initially identified from geochemical analyses of well cuttings and
core sampfes. The total organic carbon content averages around 37t, to 5Vo by
weight. Visual analyses showed the kerogen to be dominantly amorphous.
Elemental analysis of kerogen (Ayres et al., 1982) and pyrolysis indices show that
the organic matter belongs to type II.

An interesting technique was applied to map the regional occurrence of these
source rocks throughout Northern Saudi Arabia (Ayres et al., 1982). Source
rocks, being very rich in kerogen and extractable bitumen. have distinct
geophysical wire line characteristics, showing high electrical resistivities com-

Fig. V.5.2. Distribution
and isopachs of a Jurassic
source rock section (Callo-
vian to Oxfordian) in
Northern Saudi Arabia
with more than 17, total
organic carbon. (After
Ayres et al., 1982)
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91":d yi,l low sonic velociries (Chap. IIL2.4 5). Neulron logs respond similarly
lo 

ton:: 
l9g: .with respect to rhe. organic tuci.s. Cumrna1rui"."rponr. *u,generally high but variable. This variation in gamma-ray response ofsource rocksls more pronounced in carbonate_source rocks than in shaly source rocks whichare more steady as, for instance. documented in the case of ihe Kimmeridgian ofthe North Sea..Log responses in these uniform source litfroiogls ;f SauAlaraUiawere calibrated to geochemical ana-lytic data and used to "riiriui" unO rnup rou...rock richness. Figure V.5.2 shows the distriUution and isop..ir ofiir. .ou."..o.twith a total organic carbon content which is lo/o or greaiei bf wergnt in theArabian Basin and rhe adjacenr  Gornia Basin in  t t re  nJ i r f r . ' - '  

" '

I ne rrmtng ot maturation and hydrocarbon generation is related to burial andtemperature exposure of the source rocks. In carbonataayp" ,ou.a" rocks thevitrinile reflectance technique to determine source rock mituration frequentlycannot be used because vitrinite due to the lack of terrestrial Jetrrtal input isscarce or absent in most carbor
encountered with Arabian "uroo,tut" 

sequences' The same problem has been

marurarion or the k".;s.; il;;#'."jffi'.Ttr::::T:iilitii:"f ffi:jH/C ratios and from calculated maturities Uur"j on f_oputin;.'ririJ_,".p".u,u."
index method (Lopatin, 1971; Waples, 1930). i;;;. ';; 'Hii ratios for adetermination of maturities is only possible ;hen the iyp.-oi tJ.og.n o ,.rrknown and uniform over rhe area u;d;..onria..ution.'i ,i,"uo Ji,i. 'Hlc .urio, otkerogen within Callovian and Oxfordian source rock fr";;;;;*" rn FigureV.5.3. The H/C rarios between 1.3 and 0.8 of thi, k;;;g*;;; ieln internrete,t

Fig. V.5.3. Map of H/C
ratios of a Jurassic soulce
rock section (Callovian to
Oxfordian) in Northern
Saudi Arabia. (After
Avres et al.. 1982)
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to correspond more or less to the oil window equivalent to vitrinite reflectance
values of  0 .6% to about  1.37o.

In general there seems to be agreement (Murris. 1980; Avres et al.. 1982;
Welte. 1982) that the Middle to Upper Jurassic source rocks are mature over most
of the area of the Arabian Carbonate Platform. The maturation history. i. e., the
evolution of the onset and main phase of hydrocarbon generation in different
parts of that area can be inferred from measurements and computations based on
geothermal data and burial histories. In terms of absolute age values depending
on local burial history and temperatures. Middle to Upper Jurassic source rocks
reached the stage of maximum oil generation,l5 to 70 million years ago. while
Lower to Middle Cretaceous source rocks are even at present immature in certain
reglons.

Petroleum generated from these source rocks is found today in reservoir rocks
which were formed by regressive sands and by the high-energv ooidal grainstones
terminating the carbonate cycles or in rudisl "reefs" and algal boundstones along
the shelf margins (Murris, 1980). Leaching and cementation processes played an
important role in determining the final reservoir quality of the carbonate rocks.
The principal regional sealing formations are the Upper Jurassic Hith Anh_vdrite
and the Cretaceous Nahr Umr Shale. They control largely the vertical migration
of petroleum. Regionally vertical fractures and faults must have provided
migration avenues from source rocks through several hundreds of meters of
relatively tight carbonate rocks before petroleum was emplaced in a reservoir and
trapped by an etTective seal. The Ghawar Field can be cited as an cxample for such
extensive vcrtical migration (Steineke et al.. 1958). However, it must be
emphasized at this point that in spite of this obvious vertical migration. the
outstanding feature of migration on the Arabian Carbonate Platfornr is a
substantial lateral migration (ARAMCO-staff, 1959: Murris, 1980).

According to Ayres et al. (19t12). the oils in Mesozoic reservoirs within Saudi
Arabia are similar in composition. The well-known difference between Arabian
Iight and heavv (Safaniya) orls may be due to maturation differences. This overall
uniformitv of oils lrom numerous fields and production zones suggests a common
or similar source. This is supported by correlation analyses that link oils and
source rocks.

The quality of most oils is such that they fall into the aromatic-intermediate
class (see also Fig. IV.2.l). Some oils have to be classified as paraffinic-
naphthenic (Abu Dhabi, Qatar). A few oils apparentlv have suffered biodegrada-
tion and lost an important part of the saturated fraction. The sulfur contcnt of the
oils is generally high (1-4olc) and may reach values up to 8% by weight. Stable
carbon isotope ratios varv by less than 2.\c/o and the content in vanadium and
nickel porphl'rins is low.

Murris (1980) points out what makes the Middle East such an extraordinary
rich petroleum habitat. It is not exceptionally rich or thick source rocks; it is not
extraordinary reservoirs or seals. It is, however. the horizontal scale of the basin
that provides the three essential ingredients of a petroleum province. source
rocks, reservoir rocks and seals with an uncommonly wide extent. The Mesozoic
depositional platform was 2000 to 3000 km wide and at least twice as long. The
degree of differentiation, facies changes, and variations in the sedimentation-
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related morphology of the platform were minor. Therefore, source rocks.
reservoirs and seals all have very wide lateral extent and rather uniform
consistency. Likewise the structures are also very wide and have gentle slopes.
This has a twofold effect in that no fracturing in general damages the seal, and
large trap volumes are attached to even relitively small vertiial closure. The
horizontal extent of a closure of 1000 km2 or even more is no exception.

Finally, because of these wide horizontal features migration effii iency is very
high: large areas of mature source rocks could be drained over long geologi-
cal periods and not much oil was lost along the paths of migration and to the sur_
face.

The major difference to Western Canada and Eastern Venezuela is the fact
that the flanks of the Arabian Basin were not cut open by erosion. Leakage to the
surface was therefore much less important and likewise biodegradation and
convers ion to lar  is  re la l ive ly  r i l re .

5.2 Habitat of Petroleum in youns Delta Areas

Large young delta areas represent a special setting for the origin, migration and
accumulation of petroleum. The essential features and proceir., foi the occur_
rence of petroleum are among the characterisrics of a de lia. provided that there is
an organic rich source formation. The geologic setting is auch that the marine
shales of the delta fronl and the prodelta aria, receiving mainlv land_derived
organic matter. can act as source rocks. The inrerlayered mixed sands and shales
of the paralic sequence of the delta plan provide reservoir opportunities and
sealing cap rocks in the direct neighborhood of the delta front. Furthermore.
young deltas during their build-up and sediment accumulation undergo compara-
tivelv strong subsidence without uplifting. This is in turn essential for source rock
maturation, generation of hvdrocarbons, and migration. Thus the main geologic
features and processes required for petroleum ocJurrences are suitablv combined
in space and time in delta areas: i. e., they offer a compact scenario oi perroleum
generation, migration and accumulation

For the special importance of voung deltas three reasons can be cited: the
general fall of the sea level throughout the world oceans from about +350 m in
Upper Cretaceous time to +60 m in Middle Miocene; the development and rapid
spreading of an angiosperm flora that conquered the continents itarting with ihe
Upper Cretaceous; finally the Alpine folding, mainly occurring during late
Cretaceous and Tertiary. The fall of the sea level created large drainage patterns
and funneled the water run-off from the continents to th-e oceans. The new
angiosperm flora provided great amounts of terrestrial organic matter of higher
plant origin to be transported bv huge river systems. Th; Alpine folding final_
ly gave rise to a strong relief in certain areas. providing abundant clastic rock
oeDns.

, 
ln delta areas the common geological rule that younger sediments are on rop or

older sediments is modified somewhat, encompassing also a lateral component
with respect to the age of sediments. Generally speaking, due to the prograding
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delta, older sediments are on the landward side, and going in the opposite
direction toward the sea, sediments become progressively younger. The progra-
dation of the delta in time causes a shift of facies patterns as the delta moves out
into the sea. This results in a well-known diachronism: the facies ofcontinental,
fluviatile sediments, the mixed sediments of the deltaic plain and those of the
marine prodelta shales cut across time stratigraphic units. Due to their nature,
deltas are situated at the edge of a land mass and very often at the junction
between the continental and oceanic crust (Audley-Charles et al., 1977).
Therefore, the depositional and structural evolution of the prograding delta is
more strongly influenced by basement tectonics than is normally the case with
other basins.

The Tertiary Niger Delta on the western edge of the African continent and the
Tertiary Mahakam Delta on the eastern coast of Kalimantan (Borneo), Indonesia
are next described. Both deltas are equatorial and provide abundant organic
material from the tropical forests and swamps of the backland and also autoch-
thonous organic material from the shallow waters of the delta front and thus
ensure the deposition of potential source rocks mainly in front of the delta.

5.2.1 The Tertiary Niger Deha

The Tertiary Niger Delta can be considered as one of the best-known delta areas
The geology and the hydrocarbon habitat of the Niger Delta have been described
in a series of papers (Weber and Daukoru, 1976; Evamy et al., 1978; Ekweozor
and Okoye. 1980; Ejedawe, 1981) in considerable detail. The Niger Delta
represents a regressive clastic sequence which reaches a maximum thickness of
9,000 to 12,000 m of sediment. It covers an area of about 75,fi10 km' and measures
across the Tertiary delta well over 300 km. The principal geological features are
shown in a SSW to NNE cross section (Fig. V.5.4). The formation of an initial
basin at the site of the present delta is very probably related to Cretaceous rifting
when South America started to be separated from Aftica. Basement tectonics at
the junction of oceanic and continental crust determined the original sites of the
main river and thus controlled the depocenter and the development of the delta.
This development of the delta has been dependent on the balance between the
rate of sedimentation and the rate of subsidence. This balance and the resulting
sedimentary patterns seem to be influenced by basement tectonics of individual
fault blocks (Evamy et al. , 1978). The thick wedge of sediments in the Niger Delta
can be subdivided into three units: mainly marine shales at the bottom (Akata
Formation), an overlying paralic sequence consisting of interbedded sands and
shales (Agbada Formation), and a topmost continental unit composed of
fluviatile gravels and sands (Benin Formation). These three formations are also
shown in Figure V.5.4. They are strongly diachronous and cut across time
stratigraphic units. As mentioned before, this latter effect is caused by the
advancement of the delta toward the sea, mainly during Middle and Upper
Tertiary, and the accompanying facies shift.

The marine shales of the Akata Formation are generally over-pressured
(under-compacted) and are considered to be the main source ofthe hydrocarbons

I
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Fig- V.5..1. Cross-section through the Niger Delta and its principal geological features.
(Af ter  E!a lnv et  a l . .  1978)

found throughout the delta. Thc paralic sequence of the Agbada Formation wirh
the alternating sand and shale layers contains nearly all petroleum accumulations.
It plays. however, a minor role as a source formation. The great majority of these
petroleum accumulations are found in traps associated with so-called ,,growth
faults". These growth faults (see also Fig. III.4.9) are synsedimenrary g-ravita-
tional faults that remain active over extended periods of time. Therefbre more
and faster sedimentation is possible in the downthrown block relative to the
upthrown block (Weber and Daukoru, l926). Growth faults are also well known
from the Gulf Coast area in the US.

Ejedawe (1981) has studied the distriburion ofoil reserves in the Niger Delta
and its relation to the geological evolution of the prograding Tertiary delta,
especially with respect to the tectonic and sedimentologiCcontrol. He fo;nd that
a prolific belt (Fig. V.5.5), represenring an area of prelerential concentration of
giant and medium-sized oil fields is close to the continental edse. Il was concluded
that the prolific belt either coincides with the transition zone. where the oceanic
and continental crusts ate thought to meet, or is floored by oceanic crust. In any
case the prolific belt is the zone of maximum sedimentary thickness and of a higit
rate of subsidence. It contains a proper blend of sands and shales encomDasslng
source rocks, reservoir rocks and seals. The enormous sedimentarv thicknesi
allows source rocks at greater depth to be in the oil- or gas-generati;g window.
Landward there are fewer shales to provide potential iourie rocks and seals,
seaward there are too few reservoir sands. There is agreement that the marine
Akata shales constitute the major source rocks for the hydrocarbons of the Niger
Delta. The deeply buried lower parts ofthe paralic sequence (Agbada Formation)
cannot be discounted as sources for oil and gas (Weber and Daukoru, 1975;
Ekweozor and Okoye, 1980), however they seem to be of lesser importance as
compared to the Akata Formation. A wide variety of shale samples from the
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Fig. V.5.5. Map showins relations of prolific be lt. position of con tinen tal edge. and m ajor
oil fields of Niger Delta. (After Ejedawe- 1981)

Akata and Agbada Formation showed organic carbon contents of about l7c with
verv lew values in excess of27o C,,.r. The quality ofkerogen is mainly type lllwith
varying admixtures of type IL Occasionally liptinite enrichments can occur.
Folbwing the terminology used by Shell (Shell Standard Legend, 1976) it would
correspond to humic and mixed types of organic matter.

The threshold of intense hydrocarbon generation as deduced from a few wells
based on analyses of extractable organic matter was found in the offshore area at
approximately 2900 m and in the onshore area at considerably greater depth
around 3300 m (Ekweozor and Okoye, 1980). A correction for migrated
hydrocarbons obviously was not made, so that the main zone of hydrocarbon
generation in reality could be somewhat deeper offshore and onshore. In
addition, it has to be kept in mind that the temperature distribution in theTeftiary
delta is variable. resulting in different depth levels of the top of the "oil kitchen"
(Evamy et al., 1978) throughout the delta. A detailed temperature survey
throughout the delta encompassing all three sedimentary units has shown that the
present-dav temperature gradient varies consistently with the sandstone/shale
ratio in a given well (Fig. V.5.6). The temperature gradient increases with
diminishing sand percentage from less than 1.0'F/100 ft (1.8,1"C/100 m) in
continental sands. to about I .5'F/100 ft (2.73'Cl100 m) in the paralic section. 1o a
maximum of about 3.0"F/100 ft (5.a7'ClI00 m) in the continuous marine shales.
This temperature pattern is related to freely moving ground waters especially in
the shallower sandstones of the continental sands and the existence of a high
pressure zone at the bottom. Freely moving ground waters act as cooling agents
and high pressure zones show a rather rapid temperature increase.

The thickest continental sandstones (Benin Formation) and the thickest paralic
sequence (Agbada Formation) with alternating sands and shales is found in the
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Fig. V.5.7. Depth contours of the I l5'C isoremperature plain in the Niger De lta. (After
hvamv et  a l . .  1978)

middle part ofthe delta (see Figs. V.5.rl and V.5.5). Following the aoove concepr
of temperature distributions. it is not surprising to find on isotcmperature plots
t he deepest subsurface contours for an isotemperature plain (e. g. . 1 15 .C) in the
middle part of lhe delta (Fig. V.5.7). The temperature of I l5.C has been refered
to as thc top of the oil kitchen in the Tertiarv delta bv Evamy et al. (1978). It is
possible to use a certain temperature value here rather than a maturity indicator
for defining the maturity of source rocks as maturation and oil generarion are verv
voung in the delta and related to a rapid. equallv vouns subsidence in that area:
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There was no additional uplift and erosion. It is interesting to note that Evamy et
al. (1978) and Ekweozor and Okoye (1980) report the same depth difference of
approximately 400 m with respect to the top of the oil kitchen or onset of intense
hydrocarbon generation between given offshore and onshore areas, although
they do not agree on absolute depth of the principal zone of oil generation. In the
onshore area maturation is achieved at greater depth.

The mature source rocks have apparently generated light and paraffinic oils.
The initial paraffin wax content may differ with the facies of the source rock, i. e.,
more input of terrestrial higher plants or, more precisely, a higher liptinite
content in kerogen would cause the wax content to rise. Among Nigerian crude
oils in principle three variations are found: paraffinic light oils, intermediate
paraffinic oils with a certain wax content (both belong to the paraffinic class -
Chap. IV.2) and biodegraded heavier oils. The degree of biodegradation varies.
The general coincidence of the boundary between bacterially degraded and
unaltered paraffinic oils, within a rather narrow temperature range (65. to 80"C),
according to Evamy et al. (1978), implies that little or no subsidence with
simultaneous increase in geotemperature of the oil-bearing reservoirs has
occurred after emplacement and degradation of the oils. This distinct oil
distribution pattern may be explained as follows: differences among the original
paraffinic oils are either due to source rock heterogeneity and/or possibly
migrational changes and there is no long-distance lateral migration of oil, whereas
there may be extensive vertical migration. Thus the original oil distribulion
pattern in the delta has been largely preserved except for the alteration of light
primary oils by bacterial degradation in zones that were invaded by meteoric
waters and had formation temperatures not higher than 65" to 80.C. There the
primary light paraffinic oils are transformed into medium-gravity low pour-point
crudes. Philippi (1977) has reporred a similar finding (see also p. ,164).

Weber and Daukoru (1976) and Evamy et al. (1978) have emphasized the role
otgrowth faults as migration avenues for hydrocarbons from the undercompacted
Akata shales into Agbada reservoirs. The faults, at greater depth where they
become more horizontal in the plastic marine shales, are not considered to
provide effective migration paths. However, that part of the faults which is more
vertical may verv well provide an effective migration path (see also Fig. III.4.9).
The growth faults thus help migration in a double sense, they can bring the
overpressured mature source rock into juxtaposition with the downthrown
reservoir sequence (Agbada), depending on the throw, and through the perme-
able vertical part of the fault they can provide migration avenues. Where the
hydrocarbon kitchen lies well below the top of the continuous shales, the oil
apparently has only a remote chance of migrating through the shales into the
overlying reservoirs of the Agbada Formation.

5.2.2 The Tertiary Mahakam Delta

The Tertiary Mahakam Delta and its hydrocarbon occurrences have only been
investigated over the last few years. The hydrocarbon habitat, mainly with
respect to source rock and migrational phenomena, has been described by
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Y:gli.:,., 
al. (1970). combaz and De Matharel (1978), Durano and oudin(rvdu1. vandenbroucke and Durand (1993) and by Schoell et al. (1983). Thesepublications served as the main source of iniormati,cn for the following consider_ations on the Mahakam Delta.

The Tertiarv Mahakam Delta is located in Eastern Kalimantan, at the eastern
edge of the Kutei Basin. The deltaic system going landwarJ trorn r},. A"ttu i.ontfrom the offshore area into the hinterlind meisur-es appro*ir*i"iyiO t rn unO tt ""lengrh" is nearly 100 km following the coast line (Fig. V.5.S). Deliaic seAimenta_
tion is known to have occurred at least since if,J VlAOf" Uiocene,,.e., torI5rn i l l ionyears.TheeastwardprogradingsedimentarysequenceisaUoutOt tOOto
6r uu m rnrck. aboul 40{ t0 m of w hich have been drilled. The exact position of thebasement and the age of the first deltaic deposits are not known. ih. Muhukurn
Delta is considerably smalrer in size and haiaccumulatea r"i. s"alrn.nt. tr,an tt.Niger Delta. Since the Middle Miocene three major deltaic l-mptexes haveaccumulated. separated by two marine transgressions. Underneath the interbed_deo clavs and sands of rhe deltaic plain rhere are slrongly marine_influenced ormarine argillaceous sediments of the prodelta. These lariJ. ,.0irn.nt., "sp..iuffymassive -silty prodelta shales, are frequenrly overp.a.ru."a. in" utt"rnatlng claysand sands ofthe deltaic plain in the.M-ahakim Deita are cornpaiuUie to tt,.pa.uti.sequence (Agbada Formation) in the Niger Derta and the massive prodelta shales

Fig. V.5.8. The Tertiary
Mahakam Delta in Eastern
Kalimantan (lndonesra) wrth
major anticlinal axis and its oil
and gas fields. (After Vanden-
broucke et al.. 1983)
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Fig. V.5.9. Cross-section through the Mahakam Delta ( lndonesia) and i ts principal
geological features. (After Durand et al. .  1983)

to the marine shales (Akata Formation) in Nigeria respectively. As in the Niger
Delta. the source rocks are found in the frequently ovcrpressured deeper prodelta
shales and the reservoir rocks among the alternating sand and shales of the plain of
the Mahakam Delta.

In the Niger Delta the dominating structural features are growth faults. This is
not so in thc Mahakam Delta. There. the most important structures are major
anticlinal axes which roughly parallel the coast line (Fig. V.5.tl) and have a
decreasing amplitude from wcst to east (Fig. V.-5.9). The oil and gas fields are
aligned along these anticlinal axes (Fig. V.5.8). The source rocks for oil and gas
are reported to be mainly shaly prodelta sediments and also coals (Combaz and
Matharel, 197tJ: Durand and Oudin. 1980; Vandenbroucke and Durand. 1983).
The average organic carbon content is usually above 2% C,,,r. The argillaceous
sediments in front of the delta contain ca. 2 3Vc C.,r. Coaly layers may reach up
to 80 e/r in C,,.r. Practically all the kerogen is type III. and there is no difference in
chemical composition bctween the organic matter of shales and that of coaly
layers (Vandenbroucke and Durand. 1983).

In  the Handi l  Oi l  F ie ld (F igs.  V.5.8 and V.5.9)  the main zone of  o i l  format ion
was determined by Durand and Oudin (1980) as occurring at T.., values between
440' and 455 "C as based on Rock-Eval analyses. This corresponds to a vitrinitc
reflectance value between 0.7c/o and 1.1% of type-lll kerogen. The zone of
hydrocarbon formation in the Handil field was found to be far below the
hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs. between 500 and 1000 m deeper. The zone of
hydrocarbon formation followed the contours of the structure. i. e., it was deeper
at the flanks and highest at the crest of the structure (Fig. V.5.9). The top ofthe
oil window at Handil is around 2500 m. Many excellent potential source rocks in
the Mahakam Delta are stil l immature.

SimilarJy as in the Niger Delta, the source rocks reach sufTicient maturit)' for
hydrocarbon generation in the overpressured shales or at least in the so-called
transition zone with intermediate oressures. The thickness of this transition zone

r.-x" Seisdc Markef Horizons
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is about 300 m in Handil field and probably about 700m in Nilam and Badakfield.
It isargued convincingly that gaseous and very light hydrocarbons can mrgrateout
of the overpressured zone more easily than heavier hydrocarbons and non_
hydrocarbons. Then the tight hydrocarbons on their way;pward exrracr neavrer
compounds and carry them along. tn the '.hot', overpres,suied shales there seems
to be a single supercritical hydroca rbon phase that, when moving upward to lower
pressures and temperatures, progressively loses the heavier en-d of it, hvdro.r._
bons by retrograde condensation. In this manner the inverse specifii gravity
relationship of hydrocarbon occurrences in Handil can be explained. l. e., ligtri
products at the top and heavier at the bottom.

In the Mahakam Delta fracture planes seem to be of only minor imporrance ror
secondarv migration as compared to the Niger Delta. Where fractures or faults
are absent in the Mahakam Delta the sealing efficiency and the distance between
the top of the mature zone in the source sequence (top oil kitchen) and the
reservoir zone control the amount of hydrocarbons which can be expelled. Ifthis
barrier is thick, few hydrocarbons, except the more volatile compounds. can pass
through.

Therefore it was cctncluded that in the Mahakam Delta the nature of the Dooled
hvdrocarbons, i.e.. oil or gas, and the amount that accumulaled in differenr
fields, was dependent on the relative position of the hydrocarbon kitchen with
respect to the reservoir. A thicker shale interval between the hydrocarbon-
generating zone and the reservoir sand would allow fewer hydrbcarbons to
accumulate than only a thin barrier between the mature source and the reservoir.
The relative position of different reservoir beds vs. the underlying overpressured
source zone would, due to retrograde condensation increasingly, allow lighter
hydrocarbon mixtures to accumulate in reservoirs, the farther tf,ev are above the
vturce. Thus. unlike in the Niger Delta, thc differences among the pooled
h1'drocarbons are not seen as consequences of source rock qualitv but as related
to migration. Oil-source rock correlation studies as baied on steroid and
triterpenoid hvdrocarbons and stable isotopes (Schoell et al., l9g3) have shown
that the oils are sourced from humic kerogens (type III ). The quality ofthe pooled
hvdrocarbons varies. Due to retrograde condensation there are gas pools and
condensates at shallower depth and also light paraffinic oils. A slight biodegra_
dation of primary light paraffinic oils may occur but does not seem to be fre-
(ruent.

Summarizing the hydrocarbon habitat in the Niger and Mahakam Delta manv
similarities between the two Tertiarv delta areas can be observed. The sedimen_
tological succession with source rocks, reservoir rocks and seals is nearly identical
in both cases. The source rocks are the more marine shales in front of the delta
and at the bottom of the sedimentary sequence. The reservoir rocks are the
altcrnating sands and shales of the paralic sequence in the Niger Delta and the
comparable alternating sequence of the deltak plain in rhe Mihakam Delta. In
both deltas the mature source rocks are generally deep and the top of the oil
window is in or close to the overpressured zone. The thermal gradients in both
areas are non-linear and vary regionally. The rype of kerogen is dominated by the
terrestrial influx of organic matter, i.e., source rocks contain mainlv tvD;_III
kerogen. Migration from source rocks to reservoir rocks is mainlv vertiial in both
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examples. The primary oils in both delta areas are light paraffinic oils. Genera-
tion, migration and accumulation of hydrocarbons in both instances is very young
and apparently stil l in progress. Although the two deltas differ in size, their
approximate reserves per area are comparable with each oJ about 105 mr oil
equivalent per km'. The Niger Delta contains about 6 x 10'm'oil equivalent and
the l \4ahakam Delra about  0.5 .  I0"  m'o i l  equiva lent .

Finally. it should be mentioned that are al!o some dissimilarities between the
petroleum habitat of the two delta areas. Whereas in the Mahakam Delta coals
play a major role as a source for hydrocarbons, there is no indication for this in
Nigeria. The typical traps in Nigeria are growth faults which are, however, not
found in the Mahakam Delta. Consequently faults are of importance for
migration in Nigeria but not in the Mahakam Delta area. Conversely agas-phase
migration and retrograde condensation are mechanisms which prevail in the
Mahakam Delta, but seem to be of no or minor importance in Nigena.

5.3 The Linyi Basin in the People's Republic of China

The following information on the Linyi Basin is based on the first resultsprovided
by the joint research project (being continued at present) between the Geological
Research Institute of the Shengli Oil Field (Shandong Province, People's
Republic of China) and the Institute of Petroleum and Organic Geochemistry at
the Nuclear Research Center in Jiil ich (KFA-Ji.il ich). West-Germany'r. The
information is based on unpublished geological data of the Shengli Oil.Field and
geochemical and geological results obtained during the cooperation of both sides
at the KFA Jnlich. The case history of the Linyi Basin makes use of data,
especially during the discussion of source rock maturation, obtained through
geological-geochemical basin modeling by computer simulation.

The Linyi Basin is located on the North China plain, south of the Gulf of Bohai
near the mouth of the Yellow River (Fig. V.5.10) and extends over an area of
3969 km:. It represents a asymmetric graben system controlled by normal faults
that came into existence at the beginning of Oligocene. The strike of the basin,
especially of the central graben and the accompanying fault zones is SW-NE. The
basin is mainly fil led with detrital rocks, shales, silt- and sandstones but also
contains minor amounts of carbonates. The basin fil l ing in general represents a
limnic, fluviatile to lacustrine environment. The graben system of the Linyi Basin
is an extensional structure. The fault-controlled subsidence during the basin
evolution in Oligocene was interrupted during mot of Miocene by a period of
uplift or nondeposition and then followed again by subsidence. The total
thickness of these sediments in the deepest part of the graben amounts to about
5000 m or more.

13 This cooperation was started in 1979 with the authorization of the Ministry of
Petroleum Industry of the People's Republic of China and the Ministry of Research
and Technology of the Federal Republic of Germany
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Fig .  V .5 .10 .  Locat ion  map o f
the Linvi Basin (North China)
and ma!n structural features

investigaled

Fig. V.5.l l. Typical cross-section through the Linvi Basin. This is a computer_plotted
cross-section as taken from basin modeling. Fault zones bordering the main graben
features are not depicted

. Volcanism is restricted to the period of main tectonic activitv during Oligocene
time. A typical N-S cross-section through rhe basin is shown in fig"ure i.5.tt.
This cross-section represents a computer plotted profile and is based on an input
data file employing a three-dimensional grid system covering the basin. There_
fore, the fault zones bordering the individual parts of the basin. especially on the
fla nks of the deep central part of the graben, are not shown. This cross-sectron rs a
typical result of geological modeling (Chap. V.3).

Among the lower Oligocene shaly sediments there are units exhibiting
excellent source rock properties with organic carbon values in excess of 2 ci . The!
represent a fluvio-lacustrine depositional environment with regional occurrences
of typical lake facies. At a maturity level of about 0.5ct vi;inire reflectance.
source rock samples from these sedimentary units have hydrogen index values of
2lll l to 51ru mg hydrocarbons/g C,,., as based on Rock-Eval analyses. The kerogens
are classified as tvpe ll or tvpe Il-IIl, which is in good correspondance with the

{w
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type of kerogen found in the Dongying depression farther east (Zhou Guangjia,
19U0). A maceral analysis under the microscope revealed very high liptinite
contents: frequently more than 70ya of total macerals identified were liptinites.
This microscopic observation is in good agreement with geochemical analvses. for
instance with high hydrogen index values. Especially source rock samples of
lower Oligocene age are characterized by mixed algae (mainly Botryococcus),
and degraded spores. Their kerogen is mainly type II and is considered to be a
good source of oil.

The fact that tvpc II and tvpe III are the predominant tvpes of kerogen, and not
tvpe I as in the Uinta Basin (another type of intracontinental lacustrine basin),
seems to bc related to the water circulation pattern and the influx of detrital
organic material from the surrounding land. The predominance of type-l kerogen
is probablv tied to quiet undisturbed lakes such as the Eocenc Green River inihe
western Unite d States.

Thc terrigenous influence on the organic matter in the Linvi Basin sediments
is obvious from gas chromatographic investigation of the extractable satu-
rated h1'drocarbon fractions. All chromatograms arc dominated b1, long-chain
n-alkanes derived from higher plant waxes. Partial microbial reworking is
indicated in some samples by a slight shift of the r-alkane maximum to lower
carbon numbers. The algal contribution recognized by kerogen mrcroscopy
cannot be seen in most of the saturated hydrocarbon distributions.

Basin evolution and subsidence largely determine the temperature history and
therefore maturation of source rocks. The maturation of source rocks and the
hydrocarbon generation in the Linyi Basin has been reconstructed with the help
of geological-geochemical modeling based on a computer simulation following
the concept of Welte and Yiikler (1980). For the reconstruction of the following
source rock maturation history a changing heat flow during basin evolution with
1.85 HFU (heat flow unit = l0 6 cal cm I s r) in the beginning and 1.40 HFU
toward the end (Quarternary) was assumed. The changes in heat flow during

norihern
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Fig. V.5.12. Computer-plorted maturity map of an Oligocene source rock in the central
part of the graben of the Linyi Basin 25 mill ion years before present. Matunt) 15 gi!en rn
isoreflectance lines of vitrinite (calculatcd bv comoutcr)
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basin evolution follow the concept of McKenzie (197g). Three successive stages
of the maturity development of an Oligocene source rock in rhe Linyi Basin ire
shown in Figure V.5.12 through V.5.14. The isoreflectance lines of vitrinite
shown in these maps are each constructed from well over 100 control points from
thc data matrix provided by the computer model. The time slices with 25 and 16
million years before present are chosen arbitrarily. Depending on the time steps
used in the model simulation any other time slices can be depicted as a maturitv
map fbr a given source rock. The computer-derived maturity data are calibratei
by a comparison between measured and calculated vitrinite reflectance values tor
the present time in areas of the basin where there is well control. From Figure
V.5. l2  through Figure V.5.1,1 i t  can be seen that  the onset  of  o i l  generat ton wi th
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Fig. V-5.13. Computer-plotted maturity map of an C)ligocene source rock in the central
part of the graben of the Linyi Basin l6 mitt ion years before present. Maturity is given in
isoreflectance lines of vitrinites (calculated bv computer)

Fig. V5.I '1. Computer-plotted maturitv map of an Oligocene source rock tn the central
part of the graben of the Linyi Basin at present. Maturity is given in isorcflectance linds of
!itr inite (calculated by computer)
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respect to the source rock shown was only about 25 million years ago in the very
center of the graben. Then the mature area with steadily increasing oil generation
expanded slowly over the next 10 million years only reaching peak oil generation
in the center of the basin over the most recent million years (Fig. V.5.14).
Knowledge derived from such source rock maturity maps can be combined with
information about the spatial distribution of carrier and reservoir rocks and
structural features throughout the basin. In this way main migration avenues,
changes in drainage patterns through time, and the availability of potential traps
can be determined. The alternating sand-shale sequence in the Linyi Basin and
the structural setting of the graben system offer numerous possibilities for oil
accumulations. The fault system at the edge of the graben provides good
migration avenues for oil derived from deeply buried source rocks in the center
part of the graben.

The composition of the crude oils found in Linyi Basin reservoirs is in good
agreement with an origin from limnic organic matter. Biodegradation of varying
degrees is not uncommon among the crude oils of this basin. According to liquid
chromatography the non-biodegraded oils are of the paraffinic type with satu-
rated hydrocarbons in the stripped crude oils (C,.*-cut) from 37 to 69% (average
about 557a) whereas aromatics and N, S, O-compounds are less abundant
(II-31%). The asphaltene contents are relatively high and range ftom 2 to 8Ea.
Many oils show a slight but distinct off-even predominance of higher n-alkanes
above 20 C-atoms. The sterane distribution pattern strongly favoring C2e and C27
over C,r compounds is consistent with a significant contribution from terrestrial
organlc matter.

The Linyi Basin is a good example for the formalion and occurrence of
petroleum in a limnic, fluviatile to lacustrine environment with terrestrial
influences. 'l 'he 

computer simulation of the basin evolution following the concept
of Welte and Yiikler ( 1980) permits, contrary to concepts based on geothermal
gradients, a regional reconstruction of the paleotemperature history for each
sedimentary unit throughout the basin and thus detailed timing of source rock
malulatlon.

5.4 Habitat of Gas in the DeeD Basin of Western Canada

The Deep Basin in Western Canada is located east of the teclonically disturbed
belt of the Rocky Mountains in the provinces of British Columbia and Alberta
(Fig. V.5.15). It represents the deepesr part of the huge asymmetric Western
Canada Basin. The Deep Basin is approximately 650 km long and reaches a width
of about 130 km. A schematic SSW-NNE cross-section shows the orincioal
geological features of the basin (Fig. V.5.16). Paleozoic rocks, mainly car-
bonates, rest unconformably on the Precambrian basement which dips gently to
the SW. They are overlain by a thick Mesozoic sequence largely consisting of
Cretaceous dark shales with interlayered sandstones and conglomerates. Coal
seams are frequent, particularly in the deeper part of the Lower Cretaceous. The
thickness of the Mesozoic increases from aDprox. 300 m in Eastern Alberta to
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Fi-s. V.5.16. Schcmatic cross-section through Deep Basin showing ones of gas saturation

more than 4000 m near the Foothilts and the overthrust belt which forms the
border of the basin to the west. The strata in gcneral dip southwestward into the
Deep Basin, where both porosity and permeability of the sandstones decrease
significantly due to greater compaction, higher clay content. and more intense
diagenesis. Gas trccurs only in the deepest part of the basin. over an area of
approx. 67,00U km', where almost the entire Mesozoic section at a depth level
exceeding 1000 m below the surface is gas-saturated as tlerived from resistivitv



logs (Masters, 1979) and geochemical analyses of several wells (Wclte et al.,
1982). These gas-bearing zones correspond to the less porous and less permeable
rocks situated in a downdip position. The same strata in an updip position east ofa
transition zone. exhibiting higher porosities and permeabilities, are saturated
with water. Thus. the situation is the reverse from a conventional gas field, where
above the gas an impermeable seal would be expected, instead therc are warer-
saturated reservoir-type \t rata.

Throughout the Mesozoic, in the Triassic, the Jurassic and primarilv in
Cretaceous rocks some 12 pay zones have been encountered with aveiage
porosities of l0 cZ and permeabilities of about 0.5 md (Masters, 1979). The better
parts of these pay zones are often conglomeratic and exhibit permeabilities which
range from 50 md to several darcys. To produce the gas the wells generally
have to be stimulated by hydraulic fracturing techniques. Recoverable gas in
the Deep Basin may very well be around 50 Tcf (50 x l0r: cubic feet equivalent
to 1 .416 x 1u'' mr, STP) or even more (Masters, 1983 personal communication).

In the following some results ofcombined geological and geochemical research
are presented that show that the gas occurrences in the Deep Basin can best be
explained as a dynamic situation berween generation of gas from coals and
carbonaceous shales on one hand, and losses to the shallower upper layers of the
rock section and going updip on the other hand. The Mesozoic rock section in the
area of the Elmworth Gas Field. due to its richness in organic carbon and tvpe of

EL-irlwORIH 6 -28 - 68-t3WbM
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Fig. V.5.17. Organic carbon content
(note losarithmic scale) plotted vs. depth
for cuttings samples of an Elmworth well
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Fig. V.5.19. Mean vit nite reflec-
tance plotted against depth for rock
samples of an Elmworth well

Fig. V.5.20. Total saturated hy-
drocarbon (Cr5*) and total r-alkane
(Crs-Cj5) concentrations plotted
against depth for rock samples of
Elmworth well
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progressive change in the reflectance gradient and maturity increases quickly to
2.17a ar total depth (T. D.). lt is known that rype-III kerogen normally starti to
produce liquid hydrocarbons at a maturity level around 0.7% R.. Oil generation
reaches a maximum around 0.9% R. and then decreases with fuither maturatron
until the bottom of the "oil window" (at approx. 1.3 to 1.4olo Rm). Significant
amounts of gas are thought to be generated at maturities exceeding 0.9
to 1.1 7c R.. The bottom of the ,,dry gas window,' is not yet reached in thiJ well
I r  T .  D .

. Concentrations of Crs*-saturated hydrocarbons and C,aC35 n_alkanes as
determincd from cutting samples. both normalized to organic carbon are de_
pic teLl  in  F ieure V.5.211.  l t  exhib i rs  rhe r \p ica l  shape o l  a  generar i , rn  currc  rs  i l
would be predicted bascd on theoretical considerations. ihis indicates that. in
general. the C15- hvdrocarbons remained at the place where they have been
generatcd. There was no major redistribution, i.e., migration. in vertical
direction. In this connection. it is important to remember tliat rhe (liquid) C,..
hydrocarbons which have been generated during maturation ofthe source rock at
shallower depth are being cracked with furiher advancinq maturation and
converted to smaller molecules (e. g.. gas) at greater depth. Thirefore, hydrocar_
bon concentrations of the C1s. fraction pass through a maximum. as shown in this
figurc. Similar curves exist for both the total extractable aromatics fraction and
individual aromatic compounds. As even the low boiling aromatics which are
much more solublc in water than the corresponding sarurates, also show this
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Fig. V.5.21. Calculated
and measured vitrinite re-
flectance plotted against
depth for selected rock
samples of an Elmworth
well. The calculated R.-
value is derived from the
methylphenanthrene in-
dex (MPl) derived from
the bitumen of these rock
samples
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typical distribution curve, it is suggested that no long-range vertical water flow
has occurred since the time of intense hydrocarbon generation. Such water flow
would also be unlikely because of the very low porosity and permeabilitl ' of the
rocks.

A further independent argument against a large vertical migration of the
heavier hvdrocarbons is provided by the Methylphenanthrene Index (MPI) (Fig.
V.5.21) .  This  chemical  parameter ,  which is  presented in  Chapter  V.1.3 permi ts
the definition of the maturity of an oil or rock extract in terms of calculatcd
vitrinite reflectance (R"). In Figure V.5.21 the hvdrocarbon internal maturitv
(R..) is compared with the mean vitrinite retlectance of the kerogen (7c R,,,).
There is obviouslv an excellent agreement between the two curves. Any invasion
of a more mature oil or condensate from greater depths would have caused a
positive dcviation of the R.-values from the vitrinite reflectance curve.

With decreasing carbon number the concentration profiles of hydrocarbons in
Elmworth wells become broader and broadcr and eventually lose any similarity to
a generation curvc. Contrary to a previous figure (Fig. V.-5.20), depicting a
tvpical generation curve in the depth profile of C1.* h1'drocarbons in the shale. the
propane conccntration profile is rather broad and remarkably constant between
1000 m and 2,1(X) m in depth. below which it decreases stepwise (Fig. V.5.22). Thc
propane distribution pattern as presented in this figure should show a definite
trcnd to$ ards lower and Iower concentrations going from 2000 m dcpth upward if

HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATION ing,g of rock
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Fig. V.5.22. Propttne conccntra-
tion (absolute values obtained bv
combinecl thenrrovaporitation,h\-
drogcn stripping) plotted against
depth for selected rock silmples of
an Elmworth well. Also shown in
this figure is the crlculated methanc
concentrations as derivecl front a
pr!'ssure core barrel gas anahsis
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it.would be influenced by generation rates. Maturities and temperatures above
2000 m are too low to warrant gas generanon.

The absolute concentration of total light alkanes (Cr_CJ reaches a maximum
of 1.2 x 105 ng g I, or 120 g per metiic ton ot roci 1nig. V.S.Z3), wtrich ls
considered to be a very high value. It becomes .u"n rnoi" spectacular when
considering the fact that methane is not included here. Hence, these geochemical
analyses verify the conclusions based on resistivity log interpretationi by Masters
(1979) concerning the gas saturation. As the bulk o1 ttre iight hvdrocarbons is
thought to be generated at maturity levels exceeding 0.97c R,,,, coircsponorng to
depth ranges below 20(X) m. it has to be assumed thal a considerable part ofthise
hydrocarbons (e. g.. C,-Cj) hns migrated over an appreciable distance into the
overlving strata, contrarv to the heavy C1.* hydroiarbons which apparently
remarn more or less at the site of their origin.

The concentrat ions d isp laycd in  F igs.  V.5.22 and V.- i .2 j  werc ohta ined us ing a
combined thermovaporization h1'drogen stripping method developed bv
Schaefer et al. (1978a). These data ari in go,xt ogi..rn"nt with gas inalyse.s
including methane (sce Fig. V.5.22) of a pressurized core_barrel simple taken
from another Elmworth well between 250d m ancl 3000 m depth. The measured
amount of methane and higher hydrocarbons from the pressurized core_barrei
samples makes it possible k) cxtrapolate the absolute methane yield (which
cannot be.measured from cuttings quantitatively) from the propane concentra_
tlon_at a given maturity. This calculated value is 6.7 x 10r'ng g I or about 11 mr
methane per metric ton of coal. which is only the residual amount of gas present
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today. Yet. a coal is thought to have produced 8 to 10 times as much methane
upon reaching this maturation stage (approx. I.3Vo R^). This total volume
generated cannot be stored by the coal itself and therefore migrates into adjacent
strata.

Thus. the absolute concentration of methane and other gaseous hydrocarbons
like ethane, propane and butane per rock volume and available pore space ofthe
different sedimentary units becomes an important parameter to understand the
problem of gas generation and migration. Furthermore, knowing that this gas is
generated from coals and type-lll kerogen, the methane concentrations nor-
malized to content of C.,, of these rocks inform us about the relative importance
of the various gas generators, i. e., the sources of the gas. Following this line of
thought ethane concentrations were determined in detail in coal-containing rock
sections. Figure V.5.24 may serve as an example where organic carbon content
and ethane concentrations have been analyzed for a coal-containing 100 m
interval.

The figure shows a section of the Lower Cretaceous in the deeper part of the
well where a Notikewin Coal Seam is overlain by Harmon Shales grading upward
into shaly sands which are followed by the Cadotte Sandstone. The C,,,!-
normalized ethane contenl remains fairly constant over the whole deprh interval.
Therefore, a certain volume of coal contains much more ethane than the same
volume of shale than was to be expected. A similar curve has been found for
propane. lt can be assumed that methane concentrations follow the same trend.
i. e.. that the absolute methane concentration is highest in the coal. The fact that
thc C,,,*-normalized values for ethane are in the same order of magnitude for
different rock sections with varying lithology and also for coals is interpreted as an

HYDROCARBON YIELD IN SAND/SHALE,/COAL SEOUENCE
@ ORGANTC CAFAO CO||TENT frel

Fig. V.5.2,1. Organic car-
bon and ethane yield (ob-
tained by hydrogen strip-
ping) plotted against depth
for a sand/shale/coal se-
quence of an Elmworth well
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indication that the gas generation process is stil l active and that concentration
gradients for gas from the coals toward neighboring rocks are maintained. The
concentration gradients would have been eliminated by diffusion if the coals had
ceased to generate an appreciable amount of methane. These concentration
gradients must be the driving force for an active gas diffusion going on today.

Hence, the conclusion is that in the Elmworth Gas Field there is even at present a
zone of active gas generation mainly in the deeper part of the rock column
exceeding 2000 m. ln this zone between about 2000 m and 3500 m deoth
temperatures range from about 80'C to 120'C and maturities from 0.9% R, to
2.07c R^.

Based on dctailed pressure studies of the Lower Cretaceous Cadomin Sand-
stone rescrvoir in the Elmworth Gas Field. Gies (1982) arrived independently at
the same conclusion that the gas accumulation is not in static equilibrium but is in
a dynamic state with ongoing updip gas migralion. The presiure gradients for
regional water and the actual gas as determined by Gies (1982) are shown in
Figure V.5.25. It can be seen that the actual downdip gas pressures are greater
than those predicted by a constructed hypothetical static gas pressure gradient
based on a continuous gas saturation over a depth range of 800 m. The conclusion
derived from these pressure data in the Cadomin Sandstone reservoir is that gas
must be migrating upward in response to the pressure drop in an updip direc-
t ion.

In summarv the following observations have been made in the Elmworth Gas
Field. In the tight. low porositv central part of the Deep Basin nearly the entire
Mesozoic rock section is gas-saturated. The gas saturation decreases rapidly in
thc shallowcr part of the rock column and updip toward thc east where more
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porous and permeable rocks are found. Detailed geochemical analyses show that
there is no major redistribution, i. e., migration, of heavier hydrocarbons and no
flow of water in the tight part of the rock section. However, there is evidence for
massive redistribution, i. e., migration of gaseous hydrocarbons, and it can be
shown that the main transportation mechanism must be diffusion inside the tight
rock section. First balance calculations have shown that present-day gas satura-
tion profiles in the center part of the Elmworth Gas Field can be simulated when
assuming diffusion coefficients for methane in the range of 1.0 x 10-o to 2.0 x
l0-'cm's 'whcreby increasingly high diffusion coefficients have been adopted
with increasing depth and temperature. Obviously the diffusional losses and
other losses by conventional buoyancy-driven gas transport mainly toward more
porous updip-situated strata are compensated by a continuing gas generauon
from coals and organic-rich shaly source rocks in the rock section. Temperatures
between 80'C and 120'C seem to be high enough to guarantee an ongoing
coalification process and hence gas generation. Balance calculations show the
coal measures to be important sources for the gas. Cumulative coal thicknesses of
Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous coals in the Elmworth region may range up to 70 m
and more (Masters. 1983, pers. comm.).

All in all, the Elmworth gas field is a dynamic situation where gas is
continuously being generated in the center part of the Deep Basin and lost toward
the surface and the more porous edge. In the inner core of the gas-generating rock
column diffusion processes seem to be the predominating modes of transporta-
t lon.

Summary and Conclusion

Four selected case histories of geologically different petroleum regions are discussed
with respect to the principles of petroleum generation, migration and accumulationl
the Arabian Carbonate Plarform. young delta areas, i. e.. the Niger and the Mahakam
Delta. the Linyi Basin of China and the Deep Basin of Western Canada.

The Arabian Carbonate Platform contains numerous giant oilf ields. The main source
rocks are marine Middle Jurassic to Upper Jurassic orginic rich carbonates containing
type-ll kerogens. These source rocks became mature 45 to 70 mill ion yeals ago.
Petroleum generated from these source rocks is found today mainly in regressive sands
and ooidal grainstones terminating the carbonare cycles or in rudisr riefs and algal
boundstones along the shelf margins. The principal regional seals are the Upper
Jurassic tl i th Anhvdrite and the Cretaceous Nahr Urnr Shale. The overa)l uniformity of
most oils suggests a similar source environment. The oils belong mainlv to the aromatic-
intermediate class. Some oils have to be classified as paraffinic-naohrhenic. The reason
tor the extraordinarilv rich petroleum habitat in the Arabian Carbonate platform isthe
enormous horizontal scale of the basin, providing source rocks, reservoir rocks and
seals with an uncommonly wide extent. Because of these wide horizontal features
migration efficiency was very high: large areas of mature source rocks could be drained
over long geological periods. Regionally ve.tical fractures and faults provided migra-
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tion avenues ftom source rocks through several hundreds of meteIS of relatively tight
carbonate rocks before petroleum was emplaced in a reservoir or reached a carrier
rock.

Young delta areas. l ike the Tertiary Niger and Mahakam Delta offer a compact
scenario of petroleum generation, migration and accumulation. Source rocks are
provided by the marine shales of the delta front and the prodelta area. receiving mainly
land derived organic matter. In both deltas the mature source rocks are generallv deep
and the top of the oil window is in or close to the overpressured zone. The geothermal
gradients are non-linear and vary regionally. Source rocks contain mainlv tvpe-III
kerogen. In the Mahakam Delta coals seem to be a maior source rock. The reservotr
rocks and seals are found in both deltas adjacent to the source rocks in the alternating
sands and shales of the deltaic plain. The primary oils found in these reservoirs of both
deltas are l ight paraffinic oils. Certain oils in the Niser Delta are biodeeraded. ln the
Mahakam Delta biodegradation is onlv of minor impoirrance. A n rnver.e $ecific gravitv
reiationship is observed among oils of the Mahakam Delta. lt can be explained by a
migration of a supercritical hydrocarbon phase out of the overpressured shales that.
when moving upward to lower pressures and temperatures loses progressively the
heavier end of its hydrocarbons by retrograde condensation. In general, migration
from source rocks to reservoir rocks in both delta areas is mainly vertical. Thelypical
traps in Nigeria are growth faults. In the Mahakam Delta oil and gas are found in
anticlinal axes *hich roughl; parallel the coasl l ine.

The Linyi Basin of China is an assymetric graben system of Tertiary age with a
sedimentary fi l l ing of mainly detrital rocks, representing l imnic. f luviati le to lacustrine
environments. Among the lower Oligocene shaly sediments there are units with
excellent source rock properties. The kerogens of these source rocks are classified as
type II or type II-III. The terrigenous influence on the organic matter in the Linyi Basin
sediments is obvious. The temperature history and maturation are largelv determined
by basin evolution and subsidence. Based on a computer simulation of the basin
evolution, a regional reconstruction of the paleoremperiture history of each individual
source rock and consequently of its maturation history was performed. Computer-
derived source rock maturity maps can be combined with information about the spatial
dist bution of carrier and reservoir rocks and structural features throuehout the basin.
The alternating sandshale sequence in the Linyi Basin and the structu;l setting of the
graben system offer numerous possibilities for oil accumulations. The fault system at
the edge of the graben provides good migration avenues for oil derived from deeply
buried source rocks in the central part ofthe graben. The crude oils found are paraffinic
with a relatively high asphaltene content. Aromatics and N. S. O-comDounds are less
abundant .

The Deep Basin of Western Canada is a gas-prone area consisting ofa thick Mesozoic
section of interlayered sands and shales representing a marine to brackish near-shore
environment. The clastic Mesozoic rock section contains numerous shalv zones which
are fich in organic matter and also a suite of coal srrata. This section, coniaining mainly
type-III kerogen. is the ideal gas generator. Maturity ranges from about 0.54l. vitdnite
reflectance to about 2.0% in the deeper part of the section. Apparently the mature
section is still in an active phase of hydrocarbon generation. Due to the tightness of the
rocks, hvdrocarbon transport mechanism seems to be dominated by diffusion proces-
ses. The light hydrocarbon distribution pattems observed throughout the wells suggest
a dynamic trapping mechanism. Light hydrocarbons are lost at the top of the mature
hydrocarbon generating zone and are replenished in the middle part of the section
where rich sourc€ rocks are found.
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The gas occurrence in the Deep Basin is of special importance because the situation is
the revene from a conventional gas field, i. e., the gas-bearing zones correspond to the
less porous and less perrneable rocks situated in a downdip position, whereas more
porous and permeable rocks are updip and above. The Elmwo hGasFieldintheDeep
Basin is a dynamic situation where gas is continuously being generated in the center
part of the basin and lost toward the surface and the more porous edge.



Chapter 6
The Distribution of World Oil and Gas Reserves and
Geological-Geochemical Implications

6.1 Introduction

The observed distribution of known reserves of oil and gas has been studied by
exploration geologists and also bv petroleum economists. The former have
considered thc distribution in relation to geological history of the earth, and
glltl!"q.ry basin types and global tectonics: Brod (1965). Uspenskaya (1966.
1972) ,  Halbouty (1970) .  Olenine (1977) .  Meyerhof f  (1979) ,  Bois  er  a l .  (1980.
1982), Klemme (198t)) and Sokolow (1980). perroleum economisrs were more
interested in predicting ultimate reserves world or national. based on potential
future discoveries and/or increase of engineering and economic feasibility of
recovel,/: Desprairies (1977). Nehring (1978). Halboutl, and Moody (1979).
Despra i r ies and Tissot  ( t9 l t0)  and Boy de la  Tour  er  a l .  (1981) .

In this respect. there is an obvious need for a systematic classification and a
fixed nomenclature to designate the various solicl, l iquid or gaseous petroleum
products and their reserves. In this chapter we shall refer to namral gas for the
fraction of petroleum which is in gaseous phase under reservoir conditions. or is in
solution in crude oil and becomes a separate gaseous phase under surface
conditions. Naturirl gas mav include non-hydrocarbon conitituents.

. Oonventional oil refers to all petroleum products naturally occurring in a liquid
phase. which can be explored and produced by conventional methods iprimary or
secondary recovery). including the additional quantities which may rcsult liom
enhanced recovery procedurcs.

N<tn-conyeriional oi1 rcfcrs to petroleum accumulations which cannot be
produced bv conventional methods: they include:

heavv oils and tar sands. which require enhanced oil recovery or mining
techniques lo  be produceJ:

- petroleum accumulations located in offshore areas with a water deDth sreater
lhan 40f l  m.  anr- l  in  polar  areas:
synthetic oil which can be obtained by retorting oil shales or coal: hydrocarbons
and associated compounds are not naturally present in rock, but must be
produced by chemical reactions.

Only two categories of non-conventional oil will be discussed in this chaoter.
i. e.. the occurrences of heavy oil and a geological perspective of the pelroieum
potential of deep oceanic basins. Very little is known on irude oil reserves in polar
areas. Oil shales reserves are discussed in Chapter II.9. Finally, coal liquefaction
is not within the scoDe of this book.
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A special remark concerns the age of the oil and gas reserves. The age of the
reservoir rock is generally well known and is used throughout Section 6.2. The
actual age of the source rock is not always available. In most cases. crude oil
reservoir and source rock belong to the same geological period, e.g., Jurassic,
Cretaceous, etc. There are. however, situations where oil has migrated from a
source rock into a reservoir rock from a different period. In this case, the age
assignment of the source rock used in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 has been made
according to Bois et al. ( 1982). A comparable treatment is not possible for the age
of gas source rock, due to the greater mobility of gas and the lack of an adequate
compilation.

6.2 Geological Setting of Oil and Gas Reserves

In this description we shall follow the worldwide compilation recentlv prepared
by Bois et al. (1980. 1982). The oil and gas accumulations are grouped by
petroleum ?or?es, a concept defined by Bois (197-5). The petroleum zone is
composed of accumulations which are located within the same productive
sequence, with the same types of traps, and contain hydrocarbons of similar
chemical composition. They are likely to derive from the same group of source
beds.

The most rclcvant aspects of petroleum zones are the folklwing:
- the environment of deposition, which is mainly responsible for the nature and

abundance of organic matter:
- the nature of sedimcntation, particularly the clastic terrigenous input. or the

carbonate and/or evaporite autochthonous scdimentation responsible tbr
deposition of reservoirs and seals;

- the rate of subsidence and the geothermal gradient which are responsiblc for
conversion of kerogen into oil and gasi in this respect the major break is
between the platform sedimentation (in cratonic or pericratonic areas) with a
ratc of subsidcnce in the order of l0 or 20 m m. y. r. and the sedimentation of
rapidlv subsiding basins in mobile belts (foredeep, intradeep. backdeep.
marginal basins and associated troughs) with a ratc of subsidence in the order
or  50 or  100 m m.y.  ' .  or  cven morei

- tectonic events which provide most of the traps but may also. in association
with subsequent erosion. result in destruction of hydrocarbon accumulations
by opening the traps and breaking the seals.

6.2.1 Paleozoic

Petroleum found in Paloezoic reservoirs amounts to l4% of the conventional oil
and 29c/r of the gas reserves presently discovered. Most petroleum zones are
Iocated in North America (56 7a of the oil. 35 e/. of the gas) and Europe (32 c/. of
the o i land 33% of the gas) ,  whereas North Afr ica accounts for  11% of the o i land
thc Middle East for 28% of the gas.
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The geological setting during Paleozoic time was quite different from the
present siluation; furthermore many changes have occuired over a period of ca.
350 million years. Most oil sourcc rocks and reservoirs, however, were deposited
in platform environments, formed by shallow seas on the edge of precambrian
cratons. Carbonate reservoirs predominate in North America. with reef develop-
ments, over sandstones. Carbonate and sandstone reservoirs are found in Eastern
Europe (USSR), whereas successive sandstone blankels are the reservoirs of
North Africa (Algeria). Well known source rocks are Simpson (Middle Ordovi-
cian). Woodford (Devonian to Mirsissippian ) and phosphoria (permian) forma-
tions in thc United States. the Domanik formation (Late Devonian) in the USSR.
and the Silurian shales of Sahara. Algeria.

Some pctroleum zones are associated with the late Paleozoic mobile belts of
North America and Western Europe: in the latter area. Carboniferous coal
measures are the source rock for the gas found in late Carboniferous and permian
reservoirs. Finally. when source rocks are associated with older mobile belts. no
significant reservcs of oil or gas have bcen found.

Thc timing of petroleum generation and migration from several paleozoic
source rocks has been discussed in Chapter II.7.6. It has been shown that in manv
places. such as Hassi Messaoud (northern Sahara, Atgeria) and Leduc lAlberra.
Canada). subsidence rcmained moderate oyer Paleozoic platforms and the
principal stage of oil formation was onlv reached in Mesozoic. or even Tertiary

Fig. V.6.1. World distribution of petroleum zones (or groups of petroleum zones) in
Jurassic reservoirs. Size of the circles is related to the importance of total recoverable
reserves. Adapted with changes from Bois et al. (1982)i situation of the conrinenrs at
170 m. y. modificd from Smith (1973). H heavy oils and tar sands
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time. This situation prevailed in Alberta and other basins of Western North
America, North Africa and the Middle East. In Western Europe the coal
measures, although buried at depth at the end ofPaleozoic, generated most ofthe
present gas during late Mesozoic or Tertiary. In Eastern Europe, however, and in
other places of North America and North Africa (Ahnet-Mouydir basin)
hydrocarbons were already generated by the end of Paleozoic.

A special remark concerns the widespread occurrence of Permian or Permo-
Triassic evaporites, which seal off the Permian reservoirs and allowed huge
quantities of gas to be preserved in the southern North Sea, North Germany and
Netherlands. in Texas and in Southwestern Iran and other Dlaces in the Middle
East. Indeed, gas is so much subjcct to escape to$ard the iurface. including by
diffusion (Leythaeuser ct al.. i982). that preservation of such large accumula-
tions requires an outstanding seal

6.2.2 Mesozoic  (F igs.  V.6.1 ancl  V.6.2)

Petroleum found in Mesozoic reservoirs amounts to 547. of thc conventional oil
and 4,1% of the gas reseryes presentlv discovered (the figure for oil would be stil l
higher. should heavv oil and tar sands be considered). The major petrolcum

Fig. V.6.2. World distribution of petroleum zones (or groups of petroleum zones) in
Ctetaceous reservoirs. Size of the circles is related to the importance of total recoverable
reserves. Adapted with changes from Bois et al. (1982): situation of the continents at
100 m. y. modified from Smith (1913). H: heavy oils and tar sands; "/; oil or gas partly or
whollv derived from Jurassic source rocks
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zones are located in the Jurassic and/or Cretaceous of the Middle East. Western
Siberia and the Gulf of Mexico for conventional oil, and Western Canada for
heavy oils. The Triassic contribution is minor, as the main Detroleum accumula-
tions concerned with Triassic reservoirs are in fact derived from source rocks of
different age (Algeria, Alaska).

The geological setting during Jurassic and Cretaceous has changed markedlv
since the Paleozoic and is shown in Figures V.6.1 and V.6.2. The mijor feature is
the occurrence of an east-west ocean, comprising the Mesogean Ocean and the
early Central Atlantic Ocean, from South East Asia to the Caribbean. It
separates a northern hemisphere (North America, Eurasia) from the massive
Gondwana land. which was progessively breaking up.

In the meantimc. Jurassic and moreover Cretaceous periods are marked by
several malor transgressions over continental margins and intracontinental
depressions. These areas include the margins of the Mesogean Ocean. the
depressions located above former Paleozoic mobile belts. respectivelv. These
transgressions crcr le t l  manl  shal low.  f requenr ly  landlocked epicont ine; ra l  ,ea5.
In such situation. abundance of nutrients favors algal blooms. and insuftjcient
renewal of watcr enhances preservation ol the organic matter.

Examples of marinc source rocks associated with these major transgressrons
are numerous. Along the margins of the Mesogean were deposited thc Oxford-
ian-Kimmeridgian carbonate source rocks of the Arabian piatform. the middle
Cretaceous carbonate source rocks of the Arabian Gulf. and the Cretaceous
sourcc beds of the Svrte basin. Libya. Altogether the Mesogean realm conralns
ca. 80% of the oil and half the gas from the Mesozoic.

The transgression over some former Paleozoic mobile belts has caused the
deposition of the Jurassic (including Kimmeridgian) source beds and oil shales of
Western Europe. the Jurassic-Cretaceous of Mexico, and the Cretaceous of
Venezucla. From the Arctic Sea transgressions covered large areas in Western
Siberia during the Upper Jurassic. resulting in thick shaly source bcds. These
shales generated large amounts of oil and thermal gas. The well-known Bazhenov
formation with its huge amounts (between 300 and 600 bill ion tons) of dissemi-
nated bitumen (Bois and Monicard. 1981) is contained in this area, which also
represents a former Paleozoic mobile belt.

Transgressions over the other passive margins were responsible for Cretaceous
source rocks in West Africa, along the eastern coast of South America. and for
Jurassic and Cretaceous source beds in Western Australia.

Transgressions over the foredeep of Mesozoic mobile belts caused the deposi-
tion of the Lower Cretaceous source rocks of the North Slopc, Alaska, and the
Lower to Middle Cretaceous shales, which are among the source becls of the
Alber ta prov ince,  W. Canada.  A comparable s i ruat ion probuhly prevai led in
Columbia and Ecuador with the Cretaceous NaDo formation.

Furthermore a worldwide rise of the sea leveiduring Jurassic and Cretaceous
reached an elevation ca. 350 m ahove presenr in the Lite Crelaceous (85 m. y. ):
Pitman (1978) and Vail (1978). This situation resulted in an imporrant decrease
of the clastic input from the continent. and a large extension of carbonate
sedimentation. Thus carbonate source rocks (usually marls or argillaceous
limestone) and carbonate reservoirs are more frequent in Jurassic and Cretaceous
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than in other periods. Under favorable conditions, such source rocks may be very
rich (less dilution by mineral particles) and contain a particularly favorable type
of organic malter (type-ll kerogen, derived from marine plankton and deposited
in a reducing environment), able to generate large amounts of oil.

In many mobilc belts or margins, there was rapid subsidence and sedimenta-
tion during Cretaceous and hence fast burial and rather early generation of oil in
late Cretaceous to early Tertiary time. A particular aspect of the Mesozoic
petroleum reserves is the frequent occurence of rich source beds over some
limited intervals of time during the Upper Jurassic period (roughly Kimmerid-
gian) and during the Early to Middle Cretaceous period (approximately Albo-
Aptian and Cenomanian to Coiriacian). A possible explanation for these
worldwidc fcatures is prcsented in Section 6.4.

6.2.3 Tertiar,- (Fig. V.6.31

Petroleum lound in Tertiarv reservoirs amounts to 32%, of the conventional oil
antl214/c of the gas reserves in the world. The major reserves are associated with
Tertiary mobile belts. However. large deltas, such as Gulf Coast. Nigeria.
Mackenzie. Mahakam, etc. also contain a large proportion of Tertiarv gas (ca.
35 7o) and oil (ca. 20 c/c ).

The geokrgical setting changes progressively toward the present configuration.
The east-west-trending ocean is no longer the major feature. as the opening of
the Atlantic Ocean has created passages for a global oceanic circulation, with the
cold oxygenated polar waters reaching at depth the low latitudes and preventing
the existence of large confined seas.

Fig. V.6.3. Distribution of petroleum zones (or groups of petroleum zones) in Late
Tertiar) reservoirs. Adaptcd with changes from Bois er al. (1982); present situarion ofthe
continents. H: heavy oils and tar sands; Cr oil or gas partly or wholly derived from
Cretaceous source rocks; E. from Earlv Tertiarv source rocks

LATE TERTIARY
S irair dll 9.s h.ai! d.ft.
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The Mesogean realm (sensu lalo from Caribbean to South East Asia) again
contains a large proportion of the Tertiary reserves (83% ofoil and 867o of gas).
However, these figures cannot be readily compared with the figures for the
Mesozoic, as they cover very different situations. Among the three major
petroleum provinces (Midle East, Caribbean, and Gulf Coast) two result from
geological conditions not strictly dependent on the evolution of the Mesogean
realm during Tertiary. In the Middle East (20 7a of the oil, 13 7o of the gas) the oil
originates from Cretaceous source rocks and was subsequently transferred by a
second migration in large elongated anticlinal traps formed during late Tertiary
and sealed by evaporite deposits. In the Gulf Coast, a large deltaic system is
responsible for ca. l0% of the oil and 30% of the gas in the Tertiary.

In the other areas of the Mesogean realm, the occurrence of the petroleum
zones is largely controlled by the development of the Alpine orogenic belt, from
the Caribbean to lndonesia and New Zealand: a thick clastic sedimentation and a
high rate of subsidence - sometimes over 100 m m. y. -r - are common features
sometimes associated with overpressured shales and mud volcanoes. Foredeep
basins offered a favorable situation in the areas of continental collision such asthe
Caribbean, where the Orinoco basin includes the largest reserues of heavy oils
and tar sands in the world. Other foredeep basins are in Europe or Western Asia,
such as the Molasse basin, Romania and the Northern Caucasus. Furthermore.
intramontane basins were formed in Europe and Western Asia: e. g., Vienna,
Pannonian and Caspian basins, and represent another favorable situation, The
Tertiarv petroleum zones of Burma and lndonesia are located in back deeps or
marginal basins.

The Western American mobile belts were very active during Tertiary and thus
they provided relatively dcep and restricted basins of deposition where marine
organic matter was preserved: California, Alaska. Peru. Comparable situations
mar s t i l l  ex is l  there toda) .

Therc are two main reasons for the development of large deltaic systems during
Tertiarv time . The mountain-building resulting from the various tectonic phases
of the Alpinc cycle provided abundant opportunitv for erosion and thus a source
for clastic material. The general fall of the sea level from a maximum of *350 m
above present in Late Cretaceous (85 m. y.) to *60 m in Middle Miocene
(l-5 m.y.: since that time glacial fluctuations ma1' have dominated sea-level
changes) .  Thus,  huge del ta i -  systems,  such as Gul f  i loasr .  Niger  and Mackenzie
deltas. are a new feature of the petroleum geology in the Tertiary era. Although
the associated organic matter is from terrestrial origin (kerogen type III),
i. e.. it has a comparatively lower potential for oil than for gas, the enormous
quantitv which accumulatcs in this situation is responsible for ca. 35 7c of the gas,
ztnd ca.20c/c of the oil known in thc Tertiary.

Along the passive margins. other types of petroleum zones are found in the
Gulf of Suez, in the Cambay basin (India) and the Gippsland basin (SE
Australia). In China. oil is in internal rift basins which were fil led by nonmarine,
or  para l ic  (Bohai  basin)  sedimentat ion.
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6.2.4 Conclusions on Geological Setting of Petroleum Reserves

From the previous discussion, it is clear that the distribution of Paleozoic oil and
gas reserves is mostly controlled by platform sediments deposited with a low rate
of subsidence in cratonic or pericratonic areas. Furthermore, when such sedi-
ments became later incorporated in mobile belts, only those associated with late
Paleozoic or younger belts offer some petroleum reserves.

During Mesozoic and Tertiary, a general trend is observed marked by a
decrease ofthe role ofplatform deposits and an increase ofthe influence offil l ing-
up basins with a high rate of clastic sedimentation in convergence zone (foredeep,
backdeep and marginal basins, and associated troughs).

More generally, the basins associated with mobile belts include ca. 40Vo oI the
oil and gas reserves in the world, but their importance increases from the
Paleozoic, where they control only 20c/a of the oil and 40% of the gas, to the
Tertiary. where they control 70c/a ol the oil and 55 7c of the gas.

The significance of these observations will be discussed in Section 6.4.
particularly the increasing importance of mobile belts and the decreasing
importance of piatform sediments for petroleum occurrence, with increasing age
of  the Ear th.

6.3 Age Distribution of Petroleum Reserves

This question has been discussed by Tissot (1979) and Bois et al. (1982). The age
distribution of the initial in-place crude oil is shown in Figure V.6.,1, i. e., the total
amount of the oil already produced, plus the recoverable reserves. plus the non-
recoverable fraction of oil in all discovered fields. The surface of the blocks is
proportional to the total initial in-place oil: the age considered is the age of the
source rock, not that of the reservoir rock. To convert recoverable oil to in-place
oil and vice versa. a world recovery lactor of 0.25 is assumed. i.e., 25% of the
initial oil in place is recovered. Obviously this figure may vary from less than 5?Z
with very viscous oils and poor reservoirs to more than 507. under very favorable
conditions.

Considcration of thc in-place. not the recoverable, crude oil is necessary to
include heavv and extra-heavy oils (tar sands): for some of them the present
recoverv fact()r may be approximately zero, unless mining techniques are
considered. Some of the heavy and extra-heavy oils accumulations belong to the
largest in the world.

The most striking remarks concern the concentration of oil reserves over
certain periods of time and the existence of two major cycles of source beds.
Prolific petroleum source rocks deposited during Jurassic and Cretaceous periods
are responsible for ca.70c/c of the world's conventional crude oil, although this
time interyal amounts to only 22Vc of the time elapsed since the Precambrian.
Furthermore. a detailed examination of the age of the source beds shows that the
time span is mainly condensed to between 180 and 85 m. y., i. e., only 17 o/c of the
geological timc since the Precambrian (Tissot, 1979).
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6.3  Asc  D is t r ibu t ion  o f  Pc t ro leum Reserves

Fig. V.6.,1. Age distribution ofthe initial conventional oil in-place and heavy oil derived
hom the various geological periods. The age considered is that of the source rock: it is
compared u'ith the major sea-level changes (E. absolute;R: relative;8,: general trend in
Paleozoic and Mcsozoic time I see Sefi. 6.,1. I ) and rhe estrmared ahundance of phytoplank-
ton. Some of the major prolific source rocks are also indicate<i. Adapted from Tissot
(1979) .wi thdataf romBoiseta l . (1982)onoi l  reserves.  Vai l  (1978)andpi tman( l97l i )on
sea-level changes. 1'appan and Locbiich (1970) on abundance of phvtoplankton

Two cycles are clearly apparent in the age distribution of the sources for oil
reserves: a Paleozoic cycle and a Jurassic to Tertiary c),cle separated by a clear
minimum in Triassic. However, the Paleozoic cycle is only r-esponsible for ca.
13 % of the reserves of conventional oil. with a maximum frequency in the range
of 600 million rt rn.y. ' The Jurassic to Tertiarv cycle is responsible for mrxc
than 857r ol the world reserves. with a maximum frequencv in the range ol
:1000 million .t ..y. ' during Cretaceous. The figure is .u.n .ur. ,p".,n.-
ular. if heavv oils are inclurled as their major reserves are concentrated over
the second cvc l -e (Or inoco.  W. Canudir ) :  rhe n.  thc mrr imum l requencv reaches
6000 million -t r.y. ' over the Crctaceous period.

The age d is t r ibut ion of  gas is  shou'n in  F igure V.r , .5 .  In  th is  cuse.  the actual
figure of reserves is considered. as the world average recoverv factor is ca. 0.110 of
the in-place gas. The agc considcred is thar rrf the rJren oir rt.rck due to the greater
mobilitv of gas and to the difficulty of identifying the proper source rock.
especially of some drv gas. World reserves of coal are also plotted in the same
[ igure.  for  complr i ron.

The most obvious difference between the age distribution of crude oil and coal
is  that  the rate of  coal  accumulat ion t in  b i l l ion tons per  mi l l ion year)  dur ing
several Paleozoic periods, such as late Carboniferous and permian. was comDar-
able (or even higher) to the rate of accumulation during the Mesozoic-Tertiary
eras.

The significance of the age distribution of gas is difficult to interpret. due to
insufficient knowledge of related source beds, and also due to the fact that
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Fig. V.6.5. Age distribution of the world reserves of gas and coal, compared with the
major sea-level changes. The age considered for gas is that of the reseryoir rock. Some of
the major coal provinces are indicated. Adapted from Tissot (1979). with data from tsois
et al. (1982) on gas and coal reseryes. Vail ( 1978) and Pitman (1978) on sea-level changes
(curves E, R and E'' are the same as in Figure V.6.,1)

biogenic gas and thermal gas are generated under vcry different geokrgical
situation but thev are not distinguished in the evaluation of rescrves. The
Cretaceous peak. however, may be interpreted along the same lines as the peak
observed in the distribution of oil (Sect. 6.4.4, below). whereas the Permian peak
mav be a result of a widespread salt cover ensuring an exceptionally effective seal
of giant gas accumulations.

6.4 Significance of the Age and Geotectonic Distribution of
Petroleum and Coal

The data on geological setting and age distribution of world petroleum reserves
(reported in Sects. 6.2 and 6.3) can be interprcted in terms of generation.
maturation and destruction of crudc oil accumulations. Five aspects will be
discussed:

l. Existence of two major cycles of source beds which can be correlated with the
major cvcles of sea-level changes. and thus with the main events of global
tectonics (Sect .  6 .4.  1) .

2. The conditions for generation and preservation, or destruction, of oil accumu-
lations explain how the younger cycle (Mesozoic-Tertiary) is about l0 times
more productive (per million year) than the older cycle (Paleozoic) if the
calculation is based on the presentlv existing reserues (Sect.6.4.2).
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3. The same factors also explain the progressive change in the geological setting
of crude oil, from platform sediments in Paleozoic to mobile belts in Tertiary
( S e c t . 6 . 4 . 2 ) .

4. A more detailed study of major source rock occurrences shows a frequent
relationship with major transgression phases (Sect. 6.4.3).

5. Prolific petroleum source beds deposited over short periods of Jurassic and
Cretaceous correspond to an association of several favorable conditions over
large areas of sedimentation (oceanic anoxic events, Sect. 6.4.4).

6.4.1 Significance of the Two Major Cycles

The two major cycles (Paleozoic and Mesozoic-Tertiary) of the crude oil
distribution according to the age of the source rocks have been presented in
Section 6.3 and Figure V.6.4.

Recent developments in marine geology and geophysics made possible a
comparison of these events with global seaJevel changes (Tissot, 1979). Pitman
(1978) has shown that absolute rise or fall of sea level are caused by the volume
changes ofthe mid-oceanic ridge system. In turn, these variations are mainlydue
to change in spreading rate and to creation or destruction of a ridge syslem. The
model used by Pitman takes into account the position of the ridges and the related
spreading rates for calculating the absolute sea-level changes shown by curve (E)
in Figures V.6.4 and V.6.5: the sea level was ca. +350 m above present in the Late
Cretaceous (85 m. y.) and fell to +60 m in the Middle Miocene (15 m. y. ). Therate
of fall was in the order of 0.4 to 0.7 cm per 1000 years. Since that time, the
successive glaciations have been the major cause for sealevel changes, with
variations reaching I m per 1000 years.

Vail (1978) studied the seismic records on many continental shelves and
margins, especially the onlap of coastal deposits. From these data, he evaluated
the relative changes of sea level, i.e., its rise or fall with respect to the land
surface. They are shown by curve (R) in Figures V.6.4 and V.6.5. Vail defined
two major cycles of sea-level rise and fall, the first one from Cambrian to Triassic
(58t)-200 m. y. ), the second one from Jurassic to the present time (20G{l m. y.).
Both curves (E) and (R) show a good agreement with respect to general trend and
average values. Thus it is possible to extend the curve (E) ol the absolute sea-level
changes back into early Mesozoic and Paleozoic time by curve (E') averaging the
general trend of (R).

Furthermore, the estimated abundance of phytoplankton (redrawn in Fig.
V.6.4 from Fig. L2.1) also shows two distinct maxima corresponding to the
highest sea level, i.e., the largest extension of epicontinental seas, which are
more productive than deep oceans.

A comparison of the different curves in Figure V.6.4 shows that the two major
cycles featured by the age distribution of oil can be correlated with the two major
cycles of sea-level rise and fall (curve E-E'), and also with two maxima of the
estimated abundance of phytoplankton, which is the main primary producer of
marine organic matter.
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6.4.2 Relative Productivity ofthe Paleozoicandthe Mesozoic-Tertiary Cycles;
Causes for Different Geotectonic Setting of Their Reserves

There is a difference of one order of magnitude with respect to oil resenes
between the older and the younger cycle: the average amount of crude oil per
million years is lower by about 1:10 in the older cycle. We do not consider this
difference as resulting from different geological or geochemical mechanisms
being active during Paleozoic time. The distribution of coal (Fig. V.6.5) suggests
that the conditions for production, preservation and accumulation of the organic
mattcr were equivalent. at least during Upper Paleozoic. On the contrary. we
consider the present distribution of crude oil to result from a dynamic situation
where Paleozoic oil fields may have been subsequently altered or destroyed by
thermal. tectonic and other influences.

First a greater thermal maturation, due to burial at great depth for long periods
of time. has changed part of the Paleozoic oil into gas. Moreover. the preserva-
tion of oil and gas accumulations or their destruction might be the controlling
factor. Tectonic events, such as faulting, folding and subsequent erosion. are
responsible for breaking the seals and opening the traps (Fig. V.6.6; case A).
Finally. physical leakage. including diffusion. is another way of destruction of old
accumulations. All these factors in one or the other way are responsible for the
difference of one order of magnitude observed between the reserves of the older
and vounger cycles.

Furthermore. the chances for conversion to gas, or for the destruction of
Paleozoic oil fields were particularly important in mobile belts: cracking to gas

u. PArEozotciltEs0z0tcIfR4s
OM.Y.{BP)--l

Fig. V.6.6. lnfluence ofthe rate of
subsidence on hydrocarbon genera-
tion in three Paleozoic source rocks.
-,l. Silurian. Southwest I l l izi Basin,
Algeria: the fast temperature in-
crease during Paleozoic led to crack-
ing of the kerogen and the oil pre-
viouslv geoerated: Iater Hercynian
folding and taulting was followed by
a deep erosion of the traps located
updip from the area presented here.
No comnrercial accumulation is re-
ported. B; Silurian, Hassi Messaoud
area, Algeriar due to the low rate of
subsidence. no significant quantit ies
of hydrocarbons were generated
during Paleozoic. The bulk ofoilwas
generated in response to the faster
subsidence which occurred during
Jurassic and Cretaceous. Cr Devo-
nian. Leduc-Woodbend area, West-
ern Canada: the situation is compa-
rable to B. with a sti l l  faster rate of
subsidence during Cretaceous
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because subsidence was important: destruction because folding and subsequent
erosion were particularly active in that geotectonic setting. Thus, even if mobile
belts originally contained a large part of Paleozoic oil fields, as they do in the
younger Mesozoic or Tertiary series, this fraction was extensively destroyed. In
particular, no oil accumulation has actually survived where source rocks are
associatcd with mobile belts older than late Paleozoic or Mesozoic.

On the contrary. source beds deposited on platforms (cratonic or pericratonic
basins) were buried at a low rate and either reached the stage of oil formation by
the end of Paleozoic (Devonian of the Volga-Ural) or even remained immature
until thev were buried through a vounger cycle of sedimentation (Fig. V.6.6 B and
C): The Silurian source rocks of Hassi Messaoud (Algeria) generated oil when
the Jurassic itnd Cretaceous beds were depositcd over the Northern Sahara
plat form (scc a lso Chap.  IL7.6) ;  rhe Devoni in  source rocks ot  Leduc (Alber ta)
generated oil when the area reccived a thick fil l ing-up sedimentation of Late
Cretaceous age. as part of thc foredeep basin of the Rocky Mountains mobile
b e l t . [ n b o t h c a s e s t h e p r e s e r v a r i o n . o v e r a l o n g p e r i o d o f t i m e ( 2 - 5 0 t o 3 0 0 m . y . ) .
of the genetic potential of the source rocks has been the essential factor for the
present occurrence of these oils. These considerations explain whv platform
sedimentation with a low rate of subsidence controls the distribution of oils from
Paleozoic source rocks (ca. 80% of the oil).

In the )'oung Tertiarv beds. the situation in almost reversed: platform
sediments deposi ted at  a  low rate of  sedimentat ion.e.g. ,10or20mm.y.  1,  are
not sufficientlv buried to have reached the principal zone of oil formation.

Table V.6.1. Approximate timing ofthe beginning (taken at 20E( oilgenerated) and the
end (taken at 50% oil cracked into gas) of oil generation. The table refers to type-ll
kerogen. with a constant rate of subsidence S and a geothermal gradient G = 35'C km t.
(For further details. see Tissot et al., 1980)

Rate of
subsidence
S ( rn  m.  y .  r )

Timing of oil generation
(m. y. after deposition)

Beg ins  a t Ends at

Duration
of
oil-window
( 'n .  y . )

Geological examples

Source-rock Average
Basin subsidence S

( m  m .  y .  ' )

l l 0
Paleozoic
E.  I l l i z i

25

12
7

t0

20

50
100

200
.100

70

190

100

200
lo
300

l iJ
l 0

300

170

1o
31

Jurassic
Paris Basin

25
12

Cretaceous 30 to
W. Canada 80

Late Tertiary
Los Angeles B.
Pannonian B.
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Greater burial depth and faster subsidence is needed for oil formation. This is
found in basins with rapid filling-up sedimentation, along the Alpine or Western
American mobile belts, or in internal troughs, such as several Tertiary basins in
China. These considerations explain why the basins with a fast rate ofsubsidence
associated with mobile belts contain 70Vo of the oil from Tertiarv source beds
(Table V.6.1 and Fig.  V.6.3) .

6.4.3 Major Source Beds und Trarcgression Phases

Worldwide transgressions over continental platforms have occurred several times
during geological history. Transgressions and regressions depend on: (l) the rate
of absolute sealevel rise or fall and (2) the rate of subsidence minus sedimenta-
tion rate, the resultant of which controls the movement of the continental
platform. Thus worldwide transgressions may be caused by changes ofthe rateof
sea level rise or fall (Pitman, 1978). They appear as second-order cycles of the
curve R (Fig. V.6.4) drawn by Vail (1978).

Shallow epicontinental seas transgressing over platforms and continental
depressions often represent favorable conditions for source rock deposition.
There, primary productivity of phytoplankton is high. Furthermore, transgres-
sions over continental depressions may form landlocked seas, surrounded by
emergent lands, providing mineral nutrients and favoring algal blooms. In turn,
blooms result in an abundant bacterial consumption of oxygen, which is not
sufficiently renewed, thus providing anoxic conditions. Under these circum-
stances, organic-rich source beds containing the oil-prone type-lI kerogen are
deposited.

In fact, the comparison of many well-known prolific source beds with the
second-order cycles of curve R confirms that they were mainly deposited during
periods of global marine transgression. In the Sahara (Algeria) the rich Silurian
source rocks were deposited by a large transgression over the glacial topography
inherited from the Ordovician continent. In Western EuroDe. the successive
Jurassic transgressions over the Triassic continent deposited t-he source rocks of
the North Sea and the Toarcian and Kimmeridgian oil shales (France, Germany,
United Kingdom). Along the margins ofthe Mesogean Ocean, the transgression
over the Arabian platform deposited the prolific carbonate source rocks of
Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian age. In Western Siberia, a large transgression of
the Arctic Sea over a former Paleozoic mobile belt deposited the Late Jurassic
source beds including the very rich Bazhenov formation. In Western Canada, a
marine transgression from the Arctic Sea over the foredeep of the Rocky
mountains mobile belt deposited the lower to Middle Cretaceous source beds of
the Western Canada Basin. Many other examples could be cited (Fig. V.6.a),
including some of the major petroleum resenes, to demonstrate a direct
relationship between the major source rock occurrences and the major transgres-
sion phases (Tissot, 1979).
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6.4.4 Oceanic Anoxic Events

6-5.5

Prolific petroleum source rocks, responsible for a large fraction of the petroleum
reserves, were deposited over relatively short periods of time, e.g., parts of
Juras.sic and Cretaceous. Schlanger and Jenkyns ( 1976) and Arthur anrl Sihlanger
(1979) reported a double worldwide occurrence of such sediments in lower and
middle Cretaceous and named them Oceanic Anoxic Events. Such events are
characterized by the occurrence of rich to very rich organic beds (up lo 40Ea
organrc carbon) containing marine planktonic organic matter preserved in a
reducing environment. Their lithologic composition varies from shales to carbo_
nates.

During the first major Phanerozoic cycle (570 to 200 m. y. b. p.) some ofthese
oceanic anoxic events are suspected, e.g.. during late Devonian, but insufficient
data and uncertain paleogeographic reconstruction make their assessment dif_
ficult. During the second major cycle (200 to 0 m.y.b.p.) three organic_rich
events seem to have a wide, perhaps worldwide, significance:
- A late Jurassic event is present around the Northern seas: Alaska, Norwesian

Sea, North Sea, northern end of Atlantic Ocean, Western Siberia; in the 6ulf
of Mexico, on the Arabian platform, etc.

- A Lower Cretaceous cvent, covering mainly Aptian and lower Albian (ca. 115
to 105 m. y. b. p.), is present in the South and Northeast Atlantic deeD basins
(Tissot et al.. 1979, 1980), and also on the Manihiki plareau in the South
Central Pacific. on the Shatsky Rise in the Western North pacific. and on the
continental margin west of Australia (Schlanger and Jenkyns, t 976). Along the
Tethys margins, comparable organic-rich intervals are known in Italv. Switzer-
land and rhe Middle Easr .

- A middle Cretaceous event, often of Cenomanian-Turonian age, sometimes
extending from Late Albian to Coniacian (ca. 100_g5 m y b.p ), is possibly
the most widespread event. It is known in most of the Ailanric deeo basins.
excepl rhe cape Basin (Tissot et al., 1979, 1g80; de Graciansky et al.. l9g2; on
the Shatskv and Hess Rises in the northern pacific and on the continental
margin west of Australia (Schlanger and Jenkyns. 1976). Organic rich beds are
alsoprese nt on some Tethys margins (Spain. Italy. North Africa, Middle East),
in thc Caribbean and South America (Venezuela, Trinidad, Colombia.
Ecluator). in thc Gulf of Mexico. etc.

The principal causes for the occurrence of these organic-rich beds seem ro oe a
high fertil ity of the sea. highly favorable conditions for organic matter preserva-
tion, and a low rate of dilution by mineral constituents (B;is et at., 19g2).

All three events correspond to major phases of transgiession, and the last one
approximately corresponds to the highest stand of the ibsolute sea level. due to
the.intense activity and fast spreading of the oceanic ridges ca. 1 15 to g5 m. y. b. p.
and the related increase in the volume of the midoceaniC ridges (pitman, l91g). in
turn. this situation determined a worldwide transgression over the continental
platform: the global extension of shallow seas appioximarely doubled over that
period of time. The favorable influence of such a situation was discussed in
Sect ion 6.4.3 above.
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Furthermore, the high stand of the sea level, covering plains and lowlands,
decreased the importance of detrital sedimentation, which is the major factor for
dilution oforganic matter by mineral constituents. Thissituation resultedinmany
carbonate source rocks (marl, argillaceous limestone) being deposited in shallow
seas (Venezuela, Middle East), whereas highly organic rich shales were laid down
in deep oceanic basins (Central Atlantic; Angola basin).

The lack of global oceanic circulation, which usually provides a renewal of
dissolved oxygen in sea waters, was an important factor for organic matter
preservation. The main oceanic belt was oriented east-west, from Southeast Asia
to the Caribbean through Tethys and Central Atlantic. Thus there was no
opportunity (except in the Pacific ocean) for a general north-south circulation
which presently brings at low latitudes the deep, oxygenated polar waters.
Locally, the existence of physiographic barriers such as the Falkland Plateau and
the Rio Grande-Walvis Ridge prevented oceanic waters from circulating into the
young basins resulting from the beginning of South Atlantic opening, such as the
Cape and Angola Basins.

Furthermore, a warm equable climate, with high sea-water temperatures up to
high latitudes, favored a high organic fertil ity and a decrease of the content of
dissolved oxygen. All these factors contributed to a widespread oxygen minimum
layer covering a much wider depth range than usual; this situation may explain the
occurrence of organic-rich beds on plateau and rise of the Pacific ocean
(Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976). Furthermore, the major tectonic events deter-
mined many large-sized restricted or barred basins, along the Tethys (Middle
East) and in the Central and South Atlantic.

6.5 Richness of Sedimentary Basins. Roleof Giant Fields and Giant
Provinces

The role of giant fields and giant provinces in the world distribution of
hydrocarbons has been discussed by Halbouty et al. (1970), Perrodon (1978.
1980) and Nehring (1978). The relative richness ofthe various sedimentary basins
is compared by Perrodon (1978). Giant and supergiant fields are usually defined
as follows:

- giant field: ultimate recovery > 80 million m1 or 0,5 bill ion bbl of oil;
- supergiant field: ultimate recovery > 800 million m' or 5 bill ion bbl of oil.

It should be pointed out that the definition is dependent on the physical
characteristics of the reservoir (porosity, permeability, surface properties) and
the fluids (composition, viscosity. etc.) which together control the ratio of
recoverv, and also on the state of art in production.



6.5 Richness of Sedimentarv Basins

6.5.I Giant Provinces

The concept of a petroleum province, composed of one or several sedimentary
basins having common geological features and a comparable history, is used by
Perrodon (1980). It generally includes several petroleum zones. For instance the
Western Canada province covers the Alberta basin and its extensions in British
Columbia and Saskatchewan; it includes the Paleozoic crude oils, the Cretaceous
oils and also the heavy oils and tar sands of Athabasca and other locations.

Nehring (1978) and Perrodon (1978) pointed out thal about 20 giant provinces
(Table V.6.2: each containing more than 1.6 bill ion mr or 10 bill ion bbl) contain
over 85Vo of the total production plus recoverable reserves of conventional oil,
although they cover only 20Vo of the total surface of sedimentary basins. Among
them, the A_rabian-Iranian province (hereafter called Middle East), contains ca.
80 bill ion m' (ca. 500 bill ion barrels) and thus accounts for about half of the past
production plus known reserves of conventional oil. If heavy oils and tar sands are
also considered, Eastern Venezuela and Western Canada provinces fall in the
same order of magnitude and the three provinces together account for three
quarters of the world reserves. The giant provinces contain all 33 supergiant fields
and 227 of the 272 known giant oil fields (Nehring, 1978: Table V.6.2).

6.5.2 Oil and Gas Richness

Perrodon (1978) defined the average richness of sedimentary basins as the
amount of oil or gas (past production plus recoverable reserves) discovered per
square kilometer. There may be some discussion whether the figure should be
relaled to the surface or volume of sediments. However, it should be remembered
that the total thickness of the sedimentary column does not influence directly the
inteNal of that column which belongs to the oil generation zone. The situation is
the same for wet gas, but more questionable for dry gas ftom the metagenesis
zone, which may extend to greater depths if the sedimentary column is very thick.
However, evaluation of the sedimentary volume is difficult and we shall use the
richness in mr km-2 for both oil and gas. Following Perrodon (1980, p. 340) we
shall consider three classes of provinces: very rich with more than 20 x 10r ml
km r; rich with 2 to 20 x 103 m3 km-2: poor 

-below 
2 x 103 m3 km 2.

Table V.6.2 shows that all 18 major oil provinces are rich or very rich. Their
average richness is 13 x 103 mr km 2 for oil and 6.106 m3 km-2 for gas. These
figures can be readily compared with the average of disseminated oil in good
marine source rocks. which may range from 105 mr km 2fora mature 10-m-thick
source rock containing 27o organic carbon to 106 mr km : for a 20-m-thick source
rock containing 1070 organic carbon. The ratio of accumulated to disseminated
oil is in the orderof 1 to l0 and 1 to 100 respectively, which are acceptable figures for
the efficiency of migration, at basin scale.

There are, however, large differences in oil richness, even between giant
provinces: Maracaibo, Reforma Campeche. Californja, Middle East, Sirte and
North Caucasus provinces are very rich and have more than 20 x 10r m3 km-2. If
heavy oils are considered, Eastern Venezuela and Western Canada fall into the

657
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TableV.6.2. Giantoil provinces of the world. (Adapted from Nehring, 1978; Perrodon,
1978: and Bois et al.. l9ll0. with changes)

Province oil
richness
l0r ml

Surface Production +
(l0r km:) proved reserves

Gas Total Number of
richness richness giant oil
106 mr l0r mr fields"
km - o 

 

eq.
k m l

Conven- Gas
rional oi l  ( l0rr m')
( l t ) '  m r )

Arabian Irani!n
(Middle East)

'l 
ampic(F
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Mi\sissippi +
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Volga Ural

Sirte. Libya
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same group-. All other giant provinces show a moderate richness. from 2 to
20 x 10' m' km-' including Western Siberia, Gulf Coast. Ural-Volga. Niger
delta. and the North Sea. Non-giant provinces usually show a moderate (2 x 10r
to 20 x 10r mr km-r) or low (< 2.103 m3 km 2) richness.

If the total hydrocarbon (oil plus gas) richness is now considered, large deltaic
provinces such as Gulf Coast and Niger Delta join the group of the very rich
provinces (Table V.6.2). This fact is possibly due to an important contribution of
terrigenous organic matter (type-III kerogen) which has a limited potential for oil
generation, but is able to produce large amounts of gas.

6.5.3 ConcentratedVersus Scattered Distibution of Oil Reserves. Role of Giant
Fields

Nehring (1978) pointed out that known recoverable crude oil reserves are heavily
concentrated in giant fields. This situation is clearly reflected in Figure V.6.7,
where the number of fields decreases abruptly as a function of their size, whereas
the fraction of world known reserves increases dramatically with the size of the
fields. In particular, there are between 20,000 and 30,000 fields smaller than 16
million m3 (100 million bbl) and they only account for ca. I\Vo of known oil
reserves; on the contrary 908 fields larger than 16 million mr amount to ca. 90 7o of
oil reserves. Furthermore,2T2 giant fieldscontain three quarters ofthe known oil
resewes, and only 33 supergiant fields concentrate half of the reserves.

There are, however, some differences in the degree of areal concentration of
oil reserves and also in the role of giant fields from one province to another, as
observed by Perrodon (1980). A concentrated distribution of oil reserves is

Fig. V.6.7a and b. Size distribu-
tion of oil f ields. (a) Number of
oil f ields per class of size (the
definit ion of the classes is based
on the oil reserves per field). (b)
Distribution of oil reserves as a
function of the size of the fields.
For instance 40% of the world
reserves are concentrateo ln
fields larger than l0 bil l ion bbl.

-

0il reserves per field
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defined by the occurrence of the major fraction of reserves in a small number of
fields: there are large differences in size between fields. The extreme case ls
presently the North Slope of Alaska, where Prudhoe Bay encompasses the bulk
of the known reserves in that area. Obviously, this situation may change, as aresult
of further exploration. Some more intensely drilled petroleum provinces, how-
ever, also show a concentrated distribution of oil reserves, e. g., the Ural-Volga
province where the Romashkino field contains more than one third of the
reserves; the West Siberian province where Samotlor field contains 4070 of theoil
reserves and Urengoy field one third of gas reserves; and the Algerian Sahara
province, where Hassi Messaoud field contains two thirds of oil resewes and
Hassi R'Mel field more than one third of gas reserves. A concentrated distribu-
tion of reserves is usually met in geological situations where a structural or
stratigraphic feature has favored large drainage areas such as a regional uplift, a
regional unconformity with weathered beds or with a basal sandstone acting as an
avenue for migration etc. An extreme case of concentrated distribution is offered
by the huge heavy oil accumulations of Western Canada and Eastern Venezuela
with the possible conjunction of a regional unconformity for migration and an in-
situ degradation responsible for sealing off and trapping.

A scattered distribution is defined by a wide distribution of reserves among a
large number of fields; the largest field may contain only 5 or 10% of the total
reserves. This situation is met in deltaic basins or stable intracratonic Dlat-
forms:Niger delta and Gulf Coast provinces, where the 10 major fields amount
to only one third of the oil reserves; Paris basin where 11 million tons are spread
over 18 fields; Michigan basin where more than 600 fields total slightly over
100 mi l l ion tons (Perrodon.  1980) .

6.6 Ultimate World Oil and Gas Resources

As of 1.1.1982, the total past production of oil was ca. 62 bill ion tons, whereas
proved reserves of conventional crude oil were evaluated to be ca. 92 billion tons,
making a total of 154 bill ion tons (ca. 175 bill ion mr.1. Beyond this value,
additional reserves of conventional crude oil may be expected for two reasons
(Fig. V.6.8): either there can be additionalproduction from known fieldsthrough
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) or new fields can be discovered. On Figure V.6.8,
the ratio of oil recovery is supposed to change progressively from 25% (present
worldwide average) to 40%. This figure, however, is more a target for improving
existing technologies or introducing new ones than an actual prediction of the
level which will be reached within a certain period of time. Along the other axisof
Figure V.6.8 there are new discoveries. It should be pointed out, however, that
any evaluation of future oil discoveries is entirely speculative.

Different procedures have been applied for evaluation of not-yet-discovered
reserves of conventional oil, i.e., excluding heavy oils and tar sands, offshore
areas with great water depth (beyond 400 m) and polar areas:

a) Consultation of numerous experts, followed by a statistical treatment was
used by Desprairies (1977), updated by Desprairies and Tissot (1980). It was
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Fig. V.6.8. Discovery of addi-
tional new fields and enhanced
oil recovery (EOR) are two
possible ways for increasing the
world reserves ofcrude oil. The
two possibil i t ies may result in
additional reseryes of compa-
rable order of magnitude.
(Adapted, with changes, from
Boy de la Tour and Le Leuch,
l98 l  )
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concluded that ultimate resources (including past production plus known

reserves) were in the 250-300 bill ion tons bracket
Nehring ( 1978) emphasized the predominant role of giant oil fields and made a

worldwide evaluation mainly based on that observation. He suggests that

about 130-185 giant fields might be discovered, amounting to 17-37 bill ion

tons, plus an equivalent amount from non-giant fields. The additional gain

from EOR is eitimated to be 5G97 bill ion tons, making a total of ultimate
recoverable crude oil resources of 230-310 bill ion tons. Half of these
resources are supposed to be located in the Middle East.
Halbouty and Moody (1979) by comparison of unknown with known pro-

vinces, reviewgd the different basins of the world and quoted an expected
ranee of 40 to 345 bill ion tons for undiscovered resources, with a most
pro-bable value of 141 bill ion tons, making a total ultimate resource of ca 300-bill ion 

ton.. In this evaluation, the share of the Middle East is smaller, as the

most probable value for ultimate resources in this area is 100 bill ion tons, i e,

one third of the world resources.
d)  Bois  ( in  Despra i r ies and Tissot ,  1980)andBoiseta l . (1980)usedtheresul tsof

exploration in United States as a model for an advanced stage of exploration
drill ing. Giant fields amount lo 36% of reserves in United States, whereas

they represent 757o of them in the rest of the world. Thus, if the rate of

exploraiion becomes comparable in the rest of the world to that in the United

Stites, a doubling of the world reserves outside the USA could be anticipated,
without discovering any new giant field. The figure would be 270 to 300 bill ion

tons, to which sho;ld be added any further discoveries of giant fields (17 to 37

bi l l ion tons:  accord ing to Nehr ing.  see above) .
e) Bois (in Desprairies and Tissot, 1980) used again the "American model" by- 

comparing the volume of Phanerozoic (post-Precambrian) sediments in the

world with that in United States. He found the ratio 610:44 and estimated the

world resources at 320 bill ion tons
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f) The Federal Geological Survey in Hannover, W. Germany. prepared a survey
of energy resources for the 11th World Energy Congress (BGR, 1980) and
evaluated the ultimate oil resources at ca. 354 bill ion tons.

Based on these different approaches, there seems to be some consensus to
place the world ultimate resources of conventional oil in the range of 250 to 400
billion tons. However, it should be kept in mind that such a coniensus is by no
means an argument for the validity of these resource estimates.

The total amounl-of natural gas production plus proved reserves is estimated to
be ca. 105 x l0'' m'. Western Siberia, North America and Middle East contain
about 2:3 of proved reserves. The ultimate resources were estimated bv Mev-
erhotT (1979) to ca. 200 x 10r: mr and by BGR (1980) to ca. 290 / l-0rr mi.
Furthermore, it can be anticipated that new hydrocarbon discoveries will include
a larger proportion of gas accumulations. First, drill ing at greater depths,
especially in onshore basins where targets at moderate depths have been
extensivel-t- prospected, will mostly investigate the late caragenesis or
metagenesis zones. Then, offshore exploration will be tbcused on continental
margins with its important terrestrial runoff, including organic matter (type III)
which has a moderate potential for oil, but can generate large amounts of gas.

6.7 Paleogeography as a Clue to Future Oil and Gas Provinces

Among the resources ofconventional oil, the fraction related to offshore basins is
gradually increasing due to improvements in offshore technology and intensified
exploration efforts: about I2Vo of the cumulative production of oil has been
obtained from the sea, whereas more lhan 20a/c of proved reserves and possibly
60% o'i the future discoveries are located in the offshore basins. Furthermore.
one of the major contributions to unconventional crude oil is supposed to come
from deep marine basins (more than 400 m of water depth).

The cost of exploration drill ing at sea, and that of production increase at a fast
rate with increasing water depth. The only acceptable targets in deep waters will
be provided by rich provinces containing giant or supergiant fields. Such Iarge
accumulations require prolific and widespread source rocks associated with good
reservoirs and seals. Paleogeography of the organic and mineral sedimentation
provides a way of understanding the distribution of source rocks and reservoirs,
and thus is a clue to the exploration of continental margins and deep oceanic
basins.

For instance, interpretation of the geochemical data obtained from Deep Sea
Drill ing (DSDP) core material allowed Tissot et al. (1979, 1980) and Rullkcttrer
et al. (1982) to identify the principal organic facies present in the Cretaceous
black shales of the Atlantic basins, to reconstruct their paleogeographic selting
and to evaluate their respective petroleum potential. The three major organic
tacies observed in the Atlantic basins are the following:

a) Planktonic organic matter (type-II kerogen), generally occurs in areas ofhigh
productivity (see above, Sect. 6.4.4) where preservation was ensured by
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anoxrc or near-anoxic conditions of deposition. The related potential for oil
and gas is  h igh.

b) Terrestrial organic matter mainly derived from higher plants (type-III kero-
gen) and less degradable is preserved even in places where an oxic warer_
column prevents the deposition of plan ktonic organic matter. I r results from a
rapid influx and sedimentation of terrigenous material including slumps and
mass flows. The potential for oil is only moderate, whereas the potential for
gas is good.

c) Residual organic matter, either oxidized in subaerial environments and/or
recycled from older sediments, provides an inert fraction of kerogen. lt is very
wrdespread and may predominate in some environments, such as hemipelaeii
sediments. It has no potential for oil or gas.

Geochemical logs were prepared for each of the DSDp wells. usins in
particular the Rock-Eval pyrolysis to identify the different types of organic matter
and evaluate their hydrocarbon source potential. Figure V.6.9 shows, as an
example. the data related ro site 361 (Cape Basin) and site 364 (Angola Basin). A
first occurrence of organic-rich black shales, of Aptian to Lower 

-Albian 
ag;, is

marked in both Cape and Angola basins by a large input of marine planktonic

CAPE BASIN-LEG 40-SITE 36] ANGOLA BASIN.LEG 40.SITE 364

Iiq: V 6.: Examples of geochemical well logs prepared from cores of the Deep Sea
Dril l ing .Program (DSDP) in the Cape and Angoti Basins. The hydrocarbon source
potential is obtained from Rock Eval pyrolysis; r. met c ton. A first occurrence of black
shales, with marine organic matter, occurs in Aptian to iower Albian beds of both site 361
(beyond 1000 m depth) and site 364 (beyond 930 m). A second occurrence ofblack shales
at site 364 comprises a succession ofdiscrete organic rich layers of Albian to Coniacian age
with marine organic matter (ca. 600-700 m). (Tissot et al., 19g0)
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organic matter (type II). However, an important contribution of terrestrial
organic matter (type III) in the Cape Basin dilutes the planktonic input and
reduces the hydrocarbon source potential, as compared to the Angola Basin. A
second occurrence of black shales is recorded in the Angola Basin during late
Albian to Coniacian time. There, a succession of discrete layers contains a rich
planktonic organic matter (type II), while no comparable deposition is known in
the Cape Basin. These facts are interpreted as a witness of anoxic conditions in
the deep oceanic Cape and Angola basins during Aptian and Lower Albian time,
when they were barred and separated from the open ocean. Later the Cape Basin
became open to oceanic circulation: the conditions were no longer appropriate
for preservation of planktonic material. On the contrary, the Angola basin
remained protected, at least temporarily, by the Walvis-Rio Grande Ridge and
intermittent anoxic conditions were established during late Albian to Coniacian
tlme.

Comparable observations were made in the North and Central Atlantic Ocean,
and the distribution of organic matter types is reported for two different periods
of time in Figure V.6.10. From these data, Tissot et al. (1980) observed that
statistical regularities of distribution occur on a regional basis, although indivi-
dual beds may not be correlated. Such regularities of distribution suggest that
they reflect paleogeographic conditions. Based on the respective conditions for
preservation of marine planktonic (type II), terrestrial (type III), and residual
organic matter, they sketched the distribution of depositional environments
through Cretaceous time in the Atlantic basins as follows (Fig. V 6.11); these
concepts were subsequently precised and enlarged upon by De Graciansky et al.
(1e82).

a) During Aptian and part of Albian, the Cape and Angola basin appear as
anoxic environments, protected by ridges from the open ocean. Another
anoxic subbasin is obserued, at least periodically, in the north-central Atlantic
along the African margin. This situation was possibly related to upwelling
currents as is presently the case in places along the Western coast of Africaand
South America. or to restrictions to circulation of oxic waters. In other areas,
such as the northern and northwestern Atlantic, oxic conditions prevailed
except for short periods of time, and the continent was the only source of
organic material, with an impofiant proportion of residual organic matter'

b) DvingCenomanlan, anoxic conditions continued, at least periodically, along
the northwest African margin; a temporary extension over large parts of the
nofth and northwest Atlantic is observed around Late Cenomanian ln the
South Atlantic, the Angola Basin also remained anoxic, but the Cape Basin
became open to circulation of oxic waters.

c) During Turonian and moreover Coniaciun, the anoxic environment was
restricted to the Angola Basin, protected by the Rio Grande-Walvis ridge and
to the Cape Verde area, the latter possibly in connection with upwelling
conditions (Arthur and Natland, 1979).

d) During the later part of Cretaceous, all Atlantic basins were open to
circulation of oxic waters and no further favorable environment forplanktonic
material Dreservation is found in the Atlantic.
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Paleogeography, interpreted in the framework of plate tectonics, will afford a
clue to petroleum exploration of continental margins. It provides us with the
rationale for the distribution and characteristics ofthe various organic facies, and
also of the reservoirs. Combined with the use of basin modeline. it offers a
comprehensive approach to oil and gas exploration.

Summary and Conclusion

The age and geotectonic distribution of world petroleum reserves are interpreted in
terms of sedimentary cycles. sea-level changes, anoxic events and environments of
deposition, and subsequent tectonic history. The role of giant fields and giant
provinces, and the richness of sedimentary basins are also discussed.

Paleogeography and its consequeaces on sedimentology of the source rocks and
reservoirs appear to be an important contribution to the exploration of future offshore
petroleum provinces. Combined with the use of basin modeling, it offers acomprehen-
sive approach to oil and gas exploration.
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bitumen. extractableorganicmatter 14,
4 l l . !? .  131,132,  140,  176-180.  193-196.

248,251,308,  317,  318,  330 332.  471,
,195.  513.  514,  525,  526.5 '19  551
from coal 2,18-251
in experimental evolution 193 196
generation of 176 180
ind igenous 551.561
ratio 177- 180. 219. 223, 526

bituminouscoal 71 ,229 .234,235 ,23'1 '
238

B l a c k s e a  l 0  1 2 . 3 1 . 5 1 , 5 3 . 5 6 . 5 7 . 7 8 ,
87, 88. 92. 102. 118, 447. 507

black shales 258. 264, 265 . 663 . 664
bogheadcoa ls  134.  135,  141.  151,23- ,

256-258
Bohai Gulfbasin, P. R. ofChina 624.647
oonos

breakinginkerogendegradation 169.
174.  175,  189-191,  584-586,  591-592
type. distribution inkerogen 151, 153,
1 5 4 . 5 9 1
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Boscan Crude oil. Venezuela 129.410,
474,475

Botryo(occus 48. 13,1. 135. 151. 157,256.
506

Bouxwiller shales. France 108. I 18. l2l .
r22

Bowen-Surat. basin. Australia 389
branched alkanes, see alkanes, branched
Brazil 441, 445
Brit ish Columbia 27. 80, 81. 84. 85
brown coal. f ignire 70,' l 1, 141,229. 231,

233 -235 . 241 , 243 . 250
bubble point 354
bubbles of hydrocarbons 310
buoyancy 3,11 347,351
Bureau of Mines. analysisofcrude

o i l  377.378
Burgan oil f ield, Kuwait 46,1.610
bur ia l .  bur ia ldepth  162,  163.  165-  168.

111-176. 118- 187 . \91,21,2.215 -21'�7 .
576.  585.  587.  593,  595.  613,652 65 ,1

Burma 4.15. 647
butane 79 .  199,  31 ,1 ,  319.529

calibration of numerical models 588, 593
California 103. 179, 180, 184,222,223.

335. 409. 421. 45 2, 45 3 . 464.4'�/1 .647 ,
6 ,19 .657.658
Gul f  o f  61 .  597
Southern, sea, shelf, sediments 61.76.
71 ,90 .95 ,96 .  98 ,  101,  108.  224

calorif ic value 23,1
campesterol ,10.41
Canada. Western Canada Basin. Alber-

ta  152.  155.160.  11J0.  181.203.204.
:  t .1 .  2 :2 .  t21 .  225.  320.  . r4 - ,  .151.  3 i5 .
36.1. 365. 391 . 396. ,109,120 122.110,
,!11.,1,19. 452. ,157. ,160-462. ,165. ,166.
.171 .,1?3-,178. 481 . 53.1. 556. 628. 629.
6,13. 6.15. 649. 652 65,1. 657.658

cannel coals 230
cap i l la ry  p ressure  31 t | .337.341 317.  351
cap-rock. see seal
c r r rbaz t r l c .  ear  b rzo le  dcr  r r  l t r r  es  l l - .

, 1 0 1 . 4 0 2 . 5 5 0
carbohydrates 30-33.,15.,16. 70. 7,1. 76.

83. 94. 233
carbon: if not stated otherwise refers to

organrc carbon
carbon

annual production 3, 9. 25. 29

Subject Index

budget and cycle 7,9 12
content in ancient sediments 97
content in coal 234-236
content in Recent sediments 95,96
content (Corg) in source rocks 97,495-
497, 612. 618, 622, 625. 631. 655, 657,
663
dioxide

genera t ionof  163.173-175,199,
202 204, 207 ,209. 214, 216, 216, 247
from kerogen pyrolysis 219. 220.
5 1 0  -  5 1 2
oxygen index 510-512
in primary migration 316

lsotopes, see rsotopes
preference index. CPI. odd-even predo-
minance 101,  103,  182.  184,  185,249-
251.433.43 , r .531 533
ratio CR/Cr 513

carbonaceousshales 630
carbonate

oil shale 255
s e q u e n c e , 1 3 3 . , 1 5 5 , 1 4 9

Carbonate Triangle. Alberta 471, 480
carbonates  79 .  106.  193,301.305,307.

3t2
as resenoirs 353, 358, 359, 365.614
assource rocks 305. 338, 339,4.15.,146,
197, 609. 612, 613. 65,1, 656

carbonization
of coal. see coalif ication
of palynomorphs 515

carbonyl. carboxyl groups in kerogen
143.  1 ,18  151.  153 154,  167.  170.  174

carboxylic acids 311, 401. 403
0-carotane, 0-carotene. perhydro-0-caro-

tene ,11 .  126.  193.  428.  430
carotenoids 11. 47. 126. 126
car r ie rbed.car r ie r rock  293.29 ,1 ,3 ,11-

3,1,1.3.16.35t)
carveol. carvonc -16
case histories 609-6;[0
Casp ian  Sea.  bas in  51 .53 .6 ,17
catagenes is  11 .  70 .71 .  141.  161,  163.  166

170.  175,  181.  189.  196,  200.  201.  204.
205.209 212.215 217. ,150.5 ,13 .544.
546
end of 72

catalysts. catalytic effect 107. 192. 193.
r97 , 329

Caucasus. USSR 207, 6,17. 657
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cellulose 33. 14-46. 232, 233
cementation 214,360
Cerro Negro heavv oil. Venezuela 475
Challenger Knoll 326
characterization of potential source

rocks 540-546
Chattanooga Shales 157
chemosYnthes is  11 .  l2
China, People's Republik of 259.262.

445. 621 628, 647. 654. 658
chiral centers 538
ch i t in  32 .33
ch lo rophy l l  ,1 .37 .42 .  112-114.  127.  128.

1 9 2 . 4 1 0
chloroplasts 4
cho lan ic  ac id  117. ,101
cholesterol. cholestane. cholestene

10-42. 17 .99, 117. 390. ,126. 562
cholic acid 40
chromatographic adsorption during mrgra

tion 339
chromalography

gas 378. 379. 527. 528
liquid 3713.379
thin layer 378. 379

chrysene 126. 127.393
citronellal.citronellol 36
classification

of coals 234, 235
of crude oils ,115 -,123
of kerogens l-51 158

clastic sequence ,145.4.16. ,148
clay

dchvdration 328.329
minera ls  72 .  107.  192.  193.196.  197.
307. 308. 320. 328 329

c l imate  231,443,656
Closttidia 79
closure of trap 357
cloud point 261, 384
clusters of aromatic sheets in kerogen

112, r44. 166. 172
coal

association with crude oil 252..145.622
classification of . see classification
elemental composil ion 141. 235-237
formation 229-241
humic  229,230.241
liquids 404. 107,471. 172
macerals 229, 230. 234.231.238.241
244
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petrography 2,11-245
ranks 23,1 239. 211 . 243-215
sapropelic 229.230
as a source ofgas 206-211 2\2.221.
2,15 2,18. 630.631
as a source of l iquid hvdrocarbons
248 252, 622
structure. chemical 237. 238

coa l -bear ings t ra ta  231
coalif ication. carbonization of coal

23,1 2,11. 245. 2.16. 592
coa lv  kerogen,1911.499
coastalenvironment 231
coccolithophorids 15. 16. 5l
Cold Lake heavvoil. Alberta 472.478-

,180.482
coll inite 244.50.1
co l lo ida l  so lu t ion  3 l l .  312 .  325
co lor .  o fspores  and po l len  167.515,516,

543
combustion. in situ '182.,183
compact ion  299.301 305.327.329,335,

336
delayetl 302
watc rs  -125.335.336

computcr simulation in basin studies 572.
577 581.5113.585 588.605 607

condensate 199. 217,338. ,163, 550
early-mature 338

condensation
polycondensation 81 84, 175,23,1,
231 . 215
retrograde ,1611.623

conifers 18. 19. 23,1
. r 'n i l c r r lu l . , rh , ' l  .1? .4a :  see  a lso  l ign in
connate water 353
conodonts l6
Conroe crude oil. Texas 392
contlncntal

environment, of deposition 445
marg in .  r i se .  she l f .  s lope 2 ,1 ,25 ,31 .59 .
61. 151. .1,11. ,r42. 645. 646. 654, 662

active 4,17
pass ive .  s tab le ,143.  599.  6 ,15 ,  647

, , r  g i rn ic  mJt te r .  \ee  te r re \ t r ia l  o rgan ic
mattcr
plants. see terrestrial plants

conversion factor. organic carbon to or-
ganic matter 496

Cooper. Basin. Australia 389
coorong i te  88 .  1 ,11  .  151,256.257
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copepods 22 ,23 .45 ,48 .49  Deep Sea Dr i l l i ng  Pro . iec t ,  DSDP 95,96 ,
core  sampfes  574 116.  123.  155,156.  197 ,202,530.662,
correlatlon 663

index. CI 377, 378 decp sea sediments. hydrocarbons in 96.
oil-oil. oil-source rock 330.333.339. 326. 333
407.124,459.548 570.614,623 degradat ionofcurdeo l l  391,422,423.

coumaryl alcohol 44 159.163-461,4'/0,478-480, 614, 620
CPI, see carbon preference index degraded oils 391.418-422.170,474
CR/Cr 513, 522.523 dcgraded oils. correlation of, see
cracking 175. 180, 181, 190, 193.200,201. biodegraded oils

205,206,217,218.215,388,389,.160. dehydration.ofclayminerals 328,329
586 dch,vdroabietic acid 117

cratonic. pericratonic 642. 653. 660 delta arcas 327. 355.362, 605, 615 624.
crit icalheight.ofoiiorgascolumn 343. 6,16.6.17.660

314,3.19. 350 densir) '
crude oil, see also oil, see also petroleum ofcrudeoil 342-344,37'7,411.113,

classification 415 423 see also API gravity and specific gravity
composition 330,332.335.375 114. change with depth and age 451 457
172 ofheavy oil and tar 471.475,176,478.
correlation. see corelation 179

cut ic les  43 ,50 .229,237 o fsha leo i l  261 263.101,4 '71 . ,472
cuticular waxes 102 of water 303, 304
cut in .cu t in i te  42 .43 .49 ,139.504.520 depth  85 .178-180.215,222,223.327,
cuttings 573. 574 450 ,154..160. see also burial

gas 527. 528 of oil and gas fields 450-452
C1-anophyceae, blue-green algae 21 . ,10 Desulfovibrio 77 ,78, 446
cyc l i c  sed imenta t ion  231 d iasenes is  11 ,69 .70 .71 .75 ,90 ,94 ,141,
cyc loa lkanes ,  naphthenes 174.  181.200.201.203.215.216,305,

C17. cyclic molecules 561-563 360. ,150. 543. 5,14. 5,16
in  b i tumen 187.  533,534 car lv  70
incrudeo i l  382-384.390-393.416-  end o f  71
122. 464-466 of kerogen 162,170.1'14
formation of l1l3 diamerers

cycloalkvlaromatics. see naphthenoaro- of molecules 206. 306, 309
matics of pores. see pore diameter

cyclobutane 392 diastcrane. diasterene 121
cycloheptane 392 diatoms 15. 16,21-23.27 .32.31.15-4'1 ,
cyclohexane. methylcyclohexane 95.98. 50. 5l

390.392 dibenzofuran 401. 403
cycloparaffins.seecycloalkanes dibenzothiophene.seeb€nzothiophene
cyclopentane.methylcyclopentane 95. cliffusion

98.  390,392.  530 losses  bv  339.  340.467,468
in  migra t ion  309,310.318 320,351.

Darcy's law 301. 605. 606 637.63u
Darius crude oil. Iran dihvdrophvtol I 13. I 14
deasphafting 459.461-463.'167.seealso DinoJlagellares 15.16.21 23,27,45,47,

asphaltene separation 5l
decalin 390 dinosterol 122. 125
decarboxylation 106.107, 114. 192, 193. diploptene 39

204.245,426.433 dismigration 293
Deep Basin of W. Canada 628 639 disproportionation ,160, 461
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distances of migration 3,17.351.355.,179. cukaryotes 15. 114. 116
180. 614. 620 euphotic zone 10, 25, 26. 59

disti l late 376 European. North-west European ba-
d is t i l l a t ion  191,376.377,415 s in  206.212.251
diterpenes. diterpanes. diterpenoids 37. euxinic 6l l. 612

116. 117. 250. '126 elaporation of hydrocarbons 465
do lomi t i za t ion  305 e !apor i te  106.305.433. ,1 ,17 ,611,614.
Domanik formation. USSR 6.13 611.61'7
Douala Basin. Cameroon 88. l, l l . l48. even predominance. ofn-alkanes 106

1.19 .  152,154.  161,168.  178- l rJ0 .  182.  108.132.  '133 .533.570
1 8 3 , 2 1 9 . 2 2 0 . 3 4 8 . 4 5 1 . 5 1 1 . 5 1 2 . 5 1 7 .  e v o l u t i o n
525. 601-604 of the biosphere 14-20

dra inagearea 353.354.481.615 pa th
drygas format ion  167.175.200.205.217.  o faspha l tenes , l08

221 o fkcrogen 151-  158.218 221.511,
5 1 2

East Shetland basin, North Sea 539. 5.10 evolutionary state of plants 230
East Texas 362.464 exinite 153 157. 237. see also l iptinite
effusion 351 experimental
Eh,oxidation-reduction.redoxpoten- cvolution

t ia l  59 .70 . '17 .232,233 o f  kerogen 169 174.  193-196,590
electron of pure compounds 192. 193

diffraction 139. 1,12-1,15. 509 of sedimcnts 193
spin resonance. ESR. 508,523 525 gencration of hydrocarbons 192-196

elemental composition exploratron
of biomass 5l philosophy 572
of coal 235-237 targets 571
ofkerogen l . l i ) .  1 ,11 .151,165.170.  l7 l .  we l l  573
508. 5l l. 523, 52,1 cxpulsion of oil 252. 336
of resins and asphaltenes ,10,1 exsudatinite 503

ellagic acid ,15 extract. sec bitumen
Elmworth gas field, W. Canada 629-638 extra-heavy oils. see heavy oils
Emba. South. USSR 447
Emeraude oil f ield, Congo .121. ,17,1. 560 facies
environment of deposition 11,12.21 -30. characteristics. ofcrude oil and bi-

106,  114,  153.421.126 133.110-419 tumen 568-570
environmental studies ,137 organic. in source-rocks 572. 662, see
enzymes 31. 32. 76 also kerogen type and palynofacies
epicontinental sea 443.651.65,1 Falkland Plateau 656
epimetamorphism 72 farnesol 37. l l4
Equisetum 101 Faskcn crude oil. Texas 3[]4
ergostane, ergosterol ,10,41,46.47.95. Fastnet basin. Ireland 529

562 fats 3,1.35
Ermelo  o i l  sha les .  SouthAf r ica  257.263.  fa t tvac ids  34 .35 .46  49 ,79-81.100.

264 106 108.  l l0 .  192,  193. ,103.433
essential oils 36.,19. 110. 111 iso- and anteiso- 46,47
ester. ester bonds 84. 14E. 15,1. 172 unsaturated ,19

estradiol, estrone 124 faults 355. 360-363. 617, 620,623- 621
ethane 79 .  199.202,311,319.529,636 fe rmenta t ion  79
ether bonds 1.18, 154.404 ferns 124, 524
eubacteria 11,1 fichtelite 116. 117, 390
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fingerprintpattern 549
Fischer assay 260
fish 53
Florida Bay 108
fluid

f low 301,304,309,3111
models of 348,578, 605

pressure! see pressure
fluids. monophasic, polvphasic 310. 605
fluoranthene 126- 127,393
fluorene 393. 394
fluorenone ,101..103
fluorescence 13,1, 136. 137. 139.2.13.:198.

,199. 502 50,1, 506. 507. 519. 520. 5,13
foraminifera 16. 17,50
lormatron water. see water
fossil ization of organic matter I I 13. 2l
fractions ofcrude oil. key fractions 377.

3 7 8 . , 1 1 5 . , 1 1 6
franboids 136. l3lJ
l re r  rad ica l : .  l6 : .  Ih l .  lq l .52 . l  i25
friedelin 120. 121. 123
Frigg field. North Sea 210. 212
fringelite 129
fucosterol 4l, 47
fulvic acids 82-88. 91. 9,1
functional

analysis of kerogen 142
groups. in kerogen and coal 1,18. 170.
112. 173.238,239

fungi 16, 17. 14.233
fungisterol 40
Fushun o i l sha le .  P .  R.  o fCh ina  259.262
fus in i te  139,2 ,15 .504

Gabon 108. 427. 430. 4,15. 51.1
gall ic acid 45
Gamba crude oil. Gabon 445
gammacerane 39.390
gas

b iogen ic  79 .80 .89 ,90 .200-203.215,
216
cap 353.354
carbon isotope composition of, see
isotope
chromatography. see chromatography

mass spectrometry. GC-MS 436.437
composition 199
in cuttings. see cutting gas
depth l imit. -destruction. -f loor 213.
21 ,1 .  218

Subject Index

dissolved in formation waters 333 335
distribution in sedimentary basins 213.
214
formation 180. 199 221,245 248,
328.628-638
inorganic origin 207, 208
non-hydrocarbon 203, 204. 206-208
/o i l  ra t io ,  GOR 353.35 ,1 ,462. , {63
phasemigra t ion  334,337
reserves 6.19. 650, 658. 662
source rocks 2I9 -221 . 251 - 252

Gato Ridge crude oil, California 402
genet ic  po ten t ia l  159,218.  219.51  I  -513.

589 59 i
geochemical fossils. biological markers

93- 130..121 137.527. 5.18 550.55.1.
5 5 5 . 5 5 E . 5 6 2 - 5 6 6
acyc l i c  i sopreno ids  111 116
branched a lkancs  110.  l1 l
d i te rpeno ids .  I16 .  l l7
from asphaltenes 130.,107, 551
f rom kerogen 129.  130.551
indicators of despositional environ-
ment :126 ,132

of early diagenesis 432. ,133
of thermal maturation 433-436

in oil-oil correlation 5.18-550. 551.
555.  558
in oil-source rock correlation 562-566
n-alkanes 100- l l0
porphyrins 128. 129
s ign i f i cance,12 ,1 ,425
stcroids and tritcrpenoids I l7- 126

geopo lyners  70 .75 .91
gco\ ta l l c  p rc5 \ure .  l i l hos ta l i c - .  fe l ro . l J l i c -

299. 300
geothermal

flux, see heat f low
history 599. 6(X)
gas 2(17
gradient 215. 216. 223.224,296 298.
l0 r .  1  r ,4s0 .  J5 l  .  -1b0.57 .2 .5q . r .  596_
60.1

ancient 60 | - 60,1
geraniol. geranic acid 36, 111
Ghawar oil f ield. Saudi Arabia 610.61,1
giant f ield. giant province 656 661
g ibbere l l ins  37 .38
Gippsland basin, Australia 389, 647
globules of hydrocarbons 310
Glossopteris flora 231)
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g lucose 3 .33
glutamic acid 32
glycerides 3,1
glvcerol 3.1. 35. 114. I l5

e thers  114.  I16
gl),cine 32
Golden Lane. Mexiko 360
Gondwana 230, 232.. 264. 615
graben 289.297.597.600.603
graphite 72. 201. 235. 2,11
grapto l i tes  16 .  136
gravit) '. see API and specific Sravitt

segregation 462. 163
Great Plains of Canada and United

states 202. 204
Greecc l(16.,121. '133. 4'17
C;reen Riverfbrmation. shales 118. 122.

140 1 ,12 .  r52 .  153.  161.  179.255 259.
261.  263.  265.  .120.  ,128.430.  512.  5 l l1

Gron ingen gas f ie ld  206.21  L .  212.328.
339. 360

Grosnvi crude oil. USSR .103
growth faults 327. 355. 362. 617. 620. 6l. l
Gu l fCoast  84 .291 i .  301.  302.327.  335.

355.  362.  363. '121. .141.  451 .153.  6 .16 .
6.17.658 660

Gul f  o f  Mcx ico  57 .59 .60 .96 .98 .  101.
118. 203. 326. 327, 341J, 6,15, 655

gymnosperms 19.20
gypsum. see evaponte

Handil oil f ield. Indonesia 620 623
Ilarmattan East crude oil. Alberta 396
llassi Messaoud. Algeria 225. 226. 316.

327 329.  339.385.595.  643.652.653.
660

Hassi R'Mel gas field. Algeria 660
H/C. O/Cdiagram. see Van Krevelen dia

gram. see also elemental composition ol
kerogen

heat flow 296. 297. 596 598
heavy oils ,119 423.,165.,170 ,183.6'11.

643. 6,1,1. 6,16. 6,18. 649, 657. 660
API gravity of 171.415 179

height of oil or gas column 343 345. 637
helium in natural gas 199. 207. 20il
hemin  127,  128
t lempe ld is t i l l a t ion  415
heptane 384.386-31i9

isomers 386.3i18
value 530

b8i

herbaceous kerogen -198. 503. 505
heterocompounds (N. S. O.) 399-108

genera t ion  189.217
in  migra t ion  312.  313,333.  '108

heterocycles
in asphaltenes ,104, 405
in humic acids 82
in kerogen 1,17, 1tl8

hexane. hexane isomers 385 3119. 530
hexene 31i5
high pressure of f luid. overpressure. abnor-

nralpressure.excesspressure 30(1.302.
3 l  1 .  321.  32 i r .  605 607.  616.  621-623.  6 .17

high-sulfur crudc oil. see sulfur
high-wax crude oil. see wax
higher plants. see terrestrial higher plants
histogram of vitrinite reflectance 2.!1.

2 1 5 . 5 1 6 . 5 1 9
llodonin crude oil. Czechoslovakia 392
h , ' f ' a n e  J U . J h . 5 r r .  l l 7 .  l l x .  l 2 l . l : : .

121 .  125. .126. ,129. ,1311. ,13 ' l ' 136 .  see
also bactcriohopane

hopcne 117.  124.  390
hormons 125
n umlc

acids u2-88. 91. 9,1. 158. 240. 442. 503
coal. see coal
kerogen. organic matter 134-136. 158,
233. 240. 2.13. 498. 499. 503-505

humification 229, 234, 231
h u m i n  7 4 .  1 J 2 . 8 5 , 8 6 , 8 8 . 9 1 , 9 4 .  1 3 1
huminite 230. 234, 23'�7. 210, 243
hydrobarbon

composition, change with depth 180
188.  200.  205,  215.  250,  251.451
formation 93.94, 176- 188,201 206,
215 218.2 ,18  252
gas. see gas. see also l ight hydrocarbons
identif ication in crude oil 376 379
i'organic carbon ratio 96. 97, see also
hydrocarbon ratio
phase migration 320-323. 334. 33rt
3t9
ra t io  177 180.223.526
ring analysis ofsaturated 186. 187,391.
392
t l ,ped is t r ibu t ion  183.  188.3u2-384

hvdrocarbons
inanc icn tsed iments  91 .94 .95 '97 .98 .
see also geochemical fossils
in coal 24il-251
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in crude oil 382-397
in cuttings 527-530
in deep oceanic sediments 95,96,202,
326. 333
in heavy oils 472,475
isotopicratios 190-192, 200-203, 205,
209 -211
in natural gas 199,20I-205,209 211
in organisms 36-39,41,46-49, 110-
112,  114-  115,  1  18 ,  , {25
in Recentsediments 80,81.94-96, 98;
see also geochemical fossils
in source rocks 97, t76-188,527-540

hydrodynamics, hydrodynamic fl uid fl ow,
hydrodynamic gradient 341, 3,14 349

hydrogen bonds in asphaltene-resin inter-
action 406

hydrogen
content

in asphaltenes and resins 404
in coal 234, 236.2,10
in  kerogen 140,  141,151-153.  157.
158, 162. 163, 166

index, of kerogen 510 512
oigin in natural gas 206, 207
sulfide 78, 79. 199, 204-207,448, 453,
455
transfer 461

hydrolysis 32,33
hydrolyzable organic compounds in sedi-

ments 80. 85, 88, 233
hydrophil ic, hydrophobic 311
hydrostatic 299. 300. 341. 342. 345. 346
hydrotroil i te 79
hydroxy  ac ids ,12 ,  43 .  45 , ,19
hydrous pyrolysis 196

igneous intrusion 197
i l l i te  196,  328,329
Ill izi Basin, Algeria 221, 224, 348, 349.

556. 557. 595. 596. 603. 652. 653.
immature

crude oil 441, 450, 477
stage of evolution 163, 215, 216. 495.
5 1 7 . 5 1 8 , 5 2 1 , 5 3 3 , 5 4 5

indane 396
indole 402
Indonesia 108, 109, 22,1. 389, 409, 419

421 , 440, 441 , 444, 445, 64'/
ine inite 139, 155.237,240,242 244,

. {98-500,503.504
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i.frared spectroscopy 143. 146. 156. 167.
1 7 1 .  1 7 3 , 2 2 0 , 5 0 8

injection pressure 342
in situ combustion. see combustion
insolubil ization 85-89, 91
interfacial tension 310. 3.{2-344
internalsurface 306,307
intrusion 146, 197
Irati shale, Brazri 257, 258, 262, 264
iron

iron sulfides 6-8,70,79,12'7, I34,136,
1 3 8 , 4 4 7
oxides 72

isoalkanes(2-methylalkanes) 47, 109.
110, 385, 388, 389, 428, 430

isoarborinol. see arbo nol
isomerization 434-436, 537-5'10
isomers in crude oil and sediments 3E8.

,134,537-540
isooctane 385
isoprene 34 .36 ,  111
isoprenoid acids 403
isopreno ids  ,1 ,  107.111 116,  129,  130.

182, 185, 186, 250. 332, 389, 425, 126.
.166,533
in biodegradation 466
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